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CIRCUMSTANCES
have transpired
that will prevent the W A T C H W O R D
and Gospel from uniting as was previously announced.
Arrangements
are now under consideration for
making the W A T C H W O R D a weekh^
paper in the near future.

"Man's misery was the magnet that drew
the Saviour from the sky."

This was one of the sayings of Dr.
Chalmers. It is trvie. If we have
the Spirit of Christ, man's misery will
draw us from our homes and from
the land of our nativity, to help rescue the heathen from perdition here
and hereafter. If we have not the
Spirit of Christ we are none of his.
T H E TWO EXTREMES.
In England, while a large part of the professed Church is going over to Rationalism, another division is going to
Rome with a rapidity tliat is positively
startling. An English paper states
that Hensall Church, Yorkshire, has
vessels of "holy water," obituary cards
requesting prayers for the dead, a confessional box, a crucifix with "blood
stains" on the hands and feet of the
image, the "stations of the cross," a
thoroughly furnished Roman "altar"
(including a collecting box with a slip
of paper on which are written the
words, "Offerings for St. Joseph"), an
image of the Virgin and Child, another "altar" (with an offertory box
bearing the inscription "Offerings for
Mary"), and a glazed box containing
a "nail," certified thus: "To all and
severally who shall inspect these
present letters, we do afihrm and attest
that this iron nail, bound by a silken
band of red, protected by our small
seal, has been brought into contact
with the holy nail which is preserved
a m o n g us Cistercians in the Inner
Chapel of the Holy R n i c s of the
Church of the Holy Cross at Jerusa-
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lem in this City, which, moreover, is
one of those by which Our Lord Jesus
Christ was fastened to the Cross."
S O M E time ago it was announced
that we were to be favored with "The
Woman's Bible," but now we have a
more startling announcement concerning "The Polychromo Bible."
This is to be a new translation along
rationalistic lines, printed in as many
colors as our "higher critics," in their
infallible (?) judgment, have determined that there have been authors.
There is to be a color representing
every document, including the "Redactor" or compiler, but, quite in
keeping with their unbelief, there is
to be no color representing the part
supplied b}' the Holy Spirit. That
will be the best index to the purpose
of the men behind the movement.
Our Lord believed that God spake
all these words, but then he was not a
college president or higher critic.

T H E extreme length to which men
who stand at the head of professedl}'
Christian Colleges are now going,
must surely come to an end soon. It
now looks as if the godly men on
boards of trustees had purposely
borne with these detractors from the
Word of God, so as to give them
every opportunity to reveal their true
character, and thus avoid the outcry
against "bigotry" when the blow
should come. It will be a great surprise if these men are not removed or
compelled to confine their labors
along the line of teaching where they
are "experts" and not along the line
of sitting in judgment on the Bible
where they are weaklings.
The
greatest fear is that they will promise
silence and retain their positions
while they continue their destruction
in secret.
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PBE-MILLENNIALISTS.
N F O R T U N A T E L Y those who
look for the return of our Lord
as the great hope of the church
are not agreed. Some postpone that
event until after the thousand years of
triumphant righteousness.
Others
look for the personal advent of the
Lord to introduce this happy period
of the prevalence of righteousness in
the individual, in the home, in the
Church and in the State. These are
called Pre-millennialists.
But they, in turn, especially during
the past century, have been divided
amongst themselves. Previous to
that time, all the creeds of Christendom manifested a singular tenacity to
one and the same mold respecting
"the last things." From the earliest
days it may be said that all Councils
and all Creeds of all branches of the
professing Church have formulated
their beliefs concerning the future
about as follows: First, the Apostasy,
then the Antichrist, then the Tribulation, and then the Advent. There is
no creed in all of Christendom, so far
as we know, that does not conform to
this mold and maintain this order.
The Cireek, Roman, Anglican and
Protestant divisions of the Church are
all agreed here.
Those who have believed that any
person or system represented the
Apostasy and Antichrist, have held
that Jesus might return "at any moment." Those who cannot see that
the Scriptures concerning the Apostasy and Antichrist have been fulfilled,
confidently believe that these and perhaps other events must precede the
coming of the Lord.
Amongst
many Romanists, Protestantism has
been considered the embodiment of
everything that is Antichristian and
they have therefore taught the possibility of the Lord's speedy return.
On the other hand, many Protestants,
from the days of Luther down to the
present day, have boldly taught that
Romanism is the Apostasy, the Pope
is the Antichrist and the Inquisition
and its attendants are the Tribulation.
Believing this without doubt. Dr.
Gordon was wont to teach "the im-
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manency" of the Coming of Christ.
Until a few months before the close of
his life, these views were held by him,
although it is fair to say that, towards
the end, he was willing to concede
that there would finally be a personal
fulfillment of the Antichrist, just prior
to the Advent. H e had no sympathy
with any view of the Coming of the
Lord apart from Apostasy, Antichrist
and Tribulation. H e was in line with
all believers in the personal and premillennial coming of Christ from the
days of Polycarp down to the time of
Edward Irving.
At the time of the Oxford movement, when the "Plymouth Brethren"
took their rise, and when the "blessed
hope" was preached with apostolic
unction and vividness, many began to
say that their corporate testimony
constituted the "midnight cry," and
that the greater part of those then
alive would remain alive until the appearing of Christ in glory. Others,
of the more sober mind and more
careful study, brought forward the
truths concerning intervening events
—showing that nothing had happened
amongst the Jews, the professed
Church or amongst the Gentile nations, since the fall of Jerusalem, to
warrant the belief that the Lord would
immediately appear. In fact, they
maintained that there was no more
reason to expect the Advent now than
there was in the days of Constantine.
But so strongly had the "immanency"
of this "blessed hope" taken hold of
the minds of some teachers that they
at once undertook to find some
ground for setting aside the order of
events, which had never been questioned amongst
Pre-millennialists
from the days of the Apostles down to
that day. Whether the theory by
which this was done originated with
Mr. Darby, with Edward Irving or
with Dr. Bickerstith, we have never
been able to determine. All three of
them began to teach it about the same
time and it was never taught before.
Briefly stated, that theory is as follows: The Church will be taken up
to meet the Lord in the air before the
Antichrist appears upon the scene and,
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therefore, before the Tribulation, for
the Antichrist is the author of the time
of trouble such as never has been and
never will be again. Strange to say,
these views, so novel, and confessedly
without one single passage of Scripture to maintain them, have found acceptance amongst the largest part of
the Anglo-Saxon Christians who are
Pre-millennialists. Lately a great reaction has come. Brethren are seeing that the Coming, Appearing and
Revelation of Christ are but different
aspects of one event. It is fast coming to be recognized that the Turkish
Empire must fall, so as to give an opportunity for the reforming of the
old Roman Empire with its ten Confederate Kingdoms. It can scarcely
be said to be questioned any longer,
that the Jews must return to their own
land in some considerable numbers
and rebuild their Temple in disbelief
of Christ. The most earnest Christians are intense in their conviction
that the "Body" of Christ, now being
formed, must be made up of representatives from every kingdom, tongue
and tribe on earth, and therefore the
whole world must be evangelized before the Lord can come. It is now
conceded by many of the ablest men
who have considered the Papacy as
the Antichrist that there will be a
final some one, who will fulfill, as no
past Pope ever has done, all the terrible things said of the Antichrist.
And so it is becoming possible to
"watch" the course of events, so that
when we see certain "things begin to
come to pass" we can lift up our heads,
"for the coming of the Lord draweth
nigh." It can be seen at a glance
that if no events are to precede the
Coming, then we have no signs of the
times, no means of learning the nearness of the Advent, no ground for
watching—in fact no word of prophecy, shining in a dark place, unto
which we do well to take heed in our
hearts. But as a matter of fact those
who deny the certainty of intervening
events are most earnest in pointing
out those things which do show
that the Coming of the Lord draweth
nigh.

•IN H I M WAS L I F E ; AND T H E L I F E
WAS T H E LIGHT OF M E N . "
A. J. GORDON.

I.—The light reveals our sins. "All
things that are reproved are made
manifest by the light. For whatsoever doth make manifest is the light."
Now the great and principal need is
that we should know ourselves. Evil
thoughts and wrong motives do not
show on a background of the same
color. That is to say, one whose
character is selfish will not be aware
of his selfish motives; and one whose
life is thoroughly worldly will not
recognize his ungodly spirit. And so,
until the hght of the knowledge of the
glory of God shines into men's hearts,
it is quite useless to talk to them about
the sin of unbelief. It seems like an
idle tale to them, and they understand
not what you say. "Unbelief," they
say, "why I am not aware of any unbelief in my heart. I don't make any
profession of religion to be sure.
But then, I am not an opposer." And
so you almost believe that not to deny
Christ is to confess him. That is your
dream,,and one never knows that he
has been dreaming till he wakes.
Only when the daylight comes wall
the delusions of your night thoughts
be revealed. So true is this principle,
that the enemy makes
special
use of it in his tactics.
For
he always teaches men to call
darkness light, so that they may
not be alarmed. Did you ever know
one to embrace any deadly error, that
he did not at once begin to talk about
the new light that had come to him.
Spiritualism, rationalism, materialism, agnosticism, these are all gloried
in as rays of new light that have burst
upon the benighted world; when
they are really only brilliant flashes of
old Egyptian darkness. But they
must be labeled as "new light" or else
men would not touch them. "And
no marvel," says the apostle, "for
Satan himself is transformed into an
angel of light." H e knows that if he
came as an angel of night his shadow^
would frighten people, and so he
changes his costume, and, like God
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himself, clothes himself with light as
with a garment. Jesus Christ is the
true "angel standing in the sun" who
alone casts no shadow—so holy and
white and transparent is he, that his
image is light and not darkness.
And Satan takes on the disguise of
Christ, and fills you with such
thoughts about the superior light
which you enjoy that you are quite
insensible of his presence. Oh, if
once your soul could be illuminated
by the Spirit, how much you would
see in yourself to weep over—your
selfishness, your pride, your envy,
\'Our vanity, your unbelief. These
things are in your heart, and you don't
know it, and therefore you enjoy perfect self-satisfaction.
Oh, if you
could only see what opposition to
God, what disobedience to Christ,
what rebellion against God's will lurks
in your heart you would be penitent
instead of careless. I saw the other
night a little box covered with that
newly invented luminous paint, so
that in total darkness I can discern the
box as clear as day. And I said
would that an angel could go into the
hearts of my hearers, and touch their
sins with some luminous substance
that would make them stand out in
conspicuous reality—reveal them in
the darkness, and then I am sure that
instead of saying "I am as good
as others," they would cry out. "God
be merciful to me a sinner."
And it is not the present sins and
the surface sins alone that need to be
revealed, but the sins of the past which
have been covered up. They lie
buried and under layer after layer of
forgetfulness. We think that they are
not there because we do not see them,
but they will all be made manifest in
the hour of the last judgment when,
as Jesus says, the hidden things shall be
brought to light, "F"or there is nothing covered that shall not be revealed;
neither hidden which shall not be
made manifest!" I speak thus because I believe that in this superficial
and flippant age there is nothing so
important as the knowledge of God
and the knowledge of self that follows
as a consequence. We live under the

government of a holy God. H e requires a holy heart in us. It is not
simply truth in our conduct, and truth
in our business and truth in our creeds
that he demands, but truth in the
heart. "Thou requireth truth in the
inner part and in the hidden part thou
wilt make me to know wisdom." I
think it all important to enforce this
truth because in these days it is so well
nigh impossible to get men to confess
that they are sinners. They want to
argue the question and palliate their
faults. D o you think that this is really
wrong and that there is any harm in
this? Am I to blame for doing this
and saying that? John Owen says,
"If men's sins were to be written in
visible letters, on their foreheads the
streets would be deserted and the
world would be a wilderness." But
there is something worse than this
which might happen and wdll happen
to the unbeliever. "Thou Lord hast
set my secret sins in the light of thy
countenance."
II.—The light reveals Christ himself.
Now when I have said all this I am
well aware that the great end of
preaching is not conviction but conversion. "The Son of man is not
come to condemn the world, but that
the world through Him might be
saved," says Christ. T h e gospel is
not a branding-iron for burning the
record of men's sins into their foreheads and so compelling them to
stand as convicted culprits before the
bar of God. And the minister who
only accomphshes this has failed in
his mission just as utterly as one who
only covers up men's sins and hides
theim from observation.
I am
anxious to convince you of your sins
only that you may have those sins
blotted out and remembered no more
against you forever. Indeed I do not
want you to look at your sins and
dwell upon them any longer than just
to see them and forsake them. For
one look at _ sin take twenty looks at
Christ, the sin-bearer and Saviour.
Some who want to make thorough
work of religion are inclined to linger
in the shadows of repentance too long;
they continue in the sorrow and
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gloom of contrition till thev are utterly wretched. Now that is not right.
The only thing for us is to turn our
back upon our sins as quick as we
liave been made sensible of them. It
is said that when Alexander's favorite
horse Bucephalus was brought to him
one day, he was found to be so restive
and wild that it was impossible to
mount him. Alexander, after looking
a moment, discovered the reason and,
taking his steed by the bridle, he
turned his head towards the sun and
then he stood still as a rock. H e had
been frightened at his own shadow,
3nd by turning him to the sun the
shadow was thrown behind him.
W h o is there among us that walketh
in darkness and hath no light; let him
look unto "Jesus, the author and finisher of our faith." Fix your eye on
him and all the shadows will fall behind you. For condenmation is the
shadow of our soul that is turned away
from Christ. "This is the condemnation that light is come into the world
and men have loved darkness rather
than light." Peace is the light of a
soul which has turned its face towards
Christ. " H e that followeth me shaU
not walk in darkness, but shall have
the light of life."
Are any of you walking in gloom
and darkness and sorrow, notwithstanding you have owned and confessed Christ Jesus as your Saviour?
It is your own shadow coming between yourself and Christ that has
caused this darkness. "The face of
the Lord is against them that do evil,"
but it is always turned in open blessed
reconciliation towards those who believe and confess the Lord Jesus. It
is not God's averted face that brings
you into darkness, but your averted
face. T u r n your face to the sun and
all will be light. Are any of you
drawn to the earth by an inordinate
desire after wealth or for enjoyment?
And is covetousness throwing its dark
shadow over your countenance, so
that the image of the holy and selfdenying Christ is obscured? Turn
your face to the sun. Christ draws
our affections to him, as the sun draws
up the mists and vapors. H e can dis-

enchant you from your idols. Is
your heart darkened with the shadow
of some secret enmity, so that you
cannot forgive a wrong that has been
done to you, and therefore are moping
in gloom and dissatisfaction when you
ought to bf happy? Turn your face
to the sun and this shadow of enmity
will fall behind you. Hatred can no
more exist in the light of Christ's
countenance than mists can remain in
the face of tlie sun.
Now the great open secret of religious light is in following the Lord
Jesus, The Christian life is not a
flight but a walk. Hence the scriptures are filled with exhortations in
regard to the manner of our Christian
walk. "Walk in the Spirit;" "Walk
in love;" "Walk in the truth;" "Walk
circumspectly;" "Walk as children of
the light." But a walk can only ])e
successful bv taking step after step.
That is, b\' doing duty after duty; performing service after service; exercising
obedience
after
obedience.
Hence Jesus says, " H e that followeth
me shall not walk in darkness, but
shall have the light of life." Every
step which we take after Christ is a
step into the light. So that will be
fulfilled which is written in the scriptures. "The path of the just is as a
shining light, that shineth more and
more unto the perfect day." And yet
how many just stand still and refuse to
move because, as they say, they have
not sufficient feeling on the subject to
warrant their going on. We find
some just standing still and pouring
out their complaint thus:
"I cannot feel as once I felt.
And yet I know not why.
But 'tis the greatest grief of life
To feel all feeling die."
Now, if the one Vi'ho is chiming this
mournful strain would just press on
in the way of God's commandments,
doing every duty, obeying every command of the Lord he would soon find
his feeling.
He that followeth me.—Get the eye
off of self—-Don't think about enjoying yourself, or enjoying your mind,
or enjoying religion. Don't try to
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have faith in your faith; or to enjoy
your enjoyment, or to feel your feeling. But fix your eye on the Lord,
and all these things will follow.
T H E DOCTRINE OF T H E ATONEMENT I N T H E N E W TESTAMENT.
E. P. TULLER.

T

H E preaching of the cross is to
some men foolishness; to others a
stumbling block, but to many it
is the power of God. As in physical
science so in the doctrine of the atonement ; that, which at first sight appears
absurd, on careful examination seems
most reasonable and certain truth.
The theory of Copernicus meets with
derision and opposition, but scientific
investigation proves its truthfulness
and then it is the rational belief while
its opposite is placed in the category
of ignorance and stupidity. To Paul
there must be but one result after he
is convinced of the fact of the Messiahship of Jesus of Nazareth—the
cross must be the power of God. So
to the one who is convinced of the
historic reality of the incarnation, the
crucifixion and the resurrection, the
teaching of the atonement in the New
Testament must be the only reasonable explanation of the cross. So
great is the reach of this truth that
innumerable theories have been propounded, almost everyone doubtless
having a greater or less measure of
truth in it. So that one can sympathize with the expression of the late
Prof. O, S. Straus when he said, "I
believe them all." The endeavor in
this paper, however, is not to propose
a theory but to examine, exegetically,
if you please, the teaching of the New
Testament as to the atoning significance of the death of Christ; to ascertain not what we think ought to be the
doctrine but what is the real intention
of the Word.
The New Testament
teaching
groups itself about four representations :
I. That of Redemption, or the commercial view.
I I . T h a t of the declaration of God's
righteousness, or the legal view.

H I . T h e Sacrificial view.
IV, T h e thought of Reconciliation.
It is in this order that the doctrine
will be examined.
I. One of the most expressive
terms used in relation to the atonement is that of redemption. The
thought presented is commercial in
origin, having to do with the purchase
of "slaves, the ransom of prisoners,
and, in the Old Testament, with the
transfer of land and payment of money
in the place of the taking of life. The
idea is fre;quently expressed in the
New l ^ s t a m e n t and is evidently based
upon Old Testament usage though
modified to express Gospel condition.
In the Gospel of Luke the Old Testament view is predominant. T h e redemption of Israel to the ordinary
J(.nv was the deliverance from foreign
bondage, the autonomy of the state,
the prosperity of the government and,
to a greater or less extent, the establislnnent of righteousness; to the remnant the ordinary views were true but
the religious benefit of the Messianic
reign seemed to predominate in varying degrees, the righteousness of God,
the joy of the Lord, the spiritual exaltation. Hence we find Zechariah
praising God because in the coming
Messiah God had visited and redeemed his people; Anna the prophetess speaking of the infant Jesus to
all who looked for redemption in Jerusalem. Jesus also seems to have included this view when he said to his
disciples, " W h e n these things come to
pass, then look up for your redemption draweth nigh." This apparently
is the thought of the disciples who
walked with him to E m m a u s when
they said, "But we trusted that it had
been he which should have redeemed
Israel." T h o u g h the term in itself in
these passages seems to suggest simply deliverance yet the idea of ransom
is not to be overlooked.
The view of the Jew was that the
bondage of the nation was due to sin.
The deliverance would occur when the
people repented.
This deliverance
the Messiah would accomplish. H e
would throw off the foreign yoke and
the glorious kingdom would be es-
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tablished.
The emphasis in the
teaching of Jesus and especially of the
disciples was turned from national to
individual salvation.
Christ frees
men from the guilt and bondage of
sin. The idea of bondage is found
throughout the New Testament, viz.,
" H e that committeth sin is the slave
of sin;" "Sin shall have no more dominion over you." The expression
redemption, therefore, had to do with
deliverance from bondage to sin and
was a pregnant term to express the
full Messianic salvation.
General
representations are found to set forth
this act. These, with the definite term,
give foundation to the belief that the
thought was common and well understood. Especially is this true in connection with the commercial term
agoradzo ("to buy"). "Ye are bought
with a price, ye are not your own."
Here the idea seems to be that as a
m a n buys a yoke of oxen, so the Christian is bought as a slave for God.
The word of itself does not intimate
the ransom of a captive, but if the
thought of redemption were a common one, as seems evident, then the
use of such words would naturally recall the idea of ransom. The diminutive exagoradzo presents the concept
of ransom in itself. It means "to buy
up," "to pay a ransom" for the return
of anything or person, "to recover
from the power of another by paying
the price" on prisoners.
In the word lutroo and its derivatives and cognates is to be found the
kernel of the redemptive notion. In
the L X X and in the classics it is used
to express payment of the sum necessary foi the purchase of slaves or the
deliverance of captives. It is not
v/ithout significance that hitrou is used
in the L X X to translate kopher "to
care" in connection with the remission
of sin. Though the terms in themselves have a general significance of
deliverance it seems evident that they
derive their presence and use in the
New Testament from their relation
through the L X X with the Old Testament view of Messianic salvation,
while it would not be right to press all
Old Testament views into them it

would be wrong to declare that they
had no significance whatever in the
use of the words.
This redemption is from the bondage of sin, both its guilt and power,
unto God for life and fellowship with
him in purity and righteousness, at
great cost, by the payment of a price.
The ransom paid is the blood of
Christ, more precious than gold -or
silver, like that of a sacrificial lamb
without blemish and without spot, its
efficacy lies in the fact that it is the
very greatest gift of Christ, his life,
that it is the life of the ]\fessiah and because of its connected teachings, the
life of "The Son of God." The freedom of the many from the bondage of
sin, its guilt, power, and consequent
punishment, was accomplished only
by the payment of the life of Christ as
the essential price. As to the equivalence that is not mentioned in tjiis
connection. It was necessary to accomplish the result; it was inexpressibly precious; it was sufficient to accomplish the result. It was the payment of life absolutely . essential to
save the many (sufficient for all) from
an eternal bondage.
The words of Christ, "lay down his
life a ransom for many," seem plain.
His life was the price paid for the
freedom of many, his life was the necessary cost to save the many from
suffering the otherwise necessary results of their sinful condition. The
meaning of this passage is illustrated
by that of Gal. 3 : 13, where exagoradzo is used, "redemption from the
curse of the law being made a curse for
us." H e endured, indeed, God's wrath
against sin by submitting because of
his human relationship to the terrible
results of sin which were cumulative
and culminated in the putting to death
of God's son. And this act of his was
of such a nature that others who
would have borne the greater curse,
the eternal curse of sin were freed
from it because Christ endured all that
it was possible for sin to work upon
him, drank to the dregs the result of
his participation with it. Not that he
bore the cumulative curse of all the
world (for, if he had done that, why
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should an)' be punished more) but that
in some wa}', known to God, necessary in the eternal nature of things,—
perhaps expressed elsewhere, certainly
not here—his obedience to the accursed
death was the sufficient and essential
price of the liberty of others. It is, indeed, a matter of exchange, Christ's
death for man's death; not Christ's
eternal death for man's eternal death,
not Christ's physical death for man's
physical death, not all the suft'erings
of eternal punishment for the eternal
punishment of the many, not the sufferings of the eternal punishment of the
many for the eternal punishment of
the many, but Christ's moral sufferings, culminating in the act of death, to
free many, sufficient in their moral
significance to free all from the complete results of sin, its guilt, power and
penalty. How this deliverance is
brought about is not clearly declared
in connection with the thought of redemption. If the view is to be interpreted as the parables are by not
pressing too far the meaning of each
word, nothing further can be said as
to whom the ransom is paid, its exact
equivalent value, its full substitutionary significance. In connection with
other teachings its expression may be
confirmatory or illumined, but, in
themselves, this would seem to be all
that the words will bear. In Rom. 3:
24, 25, the redemption through Christ
spoken of in verse 24 is eviclently interpreted in verse 25. So the impressive words of Christ, "la}' down my
life a ransom for many," are to be interpreted by the other teachings of
Christ and the disciples.
DIVINE HEALING.
REV. A. B. S I M P S O N .

What It Is Not: (i) It is not healing
by remedies; (2) it is not imaginary
healing; (3) it is not the exercise of
will power; (4) it is not the power of
magnetism; (5) it is not mind cure or
metaphysics; (6) it is not spiritualism;
(7) it is not faith cure or prayer cure;
(8) it is not immunity from death, but
strength for life; (9) it is not presumption and insubordination to God's will.

W h a t it Is: (i) It is the direct supernatural power of God exercised
upon the body; (2) it is in accordance
with the Holy Scriptures and founded
on them; (3) it is founded on Christ's
sacrifice and work of redemption; (4)
it is through the resurrection life of
Jesus Christ; (5) it is through the personal indwelling of Christ in our
body; (6) it is through the Holy
Spirit; (7) it is through the personal
faith of the sufferer tmited with the
faith of others; (8) it is the submission
to the divine will requiring our repentance of any sin or disobedience, and
our consecration to God; (9) it is for
the service and glory of God; (10) it
is a fact of church history from the
apostolic age to otir own, and confirmed by innumerable testimonies in
our own day; ( i r ) it is a sign of the
Lord's approaching advent; (12) it is
a testimony of the W o r k of God and
the truth of Christianity in this age of
unbelief.

T H Y W I L L BE DONE.

I am not sent a pilgrim here,
My heart with earth to fill;
But I am here God's grace to learn.
And serve God's sovereign will.
Fle leads me on through smiles and
tears.
Grief follows gladness still;
But let me welcome both alike.
Since both work out his will.
The strong man's strength to toil for
Christ,
The fervent preacher's skill
I sometimes wish: but better far,
To be just what God will.
I know not how this languid life
May life's vast ends fulfill.
H e knows, and that life is not lost
That answers best His will.
No service in itself is small,
None great, though earth it fill;
But that is small that seeks its own,
And great that seeks God's will.
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Then hold my hand, most gracious
Lord,
Guide all my doings still;
And let this be my life's one aim.
T o do, or bear Thy will.
T H E ACTS—OF T H E HOLY GHOST.
B I S H O P H. W. W A R R E N , D. D.

The book that gives the first chapter of the history of the Christian
Church has been named "The Acts of
the Holy Ghost." It is a true title.
The sub-title might be, "In the first
part, by Peter; in the second, by
Paul." W e r e it an account of the
acts of all the apostles, what boundless
history, now buried would be narrated!
For a little more than six months
the Christian world is to study the
genesis, not of the created worlds, but
of the regenerated Church.
When Fulton announced that the
first steamboat would make a trial
trip, the wharves, streets, windows
and roofs of houses, were filled with a
jeering crowd. But as the boat left
the pier, stemmed the current, and
went up the river, the crowd shouted
its enthusiasm for a victory achieved.
So we see the Church launched in the
face of every human obstacle, but triumphant through the ages by the inherent power of God.
It is portrayed in three aspects: i.
The Pentecostal church (Acts i : 4 to
6 : 8); 2, The transitional church (6 : 7
to 15 : 34); 3, The universal church,
that is, among the Gentiles (15 : 35 to
the end).
Observe that Christ was as actually
and personally present in his church
as before his ascension (2 : 33; 7 : 55;
9 : 3-6; 10 : 13-16). Besides Christ's
presence, he sends the Holy Ghost.
This book is the manual of the Spirit.
By it we know his manifestations and
•characteristics, as giver of comfort, illumination, and power to men. No
church that proposes to be efficient by
the power of God can neglect to study
the methods, conditions, and results
of the work of the Spirit as given in
this book. That the whole church of
to-day is now giving six months to its
study is blessedly significant.

This book owes its whole existence
and signification to the behef and
practice of the apostles that the
Church was, and must be. Spirit
quickened, guided, filled, and energized. There is no other basis for the
Church's beginning or continuing.
See Acts 2 : 33; 3 : 16; 4 : 10; 5 : 14,
31, ^2, 42; V : 5 6 ; 9 : 3 - 5 ; 10 :36;
I I : 2 6 ; 13 : 2; 15 : 2 8 ; 20 : 28.

Occasionally a preacher of to-day,
like Gordon of Boston, and many
others, gets the idea, and lives accordingly, that, besides and beyond grand
architecture, fine choirs, fashionable
location, and loft) eloquence the Holy
Spirit willingly and actually guides
and inspires a church that is organized
on that idea and for that purpose, and
where everything else is contrived and
subordinated to that end. This is
just what ought to be expected, for
the promise was unto the Jews and to
their children, and to all that are afar
off,—even as far as nineteen hundred
years and thousands of miles. There
has been no change of dispensation
since the advent of the Spirit in the
churches. This is the dispensation of
Jesus through the Spirit.
It is the one book of missionary
methods and successes. Here is a
partial record of two heroes. There
were many more who could live, work,
and die, not having time nor inclination to set up pillars or record more
enduring than brass. The study of
unrecorded church history with the
aid and company of those who made it
will be one of the most fascinating
studies in the world to come. The
Acts is so far from being the record of
the Twelve, or the Seventy, or the
multitudes that were added both to
men and women, that it omits all reference
of
Paul's
Epistles;
of
Paul's
seven
imprisonments
it
speaks of but two, of his three
beatings by Roman lictors it tells of
but one, of his five scourgings by the
Jews it fails to record any. Meanwhile we must study the methods,
have the heroism, and win the successes, of the early Church, or we shall
be ashamed to be in such company.
Let it not be thought that one Pen-
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tecost was all that was designed. The
record of their repeated occurrence is
in the Acts. And the promise of their
coming is not yet nearly fulfilled.
Peter w^nt back to the promise to explain the evident fact. We should go
back to the promise and to the book of
our study to find the conditions on
which the Spirit will come on our
hearts and churches to-dav.
DREAMS AND T H E I R LESSONS.
BY A. C.

I

N looking over the W A T C H W O R D of
October, 1890, I came across an
article called, "Dreams, and the
Moral Life," which reminded me of
some of my own experiences, when a
youth, back in the valley of Wyoming,
Pennsylvania. There was a revival
meeting in the neighborhood, not far
from my home, that 1 had attended
and been brought under deep conviction of my lost condition. I felt my
need of a Saviour and decided to go
forward for prayers, but it seemed
such a cross that I put it off from
night to night till the meetings closed.
Then that old text we have all heard,
"The harvest is past, the summer
is ended but my soul is not saved."
This Scripture haunted me day and
night for months, until I felt there was
no hope for me and I was eternally
lost. And many a night I waked
from the most terrible dreams, and so
frightened that I would get up and
go into the room where my father and
mother were. Devils in their most
hideous forms would seem to gather
around me in their endeavor to drag
me down to their own horrible pit.
This condition lasted for about two
\'ears. The next autumn, while in the
cornfield alone, these words came to
me, as if spoken from the heavens,
" H e that being often reproved hardeneth his neck shall suddenly be destroyed and that without remedy."
Thev indeed seemed to be the very
death knell of all hope and, if possible,
made more hopeless my condition.
Reader, were you ever there? Did
von ever feel that God had forsaken

you, that vou were a hopeless wretch,
and the eternal fires of perdition were
already kindled in your soul? If so,
no one need ever preach to you that
to go to the next world for a hell, for
there is no hell. It is not necessary
it is in condition of mind as well as in
locality. T o a human soul to be bereft of God and hope is an awful
tragedy, and to such existence a
misfortune.
During all this time these terrible
dreams continued, I bore these dreadful sufferings all to myself telling no
one, not even my father and mother
who were Christians. I finally settled down to the idea that I would become insane if it lasted much longer,
and decided to destroy myself and
went so far as to devise the best and
easiest method. I remember so well
to-day, though looking back over a
stretch of more than forty years, the
night I went to bed with this decision,
I prayed before retiring, as I always
did, and said to myself if I did not feel
any better the next m o r n i n g I would
put into execution my awful purpose.
After a time I got to sleep and I had
a dream that time nor eternity can
ever efface. It was this: I seemed
suspended over a black, bottomless
pit, and had commenced to descend
into what seemed a literal hell, but I
cast my eyes up to the top and there
saw a beautiful being dressed in white
who beckoned to me with his hand,
and said, " D o n ' t be afraid, you shall
be delivered from this." T h e n I
awoke and no living scene could be
more vivid, and more real than was
the effect of that dream. It gave me
hope and peace though I did not then,
nor do I now think it was conversion,
for that came about three months
later. But all thoughts of suicide left
me. It seemed to me then, as it does
still, that if a poor, lost, hopeless, suffering soul had been taken from the
sunless, starless night of eternal
gloom, to the beautiful glory land of
the blest, the change could not have
been greater. This cheered me for
some two months and then I relaxed
gradually into Bunyan's Slough of
Despond.
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The trouble was that I had been
trying to save myself by a circumspect life and there was one thing that
God called on me to give up to which I
clung as I did to life, but I got to the
point where I surrendered and said,
"save Jesus or I perish," and, in the
twinkling of an eye, my load was gone
and joy and gladness filled and
thrilled my whole being and I knew
that God in Christ had forgiven my
sins. And never from that day to this
have I doubted my conversion or that
Jesus has power on earth to forgive
sins. Bless His holy name! And
many times since, have I waked myself in the night by oral prayer or
song in which I was engaged in my
dreams.
God indeed is love, when I think
how long-suffering and kind H e was
to me, and how he has kept me and
blessed me beyond the noon of life,
and is still keeping me while my sun
goes down the western sky.
One other incident I want to mention that occurred to me out in Kansas in 1869. Four of us had gone out
there with a view of buying land as
an investment, and we were in several
counties.
W e had " been driven
around over the country for some
time when the other parties decided to
go to Fort Scott. They went and
left me alone in a httle town which I
will not name in Coffee County,
which then was about forty miles from
a railroad. I wanted to look at a
piece of land there and then go, the
next morning, to Lawrence and join
an excursion out into Colorado on a
buffalo hunt. I went to bed about
nine o'clock in the same room that one
of the other men and I occupied the
night before. There was no lock on
the door and no fastenings to the window, which came down to the roof of
a porch that was on the south and
east sides of the room. I put a chair
up against the door and went to bed
and soon fell asleep. About midnight I waked up. I had dreamed that
there were parties about to rob me and
possibly murder me. The impression
on my mind was so strong and peculiar I lay a few minutes thinking it
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over, but I was not in the least frightened. Strange as this may seem,
while thinking over the matter I heard
a low whistle, and then the dogs began to bark. I decided to get up and
light the candle, but drew down the
curtains to the window first, and sat
down on the side of the bed to wait
developments. I had nothing to defend myself as I never carried a revolver. As I thought of the surroundings the matter looked pretty
serious—about 40 miles from a railroad, in a new countr}', only a fewmiles from where the Bueder family
had murdered so many, but the
thought of the heavenly Father \\ho
never sleeps hovering around me
would protect me and this kept me
calm. After waiting some twenty
minutes with the light burning I decided that they had seen I was aroused
and would be deterred, I blew out the
light and laid down. I had laid there
some ten minutes perhaps, when I
heard very light steps on the porch
not more than two or three feet from
my head and finallv chmb down off
the porch. I then soon went to sleep
feeling safe and that indeed "The
angel of the Lord encampeth round
about them that fear him and delivereth them." "Behold he that keepeth
Isrciel shall neither slumber nor sleep."
And some'of the most impressive
lessons of life have come to me in the
silent watches of the night.

THE

T

IMPORTANCE OF
SCRIPTURES.

THE

H E Y are called, the word of God,
Matt. 7 : 13; the word of the
Lord, I Peter i 125; word of
truth, Jas. i : 18; word of life, Phil.
2:16; word of the gospel, i Peter 1:25.
The uses which the scripture serve
are (i) ability to save; (2) means of
obtaining life,. John 20 : 3 1 ; (3) sanctification, John 17 : 17: (4) made clean,
John 1 5 : 3 ; (5) comfort, Romans
15 •.4; (6) kept from the ways of the
violent, Psalms 17 : 4. They should
be studied with reverence; every
part of them should be valued;
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prayer should be offered for the
opened e\e and understanding heart,
and, if obedient, then three things will
follow: (i) we shall know that it is
from God; (2) shah test what the will
of God is, and (3) be saved from delusions.
Learn to read the scriptures consecutively, fragmentarily, using fragments of time for fragments of Scripture, searchingly, topically, typically
and experimentally.

T H E ACTS OF T H E

APOSTLES.

PROF. J. M. STIFLER.

T

H E gospel gives the whole story
of Jesus' career on earth, but the
earthly manifestation did not
end, it only connnenced his career.
Hence the first verse of the Acts discloses the object of this second writing: "The former treatise have I made
of all that Jesus began both to do and
to teach." The emphasis is certainlv
to be placed upon the word began,
showing that now we are to trace the
further activity of Christ from a point
at which the gospel leaves it. H e is
the principal, the only agent.
If the
emphasis were on the word Jesus, the
view to be taken of the book before us
would be quite different. We must
then understand that while Jesus undertook a work, his disciples now
carry it on. We should have a transfer of agency, and must make them
the principal figures in the book and
allow Jesus onl}- a secondary place.
It might be replied, however, that the
book is not called the Acts of Jesus,
but the Acts of the Apostles. If he is
the directing force in these pages, why
this title? In answer it must be said
that one of the oldest manuscripts
(Sinaiticus) calls the book simplv
Acts. Little weight can be attached
to this, however, for the mass of testimony is for the longer title. And this
longer title must be interpreted by the
contents of the book itself. It gives
the acts of but a few of the Apostles,
and that not as agents but as instruments. With the exception of Peter,
no one of the twelve occupies much

space in the stoiA', and most of them
none at all. Stephen is a more striking character than any of the rest of
the original number.
Moreover, to
have called the book what it really is
—the Acts of Christ or of Jesus would
have been inappropriate. Such a title
would have befitted any one of the
gospels better. The book is the Acts
of the Apostles because they were
used to carry out the will and the
spirit of the enthroned Christ.
The book, then, is a book of acts.
It is a history of striking deeds. It
shows how things new in God's guidance of his people were brought to
pass and established. We get a decided hint of this, too, in this very first
verse. The former treatise was of all
that Jesus began to do and to teach.
The second book will show what he
continues to do and to teach.
Like the gospel story, then, it is a
book of mighty deeds, as well as of
wondrous speech. Jesus was a doer
there; he is the same here. And his
deeds would seem to have the foremost place.
In the disposition to
exalt his sayings and to explain the
miraculous character of his works, it
must not be forgotten that he is to be
believed for his work's sake (John
10:25; 14:11). The latter have the'chief
place, and to understand the book before us the eye must be fixed on what
Christ is about to accompHsh by
means of all that is said and done.
The first verse is in large measure the
key to the book.
T h e phrase, "until the day in which
he was received up," marks the terminus of the earlier story, and the
exact beginning of the present one.
There are other repetitions of the
former treatise, but none without significance.
W e knew they were to
preach. A^ow we know the theme of
their preaching—that he that was
dead is alive forevermore.
One new subscriber and one dollar
means one free copy of " T h e Doctrine of the Ages." ' T h r e e new subscribers and three dollars means a
copy of "Notes from my Bible."
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W I L L ALL BE CAUGHT UP?

A

T a recent >\Iildmay conference in
London, England, the question
was asked whether all the saints
would be caught up to meet the Lord
in the air, or only those who were
waiting for Him—those who were
ready? This question is being asked
in America, owing to the teachings of
some saintly men from Germany. It
was a sorrow to Dr. Gordon's heart
before he passed away, that these
things
were
finding
acceptance
amongst good people.
It was
enough for him that the Word of God
was against it. The answer given at
that Conference by Capt. Orde
Brown was so good that we gladl)
reproduce it from the columns of
Things to Come, an excellent paper
edited by Dr. Bullinger.
The question is a large one. I cannot
believe that the Church is to be divided at
the L o r d ' s coming. That the first effect of
His c o m i n g is to be this sudden and terrible division is incredible. W h e t h e r the
Church be regarded as members of His
Body, or as H i s Bride, surely it cannot be
thus mutilated at H i s coming.
Then the question comes. Is the Rapture
an act of free grace connected with salvation and without being His, or a reward
for faithfulness? All the expressions seem
to point to the fact that the L o r d comes for
H i s own. "Christ the first fruits; afterward
they that are Christ's at His c o m i n g " (i
Cor. 15:23).
The greater the blessing, surely the more
like the L o r d to give it of grace, not of reward. If it is a reward for faithfulness in
watching it becomes like all rewards a
question of degree, and who can determine
what constitutes watching?
W i t h o u t g o i n g into general questions,
it is well to touch on the actual texts referred to by the speakers who held the
Partial R a p t u r e : —
I Cor. 15:51, etc., and i Thess. 4. It was
said that the instant catching up might refer to the m a n n e r of what was done, and
so m i g h t apply to two raptures with an interval of time between them, just as the
times of the Gentiles are included between
verses 24 and 25 of Luke 21; or rather, I
think, the example given was between the
year of the L o r d and the day of vengeance
of verse 2 of Isa. 61. In both these passages, I admit, events are mentioned together with an unnoticed interval occurring between them, but the events are distinct events, with n o t h i n g to contradict the
existence of an interval. Surely, i Cor. 15:
51, etc., is quite a different thing. Atten-
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tion is called to the mystery told u s ; then
follows, "we shall not all sleep," but, in
contrast to this, "we shall all be changed,
in a m o m e n t , in the twinkling of an eye,
at the last t r u m p . " T h e last sentence
surely settles it. If part are caught up in
one m o m e n t and part at another seven
years later, how can both be at the last
t r u m p ? Surely that t r u m p cannot sound
for seven years. This is a passage written
with the primary object of explaining exactly what h a p p e n s ; what happens to some
and what happens to all. I confess that if
I were asked to write the strongest and
clearest statement that the whole and not
only part of the Church would be caught
up, I hardly see how anything stronger
could be written in a few words.
Next, I Thess. 4:13, etc. This relates
to those that are fallen asleep in Christ
primarily. It seems strange, if the Rapture
is a reward for watching, that death should
bring this reward on one who was not
watching; so that it may probably be held
that only the dead who watched are raised.
If this is so, however, we must not take
comfort in the t h o u g h t of meeting them
which are asleep, unless we k n o w that they
were watching; and the general comfort of
the verses is terribly gone, for what about
those who had only just found the Lord,
and never took in the question of His
coming?
W h a t about little children?
W h a t about the generations of Christians
who lived when none perceived this truth
of the R a p t u r e ?
My point is that the L o r d looks not at
the head but at the heart, and that the
heart of all believers looks for Him, and
they are included in " u n t o them that look
for H i m shall H e appear the second time
without sin unto salvation" ( H e b . 9:28).
Bishop H e b e r knew that his full hope
would only be fulfilled when the L o r d
came, and his heart would rest on nothing
short of this, although his head t h o u g h t
that the millennium had to come first.
Curiously enough, this verse does not so
definitely describe the L o r d ' s coming for
His Church as i Cor. xv., which insists on
all. I mean it is remarkable that the passage which is most distinct is one which
speaks of all, for Paul not only fixes the
moment when all, and not some, are
caught up as occurrin'g at the last t r u m p ,
but he goes on to explain how none can be
missing, "for the dead shall be raised" and
"we shall be changed." " T h e L o r d will
descend from heaven with a s h o u t ; " "the
dead in Christ shall rise first: then we
which are alive and remain shall be caught
up together with t h e m " (i Thess 4:16, 17).
It is not those dead who watched and
we which are alive watching, but the dead
m Christ, and we which are alive and remain: thus we can see it must be, as Paul?
says, all who are the Lord's—they that areChrist's at H i s coming.
Sureljr it is like Israel leaving E g y p t .
not ye who are men, as P h a r a o h wanted
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to make it, but not a hoof of the weakest
lanib shall be left behind.
The thing is to me very plain and very
important to our happiness. At the same
time it does not prevent the fact that those
who hold the Partial Rapture are like
us as to ourselves looking for the L o r d
and holding the same hope, and it is much
to be desired that no y o u n g believers
should be troubled by too much stress being laid on our difference in \-iew as to the
extent of the body included in the Rapture. It would, no doubt, be very much
more serious did they not believe that all
the L o r d ' s people would shortly follow.

T H E BOOK OF H E B R E W S .

I

T was probably written before the fall
of Jerusalem to the Christians meeting in that city. It met their tendency to turn back to the ritualism of
the Temple which they could see and
away from the things of Christ, which
they could not see. It is a beautiful
exposition of the Law and of everything connected with it.
There are fifty-four direct references to the ' )ld Testament in its
thirteen short chapters, and fifteen
different books of the Old Testament
quoted from.
Chapter i treats of the Son of God
greater than the angels, and the one
through whom direct communication
has been made to man.
Chapter 2 treats of the Son of man
or of the Son, becoming obedient unto
death.
Chapter 3 contrasts the Son with
Closes.
Chapter 4 shows how the Son is
greater than Aaron as a priest.
Chapter 5 shows how the Son is a
glorified priest after the order of
]\Ielchizedek.
Chapter 6 presents this Son as
lesus, the forerunner into the Holiest
of all.
Chapter 7 shows the eternal and
roxal priesthood of the Son as illustrated b\' the office of Melchizedek.
Chapter 8 presents Christ as the
minister of the true Tabernacle into
which we are introduced as wor~
shipers.
Chapter 9 shows Christ the perfect
offering fulfilling the promises of all
otlier offerings and now appearing

before the face of God for us—bringing us there with himself.
Chapter 10 the Son is presented as
our Sanctification opening the way for
us to enter the Sanctuary.
Chapter 11 illustrates the power of
faith in the saints of the past.
Chapter 12 presents the Son as the
beginner and completer of the path of
faith, whom we are to trust and
follow.
Chapter 13 presents this Son outside the camp, that H e might bring us
inside the vail, and we are exhorted to
go outside with H i m bearing His
reproach.
T H E B A P T I S M OF J O H N
JESUS.

AND

OF
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E S U S had taught the disciples
much about the Holy Spirit. In
his last interview he gives them, by
the comparison with John's baptism,
a hint of the exalted character of the
new realm which they were about to
enter by the Holy Spirit. I n this
comparison, there is both a likeness
and a difference. T h e likeness is that
there was, in both cases, a baptism, an
overwhelming. But the difference
was threefold. First, in John's baptism the element was water, now it is
to be the Holy Ghost. T h e entrance
into that which is natural was to be
followed by an admittance into that
which was spiritual. And, strange as
it may sound, the baptism was to be
into a person.
Secondly, in John's baptism the element served once for all. T h e recipient came out of it and was done
with it. But in the baptism about to
be administered from heaven the element remained in him. Lastly, in
John's baptism men were placed
a m o n g the penitents. In the baptism
of the Holy Ghost men are brought
into vital relations with all that is in
the spiritual kingdom (Eph. i ; 3), especially its Head. If, in John's baptism, there was a breaking with sin, in
this of the Holy Ghost there is a union
with God in Christ.
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JERUSALEM: TIDINGS.

T h e readers of the W A T C H W O R D
must be wondering wh\' I have not
kept my promise. It is simply because I was not aware that the
promise had appeared in print. No
doubt the number was sent to me
from the office, but it went astray
somehow. It was perhaps providential, for the Lord's work in this city
and land has kept me incessantly occupied day and night, rarely going to
bed before midnight; and it has been
also, a very anxious time to all Christian residents in Turkish territories,
not knowing what a day might bring
forth of atrocities and commotions.
Thus far the Lord has mercifully preserved Palestine from the horrible
calamities of Armenia; but, believing
as I do that the the times of the Gentiles are fulfilled (Luke 21 : 24; Dan.
12 : 7), when the Jews will be restored
to their patrimony, ere the King of
glory shall come again, "and the
saints with Thee" (Zech. 14 : 5), we
must be prepared to witness before
long the dissolution of Ottoman dominion and convulsions that will
shake the world, at least this hemisphere of it; and be ready, like the early
disciples, to flee to the mountains
(Matt. 24 : 16) till those calamities be
overpast.
I hope, then, to redeem my promise
in the ensuing year, if the Lord spares
life and health; but it may have to be
in brief, terse articles, for I am all
alone for work among the men,
whereas for work among the daughters of Jerusalem I have three assistants—wife, daughter and Miss Voltz.
7 zvant a man assistant very much.
O n May 15, 1892, I received through
the ministry of our beloved co-worker,
the Rev. D. M. Stearns, of Germantown, Pa., a donation of $60 for the
support of one, and engaged one on
trial; but no more came for his support, and I could not keep him. I require at least $300 per annum for one,
and I wait on the Lord for it, as we
wait on Him for every day's needs.
Onlv vesterdav, after neariy three

hours of serious, heart-searching conversation with the son of leading
rabbi here and another young Hebrew
nearly related to dear Navon, both
declared themselves convinced that
Jesus is the Christ and ready and willing to take up the cross and follow
Him. The second is a citizen of the
United States, for his father was born
in New York. H e is a man of influence and talent, about 26 years of age.
H e W'Ould prove of great help to the
work if it be the Lord's pleasure to
send me means for his support. H e
is married but has no children.
The interdicts against Jews from
other contries than Turkey coming to
settle in Palestine, and forbidding the
transfer of landed property to Jews,
are still in force'; but Jews from the
other provinces of Turkey keep arriving, and now the Jewish population
of the holy city is computed at 45,000,
while all Palestine contains from 100,000 to 120,000. This is the most
moderate estimate.
I look forward to the coming pilgrims to help in consolidating and
extending this mission. I ought to
be able to go on evangelistic journeys among my brethren more frequently, but this I cannot do till I have
an assistant. I want a fresh supply
of Scriptures in several languages—
Hebrew,
Judeo-Spanish,
English,
French, and Arabic. Will the pilgrims bring a box or two of them?
1 w^ant to print more of my "Letters to
the Jews." The MSS. for two are
now in the U . S. A.. Will they help
to get them printed, and bring me a
box of them? My brother Paul was
brimful of satisfactign when commissioned to bring the "liberality" of the
primitive Gentile churches to Jerusalem. Will they come empty-handed?
I hope not. Above all we want the
prayers of God's people for rich blessing, on our labors.
Jerusalem, Nov. 24, 1896.
A.

BEN-OLTEL.

Watch for the blue Pencil Mark!
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T H E GOLDEN ALTAR.
BY THE EDITOR.

I

T is described in Exod. 30 : i - i o ;
37 : 25-29; 40 : 4-5.
I. Its place in the order of
vessels named determines the interpretation. It follows after the brazen
altar and the priesthood and precedes
the laver. It therefore naturally symbolizes the intercession of Christ after
the suffering of the cross.
Hence
also the place in which it was put in
the Tabernacle, viz., immediately before the mercy seat, outside the vail.
Exod. 30 : 6; 40 : 5; Lev. 4 : 7 , 18;
and 16 : 18; i Kings 7 : 22.
2. It is connected with the brazen
altar although no bloody sacrifice was
ever offered upon this altar. Comp.
Exod. 30 : 10 with Lev. 16 : 18, 19;
also Exod. 29 : 39 with 30 : 7, 8; also
Lev. 4 : 7-18.
3. It represents the intercession of
Christ for us. John 16 : 24; Rom.
8 : 34; Heb. 7 : 25; 10 : 19-22. Jesus,
having died to put away sin, became
our H i g h Priest and lives to represent
us in Heaven, i John 2 : 1-3. Hence
the allusion in Rev. 8 : 3, 4. It is the
incense of His glorious person that
gives value to our persons and acceptance to our prayers.
4. But
the
worshiper
before
reaching the altar must first pass the
brazen altar. At the brazen altar or
the cross God meets man in grace,
granting peace, but at the golden altar
or the intercession of Christ, man
meets God in prayer and worship.
Exod. 29 : 42; 30 : 6, 36. God would
"meet with them" in Christ both at
the cross and the throne. Pleb. 9 :
24.
5. All who sought to come to God
without first accepting the appeasement at the brazen altar were smitten
with death. Lev. 10 : 1-3. They refused the fire which had fed on sacrifice and offered incense with other
fire—that is—they refused the peace
made by the fire of God's wrath, feeding upon sacrifice and death was the
result. See Isa. 6 : 1-7.
6. Only priests could come to
offer at this ahar. N u m b . 4 : 16;

Deut. 33 : 10; I Sam. 2 : 28; i Chron.
6 : 49: 2 Chron. 13 : l o - i i . H e n c e
the stroke on Uzziah. 2 Chron. 26 :
16-21. But now all behevers are
priests and have the liberty to enter.
Heb. 10 : 19-21.
7. It is a symbol of prayer. Ps.
141 : 2 ; L u k e i : 8-11; Rev. 8 -.3, 4.
T h r o u g h the Lord Jesus all our
prayers find acceptance. John 14 : 1318; 16 : 2i\ Rev. 5 : 8.
8. The holy incense was offered
upon it. Exod. 30 : 34-38. T h e r e
was to be no special quantity; each
ingredient was to be of like weight;
it was to be beaten small; and they
were never to make anything like it.
This has been interpreted to symbolize: (i) T h a t the excellence of
Christ is without limit; (2) That every
feature of excellence is in due proportion; (3) That H e was perfect in
the smahest t h i n g s ; (4) T h a t after
man had measured to his utmost
capacity the excellence of Christ, yet
there would be some features of His
glory that God alone could appreciate,—and all of this glory is ours.
9. The lamps were trimmed at the
same time the incense was offered.
Exod. 30 : 7, 8. It is the intercession
of Christ that gives the light of the
Holy Spirit, Acts. 2 : 3 . It is only
as we pray much that we will shine
much,—as we know the value of the
intercession,—that we will be filled
with the spirit. Prayer and preaching should always go together. Acts
6 : 4.
O N E encouraging feature just now
is that churches are becoming weary
of the rationalism preached by many
young ministers. W e have heard
of some of them going back to secular callings "because the churches
are too far behind the times to accept
advanced teaching." Very good.
Better behind the times and in company with the Lord, than up to the
times and awav from the Lord.
Loving is giving and doing.
loved and gave his son.

God
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.UNDER THE CURSE OF THE
CHURCH.

A

S H O R T time ago, two or three
Christian persons were traveling together in the same carriage by railway.
At the commencement of the
journey, one of them offered tracts to
the occupants of the carriage, and,
amongst the rest, he handed one to a
young man. H e readily received it,
but, after glancing down the page,
very politely returned it, saying, "I
am not allowed to read such things;
the Holy Catholic Church forbids my
doing so."
After a few remarks upon the contents of the little paper he was
asked, " Y o d admit the truth of Scripture, I suppose?"
"Most certainly," he said. Another
little tract containing Scripture only
was then offered him, with the
remark that it was simply the Word
of God. This he received, and it was
evident, as he read it carefully
through, that its contents were of
interest to him. Observing this, a
pamphlet, written to show the authority of God's Word, apart from all
human intervention, and to show
how grievous a sin it was for any to
seek to hinder its immediate action
upon the conscience, was passed to
him, with the earnest request that he
would promise to read it.
" I will," he answered, and at once
put it into his breast pocket; and
then addressing himself to the one
who had given him the book, he said,
" W h a t do you think of the Pope?"
" H e is a man who, being, like
others, sinful, needs the blood of
Christ to fit him for God's presence
as much as you or I do," was the
reply.
To this the young man objected,
saying that he was Christ's Vicar
upon earth. Further conversation
ensued till the journey was ended,
and the travelers went their respective ways.
W h e n the incidents just narrated
occurred a silent spectator was present. H e happened to be traveling by
train a few davs later, when, to his
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sin-prise, the young man of this story
entered his carriage.
"I remember your face," he said;
"we traveled together the other day."
Fixing his eyes intently upon the
speaker, the young man said, with
deep feeling, "Would that we had
never met, for I have been under the
curse of the Church ever since. My
spiritual adviser discovered what I
had read, and as a punishment he has
given me that to perform which
nearly drives me mad."
"Indeed! What is that?"
"Every night, when the clock
strikes twelve, I have to arise and
count my beads; besides which, I
have to pay money before 1 can get
free from this terrible curse." And
then, with a look of deepest agony,
the young man added, "And, oh, if I
should die under the curse of the
Church, I shall sink into the flames
of hell forever!"
"But," rejoined the gentleman,
"there is no such thing in Scripture
as 'the curse of the Church.' Do
listen. I, too, am a sinner, but I
know my need of Christ, and I have
come to Him, and I know that His
precious blood has made me clean,
and, as a consequence, I am free, from
all that slavish fear of which you
speak, and my heart is filled with
joy."
"I would give anything to know
that of which you are speaking," replied the young m a n ; "but at this
moment I am under the curse of the
Church."
In response, the glory of the
blessed Person of the Son of God was
pointed out to the young man, and
an earnest appeal to him was made,
to believe the willingness of Christ
to receive sinners, and to believe that
H e was made a curse upon the cross
for our sakes, but that now H e is
seated supreme in power on the right
hand of God in heaven.
With a look of agony and with
clenched hands, the young man exclaimed in tones of solemn earnestness, "Oh, that I could grasp the
blessed Person of the Son of God!
But that holy man, the Pope, is
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standing between me and the Son of
God."
A few days later the gentleman
again chanced on the young man.
H e kindly asked after the welfare of
his soul, but was met by the reply,
" T h a n k you, not another word about
these things; I dare not stop to
speak of them.""
Many, perhaps, may pity the young
man, and wonder how he could remain so enthralled; but we are persuaded that nitmbers at this present
moment are unwittingly treading a
pathway which, unless the delivering
mercy of God arrest them in their
course, will lead them to the same
soul-destroying errors.
God, in His great mercy, has
vouchsafed abundant light in our
land these many years, but it is patent
to any Christian of ordinary observation that numbers of people are giving up the liberty of the truth of God
for that which, while it pretends to
offer a resting place for unquiet
consciences, in reality fetters the soul.
The blessed Person and work of
the Son of God meet all man's need.
Amidst His unmeasured sorrow on
Calvary His work was gloriously finished, and now, high up above all
principality and power, at the right
hand of God, H e sits the mighty
Victor—His blessed heart unchanged
—still ready, as when H e trod earth's
sad scenes, to minister divine goodness to every soul in need. "Come
unto Me, all ye that are weary and
heavy laden, and I will give you rest,"
H e still says. Hesitate not to trust
Him.—Faithful Words.
THE H A P P Y WOMAN.

A

S compared with the "new
woman" "ever learning but
never coming to a knowledge of
the truth," how infinitely superior is
the godly woman of former years as
pictured by Cowper thus:
''Yon cottager who weaves at her own
door.
Pillow and bobbins all her Httle store;
Content, though mean, and cheerful if not
gay,
Shuffling her threads about the livelongday.

Just earns a scanty pittance, and at night
Lies down secure, her heart and pocket
light.
She for her humble sphere by nature nt,
Has little understanding, and no wit.
Receives no praise; but though her lot be
such,—
Toilsome
and
indigent,—she
renders
much;
Just knows, and knows no more, her Bible
true,—
A truth the brilliant Frenchman never
knew;
And in that charter reads with sparkling
eyes
Her title to a treasure in the skies.
O happy peasant! O unhappy bard!
His the mere tinsel, her's the rich reward;
He praised perhaps for ages yet to come,
She never heard of half a mile from home:
He, lost in errors, his vain heart prefers.
She, safe in the simplicity of hers."
UNDER

T

THE

BLESSING

OF GOD.

H E old soldier of whom I write
was a quiet retiring man, and
his words were few. In his
youth he had fought in the Crimea,
and remembered well the eventful
day of "the charge of the six hundred," for he was in the artillery, and
served the guns which protected the
shattered force of the daring riders
returning to the English lines.
The carnage of that day appeals to
the civilian, and on one occasion, as
Blain was telling the tale, some one
asked him if he had any fear then.
His answer, given in the quietest
manner, was, "I did not know what
fear was." The notion of fear had
not entered into the soldier's character; his one thought was to do his
duty.
It happened that amongst his
friends, there was one who asked
Blain to accompany him to a mission
hall. The preacher took for his text
these words, " W h a t shall it profit a
man if he shall gain the whole world
and lose his own soul?" (Mark
8 : 36).
"That night, for the first time in my
life," said Blain, " I found out what
fear is. I was afraid, yet not for
death: I was afraid for my soul."
Yes, one question, asked by Christ,
and recorded in the W o r d of God,
and made effective to the human
heart by the power of God the Holy
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Spirit, opened the eye to eternity and
to sin, and changed the soldier altogether. H e had been a most honorable man, but he had lived up to
that hour without God, without
Christ, without hope in the world,
and without the fear of (Jod, which is
the beginning of wisdom.
In His own good way God brought
Blain to the knowledge of Christ, in
His suffering on the cross for our
sins, and in His risen glory in
heaven, and he feared no more for his
soul.
"It is well, it is well with my soul."
he sang from his heart.
The old soldier obtained a situation in a humble capacity in a London
house of business, and he did his duty
there as he had done it in the Crimea.
In the highest form that the expression may be used, the old artilleryman "stuck to his guns," for he was
often ailing, and hardly fit for his
labor. H e adorned his humble service by the excellence of his performance of his duty. Whatever was entrusted to him was well done, unobtrusively and modestl}'. And more,
this good old servant sought occasions for the expression of the love
of his heart, and when the one whom
he served was in delicate health,
found time in the hours of work to
bring the nourishment ordered by the
doctor, and always to the moment.
Never once did the good old soldier
fail as the attentive nurse.
Thus for some ten years did the
quiet old soldier adorn the doctrine
of His Lord and Savior! His Christian life blossomed with the flowers
of divine grace.
Let it not be
enough for us that we are saved by
Christ, and that it is well with our
souls; let us so live Christ that we
may adorn His doctrine.
Hearing that Blain was ill, and not
likely to recover, a friend went to see
him, and found him unable to lift his
head upon his pillow. The old soldiers end was near, and he was at
rest under the blessing of his God.
" I am glad to see you, sir," said he
to his visitor. "I am glad to thank
you before I go, and, more, to thank
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God that I ever heard that text in the
mission hall. I feared for my soul
that night, but' now I have no fears
left."
After a pause, he said thoughtfully,
"I am ready when H e calls me, ready
at any hour," and then he caught himself up, and fixed his dying eyes on
his friend's: " I will not say at any
hour, / am ready at any minute."
The old soldier and his friend
shook hands, prayed their last prayer
together, and bade each ather farewell.—Faithful words.

Boctrine of tbe Ugce.
BY R O B E R T

CAMERON.

The following are some of the kind
things that have been said about this
book. J t is especially intended to be
helpful to ministers and students of
Bible truth.
T h e Christian Intelligencer: This is a
very t h o r o u g h and suggestive discussion
of the real meaning and force of the Greek
word Aron of the New Testament and the
equivalent H e b r e w word Olani. T h e author shows how the doctrine of the ages
is adapted to strengthen faith in the final
victory of H i m whose is the k i n g d o m .
Episcopal R e c o r d e r : This careful study
by the Editor of the W A T C H W O R D is worthy
of a painstaking perusal. It deals with
deep and precious truth, unfolding much
which must elevate and strengthen the
soul of the devout student—a terse and instructive little book.
Evangelical Messenger: A profound and
able study of some prophetic problems.
Christian W o r l d : This is a most earnest
study to find out God's purpose for the
world in its ages. The truths herein
touched on are all intensely practical and
stimulating.
I n d e p e n d e n t : F o r those who can reduce
such speculations to solid g r o u n d s of hope
and trust, Mr. Cameron's book wdll be one
of the best.
The Evangelical: As an earnest effort to
think God's t h o u g h t after H i m we welcome
and cordially commend this book.
Canadian Baptist: The volume is rich
in homiletical hints and inspirations to the
preacher.
St. Louis Presbyterian: It is a careful examination of the uses and m e a n i n g of Aron
and constitutes a very profitable study of
the subject.
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Botes on tbe S. S. Xeseons*
CHRIST'S ASCENSION.
Jan. 3, 1897.
Acts 1: 1-14.
Luke here refers to his gospel as
"the former treatise." That book
recorded what Jesus began; this
book, the Acts, tells what Jesus continues. And the order is the same
now, when our Lord carries on his
work from heaven, as it was when he
operated on earth. H e does his
work first, and makes his explanation
of that work afterwards. In this
book we shall see him gather out and
equip his church, but he gives no
explanation of this work until it is
made known by the Holy Spirit
through the apostles and especially
Paul (Rom. 16:25, 26; Eph. 3:1-3).
H e repeats the fact of the resurrection of Christ, alive from the dead,
and the convincing proofs of it, showing that this will be the basis of testimony for all he continues to narrate.
Lie is alive, for forty days he continued to present himself to the apostles,
and he spake of the Kingdom of God.
This kingdom had been promised
in the Old Testament, preached by
John, by Jesus, by the apostles, and
by the seventy. But Jesus has never
yet established this kingdom. It has
been postponed (Luke 19:10-14).
In the meantime we have the
church period—not yet explained at
this point. But "the promise of the
Feather" and the "baptism of the Holy
Spirit" will both instruct and qualify
for calling out the church. (See
Stifler on John's Baptism).
But, in spite of what our Lord said
about postponing the kingdom, the
resurrection rekindled hope and the
apostles wanted to know if at that
time the kingdom would be restored
to Israel. By this they meant, making Jerusalem the metropolis and
Mount Zion the centre of authority
for the world, with the Jews, not
only liberated from Rome, but raised
to a higher sphere than Rome, in ruling the destinies of the world, in
peace, righteousness and prosperity.
Now Jesus does not say he will never

do what they ask. H e will restore
dominion to Israel; but not during
this gospel age. That is a work to
be done in the age to come. In the
meantime, when the Holy Spirit
comes. H e will be within them a
pOAver, not to rule, but to be witnesses from Jerusalem to the end of
the earth.' That is the work of the
Christian now—to witness by life and
lip to Christ, of Christ and for Christ.
Has the end of the earth been
reached? When it is, our Lord will
come back with the kingdom (Luke
19:15)Then came the ascension. But
"two men"—doubtless angels—assured them that he would come back
again. Their hopes for the kingdom
would be fulfilled, but not now.
Then follows the narration of the
retttrn to the upper room, the names
of the apostles, the women and
Mary. In the Mosaic days women
were not reckoned, but here they
are named. The explanation comes
later. Jesus is doing and then teaching. It is the last word concerning
otir Lord's blessed mother.
Have we received the baptism of
the Holy Spirit? Is it a power in
our lives? Have we been witnesses
for Christ? Are we helping to carry
this witness to the end of the earth?
THE HOLY SPIRIT GIVEN.
Acts 2: 1-13.
Jan. 10, 1897.
This lesson occurred ten days after
the last lesson. It was fifty days
from Passover to Pentecost and Jesus
remained on earth forty days after his
resurrection. While the Passover
set forth redemption by blood, the
Pentecost (Num. 28: 26) set forth
the forming of the Church. Two
loaves were offered, with leaven in
them, covered by the offering of a
lamb in sacrifice, (Lev. 23).
The
company gathered before the ascension, and those converted this day
constituted the Church, but it was not
without evil as symbolized by leaven.
The disciples were of one accord in
one place in earnest prayer and ex-
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pectation.
The
suddenness
and
itaste indicates the eagerness of our
heavenly Father to fill and qualify
them for their work. The wind or
spirit that filled the place indicated
the subtle and penetrating nature of
the Holy Spirit. The fire fittingbset forth power. clean.sing, holiness.
The heart burns, the affections are
warm, the impulses are fiery, and the
spirit is flaming, when the Holy Spirit
fills us. The tongue was a symbol
that the spirit would give them utterance. And, just as Jesus sat down in
heaven (Heb. i : 1-3), so now the
Holy Spirit "sat upon each of them."
The church became his seat or "See."
The church has been the home of the
Holy Spirit ever since—he is here
and will remain here until the end of
this age.
This was the power to fit them for
their new work of being witnesses.
It was not power for government, or
for victory over foes, but simply
power to bear witness to Christ, in
life and in teaching. If the world
was divided by multiplying tongues
at Babel, God in mercy met the need
by the gift of tongues here, so that
every one heard the gospel in his
own tongue. This was the baptism
of the Holy Spirit by which all believers were made members of the
one body of which Jesus is the head
and the source of its life. As they
were in the Spirit and the Spirit in
them, so is it with those who are
filled with the Holy Ghost to-day.
Can we have this gift now? Certainly.
1. W e are all baptized into one
body by this spirit—it is the only way
of being joined to Christ (i Cor.
12:

13)-

2. W e may all have the Spirit upon
us as a power for service. (Luke
24 :49)3. While the Spirit wiU not perform a miracle and cause us to speak
in languages which we have never
known, yet he will powerfully work
in us and give us great liberty in
using our own tongue (Acts 4: 31)Notice
I. These men spoke the mighty
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works of God. When the law Avas
given, it was a series of commands
for the obedience of man. But the
gospel proclaims how God has accomplished a work for our own
salvation.
2. Tlieir testimony was not about
their experience and thoughts, but
about God's work.
3. Some were amazed and perplexed. It was well to give careful
consideration to the work. On a
merelv human basis, the scene was
perplexing. But faith and obedience
would solve all.
4. Others mocked. What a sad
comment upon the condition of our
hearts that we can mock at God.
A MULTITUDE CONVERTED.
Acts 2 : 32-47.

J a n . 17, 1897.

Now we enter upon the most important part of the Bible for Christian workers. Here the servants of
the Lord stand at the door of Church,
proclaim the grace of God meeting
the need of man, and open the door to
all who will enter in.
The gift of the Holy Spirit had so
exhilarated the apostles that onlookers accused them of drunkenness.
This charge Peter repelled and from
that point started to preach. Although the preacher was illiterate,
destitute of the art of oratory, and
without a trained mind he made one
of the most masterly addresses ever
delivered to men. See the synopsis
of this discourse in Dr. Stifler's book
on the Acts, Jesus is his theme, and
the claim to be the Messiah is proved
by his works, by his resurrection and
by the gift of the Holy Spirit. If
Jesus was the promised Saviour and if
"he is at the right hand of God, waiting until his foes are made a stool to
his feet, then they were guilty of
murdering the Son of God. They
were stung with remorse and alarm.
Their awful guilt, the displeasure of
God and the possibility of immediate
punishment, drove them to their
knees and to cry out, " W h a t shall
we do?"
Peter now uses the "keys" given to
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him. His words unlock the door to
the kingdom:
1. Repent—change your minds.
You crucified the Messiah as an impostor—accept him as your Lord.
2. Of course this implies faith.
Repentance is the obverse side of
faith.
3. Baptism. John had practiced
this ordinance, making his disciples
promise to believe on the One to
come. Jesus commanded the apostles to perpetuate this ordinance. It
was an outward surrender to Christ,
as repentance and faith were inward.
4. This ordinance A\as an outward
:symbol of the remission, or sending
away of sin—first the guilt, then the
power and finally the presence of sin.
The promise was
1. The Holv Spirit as He had been
received by the apostles.
2. This promise also included their
children.
3. It was for the Gentiles who were
far oft' as w-ell as Jews who were
near (Eph. 2: 13-17)4. The only limit is the called ones
unto the Lord.
5. This was followed with an exhortation to come out from that generation turned away from the Lord.
The converts.
1. They continued in the apostle's
teaching—went to school to the
apostles.
2. They remained in fellowship—
in common partaking of all that had
been given through Christ.
3. In partaking of the Communion
—probably even,'- day at the close of
a common meal.
4. In the prayers—not merely private prayer, but the tmited prayers of
the believers.
5. They had all things in common.
This was voluntary on their part, and
it served the glorious purpose of leaving the disciples free to tmhindered
ministry in the word.
6. They were full of joy and had
but one single aim in life.
7. Thev were overflowing with
praise.
8. Thev had favor with the people.
"The Lord added"—to what? It

is not said here. H e is doing here.
H e teaches in Acts 5: 14 and 11: 24,
added to the Lord.
Have we been stung to the heart
^\ith a sense of sin? Have we rep e n t e d ^ c h a n g e d our minds and
lives? Have we been added unto
the Lord?

THE LAME MAN HEALED.
Acts 3 : 1-16.
Jan. 24, 1897.
A short time after Pentecost,
amongst the many signs and w^onders was one so marked that the Jewish rulers must take knowledge of it.
The lame man was known and his
wild delight had greatly advertised
the cure.
The apostles and all of the early
Christians contintied to assemble at
the temple. They came together
either at 9 o'clock in the m o r n i n g or
at 3 in the afternoon—the hours of
prayer (Luke i : 9, 10).
The lame man was at the gate
Beautiful—probably the one leading
from the court of the Gentiles to the
court of the women.
But the man got better than he
asked: "In the name of Jesus Christ
rise up and walk." And Peter took
him by the hand not so much to help
his feet as to strengthen his faith.
The lame man leaped for joy and
ran into the temple praising God
(Isa. 35: 6). The man's soul was
healed as well as his body. W h a t
beautiful pictures these few cures at
that time are of the coming millennial day of universal healing of the
body (Isa. 33: 24). W e now taste
the powers of the age to come (Heb.
6 • 5).
Peter's sermon. It was much
more pungent than that on the day
of Pentecost.
1. H e is careful to remove from
himself any praise or attention.
2. The God of the Jewish Fathers
had glorified Jesus in raising him
from the dead and in doing wonders
in his name.
3. They had delivered him up
and denied him when Pilate, a
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heathen, was anxious to let him go.
4. They even preferred a murderer
to this holy One. They killed him
and he is the Prince of life—the
source and author of life.
But I, God raised him up. His is
the most important point of their
testimony—Jesus and the resurrection.
2. H e boldly declared that they
were witnesses, declaring that they
knew God had raised Jesus from the
dead.
3. That the man was made whole
in the name and through faith in the
name of Christ. Tlie one whom they
had killed as a malefactor was the
benefactor, giving healing to the
helpless cripple.
These were stinging words and
they burned like coals on their conscience.
1. Not all diseases were healed in
the days of Christ. Not all are
healed now. But enough is done to
show that he is the all-powerful
Saviour. E n o u g h is seen to inspire
our hearts with desire for the coming age.
2. But all healing of body and
spirit come through our blessed
Lord. The channel for entering our
hearts is "faith in his name."
3. Are you healed? If not, why
not?
THE BOLDNESS OF PETER AND
JOHN.
Jan. 31, 1897.
Acts 4: 1-14.
In our last lesson we saw Peter
preaching to the people, called together, owing to the leaping and
shouting of the lame man who had
been healed. The sermon was continued and Peter assured the people
that if they would repent God would
send Jesus back again, and times of
refreshing would also come from the
presence of the Lord. This promise
of his coming again implied not only
the fact of resurrection, but a revival
of the former trouble when he was
first on earth.
This led to the arrest of Peter and
John on the charge that they taught
the people and preached the resur-
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rection—not only of Christ himself
but of others through him.
They were put in prison because it
was now late in the day, but the
work went on—many believed and
by this time the number of disciples
had come to be about five thousand.
It means much that this number was
known and could be counted.
On the coming day the great Jewish cotirt assembles and Luke gives
the names of those present to show
the importance of the occasion.
They then asked how and by whose
authority this miracle had been done.
P e t e r s reply is bold, and skillfully
made,
1. H e is careful to say the deed
was good, concerning which they
were examined. It was not a crime,
but an act of benevolence, for which
they were under arrest. A good
deed is the bulwark of the gospel
(i Pet. 2: 15).
2. Peter wants it known to the
Council and also to all Israel that it
is in the name of Jesus—of Nazareth
—crucified by them—raised from the
dead by God, that this man stands
whole.
3. H e drives home this testimony
by quoting Scripture—Jesus was set
at naught by the rulers or "builders"
but put in the place of honor by God
(Ps. 118: 22). See Matt. 2 1 : 42.
4. There is no salvation in any
other, than this same Jesus. Being
sons of Abraham, keepers of the law,
or rulers of Israel would count for
nothing.
5. This is the name in which we
must be saved. There was only one
Temple, one gate, one door, one
altar. There is only one Saviour.
This astonished the rulers. They
knew these to be common, unlettered
fishermen, and yet here was boldness,
freedom and skill in speech. Moreover, they saw that the spirit, boldness and benevolent doings of these
men was the same as they had seen
in Jesus. They cotild say nothing
against the good deed.
Here is our pattern. Let men see
Jesus in us, while he is faithfully
preached by us.
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' I was with you in all lowliness of
mind and witii tears. Acts 20: 19.
Once the Rev. W . C. Burns cafled
upon MacCheyne on Monday morning. The latter asked him what he
had preached on the day previous.
H e promptly replied: "The wicked
shall be turned into hell with all the
nations that forget God." Then
MacCheyne asked him in that tone
of deep sincerity for which he was so
noted, "Oh, my brother, did you get
grace to preach it with tenderness?"
Aye, that is rub! It is easy to rant
against sin and to preach about hell,
but it needs grace—much grace—to
deal with these awful themes in the
tearful tenderness which they deserve. "Did you get grace to preach
it with tenderness?"
There is a way that seems right to a
man, but the end is death.
In Dublin a bustling man jumped
into a public cab and said to the
coachman, "Drive me off quickly."
The man obeyed, and made his way
through one street and then through
another like an old time Jehu "driving furiously." By and by the man
inside shouted, "where in the world
are you going?" "Please, sir, I don't
know. You told me to drive off
quickly and I am doing as you said,"
was the reply. Just so. Many people are pushing, and working and
blustering about, apparently at Christian work, and have no aim, or end
in view.

Always bearing about in our body
the dying of Jesus, that this life also
of Jesus may be manifested in our
mortal flesh. 2 Cor. 4: 10.
A P'rench florist has recently discovered the art of changing the
natural odor of flowers and replacing
it by other perfumes without injuring
the flowers. F o r instance, the odor
of the rose has been imparted to the
sunflower, and other flowers of a disagreeable odor have been made to
smell like violets. This transfer of
perfume from one kind of flower to
one more beautiful illustrates what is
possible in the realm of the spiritual.
The transfer of the beautiful spirit of
our Lord to these earthly temples, so
that they emit a beauty and fragrance
that is not of earth, is God's method
of making golden vessels out of
earthen material.

To you who are troubled rest with
us when the Lord Jesus shall be re=
vealed from heaven. 2 Thess. i: 7.
There is no rest for this weary world
until the Lord does return from heaven.
A Christian went into a house of a
great deal of destitution in New York.
H e saw a poor woman there with a
sick child, and he was telling the
woman how good a Christian she
ought to be, and how she o u g h t to
put her trust in God. " O h , " she
said, " I have no God; I work from
Monday morning until Saturday
night, and get no rest. I never hear
anything that does my soul any good,
and when Sunday comes I haven't
any bonnet that I can wear to church.
I have fought the good fight, I have I have sometimes got down to pray
finished the course, 1 have kept the and then I got up, saying to my
f a i t h . 2 Tim. 4 : 7.
husband, 'My dear, there is no use of
Perhaps human history has never my praying, I am so distracted I
can't pray; it don't do any good.'
furnished a. more striking example of
implicit faith and heroic integrity Oh, sir, it is very hard to work on as
than was seen in the late Gen. we people do, from year to year, and
Gordon, the hero of many victories. to see nothing bright ahead, and to
The last entry made in his journal in see the poor little child getting
Khartoum read thus: " I am sur- thinner and thinner, and my man
rounded b\' foes; I know not what is almost broken down, and to be getcoming; but I am happy. I live in ting no nearer to God, but to be getGod. Like Lawrence I have tried to ting farther away from him. Oh, if
I were but readv to die."
do my duty,"

Zbc 'lKnatcbwor^.
Because the love of God hath been
shed about in our hearts by the Holy
Ohost which was given unto us. Rom
5= 5W h e n God's love comes into our
heart with the coming of his Spirit,
it becomes a new power in our life.
It is the expulsive power of a new
affection. Dr. Chalmers wrote his
great sermon on this theme after riding with a stage driver on top of a
coach. Observing the driver strike
one of the leaders he asked why he
did it. The reply came quickly,—
"That horse always shys when he
comes near this white stone and I
wanted to give him something to
think about until it was passed." It
was the expulsive power of a new
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emotion. Just so, our hearts are
completely changed in their tendencies because of the overmastering
power of the Holy Spirit's love imparted to us.
And they that be wise shall shine as
the firmament and they that turn
many to righteousness as the stars
forever and ever. Dan. 12: 3.
"Remember," said Wesley to his
lay preachers, "you have but one
thing to do—to bring the individual
soul to Christ." That explains the
triumphs of Methodism in the days of
her simplicity. That simplicity and
that noble passion for men must be
recovered, if we would see such triumphs again.

muatcb ZibinQQ.
MOHAMMEDAN HOPES.

L

A U R E N C E O L I P H A N T , in his
" L a n d of Gilead," gives some
interesting facts, which he collected during his travels on the Eastern side of the Jordan.
The Metawalies, he says, are
much despised and hated and persecuted by the Turks. They, like the
Persians, are Shiites, and supposed
by some to be the descendants of the
aboriginal races of Galilee.
They hold the Shia doctrine that
Ali, the son-in-law of Mohammed, is
"awaiting in concealment the coming
of the last day. In common with
some Sunrus, they do not consider
this event very remote, the orthodox
Moslem doctrine being that on that
day Christ will reappear to establish
El Islam as the religion of the Avorld;
with H i m will appear Mehdi, the
twelfth Imaum, who will then be
known as 'the guide'—and AntiChrist or the beast of the earth;
while the peoples of Gog and Magog,
whom some suppose to be Russians,
Avill burst the barrier beyond which

they were banished by Alexander the
Great. The end of all things will begin with the trumpet blasts of the
angel Asrafil, The first of these
blasts will kill every living being, a
second will awaken the dead. In regard to their final expectation of what
is likely to happen, the Shiites and
Sunrus do not seem to differ very
materially." (Pp. 8, 9.)
Speaking of the signs of the end, he
says, " A m o n g the other signs which
are to precede the resurrection, a war
is predicted with the Greeks, and
Constantinople is to be taken by the
posterity of Isaac. . . . As they are
dividing the spoil, news will come to
them of the appearance of Antichrist, whereupon they shall leave all
and return back.
"The fourth great sign is the coming of Anti-Christ, whom Mohammedans call Al Dajjal. H e is to be
one-eyed, and marked on the forehead with the letters C. F . R., signifying Cafer, or infidel. They say that
the Jews give him the name of Messiah ben David, and pretend he is to
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come in the last days and restore the
kingdom to them. According to the
tradition of Mohammed, he is to
appear first between Trak
and
Syria. . . ."
This mixture of truth and error in
these expectations of the Mohammedans reminds one very much of
the confusion
of some modern
preachers in America. They scorn
the "light that shineth in a squalid
place" and give heed to the light of
science falsely called and to their
"latest thought," and their plight is
pitiable. When will men learn that
there is no light on the lost things,
except in the word of God?

WHAT IS WANTED.
C. H. SPURGEON.

The Holy Spirit is able to make the
Word as successful now as in the days
of the Apostles. H e can bring in by
hundreds and thousands, as easily as
by ones and twos. The reason why
we are no more prosperous is, that we
have not the Holy Spirit with us in
might and power as in early times. If
we had the Spirit sealing our ministry
with power, it would signify very little
about our talent. Men might be
poor and uneducated; their words
might be broken and ungrammatical;
there might be none of the polished
periods of Hall, or glorious thunders
of Chalmers; but if the might of the
Spirit attended them, the humblest
evangelists would be more successful
than the most learned of divines, or
the most eloquent of preachers.
It is extraordinary grace, not talent,
that wins the day. It is extraordinary
spiritual powder, not extraordinary
mental power, that we need. Mental
power may fill a chapel, but spiritual
power fills the church; mental power
may gather a congregation, spiritual
power will save souls. W e want
spiritual power.
O ! we know some before whom we
shrink into nothing as to talent, but
who have no spiritual power; and
when they speak they have not the
H o l y Spirit with them. But we know

others—simple-hearted, worthy men,
who speak their country dialect, and
who stand up to preach in their country-place, and the Spirit of God
clothes every word with power.
Hearts are broken, souls are saved,
and sinners are born again. O Spirit
of the living God! we want Thee.
Thou art the life, the soul, the source
of Thy people's success.
Without
Thee they can do nothing; with Thee
they can do everything.
JEWISH SIGNS.

T

H E R E is a remarkable article in
the Jewish World, on Jewish
Historic Consciousness, where
the writer dwells on the remarkable
phenomena, seeing there is no national life to create and foster it.
But there are other forces at work.
"Powerful enough to act as a motive that shall cause the Jew to alter
the seeming current of history—the
apparent path of his life. If the
Greek cannot be an Athenian, or the
Italian a Roman, why should it be
possible for the Jew to be a Judean?
This paradox may be explained—the
religion of the Jew has helped to preserve the historic consciousness of
the Jew. T h e less religious, the
more denationalistic is the Jew.
This is the whole difference between
the so-called 'orthodox' and the socalled 'reformed' Jew. T h e orthodox Jew must be conscious of his
history; it must constitute 'the pride
of life,' or else there is no raison d'etre
for the observance of Passover,
Tabernacles, Hanucah, the loth of
Tebeth, Purim, the 17th of Sivan, and
Tisha B'ab. All these anniversaries
are connected with Jewish national
history, and the 'reformer' can only
be such logically if he refuses to note
these dates in his calendar, and therefore completely ceases to observe
them. The first commemorates the
beginning, as the last mourns the
destruction, of Jewish national life.
The nation and religion are so interwoven that it is not surprising that
the religion, by creating religious
rites appropriate to the different
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feasts and fasts, should have supported and maintained the Jewish
historic consciousness. . . .
" D u r i n g this year the Hungarians
celebrate the millennium of their
national birth, and this is a solitary
example of long-lived historic consciousness in a nation. But, as already suggested," the list of notable
historical events celebrated by the
different nations is a very short one,
whereas the Jews, who have ceased
to exist as a nation, in the commonly
accepted reading of the term, celebrate solemnly seven anniversaries,
four of which are very generallv observed at considerable inconvenience
to the celebrant. . . .
"If, as has been shown, the nationalistic and historic consciousness
of the nation has not only outlived
the nation, gathered in its own home,
but has become more intensified, as
the current of a stream gathers
power to overcome an obstacle,
through oppression then in regard to
the Jews, it may be possible to effect,
though in all other nations it appears
impossible, the reestablishment of a
'Jewish State' on Jewish lines, and to
perform
that
'Self-Emancipation,'
which means the 'regeneration of
Israel.'"
In these strains the one all-absorbing subject is discussed.
The movement is not confined to
Germany or England. It is worldwide. Even the Russian Society
for the Colonization of Palestine
has just published its "Voluminous
second
triennial
report
of
the
Committee of the Society for Assisting Jewish Agriculturalists and
Artisans' in Syria and Palestine.
This Society was, by the sanction of
the Russian Government, estabhshed
in 1890, having its headquarters in
Odessa, Its first President was Dr.
Leo Pinsker, who, on his demise in
1891, was succeeded in the chair by
Mr. Abraham Grunberg, a gentleman of great wealth and influence.

THE ACTS OF THE HOLY SPIRIT.

By A.

T. Pierson, D. D. The Fleming H. Revell
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Co., Chicago and New York. Price 75
cents. Dr. Pierson has written many helpful b o o k s , but n o n e that will serve a more
useful purpose than this. H e
confines
himself to the action of the H o l y Spirit as
.-;een in the Acts of the Apostles. T w o
propositions are discussed: (i) t h a t the
Spirit is to be to the disciple and to the
Church all that Christ would have been
had he tarried a m o n g s t u s ; (2) by the p r e s ence of the Spirit, believers are, in their
measure, to be to the world what the Spirit
is to them. T h i s b o o k will greatly help
Sunday School teachers in this year's study
of the Acts.
I

A N I N T R O D U I T I O N TO T H E A C T S OF T H E
APOSTLES.
By Prof. J. M, Stifler, D. D.

T h e Fleming H . Revell Co. Price %i.2'^.
We had the pleasure of reading this book
before it was printed. W e have just read
it again, with greater delight and profit
than at first. It is all gold from b e g i n n i n g
to end. The significance of the various
events in the book of Acts is made as clear
as noonday. T h e r e is no b o o k extant so
helpful in the study of this part of Scripture. As millions of scholars are to be engaged in studying the Sunday School
lessons on the book of Acts during the
coming year, Dr. Stifler's volume ought to
sell by the hundred thousand. W h y not
publish a cheap edition with paper covers?
A

GREEK-ENGLISH

LEXICON

TO

THE

N E W TESTAMENT. By T. Sheldon Green,
M. A., with a preface by H . L. Hastings,
47 Cornhill, Boston. Price $1.50. T o
those who cannot afford to buy Dr.
Thayer's lexicon this one will be found of
great service in studying the Greek New
Testament. I t gives evidence of having
been prepared with great care, and the supplement was made to give the new words
and forms of recent texts used by scholars.
All students b e g i n n i n g the study of N e w
Testament Greek will find this the best
lexicon to buy.
T H E O S O P H Y OR C H R I S T I A N I T Y W H I C H ?
ALSO A N EXPOS'ITION OF LEAVEN.
By

Rev. I. M. H a l d e m a n . Croscup & Company, New York. These are two very valuable and timely booklets by the m u c h loved pastor of the First Baptist Church,
New Y o r k . Like all of his productions
they deal scripturally, searchingly and exhaustively with the themes they discuss.
They deserve a wide circulation. The one
on leaven is unanswerable.
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paid. \Vc beg our readers to be gracious enough to accept this reminder
in kindness and also to be thoughtful
enough to remit the money due us
promptly. The truth is, we are much
embarrassed for lack of funds due us
now. Again we have to repeat that
the W A T C H W O R D is purely a matter
of love. N o one makes a dollar out
of it and no one expects to do so.
But if the subscribers would remit
promptly in advance we should have
an abundance. fCf// not you let us
hear from you uoi^'?
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Boston, February,

T h e usual contribution from Dr.
Gordon's unpublished manuscript does
not appear this month. W e have an
abundance, and a generous amount
will appear,month by month,after this.
I T will be seen that a number of
good men appear as associate editors
on the title page. This indicates no
change in our testimony, but greater
freshness, fullness and interest in our
pages. These men ai'e well known
as "apt to teach" the things in which
they are deeply taught of God.
T H E new book by the editor, on
the First Epistle of John, entitled
"Life, Light and Love," will soon be
ready and will be offered as a premium
for new subscribers.
M R . M O O D Y has enormous meetings in Tremont Temple every morning and afternoon. H e was never so
bold, earnest and outspoken as during
the past month.
H e is to remain
another month in Boston. The past
few days he has given a very faithful
testimony concerning the Lord's
coming much to the joy and comfort
of the Saint's hearts. (His bold denunciation of the breach of the
seventh commandment and the sensuality of the present day is approved
by all thinking people.)
P A S T O R W O E L F K I N will begin a
series of articles on "Things we
K n o w " in our next issue.
Sample
copies will be sent to any names suggested by our subscribers.

T H E friends who have not been
prompt in sending remittances will do
us a great favor by looking at the blue
pencil mark and then—^just put the
price of the paper in an envelope and
address Watchword,
719 Tremont
Building, Boston, Mass.

i8p/.

NO.

O U R supply of "The Doctrine of
the Ages" is nearly exhausted, but
while it lasts our readers may secure
copies by sending thirty-five cents
extra with their yearly subscription,
or by securing one new subscriber.
tract on " T h e Relation of the Second Coming to D o c trine" is now ready. Send in orders
rapidly. It will do immense good.
It ought to be in the hands of every
minister in our land. To encourage
generous distribution, large orders
are put at the lowest possible figures.
One copy, five cents; twenty-five
copies, $ 1 ; one hundred copies, $3.
D R . STIFLER'S

" Revivalists take no account of heredity
nor of nature. They ignore the fact that nature never forgave sin. Teaching that atonement for all past sins can be obtained simply
through the blood of Christ is wrong. The
sooner this is brought out in all bareness and
nakedness the better for men."

Thus spoke one of the clerical
critics of Mr. Moody's work in
Boston. H e calls himself a Christian
and denies the fundamental truths of
the Christian religion. Jesus surely
took accurate account of "heredity"
and human "nature" when he said,
"Ye must be born again." Of course
"nature never forgave sin." There
is no hope of pardon in nature,
but there is hope in the God
of nature. H e is rich in mercy
and we have redemption in the
blood of his son, according to the
riches of his grace. O ye blind leaders
of the blind in Boston pulpits! Y e
slaves of "scholarly" conceits and of
the teachings of nature! H a v e ye
not heard that "God was in Christ
reconciling the world unto himself?"
Are ye heathen in heart, while ye
proudly bear the Christian name?
H o w can ye escape the wrath of God
in that coming day?
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T H E MODERN ATTACK XIPON T H E
DOCTBINE OF T H E SECOND
COMING.
BY REV. NATHANIEL WEST.

T

H E critical attack upon the
teaching of Christ, in reference
to His Second Coming, is kept
up with unabated zeal. T h e one aim
of the whole polemic is to prove that
Jesus Christ was an unreliable teacher
even in moral and religious matters,
and involved the apostles and the
church in expectations which history
has shown to be false. The German
higher critics, whose works get into
the hands of English speaking professors, and through them into the
minds of their students, are busy as
ever in their assaults upon the person
and character of Christ, and upon the
infallibility and inspiration of the
Scriptures. A m o n g the latest, we
give as specimens the following:
1. "It is time to no longer either
affirm or deny that Jesus Christ has
committed many errors, but, by
means of a thorough presentation of
the facts, bring the whole debate to
an end. Christianity will be the
gainer. No unprejudiced man can
deny that Jesus Christ has erred if
His discourses have been correctly
reported by the evangelists. That
H e taught His disciples H e might
return from heaven any moment after
his departure from the world, and
would certainly come in clouds during the lifetime of the existing generation, and so led the early church
to look for His appearing in their day,
is indisputable. History has falsified
the expectation, and criticism is justified in repudiating the old ideas of
the infallibility of Jesus, and of the
literal inspiration of the Scriptures."
(Prof. Schwartzkopff, "Could Jesus
E r r ? " pref. i, p. 12, Giessen, 1896.)
This is only one of the bold echoes of
former
rationalistic
attacks. We
quote others.
2. "The inauthentic teaching that
the second coming of Christ occurs
only at the end of the missionary age
of the church was not the teaching of
Christ but is of late origin, and was

the work of the redactors of the gospels after the destn.iction of Jerusalem. Jesus taught that H e might return any moment, and certainly
within the limits of that generation.
The new idea that H e would 'delay^
His coming for a 'long time,' and so
procrastinate the advent to the end
of the missionary age, sprang from
the keen disappointment of the
earlier expectation. After Jerusalem's destruction, A, D . 70, that generation having passed away, the logic
of facts compelled a change of view,
and the final redactors of Matthew
and Luke, now that the church had
passed the limits of Palestine, combined the advent with the end of the
age, and it is in this form the discourses of Jesus are reported to us.
L u k e 2 1 : 24 is an interpolation, and
is irreconcilable with the teaching of
Christ." ("Advent-Thought of Jesus,"
Professor
Weiffenbach,
p.
365,
Giessen, 1885.)
3. "Either the gospels are unhistorical, or Jesus expected to come in
the clouds of heaven, at any time.
If H e was the Son of God, nothing is
to be objected to this except that what
H e said did not come to pass, and
consequently H e was not a divine
being. If H e was only a man, yet
cherished this expectation, all that
can be said is that H e was an enthusiast. In either case H e is no infallible
teacher for us. W e know H e was a
noble man, full of the Spirit, and impressed His generation, but we would
not choose H i m as the guide of our
life. W e should be certainly misled,
if we did not subject H i s influence t o
the control of our reason." ("Old
and New Faith," Prof. David Strauss,
pr. 10, 1872.)

4. "The real difficulty with the discourse of Jesus concerning the end
first begins at the point where H e
announces His second coming in
connection with the destruction of
Jerusalem, and even as an immediately possible event, enjoining instant
watchfulness. All attempts to deny
this are sophistical, and afford no
refutation of the clear self-contradiction between the possibility of His
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immediate return and His assignment of that return to the end of the
age."
("Character of Christ," P r o fessor Schenkel p. 380, 1864.)
5. "Did the predictions put in the
mouth of Jesus proceed from Himself
or 'the disciples? If from H i m , then
H e was mistaken in His expectations. If not, then the disciples misunderstood His meaning and reproduced it in an altered shape. H e repeatedly taught the possibihty of His
return at anv time, and the certainty
of it in that generation, and His disciples fully expected to live to see
H i m come in the clouds of heaven.
W e agree with His own language,
rightly understood, and not with that
of the apostles. Jesus might come at
any time, for His coming is spiritual
andi dynamic. Swedenborg
says
rightly, Tt is a vain thing to believe
that the Lord will appear in the
clouds of h e a v e n . ' " ("Doctrine of
Last Things," p. 19-21, Professor
Davidson, Halle, 1859.)
W e need gO' back no farther. The
same assault began in the i8th century, and was emphasized by J. E. C.
Schmidt in 1801, long before a rhapsodist in one of Edward Irving's meetings in London, and long before the
English school of Darby, known in
the United States as Plymouth Brethren, taught the same "Any-Moment
Adventism," although with a very
different spirit. All the more sad is
this fact since, only in this way, have
thousands of good men, ignorant of
the critical assault, and caught in the
snare of false interpretations, spread
the same error, with its almost boundless perversion of Scripture, broadcast over both hemispheres, and unconsciously joined hands with the
enemies of the truth, while loudly
professing to "do nothing against the
truth." There is one difference between them and the higher critics in
this respect, that whereas the former
allow the self-contradiction to remain, not denying the correctness of
the L o r d ^ discourses as reported by
the evangelists, the latter seek to get
rid of the contradiction by getting rid
of a large part of the discourses as
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"inauthentic," the work of imagined
redactors, and then -interpreting the
rest as teaching an "Any-Moment
Adventism" which 1800 years have
disappointed. By thus solving the
contradiction, t h r o u g h suppression
of one of its members, and conviction
of the other as deceptive, both sides
of it are disposed of, and the second
coming itself!
The whole strength of the infidel
assault lies in the allegation of "selfcontradiction" in the teaching of
Jesus. A self-contradiction which
"Any-Moment Adventism" allows to
remain, by confessing (i) that the
Scriptures are inspired and Jesus is
infallible, (2\ that our L o r d did teach
that His Second Coming might occur
any moment, (3) and in the same context taught that it could not occur till
"after a long time," and only at the
"end" of the church's missionary age.
If the second of these points is true,
no power on earth can remove the
"self-contradiction" from the lips of
Jesus or vindicate either His infallibility as a Teacher sent from God, or
the literal inspiration of the Scriptures. It is worse than idle to beratethe critics for assailing the authority
of Christ and the inspiration of the
Bible, while yet with both hands helping them to make out their case. It
is worse than idle, again, to say there
is no
self-contradiction. Studied
silence, or evasion of the teaching of:
Christ that only "after a long time"
H e would come "and reckon with
His sei-vants" proves that the contradiction is seen, and the refusal to
acknowledge it under the plea of "no
controversy" is simply what the
lawyers call "confession and avoidance." So long as it is insisted that
the Scriptures are inspired, and the
discourses of Jesus are correctly reported; so long as it is affirmed that
our Lord did teach the possibility of
His return any moment; the critics
have the whole argument, and it is
time for Any-Moment Adventism to
cease its defense of the infallible
authority of Christ and relieve itself
from its own self-contradiction. W e
care nothing for the laughter and
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scorn of the critics, but we ought to
care for our own consistency in a
matter so serious to the souls of men,
and so vital to the truth and the
honor of Christ. The question has
become one of morals, a question of
adherence to preconceived opinions
and wrong interpretation of God's
word, on the one hand, and of conscience toward God, toward man, and
toward the Truth on the other. It is
a question wholly of fidelity to Christ,
and how a "faithful witness" can be
true to Christ, and conspire with His
enemies to defend and teach, as true,
t h e very error on which their assault
u p o n H i m is based, is a question that
admits of only one answer. Every
good man, misled unconsciously into
any error, will only be grateful to
God, if at any cost he is extricated
from it.
There are two phenomena connected with this whole matter.
A m o n g those who have espoused the
"Any-Moment Adventism" there are
many who (i) still persist in teaching
it, and' as steadfastly refuse to discuss
or answer the argmnents from Christ's
own mouth, and the inouth of His
apostles, against the doctrine, or (2)
who, seeing the seriousness of the
error, resort to the practice of teaching the people what they call "both
sides" of the question, leaving them
to "judge for themselves." In either
case, the character of a true teacher is
compromised, since the truth is always one, simple, clear, and self-consistent. If there is no doubt that
Christ did teach that the Kingdom of
God would not "immediately appear"
but only after the nobleman's return
from "a far country," and "after a
long time,"—and no believer in the
Scriptures denies this,—then there is
doubt of the most serious kind, and
more than doubt,—there is absolute
certainty,—that H e did not teach
H e might return any moment in
secret unseen advent for the rapture
of the saints; or else H e is guilty of
self-contradiction. N o "two sides"
a r e here. O u r own false inferences,
ialse logic, and false interpretation of
H i s admonitions to "watch," are to

be blamed, and to refuse to correct
these, and leave H i m the victim of
our own imperfections, imputing to
Him, as the critics always do, our own
contradictions, is to forfeit the first
qualification of a "faithful witness"
for Christ, and fill the church with
errors of which we ourselves are the
authors.
The answer to the critics must be
resented for another paper. Meanwhile it is a comfort to k n o w how
many of God's true people have had
their eyes opened to see the great mistake into which they were led, and
abandon it, and to feel more than
ever the deep longing of their hearts
for the Savior's return, and to pray
more earnestly than ever, " L o r d
Jesus, come quickly." W e could
name, were it proper, not only many
living ones who bless God for the
light that came to redeem them from
error, but some sainted dead ones
who, before they passed to glory, expressed their conviction that the anymoment theory they were innocently
led to accept is "untenable." T h e
whole question is one of moral disposition toward' the truth. " U n t o the
upright, there ariseth light in darkness." May the spirit of God give
us a self-crucifying and humble
mind!

GOD NOT CHANCE.
BY HEBER.

T

H E R E is an E y e that never sleeps
Beneath the wing of night;
There is an E a r that never shuts
W h e n sink the beams of light.
There is an A r m which never tires
W h e n human strength gives way;
There is a Love that never fails
W h e n earthly loves decay.
T h a t Eye is fix'd on weary saints;
That Ear is fill'dwith their complaints;
That A r m upholds the worlds on high;
T h a t Love comes freely from the sky.

Send us names for the Watchword,
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THE

ATONEMENT.

REV. E. P. TULLER.

II.
T T E N T I O N to the legal view
is now invited. T h e commercial
and the legal representation
of the atonement are allied, in
that the necessary price of redemption and the sufferings necessary to reUeve from just penalty
are one and the same. In the commercial view, however, the emphasis
is upon the cost and the emancipation,
in the legal view the emphasis is upon
the manifestation of righteousness in
God as inherent and persistent, and
upon the reinstatement of the sinner
in the favor of God. There are two
passages of scripture which present
the main characteristics of the legal
idea. These passages are supported
by other portions of scripture. The
first selection is the marked one of
Romans 3 : 25, 26. H e r e is the paraphrase in Landay-Headley's R o m a n s :
" W h e n the Messiah suffered upon the
cross it was God who set him there as
a public spectacle to be viewed as a
Mosaic sacrifice might be viewed by
the crowds assembled in the courts of
the Temple. The shedding of his
blood was in fact a sacrifice which had
the effect of making propitiation or
atonement for sin. An effect which
man must appropriate through faith.
The object of the whole being by this
public and decisive act to vindicate
the righteousness of God. In previous ages the sins of mankind had
been passed over without adequate
punishment or atonement, but this
long forbearance on the part of God
had in view throughout that signal
exhibition of His
Righteousness
which H e proposed to enact when the
hour should come, as now it has
come, so as to reveal Himself in His
double character as at once righteous
Himself and promising righteous, or
accepting as righteous, the loyal follower of Jesus." God held up the
Messiah to view as the manifestation
of His righteousness, "A practical
proof of it," Meyer says. The long
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forbearance toward sin in the past
time God exercised because H e intended to manifest His attitude toward
sin in Christ.
God, because of His
essential nature, could not permit His
apparent attitude to be considered as
Plis real attitude toward sin.
He
must indicate His real nature.
As
Paul said at Athens, "The times of
this ignorance God winked at (overlooked), but now commandeth all
men everywhere to repent: Because
he hath appointed a day, in the which
he will judge the world in righteousness by that man whom he hath ordained" (Acts 17: 30, 31). And so
Prof. George B. Stevens says: " H i s
[Paul's] statement means that in
Christ's violent death was revealed
and vindicated the primitive righteousness of God so as completely to
refute the idea that he is lenient in his
feeling toward sin."
There is such a thing as the moral
integrity of God. His righteousness
demands an expression of utter abhorrence of sin. His moral rectitude
demands that this holy opposition to
sin shall be manifest. The failure of
men to appreciate and grasp this fact
seems the best defense of the biblical
doctrine.
God must indicate this
attitude, this so-called "wrath" against
sin either against the sinner by penalty or by some other method which
shall equally display his character.
Otherwise H e would appear to have
an indifference to sin which would indicate a lack of holy integrity such as
our consciences enlightened by the
word and the Divine Spirit teach us a
Holy God should possess. H e would
otherwise be an assistant to sin, one
who condoned sin and protected the
sinner in his wrong doing. God has
chosen the way of the cross to reveal
His character. To say that God is
not obliged to vindicate His character or manifest it does not seem to
be in accordance with what has been
revealed in regard to Him. Certainly
it is an empirical position which God
has never revealed to us, and is just as
wrong in the newer theologian as like
assertion in the older theologians.
Jesus has given us the correct solu-
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tion. "By their fruits ye shall know
them."
" I ever spoke openly."
" T h e r e is nothing covered that shall
not be revealed." As Gess says,
•quoted by Godet, "If the righteousness of God did not show itself it
would not exist." The awful abhorrence of God to sin is manifest in His
permission, His arrangement for the
death of Christ on the cross. Nothing but an essential necessity in the
•character of God would have permitted this. Love as love could certainly have been manifested in some
other way had not the moral necessity
of the exhibition of God's righteousness have been present. That is a
strange manifestation of love to the
world visiting upon Christ the intense
moral and spiritual sufferings entailed
by His holy nature in contact with
human life if it were not a necessary
display of righteousness as well as
love. But it was plainly according to
the word of Paul a manifestation of
righteousness.
It became what it
was because of its twofold aim,—to
manifest God's hatred against sin, to
save the ungodly from sin. This was
the way God chose to accomplish the
twofold end. Further herein is displayed the righteousness and the love
of God. His righteousness in that
this characteristic of His nature would
demand that a wicked world might
have every evidence of His character.
His unutterable aversion to sin, and
the certainty of the necessary suffering attendant upon sin; His love, in
that this characteristic would demand
that the world might have a means of
salvation from sin. So Sanday, in
loco, " H e is righteous and also, we
might almost say and therefore de•clare righteous the believer.
The
words indicate no opposition between
justice and mercy.
Rather that
which seems to me and which really is
an act of mercy is the direct outcome
of the righteousness which is a wider
and more adequate name than justice.
I t is the essential righteousness of
God which impels H i m to set in
motion the sequence of events in the
sphere above and in the sphere below
which leads to the free forgiveness of

the believer and starts him on his way
with a clean page to his record."
T h e second
passage
referring
to the legal view, v^^hich gives
further instruction as to the method
by which the believer is justified,
is that of 2 Cor. 5: 2 1 : " F o r he
hath made him to be sin for us who
knew no sin that we might be made
the righteousness of God in him."
This verse is parallel in force and
meaning to the one referred to above
found in Gal. 3 : 13. The force of this
passage is plain, but the reasons for it
are difficult. In His inner being and
outward life Christ was sinless. H e
never knew sin. In his relation to
man H e came fully into contact with
sin. His identification with h u m a n ity identified H i m with their interests
and conditions and so far made Flim a
partaker with them, responsible for
their position and condition.
This
participation with them became complete in His death on the cross where
sin did its utmost in putting to death
the Holy One of God, in His dying
as a malefactor, and H i s experience of
the awful condition of the sinner, that
of a sense of separation from God.
This condition was due not to some
external weight placed upon H i m by
some mechanical act, but became a
part of His human experience through
His incarnation and consequent human life. As such it does not seem
too much to say that he came into an
objective relation to God not ideally
but really through His human relationship. Not that the Father was
an unmoved onlooker in that hour,
but was Himself a participant in the
atoning sufferings.
And may not
this give us a hint of the eternal atonement? Sin has always caused suffering to God. T h e objective atonement is but the manifestation of the
eternal,—both the abhorrence and
the suffering of God for sin (Fisher—
Edwards). In some sense H e took
the sinner's place, so far at least as t o
suffer in his stead. H e r e is an exchange. H e takes the sinner's sin so
that the sinner may take His righteousness. T h a t which H e suffered
H e suffered in place of the sinner's
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suffering.
H e suffered that which
was an equivalent to the penalty of
the sinner, i. e., of equal value to righteousness. It is probably incorrect to
say that H e suffered the exact penalty
due to the sinful world, because if H e
did then it would be wrong to punish
any man for sin. But that seems to
be true which is expressed more
clearly in the passage in Romans, by
this means God was enabled to forgive sin without condoning it; H e can
now pass over sin without giving evidence that H e is lenient in regard to
it. His sufferings answer the moral
ends which punishment demands.
"Christ's sufferings and death are a
substitute for man's punishment."
They must furnish an effective demonstration of the Divine hatred of sin.
The. struggle over auti and huper
seems ill advised. It is plainly stated
that Christ died and that because of
His death the sinner is freed frorn the
penalty of sin. Even if auti were
used more frequently it could not indicate a mechanical transfer without correspondingly fit language.
Neither can huper be pressed to
signify that Christ did not take the
place of the sinner if other language
conveys the thought.
Many passages assert that the sufferings and
death of Christ were in the place of
the punishment due to the believer,
Christ's death was not of such a nat u r e that it freed all men from the
penalty of sin, but was of such a
n a t u r e that it gave due expression to
the righteous character of God so that
H e could remit the sins of those who
repented of sin and put their trust in
Christ for future righteous living.

in.
The reference of sacrificial terms to
t h e death of Christ is unmistakable.
They are found in all sections of the
New Testament and in varied forms.
T h e question of interpretation is difficult.
Some would interpret the
meaning of the Old Testament sacrifice and references to them in the Old
Testament, and then apply the conclusions as a whole, without modification, to the death of Christ. Others
^would ignore the Old Testament doc-
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trine and its interpretation entirely,
and interpret the expression referring
to Christ as having general significance. The proper method seems to
lie between the two. The passages in
the New Testament are to be examined as to their exact reference;
then interpreted on the basis of that
reference. The use of the sacrificial
terms to Christ demand an explanation based upon the probable relation
of the terms to the thought expressed
in Old Testament language and also,
where the reference to them is evident,
to the heathen conception.
After
the death of Christ it was natural for
the disciples to find in His death relation to the Old Testament sacrifice.
Their teaching plainly embodies these
thoughts.
John refers to the sacrificial character of Christ in various passages.
Attention is called to several which
relate to a certain line of thought.
"Behold the L a m b of God which
taketh away the sin of the world"
( i : 29); "The blood of Jesus Christ
His Son cleanseth us from all sin" (i
John 1 : 7 ) ; " H e was manifested to
take away our sins" (i John 3 : 5).
The Epistle of the Hebrews deals particularly with the death of Christ as
sacrificial and explains it in such
terms: "Neither by the blood of goats
and calves but by his own blood he
entered in once into the holy place,
having obtained eternal redemption
for us. F o r if the blood of bulls and
of goats and the ashes of an heifer
sprinkling the unclean, sanctifieth to
the purifying of the flesh: H o w much
more shall the blood of Christ who
through the eternal Spirit offered
Himself without spot to God, purge
your conscience from dead works to
serve the living God? . . . Without
shedding of blood there is no remission . . . but now once in the end of
the world hath he appeared to put
away sin by the sacrifice of Himself"
(Heb. 9 : 12-14, 22, 26). Paul and
Peter also use unambiguous expression in the relation of Christ to the
Old Testament sacrifices. Certain
things seem clear in interpreting these
references. The sacrifices were ap-
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pointed in view of certain facts. Man to the minds of New Testament
sins, his sin brings guilt and separa- writers that our Savior actually fulfills the ideal pictured in the Old
tion from God. The only apparent
Testament
sacrifice, m a k i n g due repway for him to obtain forgiveness and
aration
for
the sin of mankind so that
then return to the fellowship of God
is by reparation. The sacrifices are man by faith in H i m may be freed
a means of reparation either actually from the guilt and power of sin.
or representatively—ideally.
They H e r e the inind naturally turns to t h e
are useless unless accompanied by a thought of Paul, previously menright state of heart, sorrow for sin, tioned, the declaration of God's rightturning from sin, trust in God. Ac- eousness that H e may be just and t h e
cording to Hebrews the Old Testa- justifier of him who believes. It was
ment sacrifices could not remove sin a substitution of the sufferings and
and its separating guilt, but Christ's death of the innocent for the deserved
death does actually do so, i. e., the punishment of the guilty. T h e suffershedding of His blood was of such a ings and death of Christ pictured in
character that God could remove all the sacrifices of the Old Testament
guilt, every obstacle to his fellowship, are essential for the pardon of the sins
from those who truly trust in Christ. of men. The proper reparation man
Following the idea presented in Bibli- cannot effect in himself. God accomcal and heathen sacrifices, it may be phshes it in the death of H i s Son. H e
said that Christ's death met the re- who recognizes this by faith receives
quirement of Divine and human na- pardon and restitution to Divine felture that broken law must have repa- lowship.
ration, i. e., sin cannot be pardoned
The sacrificial perception of the
without a proper recognition of its atonement culminates in the idea of
sinfulness.
There cannot be a re- propitiation. This idea underlies all
union without a proper recognition of
sacrifice, Biblical and heathen. T h e
the break-separation.
Greek word, ilasmos, is used from
John, Peter and Luke refer to the H o m e r down to denote propitiation,
picture of the suffering Messsiah in the appeasing of offended deity. T h e
gods are represented as vindictive,,
Isa. 53. John the Baptist says of
and
influenced by offerings to refrain
Christ, "Behold the L a m b of God
which taketh away the sin of the from violence and do kindnesses. It
world." The reference here is gener- is a peculiar fact that almost without
ally attributed to Isa. 53. The weight exception in the Bible God is not e x of interpretation of "taketh away" is pressed as the object of propitiation.
to the removal of sin, not the bearing To some this is an indication that t h e
of sin. Professor Stevens separates Bible never teaches that God is prothe two clauses and says that the pitiated. Others boldly proclaim that
Lamb of God refers unmistakably to this is the only proper meaning, viz.,.
the expiation for sin by the suffering Landay-FIeadley: "If we ask who is
and death of Christ, but that the latter propitiated the answer can be God.""
clause "taketh away" refers only to Cremer apparently expressed both
the removal of sin. Thayer says views in immediate connection. H e
plainly of the use of airo in John's insists on the distinction between
first Epistle that it means to cause our heathen and biblical usage and says:
sins to cease. This seems to be the " T h r o u g h the accomplishment of t h e
Johannean usage. But the connec- expiation man escapes the revelation
tion of the phrase with the phrase of God's wrath and remains in the
" L a m b of God" seems to declare that covenant of grace. Nothing happens
they are taken away only as the guilt to God as in the case in the human
and punishment are first borne in the view. At the same time too much
sufferings of the Lamb. So that the must not be made of the circumstance
fundamental idea of sacrifice as repre- that God is never spoken of as t h e
sented in Isa. 53 seems to be present object of ilaskomai for the action
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in question is expressly represented
as having a relation to God. T h e
purpose decidedly was to turn away
the wrath of God." H e r e Cremer
evidently contradicts himself and
gives the conviction of his mind in the
last sentences. T h e fact that in the
Bible God is not expressly mentioned
and emphasized as propitiated is perhaps with a view indeed to correct
the heathen notion. The constant
use of sacrificial terms alike familiar
to the heathen and the Jew would require delicate handling lest commonly
received views should pass over into
biblical notions. Hence it may be
that the emphasis was laid upon propitiation and not upon God. T h e
biblical view does not represent God
as vindictive, vengeful. This would
be the very opposite of the biblical
notion. Nevertheless it does represent H i m as having a holy wrath
against sin, an essential opposition to
all that is evil. Hence Paul says that
H e has set forth Christ as a propitiation to declare His righteousness.
The emphasis is therefore placed on
the character of God, His essential
moral being; not upon his personal
antipathies. His integrity, His selfrespect Stevens calls it, demands to be
vindicated.
H e cannot permit the
notion to go abroad into His universe
that H e condones sin, is lenient
toward sin. In order that H e may
forgive sin H e must manifest His
righteousness. H i s holy character,
that there may be no misunderstanding in His universe of His eternal,
unalterable opposition to sin and its
awful repulsiveness to Him. This
H e declares in the death of Christ.
H e can now retain before the universe unclouded, to use Dr. Hovey's
word, His character and at the same
time receive into His fellowship the
-ungodly. Now this does not imply a
•change in the character of God so that
love now springs up. John plainly
says God loved and gave Jesus to be
a propitiation.
It was love which
prompted the propitiatory sacrifice as
well as righteousness. Yet it is clear
that this propitiatory act does work a
•change in God's attitude toward the
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sinner, i. e., it removes an obstacle in
the Divine mind to pardoning the sinner. It permits him to remit sins, to
overlook them without loss to His
own essential moral nature.
Indeed may not another step be
taken. T o quote again from LandayHeadley: "If we 'being evil' exercise the property of mercy towards
each other and exercise it not rarely
out of consideration for the merit of
someone else than the offender, shall
not our Heavenly Father do the
same?" H o w true it is now that we
reach a place where we cannot sound
the depths of the Divine nature and
the method of its workings. W h o
shall say that God is not moved to
action in view of Christ's propitiatory
sacrifice
and
present
advocacy?
Clearly it seems impossible without
very deep philosophizing to interpret
these propitiatory passages other than
as teaching that the death of Christ
affected God in His own action of forgiving sins as well as man in bringing
him where God could forgive him;
and though God's love was eternally
the same it could not act in fullness
until the righteousness of His character was vindicated to His glory and
the necessary benefit of H i s universe.
F o r otherwise they would not have
known sin and would never have
come to realize it and the beauty of
holiness. To have hid from the universe His majestic character would
have been wrong. H e must set forth
Christ as a propitiation that he might
make manifest His righteousness.
True repentance must recognize
the awfulness of sin. The sinfulness
of sin is understood only in the light
of the cross. The true penitent desires to bring an offering which will
express his real attitude of soul toward
sin and toward God.
In Christ he
sees the reality of sin. His repentance is manifested when he acknowledges to God that the death of Christ
represents in the most real way the
awfulness of sin. He, the sinner,
ought to be punished,—no punishment is too severe. Christ's death on
the cross was truly typical of all that
he as a sinner should have suffered.
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H e accepts Christ's death as a full
manifestation of God's holy integrity
and asks that it may serve as His propitiatory gift, the covering for his sin.
H e can furnish no proper expiation.
H e accepts God's gift as the only fit
expression of the guilt of sin and its
death. God accepts this faith as a
token of a right attitude of heart and
because of His declared righteousness
remits the sin of the offender.
IV.
Attention is directed finally to the
thought of reconciliation.
Here
again we meet with a most fruitful
representation.
It grows out of
Paul's own experience and his knowledge of God. Paul has a vivid appreciation of the holiness of God. This
makes equally real the intensity of sin.
God's attitude toward sin is defined by
Paul as "wrath." " F o r the wrath of
God is revealed from heaven against
all ungodliness and unrighteousness
of men who hold the truth in unrighteousness" (Rom. I : i8). "For we
must all appear before the judgment
seat of Christ. . . . Knowing therefore the terror of the Lord we persuade men" (2 Cor. 5: 10, 11). "Being now justified by his blood we shall
be saved from wrath through him"
(Rom. 5: 9). This wrath indicates
that the holy nature of God manifests
itself in positive and active opposition
to sin. Flis holiness is not a passive
or negative quality. The very being
of God revolts in an energetic
way against iniquity. While there is
love, gentleness and unutterable long
suffering on the part of God, there is
a limit in time and degree, and when
that limit is reached there is a blazing
forth of the righteous -indignation of
God, a moral action which reaches
wicked men in an awful catastrophe.
This action is not uncontrolled rage
but a moral effluence such as cast men
down before our Savior's feet when
they came to arrest him, and caused
even his disciples to fear him when he
started from Ephraim to go up to
Jerusalem. This moral attitude of
God toward man and the moraF attitude of man toward God is declared

in the word echthroi, enemies, h o s tile, perhaps, would be the best translation. This word is used in two
senses in the NCAV Testament—the
active and the passive. As active it
denotes man's attitude toward God, as
passive God's attitude toward men.
The active sense is seen in the use of
its derivative in Rom. 8: 7, "The
carnal mind is enmity against God."
The personal relation is manifest here
and may be of assistance in interpreting the personal relation when it is
used in the passive sense. T h e opposition of the carnal heart is not against
goodness merely but against God; i.
e., the opposition displayed by t h e
wicked against truth and righteousness is against the eternal God. In
the passive sense echthroi is found
in Rom. 1 1 : 28, "As concerning the
gospel they [the Jews] are enemies for
your sakes: but as touching the election, they are beloved for t h e
father's sakes." Echthroi here m e a n s
that God is hostile as to His actions toward the Jews and that this
hostility gives occasion for the reception of the Gentiles. T h e Jews are in
a sense "hated" of God because of
their rejection of his overtures of
mercy to them. Now in the passage,
Rom. 5: 10, one of the crucial passages in regard to the reconciliation,
it may not be clear from the word itself which sense may be correctly
taken, but as in other cases the word
must be interpreted in the light of t h e
context. T h e passage reads: " F o r if
when we were enemies we were reconciled to God by the death of his son
much more being reconciled, we shall
be saved by his life."
The context
seems to favor the passive sense and is
so interpreted by Meyer, Pfleiderer
Cremer, Weiss, Stevens, LandayHeadley. Some have objected to this
view because of the emphasis of God's
love given in the preceding verses.
T o this it may be replied that t h e
clause immediately preceding thisverse speaks of deliverance from the
wrath of God. T h e two ideas seem
to be simultaneously in the mind of
Paul; the reconciliation is possible
because of the existence of both w r a t h
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and love. W r a t h requires to be
properly met, love desires peace and
union. Again the apparent contradiction between love and hatred is
only apparent. Hatred has the derived meaning of enmity, hostility.
"Hostile" is the best interpretation of
the echthroi. As usual the limitation of human language make it difficult to express the thought and the
shades of meaning. The thought
seems to be that expressed in the
wrath of God and means that holy
action of the divine nature which is
opposed to sin in His universe, and
must forever manifest itself. T h a t we
cannot love another and at the same
time oppose him in his actions and his
life is one of the erroneous opinions of
the present day. It has affected
men's views of God. T o many the
love of God means that God will not
oppose or disturb anyone whatever he
may be or do. This is evidently a
wrong apprehension of character and
does violence to the moral integrity of
God. God's love is of a nobler cast
than this. His love is seen not in
leniency but in opening a way of dehverance from sin to fellowship with
H i m in holiness. H e never can overlook sin. His holy repugnance to it
must be displayed in His universe,
and His love is seen in its grandeur
only in the setting of His righteousness.
{To be continued.)
The following are some of the kind
things that have been said about the
"Doctrine of the Ages,"
Baltimore Methodist: This is a volume
of thought. It was not written in a day.
It is a study at once fascinating and inspiring.
Rev. H. O. Hiscox: Nothing in the range
of Christian doctrine can exceed the importance of this, and the author will have
the satisfaction of knowing that he has
dealt with fundamental truth. He has
rendered a help to all expecting Christians
and endeared himself through this labor to
the saints.
Texas Baptist Standard: It is certainly
an interesting work and will repay careful
perusal.
Religious Herald: If we mistake not the
careful thought and simple statement of
Mr. Cameron will attract Bible scholars
and readers alike.
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MISSIONS TO THE JEWS.

I

S mission work amongst the Jews
truly the most hopeless of all
missions?
The \vork is' difficult; true. T h e
Jews are a religious people, preeminently so; and the most tenacious
of all in this world of their religious
tenets, dogmas and observances; possessing the Divinely-inspired Scriptures of the Old Testament; the oldest religious traditions, forming a
tremendovts pile of learned, expository
works,—the Talmud, etc.; and they
worship, almost to idolatry, and venerate, above all, religious talent,—
not secular, but Biblical and traditional. O n the other hand, the Christianity they witness in most lands,
particularly in Africa and the East—Turkey, Greek Orthodox, etc.,—is
corrupt, and inferior, in many moral
respects, to their Judaism. H e n c e
the power of control their Rabbis
wield over the people; and the heavy
cross the Jew has to bear and carry
before he can follow Christ and the
Gospel. Besides, in former ages,
specially the middle ages, Christians,
so-called, were the bitterest, deadliest enemies and persecutors of the
Jews; expelling them from one land
after another, murdering them, their
wives and their children, and despoiling them of all they possessed; worse
a thousand times than what the Turks
have done to the Armenians recently.
Let Spain and her infamous Ferdinand and Isabella and the fiend
Torquemada, authors of the most
modern general expulsion, contradict
it! Now, the Jews have not forgotten
these lamentable events,—^they remember them with tears in their
synagogue services, and remember
that it was Christians that did it; and
can we wonder if they do not feel
kindly toward the perpetrators of so
much cruelty and wrong? True, it
was Papists, etc., that did it—not
Protestants; but it is not easy for
them to distinguish, especially in
Papal and Eastern lands.
It follows, from what has been
said, that missionaries to the Jews
must be as learned as the Rabbis,—
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must be Hebrew scholars, thoroughly
versed in the Scriptures and able to
quote them fluently from memory,
and familiar with Rabbinic literature,
Jewish history, etc., or they can have
but little, if any, influence over the
Jewish people. Above all, they must
be sympathetic, kind, considerate and
of great tact, knowing how to suit
their teaching to the religious capacities of their hearers; and they must
teach and preach the Gospel and the
Christ—Messiah—of the Old Testament, which the Jews cannot gainsay; confirming it from Rabbinic literature, and contrasting the latter
with the vastly and superior and far
sublimer and more spiritual doctrines of the Gospel and Epistles.
Unless so qualified, they will labor to
little purpose, at least among educated Jews, and with much less fruit
than if they were laboring among the
heathen or Papists. This accounts
for the failure, generally, of Gentile
workers among the Jews, precious as
their cooperation, testimony and
Christian walk and
conversation
would be as coworkers with Hebrew
missionaries qualified as described
already.
My dear, lamented friend, the Rev.
Dr. Saphir, who had large knowledge
of mission work in all lands, declared,
shortly before his demise, that Jewish
missions in this generation were more
successful, and certainly as successful
as among the heathen; and I am prepared to prove that he was correct in
his estimate of results; but those results, are not so visible and generally
known because Jewish believers soon
drop mentioning their Hebrew nationality, and it gets forgotten by the
public. They find it pleasanter in
their intercourse with Gentile fellow
Christians to speak no more of their
conversion from Judaism; and no
wonder, for I have known good Christians who did not believe that Jews
could be converted—could be true,
sincere Christians! They did not say
if they believed in the conversion of
the Apostles, perhaps they thought
they were Gentiles!
I sometimes amuse myself with

brother ministers of the Gentile stock,
while in my study and library, by
asking them who well-known preachers and theological writers of this
generation were, such as Neander, the
eminent church historian (I name the
works by which some of them are
generally k n o w n ) ; H e n g s t e n b e r g —
Christology of the Old Testament;
J o h n — H e b r e w Commonwealth; P r o fessors Deilitzsch and Paulus Cassel,
Bishop
Hellmuth—Biblical
Thesaurus; Bishop Alexander, the first
Anglican Bishop of Jerusalem; Dr.
Edersheim—The Life and Times of
Jesus the Messiah; Dr. Ginsburg—the
Massorah; Hershon—Treasures of
the T a l m u d ; Drs. Tholuck and
Krumacher;
missionaries
whose
names are known in all the churches,
such as Drs. Stern and Schwartz,
Revds. Eppstein, Ginsburg—of Constantinople; Rev. Isaacs, Tragelles—
the great writer on Bible Criticism;
Gesenius, Nordheim and Dr. Julius
Fuerst—Lexicographers and Grammarians; and a host of others I might
add. The reply, of course, is, "Oh,
German, English Christians"; and
but very few know that all the abovenamed, with, may be, one or two
doubtful exceptions, were Hebrew
converts, or the sons of converts from
Judaism; though they had read and
studied some at least of their works,
and their titles are familiar t o all. I
have a pretty large collection of the
names, and photographs also, of Jewish celebrities in the sciences and
arts; philosophy and history; politicians and philanthropists;
poets
and musicians, all, or almost all,
Christians. I remember, in the days
of Napoleon H I . , that the Ministers
of Finance, or Chancellors of the E x chequer, in France and England
were Jews, and Christian Jews—
Fould and Disraeli,—the latter becoming Priine Minister afterwards.
It is calculated, and I think correctly, that there are over 600 pulpits
in England and E u r o p e occupied by
ministers of H e b r e w descent, besides
many theological professors in Colleges. W h o knows that Ambassador
Sir Henrv D r u m m o n d Wolff is the
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son of a Hebrew and Missionary—
the Rev. Dr. Wolff?
H o w many
know that Lord Herschell, the late
Chancellor in England, is the son of a
Hebrew convert and minister in
London,—a dear friend of mine,—
one of seven brothers, sons of a rabbi
in Germany, who were all converted,
and became ministers and Christian
workers? There is a bishop in
China from the United States who is
a Hebrew convert. In fact, a great
number of laborers in the mission
fields of the world. A m o n g the
heathen and in Papal lands are
Hebrew Christians. I have it on
good authority that the first missionary of the C. M. S. to enter India was
a Hebrew convert; and it is well
known that the founder of modern
missions to the Jews was the Hebrew
Christian, Rev. C. Frey. The pastor
of the Protestant chitrch in Verez,
Spain,—planted by me when I was
pastor of the church in Cadiz, and
builder and founder of the church at
San Fernando,—is my brother-inlaw, Rev. J. Vihisid, converted to
spiritual life under my roof at Smyrna
and sent by me to the school for sons
of missionaries at Blackheath, near
London. A popular preacher in the
English
Episcopal
church,
well
known in the United States also, is
my younger brother. Rev. M. M.
Ben-Oliel—one of my earliest converts; and another younger brother,
Moses, also my spiritual son, has
been working for the British and
Foreign Bible Society in Algeiia and
North Africa for the last thirty or
forty years. I could name other spiritual children, some now in the mansions above; others still working for
the adorable Master; and I may at
some other leisure hour write of
Hebrew converts, filling large spaces
in ecclesiastical history in ages past.
W h a t have those who question, or
doubt the utility, efficacy or success
of missions to the Jews to say to these
facts—facts which I am ready to
prove incontestably? And I could
amplify the facts if leisure from pressing mission work permitted.
T o those who are lukewarm in the
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cause of missions to the Jews, I
would ask how many pulpits in Christian lands are now occupied by either
Chinese, Hindoo or African converts? H o w many bishops, theological professors, and learned, celebrated
authors have those lands and peoples
furnished to the Christian world, specially to the evangelical churches?
Thank God they produce native
workers, but not for other and distant lands. W h y is it so? W h a t
makes the difference? I reply, first,
the Jews are taught the Scriptures of
the Old Testament from earliest
childhood; and second, they are linguists from necessity, learning H e brew and Chaldee at school, some
Judeo-Jargon, or dialect, at home,
and the language of the people
a m o n g whom they live. They are
thus endowed with the faculty or
aptitude to acquire other tongues rapidly, much more easily than others.
They were to be God's witnesses to
all nations—see Isa. 4 3 : 10-12; 44: 8;
and they are to be witnesses for God
in the future as in the past—Zech.
8: 13 and 2 3 ; and therefore are b e ing trained during their dispersion tO'
speak all tongues, and acclimated t o
all temperatures. W e have to consider, then, quality, bestowed by God's.
electing grace and purpose, as well a s
quantity, besides the Divine command "beginning at Jerusalem,"
which the Apostle Paul understood
as giving to them the priority—to
the Jew first"—and he everywhere
commenced his labors a m o n g the
Jews.
And what about quantity? I believe there are at least 100,000 Christian Jews—men, women and children—mixed up in the churches at
this present time, without reckoning
the incalculable number of the descendants of those converted in
former ages, who have ceased to be
known, or to know themselves, as of
the seed of Abraham, God's friend.
"And in thy seed shall all the nations of the earth be blessed." That
seed was undoubtedly the Messiah,
the Savior; but it was more—see,
not only Gen. 22: 18, but also 26: 4,
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which unquestionably embraces the
nation at large and includes the
prophets and apostles, as well as the
future missionaries of the world—the
future Pauls, Peters and Johns, as
Zech. 8: 13 and 23 so emphatically
predict. F r o m being a curse among
the heathen by their rejection of the
Lord Jesus, they are to become a
blessing by their conversion—see
Zech. 12: 10-14; 13: 1-9.
The reader will perceive that I am
a literalist,—I take the word of God
for what it says and means grammatically, despite all the higher criticism of our days, which, generally
•speaking, I qualify as higher presumptuous conceit. Stories dug out
of the ruins of antiquity are constantly crying out against the higher
criticism, and showing it to be very
l o w indeed.
I crave the prayers and help of all
believers for this Christian Union
Mission to the Jews in the City of
Jerusalem—this work of faith and
trust in the Lord, which H e is blessi n g so greatly, to His glory and
praise.
A.

BEN-OLIEL.

Editor of Watchword.
Dear Brother: With regard to some
remarks of yours in the October
number, page 258, as to the Church
and Bride being identical, I have
long seen that they are not. Will you
give me room for a very concise statement, which your readers can study
out, in the way of a few suggestive
thoughts?
That the two are closely related I
concede; so were the City and Temple
of Jerusalem; the Temple was in the
City, but distinct from it in the mind
and purpose of the Builder and Maker,
the demourgos, as Fleb. 11 hath it:
and the City existed previously to the
Temple in Old Testament history.
In that record you find that Jerusalem
is the wife of Jehovah; in the past, as
typical; in the future, as the reahty;
corresponding to the scene in Rev.
21; to Isa. 54: 62; H o s . 2: 9-16.

T u r n i n g now to Paul's Epistles, the
Church appears there as "the Body
of Christ the H e a d of the Church."
So in Corinthians and Ephesians.
Now as His members compose always
and forever " H i s Body"; of whatever
character the Head is, His members
compose that body; and instead of
"the Church His body" being "the
Bride," it composes the body of the
Bridegroom; H e being the H e a d
thereof.
Now for what did the Old Testament saints, God's elect ones in that
age, look? "A city,"—yea, "the city
which hath foundations" (Heb. i i :
13-16); a heavenly city; a heavenly
country. That city was revealed to
John, according to Rev. 2 1 , with its
twelve foundations, and its twelve
gates,—places of judgment,—and as
the New Jerusalem; connected alone
with Jewish names from first to last;
from Patriarchs to Apostles. W e
thus place the Old Testament saints
as the Bride of Christ, "the New
Jerusalem"; for they are not the
Church His Body; which, said Christ,
"I will build on this Rock."
The Church is not set forth in the
Old Testament at all; " I t was hid
from former ages," etc., saith P a u l ;
but most decidedly the Bride is,—as
already quoted; therefore it is to the
Hebrews alone,—a deeply significant
word,—that "the city" for which their
father looked is mentioned: and as
more light dawns upon the thoughtful
mind in its study of the W o r d , we
shalli see that the Revelation, the
Apocalypse of Christ,—another deeply
significant term,—does not concern
the church, b,ut Israel. W h e n God
writes history, or announces it in
prophecy, it is about Israel, not the
Gentiles; though occasionafly they
may figure in it, as the enemies or
dependents upon Israel.
T h e Temple was held in greater
honor by God than the City; so the
body of Christ, making the complete
Christ-man (Eph. 4, John 17), hath
greater honor, according to God's
ways, than the Bride of that glorious
one.
Mark 0. Bown.
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CRIPPLE TOM.
This beautiful incident of consecration in
lowly life teaches us that the most adverse
circumstances, coupled with intense suffering, need not interfere with a life of intensest devotion to Jesus Christ.
In one of the deplorably miserable East
London homes, in a dark, wretched room
at the top of a house, lay a cripple boy.
He had lain there for over two years, greatly neglected and comparatively unknown.
When quite young his parents had died,
leaving him to the mercy of an aged relative, whom he called "Granny."
Born a cripple, he had always been a sufferer; but as long as he was able, he had
swept a crossing on his crutches, or gone
short errands to earn a few pence. But
soon after his parents' death the boy had
to take to his bed, Very ungraciously the
old woman allowed him to occupy the top
room in her house, which room he never
left again.
His mother had taught him to read and
write, and sometimes, on a snowy night,
the lad had crept into the mission hall
merely for the sake of getting warm.
Numb with cold, and weary in body he
took little heed of what he had heard on
those nights; but, lying alone day after day,
there came into his mind the memory of it,
and by degrees he was possessed with a
great longing to know more about the
things of God, and to have a Bible of his
own. He knew that it was from the Bible
that the speakers had gathered their knowledge, and that was all. So, summing up
courage, he one day consulted Granny
' about it. His only encouragement in that
direction was an ironical laugh. "Bibles
weren't in her line! What did a lad like
him want with Bibles?" So the matter
dropped for a time, but the lad's desire to
possess one did not grow less.
One day, however, up the creaking stairs
came noisy, boisterous Jack Lee, the only
friend the cripple had in the world.
"Hurrah! hurrah! Got a new box. Off
north to-morrow! Come to say good-bye,
Tom," he cried, all excitement, seating
himself on the bed, and wiping the perspiration from his brow, "but I've got a real
beauty present for you, my lad," taking
from his pocket something wrapped in a
greasy bit of brown paper.
Tom raised himself on his elbows, not at
all gladdened by the news he had heard.
"A bright new shilling f'Or you, Tom.
And you're not to spend it till yer wants
suffin real particular." "Oh, Jack, you are
good, but I want something now very,
very particular." "Yer do? What's he?"
"I want a Bible." "A Bible! well I never!
Who ever heard of a poor lad spending all
that on a Bible, when I had to scrape
months and months to save it in coppers."
"Don't be angry, dear Jack," said the
crippled boy, "you're going away, and I
shall be lonelier than ever, and oh, I do so
want a Bible. Please get it, Jack—now—
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this very evening at Fisher's, before the
shop closes. Granny never, would; she'd
spend it in gin, if I let it get into her
hands." "What can yer want with a Bible,
Tom? Only scholars understands them
there things," he answered rather crossly.
"Maybe so, Jack, but I'm hankering after
one, for I must find out whether them there
folks in that mission hall you and I sometimes used to go to, told true about some
one they called Jesus. Let it be your parting gift, Jack, and you will make me so
glad." "Very well, lad, then I'll go, but I
knows naught about Bible buyin'." "Fisher has 'em at a shilling, for I saw 'em
marked in the window when I used to go
by. Quick, Jack, or the shop will be
closed!"
Jack complied very ungraciously, and
descended the stairs less rapidly than he
had mounted them. But he got over his
disappointment before he returned with a
beautiful shilling Bible. "Fisher says I
couldn't leave you a better friend, Tom,
and he declares the shilling couldn't be
'vested better; and says he: 'It may be
worth a thousan' pounds to the lad.' So
'pears there's suffin as we ought to know
about"
Tom's joy and gratitude were unbounded.
"I know it. Jack. I know it!" hugging the
book to his breast. "I'm happy now.
Oh, how kind you were to save that shilling!"
The lads never met again; but if the honest errand boy could only have known what
a precious treasure that Holy Book became
to his cripple friend, he would have been
amply rewarded for the sacrifice he had
made to save the shilling. After a month's
hard reading. Cripple Tom knew more
about his Bible than many who have professed to study it for twenty years. H e
had learned the way of salvation, his only
teacher the Holy Spirit; he had learned also
that obedience to God's will meant helping
to save others.
"It won't do to keep all this blessed
news to myself," he said; so he thought
and thought, until at last a simple, but
very beautiful work was decided on for the
Master. His bed stood close by the window sill, which was low, and somehow he
got a pencil and paper, and wrote out different texts, which he would fold, pray
over, and then drop into the noisy street below, directed;
"TO

T H E PASSER-BY—PLEASE

READ."

He hoped that by this means someone
might hear of Jesus and His salvation.
This service of love, faithfully rendered,
went on for some weeks, when one evening he heard a strange footstep and immediately afterwards a tall, well-dressed
gentleman entered the room and took his
seat by the lad's bedside.
"So you are the lad who drops texts
from the window, are you?" he asked
kindly. "Yes," said Tom, brightening up.
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"Have yer heard as someone has got hold
of one?" "Plenty, lad, plenty! Would
you believe it if I told you that I picked up
one last evening, and God blessed it to my
soul?" "I can believe in God's Word doing anything, sir," said the lad, humbly.
"And I am come," said the gentleman, "to
thank you personally." "Not me, sir! I
only does the writin'; He does the blessin'."
"And you are happy in this work for
Christ?" said the visitor. "Couldn't be
happier, sir. I don't think nothin' of the
pain in my back, for shan't I be glad when
I sees Him, to tell Him that as soon as I
know'd about Him I did all as I could to
serve Him? I suppose you gets lots o'
chances, don't yer, sir?"
"Ah, lad, but I have neglected them; but,
God helping me, I mean to begin afresh.
At home in the country I have a sick boy
dying. I had to come to town on pressing
business. When I kissed him good-bye,
he said: 'Father, I wish I had done some
work for Jesus. I cannot bear to meet him
empty handed,' and the words stuck to me
all day long, and the next day, too, until
the evening when I was passing down this
street your little paper fell on my hat, I
opened it and read: 'I must work the
works of Him that sent Me, while it is day;
the night cometh, when no man can work'
(John 9: 4). It seemed like a command
from heaven. It startled me and brought
me to my knees that night, and I could not
sleep until I could sing:
" 'Oh, the cleansing blood has reached me!
Glory, glory to the Lamb!'
"I have professed to be a Christian for
twenty-two years, my lad, and when I made
inquiries and find out who dropped these
texts into the street, and why it was done,
it so shamed and humbled me that I determined to go home and work for the same
Master that you are serving so faithfully."
Tears of joy were rolling down the lad's
face.
"It's too much, sir," he said; "altogether
too much."
"Tell me how you managed to get the
paper to start it, my lad?"
"That warn't hard, sir. I jest had a talk
with Granny, and offered to give up my
ha'porth o' milk she gives me most days
if she would buy me paper instead. You
know, sir, I can't last long. The parish
doctor says a few months of cold weather
may finish me off, and a drop of milk ain't
much to give up for my blessed Jesus.
Are people happy as has lots to give Him,
sir?"
The visitor sighed a deep sigh. "Ah,
lad, you are a great deal happier in this
wretched room, making sacrifices for Jesus,
than thousands who profess to belong to
Him, and who have time, talents and
money, and do little or nothing for Him."
"They don't know Him, sir. Knowin' is
iovin', and lovin' is doin'. It ain't love
without."

"You are right, Tom. But now about
yourself. I must begin by making your life
brighter. How would you like to end your
days in one of these homes for cripple lads,
where you would be nursed and cared for,
and where you would see the trees and
flowers, and hear the birds sing? I could
get you into one, not far from my home, if
you liked, Tom."
The weary lad looked wistfully into the
man's kindly face, and after a few moments'
silence answered:
"Thank'ee, sir; I've heard tell of 'em
afore, but I ain't anxious to die easy when
He died hard. I might get taken up with
them things a bit too much, and I'd rather
be a-lookin' at Him, and carryin' on this
'ere work till He come to fetch me. Plenty
of joy for a boy like me to have a mansion
with Him up there through eternity." The
visitor felt more reproved than ever.
"Very well, my lad; then I will see that
you have proper food and all the paper you
need while you live. I will settle it all with
one of the Bible women. Now, before I go
I want you to pray aloud for me," and as
he made the request, the strong man knelt
down by the dying boy's bedside, scarcely
suppressing a sob as he covered his face
with his hands. The lad trembled at having to do such a thing, but when he saw
that bowed form and heard that half-stifled
sob, he knew he ought to comply with the
request.
There was a seraphic light on the poor
pale, upturned face, as he said in a tone of
the deepest reverence: "Lord Jesus, I know
you're a-listenin', and I'm much obliged to
you for sendin' this friend here to cheer me
in my work. Now, Lord Jesus, he's a bit
troubled about not havin' worked for Thee
enough in the past days. Will you help him
to see to it that there's nothin' leftundonein
the comin' days, and please. Lord, make
him go straight away and tell them other
rich men that they don't know Thee if
they aren't a-workin' for Thee. And I'm
grateful to you, Jesus, for all the paper and
the food that's a-comin' to me while I live.
Maybe I'll hold out a bit longer to write
these texts for Thee. Now, Lord Jesus,
please bless this kind friend, all roads and
always. I ask this for Thy name's sake."
"Amen," said the deep-toned voice.
Then the gentleman rose and said farewell. Before leaving London he made
every arrangement for the lad to be cared
for, and then with a gladder heart he went
back to his beautiful country home and
lived for Christ. As soon as he could he
built a mission hall on his own grounds,
and preached Jesus to the villagers. When
he confessed his sin of negligence towards
them, and told them of his second conversion through the cripple boy and his text,
many of them were led to "seek Jesus."
News of the dying lad reached them from
time to time through the Bible woman,
but it was not till winter set in, and the
snow had fallen and covered the earth with
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its crystal whiteness, that they heard that
the dear lad had "gone to be with Jesus."
The same post brought a parcel which contained Tom's much-prized and much-used
Bible. What a precious relic was that
marked Bible in that beautiful home! For
when the cripple boy's friend lent it to his
youngest son to read—the careful marking,
the short, simple prayers written by the
cripple lad on the margin and his dying
wish on the fly-leaf, written about a week
before his death, that "this Holy Book may
be as great a friend to some one else as it
has been to me," made such a deep impression on the youth that he gave himself
to the Lord, and later on to mission work
in foreign fields, and out in Central Africa
he has shown that worn Bible to many a native Christian when telling them about
Cripple Tom and his texts.
That Christianity suffers more from its
followers than from its opponents is a deplorable fact, to which Christian people
are in danger of becoming reconciled. But
a terrible awakening time must come, sooner or later, to those who are not "out and
out" for Christ—who allow peculiar or trying circumstances to prevent or affect their
entire consecration to God.
Few are wholly set apart. A large majority live, like poor Lot, on the edge of the
world—miserable, impotent, and unhappy
lives. Why is this? Is it because they
have never really been cleansed in the precious blood of Jesus from all sin? They
have taken Christ for pardon only, and not
for purity. Full salvation purchased by
Him for us, means pardon, purity and power for the youngest believer. "Thou shalt
call His name Jesus; for He shall save His
people from their sins" (Matt, i: i).
"From all your filthiness, and from all your
idols will I cleanse you" (Ezek. 36: 25).

" M U C H MORE."

W

E are told in Holy Writ that
the things which happened
unto the Israelites in their,
wilderness journey "happened unto
them for examples, and for our admonition," or teaching, and no less
does God intend the experiences of
his children in the present day to be
helpful to their fellow-believers. It
is to encourage some of his tried, and
it may be tempted ones, that I desire
to put on record the following narrative of his goodness, every word of
which can be vouched for as fact.
Mr. K., a Christian man of business in London, falling into ill-health,
was advised to adopt an outdoor
country life, and acting on his physi-
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cian's recommendation, determined
to turn farmer. For this purpose he
took a farm in Kent. Unacquainted
with the practical details of such
work, and commencing it at a time,
too, of great agricultural depression,
it was uphill work, and with a large
family to provide for, tlicre were
necessarily many anxious moments.
Still, aided by a brave Christian wife,
all these difficulties seemed likely to
be surmounted when a serious and
unexpected trial befell them. On rising one morning in the early springtime, Farmer K. found that a dog or
dogs had, during the night, ravaged
his flock, worrying and killing young
lambs to the extent of the value of
some £25. This was no light matter,^
and was a pretty severe test to the
faith of both husband and wife; but
God through it intended that they
should know and prove his fatherly
love and care in a manner never to
be forgotten, ind learn that H e , who
rained manna from heaven to feed
his people of old, had not exhausted
his supplies, but had yet unbounded
resources at his command from
which to provide for his dear children. The summer passed after this
loss, and in the early autumn great
was Farmer K.'s amazement one
morning to see the very field in
which the lambs had been killed white
as though a sudden snowstorm had
silently covered it with a spotless
mantle. W h a t could it be? Mushrooms! Yes,
mushrooms!
There
they were, a harvest waiting to be
gathered, which they had neither
planted nor watered, on which truly
they had bestowed no labor.
So
early in the season mushrooms were
scarce, and they readily found a
market at prices varying from 21s.
per bushel to los., as the season advanced. Help had to be hired to
gather them quickly, and this gave
employment to others at a time
when work was scarce.
Finally, when the net result came
to be calculated, the proceeds were
found to be some i'jo, nearly three
times the value of the lost lambs.
Everywhere where the worried ani-
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mals had been driven, there, even to
the very edge of the pond, did mushrooms spring up. W h a t a rebuke to
distrust and anxious care. O h ! burdened, downcast children of God, do
not let us repeat the sin of Israel
tempting God and limiting the Holy
O n e of Israel. D o not let us in unbelief ask the old question, "Can
God?" H e can! H e will provide;
it may not be in thy way, it may not

be in thy time, but H e will never fail
thee, nor forsake thee. Some may
wish to ask if the mushrooms grew
again another year. N o ; never since
has the peculiar experience recurred;
a few have appeared each season as a
reminder probably, but that is all.
God does not often repeat his unusual
providences.
L. T.

Botes on tbe S» S. Xessons.
BY PROF. F. L. CHAPPELL.

TRUE A N D EALSE GIVING.
Acts 4: 32 to 5: 11.

Feb. 7, 1897.

The Pentecostal period, which we
are considering in these lessons, was
(as may be seen from Peter's application to it of the prophecy by Joel) an
earnest of the age-to-come, rather
than a beginning of the present age.
T h e "power" of that age (Heb. 6: 5)
is the Holy Spirit, while the power of
this age is money. As long as we are
in this age we need its power, although
we are also "lasting the powers of the
age-to-come." But how shall we obtain it? By direct efforts to get it?
No, but by the principle that the
greater and ultimate controls the less
and proximate. The Holy Spirit controls money. Therefore we are to
"seek first" and principally the ageto-come kingdom of heaven, and all
"these things" which money now
buys will easily come. The Holy
Spirit, which is the greater, will easily
control money which is the less. O u r
lesson shows the operation of this
principle. The Spirit was present in
H i s fullness; hence the money came
without any effort. It was laid
"down" instead of having to be "raised
up." H o w these little words indicate
conditions! W e hear much in our
day about "raising money," and of
"taking u p " a collection; and in some
Western communities we have heard
the expression "lifting the collection."

And what earnest pleadings sometimes are put forth to "raise the necessary expenses." But in our lesson,
the money was laid down without the
asking. " D o not err, my beloved
brethren. Every good gift and every
perfect gift cometh down
from
above"; and every present-age need is
supplied by means of the age-to-come
power. Yea, even the Levite, who
was accustomed to "receive tithes," is
only too glad to give not only his
tithes, but his all. H o w blessed are
God's waysl W h y don't we follow
them?
But this blessed state of things was
too good for Satan to let alone; and
therefore he "filled the heart" of some
to deceive the Holy Spirit by seeming
to do what H e prompted instead of
really doing it. But this blessed One
cannot be deceived and cannot be
sinned against with impunity. Hence
the deceit was quickly unmasked and
swift judgment (which is a prominent
element of age-to-come working) fell
with such power as to prevent any
further trifling with God's ways.
Would we be willing to have such
age-to-come working with us now?
But such would be the case, if Pentecostal power were to come again.
W e hear many prayers for it; but methinks those who offer them "know
not what they ask." Are they willing
for such judgment baptisms? And
yet they "will come" in "that day."

Zbc 1imatcbvport)»
THE PRISON OPENED.
Acts 5: 17-32.

Feb. 14, 1897.

Notwithstanding the mighty onward sweep of the age-to-come working, the officials of the present age
understood it so little as to suppose it
could be stayed by the methods of the
present day. T h u s it is that the god
of this age blinds his devotees (2 Cor.
4 : 4) by the vail that he spreads over
them (Isa. 25: 7), so that they do not
perceive the most evident supernatural
working. They could not see that if
the stone and the seal and the soldiers
could not keep the body of Jesus,
much less could the bolts and bars of
a prison keep the persons of His
spirit-filled followers, whom H e had
commissioned to take His place in the
world. And so they foolishly try
clumsy, worldly methods of restraint
on those who were living and heralding the Life of the risen and ascended
Jesus. And the result was as might
have been expected. They came
forth as easily as Jesus did from His
tomb, and were commanded, Go stand
and speak in the Temple all the words
of this life,—this supernatural, age-tocome, resurrection life, which these
officials are so slow to comprehend.
Wonderful words of life, they were indeed I
But even after this fresh proof of
the divine life and working in the
Apostles, again these blinded officials
arrest them, but gently because of the
people. The common people are
generally more susceptible to the
truth than are officials, because they
have not so much place in this present
evil age.
Yet when once they have been before the Sanhedrin they demand with
all the arrogance of earthly tyrants
why they continued, in the face of
official injunction, to proclaim the
facts concerning the crucifixion and
resurrection of Jesus.
But how
elevated and holily bold is the answer
of Peter! H o w consciously he stands
on the divine plane! H o w boldly
and thoroughly he rings out again the
facts in the case, and displays the
privileges of the gospel, and ranks the
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human witnesses with the divine Holy
Spirit! Oh, does mortal man ever
attain a higher dignity than that of
being a witness and herald of this
divine life!
O n e thing is worthy of special
notice in Peter's sermons (as we call
them). H e begins with an evident
supernatural fact, like the Pentecostal
phenomena or the healing of the lame,
which he ascribes to the agency of the
risen Jesus, showing the guilt of those
who crucified Him, and then, if his
audience is of the common people, he
exhorts to repentance; but if his
audience is official persons, as in this
case, he says nothing about repentance, since evidently he does not expect it of them. And the result tallies.
His hearers are "cut to the heart;"
and, if common people, they cry out,
" W h a t shall we do?" But, if officials,
they "take counsel to slay." Alas for
the influence of official position in
"this present evil age!"

THE FIRST CHRISTIAN MARTYR.
Acts 6: 8-15, 7: 54-60.
Feb. 21, 1897.
Stephen, appointed by his brethren
to attend to the temporalities of the
church, is by the inducement of the
Spirit brought to a foremost place in
the exercise of spiritual gifts, both of
sign-working and of speech. H e becomes so like his Master that he is
arrested on the same charge as was
He, and is brought to the same tribunal to face false witnesses in like
manner. But in one respect he is permitted to witness in a way that his
Master was not; and that was, to exhibit visible evidence of the divine indwelling. "All that sat in the council," hostile though they were, "Saw
his face as it had been the face of an
angel." This was to the Jews the
almost incontrovertible evidence that
he was a man of God. This recalls
Moses as he came down from the
mount. This makes the H i g h Priest
exclaim, "Are these things so?" that
is. Is God in these men whom we are
condemning as criminals?
And then, in a long, historical ad-
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dress, he shows them that, not the external temple, but "the temple of the
body," as Christ said, was God's true
dwelling place among men; and that
the Holy Ghost which was given to
the disciples, was true deity on earth;
so that in arresting them, they were
resisting the Holy Ghost. At this,
his official auditors are "cut to the
heart and gnash on him with their
teeth," and proceed to execute him
without regard to those deferences to
Roman law, which they had so carefully observed in the case of Jesus,
They thus commit sin against the
H o l y Ghost, which is greater than
that against the Son of Man. Therefore the stoning of Stephen was a
greater sin than the crucifixion of
Jesus. It was, moreover, a sin of the
Jews alone, while the Gentiles bore
part only in the crucifixion. Doubtless for this reason the Spirit has
worked chiefly among the Gentiles
since that time, and not to any great
extent a m o n g the Jews. Jesus was
exalted to the right hand by God "to
give repentance unto Israel," but the
gracious influences of the Spirit which
H e immediately shed forth, were resisted by the officials, and the nation,
as a nation, will never be wholly
brought to repentance till they get a
sight of H i m again.
Stephen saw
Him, and, understanding it all,
prayed, "Lord lay not this sin to their
charge"; even as Jesus had said,
"Forgive them, for they know not
what they do." In Stephen's case
they could hardly have helped knowing, and yet their hearts were blinded,
even if their heads knew.

T H E DISCIPLES DISPERSED.
Acts 8: 1-17.

Feb. 28, 1897.

H e r e we reach a new stage of the
witnessing mentioned in i : 8. It had
been thoroughly given in Jerusalem,
and now it proceeds to Samaria.
But this is by no means the only
new stage in the witnessing.
The
wider field shows a decreasing power.
N o longer is the working of the Spirit

omnipotent, victorious or universal.
Stephen has died as gloriously as his
Master. But he is not raised again.
Saul's victims may have been as true
as the Apostles, but the prison doors
are not opened for them. Believers
may be as true hearted as on the day
of Pentecost, but no longer can they
be of one accord in one place, but
rather they are scattered abroad.
Jerusalem having rejected the Holy
Ghost, the gospel goes on its elective,
submissive, witnessing way; but never
again will it be omnipotent and victorious until it finds its centre again in
Jerusalem, Joel 2 : ^2; Isa. 46: 13,
Micah 4 : 2. Nothing can be established in this present evil age; but as
pilgrims and strangers we sojourn,
witnessing, as, being perscuted in one
city, we flee to another. Yet this
gospel of the kingdom shall be
preached in all the earth for a witness.
Often it meets with a glad reception and is confirmed by signs following, so that there is great joy in the
cities where it is preached. And yet
it often lacks the gifts of the Holy
Ghost, and is embraced by the
curious, who, failing to discern the
distinctive character, are still, while
professing it, in the gall of bitterness
and the bonds of iniquity.
W e grow restive under this imperfect state of things, if indeed we discern the imperfection. Or, if we do
not, we regard the imperfect as perfect, and try to settle down on something, or to build up something. But
it cannot be, until "that day." Meanwhile we rejoice in the privilege of
witnessing, and in the faith of believers, however imperfect; knowing
that when that which is perfect shall
come, that which is in part shall be
done away. W h e n our dear faithful
ones fall asleep, we may "make great
lamentation over them," not because
they are lost, but because, in the present, they must die, albeit "in faith."
And, being surrounded with so great
a cloud of witnesses, martyrs, we run
with patience the race that is set before us, looking unto Jesus, because
H e is risen, and so, perfect; which we
shall also be in "that day."

XLhc Matcb\x)ort)»
A PERSONAL TESTIMONY.
BY MRS. THOMAS J. MORROW.

F

I V E years ago I put on glasses.
After a little I was unable to do
any work without them. I was
never quite comfortable in wearing
the "eye crutches," and one day in
my study I prayed, "Lord, if you
want to give me my eyesight, let me
see when I open this book." A
single sentence stood out clear and
distinct. Then a vail dropped over
my eyes and I was in darkness again.
It frightened me. I caught up my
spectacles and went on with my vvork
but was still more uncomfortable at
the thought of wearing them. This
feeling grew to one of positive pain.
I see now it was the eaemy trying to
get me to take off my glasses before
I was ready to trust (jod. At last,
in March, 1895, I said to the Lord,
"If you are displeased with me for
wearing glasses, let me break or lose
this only pair I have and I will never
buy another." I had always been
losing or breaking my glasses, and
shall never forget how, after this, my
heart throbbed whenever I dropped
them or for a moment mislaid them,
lliit oh, how much kinder God is to
us than our fears. I never broke
them nor lost them but instead a
week or two afterward our Father
sent me by a dear friend, two pairs of
beautiful eye glasses that perfectly
fitted my nose and my eyes. She had
been led to lay them aside long before she knew me, and whenever she
would look at them in the drawer and
ask the Lord what she sliould do with
them, H e would say, "Wait and I will
tell you." So she waited until after
she knew me and when again she
asked, H e said; "Send them to your
sister." Tears of joy filled my eyes
as I looked at them and realized how
tenderly my L o r d was dealing with
me.
A year and three months went by
and the three pairs of glasses were
neither broken nor lost. I grew restful about wearing them and could
say, "Praise the Lord" when for a
moment it would seem that one pair
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might be lost. The Devil could no
longer tempt me to take them off.
For God, I felt, would speak to me
when I was ready to trust Him.
And H e did. I was singing at a
convention, " W e are walking in the
light," when a soft sweet voice whispered, "If you were walking in the
Light would you need your glasses"?
And I answered quickly, "No, Lord."
After that I did not seem to care to
put them on and found I could see
whatever I needed to see without
them.
When I returned home my husband
in his tenderness for me said something about my putting on the
glasses. "I feared a fear and it came
upon me." Job 3: 25. I could not
see readily. There was a pile of letters to be read and a great quantity of
proof to be corrected and my secretary was away. So in submission to
my husband I gladly put on the
glasses and used them for two days.
Then I started for another convention. One of those two days, July 9,
was my birthday. I asked for a
prayer for the year and the Lord
gave me, "Let the beauty of the Lord
our God be upon us, and establish
thou the work of our hands; yea the
work of our hands establish thou it."
Ps. 90: 17.
I asked for a precept and H e gave
me, "Be not conformed to this world;
but be ye transformed by the renewing of your mind, that ye may prove
what is that good, and acceptable and
perfect will of God." Rom. 12: 2.
I asked for a promise and H e gave
mc, "It is God which worketh in you
both to will and to do of His good
pleasure." Phil. 2: 13. Sitting on
the train with my Bible, I could not
read a word. I prayed, "Lord, this
is to be a year of your perfect will; if
it is not your perfect will for me to
wear glasses, let me see." Then I
could see perfectly. Giving a testimony concerning my eyes at the
Convention I found I could see the
finest print in the hymn book.
Some weeks afterward I discovered
that I was not seeing readily without
that peculiar closing of the eyes com-
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m o n to many who have left off their
glasses. K n o w i n g that was not
God's perfect will for me I determined to stop it. D o i n g so, I could
not see a letter. If possible I was
more blind than when I first took off
my glasses. But I trusted and
waited. I was from home and the
morning mail brought a month's
proof of the Illustrator, and two pairs
of glasses from my husband. There
was no temptation to put on the
glasses but I could not see. I asked
the Lord for a text and H e gave me,
"Bring ye all the tithes into the storehouse and prove me now herewith."
Mai. 3 : 10. I did not know what it
meant. F o r years I have tithed my
income, not because of law but be-

cause of love; not because I have to,
but because I choose to. i Cor.
i 6 : 2. At least a tenth is sacredly set
apart in token that I have given H i m
all. I am sure this is His perfect will
for me. As I waited before H i m
that morning H e showed me that
while I had been faithful in giving
Him the first fruits of all the large
sums, I had been extremely careless
about the little sums. So as H e recalled to me $5 or $1 or 10 cents or
2 cents that had never been tithed, I ,
wrote the amount down until I had
about $50. As I took up my proof
to correct it I could see the finest
type. Thank God for the victory,
i Cor. 15: 57.

miuniinateb XTeits*
And they were all filled with the
Holy Ghost. Acts 4: 31.
Mark Guy Pearse says: Years ago,
traveling alone I had the Book open
^. A , , o T
i.u- 1 •
c rli
at Acts 1:8. I was t h m k m g of the
Higher Life,' of which we heard a
good deal—vexed and angry at the
httle headway, and still less heartway,
I had made. There was a life of
which I could conceive, bright and
beautiful like a star. 'Like a star
indeed,' I said, half scornfully, 'a long
way off, and I have neither wings nor
ladder to reach it.' Then my eye fell
upon the word 'receive.' This was
something different.
'Receive,' I
said, silenced and ashamed; 'of course
I can receive. That is what the baby
can do. That needs no genius, no
goodness, only want. Any beggar
can take sixpence if it is given to him.'
I looked out of the window. The
showers fell, blessing everything.
Outside the wavside station was a
i-i.ii
i-i. ~
J J. it
e -^
httle cottage, and at the corner of it
an old woman had set her broken
pitcher, and it was filled to the brim.
'My Lord,' I sighed, humbled and
grateful, 'I bring thee my poor heart
—fill it to the brim!' Ye shall receive
—stay your thoughts upon the word

until it kindles the boldness that
claims the promise as your own."
* ,4 u ^ 1 ^i.
, 1 . .
And he took them up In his arms,
put his hands upon them and blessed
them. Mark 10: 16.
An English lady writing from
Syria, says that the Mohammedan
giHs there are continually singing our
beautiful hymns in Arabic. "Safe in
the arms of Jesus" is a great favorite,
A little Moslem giri accounted for her
preference for the Christian religion
by saying, "I like your Jesus because
H e loved little giris. O u r M o h a m nied did not love httle giris." She
had been led to seize upon at least one
of the great differences between M o hammedanism and Christianity. T h e
reason for her preference is well understood, for " W e love H i m because
H e first loved us."
^-u * .n. x . . r
^ .^,
I hat the trial of your faith and
^ , g h t be found unto praise and honor
and glory at the appearing of Jesus
Christ, i Peter 1:7.
In the Black Forest of Germany a
baron built a castle with two lofty
towers. From one tower to the other
he stretched several wires which, in
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calm weather, were motionless and
silent. W h e n the wind began to
blow, the wires began to play like an
jEolian harp. As the wind rose into
a fierce gale, the baron sat in his castle
and heard his mighty hurricane-harp
playing grandly.
So, while the weather is calm and
skies clear, many of the emotions of
the Christian's heart are silent.
As
soon as the winds of adversity strike
the cords, the heart begins to play;
and when a hurricane of trial comes,
you will hear strains of submisssion
and faith, and even of sublime confidence and holy exultation, which
could never have been heard in the
calm hours of prosperity.

old chieftain, seeing the effect of his
disaster, raised himself up on his
elbow, the blood gushing in streams
from his side, and cried out in the old
stentorian voice they had been wont
to obey: "I am not dead, my children;
1 am looking at you to see you do
your duty."
These words revived the courage of
the plucky Highlanders, and inspired
them to put forth their mightiest
energies. With desperate valor they
met the tide of battle, and turned it
into a victory.
Christ is living, not dead. From
heaven H e watches our conflict with
sin and Satan, helping us at every
hour of need.

And opening their treasures they offered unto him gifts, gold and frankincense and myrrh. Mact 2: 11.
A colored brother was telling of his
way of giving to the Lord. "Yes,
sir," he said, "I gibes de truck off o'
one acre ebbery year to de Lawd."
"Which acre is it?" the friend asked.
"Wal, dat is a different question.
Truf is, de acre changes most ebbery
season." "How's that?" "Why, in
wet seasons I gibes de Lawd de low
land, and in de dry seasons I gibes
him de top acre of de whole plantation." " I n that case the Lord's acre
is the worst in the whole farm; for in
wet seasons it would be quite flooded,
and in dry times parched." "Jes so.
You don't allow I'se going to rob my
family of de best acre I'se got,—did
Is not that too much the
ye ?'>
fashion of our offering to the Lord,—
shreds of time, bits of talent, driblets
of money, fringes of things? It is not
our poorest, but our best, we should
give the Lord.

Come unto me all ye that labor and
are heavy laden, and I will give you
rest.

Matt. II : 28.

There was a poor woman who was
very unhappy and low-spirited, and a
clergyman went to see her; and this is
what the clergyman did and said.
''You are very unhappy?" She said,
•'Yes, I am." " W h a t is it?" he asked;
"tell me." She answered, "Oh, my
prayers are poor prayers; I have got
such a naughty heart, and I am so
cold in my heart, and I do so many
wrong things, and grieve God so
much." The clergyman said, "Very
well; now you have told me about
yourself, have you nothing else to tell
me?" "No, sir, nothing else," she replied, "only that I am so wicked."
"Now," said the clergyman, "say what
I say. ' J e s u s ! ' " She said "Jesus."
"Oh, no!" said the clergyman, "not
so; say it feelingly." Then she said
it a little better—"Jesus!" "No, that
won't do; you must say it still better,
with all your heart. You must say,
'Jesus!'" She began to cry, and in
her tears she said "Jesus!" And from
Lo, I am with you always. Malt. 28: 20. that moment she began to be happy.
When Charles, the Pretender, was
Now, when you are in trouble, my
in Scotland with his Highland clans, dear children, say "Jesus!" Yoq need
a sore battle was waged at Preston- say rio more; if you do not say any
pans. During the conflict, at a most more it will do. Don't say it as that
critical point, the /chief of the noble poor woman first did, "Jesus!" but
house of McGregor fell, wounded by with all your heart and soul, with
two balls.
Seeing their beloved loving tears, if you can, say, "Jesus!"
leader fall, the clan wavered, and the You try and you will find that that
battle was well-nigh lost. The brave will do it all. Say, "Jesus!" lovingly.
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In all thy ways acknowledge him
and he will direct thy steps. Prov. 3: 6.
A. J. Gordon used to tell of a gentleman who called on a friend in London, and found him distressed over
the loss of a pocketbook containing a
hundred dollars. H e had dropped it
on the train. H e remembered hearing something drop and looking to
see what it was but did not discover
his loss until he reached home and
found his money gone. The friend
suggested prayer for guidance. " I
have no time for prayer now," was the
reply. " I must telegraph to the place
where the train was going and to the
Lost
Property
Office."
Various
other measures he had in mind and

went off. The loss was a serious one.
After he was gone, the friend, with the
wife of the man who had lost the
money, offered a prayer for guidance.
H e went back to the station after his
prayer, to return home, as he felt his
friend would be too much disturbed
by his loss to entertain a visitor. H e
missed his train and waited for another. W h e n it arrived he went to a
car, saw a purse under the seat and
seized it. It was his friend's lost
purse. The train had been to its
destination and returned and no one
had seen that pocketbook, until it
was found by the man who had prayed
for guidance.

Match XTlbings.
I T has been stated that, since the
application of the anti-Jewish laws in
1892, more than 50,000 Jewish inhabitants of the two Russian capitals have
embraced the orthodox faith.—Jczvisli
Chronicle.
A NEW departure in modern
Judaism has recently been taken by
Dr. Berkowitz, of the Synagogue
Rodef-Shalom, Philadelphia.
"His
plan is to study the Bible with all the
helps modern criticism affords." H e
has chosen Mr. Claude Montefiore's
Bible for H o m e Reading as his textbook.—lewnsh Chronicle.
MR.

FAUDEL

PHILLIPS,

who

was

recently inducted into the office of
Lord Mayor of London, is a Jew.
His father. Sir Benjamin Phillips,
thirty-one years ago occupied the
same position. H e proposes to signalize his mayoralty and commemorate the sixtieth anniversary of the
Queen's reign by raising a national
subscription to free the hospitals of
the metropolis from debt. It will require from £800,000 to £1,000,000.
T H E largest school in the world is
located in the heart of London, pre-

sided over by Lord Rothschild.
Thirty-five thousand poor Jewish children are in attendance. During the
year one or, if needed, two suits of
clothing are presented to each child
by this generous peer of the realm.—
The Christian Israelite.

REV.

A . H.

K E L K . — T h i s distin-

guished missionary of the London
Jews' Society, who for many years has
had charge of the Society's work in
Jerusalem, who has been for several
months in England resting, started
back to his work November i8th.
'*Owing to his remarks at Kiswick,"
says the Jewish Missionary Intelligence, a lady was given the magnificent sum of £1,000 for the provision of
a Home for enquiring Jewesses at
Jerusalem.
JOHANNESBURG,

S.

AFRICA. — A

correspondent of the Jewish Chronicle
commenting upon the general way
business was closed both days of New
Year's, even to the Stock Exchange,
the first day, says: "If Jannesburg is
not the capital of the Jews, the Jews
are the capital of Jannesburg."

^be Matcbwor^•
JEWISH SIGNS.
T h e Jezvish World speaking of four
great Jewish patriots who founded the
Society for the Colonization of Palestine says: "It is painful to reflect
that this ever-memorable quartet are
all dead. They have gone, but there
is no lack in Israel of good men and
true, and, thanks to them, the banner
of the Society is kept up high, never
to be lowered until the great goal has
been reached.
"To give the reader an idea of the
remarkable growth which that institution has reached in such a comparatively short period of its existence, suffice it to say that it has its
branches in 400 townlets in the Russian Empire, with a membership
forming the handsome number of
4,144. The revenue of the Society
consists of annual payments and donations. The total revenue for the
first six years amounts to something
like £25,000. . . . "
Finally, the Jeivish World discusses
the whole question under the outspoken title of "The Return to Palestine."
True, it is quite clear that this return is in unbelief. No thought of
God seems to be in it. "Religion" is
recognized to be a motive power, but
neither God, nor His word, nor His
Christ seem to be in all their thought.
This is remarkable, not only as a
sign of the times, but as a fulfillment
of Scripture.
W h a t troubles await them they
little think of, though they might
know if they searched the Scriptures.
T h e various difficulties are dealt with
and dismissed, and the last argument
used is most significant as to what
the Holy City is about to become:
" T h e financial obstacles could, no
doubt, be met in a week. T o form
and finance a 'chartered' company
for such an object as the reestablishing of an autonomous Jewish State in
Palestine
would
indeed
present
hardly any difficulty, and when it was
seen that the Jewish State would not
help to give the balance of power to
any European Government but rather
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tend to the preservation of European
peace, it is not impossible that political obstacles and diplomatic objections would not be found to be very
great.
" N o r will some of the chief arguments that have been advanced
against the scheme bear close scrutiny. It is not true that the Jews are
incapable of again becoming an
agricultural people. Every agricultural colony of Jews that has been
formed in Palestine or elsewhere, has,
by its success, proved the reverse,
while, even in Russia, where Jews are
none too popular, Jewish agriculturalists have earned the commendation of the Government.
" I t has been argued that Jews have
too much love for art, literature, the
theatre and the concert-hall to willingly abandon London, Paris, Vienna
and Berlin for the Holy Land, where
their talents and tlieir tastes would
find neither scope nor satisfaction.
The answer is too obvious to need
insisting on. One need only ask.
Could not Jerusalem also be made a
centre of art and literary culture, the
drama and music? Surely, there is
nothing in the soil or the climate to
hinder this; and one might indeed
look forward to a special development
of Jewish art that would benefit the
world as well as the Jews themselves,
but which is impossible while we are
scattered and our artists are living in
a non-Jewish environment and working, consciously or unconsciously,
for a non-Jewish public. No, the
danger is rather the other way. It is
lest the new Palestinian State should
be merely a fighting ground between
the representatives of various and
conflicting non-Jewish theories and
practices imported by people of Jewish birth. If there be at the present
sufficient unity and idealism in Israel;
sufficient detachment from the conventions of the nations; there is no
very obvious reason why the restoration to Palestine should not be commenced in the way Dr. Herzl and his
friends think possible."
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3e0U0, Saviour, %oo\\ on fIDe,
7s.
Words and Music by

Lorimer.
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Jesus, Saviour, look on me !
Lost, condemned, and dead within,
Bear my guilt and set me free.
Give me life and cleanse from sin.
Jesus, Shepherd think on me !
Wandering ever from Thy fold.
Keep from foes whate'er they be.
Lead to pastures new and old.
Jesus, Prophet, pity me !
Cloud o'er sky and gloom in mind.
Let Thy truth, from darkness free,
Till Thy path my feet shall find.
Jesus, Lord, a heart give me.
By Thy Spirit filled with love.
So that all Thy will shall be,
Done as by Thy saints above.
Jesus, King of glory Thou !
Grant a patient, loyal heart.
Till Thyself mine eye shall see.
In Thy kingdom share a part.
Jesus, Saviour, Shepherd true,
Prophet, Lord, and coming King !
Make me brave to love and do
All the work Thy grace may bring.
Copyright, 1896. by Robert Cameron.
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Baptismal Hymn.
Ibear "Us, 1bol^ Sesus.
Words by
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Send thy Spirit from aboveFilling all our hearts with love,
M a k e us gentle as the dove.
H e a r us H o l y Jesus.

T h o u wert buried in the t o m b
After b e a r i n g all our doom,
In T h y heart, oh m a k e us room,
H e a r us Holy Jesus.

T h o u wert buried long ago
W h e r e the J o r d a n waters flow
In obedience we would g o ,
H e a r us H o l y Jesus.

F r o m the grave T h o u didst arise,
T o T h y h o m e beyond the skies
T h e r e to T h e e we turn our eyes.
H e a r us Holy Jesus.

Righteousness T h o u didst fulfil
D o i n g all T h y F a t h e r ' s will,
We'll repeat that service still,
H e a r us Holy Jesus.

Buried, risen with the L o r d , —
Holy Spirit, Life a n d W o r d , —
Strength and light may these afford,
H e a r us H o l y Jesus.

T h o u wert nailed upon the tree.
All our sins were laid on T h e e ,
Crucified we still would b e ,
H e a r us Holy Jesus.

T h o u wilt surely come once m o r e
Not as in the days of yore,
But in glory evermore,
H e a r us Holy Jesus.

Tesus k e e p us till that day,
W a l k i n g in thy holy way—
Never let us go astray,
H e a r us Holy Jesus.
Copyright, 1896, by Adeline Frances Fitz.

This Hymn can be furnished at the rate of one dollar per hundred to those
desiring to use it.
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We beg o u r readers to be gracious enough to accept this reminder
in kindness and also to be thoughtful
enough to remit the money due us
promptly. T h e truth is, we are much
embarrassed for lack of funds due us
now. Again we have to repeat that
the W A T C H W O R D is purely a matter
of love. N o one makes a dollar out
of it and no one expects to do so.
But if the subscribers would remit
promptly in advance we should have
an abundance. Will not you let us
hear from you now?
We call attention to the advertisement below. The
Home is doinp pood work and deserves support.
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R E G I N A L D R A D C L I F F , a Liverpool
lawyer of great missionary earnestness and a man of wonderful power,
recently passed away. His life, by
his devoted wife who fully shared his
apostolic zeal has published a volume
of recollections. Like his Master,
his last recorded words embraced the
uttermost parts of the earth. " I
want—I want—I want the Christians
to go all over the world spreading the
glad news."

known to the
whole Christian world as the profound believer in the power of prayer,
is now ninety-two years old. H e still
makes use of the gracious instrument
which he has wielded for so many
years. The direct answers which have
come to him in response to his petitions, he says, now amount to more
than $7,000,000 in money.
They
came in different ways, but were so
connected with his special prayers that
he believes they were tied together in
the g'racious counsels of God. It is a
wonderful story.
GEORGE

MULLER,

W H I L E so many optimists have
been heralding" the growth of morality and spread of piety, Satan has
steadily pursued his way in degrading
man. Witness the following which
we take from the North
American
Rcz'iezi':
When we go to facts, we find that during
the last six years there have been 43,902
homicides in the United States, an average
057,317 per year. In the same time there
have been 723 legal executions and 1,1 r8
lynchings. These startlingfiguresshow that
•crime is rapidly increasing instead of diminishing. In the last year 10,500 persons were
killed, or at the rate of 875 per month,
whereas in 1890 there were 4,290, or less than
half as many as in 1895. This bloody record
shows a fearful increase of the crime which
destroys human life.

iSp'.

NO. 3.

L\ a meeting recently held in
Exeter Hall, London, the Foreign
Secretary of the Church Missionary
Society said that seventy-eight new
missionaries were going out for the
first time, and thirty-one had already
sailed. Eight of these were going out
at their own charge; six were supported by colonial associations; and
the support of fifty-seven had been assumed by various individuals, or
groups of friends, or bodies with
which they were connected. The remainder, though not actually assigned, were provided for, so that the
statement could be made that the
salaries of the new missionaries will
not be a charge upon the general
funds of the society. W h a t a pity
more men and women of means in
America do not go to the foreign
work at their own charge. It would
help much at this trying season.
T H E higher critics have been
severely handled by the mute witnesses dug up from the earth. Seldom have they come to a conclusion
opposed to the Bible and printed it,
that God has not permitted some man
to discover an inscription on a clay
tablet or a stone monument to confound them. The stones are crying
against their folly. They long ago
decided that the history of Gen. 14
was without foundation in fact. But
Professor Sayce has Avritten to say
that Dr. Scheil has just found some
letters of Amraphel to the K i n g of
Larsa concerning the w^ar and commending the K i n g of Larsa for his
bravery on "the day of the defeat of
Chedorladmar." H e does not say
that Abraham defeated him in so
many words, but enough is said in
this "find" to silence all doubt on the
basis of the most critical investigation.
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THE EASTERN

T

QUESTION.

H E question of the future of the
Ottoman Empire has assumed a
new and an unexpected aspect.
The stomi centre has been ti"ansferred from Armenia to Crete; and,
what the United Powers of Europe
were deterred from doing in the case
of the Armenians, the Httle kingdom
of Greece has boldly done in the interest of the Cretans. King George,
with the blood of the intrepid Norseman in his veins has sent an army of
occupation to that Island; has hoisted
the flag of his country over its soil,
and has demanded that the Turks
shall cease to slaughter the Christians. The whole world looks on with
admiration and the Powers seem
dazed and at their wit's end.
It is generally known that since the
Crimean War, England and France,
to keep in check the expanding greatness of Russia, have made it the policy
of Europe to maintain the sultan's
government in the interest of peace.
At the treaty of Paris, in 1856, the
Powers undertook a general supervision of the Turkish government, and
England became sponsor for the introduction of certain needed reforms.
It was hoped, at that time that this
would end Moslem fanaticism and
also the fiendish slaughter of the followers of Jesus. But the hope has
never been realized. Within ten
years of the signing of this treaty 6,000
Christians were slaughtered in Lebanon and the carnage never ceased
until the fleets of England and France
were thundering on the shores of
Syria. About ten years after that
event, came the awful atrocities of
Bulgaria which shocked the sensibilities of the whole civilized world.
Turkey, true to her past history of
blood, fire and outrage, never ceased
her carnage until, by the interference
of Russia she was spoiled of half her
European territory. The periodical
outbreak, which has continued for six
centuries, began again nearly three
years ago and she has persisted in
those deeds of darkness and of unmentionable crimes that have made
the lives of her subjects a hell upon

earth. There is nothing more definitely settled than this fact: the pursuit
of policy instead of principle; the
adoption of schemes and devices for
selfish ends, instead of boldly doing the
thing that is clearly right; the finessing- of statesmen instead of a manly
action in the fear of God, has proved
an utter failure.
L o n g ago Lord
Salisbury said: "The authors of the
treaty (1856) attempted what, in the
nature of the case it was impossible
to achieve. They thought that T u r key would reform herself, but long experience has proved that Turkey will
not reform herself."
Then why do not the Powers interfere and do the work which Turkey
has often promised to do, but has just
as often refused to do? The reasons
are many. The first is because, in
"the carving of the Turkey," and in
the division of the members each nation is afraid that the other may get
the choicest part. Each nation is
jealous of the other; and they are all
armed to the teeth, ready to jump at
each other's throats when the slightest move is made to interfere in the
affairs of the Ottoman Empire. This
is, at bottom, the secret of the twenty
millions of armed men, and the enormous fleets of ironclads and K r u p p
guns maintained by European nations. Secondly the delay is of God.
The iniquity of the Turk is not yet
quite full. Abraham was forbidden
to take possession of a foot of the land
given to him because the nations then
living within its borders had not yet
brought their iniquity to its ripened
fulness.
Four generations had to
pass away in weary waiting. The
flagrant depravity of the people must
become manifest so that God's justice
in their destruction might be unquestioned. It makes us almost shudder
to say that it is even so with "the unspeakable Turk."
Bad as he has
been, there are some depths of diabolical evil yet to be seen, and then, if
God has delayed so long that it seems
H e does not know how to strike,
when the blow falls it will seem as if
H e does not know how to spare. T h e
mills of God are very reluctant in
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starting, and very slow in grinding
but when the grinding is finished, it
will be done "exceeding small." But
lastly, the Jew is not yet ready to return to his own land. His nest has
been terribly stirred for a number of
years; he begins to form societies
looking towards the creation of a
national feeling and the realization a
national centre; and the accumulated
wealth of many generations is beginning to be offered for the purchase
of the land and a gathering of the
" Tribes of the wandering foot and weary
breast"

F o r many a long century they have
been without a country, without a
king, without a priest, and without a
prophet.
*' The wild dove hath her nest the fox his
cave
Mankind his country, Israel but the
grave."
Yet the Jew is a Jew still. "This
generation"—the nation of the Jews
has not passed away, and it shall not
pass away, until all of the wonderful
things foretold by our Lord are fulfilled.
" And where shall Israel lave her bleeding
feet ?
And when shall Zion's songs again seem
sweet.''
And Judah's melody once more rejoice
The hearts that leaped before its heavenly voice ?''
These bleeding feet will never be
laved until God sets His "hand the
second time" to restore Israel to the
land of promise which is still the
promised land. When?
Not just
yet, but soon—very soon. Let us
hasten and give the gospel as a witness to every tongue and nation, and
"ye that are the Lord's remembrancers keep not silence and give
H i m no rest till H e establish, and till
H e make Jerusalem a praise in the
Earth." Isa. 62: 7.
T H E Christian pastor has a fourfold function in his holy office. H e is
first a minister, or servant; secondly a
witness of the Gospel, telling what he
knows and nothing else; thirdly a
preacher with a divine message, and
fourthlv an overseer of the flock.
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THE SECULAR PRESS ON BR.
ABBOTT.

T

H E ingenious way in which the
daily papers, with one marked
exception, have been making
capital for Romanism, and scepticism,
out of Dr. Abbott's very indiscreet
bluster against the book of Jonah,
cannot have escaped the notice of
even the casual reader. One of these
papers says that the cornerstone of
Protestantism is its faith in an infallible Book, while Romanism has
the Church and its infallible Pope,
It then adds that
"Scholars everywhere have now practically agreed that the Higher Criticism has
justified itself and that, not only our knOAvledge of the Bible, but our appreciation of
it, have beeen largely increased in consequence. All the results reached cannot be
briefly summarized.
It may be said in
general, however, that the application to
the Bible of those canons of criticism
which we apply to other books has completely changed its character and significance. The old theories of verbal inspiration, of literal interpretation, of scientific
exactness and of historical accuracy are
simply untenable."

But this mode of criticism does not
meet
with
unanimous
approval
amongst scholars. O u r appreciation
of the Bible is not increased by this
destructive process, and the theories
of plenary inspiration and perfect accuracy are not untenable.
Then this paper, appreciating the
supernatural history connected with
the Bible, admits that this aspect of
the question cannot be eliminated by
the destructive critics. Very adroitly
it says: "There remains, of course,
the difficulty of the miraculous. But
this difficulty largely vanishes if we
bear in mind the fact that the supernatural is not necessarily the contranatural." These unbelieving men
are willing to let nature act in any
way it may please, but they seem to
be very much afraid to have God
come into contact with their lives.
With the blindness of a bat the
writer declares that it is quite immaterial how much fraud there may be
in the origin of the Bible and how
much inaccuracy there may be in its
statements. Its books may be fables
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and yet the essence remains. "Christian morality is not in the least concerned with the fate of that obvious
fable, and Dr. Abbott is not the only
man who sees this, though there are
some occupants of pulpits less sincere
and courageous than he." Yes; the
only sincere and courageous men are
the infidels like Dr. Abbott!
MISSIONARY ZEAL.

L

A S T year we pointed out how
the present methods of pressing
missions in foreign lands, were
utterly inadequate to the need. Circumstances have greatly deepened
that conviction. The whole of the
clumsy and expensive machinery now
in existence will need to be changed.
The Lord is setting his seal of approval upon the simpler methods
adopted by Taylor, Muller, Simpson
and others. At the present rate it
will only be a few years hence until
these so-called "irregular" methods
will have more missionaries in outposts than the church boards. The
spirit of faith is reaching to the young
men at colleges. It came to our
knowledge a few days ago that a few
earnest spirits in Brown University
are intensely exercised over delay
and they have resolved to go to Africa
independent of all societies.
The
plan is to get some land in South
Africa, seek to make the work selfsupporting and then press on to the
Soudan as fast as natives can be converted and prepared to prosecute the
work in the interior. Already some
Christians have become interested in
the movement and are offering assistance in giving money. One of
the young men consecrated to the
work has had several thousand dollars come into his possession and that
has been consecrated to the cause.
This band of earnest souls has been
growing for several months and over
a dozen have solemnly given up their
all to the work. Others at a distance
in other universities have heard of the
movement and letters of inquiry are
frequent for those waiting and praying for an open door. It now looks

as if it might grow into a great movement in the near future. Oh, what
an honor to carry the glad tidings to
the hundred millions of degraded
heathen in the dark land of the
Soudan! Y o u n g men of America—
y o u n g men of our churches—young
men of our colleges, here is an undertaking worthy of your highest ambition. U p and out and on to dark
places where the name of Jesus has
never yet been preached—to the ends
of the earth.
T o OBEY IS BETTER THAN SACRIFICE.—A Baptist clergyman in Liverpool, who is about to pay a visit to
the Holy Land, was m a k i n g a great
brag about his intended journey to a
member of the Liverpool Muslim Institute. " W h e n I get there," the parson said in his best pulpit tone, "I will
stand where Moses stood, and read
the Ten Commandments from the top
of Mount Sinai." " Y o u had better
stay at home and keep them," was
the Muslim's laconic reply.
Obedience is better than boasting.
SEVEN

MIRRORS.—The

Rev.

Dr.

Pierson says God has given us seven
mirrors of inspired truth, through
which we could behold the glory of
the Lord as revealed in the face of
Jesus Christ. F o u r of these mirrors
belong to Old Testament saints,
namely direct prophecies respecting
Christ, types and ceremonies foreshadowing Him, historical personages typifying Him, and didactic
teachings revealing H i m under the
surface of their more obvious meanmg. The New Testament Church
has three more of these precious mirrors, namely evangelical, contained in
the four Gospels and the Acts, autobiographical, contained in the very
words of Jesus, and apostolic, embraced in the Epistles and the Apocalypse. I n t o these mirrors we are to
gaze with open face until we, also like
the Old Testament seers, should behold the face of Jesus Christ and
vividly realize the vision of H i s life
and love.
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A N E S T A B L I S H E D AFFECTION.
BY A. J. GORDON, D. D,

I

T is not only fixedness of faith that
we need to secure our tranquillity
but fixedness of love. For if man
believes with the heart it is preeminently true that he loves with the
heart. And these constitute the twin
conditions of our happiness. Faith
secures to us eternal life and love
realizes to us eternal life. Faith
brings us into union with Christ and
love keeps us in communion with
Christ. Union is a permanent thing
unaffected by our frames or feelings.
Communion is a variable thing depending on the glow and fervor of
our affections for its power. To' believe is to have; to love is to enjoy
our having.
And yet I would remind you that
the strength and zeal of your love
to Christ does not depend on your
consciousness of that love. The
most orderly and regular exercises in
our spiritual life are generally the
most undemonstrative. Growth in
holiness is an imperceptible process.
The moment one becomes very conscious of it you instinctively suspect
its genuineness. Faith is little cognizant of its own action, and is most
simple and pure as a rule when it is
the most self forgetful. And so
seeming of Christian love. The
deepest manifestations are often
those which are least observed.
I have supposed that the very existence of love depended on our realization of it. That unless I could
say that my heart glowed and exalted
with a sense of love towards the Lord
Jesus I had no ground for believing that I do really love him. Can
there be such a thing as a latent
Christian affection? Is it possible
for the heart to harbor an unrealized
devotion? Can love burn within us
and yet give out no light or heat by
which we may distinguish it? I do
not say that it is not distinguishable
—that it cannot be discovered if only
we will search for it-—^but what I do
say is that there may be a depth of
love and lovaltv to Christ in our
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hearts of which we may be quite
unaware till some circumstance brings
it out.
I am not sensible ordinarily of the
beating of my heart. But some sudden fright or some quick sentiment
sets it thumping against my breast so
violently that for the moment I am
almost unconscious of anything else
but its hot and measured throbbings.
And yet was it not pulsating just the
same all the while though I was unaware of it? Nourishing me while I
toiled and supporting me while I slept.
And so we realize our love to our
Lord very vividly when some
strange experience wakes us up.
Some startling providence or some
conspicuous memory wakes us and
makes it cry out, "Thou art the chief
among ten thousand, thou art altogether lovely. Whom have I in
heaven but thee and there is none on
the earth that I desire beside thee."
But all the while there was to our
souls the calm, fixed and even affection of true devotion. Do you not
know how it is among those long
wedded? The avowals and assertions of youth have long since ceased
perhaps. The romance and extravagance have passed away. But there
is the deep calm undertone of affection sweetening all the bitter ills of
life that come upon them, flooding
their whole being with its quiet and
encompassing joy. They think little
of the love, perhaps, because too.
much engaged in offices of mutual
help and success to give attention to
it. And yet how deeply, how
strongly they love each other, and
when one dies the other often droops
quickly after, because so bound together by the bonds of a common
affection, that they could not be
parted and one remain alone. I am
trying to illustrate by all this, how
the deepest love of the believer to his
Lord may be unconscious and unspoken. It does not cry nor lift up
nor cause its voice to be heard in
the streets. It is a perennial stream
but a hidden stream, emerging only
here and there.
I speak it for the encouragement of

02
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disciples. It is a most painful and
anxious question with some. " D o I
love with all my heart him who loved
me and gave himself for me?" And
to the question there comes back a
hollow echo from a cold heart—the
mocking of perplexing doubts—the
misgiving of feeble experience. And
we say n o : if the test be a glowing
emotion, kindling spiritual fervor in
rapturous delight and communings I
fear I have no evidence that I love
him. But look to your service; are
you not praying and laboring and
giving for the good of his flock? Is
there not a steady, even setting of the
current of your life towards his service and glory. If it be so, take
courage. The Lord has taught that
the truest evidence that we love him
is that we feed his sheep. And if
then we cannot find the proof of our
affection which we desire in our heart
we may perchance find it in our care
for the flock A\hich he purchased with
his blood. T h a n k God the springs of
our love are not in ourselves. We
love him because he first loved us.
"All my springs are in thee, oh Lord,"
and if my heart seems dry and empty
I can dip from the overflowing foum
tain of thy heart and fill me to the
brim.
Nevertheless this I believe will be
the normal and characteristic condition of a fixed heart, that its love will
go forth in even, quiet and unconscious flow rather than in rapturous
eCStacy.
Fixedness of the heart in the
service of God.
This it seems to me is the very
highest Christian attainment—to be
able to seiwe God habitually, not
spasmodically. H e only is truly
obedient who has the habit of obedience—who obeys the voice of his calling not because he must but because
he cannot help it. Rtdes are valuable. Method
is
excellent. But
spontaneity is of incalculable importance. To do a good service for
Christ without any previous making
up of the mind to do it, but simply
because one's heart is fixed and
habituated in that direction. "His

heart is in it" is a word we often use
of some one devoted to a great purpose.
And the expression "fixed heart"
does not imply stability in Christ's
service merely; but earnestness and
concentration' of heart unifies human
effort and consecration.
Then comes the most comprehensive and most important question, "Is
vour heart fixed?" There are two
kinds of fixedness, the stability of the
stone and that of the tree. The
former is the fixedness of death, and
separation for God; the latter is the
fixedness of life and union with the
power of God.
THE

LORD'S

COMING.

BY D. L. M O O D Y .

E

V E R Y true doctrine is assailed
by the devil from all quarters.
H e gets the friends of it to make
mistakes. Then he gets them to set
the time and figure it out. W h e n I
see a man figuring it out as to when
he will come, I think he doesn't know
much about it. I have had experience with those people.
When a man tells me the day and
the hour of Christ's coming I know
he knows nothing about it. H e is
coming suddenly, and all things will
be wound up in the world. But you
don't want to be frightened.
He
always brings joy and gladness. H e
drives away darkness and disperses
our fears. You need not be afraid of
Christ. W e want to thank God that
he is coming in his own way, and we
are to watch and be ready for his
coming.
Some one will say that means
death. I don't believe it. W e are
told to watch not for death, but for
himself. There is a good deal of difference between watching for death
and watching for the coming of the
Lord. Now it is always safe to do
what God tells us to do. If he tells
us to run, we should run. If he tells
us to stand still, we should stand still.
That is the true attitude of the child
of God.
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Some tell us it is too wonderful to
be true. My friends, we have a wonderful God, who likes to do wonderful
things. Christ will return to this
world in all the pomp and glor}^ of the
divine. But that is not so wonderful
as for Christ to be born in a manger
as a little baby wrapped in swaddling
clothes.
D o you think the people in Boston
have not more spiritual knowledge
than had the people in Thessalonica
when he taught it to them? I don't
believe there is a child in Boston ten
years old who has not more than they
had.
Now, the true attitude of every child
of God is to wait and watch for his
son from heaven. I don't know anything that is going to have such power
in taking the church out of the world
than this watching and looking for the
Lord. It is better than reading the
papers on the Sabbath—something
better than buying and selling bonds
and stocks and piling up wealth for
our children. It is to take the church
out of the world quicker than anything I know.
You are to watch and wait. W h o
is it that see the morning star? It is
they who are watching and waiting,
not for the building of Jerusalem, not
for the return of the Jews, but for the
return of Christ.
I believe our Lord is really coming
back. That which is prophesied is
literally to take place. H o w men can
study that book and not see that it
is all going to be fulfilled, I cannot
understand—it is a mystery to me.
Every man and every woman ought
to do all they can to get their loved
ones out of this world and into the
kingdom of God, for we know not the
day or the hottr when he may come
back. But if we watch and wait, and
look forward and try to rescue every
one and get them out of this world,
we are fulfilling his commands.
W e very, much need the May and
July numbers of the W A T C H W O R D ,
1896.
Will some friend please send
us a copy.

JBPHTHAH AND HIS

DAUGHTER.

BY REV. A. B. SIMPSON. .

W

E see in Jephthah the lessons
not only of the loftiest faith,
but the sublimest faithfulness.
In the hour of peril he had'vowfed a
vow unto Jehovah, pledging that
\vhen he returned in victory the first
object that he met should be dedicated to the Lord as an offering to
Him. As he came back amid the acclamations of universal triumph, the
first who met him when he approached his home was his beautiful
daughter, and as he realized all that
his vow had meant he was overwhelmed for a moment with the deepest emotion. But not for an instant
did he hesitate in his firm and high
purpose, nor once did that dear child
^hrink back from the sacrifice imposed
upon her, but stood nobly with her
father, demanding that he should fulfill his vow to the utmost, and together they stood true to their covenant God.
There has been much discussion as
to the real meaning of Jephthah's
vow and the real fate of Jephthah's
daughter; but there are several passages and constructions which can
leave no doubt in the mind of a candid reader that it was not a literal
human sacrifice that Jephthah offered,
and that that fair child was not slain
upon the altar like the children of
Ammon before their god of fire, but
that her fresh life was given in all its
purity as a living sacrifice of separation and life of service to Jehovah.
In the eighteenth chapter of Deuteronomy we find the most solemn
warnings given to Israel against imitating in the least degree the cruel
and wicked rites of the Ammonites,
especially in offering htiman sacrifices. Now these Ammonites were
the very people against whom Jephthah had gone forth to war, and as
godly follower of Jehovah he must
have been familiar with the commandments of the book of Deuteronomy. F o r him, therefore, to directly disobey these solemn injunctions would have been to prove false
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to all his character and all the meaning of his victory in the name of Jehovah.
Again, in the twelfth chapter of
Exodus, it is clearly taught that the
first born of Israel were all to be recognized as the Lord's, and liable,
therefore, to death, like the Egyptian
first born. But, instead of their lives
being literally required, they were redeemed by the blood of a lamb, and
the Paschal lamb was offered instead
of the life of the Hebrew, and that
life was still regarded as wholly the
Lord's, given to Him in living consecration, of which the whole tribe of
Levi was regarded as the type, and,
therefore, it was separated unto the
service of the Lord as a substitute for
the lives of the first born.
In all this was clearly taught the
lesson that what God required from .
His people was not a dead body, but a
"living sacrifice." It is much harder
to live for God than to die for God.
It takes much less spiritual and moral
power to leap into the conflict and
fling a life away in the excitement of
the battle than it does to live through
fifty years of misunderstanding, pain
and temptation. It would have been
easier for Jephthah's daughter to have
lain down amid the flowers of Spring,
the chants and songs of a religious
ceremonial, the tears and songs of the
people who loved her, and know that
her name would be forever enshrined,
than to go out from the bright circle
of human society and the charms of
youth and beauty and domestic and
social delight, and live as a recluse for
God alone, giving up the dearest hope
of every Hebrew woman, not only to
be a mother, but to be the mother of
the promised Christ; giving up also,
along with her father, the fond desire
of a son to share his honor, and his
sceptre, to prolong his name. All this
it meant. This was the sacrifice she
made. And so we read that she did
not go aside to bewail her approaching death, but she went aside for two
months to bewail her "virginity," the
loneliness of her own life, then gladly
gave her life a living sacrifice to God.
&
There are several other considera-

tions that might be added if necessary
to establish this construction of the
passage. It is enough to briefly refer
to the fact that the phrase in verse
thirty-nine, is in the future tense, and
refers to her future virginity and not
her past, and also that the translation
of the fortieth verse in one of our versions, is that the daughters of Israel
went yearly "to talk" with the daughter of Jephthah four times in a year,
It is not necessary to pursue the argument further. Enough for our present purpose that we catch the inspired
lesson. That lesson is supreme, unqualified, unquestioning fidelity to
God. Jephthah is the man that can
depend upon God, but Jephthah is
also the man on whom God can depend.
God is looking for such lives, and
on such men He will put the weight
of His highest service and His eternal
glory. God help each of us to be such
a man of whom the Psalmist says, "he
sweareth to his own hurt, and he
changeth not."
How tender and beautiful the lesson which this passage gives to the
young as well as to the old! Sweet
child of single-hearted consecration!
God help her sisters and her followers to be as true. Oh, beloved, do
not wait until desire shall fail and age
chill the pulses of ardent youth, and
the world will fall away from you itself.
But when the flowers are
blooming, and the cup is brimming,
and the heart beats high with earthly
love and joy and hope, then it is so
sweet, it is so wise, it is so rare, to
pour all at His blessed feet, as Mary
poured her ointment on His head,
and some day to receive it back amid
the bloom and peals of yonder land,
where they that have forsaken friends
and treasures, fond affections and
brightest prospects for His dear sake,
shall receive a hundredfold, and shall
have the still richer joy of knowing
that they have learned His spirit and
understood His love.
If you have a spare copy of May or
July, 1896, please send it to us.
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RYLE'S PROPHETICAL
CREED.

H E R E are many who have the

greatest possible respect for
Bishop Ryle, and who thank
God for his great and long-continued
testimony. These and others will be
glad to read what he calls the chief
articles of his "prophetical creed," of
which he speaks as having "lived in
the belief of them for a quarter of a
century," and "in the belief of them,"
he adds, "I hope to die."
1.1 believe that the world will never
be completely converted to Christianity by any existing agency before the
end comes. In spite of all that can be
done by ministers, churches, schools,
and missions, the wheat and the tares
will grow together until the harvest.
And when the end comes, it will find
the earth in much the same state that
it was when the flood came in the
days of Noah. (Matt. xiii. 24-30; xxiv.
37-39.)
II. I believe that the widespread
unbelief, indifference, formalism and
wickedness which are to be seen
throughout Christendom are only
what we ought to expect in God's
Word. Troublous times, departures
from the faith, evil men waxing worse
and worse, love waxing cold, are
things distinctly predicted. So far
from making me doubt the truth of
Christianity, they help to confirm my
faith. Melancholy and sorrowful as
the sight is, if I did not see it I should
think the Bible was not true. (Matt.
xxiv. 12; I Tim. iv. i;2 Tim. iii. i, 13,
14.)
III. I believe that the grand purpose of the present dispensation is to
gather out of the world an elect peopie, and not to convert all mankind,
It does not surprise me at all to hear
that the heathen are not all converted
when missionaries preach, and that believers are a little flock in any congregation in my own land. It is precisely the state of things which I expect to find. . . . This is a dispensation of election, and not of universal
conversion. (Acts xv. 14; Matt. xxiv.
14.)
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IV. I believe that the second comiiig of the Lord Jesus Christ is the
great event which will wind up the
present dispensation, and for which
we ought daily to long and pray.
"Thy kingdom come," "Come, Lord
Jesus," should be our daily prayer,
We look backward, if we have faith,
to Christ dying on the cross, and we
ought to look forward no less, if we
have hope, to Christ coming again,
(John xiv. 3; 2 Tim. iv. 8; 2 Peter iii.
12.)
V. I believe that the second coming of our Lord Jesus Christ will be
a real, literal, personal, bodily coming; and that as He went away in the
clouds of heaven with His body, before the eyes of men, so in like manner He will return. (Acts i. ii.)
VI. I believe that after our Lord
Jesus Christ comes again the earth
shall be renewed and the curse removed; the devil shall be bound; the
godly shall be rewarded, the wicked
shall be punished; and that before He
comes there will be neither resurrection, judgment, nor Millennium, and
that not till after He comes shall the
earth be filled with the knowledge of
the glory of the Lord. (Acts iii. 21;
Isa. xxv. 6-9; i Thess. iv. 14-18; Rev.
xx. i, etc.)
VII. I believe that the Jews shall
ultimately be gathered again as a
separate nation, restored to their own
land, and converted to the faith of
Christ. (Jer. xxx. 10, 11; xxxi. 10;
Rom. xi. 25, 26.)
VIII. I believe that the literal
sense of Old Testament prophecies
has been far too much neglected by
the Churches, and is far too much neglected at the present day, and that
under the mistaken system of spiritualizing and accommodating Bible
language. Christians have too often
missed its meaning. (Luke xxiv. 25,
26.)
IX. I do not believe that the preterist scheme of interpreting the
Apocalypse, which regards it as almost entirely fulfilled, or the futurist
scheme, which regards it as almost
entirely unfulfilled, are either of them
to be implicitly followed. The truth,
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I expect, will be found to be between
the two.
X . I believe that the Roman CathoHc Church is the great predicted
apostasy from the faith, and is Babylon and Antichrist, although I think
it highly probable that a more complete development of Antichrist will
yet be exhibited to the world. (2
Thess. ii. 3-11; i Tim. iv. 1-6.)
X I . Finally, I believe that it is for
the safety, happiness, and comfort of
all true Christians to expect as little
as possible from Churches or Governments under the present dispensation,
to hold themselves ready for tremendous convulsions and changes of all
things established, and to expect their
good things only from Christ's second advent.
I am well aware that the views I
have laid down appear to many persons very gloomy and discouraging.
The only answer I make to that charge
is this: Are they Scriptural?
A N D let our brother worship God
alongside of our altar also, and let
him find more acceptance with God
and with man than we find; let him be
better gifted of God and better placed
by God; more approved of God, of
God's people than we are, and you
will soon see Cain. Praise the talents, and industry, the achievements
of our very
best
and
dearest
friend
and
it is
gall
and wormwood to us. But blame
him, belittle him, detract from him,
pooh-pooh and sneer at him, and we
will embrace you, for you have put
marrow into our dead bones, you have
given wine to him that was of a heavy
heart.—Alexander Whyte, D. D.

A N D the eyes of them both were
opened. Eve gave to Adam that day,
and Adam took at Eve's hand, what
was not hers to give nor his to take.
And any woman who gives to any
man what is not hers to give nor his
to take, their eyes, too, will be
opened!—Alexander Whyte, D. D.

WILL THE CHURCH PASS
THROUGH THE TRIBULATION?

T

H E following tract we publish at
the request of a beloved brother
in Detroit who is very firm in
his convictions that the Tribulation
will take place after the church is
taken up. W e are glad to publish it
because it has much truth, is sweet
in spirit, but again it fails to quote a
single Scripture which says that the
Church will not pass through that
coming hottr of trial. There were
few things more repulsive to Dr.
Gordon than this "secret rapture" of
the church before the Antichrist and
Tribulation. The "hour of trial" is
not spoken of Laodicea, but of Philadelphia, and that fact makes it impossible of the application made here—
the Laodicean state of the church
continues after this removal, whatever it may be. It is a pretty theory,
but thus far it has lacked Scriptural
support.
WILL

THE

CHURCH PASS T H R O U G H
GREAT T R I B U L A T I O N ?

THE

Among those Christians who believe
that the second advent of Christ will be
Personal and Premillennial—as the Scriptures clearly teach—there exists a difference of opinion as to the manner and time
of His coming again. Some regard the
Scriptural teaching to be: that the Lord
may come at any moment, to raise the
dead and to change the living saints: that
no prophecy remains to be fulfilled before
this event, and that no sign or herald of
its approach will be given. Others affirm
that the advent of the Lord must be preceded by certain signs, that certain prophecies must be first fulfilled, and that the
Church must pass through that period of
unprecedented sorrow, known as "The
Great Tribulation," at the close of which.
say they, the Lord will come.
As these two views are impossible of
reconciliation, the belief and advocacy of
either, must necessarily be subversive of
the believer's proper hope. It becomes
the responsibility of every true believer to
observe the commandment "Prove all
things," and with a mind discharged as
far as can be from tradition, and preconceived opinion, or biased by the influence
of honored names on the one side or the
other, to "Search the Scriptures" in quest
of the Truth, as to how and when his Lord
will come. It would be impossible in the
limited compass of a tract to even jot the
array of testimony given in the Scriptures

Zhc TOatcbworb.
on this subject. B u t there are certain welldefined leading lines, the consideration of
which we venture to suggest, will fully
answer the question—"Will the Church
pass t h r o u g h the Great T r i b u l a t i o n ? "
At the b e g i n n i n g of this inquiry, it
seems needful to ascertain what the two
Scriptural terms " T h e C h u r c h " and " T h e
Great T r i b u l a t i o n " imply.
It is to be
feared that they are often used in a r g u m e n t
by some who liave yet to learn their meaning. A right u n d e r s t a n d i n g of these terms
will g o far in supplying an answer to the
question. T h e t e r m "Tlic Ctiurcli," found
only in N e w T e s t a m e n t Scriptures, is applied only to saints on this present dispensation, to that unique company, now being
called out by the Gospel from a m o n g both
Jews and Gentiles, to form the " O n e New
Alan, the body of Christ" (see E p h . 1:22.
23: 2:14-16), " T h e M y s t e r y " ( E p h . 3:3-6),
which in former ages was not made known.
T h e r e were saints on earth before the formation of the Church began (see H e b . xi. 2),
and there will be saints on earth after the
call of the Church has been completed
(Rev. vi. 9-11: xii. 12); but these form no
part of that peculiar unique company, to
w h o m God has given the title of " T h e
C h u r c h " — " T h e body of Christ" ( E p h . iv.
12), whose calling, inheritance, and hope
are heavenly (see H e b . iii. i : E p h . i. 3 :
Phil. iii. 20).
"Tlie Great Tribulation" (Rev. vii. 14) is
the t e r m given to a period of unprecedented trial, which will come upon God's
earthly people the Jews, who will at that
time be found in their own land, with a
temple rebuilt, owned by God as H i s
house (see Mai. iii. i : Matt. xxiv. 15), in
which they will offer sacrifices, and in
which the Antichrist, the M a n of Sin, will
set up his image, and c o m m a n d that it be
worshipped (2 Thess. ii. 4). Clearly then,
until these things, viz., the rise of the Antichrist, the restoration of the Jews to their
land, and the building of the temple in
Jerusalem, are accomplished, " T h e Great
T r i b u l a t i o n " — t h e "time of Jacob's t r o u b l e "
(Jer. x,^:x. 7), will not begin.
T h e L o r d Jesus Chirst has given certain
promises to both these companes. T o His
saints of this present age who form " T h e
C h u r c h , " H i s heavenly people; and also to
those believing ones of H i s earthly people,
who will be on earth at that time, amidst
these sorrows. T o both H e will come, but
n o t at the same time, n o r in the same manner. H i s first coming, a l t h o u g h spoken of
by the p r o p h e t s as one event (see Isa. Hi.
13-15: Ixi. 1-2), embraced within It, varied
stages; so will H i s second c o m i n g be. As
S O N O F G O D H e will come again and receive to Himself H i s own (John xiv. 2-3).
D e s c e n d i n g into the air with a shout (i
T h e s s . iv. 16) in like m a n n e r as H e went
away (Acts i. 9) u n k n o w n to, unseen by,
the world, H e will raise'the sleeping saints,
and change th€ living (i Cor. xv. 51-53).
and both will be "caught up t o g e t h e r " to
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meet H i m in the air. N o t a saint will be
left on the earth, or in the t o m b (i Cor. xv.
23). This is the hope of the Church.
F o r this we are told to wait and look (l
Thess. i. 10: i Cor. i. 7: Phil. iii. 19: H e b .
X. 28). Of H i s coming thus no sign or
herald will be given. As Son of Man H e
will come to the eartJi (Zee. xiv. 4) in p o w e r
and glory (Ltike xvi. 27), accompanied by
H i s saints (Jude xiv) in flaming fire (2
Thess. I. 8) to punish H i s foes, and t o
deliver H i s earthly people from the A n t i christ's grasp, b r i n g i n g them out of " T h e
Great T r i b u l a t i o n , " to stand on M o u n t
Sion (Rev. xiv. l). H i s c o m i n g thus will
be heralded by signs in the sun, the m o o n ,
the stars, and by r o a r i n g seas. It will be
bright and sudden as the l i g h t n i n g flash,
causing H i s foes to wail (see Matt. xxiv.
27-30. H i s advent as Son of God will remove H i s Church from the earth "and
from 'out of (see N e w b e r r y ' s Bible) the
h o u r of trial, that hour which is t o come
u p o n the inhabited e a r t h " (Rev. iii. 11,
R. v . ) . Cleariy then, the Church cannot
pass t h r o u g h it. It will at some u n k n o w n
moment be summoned to meet the L o r d
in mid air, before the world's great crisis
comes, as E n o c h was translated before the
deluge came; while Israel's faithful remnant will be allowed to pass tlirough it—as
N o a h passed t h r o u g h the deluge—into the
earthly k i n g d o m of their Messiah-King.
By "rightly dividing the W o r d of T r u t h "
we thereby learn that the calling of ihe
Church is heavenly, and does not embrace
within its scope uniulfilled words regarding the temple—the holy place—the land
of Judea—the Sabbath day (see Matt,
xxiv. 15-20; L u k e xxi. 21-28) a r o u n d which
the great tribulation will r a g e ; that the
hope of the Church is the c o m i n g of the
L o r d from heaven, which event is not to
be heralded by sign or wonder, but may
take place at any moment, and must take
place BEFORE God's dealings with H i s
earthly people are resumed, and BEFORE
" T h e Great T r i b u l a t i o n " begins.

might have admitted fierce
anger, or some other evil feeling at
something or other, but he would
never have admitted envy. 'No man
from that day to this has ever admitted envy. To every other wickedness confession has often been m a d e ;
but did you ever confess envy? Or
did you ever have envy confessed to
you? No, never. I wonder, do the
confessors in the confessional get at
envy? If they do in the darkness and
through the bitter brass, then there is
something to be said for that heartracking and sin-extorting system.—Alexander Whyte, D.D.
CAIN
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All mental powers perfect; no infirmity to be found. Beloved brethren
who have difficulties of sight, hearing,
H E hope of our calling is the re- speech—you may say, "When my
turn of our precious, ascended, Lord shall come all this will be gone."
glorified
Lord
Jesus Christ. Those who have infirmities in memT h e delay may be somewhat long, but ory, etc., may say. "All this will be
however long it is for blessing. This gone; my memory will be good." All
is for our comfort. What God has this is exceedingly little in comparison
been pleased to do since 1857, when with the spiritual infirmities. Oh, how
the revival began in the United States, precious! Every brother and sister,
then spread to Ireland, later to Eng- whatever his or her spiritual infirmiland, and to Scotland, and ah over ties, will be extremely lovely in that
Europe, India, and indeed, the whole day. No pride, no vanity, no rashworld! Hundreds of thousands, yea ness, will be found in any one of u s ;
millions, have been brought to Jesus. all will be gentleness, sweetness, paMost lovely
If it should please Him to delay yet a tience, long-sufifering.
season, what we have to do is to wait beings we shall be when once the
patiently, and to ask that, by the Lord has taken us home.
mighty power of his Holy Spirit God
Our business in anticipation of
may yet cause hundreds of precious what will take place hereafter is, that
jewels to be gathered for the crown we should be kind when we are
of our Lord Jesus Christ; and this H e tempted to impatience. We should
will do.
say, "My brother will be in heaven
But we should never grow weary with me. H o w lovely he will be
in waiting, iOr it is always for the there; all infirmities taken away, unglory of his name and for the good of loveliness will be gone, and nothing
the Church at large. In July, 1829, but Christ-likeness will be seen." I,
God showed me the truth of the re- a poor erring, failing one, shall live
t u r n of the Lord Jesus; for sixty- to do the will of God. There will not
seven years and a half I have been be a moment's hesitation, but as fast
waiting for his return. I have found as the will of God is presented to me
time to wait. His return is certain. in my inmost soul, I s h a l l b e ready to
It is not a matter of doubt; it will take do it with alacrity. W h a t glorious
place in God's appointed time, and prospects—physical, mental, and spirour business is to glorify God by wait- itual; all the results of the curse gone!
ing patiently. We must go on pray- We shall serve God, serve H i m
ing that while H e tarries it may please throughout eternity with perfect serHim to bring vast multitudes to the vice. H o w bright and glorious this
knowledge of our Lord Jesus. When prospect. Now we seek to glorify
H e does come, all believers who have God, and may do it in a little measure;
fallen asleep will be partakers of the but again and again we find defect—
first resurrection, raised from the dead something wanting. W e have to
to obtain the glorified body. All the mourn and weep that our best service
believers on earth at that time will be is lacking in a variety of ways; but
changed in a moment, and will not this is before us—that we shall be with
pass through death, but will obtain in Jesus. A little more patience and
a moment the glorified body. The hope; and, before we are aware, Jesus
risen and changed saints will be will come and take us to Himself, that
caught up to meet the Lord in the H e may have his bride where H e is.
air and to triumph with Him.
Let us seek more exercise of faith and
Let us ask, W h a t is meant by the patience.
glorified body? Such a one as the
Lord Jesus Christ has had since his
W e have nearly fifty copies of D o c resurrection. Sight, hearing, speech trine of the Ages left. The old offer
—perfect. The human frame perfect. is still g'ood.
BY THE VENERABLE GEO. MULLER.
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her children upstairs, started to leave
H E R E is in the minds of the most • when she had dispatched the refreshdegraded people a certain ven- ments, but we asked her to wait a
eration for a building set apart little while we read from "the Good
to the worship of God. People will Book." As we began to read, a
go to a dime museum in their rags woman, who was sitting by my side,
and dirt, but very few, who are sober, put her hand on my arm and said:
will enter a place of worship unless "Look here. Mister, do you think it
they are decently attired. The sur- is right for that woman to blackguard
roundings of even our City Mission me?" I said, "please do not disturb
churches become too refinecl for those me until I have finished reading the
most in need of spiritual quickening. Bible." I read the story of the rich
The City Mission acted most wisely man and Lazarus, and talked to them
when, instead of lowering the tone about the two fives, two deaths, and
and respectability of its churches, it the two eternities of these men. O h !
planted out-stations in the most de- what a luxury to preach Christ to
graded courts and alleys. W e had those who have never heard the messome most interesting experiences in sage of mercy! Soon a death-like
these out-stations. Our aim was to stillness fell upon the audience. The
reach those who would not enter our big tears ran down the faces of these
church buildings, either because they weary mothers. I finally said, "behad no clothing, or because there was fore we close, I would like to k n o w
absolutely no desire for spiritual if any of you women desire to turn
things. We devised a system of mov- over a new leaf? Will any of you
able missions. A degraded cotirt was start for heaven to-day and try t o
selected in which forty-six famihes re- bring your husband with you? If
sided. W e quietly rented two rooms, there are any such, will you raise your
such as the tenants occupied as living hands and we will pray for you."
rooms. W e had an understanding Reverently, but spontaneously, and
with the landlord for what piupose as if moved by the Spirit of God, every
we desired to use the rooms, but there woman raised her hand and we poured
was no advertising whatever. The day out our hearts to God in prayer. It
before we opened the mission, we sent was a wonderful meeting, and the
a wagon load of chairs and a small power of God was present to save. I
organ to the court. The news that turned to the woman who had intera whole wagon load of chairs had been rupted me and said, "My good
sent to one of the rooms was sufificient woman, what did you want to say to
to fill every woman's head in the me?" The anger in her face was
court
with
interrogation
points. gone, the tears were running down
"What in the Avorld is coming to this her cheeks, and with a choking voice
court, a wagon load of chairs and an she said, "Never mind, I have as bad
organ, but no pots, beds, or wash- a tongue in my head as any woman
boiler?" The women advertised our in this house. It was my fault as
coming effectively, and the next day, much as hers." F o r six months our
when we h u n g up a red sign, decor- rooms were filled every afternoon
ated with a white rose, on the door, with children, and with adults in the
and sent a pretty card of invitation to evening. At the approach of hot
every woman in the court to come to weather we gave up the mission, and
the "White Rose," the excitement and urged those who had become intercuriosity was sufificiently great to ested to attend our church.
The
crowd our rooms to their utmost , next Fall we started in an entirely new
capacity. W e commenced the serv- locality, and passed through the same
ice with cofifee and cake, because no experiences.
There were stormy
saloon in our neighborhood is ever times occasionally, the rougher eleopened without some free refresh- ments frequently seeking to break up
ments. One woman, who had left the services, but soon the moral sense
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of the community was with us, and The secular news of all the world
we were left undisturbed. The value . comes upon us every day and almost
of these movable missions lies in the every hour. And the result is that
fact that it brings the converts into this great, solid, splendid earth pulls
the church, with which the mission is us to itself, holds us on the lower
connected, to be trained in Christian levels of aspiration and purpose and
life and work. The best place to con- from the thought of God and his truth.
The Church becomes ornate and
vert a man or woman is the rescue
mission, and the worst place to leave sumptuous, but wanting in aggressive
them in permanently after conversion vigor. It walks in embroidered slipis the rescue mission. The church is pers and not iron-shod. It goes to
the spiritual home of converted men what it calls its combat, in Sundayand women.^The Missianary Review. morning dressing-gown and not in
mail, and corselet, and battle mantle.
MZSSIONABY ZEAL DECAYING.
It becomes very much like the petrified wood agate, beautiful to look at,
BY R. S. S T O R R S , D. D .
but all the pores of the living wood
H E question is one that faces us have been filled with substances fordirectly and must be answered. eign to itself, so that you can not melt
To what is this diminution of en- it nor burn it, it will bring forth no
thusiasm owing? Well, no doubt, it fruit, and it will not ignite, although
is owing primarily to the increasingly beautiful to look upon. Sometimes
secularized temper of the Church it- that seems to me a fair image of the
self, which does not grasp spiritual Church in our time, with all its splenthings with the old vividness and dor, with all its consciousness of
vigor, which is more impressed by the power, but without the power to kintemporal things which are beautiful dle others or almost to be kindled
and superb to the sense, but which are within itself. So it is that there comes
transient and passing away. Unques- this diminution of enthusiasm for fortionably there is such a decline in the eign missions; that the great unseen
spiritual energy and intuition of the and stupendous things hold us less
Church in this land as in others, and vigorously and continuously than do
so comes diminution in the revenue of the transient things of the earth to
our treasury, a diminution not pecu- which our earthly nature gravitates.
And we need to cherish in our own
liar to one organization nor perhaps
in the same measure to all, but as a hearts, every one of us, the enthugeneral fact, common to all Christian siasm which the early missionaries
denominations. And, for this lower- and martyrs felt for the Gospel of
ing of the standard of Christian Christ in its relation to individual souls
thought and Christian impulse and as well as to communities; the enthuenergy there are obvious causes; the siasm which has been a great power
increase of wealth in the community in the Church, out of which came the
is one, and the eagerness for wealth revivals, now so infrequent and far
and the power rapidly to acquire it, from being spontaneous; that are
never equaled before in the history now excited, if at all, only or chiefly
of the world. Then life is more fas- by the impact of individual minds
cinating, more entrancing with the thoroughly concentrated on those
younger and with those in middle age they address. We need to have this
than it used to be. The machinery enthusiasm in ourselves. It is only
of life is more complex and intricate, fire that kindles fire. It is only life
and requires more expenditure of that propagates life. It is only spiritmental and moral force upon it to ual energy that stirs spiritual energy
make it work, than it did in the earlier in other accessible and responsive
and simpler day in which we were, souls. We need to be "pressed in the
most of us, trained. Literature is spirit," as Paul was; or, if any prefer
more fascinating than ever before. the later reading and rendering, "im-
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pelled by the Word," before he went
to preach at Corinth; to have these
fires burning in our hearts for the salvation of men, and their conversion
unto Plim who came from the heaven
to the earth to uplift and redeem.
Let us wait and work and pray in
undaunted and exultant confidence,
knowing that the end is come. Christ
did not die in vain. H e shed his
blood upon the earth, he dropped his
tears upon the earth, that it might be
in all its regions baptized unto God
with water and with blood.
He
breathed his spirit into the air, that it
might fill the atmosphere of the earth,
H e gave himself for the earth, and his
desire for its salvation in himself is
not less intense than when he died for
it, than when he rose over Olivet with
his hands lifted in benediction as he
went. God is not dead; his airni is
not shortened. The swing of the universe proves that. The Spirit is not
dead. His power is shown in individual minds and hearts as lustrously
as ever; and if we pray it will be shown
in great communities, in vast revivals,
in turning the hearts of the children
of men in every land unto the Lord
Christ; and we are to walk and work,
as well as wait and pray, in the knowledge, in the assurance, in the absolute certainty that the end is coming
in the age of glory and of peace. So
let us not be discouraged by any temporary drawback or hindrances. Let
us set ourselves to overcome the hindrances in our own hearts and in the
hearts of others till the Church glows
with the heavenly light, till it is animated and nourished by the heavenly
temper, till the Church on eartii,
quickened by Christ and illuminated
by His truth, can at last take the world
of mankind and present it before God
as its tribute to him, who sent the
Son, who loved the w^orld, and who
gave His Son unto the death for it,
and who accepts it at last as the jewel
in His infinite crown.

F o r one new subscriber, or for one
year in advance and 35 cents you can
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REVIVALS.
^"^ ^ ' ^ " ' ^ ' ^ ^- ^^ERSON, D. D.
\ A / ^ must emphasize the preacher
V V ^^^s, and the message and the
Spirit more. The most widereaching revivals of this century have
been associated with the most unexpected times and methods and m e n ;
they have been a surprise to those
through whom they were wrought,
They have been preceded by fasting
and prayer, have begun often in a
union of prayer between two or three
burdened souls. We knew, for instance, a case where a few young men,
who could find no better place wherein to meet, actually went into a
church belfry, unwarmed, in winter,
and there sought blessing for the congregation; their numbers slowly increased until the unfinished room was
too strait for them! and when their
meeting was scarce known to the congregation, a mighty flood of blessing
was already upon the community,
Another case is known to the writer
where a very ordinary preacher,
speaking to his own people about
parental duty and responsibility, felt
moved to call on parents who were
impressed with their own unfaithfulness, to come from their seats and
stand in the aisle in token of repentance and earnest seeking for blessing.
Out of the pews moved fathers and
mothers, until the aisles were filled
and they crowded about the communion table—and the place was turned
in a Bochim. W e are getting away
from dependence on ordinary means
of grace. W e do not expect any
widespread blessing on the preaching
of the simple Gospel and on prayer,
and on personal contact with souls,
and must have several churches
united, and great meetings, with distinguished evangelists and
great
choirs with far-famed Gospel singers,
or we look for no divine outpourings,
All this is unscriptural, unspiritual,
abnormal. The Gospel would be a
failure if it were not. And because
our churches, and pastors, and the
people at large have lost confidence
in the ordinary use of Gospel means.
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and depend on extraordinary^ efforts
alone, every interest of the churches
is in peril. Even for missions we
must have colossal meetings—some
president or ex-president, or governor, or other celebrity must preside—some gigantic crowd be got together in some way; no matter if the
speakers are not spirit-filled men, if
they are only attractive—no matter if
the assemblies are not composed of
the more devout, if the numbers are
large and the elite are there! These
are the unspoken sentiments which
have too often guided the arrangements, and repelled the Spirit of God
and forfeited blessing. At risk' of being accounted pessimistic and hypercritical, we repeat that, if the church
wants greater prosperity in the life of
her members, and in the abundance
and constancy of her benevolent offerings, the Holy Spirit must be more
honored; there must be believing
prayer and faith in God's promises.
God's arm is not shortened nor His
ear heavy, but there are modes of doing and attitudes of being which H e
will never own with the sanction of
His blessing.
Let any pastor undertake in his
own congregation and parish work
to follow a few simple rules, and see
the result:
1. Get himself thoroughly right
with
God, by abandoning
every
known sin or doubtful indulgence,
and seeking first of all for himself the
very type of life and character which
he craves for his people.
2. Trust himself absolutely to the
Gospel as the power of God and the
wisdom of God unto salvation, and
expect that God's word, faithfully
preached, will not return to H i m void,
in a single instance.
3. Give himself to prayer—giving
time enough to get the sense of God
in the closet; and never leaving the
place of supplication until he gets a
divine vision—a new impartation of
life and power.
4. Go himself to seek individuals—
not depending on mere pulpit exhortations—but remembering that souls
are won by individual approach, and

that all such contact will make his
preaching more personal and effective.
5. Keep himself from all direct or
indirect dependence on m a n ; avoid
seeking men's applause, or looking to
man's patronage for support and encouragement.
Let him study the
Acts of the Apostles and aim at an
apostolic church life.
6. Live himself a life of faith, depending on God for his support, daring to cut loose from the pew system
and take his support from voluntary
offerings; and sedulously cultivate in
his people the same spirit of direct
leaning upon God.
7. Yearn himself over a lost world
•—cherishing a missionary spirit, and
claiming the entrance into the holiest
as the intercessor's place and privilege; and educating his people to regard missions as the indispensable
proof and fruit of all spiritual life.
N o man could follow seven such
simple rules and patiently wait, without seeing a mighty work of God in
his own life and sphere of labor. And
it is only in such a new level of spiritual life and character and conduct of
God's work that the permanent revival of missions is to be found. The
stream needs a source more abundant and elevated—then the channel
will be full and the current rapid.
God is speaking, and it is not in this
case, out of the cloud—no mystery
attends His utterance. All the great
spiritual movements of the century
have hinged on supernatural interposition in answer to believing prayer.
If we are to have other such divine
interpositions, other intercessors must
be found, mighty through the same
means which were used by Daniel and
Job, Elijah and Samuel.
H E R E is a sermon on conversion.
Isa. 119: 59, 60, he divided it t h u s :
Here is a man who thought for himself; who thought about himself; who
thought to purpose, for when he
found himself going wrong he turned
right about and went the other way;
and lastly, he acted promptly, " I
made haste."

Zbc Matcbwort)*
A GLORIOUS W I T N E S S .

I

N heathen lands, our missionaries
are too timid. They need the
power of the Holy Ghost to enable
them to walk by faith and to teach the
young converts to do the same. This
would lead to a revival of the miraculous on the field. The manifestation
of the power of the Lord to heal,
would command the attention and
confidence of the heathen and lead to
cenversion. H e r e is a well-authenticated case in point:
The simple child-like faith of the
converts from darkest African heathenism, seems to catch this truth and
expect the disciples of the risen and
all powerful Christ to stand by the
Book and prove its truthfulness by
doing the same works that H e did.
As an example of this simplicity of
faith in God, the well-authenticated
incident is related of a young Congo
convert after three or four months'
teaching in the w^ord of truth gave his
heart to the Saviour whose blood had
cleansed his soul from all unrighteousness. After serving on a mission station for a year or more, he
returned to his own people among
whom he desired to witness to the
truth that had been made so precious
to his own heart. H e was not kept
waiting long for soon he was accused
of witchcraft and declared by the fetish priests to be responsible for the
death of many of his people who day
after day were going down to their
doom by reason of an epidemic then
raging in their neighborhood. This
young convert from heathenism along
with an unconverted native who also
had been accused of the same crime
was condemned to death by drinking
a powerful poison. These two young
men were brought before a great
number of people who had gathered
to witness the poison drinking. The
young convert protested against the
practice and told them of his new
found hope and plead Avith them to
renounce their devilish customs and
accept the Saviour who had done so
much for him. Finding them determined to put him out of the way, he
consented to drink the poison, and
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taking the cup he looked up to God
and prayed, and then turning to the
savage crowd around him said: "I will
drink the poison, but I will trust the
Jesus who saved my soul to deliver
my body also out of your hands," and
looking up to heaven he drained the
cup. By his side stood the other
heathen native who had also drained
his cup of death and who in a few
hours passed on into eternity. The
convert who dared to trust God in
this great and trying moment lives
to-day without the poison ever haying affected him in the least, and now
walks in and out among his people a
witness to the power and love of God
in Christ Jesus.
T H E HOLY S P I R I T AS A F I R E .

i' T ^ O N G U E S hke as of fire." Fire
I is associated with holiness.
One promise was "He shall
baptize you with the Holy Spirit and
fire." Mat. 3 . 11. Fire is a symbol
of the Holy Spirit. H e is "the'Spirit
of . . . burning." Isa. 4 : 4.
God
said to Moses from the burning bush,
"The place whereon thou standest is
holy ground." Ex. 3: 5. The fire
on the altar that consumed the sacrifice was sacred fire. Lev. 9: 24;
10: i ; 2 Ch. 7: I. John saw "seven
lamps of fire burning before the
throne, which are the seven Spirits of
God." Rev. 4 : 5.
o. Fire purifies. Fire searches
everything that is inflammable. The
prayer, "Search me, oh Lord," Ps.
139: 23, is a petition for fire. When
the Holy Spirit comes as fire H e purifies the heart, Acts 15: 9, and the
tongue. The "live coal . . . from off
the altar," laid by the Seraphim upon
the mouth of the prophet had a purifying power. The word was, "Thine
iniquit}' is taken away, and thy sin
purged." Isa. 6: 7. Our God is a
"consuming fire." Heb. 12: 29, but we
are not afraid, for H e has promised,
"When thou walkest through the fire,
thou shalt not be burned; neither shall
the flame kindle upon thee." Isa.
4 3 : 2. The fire will only burn the
bonds that bind, Dan. 3 : 21, 25, chaff
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that is useless, Matt. 3: 12, service that
is fruitless, i Cor. 3 : 12-15, 3-fid dross
that hinders usefulness, Mai. 3 : 2, 3.
b. Fire illumines. W h e n there
was darkness in Egypt for three days
the children of Israel had hght in their
dwellings. Ex. 10: 23. Light from
heaven revealed Jesus to the persecuting Saul. Ac. 9: 3. The Spirit
brightens the W o r d until it glows
with the glory of God.
c. Fire attracts. "The multitude
came together." People always run
to a fire. H e who has the tongue of
fire will "draw," and that church will
be filled that has had the baptism of
the Spirit.
d. Fire energizes. "Tongues like
as of fire." Acts 2: 3. "All fihed . . .
and began to speak with other
tongues."
Another fulfillment of
Christ's promise to believers. Mark
16: 17. There are missionaries who
have the gift of tongues.
Spiritbaptized Christians speak with other
tongues. They never magnify self,
they glorify Jesus. They never say,
"I do" or "I am," but they tell what
" H e is" and what " H e does."
"A FUGITIVE and a vagabond shalt
thou be in the earth." And not Cain,
and all unarrested murderers only.
W e are all fugitives and vagabonds
in the earth. We all are, or we ought
to be. For the voice of our brother's
blood cries to God against us. And,
one day, we shall all be arrested and
arraigned on that very same charge
before the judgment seat of Christ;
unless, indeed, we surrender ourselves before that seat is set. " F o r
this is the message that we have heard
of Him, that we should love one another, not as Cain, who was of that
wicked one, and slew his brother. H e
that loveth not his brother abideth in
death. Whosoever hateth his brother
is a murderer; and ye know that no
murderer hath eternal life abiding in
him." It was an old superstition that
a murdered man's body began to run
warm blood again as soon and as
often as its murderer was brought near
it. And in this way they used to dis-

cover who the real murderer was.
Now, just suppose that that was indeed a natural or a supernatural law
in the age of the world and in the land
in which we live,—how many men
still living would begin to be all over
with blood in your presence? T h e
man sitting next you at this moment
would be like a murdered corpse. The
preacher now standing before you;
your mother's son; the very wife of
your bosom, when she does not flatter
and fawn upon you; your own son;
your dearest friend. Yes; you would
then be what Cain all his days was,
and all men finding you would slay
you. They would not know, they
would be horrified at what it meant,
when their throats began to run blood
as they passed you on the street, or as
you talked with them in the field, or
as you sat eating and drinking with
them at your table, or at their table,
or at the Lord's table.
But you
know. And you know their names.
Let their names, then be heard of God
in your closet every day and every
night, lest they be proclaimed from the
housetops to your everlasting confusion and condemnation at the last
day.—Alexander Whyte, D. D.

THE

THINGS

NOT DONE.

"It isn't the thing you do.
It's the thing you've left undone;
Which gives you a bit of heartache,
At the setting of the sun.
The tender word forgotten.
The letter you did not write;
The flower you might have sent, dear.
Are your haunting ghosts to-night
"The stone you might have lifted
Out of a brother's way;
The bit of heartsome counsel
You were hurried too much to say.
The loving touch of the hand,
The gentle and winsome tone,
That you had no time nor thought for
With troubles enough of your own.
"The little act of kindness,
So easily out of mind;
Those chances to be angels.
Which everyone may find.
They come in night and silence,
Each chill, reproachful wraith—
When hope is faint and flagging.
And a blight has dropped on faith.
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"For life is all too short,
And sorrow is all too great.
To suffer our slow compassion
That tarries until too late.
And it's not the thing you do.
It's the thing you leave undone,
Which gives you the bit of heartache.
At the setting of the sun."

MISSIONARY METHODS.

W

E are indebted to the London
Christian for the report of an
able address by Principal
Whitton of Mingapore. The following words are worthy of careful
attention:
"The century had taught this at least—
that it was the duty of the Christian Church
to go to work among the heathen unto the
ends of the earth. He thought with regard to missions that the proper view to
take was that the Christian Church had
been going through an apprenticeship to
the work of converting the heathen. First
of all, they tried the evangelistic method
alone, but they soon found that there were
very many whom they were not reaching
by that method. Then they introduced
the educational method, which was producing a revolution in the Indian religious
thought of to-day. Then they introduced
the medical method, so it would be seen that
they were looking in this direction and in
that direction, using this tool and that tool
to see which would work best. He was
not quite certain that the apprenticeship
was ended. Probably they had a great
deal to learn, but there were four years yet
to come, and if they hurried up perhaps
their apprenticeship would be finished by
the end of the century. Then, when they
had learned what tools to use, and how to
use them, let the next century give the results for which they had been so long
working and praying. Speaking of what
had been called the reactionary movement
in which the Hindus seemed to be harking
back to their Hinduism, he said his opinion was that it would prove to be only a
temporary phase, and that, when it was
clearly discovered, as it must be discovered in the long run, that their foundations were not sure—the only sure foundation would be seen to be in the Christianity
that they were not yet prepared to accept.
When that occurred, they would see a vast
movement in India, with hundreds of thousands of men coming to see King Christ."
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It is remarkable, says Dr. Bullinger,
that Peter's miracles have their counterparts in Paul's as recorded in the
Acts:—
The impotent man in the Temple
(3: i), and at Lystra (14: 8).
The healing of ALneas (9: 34), and
that of the father of Publius (28: 8).
The raising of Dorcas (9: 36), and
that of Eutychus (20: 9).
The other extraordinary miracles
of Peter (5: 15) and of Paul (9:11, 12).
If we come to 'T'isions and Revelations," then the solitary vision of Peter
(Acts x.) is overwhelmed by the
"abundance" of 2 Cor. 12 and those
recorded in Acts 9: 3, 12; 16: 9;
18: 9; 22: 18; 23: I T ; and 27: 23.
If Peter's was not received by "flesh
and blood" (Matt. 16: 17), neither
were Paul's, as he himself declares
(Gal. i : 16).
So that in any case the Petrine
claims of the Romish Church are without foundation in the word of God.

It is well to note the exact terms
of Paul's commission:—
(i) "To bear His name before the
Gentiles, and kings, and the children
of Israel" (Acts 9: 15).
(2) "To suffer for My name's sake"
(Acts 9: 16).
(3) "To be filled with the Holy
Ghost" (Acts 9: 17).
(4) "To know His will, and see that
Just One, and hear the voice of His
mouth" (Acts 22: 14).
(5) "To be His witness unto all
men of what he had seen and heard."
(Acts 2 2 : 15).

(6) "To be sent to the Gentiles and
made a minister and a witness" (Acts
26: 17).
(7) "To open their eyes and turn
them (the Gentiles) from darkness to
light, and from the power of Satan
unto God, that they may receive forgiveness of sins and inheritance
among them that are sanctified by
faith that is in Christ" (Acts 26: 18).
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R E C E I V I N G POWER.

"Ye shall receive power, after that
the Holy Spirit is come upon you."
If you have not the power of God you
need a baptism of the Spirit. When
H e "is come upon you" then you will
have
1. The power to speak. Acts 2:4, 16-36;
4 : 332. The power to move men. 2 : 37;
5 : 33; 7 •• 54.
3. The power of loving unity. 2 : 44,
46.
4. The power of overcoming faith. 3: 6,
16.
5. The power of holy earnestness. 4: 20.
6. The power of prevailing prayer.
4 : 317. The power of complete consecration. 4 :34-378. The power of discernment. 5 : 3;
13 : 10, 11; 14 : 9.

9. The power of indomitable courage.
5 : 29 : 31.
10. The power to rejoice in persecution.
5 : 41.
11. The power to forgive enemies. 7: 60.

T H E R E are no ministers here, but
there are a good many divinity students who will too soon be ministers.
Will they listen and let me speak a
word or two to them on the blood of
Abel? One word which I have purchased a right to speak. Alas! Alas!
We are called and ordained to be our
brother's keeper long before any one
has taken us and shown us the way to
keep ourselves. And with what result? With what result let our communion-rolls and our visiting-books
answer. If any minister would be
shut up and determined to preach
nothing else and nothing ever but the
peace-speaking blood of Christ, let
him read every night in his communion-roll, in his young communicant's
class list, and in his pastoral visitationbook. That name, that name, that
name, that family of names! Where
are the owners of all these names?
What account can I give of them?
If these are not here to-night, where
are they? W h y are they not here,
and why are they where they are?
W h a t a preacher Paul must have
been, and what a pastor, and supported and seconded by what a staff
of elders, since he was able to say to
his assembled kirk-session in Ephesus

that he was clear of the blood of all his
people! W h a t mornings to his tentmaking, and to his sermons, and to
his epistles; and what afternoons and
evenings to humility, and to tears,
and to temptations, both publicly and
from house to house! Like Samuel
Rutherford, and long before his day,
always at his books, always a m o n g
his people, always at their sick beds,
always catechising their children, always preaching and always praying.
No, I know no reading so humbling, so condemning, so killing to us
ministers as our communion-roll. W e
ministers must always appear before
our people, and before God, clothed
from head to foot with humility, with
a rope upon our heads, and with nothing in our hands or in our mouths but
the cross of Christ and the blood of
Christ, that speaketh better things
than that of Abel.—Alexander Whyte,
D. D.
A C C O R D I N G to Moses, and taking
Moses as he has come down to us.
Eve, the mother of mankind, was, so
to speak, an afterthought of her
Maker. And it is surely something remarkable that four of the devoutest,
boldest, and most original writers that
have ever lived have taken and have
given out upon the same view. The
creation of this world was the work
of love, for God is Love. God so
loved the very thought of this world
that H e created it and made it the exquisitely lovely world that we read of
in Moses. But love is full of afterthoughts, of new ideas and of still better intentions and performances. And
thus it is that A^oses is very bold to
write as if God in His growing love
for this world had found out a still
better way of peopling this world than
the way H e had at first intended—had
finished, indeed, and had pronounced
very good. A new kind of love; a
love such as even heaven itself had
never seen nor tasted anything like
it; a love sweet, warm, tender, wistful, helpful, fruitful; a love full of a
"nice and subtle happiness";—the
mutual love of man and woman,—
took our Maker's heart completely
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captive as a still better way of replenishing earth with its children than
even that noble and wonderful way by
which heaven had been replenished
with its angels. And thus it is that
Moses, in his second chapter, lets us
see our Maker coming back to earth;
lets us hear H i m finding fault with
His first work in Adam, very good as
is was; and let us watch H i m retouching His work, till H e takes Eve
out of Adam and gives her back to
Adam a woman to be his married
wife, to be a helpmeet for him, and to
b e the mother of his children.—Alexander Whyte,
D.D.
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S O U L C R I E T H O U T FOR G O D .

—Rev. D, D. Young of Kaffraria relates the foHowing:
A missionary is preaching at an
out-station one Sabbath.
Between
the services he sits in the church eating his lunch, when a woman enters
leading a girl. The girl kneels down
and sobs bitterly.
"My child," asks the missionary,
"what is the matter?"
" I want God," she sobs out. " I
want God."
Is not this the cry that is silently
going up from the heart of heathenism?

IfUuminateb Zcxte.
For.we know not what we should pray
ior as we ought, but the Spirit itself
maketh intercession for us with groan=
jngs that cannot be uttered. Rom. 8: 26.
The late C. H . Spurgeon once said:
F o r real business at the mercy seat
give me a home-made prayer, out of
the depths of my heart, not because I
invented it, but because God put i t '
there and I could not help letting it
out, and this is the secret of all true
and successful prayer.

For man looketh on the outward ap=
pearance but the Lord looketh on the
heart, i Sam. 16: 7.
If a man goes to England, they ask,
W h o was his father? In France they
ask, W h a t are his manners? In Germany, H o w much does he know. In
America they put their hands in their
pockets and ask, H o w much is he
worth?
But God looks through all
this and says, What's in his heart?
Man only sees the outer, God both the
outer and the inner, man. The important point is the heart; therefore
see t o it that the stony heart is taken
away and the new heart—the heart of
flesh that feels and loves—is yours by
divine grace.

And they took knowledge of them that
they had been with Jesus. Acts 4:13.
The manner, as well as the matter
spoken, gives the aroma of the name
of Christ. William B u m s found an
old woman in Canada who only knew
the Gaelic language, and who could
not understand a word of his sermon,
but whose face shone as she listened
to his words. And she said afterwards, " I cannot understand his
speech, but I understand the Holy
Ghost's English, and salvation as it
comes from his lips just melts my
heart."
Therefore, if any man is in Christ he is
a new creature. 2 Cor. 5:17.
Mr. Moody gave a striking illustration of this text a few days ago. H e
said: I remember in the old Hippodrome days a tramp was converted,
and he came the next day and said to
m e : Well, here I am, Mr. Moody, a
new man in the old clothes. W h e n a
man gets a new nature, when his heart
has received the power of God's truth,
how quick the transformation! H o w
he gets out of the gutter in which he
has been lying. Why, you can see it
instantly, even if it is only a new paper
collar and a pair of polished boots.
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That I may know Him. Phil. 3: 10.
W^hen Sir James Simpson, the great
Edinburgh physician, was asked by
an interviewer. W h a t do you consider
the greatest discover)- you ever made?
he replied. That I have a Savior. The
answer was as creditable to the head
of this distinguished ph)sician as it
was to his heart.

Shun the very appearance of evil.
Rev. Mr. Lelacheur relates how
that in one of the stations in China, a
well-to-do contractor was converted.
H e urged him to become an evangelist and offered to employ him.
The man refused because he said
many of the natives were in the habit
of accepting Cliristianity for the sake
of the money they get out of it. This
brother was set apart to the work
however, and remained in his secular
occupation. Soon after, another contractor was brought to Christ through
his instrumentality and they have together built a meeting house and
established a church. This is genuine
Christian work.

Who hath blessed us with all spiritual
blessings in heavenly places in Christ
Jesus.

Eph. I : 3.

An old woman was given refuge,
not long ago, at the Bellevue H o s pital, who was trying to make her way
from her home in Ohio to HoUand,
where she is claimant for a fortune.
She had with her three old-fashioned
carpet-bags, to which she clung persistently, because in them were the
papers \\ith which she expects to
prove her rights to the fortune which
she says is awaiting her in Holland.
Christians, too, are journeying to a far
land, where they are claimants to a
rich inlieritance. But God does not
let us go on our way as beggars, but
clothes us with white robes and
charges Himself with our expenses on
the wa>' thither. It is only when we
lose faith in God and in His bountiful
care and abundant provision for us
that we become spiritual paupers.

He shall baptize you with the Holy
Ghost and with fire. Luke 3:16.
T. W. Y o u n g of W a s h i n g t o n has
invented an electrical heater to be
lowered into an oil-welL The idea is
to generate electricity in large quantities, so that the refuse matter which
clogs the pores of the oil-stone will be
melted and run out, causing a fresh
upward flow of oil. T h e theory as to
the exhaustion of so many wells is
that the oil, in passing upward
through the stone, has clogged the
porous stone with paraffin in such
quantities that the further flow is
stopped and the well ceases to produce. Some think that it is because
the supply in the earth has given out,
but the generally-accepted idea is that
the oil is still abundant and only
ceases to flow when the exit is
stopped. It has been common to use
torpedoes to shatter the stone at the
bottom of the well, thus breaking up
the clogged matter, but this is an expensive process.
By the Y o u n g
method, the machine, which is about
three feet long and resembles an iron
cartridge, is placed at the bottom of
the well and electricity used of sufificient voltage to produce an enormou?
heat without melting the metal. T h e
current goes down the wires, and, by
the peculiar construction of the carbon-packed chambers, the intense
heat is radiated into the rock in all
directions, the parafhn and other
refuse is softened and melted so that
it runs, and when the well is started a
fresh flow occurs just as strong as
when it was first 'sunk. H o w many
Christians have become hke these old
oil wells—all clogged up with the
refuse of unconfessed sins.
They
yield nothing. P u m p i n g even meets
with no response. H o w much they
need the currents of electric fire—the
fire of the Holy Spirit to melt and
consume all the dross of sin, so that
life may again flow.
T H O M . \ S A K E M P I S used to say that
his idea of perfect rest and perfect
happiness was "to sit with a little
book in a little nook."—Alexander

Whyte, D. D.
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Match tlibinos.
T H E Solvation Army in Great
Britain has raised $118,775 during
Its late self-denial week to carry on
the work of the Army. This is an
increase of $25,000 over the amount
thus raL'ied last year.
_. T H E Christian Church is divided
into three main branches: the Catholie, the Protestant, and the Greek or
Eastern Church. Each of these again
is split up into different sects. The
416,000,000 so-called Christians ineludes the entire population
of
Europe, North America, Australia,
and converts in heathendom, taking
in all the infidels, criminals. Sabbath
breakers, liquor dealers, non churchgoers, etc. Any intelligent person
can see how little it means when we
say there are 416,000,000 of Christians in the world to-day.
THERE
has been a remarkable
growth of Christianity in Uganda,
since K i n g Mwanga ordered the massacre of Bishop Hannington and so
many Christian converts, less than
eleven years ago. During Bishop
Tucker's recent visit to the country
he ordained five natives to the deaconate and three to the priesthood, iicensed twenty-two as lay readers, and
confirmed more than two thousand
converts. One of the natives recently
ordained was Samwili Mukasa, who,
in 1890, was one of the envoys sent
to the coast by the king to see the
consul-general with regard to the
political situation. " H i s earnestness
and devotion," the bishop writes, "are
beyond all question." The ordination service was attended by from
3,000 to 4,000.
Contrast the present condition of
matters with the days of Hannington's
cruel assassination!
One hundred
thousand souls brought into close
contact with the gospel, 200 buildings
for worship raised by native Christians, 200 evangelists and teachers
entirely supported by the native
church, 10,000 copies of the New Tes-

tament in circulation, 6,000 souls
eagerly seeking daily instruction, and
the power of God shown in changed
lives; all this in the center of the
thickest spiritual darkness in the
worid. In the great church at Mengo, there are over 200 trees to support
the roof. Each of these trees took
100 men to drag it up the hill.
K I N G M E N E L E K of Abyssinia claims
to have treated the Jews more kindly
and justly than others have done,
"There are more than 300,000 of them
in my kingdom," he said lately to a
missionary; "and though they enjoy
almost complete independence, they
are obedient and industrious subjects,
They never conspire, pay all tributes,
and respect our abulia as much as do
the Christians. If they are worse in
Europe, it is because the Christians,
too, are worse. Our Lord Jesus forgave them on the cross; why should
A\e persecute them?"

T H E American consul at Erzerum,
writing November 21 in a letter made
public by the State Department, puts
the number of orphans at 50,000 and
adds: German charitable or religious
societies are preparing to establish industrial orphan asylums at Oorfa,
Ciesarea and elsewhere, and the
Kaiserswerth deaconesses of Germany have made provision for receiving Armenian orphans at Smyrna,
and thirty have been sentrthere from
here. The British Government or its
ambassador at Constantinople has inltiated a movement leading towards
settling a number of widows and their
children on the island of Cyprus, more
particularly, at present, at least, those
within the province of Erzerum, which
number in the cities of Erzerum, Erzinjan, a n d . Baibourt 2,049 "^ho are
without means and are recipients of
relief.
EXCAVATIONS

AT

JERUSALEM.—

Mrs. Paterson of the Mildmay Mission of Deaconesses at Hebron writes
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in At Home and Abroad of a recent
visit to Jerusalem. Referring to the
excavations now going on there, she
says: "They have discovered what
they believe to be the wall of Nehemiah, with the dung gate and the
fountain gate. You can see the wall
is an old substantial wall, sixteen feet
thick, patched with rougher and inferior Avork; and after seeing it, and
hearing their explanations, one reads
the book of Nehemiah with fresh interest."
IN a very able address lately delivered in Glasgow by Lord Overton,
he spoke very sadly of the amount
spent on diink as compared with that
given to the gospel. He declared that
the drink bill of Great Britain annually is about $700,000,000. While the
amount given towards evangelizing
the heathen is less than $10,000,000.
Seventy times as much spent on what
is injurious to man, as is devoted to
his salvation
JEWS IN CHINA.—The current number of Jezvish Missionary Intelligence
contains an article on the Jewish
Colony of Kai-fung-fu, Honan. It
was apparently founded by Persian
Jews who had chosen India as the
centre of their commercial enterprise,
and who first visited China as traveling merchants probably as early as
the third century, A. D., but did not
settle there till about the eighth or the
ninth century. The Chinese Jews
dress exactly like the Chinese, with
shaven heads and pig-tails. They
used to have a synagogue (demolished about fifty years ago) which
dated from A. D. 1163. They have
imbibed many of the notions and imitated many of the practices of their
neighbors—such as sacrifices to their
ancestors. Very few of them are now
left. China is mentioned in Isaiah as
one of the lands of the dispersion:
"These shall come from the land of
Sinim," but this may refer to something still future, for the Jews will no
doubt take part in that opening-up
of China which is now commencing.

Science contains an interesting account of the Tellel-Amarna tablets,
from the pen of the Rev. Thomas
Harrison,of Staplehurst, Kent. These
tablets, 320 in number, were discovered by a fellah woman in 1887,
among the ruins of the palace of
Amenophis IV., known as Khu-enAten, between Missieh and Assiout,
about one hundred and eighty miles
south of Cairo. They have been
found to contain a pofitical correspondence of the very greatest interest,
dating from some three thousand
J;"^^ hundred and seventy years back,
^^^^^ are from Palestme, written by
P""ces of the Amorites Phenicians,
:Philistaes etc., the burden of all be'^^'- Send, I pray thee, chariots and
"^^n to keep the city of the king, my
^o^^- Among the enemies agamst
^^'^om help is thus invoked are the
^^^^^^ easily recognized as the Hebrews. The date fixes that of the
f^^°^^ (^ Kings 6 : i) as accurate,
Many names occur which are familiar
in Scripture, as for example, Japhia,
one of the kings killed by Joshua
(Josh. 10: 3); Adoni-zedek, king of
Jerusalem (ditto); and Jabin, king of
Hazor (Joshua 11). Very pathetic
are the letters of Ribadda, the brave
and wariike king of Gebel, whose entreaties for aid are observed to grow
gradually less obsequious and more
business-like as his enemies prevailed
against him, robbing him eventually
of his wife and children, whom he was
powerless to protect. But the greatness of Egypt was waning under the
nineteenth dynasty, enemies were
pressing her at home, and the chariots
and the horsemen went not forth.
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ MONEY IS SPENT EACH
YEAB,-GREAT BRITAIN.
Put away in Banks, etc.,
$1,200,000,000.00
per head
30.00
Drink Bill
700,000,000.00
per head
i7-50
Tobacco Bill
80,000,000.00
per head
2.00
Missions
7,500,000.00
per head
lyi
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of Joseph Rabinowitz, the
great Russian Jewish preacher. Prof.
P>anz Dehtzch once said: "Joseph
Rabinowitz is a star in the firmament
of his people's history. God keep
this star in the right path, and continue its light in truth and brightness!
One thing is certain, the history of the
Church cannot reach its consummation until the prophetic and apostolic
word, predicting the conversion of the
remnant of Israel, is fulfilled, an event
which will bring an abundance of
spiritual powers and gifts for the revival of the whole world."
WRITING

R E V . J. H U D S O N T A V L O R recently
expressed the belief that there was no
work in England so fruitful as missionary work in China. Some people
thought missionary Avork was discouraging; it all depended upon how
the matter was looked at. There were
in China hundreds of cities—capitals
of countries—in which there was no
resident Christian teacher to-day,
European or native, while there were
a much larger number of large towns
and villages equally destitute of the
gospel. The work, however, was being blessed. The latest statistics up
to April of this year gave the number
of native Christians as 70,000; there
had been added to the Christian
churches in China during six and a
half years as many as were gathered
in the previous fifty years' of missionary effort.
FIGHT

AT T H E C H U R C H

DOOR.—

Oiificial advices received here from
Jerusalem show that there has been
further trouble a m o n g the worshipers at the church of the Holy Sepulchre. It appears that the Roman
Catholics were opposed to members
of the Orthodox Greek Church entering the church by a certain door on
the eve of January 6, the day observed
by the Orthodox Church as Christmas. The latter insisted upon their
right to enter, and the result was that
the two factions became involved in
a serious fight, which did not end until the Turkish authorities intervened
to restore order. Some of the com-

8i

batants were badly injured, but it is
not known whether anybody was
killed.
T H E Church Rez'iew, London, remarks that during the last few years
the number of Roman priests received
into the Church of England has been
decidedly on the increase, notwithstanding all efforts to restrain their
freedom of action.
T H E Advance gives these figures
concerning the gifts made last year
for public purposes in the United
States: "Without taking account of
the small sums collected by various
organizations through
the usual
methods, the aggregate of special contributions and large gifts was $33,670,000, nearly $5,000,000 more than
in 1895, and $13,500,000 more than in
1894. Of this amount $10,854,000
went to charities, $2,135,142 to
churches, $16,814,000 to colleges and
$2,000,000 more to museums and art
galleries.
DOCTOR
B E C K E R of the United
States Geological Survey, who has
just returned from mining investigations in the Transvaal Republic, reports that that country contains the
most stupendous gold deposits the
world has ever seen. Within fifteen
miles of Johannesburg, he says, on
what is called the main reef series,
there is an amount of gold practically
in sight, estimated to be worth $3,500,000,000, or nearly as much as the entire volume of gold coin now in the
world. For the present gold is being
taken out at the rate of $100,000,000
a year, and it would not be surprising
if, within a few years, the South African gold output equalled that of all
the world besides. Most startling of
all is the report which Doctor Becker
brings from another American mining expert that, to the best of his
knowledge and belief, the gold deposit
instead of being 30 miles long, is practically 1,200 miles long.
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" I F you could stand with me outside my house as the sun goes down,"
writes another Uganda missionary,
"you would hear the prayer-drums
going all round the countiy, where a
httle time ago they knew almbst
nothing about Jesus.
" 'Why do you beat the safari (caravan drum-beat)?' asked one.
" 'Because we are on the safari to
Heaven,' was the reply, 'and we cannot camp always here, as this is not
our h o m e . ' "
A T a meeting of the council of Jewish women recently held in Boston, a
rabbi said that the council was the
striving of the Jewish women for total
emancipation in the synagogue and a
demand for recognition of equal
rights therein. H e believed heartily
in the enterprise, as it would surely
tend to develop greater love of religion and systematic philanthropy, as
well as a study of the Bible.
The first page of the Bible, he said,
asserts that man and woman were
created equal, but after those socalled biblical days Jewish women
were relegated to the galleries in the
synagogue, and not permitted to open
their mouths in public, and at the beginning of the present century they
were brought down from the galleries and allowed to sit side by side with
their brothers and fathers, and to-day
sees the last remnant of prejudiceagainst them fade away in the council
idea.
In Warsaw, Russia, in his own
time, the speaker said, he had heard
men thank God they were not born
women, and a father was ashamed to
have to acknowledge the birth of a
daughter. If ninety-nine women were
in the synagogue and less than ten
men, no religious service could be
held. W o m a n is but tolerated in the
synagogue to-day. As this is an age
of organization and one of equal
rights for the rich and the poor, so
will the organization of Jewish women
mean much in the future, because of
the responsibilities it places vipon
them.

A SUMJLXRY has been prepared by
the editorial secretary of the American Board of Foreign Missions of
Protestant
foreign
mission work
throughout the world.
Compared
with last year the total increase in
contributions has been about $ i , i o o , ooo. In the United States there was
a decrease of about $70,000.
The
communicants have
increased by
about 64,000. In the United States,
Canada, Great Britain, continental
Europe, Australia, India, Africa, etc.,
there are 267 societies, 4,525 stations,
14,037 out-stations, 6,336 male missionaries, 5,675 female missionaries,
60,164 native laborers, and 1,221,175
communicants. T h e income is $15,649,243.
JEWISH SIGNS.

A m o n g them. Rev. David
mentions:

Baron

1. The wonderfully rapid increase of the
people themselves during the present century. Two hundred years ago, according
to the greatest Jewish historian, the total
number of Jews in the world did not exceed 3,000,000; now there are probably not
less than 12,000,000, the present increase
of Jews being in proportion to that of
Gentiles, as three or four to one. See Exodus i. 12, where the increase of the nation
was the precursor of its redemption. The
Jews are not merely a nation of the past;
indeed, there never was a time when they
manifested more wonderful vitality than
now.
2. The animosity of the nation against
Israel—see again Exodus i. 12, last clause.
So now we have the anti-Semitic movement, the object of which is to drive out
the Jews from every country in which it is
promulgated. When God's time was at
hand to deliver Israel, "He turned their
heart to hate His people" (Psa. cv. 24, 25).
He had a purpose in it—to stir up their
nest, and again He is bringing about the
same thing. "Thou shalt find no rest for
the sole of thy foot" (Deut. xxviii. 65).
What a commentary we have on these
words in the countries of Europe to-day.
In Germany a movement was recently
started by the Jews for Gentilization, and
in that very land the anti-Semitic movement began shortly after. God will not
allow Israel to settle comfortably in their
nest. This anti-Semitic movement has
been the cause of—
3. The great universal national movement among the Jews. They have found
that these lands cannot be their resting
place, and they have begun to think about
the land of their fathers. The Chovevi

ZTbe Matcbwort)Z i o n Association has been started, and
already n u m b e r s m o r e than a million enrolled rnembers. ( T h e r e is an influential
b r a n c h in Glasgow, with a committee of
twenty-five.) Its objects a r e : (a) T o foster the national idea of Israel; (b) T o p r o mote the Colonization of Palestine and
n e i g h b o r i n g territories by J e w s ; (c) T o
diffuse the k n o w l e d g e of H e b r e w as a living language. T h e r e is one land in the
world without a people, practically u n p o p ulated, and there has been a people for centuries w a n d e r i n g on the earth without a
land, and the only solution of the p r o b lem is that the people and the land be married (see Isaiah Ixii. 5). T h e National
Council in connection with the Association meets in Paris.
4. F o r many centuries the Jews have
been socially, morally, and spiritually inaccessible to the Gospel, and have looked
upon Christianity as idolatry.
To-day,
t h o u g h it is not true that they are crowding
into the k i n g d o m , it is true that there are
wide open doors everywhere a m o n g them.
I t is n o t r i g h t to talk contemptuously of
an "unbelieving J e w . " The great mass of
t h e m have never been evangelized. T h e
J e w is n o m o r e " u n b e l i e v i n g " than the
Gentile; it is the minority who believe
a m o n g both. E v e r y w h e r e the Jews are
ready to listen, and it is the business of the
Christian Church t o preach the Gospel to
them, k n o w i n g that "a r e m n a n t according
to the election of g r a c e " will be gathered
out to call Jesus blessed now, while "all
Israel shall be saved" by-and-by, when the
Redeemer comes out of Zion to turn away
ungodliness from Jacob,
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THE

LOG

OF

THE

LADY

GREY.

By

Louise Seymour...Houghton. Bonnell, Silver
& Co., New York. A very poor and pointless story, devoid of interest in spite of the
fact that it is well told. T h e book reminds
us of a Spanish banquet— all silver and
plate b u t little m e a t .
CORN

ON

THE

MOUNTAINS.

By

Rev.

J o h n Robertson of Gorbals Tabernacle,
Glasgow.
T h e Fleming H . Revell Co.,
Chicago and New York. P n c e $1.25. Very
good. Brother Robertson, but you " h e a r "
b e t t e r than you " r e a d . " Had some cautious
hand done a deal of pruning the good that
is in the book could have been put into a
smaller measure and much time saved to the
reader. T h e preacher will find many good
illustrations here which he can put through
his own hopper and make meal for his flock.
T h i s man knows and preaches the gospel,
but always in his own quaint and roundabout
w a y . It is very racy reading.
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D I D THE PARDON COME Too

LATE.

By

Mrs. Ballington Booth. Fleming H . Revell
Co., New York and Chicago. Price 30 cents.
T h i s is a touching tale, well told, by Mrs.
Booth. It relates one of her many experiences in recent prison work. It will do good,
both as a warning against drink, and as an
encouragement to the penitent sinner in h o p ing for mercy.
INSPIRATION

AS

A

TREND.

By

D.

W.

Faunce, D . D. American Baptist Publication
Society, Boston. Price $ 1 . This is a good
book, by a good man, on a timely theme,
ably discussed, carefully stated and well
edited, with a copious index. On the whole,
we think Dr. Faunce has produced the best
of all his helpful books in this volume. It
will be a tonic to many a young man, to find
that such a scholar and thinker still holds to
the inspiration of the Bible in a way that
makes it the infallible W o r d of God.
INEBRIETY;

ITS

SOURCE,

PREVENTION

AND C U R E .
By Charles Fallen Palmer.
Fleming H . Revell Company.
Price 50
cents. This is a book of words. Perhaps
the author understands his subject, but we
protest that he is unable to make his
thoughts clear to his readers.
T h e only
helpful suggestion which is found in the
whole book is the importance of seclusion
and rest to the confirmed drunkard when
you first begin to reform him.
BIBLE CHARACTERS.
By Alex. W h y t e ,
D . D . Fleming H . Revell Co. Price $1,28.
This is a series of character sketches from
Adam to Achan. They are rich, racy, original, stimulating, and always true to God and
his W o r d . The characters are treated with
a boldness and fidelity rarely seen outside of
the Scottish pulpit. If this is a sample of
what D r . W h y t e gives to his people, we
could wish to be among them. Happy the
church that has such a manly, brave and
bracing ministry. Write again. Dr. W h y t e .
RECENT

RESEARCHES

IN B I B L E

LANDS.

Edited by Dr. Hilprecht.
Price $1.50.
Some time ago we noticed this book favora b l y ; but upon further examination, we wish
to commend more highly this timely volume.
Every author who writes for the book is a
recognized scholar, and there are marks of
evident fairness, great research, and a determination to reach and state the truth, on
every page. Some ministers might feel too
poor to buy the book, but no minister should
be without it in these days. You could do
your pastor no greater favor than to make •
him a present of it. For manifest honesty
in research, carefulness in statement, ability
in dealing with ascertained facts, and loyalty
to truth, the book has few equals.
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We beg our readers to be gracious enough to accept this reminder
in kindness and also to be thoughtful
enough to remit the money due us
promptly. T h e truth is, we are much
embarrassed for lack of funds due us
now. Again we have to repeat that
the W A T C H W O R D is purely a matter
of love. N o one makes a dollar out
of it and no one expects to do so.
But if the subscribers would remit
promptly in advance we should have
an abundance. Will not you let us
hear from you nozv?
We call attentiou to the advertisement below. The
Home is doing pood work and deseryes support.
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Every order means relief to the unemployed.
C a s t off C l o t h i n g sent for.
T. D. ROBERTS, SUPT.
TELEPHONB 658 TREMONT.
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TVL-ER,

t^eal Estate Agent,

438 to 444 TR[ION[ STREET.
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ST.)

Houses To Let and For Sale.
Canary Birds For Sale . . .
No. 64IA Tremoat Street,
Boston. Mast.
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T H E article by Dr. West in this
number is directed against a subtle
attack on our Lord. If the critics
can point to any real contradiction in
his teaching, or any prophecy that
history falsifies they have gained their
point. This they have tried to do
concerning His advent, but have
failed as is shown in this paper.
D U R I N G the past month the editor
had the privilege of spending eight
happy days in Ottawa, the capital of
the Dominion of Canada. Since the
opening of the Canadian Pacific Railroad a very easy and quick passage
can be made to that point, taking the
Boston and Maine Road from Boston. Although the weather was extremely cold and stormy, it was our
privilege to meet some of the warmest
hearted of Christians, hungry for the
W o r d of God. Over twenty meetings were addressed, and at the last
one the church was taxed to its utmost capacity by the eager listeners
t o the precious truth of the Comingof
t h e Lord. Mr. Grubb, Drs. Munhall
and Scoville, and Miss Stroud-Smith
have been greatly blessed during the
past winter to awaken an interest in
the vital truths of the Scriptures.
But, just as Mr. Moody has met with
indifiference and even opposition in
rehgious circles here, so these faithful
witnesses have been treated there.
Like their Master, the common
people have heard them gladly.

The statistics of crime for 1896 show 122
legal executions in the United States and
131 lynchings.

This is a sample of the progress we
are making. Judged by this fact
alone we would not be considered as
removed more than one step from
.barbarism.

iSp/.
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I T is very refreshing to have such a
candid and able scholar say so much
about the early date of the books of
the New Testament.
Professor Harnack of Berlin has just
issued a book on "The Chronology of Ancient Literature," in which he presents his
conclusions concerning the dates of the
New Testament books. He believes Mark
to be the oldest of the four gospels, perhaps written between 65-70 A. D.; Matthew about ten years later, Luke from
78-93, and John between 80-110 A. D.
Seven of the thirteen epistles ascribed to
Paul he regards as undoubtedly genuine,
while the others contain Pauline elements.

W H A T N E X T ? — " A School for the
Revival of the Lost Mysteries" of
antiquity has just been founded in
San Diego, Cal. One of the excited
enthusiasts of this cult says, " I n my
opinion nothing of so vital a concern
to the world at large, and America in
particular, has occurred in two thousand years." A Mr. Tingley and a
band of crusaders occupied with this
fad are to return from the Orient to
New York in a few weeks and then a
convention, attended by theosophists
from all parts of the world, will be
held. W h a t for? T o oppose the
Bible, to prevent people from coming
to our Lord, to draw men and women
away from purity and truth, through
the squalor of oriental uncleanness, to
the goal of oriental mysticism. This
is a race for the fabled pot of gold at
the foot of the rainbow, over the
quagmire of doubt, and through the
miasma of uncleanness.

I F any of our friends could send us
the May and July numbers of the
W A T C H W O R D for 1896 it would be
esteemed a great favor.
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T H E late John A. Brodus of Kentucky always said wise things. H e r e
is a good sample:
The Sunday-school teacher is a preacher
and a pastor. Sometimes his congregation is larger than a great many regularly
ordained ministers have, and sometimes his
preaching is better too, and does more
good, and he ought to qualify himself for
the work of preaching the gospel to his
congregation. What sort of qualification
does a minister of religion need? I think
I can tell you. It is my business to think
of these things. A minister of religion,
to speak effectively from the pulpit, needs
three things: he needs to have the experience of personal piety; he needs to have
a knowledge of the Bible; he needs to have
a knowledge of human nature; and his
business is to inspire and encourage by
personal piety, to bring the truths of the
Bible to bear upon the human nature of
those whom he addresses. And these are
just the needs of the Sunday-school
teacher.

formerly
Mr.
Thompson, whose jubilee was recently celebrated in Glasgow, to commemorate his half-century tenure of
the chair of Natural Philosophy in the
University of that city, and who was
described by Li H u n g Chang as the
greatest scientist of the age, is noted
for his singular modesty and his refusal to judge the Word of God by the
deductions of human discoveries.
H e believes that Divine revelation is
one thing, and a thing entirely apart
and above the poor attainments and
achievements of man's laborious and
unsatisfactory investigations in the
fields around him. " O n e word," he
said, "characterizes the most strenuous of the efforts for the advancement
of science that I have made perseveringly during fifty-five years. That
word is 'failure.' I know no more of
electric and magnetic force, or of the
relation between ether, electricity, and
ponderable matter, or of chemical
affinity, than I knew and tried to teach
my students of natural philosophy
fifty years ago in my first session as
professor." So that the boasted remarkable discoveries of science which
would upset old-fashioned belief fly
away like our boyhood's soap bubbles,
and the Eternal Truth of God stands
as firm as ever.
LORD

KELVIN,

SOMETHING
NEW.—An
enterprising
Scotch minister in Melbourne has arrayed
his male choristers in Highland dress,
while the ladies are attired in the costume
of the "Lady of the Lake." The hymns
are sung to the strains of the bagpipe, and
these innovations are so attractive that the
church is crowded.

Some people will be shocked at
this. It is rather "sensational"; but
if this man gives the old gospel—the
ever new gospel—and the always true
gospel to the people after they
come, then his method may be overlooked. Better that than the so
called "classical" music, and philosophical or rationalistic preaching,
Avithout a word about the blood, the
new birth, the indwelling Spirit, the
work of evangelizing and the coming
of the Lord.
THE

RUM DEMON.—It

seems

al-

m.ost incredible that rum should be
turned into a "god." And yet the
heathen, who have an image personifying rum, are only doing in their way
Avhat we in America do in our way.
And what is done by these heathen
only emphasizes the great mistake of
pursuing missionary work on present lines. W e must cut loose from
civilization—from all connection with
the type of life seen in so-called Christian lands, and go forth, introducing
Jesus Christ and his salvation only.
It is an awful mistake to talk about,
or aim at introducing "Christian
civilization." W e have something
infinitely better, and missionaries
ought not t o be loaded down with the
sins of Christendom—not civilization,
but regeneration is what is needed.
The seventy-ninth report of the
Basil Mission in Africa says:
The heathen party failed to reintroduce
the old pagan worship which had been
abolished, but it succeeded in introducing
the rum idol, Almela, which was already
worshipped among the Dualla.
The
adepts of this rum idol call themselves the
"Amela Church" and ape our Christian
ceremonies.
Candidates for membership
rnust first serve as probationers. The candidate is submitted to an examination, in
which he must prove that he has committed some shameful or criminal deed.
Then he is baptized by immersion. When
he emerges out of the water he must drink
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a glass of rum and promise to serve the
demon by drinking and by committing vile
deeds. In the meetings the leader opens a
book and pretends to read from it. His
sermon encourages the audience in drinking and other vices. Many people of
Bongo have been induced to join this
society by the assertion that the sect had
come from Europe and was one of the
numerous denominations of civilized lands.
A missionary writes: It is not only possible to conquer polygamy and idolatry;
they are practically doomed. But it seems
impossible to conquer the rum demon,
which the whites and European governments have introduced.
EDUCATIONAL ELEVATION.

O R a number of years the people
of the United States have been
greatly absorbed with the use of
education as a means of elevating the
race. The amount oi money given
for educational institutions in the
United States alone, during the last
thirty years, would have been sufficient to evangelize the whole world.
This, of course, is on the supposition
that enough men and women could
have been found willing to enter upon
the work. From donations to colleges alone there would have been
money enough to support all the missionaries necessary for overtaking the
work within a quarter of a century.
But the resort to educational methods
is reversing God's method. H e
laid upon the church, as its first and
greatest duty, the evangelization of the
world. The command of Christ, the
gift of the Holy Ghost, the perishing
need of hundreds of millions, and the
great importance of the speedy return
of the Lord, all combined, laid a heavy
obligation upon the Christian church
t o push this w^ork of preaching the
Gospel to the utmost ends of the earth
with all possible speed.
But the
church has been shunted.
She has
been turned aside to build great
churches, cathedrals, expensive almshouses, enormous colleges and universities with fabulous endowments.
And God has put the stamp of his
displeasure upon the whole.
Harvard university, built by the Puritans
and presided over by a Baptist minister at its beginning, has been turned
into a Unitarian institution and a hot-
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bed of infidelity. Nearly every university in the United States, founded
by the various Christian denominations, has been an engine for propagating the destructive criticisms and
infidelity that have become a fashionable fad for the past few years. A
good man recently said that it was a
sort of "foot-race to the devil"
amongst the college presidents and
professors. Although the expression
seemed harsh, it was founded upon
truth. The result is, pur pulpits are
filled with men who occupy their time
in proving that there are mistakes in
the Bible, that it was not written by
the men whose names the books bear,
that there will be a chance after death
to the heathen, and that the claims of
Christ and of the Bible are not exclusive. The effect of such preaching
has been to empty the churches, except where some sensational methods
or amusements have been used to
draw in the people. And the evil is
also seen in the decrease of contributions to foreign missions, concerning
which there have been so many things
said of late. This, however, is not
against education.
The W A T C H WORD has always stood for the hig-hest
and deepest and broadest culture possible, but it has always opposed the
substitution of culture for Christ, of
education for regeneration, and of
development for salvation.
Recently another fact has come to
light. The churches prayed together,
and many of the members of it, fought,
to secure the liberty of the black
people of the South. Then money
was literally poured into various benevolent organizations to civilize,
Christianize, and elevate the colored
people; but, after about thirty years, it
is now admitted by all who have given
the matter serious attention, that the
colored people are in a worse condition than they were when in slavery.
"Amalgamation
is producing
a
steadily deteriorating type," while the
various philanthropic efforts have
inade the race more dependent and
' really helped to degrade them instead
of help them. A report recently
made by Mr. Hoffman savs, "LTnless
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a change takes place, a change that
will strike at the fundamental errors
that underlie the conduct of the higher
races toward the lower, extinction is
only a question of time." Another
authority says, "The poverty and the
ignorance of the negro race are now
putting up a sick-rate, a death-rate
and a prison-rate which are preventing
that advance it would otherwise
make." Another authority declares
the nearly all employers of colored
labor state that education generally
detracts from the negro's efficiency.
Professor Washington, of whom much
has been heard, declares that it is not
education but the wrong kind of it,
which is injuring the colored race.
H e wants industrial education instead
of book-learning. This is a sad confession. After thirty years, millions
of money, and thousands of educators
scattered all over the South, the colored people are worse off than before.
The reason is simple. T h e Christians
have beeen doing what God never
commanded them to do.
W e have
no instructions to elevate any race or
to educate them.
O u r command is
to preach the Gospel. T o educate a
man does him no good morally. This
has been proved times without number. The greatest criminals have
often been the best scholars. A man
was hung, recently, in Binghamton. New York, who could write
twenty-one languages and speak
fluently in most of them. Education
alone simply increases a man's capacity but it does not change the bend of
his inclinations. Jesus Christ came
that we might have life, and where he
is preached and men believe the testimony given concerning his person
and work, the new and divine life is
begotten in their hearts and the result will be seen in their lives. All
other work is simply a makeshift. It
is putting a plaster upon the sore and
stopping its appearance in one place
that it may break out in another.
Nothing short of regeneration can
reach the need of men. Every man,
black or white, must be born again.
After he is born, instruct him in the
things of God and build him up in the

faith and you will better his condition
as v.'ell as save his soul. But educate
him apart from regeneration, and you
simply increase his power to do good
or evil. You do nothing towards
directing him in the proper channel.

T H E P R O P O I I T I O N OE

TRUTH.

BY A. J. GORDON.

W

E desire to see our Eschatology
restored to its Scriptural order
and pattern.
T h e serious
fault we find with current teaching on
this subject, is that it has tended, after
the Roman Catholic fashions, to fix
the thought and put the doctrinal
emphasis on the middle state, when
Scripture fastens it so overwhelmingly on the final or post-resurrection
state.
The history of Christ is the
history of His Church in epitome.
W h a t would be the thought of a
Christology which should give larger
space to the consideration of our
Lord's three days in the tomb, than to
all the glorious and carefully attested
events of the forty days following his
resurrection? Yet we can put our
hands on systems of theology which
give more room to the intermediate
state of the believer than to the final
state. W h a t is the fact as to the
Scriptual proportion in each case?
W e know nothing of Christ's condition during the three days of His
entombment; and the attempt to
magnify the importance of that burial
period has only proved injurious.
Out of this emphasis has come the
doctrine of a second probation for
souls in Hades.
As to the intermediate state of believers, there is almost the same
silence. The texts which refer to it
are confessedly few and very brief in
their allusion.
N o revelation as t o
any employments or activities! N o
material Scripture for our modern
sentimental novels of Gates Ajar, and
Gates Wide Open or for the hourlong sermons to which we have
listened, describing the ministry and
occupations of the disembodied soul.
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It is not heresy for us to be reticent,
when the Scripture is silent. O n the
contrary, this magnifying of the intermediate state into the position of
importance which belongs to the
resurrection state, has from the beginning, proved a most fertile source of
error.
W h e n the church in the
fourth century, yielding to Platonic
influences, put the doctrine of the
immortality of the soul into the place
which had hitherto belonged to that of
the first resurrection, the post-mortem
state began to be peopled with human
intercessors and mediators; then succeeded prayers for the dead, purgatory, mariolatry, the intercession of
saints and martyrs, and much more.
This is the Catholic Church; and in
the Protestant Church the same result
has followed the same cause, in
Swedenborgianism, Spiritualism, and
Second Probation. W e simply desire
to see the Eschatological emphasis restored to its proper sphere, the second
coming of Christ, and the resurrection
of the just.
Under the current teaching, hundreds of evangelical preachers have so
far lost sight of the Advent in this exaltation of the death-state, that the
resurrection has come to be considered a superfluous transaction, and
the doctrine has ceased to be preached
or believed.
OUT OF, AND INTO.
BY A L I C E

HAMILTON

RICH.

Out of a habit of doubting,
Into a life of trust
In Him who is full of mercy.
Yet the holy and the just.

"

Out of ambitious longing
To do a world of good,
Into content in doing
The little that I could.
Believing that the Master
Has counted up the will
While giving to another
The place I hoped to fill.
Out of the dreams of morning.
Into the reals of noon;
With knowledge that the evening
Is coming to me soon.
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T H E LORD'S

COMING.

<1Y

n y A. J. GORDON.

I tell you in that night there shall be two
men in one bed: the one shall be taken and
the other shall be left.
Two women shall be grinding together:
the one shall be taken and the other left.
Two men shall be in one field: the one
shall be taken and the other left.
L u k e 15:34-

T

H E most solemn and momentous
event revealed to us in Scripture
is that of the return of the Lord
Jesus Christ from heaven. It is so
because it is an event affecting every
individual dead and living of the
human race. When our Lord went
up from Olivet he left only a few, and
he took none. When he returns he
will take all that are his at his coming.
H e will leave, alas! how many, who
can tell?
There is a very striking suggestion
I think in the text of the universal
and world-wide character of this
event. F o r in the suddenness and
unexpectedness of that return, as it
is everywhere portrayed, the text pictures three surprises—The midnight
surprise—"two men in one bed, the
one taken and the other left." T h e
twilight surprise, two women grinding, an act which belonged in Eastern
countries to the edge of evening, to
the sttnset hour—"the one taken and
the other left." The midday surprise
—two men in the field, the one taken
and the other left. And so in this
threefold picture the state of the
whole world at any given moment is
presented to us. Dark in one quarter, twilight in another and light in
another, each portion of the globe
shall yet behold at once the brightness of his coming. " F o r every eye
shall see him," and whether catching
the first awful glimpse from the curtained couch of night or from the
gathering dusk of evening or from
the open vision of noonday—"and all
the kindreds of the earth shall wail
because of him." As the electric
flash, traveling in
instantaneous
march around the earth finds twilight
and darkness and daylight almost in
the same instant, so the advent of
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Christ will find men. "As the light- fiery rain, bursting in an unrestrained
ning cometh out of the East and goeth deluge upon the heads of the wicked,
unto the West," says Jesus, "so shall or whether the hidden fires of the
the coming of the Son of Man be." earth's interior shall break forth to
"And his feet," says Zechariah, "shall flood the globe with b u r n i n g waves of
destruction we know not. I would
stand in that day upon the Mount of
not
attempt to particularize when
Olives, which is before Jerusalem on
God
has
spoken only in general terms,
the East. . . . And the Lord my God
shall come and all the saints with thee. much less would I seek t o call in
And it shall come to pass in that day imagination to paint the lurid details
that the light shall not be clear nor of what scripture sets forth only in
boldest
generalizations. But
dark. But it shall be one day which the
shall be known to the Lord, not day neither would I pass over unnoticed
nor night, but it shall come to pass "what is so plainly and so intrusively
that at evening tiine it shall be light." thrust upon our notice in scores of
Praying that the Holy Spirit of In- texts of Scripture.
spiration may keep us let us ask of
It has beco'me the custom even
the text this question: I. What will a m o n g some Christians t o ridicule
it be to be taken, and what will it be those who preach a fire and brimt o be left?
stone gospel as it is contemptuously
To be taken is to be delivered from called. God forbid that we should
the judgments and wrathful visitations preach it, for the love of it. God forwhich God has declared in Scripture iDid that any minister of Christ should
as certain to come upon the inhab- look Avith unmoist eye into the fires
itants of the earth. For you have of perdition; dropping no tears into
been either a careless or a skeptical the eternal burning while he pleads
reader of the New Testament if you with those who may be already hanghave not discovered that as surely as ing on the edge. But God forbid
we know by the testimony of history also that he should utter smooth
that the earth has once received a things to those who obey not the
baptism of water, so surely do we Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ, sayknow upon the testimony of prophecy ing "peace, peace," when God has
said that "upon the wicked he will rain
that it is yet to receive a baptism of
fire. "Btit the day of the Lord will fire and brimstone and an horrible
come," says Peter, "as a thief in the tempest." It is upon this dreadful
night, in the which the heavens shall fact that Peter points his most powerpass away with a great noise and the ful exhortation to Christians: "Seeelements shall melt with fervent ing then all these things shall be
heat, the earth also and the works burned up, what manner of persons
that are therein shall be burned up." ought ye to be in all holy conversa"The Lord Jesus shall be revealed tion and godliness."
from heaven with his mighty angels,
And what does the L o r d Jesus himin flaming fire taking vengeance on self say: "Watch ye therefore and
them that know not God and that pray always that ye may be accounted
obey not the Gospel of our Lord worthy to escape all these things that
Jesus Christ."
shall come to pass and to stand before
This retribution, so appalling to the Son of Man." T o escape—Aye,
think of—so lurid and awful to speak that is what my text is speaking of,
of that many have frittered away its " O n e shall be taken." In the Greek
force by remanding it to the realm of
mythology we read of favorite heroes
metaphor—is nevertheless as certain as being snatched away by the gods
the ordinances of heaven. Tliis earth from the battle that was g o i n g sore
on which we live is to be the scene of
against them and in which they were
unparalleled ways and judgments. likely to be slain and borne invisibly
Of the manner of this visitation we away to a place of safety. It is the
know nothing—whether it shall be a unreal symbol of a real fact. In the
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midst of impending judgments or
j u d g m e n t already l^egun the Lord
Jesus will suddenly appear in the
clouds of heaven to snatch away his
people. Read that most vivid and
explicit word of the apostle: " F o r
this we say unto you b\' the word of
the Lord, that we which are alive and
remain unto the coming of the Lord
shall not prevent them which are
asleep. F o r the Lord himself shall
descend from heaven with a shout,
with the voice of the archangel and
with the trump of God, and the dead
in Christ shall rise first. Then we
which are alive and remain shall be
caught up together Avith them in the
clouds to meet the Lord in the air.
"Caught up,"hovy startling the words!
The whole church snatched out of
the burning fire of that day of doom
as the mother would snatch her child
from a burning house and bear it
away tO' a place of safety—whither we
know not. But, within the walls of
some sheltered paradise, against
which no fiery billow can beat; within
some curtained pavilion of the clouds,
shut up from the sight and sound of
passing judgments, the church shall
be hidden away with the Lord. The
hand, nail pierced, that drives away
the wicked to their doom, how gently
it beckons the Bride of the Lamb, the
church of the first born to the place of
her reward. "Come my people," he
says, "enter thou into thy chambers,
and shut thy doors about thee; hide
thyself as it were for a little moment
until the indignation be overpast.
F o r behold the Lord cometh out of
his place to punish the inhabitants of
the earth for their iniquity; the earth
also shall disclose her blood and shall
no more cover her slain." And what
is it to be left? You can answer the
question to yourself by imagining
the state of things which would exist
if suddenly the church were to be
removed out of the world. Leave
aside all questions of judgment and
retribution and just snatch out
of society every Christian element.
They tell us how easy it would be
to set the world on fire by simply
withdrawing one element from the
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atmosphere. Take out the influence
of the Holy Spirit and human society
likewise would be destroyed by the
elements that are reposing in its own
bosom.
Let the fiery passions that are now
held in check by spiritual restraints,
let the principles of evil that are now
repressed by Christian laws and ordinances be suddenly let loose and
humanity would need no other judgment than that which would be generated by the forces of evil in itself.
So there is nothing more doleful than
that simple word "left" after the good
have been taken away. Or, if the fact
were exactly reversed and the unbelieving and disobedient w^ere taken
away from the good and removed to
some place by themselves the case
would be altered. As one preacher
has imagined the case:
Let the fairest star be selected, like a
beauteous island in the vast and shoreless
sea of the azure heavens, as the future
home of sinners, and let them possess
whatever they m o s t love, and all that it is
possible for God to bestow; let t h e m be endowed with undying bodies, and with
minds which shall forever retain their intellectual p o w e r s ; let n o Saviour ever
press his claims upon them, no God reveal
himself to them, no Sabbath ever dawn
upon them, no saint ever live a m o n g them,
no prayer ever be heard within their borders; but let society exist there forever,
smitten only by the leprosy of hatred to
God, ind with utter selfishness as its allprevailing and eternal purpose—then, as
sure as the law of righteousness exists, on
which rests the throne of God, and the
government of the universe, a society so
constituted must w o r k out for itself a hell
of solitary and bitter suffering, to which
there is no Hmit except the capacity of a
finite n a t u r e ! Alas! the spirit that is without love to its God or to its neighbor, is
already possessed by a power which m u s t
at last create for its own self-torment a
worm that will never die, and a fire that
can never m o r e be quenched.

And my hearers I am sure that
whatever be your personal feelings or
convictions respecting the religion of
Jesus Christ, you would not wish to
be left on the earth after all the good
had been taken away. And yet this
is the warning of my text. H u m a n
society is now made up of all shades
and conditions of men, grouped according to whatever chance law or
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associates may for the time attract
them. But then there will be a final
sifting and separation—of the wedded
pair one shall be taken and the other
left. Of the household circle one
shall be taken and another left. Of
the circle of friends one shall be taken
and another left. From the people
of the worshipping congregation one
shall be taken and another left. By
the mercies of God I beseech every
one of you this morning that you be
not left.
A N EQUALITY I N LOVE.
BY J. M. STIFLER, D. D.

I

T w^as Jesus himself who said:
"Thou hast loved them as thou
hast loved me." John 17: 23.
The natural man can. believe in the
wrath of God; only the spiritual man
believes in his unmerited love. God
does nothing to prove his wrath.
But he must commend his love to us,
"in that while we were yet sinners
Christ died for us." The prodigal
knows that his father must hate his
sin; but not till that father's arms
encircle his neck, and the kiss bedews his lips does the son know that
that father also loves him. None but
Jesus could be bold enough to utter
the words of the text above. W h o
else but Christ would venture to point
to a company of sinners containing a
doubting Thomas, a denying Peter,
and then say to God: "Thou, hast
loved them as thou hast loved me?"
The sentiment would be incredible
from any other than Jesus's lips. But
here we have it in golden words of
grace, that God loves the believing
sinner with the same love that his
infinite heart gives his own Son.
1st. Where is the proof? T h e Son
was just now going to the cross to
suffer for sins, that the repentant
sinner might forever escape that
suffering. Peter sinned and Christ
was appointed to bear that sin. It
would almost seem that God loved
men more than he loved Jesus. H e
allowed him to die that they might
live. H e filled his cup with woe, to

flavor theirs with eternal weal.
He
clad him with sorrow that we m i g h t
be clothed with eternal salvation. A h ,
but Jesus was sinless. But are n o t
believers too? "The blood of Jesus
Christ, his Son, cleanses us from all
sin." But he had not only no sin o n
him but he had none in him. H e was
not gilt but solid gold. But shall not
all his be so too? " W h e n he shall
appear we shall be like him for we
shall see him as he is." But God
gave Christ a glorious heaven. But
do we have any less? " T h a t where I
am there ye may be also." W e are
joint heirs with him to the same inheritance. But he gave him a throne.
Yes, and he says: " t o him that overcometh will I grant to sit with me on
my throne." O h , but the overcoming—the pain, the apprehension, the
doubt. " W e are (now) more than
conquerors through him that hath
loved us." Compare with Christ and
see if God hath given him one thing
that he hath not also given thee. Is
he a son? "Behold what manner of
love the Father hath bestowed upon
us that we should be called the sons
of God." Is he made higher than the
angels? " K n o w ye not that we shall
judge angels?" " I am the light of
the world," said he. H e also said, "ye
are the light of the world." Can
there be any higher excellence than
his divinity? But are we not also
made "partakers of t h e divine nature?" W e have a love equal to the
son's. "Of his fullness have we all
received, and grace for grace."
Where he has received grace we the
same. So that J o h n can say: "As he
is, so are we in this world.
W e may miss all this because we
attempt to measure God's love by our
experience.
Experience measures
our love to him, but his toward us is
wider than our most perfect experience. It is as broad as his infinite
heart. H i s heart, and not ours, is the
measure of his love towards us. A n d
whoever measures and limits God's
love by his own experience can never
beUeve this text. It is a matter for
faith and not alone for feeling.
W h e n one stands by the ocean he can
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see a little way through the mist; but
who ever saw across? And Paul
standing on the illimitable shore of
God's love, exclaims: " T h e breadth
and length, and depth and height of
the love . . . that passeth knowledge." The text is a help in the infirmity of the heart. W h e r e experience fails, faith may stand firm. W e
know how God loved Jesus, and even
so he loves us.
Where is complaining then? H e
loves all alike, each as he loved his
Son—doubting Thomas the same as
loving J o h n ; blundering Peter the
same as steadfast James—loves you
as he loved them, for all are loved as
Christ. T h o u hast loved them as
thou hast loved me. You see a
brother arise and with love-lit eyes
proclaim his affection for God; tell
of his joy and his hope, his rest and
satisfaction. You see him come to
the table of the Lord, and in mellowness of heart and tenderness of feeling, partake of the emblems of a
Savior's love, and you are troubled.
You, too, have a tongue, but it stammers and stops on the love of God, or
worse yet cannot start. You have a
heart, but it is not light and restful as
your brother's. You have a mind
but it is stupid and dull. And so you
weep? But why weepest thou? H e
can feel more but does he possess
more? H e can see further but does
he own more thereby? H e can tell
better, but the child-heir's wealth is
not any the less because he cannot
count. Thomas never said "I love
thee," as did Peter. His record is
one of doubt. But was not Thomas
loved the same as Peter when all were
loved alike? Did not Moses have
the same love from God that Aaron
enjoyed? Yet Moses was slow of
speech while of his brother God said:
" H e can speak well." Experience is
blessed according as it is deep and
full, but God's love is no greater or
no less for that. The sun shines with
the same beams, both on the polished
mirror that beautifully reflects him,
a n d on the clods that are only made
light but do not reflect much. The
text says we have the same love, not
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that we feel or exhibit the same
amount. Some are poHshed mirrors—some dull clods, but God is
ever the same.
2d. H e loves our service alike.
Some do more than others. Some
have a higher, some a lower position.
Some preach t o thousands, soiTie to
scores. Some can give pounds, some
but pence. Some have a place in the
public eye, some work out of sight in
the pit, and in the cellar. Some are
men to bear burdens, and some babes
to be carried. Some are careful,
some careless. But all together
make the one body for service—^the
eye for seeing, the foot for the mud
and dust; the ear for hearing, the
hands for labor in the dirt. "Now ye
are the body of Christ and members
in particular." Does any man love
the members of his body with partiality? H e loves the hand as the hand,
the eye as the eye and all alike.
Some member may cause pain, but
who would part with it? All are
loved alike, for all are of the same
body.
H o w is the house built? There is
first the broad fovmdation stone.
Then a brick is laid on the outside edge,
another in the middle, another on the
inside, and so they are carried on up
to the very wall plate which lies nearest the sun. There are the great
windowsills; the stained glass that
lets in light, and the ponderous doors
that keep out cold. Some higher,
some lower, some inside, some outside, some larger pieces, some
smaller. But each piece belongs to
the house, and not one can be spared.
To dig out one brick makes a hole
and mars the wall and he who owns
the house will see that nothing is torn
from its place. Each is equally serviceable, though it has not the same
service. Now "ye are built on the
foundation of the apostles and prophets, Jesus Christ himself being the
chief corner stone." It is one house
and he who loves the whole house
loves that which makes the house,
and each piece the same for none can
be spared.
God's love toward us does not
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depend on the strength of our faith,
but on its genuineness. Even then
he does not love us for our faith but
that by our faith we became some
member of the body, some element of
the house. A brick by itself is but a
brick, and of little value, but placed
and packed in a wall it is a constituent of the wall; and he who cherishes
the house cherishes each brick in the
house. One from a pile would not
be missed, but one from the face of
the wall would destroy the perfection
of the structure and pain the Master's
eye.
"Ye are God's building"—
"whose house are we." God loves
us, not alone in our individuality, but
in our relation to the whole spiritual
edifice. If he loved Christ who is the
foundation, so he loves each living
stone built upon him, for even the
least is necessary, and a part of the
house. Does it make no difference
then hoAv I serve? If the small are
loved the same as the great why not
remain small? If denying Peter is
loved as is Christ, why not keep on
denying? Ah, this is not the effect
of truth upon a converted man. The
text is intended to let in light and
warmth upon our sin crushed soul.
To lift the clods from the cumbered
plant and to let streams of blessed
sunlight upon it will not now make it
content to remain small as before. It
will grow. T o lift the clods of ignorance from our souls and let fall upon
them the fragrant light and heat of
this marvelous text will only serve to
expand the new heart. Truth sanctifies. It does not stultify.
The garrulous guide in a picture
gallery often spoils one's enjoyment
of the artist's skill by his dull talk
about the pictures. Let him be still,
and let us gaze and wonder. So
here, let all words cease, but scan the
text itself, a painting by the Master.
H e stands gazing into the infinite
heart of God our Father. That
heart he knew. And before him
stand his poor, halting, cowering disciples that an hour later will be forgetting him and fleeing for their
lives. There stands Christ h u n g all
over with the jewels of God's affec-

tion and pointing to the saddened
group, he says: " T h o u hast loved
them as thou hast loved me." H e
saw the same jewels on them that
graced him. His utterance makes
Peter twin brother, with him, born
from God's heart, and you, reader, as
well.
3d. God's love to Jesus was constant.
It
did not intermit.
It
was the same every day and in all
circumstances. And as to him, so
to us.
But the faithless heart within
thinks he loves us more at one time
than another. If we have light, joy
and prosperity, we call this love. If
we have none of these, then we
mourn as if his love were suspended.
This is measuring the activity and
flow of the divine love by our experience. Faith and hope thus illy
founded must be always tottering.
Let faith rest on this text. W h e n
Peter is on the house top the sun
bathes him. W h e n in prison the
sun's beams cannot reach him. But
does his getting into prison stop the
flow of the golden rays? Does our
getting into trouble check the ocean
current of God's love toward us?
God always loved Jesus. H e may be
asleep on the ship's pillow where the
waves threaten to devour him, or he
may be awake preaching the sermon
on the sunny m o u n t ; he may be exulting in spirit, or m o u r n i n g "now is
my soul troubled"; he may be smiling a blessing on the little children,
or aching at every nerve in Gethsemane's bloody sweat; he may be saying, "Blessed art thou, Simon Barjona," as when the latter showed his
faith, or he may be marvelling at
men's unbelief; he may be saying to
God "Thou hearest me always" or he
may be caUing, "My God, my God,
why hast thou forsaken m e " ; he may
be giving life to the dead, or he may
be dying himself on the cross; no
matter what his experience of joy or
sorrow, success, or seeming failure,
God's love to him was ever the same.
W e have the same blessed kind of
love, a divine species, unlike man's—
a divine love that is as constant as the
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heart from which it springs, no matter
what our heart may be feeling.
After the storm is over and the sun
has come out the little bark upon the
sea is still tossed up and down by the
rude billows and great ground swells.
Now the vessel is up on the top and
now down wallowing in the trough of
the sea washed by chilling sheets of
winged water. But whether up or
down the sun always shines on her.
There is no trough so deep in ocean
that his beams cannot go to the bottom of it, and no spray so thick and
cold that his light will not paint rainbows in it. God's child was never so
low down, never so dejected, never so
cold or wayward or stubborn that
God's love did not follow him as sunshine goes down into the billowy jaws
in ocean threatening to gulp down the
ship caught therein. F o r he loves his
believing child as he loves Christ, and
his love to Christ was constant.
SECOND COMING OE CHRIST.
Critical Objection Answered.
BY R E V . N A T H A N I E L W E S T .

I

N a previous paper the position
taken by the critical assailants of
the authority of Jesiis Christ as a
divine Teacher, and of the inspiration
of the Scriptures was stated in reference to the Second Advent. It is
that Jesus Christ taught his apostles
that H e might return from Heaven
for His Church, any moment after
H e had entered Heaven, and because
of this, commanded her to "Watch,"
since she knew neither the day nor
the hour of His return. H e taught
her, moreover, that H e would certainly return during the life-time of
the generation then existing, i. e.,
taught a "momently possible advent,
and one certain to occur during the
life-time of His contemporaries." As
history has falsified this teaching, and
as, moreover, H e contradicted it
Himself, saying H e would "delay,"
"tarry," be gone "a long time," and
only "after a long time" return to
"reckon with His servants," H e is
convicted by His own words and by
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the disappointed expectation of the
Church, as an unreliable Teacher, and
if proved false in one doctrine, is not
to be depended on in others. Such
is the assault on both Him and the
Scriptures.
As to the first part of this
objection, viz., an "any-moment advent," it has no existence anywhere
except in the imagination of the objector. It relates to the time " W h e n "
—the precise question proposed by
His disciples, "When shall these
things be, and What the Sign of Thy
Coming and of the End of the Age?"
Matt. 24: 3. By "these things" were
meant the things H e had already
spoken of, viz. (i) the Destruction of
the Temple, 22,: 38, 24: 2; (2) the
Conversion of the Jews, 22,: 39; (3)
His Second Advent and the End of
the Age, 24: 3. Trained by their
Rabbis, they entertained the same
view of their Temple, forty-six years
in building, that the Romans held
concerning their Coliseum, and which
may be expressed in these words:
"While stands the Temple Jerusalem shall
stand,
When falls the temple Jerusalem shall
fall,
And when Jerusalem the world."
Under His teaching, they had learned
to recognize two advents in prophecy,
a first and second, but still believed
that the Temple's destruction and the
End of the Age were contemporaneous with the Second Advent itself.
They identified "these things" in point
of time. Moreover, the Jews who
did not regard Jesus as the true Messiah were still expecting the true
Messiah to come any moment and redeem them from the Roman yoke.
Such was their state of mind.
Our Lord corrected the error of
His disciples by showing them that
the destruction of Jerusalem as foretold by Daniel the prophet in Dan.
9: 26 is followed by a great interval
called " U n t o the End," in the clause,
"And unto the End shall be w a r ;
desolations decreed" (revised version)
and gave to this the name of the
"Times of the Gentiles" during which
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Jerusalem should be trodden down
by the Gentiles until the times of the
Gentiles be fulfilled." Luke 2 1 : 24.
Then, at the expiration of the times
of the Gentiles, His second coming
would occur, that precise coming
after the time of whose occurrence
the disciples had inquired. Daniel's
" U n t o the End," and our Lord's
"Until the times of the Gentiles be
fulfilled,'' are the same thing. The
Lord expounded the prophecy of
Daniel. H e thus separated the destruction of Jerusalem from His
second advent by the length of the
whole great interval of the times of
the Gentiles which, like Daniel, H e
placed between them, and then presented His advent as occurring at the
"end" of these times. H e identified
His advent with the "end" of the
Church's missionary age. L u k e 2 1 :
25-27; Matt. 24: 14. It could not
therefore occur any moment prior to
the end of the age, according to His
own repeated statements, and for
1800 years it has not. In the most
solemn manner H e warns His disciples to beware of all teaching to the
contrary, whether by Jewish or Christian teachers. "Take heed that no
man deceive you," as to the "when''
I may come, or "what" the sign of my
coming, because many will come in
my name, deceiving, and such may
come, any moment, but not I. Many
wars and calamities and events "must
needs" come first. Matt. 24: 5-29,
Mark 13: 7-10, but even then the
"end is not yet." 24: 6. Grasping
the whole future in one conception.
H e parallels the events prior to
Jerusalem's destruction with events
prior to the advent, looking through
the end of the Jewish age to the end
of the Christian missionary age, yet
placing the interval between the ends.
H e opens up two ends. In the clearest manner. H e states that His advent will occur "immediately after the
tribulation," Matt. 24: 29-31, not the
tribulation that precedes Jerusalem's
destruction, but that which precedes
His second personal coming, a tribulation that closes the Gentile times, as
seen in the last half of Daniel's 70th

week. Dan. 9: 27; 7: 2 5 ; 12: 7.
Then, when the gospel has gone to
all nations, and the tribulation is at its
height, the "end" should come, and
H e come with it. Matt. 24: 14,
29-31.
H e taught that His c o m m g might
be unexpectedly early or unexpectedly late. After the manner of
the Jews, H e divided the dispensation
of grace to the Gentiles, the whole
Church-period, into a day of four
watches, warning His disciples that
H e might come "at even," "at midnight," "at the cock-crowing," or "in
the morning," and that it would be
later than some expected; that H e
would g o "into a far country," be
gone a "long time," and only "after
a long time" return to "reckon with
His servants"; and that, because of
His "delay" the evil servant would become slothful, and because H e "tarried" the whole professing Church
would first "slumber" and next
"sleep." In parables of rare solemnity, beauty, and force. H e unfolded
the entire historical development of
the Church, according to the law of
organic evolution. H e taught that
Judaism and heathenism should be
overthrown, the nations be evangelized, the Jews be converted, and
guaranteed the unamalgamated continuity of that race down to the advent. H e declared that, at His
parousia, concerning whose time the
apostles had interrogated H i m , H e
would "gather His elect," universally,
by the ministry of angels, meaning
thereby the resurrection of the holy
dead, and the change of the holy living. Matt. 24: 2 9 - 3 1 ; that the separation of the holy living, and the
rapture of the faithful, 40, 4 1 , should
follow the resurrection, 30, 31, and
that there should be "a meeting" between H i m and them, where H e
would then be, namely, in the clouds,
25: I. They should be "taken alongside" (paralambanctai) of Himself, in
the air. H e called that rapture, and
that "meeting," the "entrance into the
wedding festivities." Matt. 24: 40,
4 1 ; 25: I, 6, 10. And all this, "after
the tribulation," even "then," pre-
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cisely. Matt. 24: 29, 40; 25: i.
And so, H e fully answered the question propounded. Doing so, he
taught four things (i) that H i s
parousia would be at the close of the
great tribulation, (2) that "then"
would occur the resurrection of the
holy dead, (3) and the rapture of the
saints, and (4) the meeting of the
Lord in the air. So far as the critical objection relates to the teaching
of Christ, it is refuted by the Lord's
own statements. The device of modern criticism here is to deny the genuineness and authenticity of the words
of the Lord Himself respecting His
"delay" and His "tarr\'ing". But we
shall follow this further in our next.
SOCIAL

RIGHTEOUSNESS.

BY JAMES M. GRAY, D. D.

I

W O N D E R if we all are as earnest
and faithful as we might be in
heeding the apostolic mandate,
"As we have therefore opportunity,
let us do good." I wonder if some of
us who read the W A T C H W O R D and are
specially intelligent in and zealous for
the distinctive spiritual truths it advocates, are not exposed to the temptation, if not open to the charge of a
certain kind—and a very subtle kind
—of
self-righteousness?
W e all
know, alas! that there is such a thing
as spiritual pride, which not only
grows out of a conceited estimate of
our own goodness, but especially
arises from our knowledge of the
deeper truths of Scripture. Yes,
strange and ever appalling as it may
seem, it is nevertheless true that the
possession of the precious secrets of
the Lord which H e vouchsafed to
them that fear H i m furnishes a condition in itself which, unless we are
closely on our guard, may promote
that kind of religious "uppishness"
which changes tender compassion
into almost scornful pity for those of
our brethren not so highly favored as
ourselves. There is no more patent
fact in the history of the apostolic
church than that the inspired writers,
especially Paul, were continually necessitated to rebuke this spirit as ex-
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emplified in an unholy emulation concerning spiritual gifts, and the very
same state of mind is in the Church
to-day, only exhibiting itself under
changed circumstances.
And then this self-righteous, or selfcontained tendency manifests itself in
another way; viz., the indisposition to
transmute our spiritual knowledge
into holy and benevolent deeds. It
would seem in some cases as if our
growth in the word of God were a
sort of encasement of selfishness in
which we shut ourselves in to the contemplation and enjoyment of our own
blessings, oblivious to the woe and
sorrow that are round about us. Indeed, without meaning t o be censorious or unkind, I have sometimes
thought there were some of us Christians who, through an extraordinary
distortion of the doctrine of free grace,
were almost afraid of good works lest
we should cast dishonor on its bestower, or be classed with the humanitarians of the day from whom we
would be more widely separated than
their opposite ecclesiastical extreme
the Roman Catholics. I once knew
an estimable Christian woman, whom
I would not slander for the world, who
yet laid such great stress upon that
latter part of the apostle's mandate in
Galatians 6: 10 which I have not
quoted, as to deter her from distributing of her abundance, of which she
was otherwise very liberal, except to
those who were professing Christians
not only, but professing Christians of
her own particular stripe. H o w different from the feeling of the former
beloved editor of this periodical, who
once said to me that he was tired of
hearing people talk about aiding the
"worthy" poor, and thought it was
now time we should aid some of the
unworthy ones.
And this leads me to the motive for
the present article. I was impressed
recently by a brief newspaper report
of a "Lenten Talk" given in one of the
fashionable drawing-rooms of the city
of Boston by an Episcopal divine.
The speaker was facing a number of
wealthy women, leaders in society I
doubt not, and yet professing Chris-
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tians and worshippers in the house of
God, to whom he told some of the
most plain and wholesome truths,
which, always provided that they are
not put in the place of the fundamental truth as to how a man may be
just with God, cannot be repeated too
often or too earnestly to all of us.
H i s theme was "Social Righteousness," and he dwelt on the opportunities we had for exercising it. There
was first the opportunity of information. Many of the rich attribute the
condition of the poor very generally
to intemperance or a lack of frugality
from some cause, but they should acquaint themselves with the facts, if not
by personal investigation in the first
instance, then by reading such books
as Reis's " H o w the Other Half Live,"
or Mrs. Campbell's "Prisoners of
Poverty," and they would see that
there were certain principles lying at
the root of these social wrongs which
it might be within their power approximately to remove. Then there
was the opportunity of organization.
His hearers belonged to many clubs,
w^ere those clubs trjdng tO' supply
wants? And civic opportunities, a
t h o u g h t not elaborated in the report,
b u t which suggested many things to
tn}'' own mind. W h a t opportunities
we have in our capacity as citizens, in
the exercise of the right of franchise,
for example, to do good to those who
are round about us? W e read that
away back as early as the fifth century
before Christ it was the fixed idea of
Pericles, an idea which he carried into
execution too, that in a democracy
there should be not only an equal distribution of political rights among all
classes, but also an equalization of the
means and opportunities of exercising those rights, as well as an equal
participation by all in social and intellectual enjoyments. W e boast of
civic advancement in these days of
Christian enlightenment, and much
indeed is being done for the poor and
lowly that was never done before, and
yet in some respects Ave are still behind in the privileges granted by
pagan Athens. Oh, that we earnest
evangelicals might become thor-

oughly appreciative of our opportunities for God and our fellow men in the
primary meeting, at the ballot-box,
and in our halls of legislation. And
then next, economic opportunities
Avere referred to. This was illustrated
especially by the case of landlords. I
do not know what the speaker said
along that line for his words were not
reported, but I have an experience of
my own which is not irrelevant. T b e
charge of an estate, comprising cheap
tenements for the most part, once fell
into my hands for a few months, when
I had a practical illustration of what a
Christian landlord, willing t o yield a
slight percentage of his income, may
be able to do to relieve the inconveniences and brighten the lives of the
poor. H e can keep the stairs and the
halls, the alleys and the yards clean;
he can be prompt, and kind and liberal
in the matter of small repairs, he can
speak politely and sympathetically
when he calls upon his tenants, and he
has one of the best openings to^ be
found for the introduction of the
theme of personal religion. But there
are not only economic but also domestic opportunities. O u r speaker
asked, why should there be such a
gulf between the parlor and the
kitchen, and why does not more of the
graciousness of the mistress come
into the life of the maid? And finally,
there are neighborly opportunities.
"If every privileged family should
minister in a definite, friendly way to
every unprivileged one the problem
Avould be tremendously lessened."
So should we realize that the evils
which exist in the community are our
concern, and manifest the spirit and
the mind of Christ in our fraternalness. "As we have therefore opportunity, let us do good." May God
help us in this time of need t o glorify
His name in "social righteousness."

A N Egyptian Father has said somewhere that while the four evangelists
supply the AVOOI, yet it is Paul who
v/eaves the web.—Alexander
Whyte,
D. D.
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DOCTRINE

OF THE

ATONE-

MENT.
BY E. P. TULLER.

(Continued.)
The idea conveyed, therefore, from
the point of view of reconciliation is
mutual opposition, man on account of
his wickedness, God on accountof His
holiness. God's attitude is a holy
opposition to iniquity, man's a wicked
opposition to holiness. The reconciliation, therefore, required a change
on God's part as well as man's. It
Avas a mutual reconciliation.
The
change on God's part is not, however,
a change as to love or His integrity in
righteousness, but, since H e Avas in
Christ reconciling the world unto
Himself, such an act of his in Christ
was clearly to protect the holy character of His universe and Avin to H i m self hostile humanity. There could
be no reconciliation except on holy
grounds; these were found in the
cross. Thus Stevens, "The inference
is inevitable that the reconciliation
which Christ effected between God
and man did not concern merely one
but both parties to it. It affected man
so as to bring him to God, but it also
conditioned the divine procedure and
rendered a satisfaction to the demands
of law and righteousness which call
for the punishment of sin." Yet the
emphasis is upon the reconciliation of
man to God. The overtures are on
the part of God. The one who has
been grievously wronged opens the
negotiations of peace and Himself
removes the sinful obstacle so that
reconciliation may take place.
The
cost of the reconciliation and the necessity of the cost is not forgotten but
is plainly stated. It is the propitiatory sacrifice, the ilasmos.
The
death of Christ is both the means and
the manifestation of this possible
union.
It is the means by which
God is reconciled and can reconcile
men to Himself; it is the manifestation of the possibility and Avillingness
of actual reconciliation to those Avho
will receive his offer of mercy and
peace. As in the other representa-
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tion of the atonement here also there
is nothing for man to do but receive it.
F r o m H i m Ave have received the
atonement. Man has nothing to do
but to lay aside his hostility and receive the reconciliation. H e is absolutely indebted to the One whom he
has so persistently wronged for all the
compensation necessary to a proper
adjustment of the divine—human relation. Man could not have found a
Avay to reconciliation—God furnished
one. Man, Avho could not of himself
believe the reconciliation possible
owing to his guilt, is certain of forgiving reception through the blood of
His cross.
This examination does not complete the display of the teaching of
the NcAv Testament in regard to the
doctrine of the atonement. Volumes
have been Avritten to do this, but this
effort affords an insight at least into
the ground Avork of the doctrine, the
immovable bed-rock of truth. H o w
extended is its range throughout the
character of God and man, and its relation to the universe we cannot
imagine. E n o u g h that glimpses are
shown us so that the importance of
greatest care in the investigation and
discussion of the doctrine, and of close
adherence to the Word is emphasized.
According to the interpretation presented here, the atonement is objective
as Avell as subjective. It is essential
to God's attitude and action as Avell as
man's. Yet the interpretation does
not hold to a mechanical view but a
spiritual, having to do with the nature
of things and a real adjustment to the
moral nature of God and man. The
great fact—the cross and its necessity
to the salvation of men—is the one
hope of mankind. Is not this central
truth practically overlooked? It is
an item of creed but how much of
everyday preaching?
Is the preaching of the cross the
central thought of the ministry today? If not, is not this a reason—the
reason for religious lethargy and lukeAvarmness? O u g h t there not to be a
revival — a renaissance — of
such
teaching,—the presentation of the
doctrine of the atonement as the cen-
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tral truth of man's redemption, the
wisdom of God and the joy of saved
men.
"SOME T H I N G S W E KNOW."
BY ITALIAN.

^ ^ \ / E know the grace of our Lord
I
Jesus Christ, that, though he
Avas rich, yet for your sakes
he became poor, that ye through his
poverty might become rich."
Knowledge is the perception of
such facts and the apprehension of
such truths as come Avithin the sphere
of our consciousness; and are comprehended in their various relations
and correlations. The universe is an
infinite well into which we sink the
faculty of perception and draAv out
knowledge.
At first we simply observe facts and t r u t h s : afterward we
perceive their relations and utility.
The babe Avill only note such objects as are brought close to the eye;
for its faculty of vision has not been
trained to see things far off. Gradually it perceives things distant.
Then it learns to recognize the relation between things near and far. As
Ave look down the street, we have
learned that the houses seen in the
distance are not really smaller than
those near; nor do the car tracks
diminish the distance between them,
and actually come to a point. It is
only the law of perspective that makes
it seem so. W e know that the horizon
does not mark the end of our earth,
but that something lies beyond,
though unseen.
Thus Ave have
learned the relationship betAveen
things near and far, seen and unseen.
And this is knowledge.
In our observation of various phenomena, we are apt to apprehend
things in detail, as being separate,
unrelated and sometimes contradictory. Inexplicable paradoxes confront us, beauty interwoven with the
grotesque, pain mingled with pleasure,
life struggling with death, desire meeting disappointment, hope fading before
despair, ignorance
running
counter to knowledge, etc. Thus en-

vironed we come to one of two conclusions. Either existence is the result of a fortuitous chance, where
things opposite and antithetical are
struggling in the leash of inexorable
laAv, seeking to evolve some kind of
unity and order: or, Ave must believe
that there is some view-point from
Avhich we may behold this confused
scene, and contemplate it in its relations and perspective; and where the
apparent contradiction of isolated experiences may melt into harmony,
Avhen viewed in their true relations.
Sabbatier describes the beautiful
frescoes of Giotto, in the basilica of
Assisi, as making tAvo very contradictory impressions, when viewed from
different aspects. One very cloudy
dark day, an art-critic came to inspect these paintings. A small lamp
Avith a reflector furnished the light.
With these he was obliged to study
the paintings at close view. As he
passed along, only a separated detail
was visible, apart from its relative
place in the general design. Sometimes lines of beauty and grace were
discernable. Then a grimacing face;
next a hideous form; here a foot;
there a hand; yonder a muscle; without unity, and all fantastic and grotesque. Such an inspection could be
nothing short of disappointing and
full of distress.
T h e next day was
clear, and the m o r n i n g full of golden
sunlight.
N o w the artist stands to
view the fresco as a whole. But what
a contrast!
Beauty, harmony and
design are everywhere. W h a t made
this change? The fresco is the same
and all this glory of art is fashioned
out of the very details that yesterday
seemed repulsive and crude. It was
the light of God as against the lamp
of man; a vision of the whole as contrasted with an isolated detail.
Even so if our conclusions of life
are to be based upon the ever changing kaleidoscope of human experiences,—in which we look at each new
phase as something separate from all
other events of life,—our estimate
must prove a morbid disappointment.
But if the light of divine revelation
flashes on our experiences, in all their
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extremes, we shall find a glorious
design fashioned out of its lights and
shadows; a compensation holding
balance betAveen sorroAV and joy; and
suffering made a crucible out of which
is molded an eternal glory.
But whence is this light and where
is this vicAV-point, from Avhich Ave may
look upon the checkered and changing vicisitudes of life and see them
blend into harmony, beauty and
glory? There is a basilica in Italy, in
which sounds are echoed with almost
distressing discord; and the frescoes
so drawn and executed that from
many points of vicAV, they only represent a confused mass of forms and
colors.
But there is one spot from
which every sound is caught up,
blended and sent back in harmony:
and from that spot the design and
beauty of the paintings and mosaics
are realized. And as the visitor looks
down he finds himself standing upon
a marble cross inlaid in the floor.
Even so the cross of Jesus Christ is
the one place where the mysteries of
life are solved. There sin and salvation, life and death, suffering and
glory, time and eternity, temporal and
eternal, are blended into harmony.
Whoever misses this view-point never
obtains the key of true knoAvledge.
His little lamp of finite consciousness,
with its reflector of human reasonings
will mirror the iridescence of uncertain guesses, leaving the mind in perplexity a m o n g abstract realities. But
we may know this grace of our Lord
Jesus Christ; and in that knowledge
Ave have the wisdom of God, the key
of all mysteries, the talisman of every
trial, the comfort amid all suffering,
and the eternal purpose of divine
grace.
I. W e know the grace of our Lord
Jesus Christ. Grace is an attribute of
God manifested in Jesus his Son. It
is the bestowal of his love and favor
upon the unmeriting and ill-deserving. It is only through grace that
God is truly knoAvn. His eternal
Power and God-head may be perceived by the things that are made.
But though "the heavens declare the
glory of God, and the expanse pro-
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claims his handiwork: Day unto day
uttering speech and night unto night
showing knowledge," yet it remains
true that the work of Satan, the introduction of sin, the presence of the
curse and the bondage of corruption,
have so distorted his perfect work
upon the earth, that it reflects him
only as a corrugated mirror reflects
the image of a man. Any conception
of God, gathered only from nature,
examining a fallen creation, through
a darkened mind, reflected by a
Avarped reason and biased judgment,
must in the nature of the case be a
caricature of God.
The hideous
deities of mythology are the logical
outcome of such a process. Civilization may reject polytheism as being
untrue; yet if its conception of God is
deductively reasoned from the present state of things, Avhere sin with
its sequences has Avarped the handiAvork of God, it Avill scarcely prove less
false in its conclusion; for the world
through its Avisdom knows not God.
In the year of 1672, the Marshall
Turenne of France, was sent against
the elector Brandenburg of Germany.
It Avas the dead of winter. And as the
army suffered much from hardships
caused by snows, cold, morass and
many trying vicissitudes, the younger
men reasoned from their sufferings,
that the marshal Avas a hardened,
careless, unsympathetic master. The
conclusion seemed warranted, but
Avas really false to fact. The veterans
knew their general better. They assured the young soldiers that Turenne
was much more concerned about them
than they were for themselves; and
Avas at that time giving every energy
to plan and accomplish their deliverance from all suffering. T h e marshal
overheard this confidence of his veterans, and their true conception of his
character, and confidence in his care—
against even seeming contradiction
—gave him inexpressible joy.
Even so, despite all seeming contrariety, God is Love, full of mercy,
compassion, sympathy and comfort.
More tenderly than the anxious
mother brooding over her suffering
child seeking to minister relief, does
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our heavenly Father Avatch over poor
fallen humanity. W i t h long suffering he endured the accumulation of
sin, rebellion and iniquity. H e condescended to commune with t h e m ;
visit them; dwell in their midst.
T h r o u g h the priest he assured them
of his compassion and sympathy,
while through the prophets he proclaimed his coming to succor and
help. Mark how tender is his message to Moses concerning the affliction of his people in E g y p t ! H e assures him that he had seen every
burden, witnessed every stripe, heard
every sigh and groan, and known
every sorrow.
This was but an
adumbration of his greater purpose,
in which his grace lays hold upon his
wisdom and planned the work of redeeming us from sin Avith all its consequences ; and this work was wrought
out in the grace of our Lord Jesus
Christ, who—
(To be continued.)
CHRIST A N D THE CHURCH.
BY M R . J A M E S WRIGHT.""^

T

H E Apostle Paul, in i Cor. 4: i,
teaches the Saints at Corinth—
to accouiit of himself and his fellow Apostles as "ministers of Christ
and stewards of the mysteries of
God," adding, "it is required in a
stCAvard that he be found faithful."
In 7: 25, he declares that he had
"obtained mercy of the Lord to be
faithful." In Eph. 5: 30-32, we find
an instance of his exercise of this
faithful stCAvardship of the mysteries
of God. H e refers (v. 30) to the
Avords spoken by the first Adam in
Eden, as recorded in Gen. 2: 23, and
quotes (v. 31) the utterance of God,
as given us in Gen. 2: 24, as Avrapping up a "great mystery" which had
been hidden from ages and generations, and then in v. 32 he proceeds,
by the inspiring Holy Spirit, to unfold
the great mystery, by declaring that
he spoke (that is, in Avhat he had been
immediately before writing) "concerning Christ and the Church."
* Mr. Wright married the only daughter of the venerable
George Muller, Bristol, England.

This "great mystery" we may profitably consider in three aspects.
I. T h e mystery as expressing the
heart of the Blessed God. W h e n
Adam was created, he found himself
in an earth which God had pronounced (Gen. i : 31) "very good."
But, showing his love to, and delight
in the man that H e had created, God
selected a spot in this "very good"
earth, and "planted a garden," making it an "Eden," a thing of beauty,
a garden of delight. Still, God had
further blessing in store for Adam.
Amongst all the lower orders of living creatures Avhich the Lord God
brought before him, and the distinguishing characteristics of which H e
gave him intelligence tO' perceive, and
unerringly to express in the "names"
by which he called them, there Avas
found "no helpmeet for him." So
the Lord God formed the woman, and
brought her tO' the man—thus doubling his joys! The provision of a
"bride"—a "Avife" for the first Adam
Avas the utmost expression of God's
love to and delight in the man.
So, in the unfolding of the "great
mystery," we are taught that the
formation of the Church—the Bride,
the Lamb's Wife—is the utmost expression of the love of the Eternal
Father to, and of his delight in, the
Eternal Son of his love. T h e eighth
Psalm shoAvs in prophetic vision all
the earth brought into subjection to
the Second Man—from Heaven! "all
sheep and oxen, yea and the beasts
of the field," "all things under his
feet." But, if this were all, the crisis
of Eden would be reenacted. N o
helpmeet for the heavenly Man would
be found. So a Church of redeemed
sinners is formed, according to the
eternal counsels, and given to the
Son, Avho, "presents her to Himself, a
glorious Church," the fit sharer of his
joys and rule.
II. The mystery of the formation
of the Bride. The woman was not
formed by a mere act of creation, but
by resurrection out of death. If we
had only the statements of Gen. i : 27
and 5: 2, Ave might have supposed
that Adam and Eve were formed by
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two simultaneous creative acts; but
Gen. 2: 21, 22 presents us in detail
with God's wondrous way of working. H e caused a "deep sleep"—(a
figurative death) to fall upon Adam,
and he "slept"~(figuratively died),
and the woman is "taken out of the
man"—Avhile thus passing through
(figurative) death! So, the unfolded
"great mystery" reveals the Church
obtaining her life through the death
of her Lord. She lives eternally because H e died! " I n H i m we have
redemption
through
his
blood."
" W h o died for us that . . . Ave should
live together Avith Him."
III. The mystery of the marital
union. The beautiful narrative in
the book of Ruth, as a commentary
upon the Avord "Redemption," has a
striking bearing upon this subject.
Boaz, the mighty man of wealth, not
only redeemed the forfeited inheritance of Elimelech, but he "purchased
Ruth, the Moabitess"—the one who
by birth was "an alien from the commouAvealth of Israel, a stranger to the
covenant of promise"—he "purchased
her to be his Avife." So in this unfolding of the "great mystery" we are
met with the astounding revelation of
God's grace in the statement in Rom.
7: 4: That believers (the Church) are
"married to H i m Avho is raised from
the dead"; and in i Cor. 6: 17 they
are "joined unto the Lord, one spirit."
Christ not only redeemed our heavenly inheritance-—forfeited by our
sins, but he purchased us with his
own blood!
If Ruth should ever have knoAvn a
passing doubt as to her right to
Elimelech's land, she had only to
look intO' the face of her Boaz to be
abundantly assured.
H a d he not
purchased herself to be his Avife?
W a s she not his, and he hers? If any
believer experiences a passing fear as
to his certainly entering upon possession of his heavenly inheritance,
ought not one look into the face of
his Lord to be enough to set his soul
at rest?
God is a God of order. H e AVUI put
all things in subjection under his beloved Son—the Son of Man, and
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therefore under the Church, who will
be associated with H i m in his kingly
rule. Christ "must reign" (and his
Church Avith Him) until H e has put
all enemies under his feet. But the
Church, who will reign, as the
Lamb's wife, is herself subject unto
Christ as her Lord. Then, Avhen all
things shall be subdued unto Him
(and unto the Church, as sharing his
rule), then shall the Son (and the
Church as reigning with Him) be
subject unto Him who put all things
under Him, that God may be all in all!
This is the vista of his eternal glory,
to Avhich the God of all grace has
called us. H o w are our hearts affected in relation to this Divine,
eternal purpose?
1. Have Ave all submitted ourselves
to the righteousness of God, by trusting in Christ for salvation?
2. If believers, are Ave "subject to
Christ?" really OAvning Him as Lord,
so that, whether Ave live, Ave live unto
the Lord, or Avhether we die, Ave die
unto the Lord?
If so, Ave may truly say, " F o r me to
live is Christ, and to die is gain!"
T H E most unlearned and ignorant
man among us has sin in himself; and
he has Christ, if not yet in himself
also, then in his Bible, and thus in his
offer; and with both sin and Christ
in his heart, and Avith Paul on sin and
on Christ in his hand, the most unlettered man is already a man of the
truest and deepest science, and a
philosopher of the first Avater. F o r it
is just those tAvo men, Adam and
Christ, with their sin and their righteousness, that so stumble and so
throAv out our evolutionists; and it is
in his handhng of those two men, and
of that Avhich we have of those two
men alone, that Paul shows his
matchless philosophic power. Those
two stumbling-stones on Avhich so
many false philosophies have been
ground to poAvder are the very foundation-stones,
corner-stones,
and
cope-stones of Paul's immortal school
and far shining temple of truth.—
Alexander Whyte, D. D.
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T H E OLD L I F E A N D T H E N E W .
BY F . B. M E Y E R .

I

N the Epistle to the Hebrews, chapter 4, there are four exhortations:
T h e first (verse i ) is "Let us therefore fear''; the second (verse i i ) ,
"Let us labor"; the third (verse 14)
" L e t us hold fast"; and the fourth
(verse 16), "Let us come boldly."
That chapter deals Avith the cause for
the exclusion of the people from the
land of rest, and should, therefore, be
carefully pondered by all those who
are conscious that their life hitherto
has been one of monotonous wandering in the Avilderness. May God
grant to-day that your forty years'
wandering in the restlessness of the
wilderness may come to an end!
In this chapter God lays his hand
upon the one point Avhich excludes
us from rest; it is given in v. 12—
we have not allowed the W o r d of God
to judge us. "The Word of God is
quick, and poAverful, and sharper
than any tAvo-edged sword, piercing
even to the dividing asunder of soul
and spirit, and of the joints and marrow, and is a discerner (or critic) of
the thoughts and intents of your
heart." Now, if you desire to enter
into rest, you must let the W o r d of
God do his work Avithin you, and be
the critic of the thoughts and intents
of your heart. Therefore, I purpose
now to go.beneath emotion and action
to thought and intention, for you will
find that a great deal of our difficulty
in the Christian life arises from mistakes about our intentions—"the
thoughts and intents of the heart."
One of the first things the W o r d of
God does is to show you the distinction between soul and spirit. The
W o r d divides between soul and spirit;
the division is very slight apparently;
but, all the same, it is very deep.
That is, it is slight on the surface as
the cut of a sabre, but it is deep, right
down, cleaving to the very foundations of experience. W h a t is this
division? Turn to the i Cor. 15: 45,
"The first man Adam was made a living soul; the last Adam was made a
quickening spirit." So that the soul

may be associated most largely with
the first Adam, while the spirit may
be associated most largely with the
Second Adam, the Lord from heaven.
Then, if you turn to L u k e 12: 19, you
have a side-light given by Christ into
the inner Avorking of the soul, in that
marvelous parable—-"I will say to
my soul, Soul, thou hast much goods
laid up for many years; take thine
ease, eat, drink, and be merry." T h e
soul is that in us Avhich likes to take
its ease—"eat, drink, and be merry"
— t o find its portion in the things
Avhich are stored u p ; it is that part of
us Avhich delights in the world, and
the things of sense which gather
around the self-interest, the self-principle, the Adam, the old nature,
deeply entrenched within us all.
And you must understand, as by the
cut of God's SAvord, the division betAveen the old and the new, the soul
and the spirit, the first Adam and the
second, the life that you have in nature and the life that you receive as
the gift of God—that division is
fundamental, and until that is made,
you will be liable t o wander in the
Avilderness of unrest. The
Lord
Jesus Christ says, in Matt. 16: 24, 2 5 :
"If any man Avill come after Me, let
him deny himself, and take up his
cross, and follow Me. F o r whosoever shall save his life shall lose it,
and whosoever will lose his life for
my sake shall find it. F o r what is a
man profited if he shall gain the
Avhole world and lose his own soul?"
It is remarkable that Christ says this
same thing four times over in his discourses, and on four different occasions. W e are very fond of asking
one another if our souls are saved.
W e ought to ask if they are lost; for
there is a sense in which you never
will be saved until you have lost your
soul. It is only after you have lost
your soul in the deepest sense, that
you will get the true life. T h e man
who has lost his soul will learn to
care for the souls of other people.
I do not say that the soul life is to
be extinguished, but that we must
reckon ourselves dead to the principle
of the self-life, which shows itself in
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the soul. It is not that the soul dies,
but that we die to the principle of self
for Avhich the soul stands—the distinction is very important. The
whole cleavage between two great
schools of thought lies, as I hold, in a
failure on one side to distinguish between these two distinct thoughts—
the death of the soul-life and the selfprinciple, and the reckoning of ourselves dead to it, Avhich is quite an^
other thing—and everything is comprehended in that distinction. If you
tell people that the soul-life is to die
within them, they Avill be perplexed
beyond extrication, but if you tell
them there is a process by which they
die to- it, and pass to the true life, then,
by the grace of God, they have a
policy of life that leads them to the
very Ascension Mount and to the
heavenly places themselves.
Please note that (verse 21) our
Lord Jesus "began to shoAv unto his
disciples" something he had kept
back until this moment before the
transfiguration. H e said to them
(see Mark 8: 31), "The Son of man,"
meaning the representative man, the
second Adam, "must suffer." Why?
" H e poured out his soul unto death,"
as a man, as the Son of man, the representative man, upon the cross. H e
seemed to pour out his soul, for the
blood is the life, and the life is in the
blood; and as the blood of Christ was
shed, it was not shed simply as a
propitiation for our sins, though it
was that, but it was, so to speak, the
pouring out of his own holy, pure
will, a spotless sacrifice of Himself.
And there is a sense in which every
son of man who wants to enter into
the true life has got to pour out his
soul unto death. "The Son of man
must suffer many things." When
Peter heard this, he was horrified, and
he took Jesus and began to rebuke
H i m , saying, "Be it far from Thee,
L o r d ; this shall not be unto Thee"
(v. 22), or, as the margin has it, "pity
thyself"—spare thyself. I was going
almost to say that Satan is prepared
for you to lop off this or that bad
habit, so long as you will not deal
with the principle of evil in the soul
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itself; and thus thousands have come
to these conventions, and gone from
them, and relapsed, because they have
lopped off certain boughs from their
life, but have never dealt with the
soul, the self-life. If men talk about
dealing with the soul, and reckoning
themselves dead to the self-life, they
are called fanatic, and regarded as
going too far—people stand away,
and avoid them as dangerous. The
consensus of Christian judgment is
coming round to see that certain
habits must be put away; but when
you take to dealing with the self-life,
they stand back. You must deal with
the principle of the self-life, before
you can come into the new life; and
when people say "Spare thyself!" they
do the devil's work, and talk after the
manner of men. "Thou savourest
not the things that be of God, but
those that be of men." •
SELF-DENIAL.
BY C. T.

STUDD.

Of China Inland Mission.

JesuB said unto all, "If any man would
come after me let him deny himself and
take up his cross and follow m e , " and
again "Verily I say unto you, there is no
man that hath left house or b r e t h r e n or
sisters or m o t h e r or father or children or
lands for my sake and for the gospel's
sake but he shall receive a h u n d r e d fold,
now in this time . . . and in the world to
come eternal life." L u k e 9: 23. M a r k 10:
29, 30.

S

E L F - D E N I A L is a fundamental
law of the Christian life—not that
God wants us to deny ourselves
of anything because H e has any need,
for the gold and silver are His and the
cattle on a thousand hills.
But God delights to see our love
and not only to hear of it; God is
practical and Avants a practical love.
H e cares not for any sentimental love,
so H e says, "If ye love me keep my
my commandments." Obedience is
the fruit of love and also the test of
Love. Before being married many
days a man Avill find himself delighting in the sight of his Avife's abounding love in her joyful, unquestioning
service.
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Again God so loves us that H e
delights to bless us, and H e ahvays
fills us, even as H e gives not the spirit
by measure unto u s ; but alas Ave are
so croAvded Avith harmful, or sometimes harmless and useless things that
there is little room to contain Avhat H e
would give. H e Avill fill to the full,
but Ave must empty ourselves. Paul
found out the secret and tells us
plainly that he had learned to count as
refuse, not merely harmful, harmless
or useless things, but even Avhat
things were gam that he might gain
Christ.
God, like Nature, His OAVII Creation, abhors a vacuum. When Ave, by
self-denial, create a vacuum, God at
once rushes in to fill it Avith blessing
or rather Avith His own self. Listen
to His loving invitation, "Bring the
whole tithe into the storehouse . . .
and prove me now herewith . . . if I
will not open you the windoAvs of
heaven and pour you out a blessing,
that there shall not be room enough
to receive it."
God Avell knoAvs the profits of selfdenial. H e denied Himself of His
only son Jesus and received rriany
sons into glory. Jesus denied himself
the captaincy of the Heavenly Hosts
that he might become Captain of
Hosts of Redeemed mankind.
Self-denial is the fundamental law
of that great company in Heaven and
on earth for the salvation of sinners
and the evangelization of the world.
God merely wants us, for the love H e
bears us, to accept shares in His company that we may have the profits
when the dividends are declared, and
the dividends are not from 3 to 5 per
cent but from a 100 to a 10,000 per
cent.
Self-denial yields profits, and the
more we SOAV the more we reap. W e
find this in Acts 2: 43-47. T h e early
disciples had denied themselves, not
of some, but of all things and they received not sorroAv but gladness. The
rich ruler wanted his estate and Eve
the fruit of the tree, and neither could
have these things and Jesus. But
they did have them and sorrow.
At a French watering place a lady

of great Avealth was asked by another
lady for a donation. She replied that
she knew nothing of giving, that her
parents had never given away anything and Avhy should she? But presently she yielded and gave, and the
giving gave her so great joy that she
made heavy donations and, after some
time, again meeting the lady Avho had
asked for her first gift she exclaimed,
"Oh, Avhy did I never hear of tfiis
before? W h y ! there is no joy in this
Avorld like that of giving!" Jesus said
truly, " I t is more blessed to give than
to receive."
Other fruits of self-denial are to be
found in 2 Cor. 9: 12-15. O u r selfdenial brings
1. Blessing to others Avhich brings
blessing and joy to ourselves.
2. Glory and thanks to God, and
Ave are on this earth merely to glorify
H i m and get H i m glorified.
3. Prayers to God by those blessed
on behalf of those who have denied
themselves.
There are also different kinds of
self-denial.
I. Company or society.—Is it hard
to deny oneself the society of dearly
loved ones for Jesus' sake? O h , n o !
It is only a promotion from the society
of man to that of Jesus: it would be
an honor to be called to the society of
Queen Victoria, but that is beggarly in
comparison to being called to the fellowship of God's son Jesus Christ.
There was once a young man in a
far off heathen lancl, in a heathen
town, no Europeans anywhere near
him. H e had left dearly loved ones
in the homeland and yet so real was
the joy in the company of the Lord
Jesus Christ that he wrote saying that
so far from being lonely it was like
being on a honeymoon with Jesus
Christ. W h e n we are in love with
Jesus we don't complain that we are
lonely because there is no one near—
nay, rather our one delight is to get
alone with Jesus.
I I . Things.—Never let us be
stingy t o Jesus: H e repays so bountifully—"twelve basketsfull" for the
temporary loan of five buns and two
small fishes. H o w much we lose by
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being mean to the one who lost His
life in saving ours.
There was a young man who for his
own amusement and that of his
friends played the banjo and sang
comic songs. One day God said to
him, "Give that to me." But he
argued—it is harmless, and amuses
others—and refused the invitation.
Just as though God would not pay his
usual price of a thousand fold. After
some years the Saviour spoke again,
and this time the matter Avas settled
aright. T h e n the young man found
the banjo given back like the loaves
and fishes to bless others, for it Ax'as
used afterAvards to glorify God and
win souls to Jesus Christ in a heathen
land.
(To be continued.)
P H I L I P SHARKEY'S

P

CONVERSION.

H I L I P S H A R K E Y , a blacksmith of Kilmarnock, Scotland,
had been brought up a Roman
Catholic, but had long abandoned
the creed of his early days. H e
had become infidel in his opinions,
and profligate in his habits. In his
humble way he was the leader of his
companions, and they Avere forced to
yield the palm of wickedness to him.
But God had compassion upon him;
and the following account of his conversion, as related in his own striking
AA'ay, we take from a tract published in
England:—
The eye of God has been folloAving
all the windings of this poor wanderer,
and the set time for his recovery AA'as
now come.
God himself did it all.
It was something to hear the story,
the second morning after his conversion occurred, from his OAvn lips,
trembling with emotion, while the
tears trickled down his blackened
cheeks; but it is comparatively nothing to read it here on paper, without
the feeling and without the tears. I
Avill try, hoAvever, to give it as nearly
as possible in his own way.
" W h o was speaking to you,
Philip?" I asked him one morning in
his little workshop, where I had
found him, with open mouth and enlarged heart, praising the Saviour.
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"There Avas naebody speakin' to me
at this time; but I'll tell you't a'. O n
Tuesday morning, after my breakfast,
I took my Bible, and read a wee bittie
o' the third o' John. Weel, as I was
reading, there was an awfu' thocht
took a baud o' me; it stanged me jist
like a bee, an' put me that I couldna
read ony mair."
"What was that thought, Philip?"
"Weel, it began Avi' this.
I saw
that Nicodemus was a guid man, a
saint beside me, and yet even he
couldna be saved, unless he Avas born
again; and my conscience said to me,
'What'll come o' a dyvour (a worthless
fellow) like you?'
I kenned I had
tried to be guid; and, though I hadna
managed it yet, I expected to manage
it some time; but to be born again,
born owre again, I had na'er tried
again. I had ne'er thocht o' that ave'
(at all), an' didna understan' hoo it
was to be dune; and yet unless I was
born oAvre again, I couldna see the
kingdom of God.
I was dumbfoundered an' ha'eny mind whether I
let the book fa', or flung it frae m e ;
but I got rid o't and gaed out to shake
aff the fear and trouble that it had
brocht on me. But it wouldna shake
aff.—'Hoots!' said I, 'It is a' nonesense.' But something in my heart
said, 'It's no nonesense, but at's a
true.' I gaed into the smiddy, and
began to work, and tried to forget it;
but no, it grew waur and waur, till I
couldna bear it. I never was in such
a state in my life. If ever onybody
had a taste o' hell, it Avas me on
Tuesday, staunin' wi' the hammer in
my haun before the studdy there, an'
the sweat breaking on me in perfect
horror. There was hell opening its
very mouth afore me, an' there was I
just steppin' into 't; an' a' that I had
been doin' for three and fifty years
was only heapin' up sin on my ain
head. 'Oh,' said I, 'if I never, never
had been born!' It was awfu'. I
couldna bear 't; so I creepit doon on
my knees in the corner, ower among
the coals there (it's a braAv while since
I Avas on my knees before), and cried
out for mercy.
"Weel, I believe I got it. When I
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was on my knees saying I dinna ken onything like this; but still I'm a puir
Avhat, a strange licht filled my mind. weak creatur' an' if I canna dae the
I saw things clearer than ever I did cause ony guid, I wadna like to dae 't
afore; na', things I never saw afore, ony ill." I encouraged Philip to
I had aye kent I Avas bad enough, and trust in God for his keeping, and after
had aye ettled (intended) to be better prayer Ave parted,
some time; and though I had never
But he could not keep the secret
managed it yet, I blamed myself for no' himself. God's candle in him shone
being earnest enough, an' thocht that out through the crevices of the crazy
the next time I tried I Avad pit out a' bushel with which he would have
my pith (strength), and mak a richt covered it, and refused to be hid.
reform. But I never saw till I Avas on That very day he was at the prayermy knees there, that it was a' far past meeting; and as soon as his old comthat already; that, even though I panions visited him, they found him
could mak' myself better, I wadna be a new man in word and spirit. God's
a bit nearer the mark, for I was lost Avord was in his heart like a burning
already, and a' my strivings, reform or fire shut up in his bones; so it burned
no reform, couldna alter that. But its way out in spite of his plans, and
alang wi'this I saw anither thing; that hke the prophet Jeremiah he could
salvation was a' settled sae for me by not stay (Jer. xx. 9). He was reguthe Lord Jesus; that afore ever I had larly at the daily meeting. One day
sinned ava'. He Himself had ta'en the he said, "Hoo comes it that folk pray
sin, and suffered for the sin, and sae sae different frae what they used to
completely settled salvation for me, do? Lang syne a prayer used to be
that naething was left for me to dae, the dullest thing I ever heard, but noo
but just thankfully to tak' Him at His it's a perfect treat."
offer. Oh, man, hoo my heart grip"Aye, Philip," the reply was, "the
pet at it! and I rose filled wi' wonner difference is less in the prayer than in
that the Lord Jesus wad hae onything yourself."
to dae wi' a creatur' like me.
It's
Of his life as a Christian we give
wonnerful; but it is the blood of but one or tAvo characteristic anecChrist that cleanses from a' sin. If I dotes. They show how strong was
was in hell afore, I hae been in heaven the change in him, and how sagacious
ever since.
I never Avas happy till a mind he was possessed of.
noo, an' I believe that I hae never
Six weeks after his conversion he
stoppet praying nicht nor day sin' caught cold, and his illness, four
syne. I prayed a' nicht yestreen in months after that, issued in death,
my dreams."
All this time he delighted in God's
It was with the deepest emotion Word. The psalms were exquisitely
that Philip told this, and with wonder sweet to him. The Gospel of Luke
at the grace that could stoop so very Avas as much so. As for the Epistle
low as to reach him. "But," said he, to the Romans, he could not get
"ye '11 no tell onybody."
through it. Verse by verse, he hung
"What, Philip, are you ashamed of over its golden treasures; and, unwillthe Lord Jesus?"
ing to lose any of them, instead of
He Avas slightly hurt at this, and pushing forward, he turned back
said, "No, I Avas nane ashamed o' again and again to the beginning.
Satan when I served him to my ain
sorroAv; and do you think I'll be
To Paul's so comprehensive mind,
ashamed o'me Saviour? No, no; but so far-sweeping imagination, and so
to tell you the truth I'm no just sure righteousness-hungry heart, Adam
that it will staun'. Wait a wee, an' and Christ are tAvo poles upon whom
see. I hae mony a time tried to be this whole world of human life reguid, but it aye wore aff in a day or volves. Adam and Jesus Christ, to
twa; an' oh, if this should wear awa' Paul's heaven-soaring eye, stand out
tae! But I hope no, for I ne'er felt before God with all other men "hang-
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ing at their girdles." And it is in his
evolution, illustration and enforcement of this great truth that Paul
brings in, and makes so familiar to
us those peculiarly Pauline and polar
terms—law and grace, faith and
works, condemnation and justification, enmity and peace, alienation
and reconcihation, imputation and
sanctification, sin and holiness, the
flesh and the Spirit, eternal life and
eternal death, and such like. On all
these Scripture subjects the Westminster Catechisms supply us Avith
Paul's doctrines in a nutshell; as will
again be seen and acknoAvledged
when theology shall have recovered
herself from her temporary lapse into
mere bibliography, and Avhen Bible
history shall have again become Bible
doctrine and a Bible life.—Alexander
Whyte, D. D.

it.

I F God tells you to do a thing, do
There is one thing that I know
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God tells you to do, each one of you.
"This," said Christ, "is the work of
God, that ye should believe on H i m
whom H e hath sent." It is an act of
obedience to believe in Christ. So
much is it an act of obedience that
Christ said that Avhen the Holy Spirit
should come. H e should "convince
the Avorld of sin." Why? Because
they are murderers or thieves, or liars?
No. "Because they believe not in
Me." That is the great disobedience,
that is the great sin, and the root of
all other sins. You are bound
not to refuse your trust to the
Son of God. H e has redeemed
you by his blood. H e asks only
for Avhat belongs to Him, and
if
you
keep
yourselves
from
God you are robbing Him. H o w
long Avill this last? "Consider your
Avays," see Avhether or not you have
closed with Christ. Have you indeed
touched H i m and found forgiveness
and peace in Him?—Meyer.

IFlIuminateb Uexts.
And a stranger will they not follow,
but will flee from him ; for they know
not the voice of strangers. John 10: 5.
A man in India was accused of
stealing a sheep. H e Avas brought
before the judge, and the supposed
owner of the sheep was present.
Both claimed the sheep, and had Avitnesses to prove their claims; so it
was not easy to decide to whom the
sheep belonged. Knowing the habits
of the shepherds and the sheep, the
judge ordered the animal to be
brought into court, and sent one of
the two men into the other room
while he told the other to call the
sheep and see whether it Avould come
to him. But the poor sheep; not
knowing "the voice of a stranger,"
would not g o to him. In the meantime, the other man in the adjoining
room, growing impatient, gave a kind
of call, upon which the sheep bounded
away towards him at once. This call
was the way in which he had been
used to call the sheep, and it was at
once decided that he was the real
owner.

Lust when it hath conceived bringeth
forth sin, and sin when it is finished
bringeth forth death. James i: 14-15,
In the gardens of Hampton Court
you Avill see many trees entirely vanquished and well-nigh strangled by
huge coils of ivy, which are wound
about them like the snakes about the
unhappy Laocoon. There is no untwisting the folds, they are too giantlike and fast fixed; and every hour
the rootlets of the climber are sucking the life out of the unhappy tree.
Yet there Avas a day when the ivy was
a tiny aspirant, only asking a little aid
in its climbing. H a d it been denied
then, the tree had never become its
victim; but by degrees the humble
Aveakling grew in strength and arrogance, and at last it assumed the
mastery, and the tall tree became the
prey of the creeping, insinuating
destroyer. T h e moral is too obvious.
Sorrowfully do we remember many,
many nobler characters which have
been ruined little and little by insinuating habits. Drink has been the ivy
in many cases.—SPURGEON.

no
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And have tasted the powers of the footsore, and it will discover with
world to come. Heb. 6: 5.
childish beAvilderment that the sky is
Christopher Columbus, on his not yet within reach, but seems just
memorable voyage across the At- as far off as ever.
So the child in spiritual things, the
lantic, was pacing the quarter-deck
one morning in deep concern. The unconvinced of sin, gazing blankly
previous night, his officers and crew, into the vaulted arch of the love of
reproaching him with his illusive God, knoAvs nothing of its depths.
hopes had been threatening
to
But let his conscience be quickened
abandon the enterprise in despair. until his sins overshadow him as a
"A new world," he was saying, as he dark and lofty mountain; let him be
paced the deck that morning,—"a led by a guilty conscience struggling
ncAv world is yonder!" At length, as up the ascent, from crag to crag,
he gazed upon those "untried Avaters,'' from steep to steep, until he sinks
his practised eye discerned a "sign." faint with Avatching and fasting on its
Some driftAvood floated past. Like topmost crown; and then let his eyes
Paley's watch on the desert-heath, it be opened, and he Avill behold with
was its own certain interpreter. They adoration that the love of God o'ermust be near the mouth of some tops the highest peak of the threatenmajestic river by which that drift- ing hills, and toAvers exalted far above
Avood had
been
floated
down. his head. The limits of God's love
"Brothers!"
exclaimed Columbus, are no nearer reached, although he is
his eye glistening with a calm ecstasy, reared on sin's highest pinnacle.
and his finger pointing to the "sign,"
—"brothers! look at that! We shall
He that saith he abideth in him ought
soon see land.'' The infirm hearts himself so to walk even as he walked.
were bold again; from that hour they I John 2 : 6.
Some months after a y o u n g man's
were other men.
conversion,
he chanced to meet one
Is not the Church of the living God
of
his
former
dissolute companions,
at this hour on the wide untried ocean,
Avho
seemed
overjoyed
to see him,
steering her course to the kingdom,
—the "new world" of her "faith and and asked him to go with him to a
barroom.
But
the
hope"? The voyage has been pro- neighboring
young
man
refused,
saying:
tracted, till the men of feeble faith
"I have a friend with me."
have begun to lose heart and to
" I don't see any one with you."
"faint." But stay, my brother! look
"You
can't see him, but he is here."
at that driftwood. The "signs'' un"Bring
him in with you."
mistakably declare that the glory is
"No, he never goes into barnot far off.
rooms."
"Then let him wait outside."
That ye may be able to comprehend
"No, no," was the final answer.
with all saints, what is the breadth and
length and depth and height; and to "My friend is Jesus Christ, and if I
know the love of Christ which passeth go in with you he'll not wait."
knowledge. Eph. 3: 18.
Noble answer was this! And, like
The simple child fancies the blue his Lord, he was delivered by it from
sky is a painted ceiling resting on the the power of evil.
tall trees and lofty mountains. So
Remember, this best Friend "will
the poet Hood wrote:
not wait" outside of places of sin.
"I remember, I remember,
W h o can take his place if he leaves
The fir-trees dark and high;
you?
I used to think their slender tops
Were close against the sky."
But lead the chfld up the mountain
He that soweth to the flesh shall of
the
flesh reap corruption. Gal. 6: 8.
slopes, let it toil up the steep paths,
and scale the rugged precipices, until
Canon Wilberforce was taking a
at last it gains the summit Aveary and holiday in the Isle of Skye. One day
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he noticed a magnificent golden eagle
flying bravely upAvards. H e Avatched
it with admiration and delight, but
soon noticed that something was
wrong with it. It seemed unable to
proceed. It Avas stayed in its course,
and by its uncertain movement
shoAved that from some reason its
strength was faihng. Soon after, it
began to fall; and soon it lay a fcAV
yards from his feet, a lifeless mass.
What
could have Avrought the
change? N o
human
hand
had
harmed it. N o sportsman's shot had
reached it. H e Avent to examine the
bird, and what did he find? It had
carried up with it a little Aveasel in its
talons; and as the eagle drcAv these
near to its body for flight, the little
creature had Avormed itself out of
them, and had drunk the lifeblood
from the eagle's breast. H o w like
sin is this! W e fasten our affections
upon it, that Ave may feed upon it.
But meauAvhile it is preying on our
vitals; and, ere we think of it, it has
utterly destroyed us.

IKHatcb ^iMng0.
I N the latest issue of The Jez^'ish
Quarterly Reviezv Mr. Claude Montefiore said that four questions must be
settled before the JCAVS can move forward in the direction of reform.
These four questions are as folloAvs:
1. W h a t is to be the new Judaism's
exact position toward the Pentateuch?
2. W h a t is to be its exact
position
toward the miracles of the Old Testament?
3. W h a t is to be its relation to the personality and the teachings of Jesus?
4. W h a t is to be its attitude toward the
N e w T e s t a m e n t as a whole?

In commenting recently on these
questions. Dr. Hirsch asserted that
American Reform Judaism has already settled the first two of these
questions, having declared the Pentateuch "to be no longer the embodiment of our religious ideals; nor the
authoritative compulsory regulator of
our religious life and its binding practices." Of the Old Testament in general he says: "The miracles of the
Old Testament Ave read in the light of
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folklore, myth and legend. In one
Avord, Ave accept the method and results of Biblical criticism Avithout
reserve."
Dr. Hirsch seems to be quite in
harmony Avith President Harper, of
\\ hose college he is one of the leading
professors. H e still remains a Jewish rabbi although a teacher in a
Christian college, and he may be
looked upon as the leading man
amongst the "Reformed" Jews of
America.
The HcbrciL' Journal takes sharp
issue Avith Dr. Hirsch on these points
in the folloAving style:
H e r e at once we must register our p r o test, not in the name of "the rabble that is
chafing and foaming" at your curious position, if you please, but in the name of those
hundred thousands of Jews whose n u m b e r s
comprise men of vast learning and of deep
thought, not inferior to any of the shining
lights of your Reform Judaism. W e are
not prepared at all t o say that the Pentateuch does not embody our religious ideal;
on the contrary, we affirm (and no one
knows better than Dr. Hirsch that ninety
per cent at least of the community of Israel in the United States a r e Avith us) that
it embodies and reflects the ''ideal of J u daism" for our times and for all times to
come as it did until now. T h i s is not a
mere assertion on the part of the writer,
but a verity, of which D o c t o r Hirsch can
easily convince himself if he tries to take
up the subjects involved by the teachings
of the Law of Moses against any of the
learned conservative representatives of J u daism, not necessarily " r a b b i s " or officiating ministers.
D o c t o r Hirsch knows
what success his brother-in-law. had with
his chafing against the so-called " A b r a hamic rite" some twenty years a g o , and
how well he succeeds with his SundaySabbath ideas. Beside a couple of h u n dreds, a mere handful of Jews w h o are too
selfish and t o o ignorant (never mind the
high polish which bears the glitter of
wealth) to observe the laws of Judaism,
out of a community of a b o u t a half-million of souls they have no adherents to
boast of.

"THE DOCTRINE OF THE AGES."
W e have a fcAv copies of the first
edition still on hand.
It can be had by sending one new
subscriber for the WATCHAVORD paid
for one year in advance; or it Avill be
sent postpaid for 75 cents. Address
W.^TCHWORD, 719 Tremont Building,
Boston, Mass.

We beg our readers to be gracious enough to accept this reminder
in kindness and also to be thoughtful
enough to remit the money due us
promptly. The truth is, we are much
embarrassed for lack of funds due us
now. Again we have to repeat that
the WATCHWORD is purely a matter
of love. No one makes a dollar out
of it and no one expects to do so.
But if the subscribers would remit
promptly in advance Ave should have
an abundance. IVill not yon let us
hear from you noiv?
We call attention to thp advertisement below. The
Home is doioK good work and deserves support.
SELP
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Boston, May,

(JwiNG tu circumstances for which
^\•e have not been responsible, and
which were unavoidable, this number
has been delayed. The next issue
will follow at once.
W E have to thank our friends for
sending- us back numbers of the
WATCHWORD.

If

we

had

a

few-

copies of March and October, 1896,
we would now have complete files.
Any person sending us these will have
our sincere thanks.
is now doing one of
the wisest things in his life—scattering- good books, full of the most precious gospel truths all over the land.
Nearly a million copies of "The
Moody Colportage Library" have
been disposed of at prices so low that
they are within reach of the poorest.
You cannot do a wiser thing than to
write to A. P. Fitt, East Northfield,
for books or for information.
M R . MOOD^'

W E are sending again to England
for a full supply of the works of Dr.
Tregelles and B. W. Xewton. The}are amongst tlie safest and most careful wa-iters on prophetic truth.
If
brethren desiring these works will
send us their orders at once -we will
know' better wdiat to order. We
specially commend Dr. -Tregelles on
Daniel as a most helpful w'ork.
T H E U N C H U R C H E D . ' At the annual
meeting of the American Tract Society, the field secretar}- stated that
over thirty millions of the population
of America are outside the Church.
Surely the ministers who are talking
nonsense about the millennium being
already here will be led to pause and
consider what this means, wdien it is
acknowledged that America is the
best evangelized country in the w^orld.
Not much of a millennium!

NO. 3.

iSg/.
HOW

TO

HELP

"US.

M

A X V friend.- have offered to
help extend our circulation in
any way possible. For this we
are thankful. ( )ne wav is to send for
a neat prospectus of T H E W A T C H WORD suitable to use in envelopes.
We shall be happy tc: supply them to
om friends on application. Please
say how- many we are to send yoi\.
We are much encouraged. From
ever\- quarter we have words of the
highest appreciation from believers
in all denominations. For none are
we more grateful than for the following from Mrs. A. J. Gordon, who was
ahva}'s in such hearty sympathy with
her husband in his work: "I am
greatly interested in the April number
of T H E W A T C H W O R D . " But we need
the heartiest cooperation from all of
our friends. The truths so precious
to you would become equally helpful
to others if they had them unfolded in
a helpful way. ?\lore and more our
testimony is valued by ministers.
There is not a w^eek passes without
many grateful acknowledg-ments from
the men who are seeking to be faithful
servants of Christ.
MR.

SPEXC1':R YIELDIX'G.

In

his

old da}'s this great philosopher seems
to feel the need of a personal God.
In a recent book he savs:
But one truth must grow ever clearer—
the truth that there is an inscrutable existence everywhere manifested, to which one
can neither find nor conceive either beginning or end. Amid the mysteries there
will remain the one absolute certainty—
that he is ever in the presence of an infinite
and eternal energy from which all things
proceed.

But why hesitate to call this "existence" or "energy" God? Why not
accept the comfort that comes from a
revelation of Himself as Father,
through our Lord and Saviour? It is
the old story of rebellion against God,
onlv in a very refined form.
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STERNER

PREACHING.

It

is

a

matter of profound joy that the love
of God and His willingness to win
back the wanderer, have given a more
sunny and less pallid complexion to
modern Evangelism. But there is
danger of going to extremes. There
are few awakening sermons preached
nowadays. Hell is seldom or never
mentioned, sin is not exposed, all men
are made to think, well of themselves,
and conversion is skimmed over very
lightly indeed. It is an easy-going
kind of preaching that grows out of
a feebler sense of sin than that felt
and taught a generation past. In the
days of intense piety and sterling principle men had a profound consciousness of sin as well as of sins—of the
sinful principle which penetrates and
defiles, as well as of the occasional or
constant outbreaks in a wicked life.
Early Protestantism
emphasized
the fact that salvation is a matter between a sinful soul and a holy God;
that each one of us must have sacred
and personal dealings with God in
Christ; that the whole soul must be
moved by a consciousness of ill-desert
leading to full surrender to Christ.
Outward ceremonies went for nothing—all depended upon the interior
life and the relation of the naked soul
coming into contact with God. It is
this prophetic power that is needed
more than anything else in these days,
—the power to startle men because of
sin in presence of the searching holiness of God.
A

THEATRE

FOR T H E P O O R .

"A

number of Boston ministers," it is
said, have under consideration the
project to establish a "theatre to provide healthy entertainment for the
people"—a "people's reformed theatre," at a nominal cost. "Students
and young men and women in society" are to be secured as "volunteer
amateurs" in theatrical performances.
This is another evidence of the downgrade movement. It is a confession
(i) that the present theatre is degrading; (2) that "their latest thought"
and "best judgment" wdiich they have

been preaching is a failure; (3) that
they are still wedded to their own
ways; (4) that they are unwilling to
turn to God in their extremity. "Boston ministers," why not try "fasting
a n d . prayer" on yourselves? M^hy
not try "the glorious gospel" on the
people? W h y not believe in the
power of the Holy Ghost on both
preacher and people? 0 temporal 0
mores!

AN

W

EXPLANATION.

E are very much gratified at
the many quotations made
from the April W A T C H W O R D .
The Boston Transcript makes two, and
gives us credit for one from which it
dissents. The editor seems to think
we were aiming a blow at Mr. Rockefeller when we expressed regret that
the Church had turned aside from
world-wide evangelization to build
cathedrals, colleges and universities.
No, we had no such thought. Mr.
Rockefeller is a conscientious and
prayerful man and gives as seems
wisest to him. To his own Master he
must give account. But, our complaint is that he, and nearly every
other Christian, gives by the thousand
for the accidents of Christian work,
and paltry dollars for the essentials.
The life of Christianity is missions.
The Church that ceases to be a missionary church will soon be a missing
church. But the Church of the first
three centuries made its way over the
world without a single college, cathedral or university. The Lord is the
same to-day. H e is not dependent
upon these accessories. His heart
is not set upon having them built, but
it is set upon the speedy'preaching of
the Gospel to every kindred tongue
and tribe on earth. If our hearts
were set upon the same ends as those
wdiich engage the affections of the
Master, we would give our millions
to missions and our rnites to mausoleums. T h e next forward move wall
be a million of dollars given annually
by some one man for the evangelization of the world.

Ebe Matcbworb*
THE

L A T E J A S . H. BROOKS,

D. D.

H I S great and good man has
gone home to be "with the
Lord." At an early period of his
ministry he became a decided believer
in the second advent of the Lord as
the great hope of the Church. For
over thirty years he has been bold,
fearless and faithful in his testimony
for this truth. After the death of that
kingly man, James Inglis of New
York, to whom Dr. Gordon was free
to acknowdedge he owed so much,
Dr. Brooks became the accepted
leader of a large circle of pastors,
evangelists and Christian workers.
H e began The Truth, a. monthly magazine of great ability, and outspoken
fidelity, shortly after, and it has been
continued until now. H e was the
author of a large number of books, all
of them loyal to the teachings of the
word of God, and all of them helpful
to the Christian life. H e was a
brother of wonderful gentleness, and
few would believe that the man behind
the sledge-hammer blows, so often
given in The Truth, had the tender
heart of a mother. But it was even
so.
Two years ago we had a long interview^ wdth him at the seaside in Maine.
Tt was agreed to unite The Truth and
W A T C H W O R D if money could be secured to establish a strong weekly.
But the response was not forthcoming
and the tw^o magazines went on in
their separate paths. It is fair to say
that up to that time, Dr. Brooks had
taught that the Apostolic Church expected the Lord to return in their day,
and that H e might have come at any
moment from that time till now. On
the veranda of the house in which
he was living he said to the writer:
" I confess that your article, claiming
that the apostles did not expect the
Lord to return in their day, is unanswerable. But can you not leave
me the hope that the events in the
Providence of God are so far fulfilled
that I may see Him return in my day?"
From that time on, his testimony
seemed to verge towards the "harmonic" view^ H e thought there w-as
a historic fulfillment of prophecy, but
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that there would be a filling full of the
predictions of prophecy yet to come,
in the very near future. H a d Dr.
Gordon's useful life been prolonged,
these views would doubtless have been
expressed by himself. These two
great men came nearer to each other
in the interpretation of prophecy as
they drew nearer to the presence of
their Lord. Doubtless these views
will come to be shared more and more
as the end draws near.
CRITICISM

AND

THE

BIBLE.

I

N the Houiilitical Rcviciv, wdiich is
becoming month by month more
decided in its defense of the Truth,
there is ah excellent article from Dr.
Howard Osgood fromwhich we make
a brief extract. Let it be borne in
mind that this man is a scholar, and
has few^ if any, superiors in Oriental
lore in America.
This scientific criticism denies the possibility of any one's getting the right view
of the Bible, unless he has learned from
itself; and when he has learned, his conception is totally different from the plain,
unmistakable teachings of the Bible. In
other words, it would shut the Bible aJ^solutely by reason of its falsity, and bid men
learn only an imagined religion and a fictitious history, from which God, and
Christ, and sin, and salvation have been
banished.
T o the Savior's
questions,
" H a v e ye not r e a d ? " " D i d ye never r e a d ? "
this criticism replies with a l a u g h : It is of
no use to read, for the acutest reader can
not recognize the truth. This is the stone
which this exclusive scholarship offers for
bread!
N o man gets to heaven by mere scholarship. All the scholarship in the world
could not buy one drop of the Savior's
blood, or rub out one sin. N o man comes
to Christ by scholarship. Scholarship is
no substitute for the H o l y Spirit. The
H o l y Spirit teaches a man his sin, his
treason against the holy and loving God,
and points him to Christ, t h r o u g h w h o m
alone he can be pardoned and accepted by
God. W h e n he has learned the grace of
God in the forgiveness of his sins, every
power within him stands quivering with
gratitude in hope of b e i n g used in the service of Christ. H e would train all his
mental powers to the most exact knowledge
of the Bible. H e would seek all learning,
not as an end, but as one of the means to
the great end of telling others of the love
and grace and p a r d o n of God in Christ.
Scholarship to him is only the shoeing of
his feet with the preparation of the Gospel
of peace. While rationalism, for a cen-
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t u r y , has been occupying the chairs of universities to banish from the world the only
c u r e for sin-burdened hearts, evangelical
s c h o l a r s of far better learning have gone
t o the habitations of cruelty, to the deserts
of heathenism, to the homes and hearts of
-^voe. They have b o r n e the tidings of
Christ to darkened souls; they have translated the Bible into h u n d r e d s of languages.
W h e r e v e r they have gone with that W o r d
of God, the wilderness and the solitary
p l a c e have been made glad; the desert has
rejoiced and blossomed as the rose; the
«yes of the blind have been opened, and
t h e ears of the deaf u n s t o p p e d ; and the
r a n s o m e d of the L o r d have returned; they
have obtained gladness and joy, and sorrow and sighing have fled away.
A n d let no Christian doubt, in this age
of doubt and unrest and speculation, that
t h e results of a true and genuine scholarship will undoubtedly continue to agree in
t h e future, as they have agreed in the past,
with the teachings of Jesus and of Paul,
a n d that the Gospel will continue to be the
l i g h t of life to men. T h e r e is no solid
r e a s o n for doubting.
THE

A

LOGIA.

T E L E G R A M has recently been
received in London, England,
announcing that the Logia has
iDeen found in Egypt. The word
Lo^ia means oracles, and scholars
have generally admitted that it referred to a collection of the sayings of
our Lord. P'apias, wdio knew many
of those who had seen the Saviour,
wrote an "exposition of the Logia of
the Lord." But, both the exposition
and the Logia have disappeared.
liusebius said that "Matthew composed the Oracles (the Logia) in the
H e b r e w language and each one interpreted them as he was able." Most
scholars agree that the first three Gospels are closely related, Matthew and
Luke being- partly based upon iMark
and partly upon the Logia. These
Logia are supposed to contain the
original sayings of Jesus. What
Tiiore important discovery could be
m a d e ? and how valuable the "exposition" might be to the Christian student.
Nothing revolutionary can
come of the discovery, for the Logia
"was well-known to the early Christian
waiters. Doubtless some conclusion
of the higher critics is to be knocked
in the head again. W e wait with
e a g e r expectation.

A TWENTIETH CENTURY MISSION.

O R E than a year ago we were
censured a little for saying that
the present methods of missionarv work is worse than "playing at
missions"—it is mocking the nations.
W e were scarcely prepared, how^ever,
to welcome an outburst of earnestness
and absolute trust in God corresponding to the ideal missionary, at such an
early period. But the dawn of intensity and heroic sacrifice seems to
be near at hand.
A fewf voung men gathered in one
of the rooms of Brown University
recently to discuss freely a new plan
for the prosecution of missionary
work in the coming century. Most
of those who met had been led to see
and realize the practical failure of the
present business methods used in
carrying out the Lord's world-wide
purpose, and were made to feel that
the nations can only be successfully
evangelized by a revival of the spirit
of faith and prayer in the conduct
of God's business. W i t h this principle in mind a new movement will be
inaugurated in the spring of 1900.
The country to be reached is Africa.
The key to the Dark Continent is undoubtedly its southern end, and here,
by the grace of God, a missionary
colony will be established. It will be
inter-denominational and self-supporting. The first characteristic here
named must sureh' appeal very
strongly to those who have the interests of God's church at heart, and wdio
cannot but be burdened because of its
sad state of division and theconscqtient
wasting of its energies. South Africa
is an extremely fertile soil. There
seems to be no reason why a colony
of missionaries may not depend upon
the bounty of God for their self-support, and thus be absolutely independent of all boards and human agencies.
Paul, making tents that he might
maintain himself anrl come u n d e r obligation to no one, sets a notable exai-nple how a missionary can work and
preach, and the cause of Christ rather
gain thereby.

M

T h e purpose of the mission is twofold: first, to exalt the name of our
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God by furnishing a living witness of
His power and willingness to answer
prayer: second, to evangelize the continent of Africa directly by the missionaries, and indirectly through the
training of native preachers. The
movement has been born of prayer.
Three qualifications are felt to be
absolutely essential for all who would
join in the work; first, a passionate
love for the Lord Jesus Christ; second,
a firm belief in the plenary inspiration, infallibilit}', and divine authority
of the Holy Scriptures; third, a recognition of the supremacy of the Holy
Spirit in the life of the individual, and
in the conduct of the assembly. Persons gifted with talents as the Lord
sees are suitable for effecting His ptirpose, w^hether they be preachers,
teachers, doctors, ntirses, or of
humbler trade will be welcome. Only
such simple organization will be
formed as seems really necessarv to
the eft'ectual and harmonious cooperation of a body of people spiritually
united in love to the same Saviour.
Finally, it is assumed that if the movement be born of God, Fle will supply
such funds as are needed for the inauguration of the w^ork -without Flis
servants soliciting or borrowing the
money, or incurring- debt in any Avay
whatever.

REVEAL

THYSELF.

BY MRS. H. F. THOMAS.

Reveal Thyself to me, O Christ
Re\-eal Thyself to me.
O let me know Thy \A ill in life's dark hour—
I cannot see.
Blinded by storms, I grope my way
A l o n g the stony road.
Searching t h r o u g h midnight darkness evermore
T o find my God.
L o n g i n g for one clear glimpse of Thee
O r else I faint and die;
O h , hear me where T h o u art. and bless me
now,
O hear my cry!
Speak to my soul, that I may know
Thy care is over me.
O r if the h u n g e r i n g and grief and pain
A r e all from Thee.
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T H E LORD'S

COMING.
-'7

BY A. J. GORDON.

W

• - ^

T^'/

H O will be "taken" and w h o
"left"? If with my hand I
sw-eep a magnet through a
dish containing a mixture of sand and
iron-filings it is a fixed certainty that
the iron will ]-»e taken and the sand
left. The law of attraction wdiich will
cause some to rise and meet the L o r d
in the air when ITe appears, and leave
others upon the earth, is equallydefinite and fixed.
In other w^ords, that which has
affinity with the magnet is taken and
that which has none is left. So shall
it be in that day. "The\' that are
Christ's at His coming"—they that
are joined to Him in the intimate
bond of faith will be drawn to H i m
and will be with Him wdien H e is.
As says the apostle to the R o m a n s :
'T'ut if the spirit of Hita that raised
up Jesus from the dead dwell in you,
Fle that raised up Christ from the dead
shall quicken your mortal bodies by
this Spirit that dwelleth in you."
AAdiether we be among the dead or
the living, the Spirit of Christ, the indwelling life of God must be the bond
that shall draw us after Christ.
"They that are Christ's at His coming" is the expressive phrase by wdiich
the "taken" are described. i3ut remember the words of Scripture, 'Tf
any man have not the Spirit of Christ
he is none of His." No outw^ard attachment of creed or profession—no
external bond of monev or religiotis
affiliation will suffice to make us
Christ's and draw us after Him wdien
H e ascends on high. Even by the
washing of regeneration and the renew-al of the Holy Ghost we have received His Spirit within us. It is the
simplest thing to join ourselves to
Him now^ The slightest and most
tremvdous touch of faith, like that of
the poor woman \\'ho pressed after
Him in the crowd, is enough to fix
forever that bond of union that is t o
bear aloft the redeemed from the
earth amid the burning and terror of
that day. But if w-e have neglected
that faith here, no clutching of the
trailing garments of the Son of Man,
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no desperate and agonizing clinging
to the skirts of our ascending friends
can avail and place us among the
saved. Oh, friends, how much is
hanging on our present decision!
The samphire gatherer, of whom we
have read, leaping out in desperate
purpose over the yawning chasm, to
catch his rope that has swung away
from him and which was the only
means of ascent to the upper earth, is
not too bold a figure to express the
energy and intensity of purpose that
should animate us in grasping hold of
Christ's salvation. Yea, it is the very
figure which the apostle uses in the
energetic call, "Flee from the wrath to
come and lay hold of eternal life."
But thank God it is no desperate
venture. If we but throw ourselves
in the fullness of entire surrender into
the arms of Christ, we are sure of being saved. And whether we are conscious of the pressure of His arms
about us now in the embrace of love
and adoption, we shall see them and
feel them at the last day, as stretching
down to us from glory, we hear the
summons, come up, up higher.
W h o of ourselves shall be taken
and who left? I cannot answer the
question, but I can give the touchstone, the crucial test by which every
one of you may be able to answer the
question for himself—Dost thou believe on the Son of God? If you do,
you are Christ's, and if you are
Christ's now, you will be Christ's at
His coming.
I have tried many times to picture
to myself the scene, and to imagine
the echo which that simple phrase of
Scripture suggests, "And the trumpet
shall sound." Shall it be the blast of
Gabriel, louder than ten thousand
thunders, heard round the globe at
once, sounding to every corner of the
dead, waking every sleeper in the
grave and making earth and sea give
up their dead? H u m a n imagination
fails to picture the vision of the great
white throne and an imiverse assembled for judgment. Mind stops short
of this also and fails to interpret the
meaning of that first act of the
pageant.
"And the Lord Himself

shall descend from heaven with a
shout."
It was the custom in England in
olden time for a beadle to precede the
bench of judges as they came into any
town to hold court, and, with the
sound of his trumpet, to announce to
the people that the assize was about
to open. Imagine the different emotions that trumpet blast would bring
to the hearts of those who heard it.
To the criminal, conscious of his crime
and the certainty of his condemnation wdiat a p a n g of terror! T o the
prisoner, groaning under unjust accusation and sure of being able to
establish his innocence, what a thrill
of gladness! T o the guilty one,
trembling between hope of acquittal
and dread of execution, what throes
of alternating joy and fright! So
shall it be when the trumpet shall
sound. Every eye shall see H i m that
cometh in clouds and every ear shall
hear the sound of the trump. They
who pierced H i m shall wail because
of Him, as they see His judgments
overtaking them. They that love
H i m shall life up their heads as they
behold their redemption
drawing
nigh saying, " L o , this is our God we
have waited for H i m and H e will
save us; this is the L o r d ; we have
waited for H i m ; we will be glad and
rejoice in His salvation."
"And one shall be taken and another left." My heart sinks within
me for sorrow as I attempt to carry
out the words into the application. I
wdll not do it. I will ask you to do it
for yourselves. There are husbands
and wives joined together in the
truest unity of love and devotion.
One of them is in Christ, the other
has never accepted H i m or confessed His name. Will both be
taken when the Lord appears? There
are households in which the parents
lo-ve Christ and the children know
H i m not, or the children and not the
parents. W h e n the Son of Man
shall come in His glory, will all alike
be taken? There are companions in
the same pew in church; the one has
given himself to Christ and the other
has resisted every appeal to do so.
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Will both be taken? I tell you, says
the blessed, long suffering Lord,—
the Lord who so loved us that H e
gave Himself to die for us, that we
might be His at His coming,—I tell
you the "one shall be taken and the
other left."
And are you angry at the Lord and
K i n g who makes such cruel separations—who sunders such tender intimacies—who proclaims such an awful separation in the last day? If you
are, I beg you to receive His words to
those who rejected Him—words that
breathe such pathos and plaintive regret as no others that H e ever uttered,
"How^ often would I have gathered
thy children together even as a hen
gathereth her chickens under her
wdngs, but ye would not."
T H E SECOND COMING OF CHRIST.

(A critical objection answered.)
BY REV. N. WEST.

E

Q U A L L Y vain is the critical objection with respect to the teaching of the apostles. Peter knew
that he must grow "old" and "die"
before the Advent. H e knew the
Lord could not come "any moment,"
as well as Paul knew^ it, when told
that he "must bear -vsdtness at Rome
also," and when reading the Lord's
own words that the Church should be
on the earth, at the destruction of
Jerusalem (A. D. 70), Matt. 24: 16;
Luke 2 1 : 20, 21, and that John might
"tarry" till the Lord come. In his
second Pentecostal sermon he told
the Jews that God the Father would
not "send back" Jesus Christ from
His throne in the heavens until they
should "repent and be converted."
Acts 3: 19-21. (Revised Version.)
The Lord had taught him so. Matt.
23: 39; Mark 13: 3. Paul, following Isaiah, 59: 39, taught the same
thing. Rom. 11: 26. H e corrects
the "any-moment" error of the Thessalonians by assuring them that the
" D a y of the Lord," the Messianic Day
of Judgment, the "Day of Christ," "in
the which" the Lord comes, not before it, Matt. 24: 42, 44, 50; Luke 12:
3 9 , 4 6 ; 17: 30;, Acts 17: 3 1 ; Rom.
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2: 16; 2 Thess. 1: 10; 2 Tim. i : 18,
cannot come, and therefore the Lord
Himself cannot come until after the
Apostasy culminates in the last Antichrist openly revealed and at the end
of his career. 2 Thess. 2: 2-4. So
the Lord had taught. Matt. 24: 15,
29. So Daniel had taught. Dan.
7: 13Within six verses of these declarations, and as a special foreground for
his discussion of the Thessalonian
error,—at the very opening of his
epistle,—he tells the Thessalonians
that the Church must go through the
tribulation that precedes the Advent.
H e fixes, in the most positive manner,
the Coming of the Lord from heaven
with all His holy angels (the "Saints"
or "Holy Ones") at the close of the
Tribulation, viz., at "the Revelation of
the Lord Jesus from heaven, with the
angels of His might, in flaming fire,
taking vengeance on them that know
not God, and obey not the gospel of
our Lord Jesus Christ," and not seven
years before it. 2 Thess. i : 5-10.
His open, ptiblic, solemn and illustrious Advent for the Church coincides
wdth the "righteous judgment of God"
to tribulate the tribulators of the
Church and bring her tribulation to
an end. Expressly, he declares she
shall have "no Rest" from the tribulation till then. Exemption from that
testing-time is excluded. To go
through it is to be "counted worthy of
the kingdom of God." The trial of
her faith, as Peter says, is "that it may
be found unto praise and honor and
glory,"—not at a secret unseen Advent seven years previously, but "at
the Revelation of Jesus Christ."
I Pet. 1: 7. And by the coming of
the Lord "from Heaven," he means
no coming from the clouds or the air
to earth, but a coming from His
Father's throne in the heavens to our
atmosphere, and to the lower strata of
it where the clouds are visible to
human eyes. The Rapture of the
Church immediately precedes the
destruction of the Antichrist. It is
then the Lord is "glorified" in the
glory of His "Holy Ones," the angels,
and "wondered at." by "all Believ-
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ers." This is Paul's introduction to
his correction of the Thessalonian's
error, in the next chapter.
In his First Epistle, i Thess. 4:
14-18, with the Lord's "Discourse" in
Matthew, chapters 24 and 25, lyingopen on his table, he formally appeals
to that "Discourse of the Lord" for
the truth of his teaching, and repeats
in order precisely what the Lord had
spoken. H e cites, A. F). ^^. what the
Lord had delivered orally on the
Mount of < )li\'es, A. D. 33, two days
before
Flis crucifi.xion.
Looking
over that "Discourse," and with his
eyes on Matt. 24: 29-31, 40, 41 ; 25: i
he tells what shall happen at the
Parousia there recorded, (i) The
Lord Himself shall descend from
heaven and appear in the clouds, Avith
His hoi}- angels, the trumpet sounding, in visil)le advent, and adds the
"shout" in memory of the resurrection of Lazarus. (2) The dead in
Christ shall rise first. That is the
"gathering" of them that sleep in
Jesus, the resurrection, " O u r p-athering together unto Him," by angelic
ministry. 2 Thess. 2: l ; Alatt. 24:
31. (3) The living ones in Christ
sliall be separated from all wdio are
not in Christ, i. e., "the one shall be
taken, the other left." Matt. 24: 40,
41. The "taken" are the "we, the living ones, left over, unto the coming of
the Lord," the survivors of the tribulation. Matt. 24: 29. The five wise
virgins, 25: 2, 0, 10, awakened from
sleep at the midnight cry, after the
tribulation days have tried the faith
and patience of the saints overborne
with sorrow and care, as the disciples
were at Gethsemane, the living remnant oi His Bride. (4) The rapture
of the risen and the separated living
ones, together in clouds, away from
the earth; the removal of the Church.
Matt. 24: 4 0 , 4 1 . (5) The meeting of
both these classes and the Lord, the
Bridegroom, in the air where the Lord
is, at that time. ]\Iatt. 25: i, 24: 30;
a rapture and meeting which the
Lord, the Bridegroom, then came for
His saints, calls their "Entrance with
Him into the marriage-feast." Matt.
2^:

10.

Thus does Paul repeat, verbatim,
the very events the Lord had foretold
should occur "after the tribulation of
those days.'' J\Iatt. 24: 29. H e
uses the ver}- language the Lord used.
H e gets the resurrection and the rapture, and the sequence of the last on
the first, from here, and from nowhere else. H e adds the Avords "in
the air," because the Greek verb, in
the Lord's discourse,
"para-lambanetai, taken alongside," Matt. 2 4 :
.|0, 41, compels him to do it, since the
Lord is in the air, in clotids, at 24:
30, 31. Paul is an infallible exegete,.
a splendid Greek scholar. H e uses,
instead of "para-lambanetai," the
equivalent Greek verb "harpageesometha, caught up,'' ''snatched away," in
order to express the Elijah-like or
sudden rapid motion of the removal
of the Church from the earth. H e
speaks "by the Word of the Lord,"
"within the sphere of a discourse of
the Lord" ("en logo Kyriou"), upon
the authority of the Lord, in the very
language of the Lord, and silences
all false teaching; the comfort this,
that, though the Church must pass
through the tribulation, and many
die, yet the Lord will come and take
both the holy living and the holy dead
to Himself, to be one with Flim forever. And he crowns his whole
teaching with the solemn admonition of the Lord Himself against the
"any-moment" error, "Let no m a n
deceive you by any means." 2 Thess.
2: 3; Matt. 24: 4. Unclouded sunlight is here! Paul is the repeater of
Christ's own words in Matthew 24, 25.
And as to John, he knows no doctrine different from that of Christ,
Peter, and Paul. In the epistles to
the "Seven Churches of Asia" he describes the whole historical develop-,
ment of the Chtirch till the L o r d
comes,—a development that could
not occur in a moment. The advent
of the "Son of Man" in clouds, t o
raise the holy dead, and reap the living saints, he puts between the 6th
and 7th Vials at the close of the
tribulation, Rev. 14: 13-16, and just
before the destruction of the Antichrist at Jerusalem. ^Rev. 14: 17-20;
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19: I I - 2 I . Six times he introduces living- ones, left Cjver, unto the comthe advent at the close of the dift'ering- of the Lord." i Thess. 4; 15, 17.
ent "Groups of Sevens," and always
It is alleged that Paul taught, hereby,
after the Tribulation. 3: 11, 20; 6: the certainU- of the Lord's return, in
16, 1.7; 11: 15-18; 14: 13-16; 16: his da\-, and so taught error.
12-15; 19: 11-21. H e says tJ-ie
Parousia for the resurrection of the
•'THE S P I R I T OF CHRIST."
hol\^ dead occurs under the 7th TrumBY R. B. F R E N C H .
pet, I I : 15-17. and that the holv living are not removed from the earth
L'r if any man hath not the
a
till after the 6th vial. 16: 15. It folspirit of Chribt he is none of
lows that neither the resurrection nor
His." Rom. 8 : 9 (Revised
the rapture can occur at the begin- \ er.). This is the countersign, and
ning ot the 70th week of Daniel, none know it except those who are
wdiich he has introduced into the "in Christ Jesus"—"who have reApocalypse, 11: 2, 3, 7, nor at the ceived Him"—anii whe) have ce)nmiddle of the week when the "Two ftssed Him. The confessor of Christ
Witnesses" are slam, and the (ireat can answer the fijllowing qtiestions in
Tribulation begins, 11: 7; 12: 17; the atfirmative. Have you the spirit
13: 5, but only at the close of the of Christ? Does the spirit (jf God
Tribulation l^etween the summons to dwell in you.^ Does Christ dwell
Armageddon, 16: 12-15, ^'^'^'^^ the in yt^ur heart !:>}• faith? Are you
destruction of the Antichrist at Jeru- rooted and grounded in lijve? Is the
salem. 14: 20; 19: 11-21. And
Love of God shed abroad in }-ovir
this is at the "end'' of the times of
heart. His Hol\- Spirit, which H e
the Gentiles. To interject the com- liath gi\-en unto }'ou?
Has H e
ing of the Lord for the Church be- made you Christlike?'—gentle, kind,
tween Revelation, chapters 3 and 4, loving, tender hearted'-' Have you
i. e., before the opening of the "First humbled yourself, that H e may
Seal," and so remove the Church exalt yoti? Have yoit crticified your
from earth before the tribulation, selfishness and your selflove? Are
rests upon a total misconception of
you living only for Christ, and for the
the structure of the book of Revelaglory of God? Does your heart go
tion. Chapters 4 and 5 are Ephe- out in earnest solicitude for the consians 1: 17-23.
version of sinners, and do vou embrace every opportunity to win them
Thus in every wav the "critical
to Christ?' Do you love yotir brethren
objection" to the teaching- of our Lord
and His apostles, the charge of self- as Christ loved you? Will you lay
down your life for your brethren?
contradiction, the allegation that they
taught H e might return any moment Will >'OU lay down your life for Christ?
from heaven, and that both were de- Do you loA-e your enemies, and pray
ceived in their expectation, and have for them? Do you with your whole
heart forgive those who have sinned
vdeceived the Church, falls to the
ground. It
is man's
invention. against you and injured you? Do
None ever taught the possibility of an you from the heart pray your
Father to forgive you, as vou have
immediate return, nor "inflicted, for
forgiven
those who have injured you?
1800 years, 56 billions, 764 millions,
If you can answer all the above c[ues800 thousand 'moments' of recurring disappointment." The charge is tions in the affirmative, you may know
false as the "Discourse of the Lord,'' that you have the spirit of Christ and
and Paul's interpretation and repro- belong to Him. But professor only
of the name of Christ, you who have
duction of it, and John's illustration
your name on the Church roll, and
of it are true.
make
yourself think you are fullv obWe must leave to a final paper the
serving
its rules, you wdio give vour
reply to the second part of the "objection" based on Paul's words, "We, the money liberally for its support, and
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pride yourself on being one of the
pillars—have you the spirit of Christ?
Can you answer all the above questions in the affirmative as the humble,
pardoned and sanctified confessor of
Christ has done? Before you go any
further I beseech you try God's tests.
Apply them to your own heart and
hfe, and see if you have the spirit of
Christ. F o r if you have not you are
not a C h r i s t i a n ^ y o u can depend
upon it for God says you do not belong to Christ. If this be your condition before God—I beseech you repent, turn before it is too late—receive H i m at once, and H e will give
you the powder or right to become
sons and daughters of God—and will
then give you the "Spirit of Christ."
May God open blind eves.
BEN
OLIEL
AND
JERUSALEM.
H E Christian JVorld of England
has a delightful letter from Palestine by the facile pen of Christopher Crayon. In the course of the
letter he speaks at length of our venerable brother in whom we feel such a
deep interest and for whose work we
are always glad to receive, and forward contributions as follows:

T

The most interesting man I have seen is
Rev. Ben Oliel. Born in Morocco in 1826,
a man wonderfully active for his years,
you would not take him to be more than
sixty at the best. At Tangiers he attended
the Rabbinical schools, learning Spanish
at home, Arabic out of doors, and Hebrew
and Chaldee at school. He speaks English
with great readiness and fluency. When
eighteen years of age he read the New
Testament for the first time, but his father
took it away from him; however, not before
a spirit of inquiry was raised in his mind.
In 1847, while visiting at Gibraltar, he became acquainted with a Christian friend,
who gave him the "Pilgrim's Progress"
and "Keith on Prophecy" to read. From
them he learnt that Jesus was the Messiah
and the Saviour of men. He then resolved
to come to England to prepare to preach
the Gospel to the Jews. The Committee
of the Society for the Promotion of Christianity among the Jews accepted his services, and sent him to labor in Gibraltar
and North Africa. During a visit to England, in 1850, he translated the Gospel of
St. Luke into Hebrew-Spanish, and also
a number of tracts into Hebrew and Spanish. In 1852 he was ordained to the ministry in Orange-street Chapel, London, by

twelve ministers representing Presbyterian,
Congregational, Baptist and Lutheran
Churches. Shortly after he was r*i'-"'5gnized by the Presbytery of Edinburgh as a
minister, and ordained a missionary of that
Church, and was sent to Thessalonica and
Smyrna, where he established missions.
Later on his old society—the British—
sent him to Algiers, when he succeeded
in inducing his relatives to become Christians, who are now usefully employed in
Chrisian work. Mr. Ben Oliel has been
twice married—first to a daughter of Rev.
B, Lewis, a Baptist minister of London,
and then, after a widowerhood of some
years, to a s^ister of Mr. Seeley, vicar of
Clacton-on-Sea, and a cousin of Professor
Seeley, author of "Ecce Homo." We ne.xt
find him in Spain. In Cadiz he labored
with much success, sometimes having a
congregation of a thousand hearers. He
opened schools for both sexes, where he
had as many as 360 children. His success
provoked the animosity and opposition of
the Romish priests, who started a newspaper to put him down. Thence, for
reasons perfectly satisfactory, he returned
to his old scene of labor in Algeria, and
commenced a very successful mission at
Oran. From Oran he was sent to Rome
to labor among the Jews, and then the
question was put to him—would he go to
Jerusalem? To this question there could
be only one, and that an affirmative, reply.
In the ancient city he is certainly the right
man in the right place. In the first place,
he can converse in Hebrew with learned
Jews and Rabbis, with which the city is
full. It is a curious fact that Hebre_w is
fast becoming a living tongue in Jerusalem,
as is evident from the fact that the only
newspapers now published in Palestine are
two weeklies in Jerusalem, both in the Hebrew tongue. Another advantage Mr. Ben
Oliel possesses is that he can talk to the
Sephardin Spanish Jews in their own dialect, and they, it seems, are the most ancient in the city and the most easy of access; and then, again, as an undenominationalist, he has provided an upper room,
where he holds an English service on a
Sunday, sometimes attended by as many
as a hundred English-speaking travelers
from all parts of the world. His work is
now entirely supported by friends, especially Americans, who sympathize in his
aim. H e has no great society at his back;
he fights on his own behalf, in faith that
the supplies when needed will come. In
his work he is greatly aided by his devoted
wife and daughter, who have established
schools—one of them a sewing-class of
girls, to which I paid a visit. I find the
Y. M. C. A. have a branch here, founded
by Mr. Hind Smith in 1890, and are doing
useful work, and just outside the Jaffa Gate
is a depot for the sale of Bibles. But I
have been somewhat astonished at the bitter, exclusive spirit displayed in some
quarters where I might have hoped for bet-
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ter things. It is difficult for a Jew to make
a profession of Christianity. If he does so,
he has to leave the place at once. The
strong caste spirit among the Jews is also
very great. The high caste will not associate with the men of a lower caste. But
where people dare not go to the recognized
agencies for Jewish conversion, many come
to Mr. Oliel for a chat, and Turks as well.
Such missionary work as he does seems
to be of the right stamp and worthy of
British support. An increasing interest is
being taken in Jerusalem, though, alas! I
cannot say with the Prophet, "Thy servants
take pleasure in her stones and favor the
dust thereof." They are my stumblingblock by night and day. — Christopher
Crayon.
"SOME THINGS WE KNOW."
BY

ITALIAN.

II. T h o u g h he was rich, for our
sakes became poor. H e was rich,—
what untold mysteries of glory lie behind those three words? With fallen
man, the possession of glory is a
matter of pride and boast. They even
seek to appear richer, and wiser than
in reality they are. Not so with the
Christ.
H e makes no boast of his
riches in glory before his humiliation
in the flesh. W e have but the barest
hints concerning this mystery. Once
Mobile praying, the memory of Christ
ran back to the eternity past and he
spoke to the Father of "The glory
which I had with thee before the world
was." T h e Holy Spirit in his ministry of glorifying Christ tells us that
he "was equal with God."
As the
object of worship, in the possession of
joy, in the exercise of power, in the
attribute of holiness, in everything
equal with God. And this inherent
glory and riches were a possession
that he need not clutch as a thief
grasps his spoil, nor guard as a miser
hoards his treasure. There was no
power in the universe that could despoil him of their right or possession.
Of these infinite riches the finite mind
can have no adequate conception.
But beyond all this wealth of glory,
grace melted the heart to miss the
creature lost in the bondage of corruption through sin. Grace quickened the ear to hear sighs and groans
of men, above the symphonies of
angels. Grace looked beyond the
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environments of glory and saw the
miseries of sinful man. Grace started
all the fountains of love, and constrained him to empty himself, take
the form of a servant and be made in
the likeness of men.
H e became poor. W h a t a wealth
of condescension do these three words
express.
The Old Testament furnishes us one instance of voluntary
poverty, which as a typical case may
help us to apprehend in some measure the sacrifice of Jesus.
Moses
nurtured in the palace of Egypt, surrounded with the wealth of royalty,
educated in all the wisdom of the
Egyptians, honored as heir of Egypt's
glory, yet left it all, "choosing rather
to suffer affliction with the people of
God, than to enjoy the pleasures of
sin for a season; esteeming the reproach of Christ greater riches than
the treasures of Egypt." But this is
yet incomparable with the voluntary
poverty of the Christ. H e resigned
the throne of the universe where there
was no sin, that he might lay his great
sympathizing
heart
against
the
wretched sinful suffering heart of
humanity, and bear the keen anguish
of its palpitating pain.
W e cannot
know what he left behind. But we
do know that every circumstance of
his life on earth characterized his
poverty. At his birth, there was no
room for him in the inn. The shepherds were given a sign which was—•
not a babe wrapped in swathing
bands, for that they would expect of
any babe born,—but lying in a
manger. This was truly humiliating
poverty. His parents w-ere too poor
to offer a lamb for him, and availed
themselves of the lesser sacrifice, the
alternative for the poor. [See Lev.
X I I . ] All through life poverty was
characteristic of him.
And it was
only after his death that they made his
grave with the rich.
There is no
stress of circumstance or experience
among the poor that he cannot understand. In the days of his flesh " T h e
poor heard him gladly, because having become poor he could sympathize
with them. And still he can be
touched wdth a feeling of their in-
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Frmity, and in him they have their
best friend. But even as we know
not the height of his riches, we cannot understand the depth of his
poverty. W e must \vait the revelation of his glory before we can have
any proportionate conception of w^hat
is meant by that w'ord. H e was rich
- . . H e became poor.
III. That we through his poverty
might become rich.
Many people
Fecome rich by the making- of others
poor. But Christ commendeth his
grace toward us in becoming poor to
enrich us. What a wretched condition is that of fallen humanity, as
j u d g e d from a heavenl)- standard'
A n d yet how he lifts himself up in
pride, independence and
vanity!
Alas he knows not that he is
"wretched, and miserable, and poor
and blind." H e is poor spirituall}.
At best he but struggles to keep conscience from drowaiing amid the seas
of temptation and the maelstrom of
passions; only to find himself drifting
lielplessly with the tide that makes for
Tuin and death.
In darkness, amid
disappointments he drifts to despair;
Avith no anchorage of hope.
H e is
blind to all glory; deaf to the music of
heaven; dead in trespasses and sin.
Mental poverty is his also. H e boasts
of his increase of knowledge,—yet
•"though ever learning never able to
come to the full knowledge of the
truth.''
Running up against limitations, and falling back into the dark
abyss of agnosticism.
Physically
m a n is poor. His bod}' has "a hundred doorless avenues of pain,''
through which disease invades, and
leaves him defenseless against the
havoc that robs him of ease, comfort
and jo\-, and smites him with misery,
•pain and death. Poor man—physicall)' mortal, morall}- a slave, spiritually
dead, Christ has come to enrich thee.
^^dlen the Lord of Glory left the
liabitations of his infinite wealth,
n o n e of the heavenly host came to
share his poverty amid the wretchedness of sin. But when he returned,
he opened wide the doors of salvation
and bid us follow him out of the sorrow's of earth into the glory of heaven.

H e makes us rich. Rich in spiritual
graces, " m a k i n g us meet to be partakers of the inheritance of the saints
in light"; quickened with his own Hfe,
making us "partakers of the divine
nature." H e became partaker of our
poverty that we might be partakers of
his riches. In tender acknowledgment of us he said to his Father " T h e
glory wdiich thou hast given to me, I
have given to them."
Mentally he
enriches us in the understanding of
the mysteries of God's will, and the
purposes of his grace. H e gives us
the spirit of wisdom and revelation in
the full knowledge of him; enhghtens
the eyes of our hearts, that we may
know wdiat is the hope of his calling,
and what the riches of the glory of his
inheritance in the saints, and what is
the exceeding greatness of his power
toward us wdio believe.
Physically
he will enrich us in redeeming us
from the bondage of corruption;
causing this mortal to put on immortality and this corruptible to put on
incorruption. W h a t those riches include we do not fully know.
We
know the grace that brings us into
the inheritance.
We
have
the
earnests of these riches in our present
righteousness, peace and joy in the
Holy Spirit.
We know that God
supplies all our need, according to his
riches in glory by Christ Jesus. But
our entrance upon the possession of
these riches awaits the return of our
Lord who shall come to receive us
unto himself; and as heirs of God and
joint heirs with himself we shall enter
into the joy of our Lord.
In this
knowdedge and with this prospect our
yearning prayer is always, "Even so,
come Lord Jesus," Amen.
S. S. T E A C H E R S . — A t a recent meeting in Scotland some very sensible
things were said about improvements
in the kind of teachers needed. F o u r
things were specified: first, the presence and power of the Holy Spirit;
secondly, a loving interest in the individual scholar; thirdly, a thorough
knowledge of the subject to be taught;
and fourthly, a practical acquaintance
w ith the best methods of teachinsT.

UDe Matcbwor^•
SELF-DENIAL.
i;V T. C. S T U D D .

I I I . Pleasures.—^It is well worth
while giying up a temporal pleasure
for an eternal joy.
Man)' take great pleasure in flippant joking, and try to salve their
consciences by suggesting that they
get into the good books of the worldly
by so doing-. Surely none were ever
so self-deceived. Could they but see
into the hearts of w-orldly people they
would see there thoughts of inconsistent professors, men-pleasers and
hypocrites. The worldly know that if
we believe the w'ords of Jesus Christ
we would be so dead in earnest about
the salvation of men's souls that we
would have no time nor taste to be
frivolous wdiilst all around people are
under the wrath of God and souls are
sinking into perdition at the rate of
one ever) second. To us Nero is a
monster, for did he not fiddle wdiilst
Rome burned? but Avhat of us followers of Jesus Christ if, while the world
is going to mill we fiddle and dance
and play and joke instead of giving up
our lives and all we have to save
others? "Nor foolish talking or jesting which are not convenient," saith
the Holy Ghost and bold is the one
who dares to say it is not true.
At the end of a solemn consecration
meeting some six or seven students
stayed behind to talk with the leader
of the meeting. One came and said:
"Tell me, do you think constant joking would destroy my powder and influence to win souls?" "I am sure of
it,'' was the answer, "for Paul said so."
A discussion followed wdth the usual
arguments. At last the leader said,
"Are you then going away wdth a
controversy between you and God?"
"I'm afraid, yes," was the sad reply.
" H a v e you not in this meeting on
your knees solemnly given yourself
unreservedly to God?" asked the
leader. "Yes.'' "Then are you going to keep back this and be a liar?"
The look showed the word had stung;
the question was repeated; and the
answ^er came at once, " N o ! I will be
true and give it right up to God."
These young men all got down on
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their knees while he confessed and
gave the thing up to God. Then to
the W'Onder of the leader another made
the same confession and renunciation
and another and another till every o n e
had so done, confessing that it had
been the canker which had eaten into
the very vitals of their spiritual life.
Self-denial has its secret: it is an
open one: Love. Self-denial to one
who loves not Jesus, is a cruel nionster
and tyrant. The secret lies in " F o r
my sake—I am Jesus who shed His
l)lood and gave His life for you and to
wdioni you are so grudging and
mean.''
A Christian is a lover of Jesus
Christ—wedded to Christ, as Paul
said "that we should be married to
another even to H i m -\\dio was raised
from the dead." Self-denial is a fundamental law^ of the Christian's life
because it is that of the lover's life.
It is no hard task but perfect jo)' for a
loyer to deny himself in order to be
able to make a present to the loved
one.
The three essentials of Discipleship
mentioned in Luke 14 are just those
of the married life.
1. The displacement of all other
loves in the bride's heart by the new
and greater love for her lover.
2. The burning desire to share his
cross and esteeming it a greater joy to
share his cross than to enjoy the comforts and luxury of the old home.
3. The renunciation of all ownership for the pleasure of being owned
by her lover and guided by his wisdom and love.
If it's an effort to love Jesus it is
because you are blind and want sight:
and w^hen that sight conies it is always
a case of "Love at first sight." But a
sight of Jesus brings not only love to
Jesus but also hatred of self. Daniel
got that sight and said: "]\Iv comeliness was turned in me into corruption." Job said: " I abhor myself."
It is wonderful how easy it is to deny
anything to a person you hate; why it
is a perfect delight to do so. Look at
Jesus and you will get a sight and
hatred of self and so self-denial becomes easy.
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It is correspondingly easy to giye
anything and everything to one you
love supremely. Look at Jesus and
you can't help loving him and saying,
"all that I have is thine."
The courtiers of Charles I. sent their
plate and je-vN'els to their king rather
than allow his war chest to be empty,
Madame de Maintenon and the court
ladies of Louis X I V . eat the common
black bread so that there might be no
lack of funds to prosecvite the seven
years' war. Epaphrodites risked his
life rather than allow Paul to be in
need. Self-denial is surely not the
effort but rather the outcome of love.
But self-denial for the loved one is
also a very safe and practical thing;
for the lover not only gets all the
present joy of giving but he also gets
the future joy of receiving back all
that he ever gave.
The Queen of Sheba gave Solomon
a very handsome present but Solomon gave her more, for he gave her at
her desire whatsoever she asked, beside that which she had brought unto
the king.
Abraham denied himself the reward
offered to him by the king of Sodom,
so God came along and said: "Fear
not, Abram, I am the reward."
In the Peninsular war a French
major in love with a lady received her
father's letter refusing his consent to
their marriage until he became
colonel. T h e major at once volunteered to lead the forlorn hope, assured
that in this way he would get promotion and his heart's desire or death.
H e was one of the first killed in the
breach. So great was his love that he
gladly risked all and, alas! lost all.
Oh that we had such a burning love
for Jesus Christ. W e may risk all but
we cannot lose all. We are bound to
win.
W e looked to Jesus and lived. Let
us look at Jesus and love and then
self-denial will be the greatest selfdehght in the world.
" H e that spared not His own Son
but delivered H i m up for us all, how
shall H e not with Him also freely give
us all things. And can we not send
back this echo, since H e spared not

Flis ovyn Son but delivered H i m up
for us all how shall we not for H i m
and for His gospel also freely give
H i m all things."
COMFORT.
BY

M

L.

PAREGORIA.

R. S P U R G E O N says: "Comfort
is one of the choicest of divine
nurses"; and those who have
been in the deepest suffering are most
conscious of its truth. O u r God is
the "God of all comfort" and says to
his troubled children: "As one whom
his mother comforteth so will I comfort you." Isa. 66 : lo. But no
comfort comes to us for our own sake
alone. Indeed, it cannot be so, for
the saints are bound together as the
branches of a tree, as the children of
a home and as the members of a body.
O u r comfort comes to us that "we
may be able to comfort them which
are in any trouble, by the comfort
wliere-v\dth we ourselves are comforted
of God."
In the first and seventh Chapters
of Second Corinthians we see seven
distinct ways in which we may receive
comfort from God and afterwards be
used by H i m to impart that same
comfort to others. W e do this
I. By our testimony concerning
Christ as our deliverer. " W h o delivered us from so great a death and
doth deliver; in whom we trust that
H e wall yet deliver.'' V. lo. H e r e we
have Paul's testimony of past and
present deliverance, and his confession of confidence concerning the
future. The deliverance of the past
made him sure of help for the future
— " H e will yet deliver." Too often
when w£ find ourselves in hard and
trying circumstances, the thought of
the natural heart is how to find the
quickest way out. But many of God's
dear children have learned by experience, not to move a hand to take
themselves out of the trouble, but in
quietness and confidence to look to
H i m who is the great deliverer to
clear the sky in His own time and way.
H e has given the promise which all
may claim: "Because H e hath set H i s
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love upon me, therefore will I deliver
him." Ps. 9 1 : 1 4 . This promise was
made to Christ, by the Father, but as
members of His body we may claim
every promise for ourselves wdiich was
directly given to Him. Surely "the
Angel of the Lord encampeth round
about them that fear Him and delivereth them." Ps. 34: 7. "Many are
the afflictions of the righteous but the
Lord delivereth him out of them all."
Ps. 34 : 19.
But deliverance does not always
come immediately. His glory and
our good, both aUke, create a "needs
be" in the delay. But let the delay
continue as long as it may, still, right
in the midst of the fiery trial we are
"more than conquerors through Him
that loved us."
2. We can comfort others by our
prayers. "Ye also helping together
by prayer for us." V. 11. No one
understood the value of prayer better
than Paul. H e who exhorted others
to let their "requests be made known
t o God in everything by prayeF' put
this into practice. In his Epistles he
repeatedly requests the prayers of
those to whom he was writing and assured them that they, in turn, were
constantly remembered by him. To
the Christians at home he says: "Now
I beseech you brethren and for the
love of the spirit, that ye strive together with me in your prayers to God
for me, that I may be delivered from
them that do not believe in Judea and
that my service which I have for Jerusalem may be accepted of the Saints."
Rom. 15 : 30, 31. Again he writes
t o the Philippians: "I know that this
shall turn to my salvation through
your prayers and the supply of the
Spirit of Jesus Christ." Phil, i : 19.
Then, in that exquisitely tender letter
to Philemon, the same praying apostle
writes: "Prepare me a lodging, for I
trust that through your prayers I shall
be given to you." V. 2. True, in the
pattern prayer all petitions seem to be
for the disciples themselves—"give
us," "forgive us," "lead us," "deliver
lis"—but in a more advanced stage of
their Christian life, Jesus encouraged
them to pray in His name for others;
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and the exhortation to "pray for one
another" conies very frequent in the
Epistles.
3. By having a spirit of thanksgiving. "By the means of many persons
thanksgiving may be given by many
on our behalf." V. 12. This is a delicate touch in the apostle's feelings—
he longs for much thanksgiving to
God from the many persons on account of mercies shown to the many.
H o w often it happens, in a testimony
meeting, that the first one who speaks,
gives the keynote for the meeting, if
they give thanks for answered prayer,
for guidance, for patience or for any
other mercy. Those wdio follow,
catch up the same strain and so by the
thanks of many persons, God is glorified. And "It is a good thing to give
thanks unto the Lord," "for all things
are for our sakes, that the abundant
grace might, through the thanksgiving of the many, abound to the glory
of God." 2 Cor. 4 : 15. "In everything give thanks for this is the will
of God."
4. We can comfort by our conversation. "By the grace of God we have
had our conversation in the world."
V. 12. W e speak by lip as well as by
life, and "out of the abundance of the
heart the mouth speaketh." What a
power there is in the tongue! Soloman says "Death and life are in the
power of the tongue." Prov. 18 : 21.
Our words w'ound or heal, disturb or
quiet, distress or comfort. When the
Apostle declares that he had received
from the Lord Himself the assurance
that H e would "Himself descend from
Heaven wdth a shout, with the voice of
the Archangel and the trump of God
and the dead in Christ shall rise first.
Then \VQ, which are alive and remain,
shall be caught up together with them
in the clouds to meet the Lord in the
air, and so shall we ever be with the
Lord," he adds, for this reason "comfort one another with these words."
And what inexhaustible
comfort
"these words" afford. H o w our lips
should repeat them over and over to
the bereaved, so that our "speech be
always seasoned with grace."
5. In V. 20 we learn that we may
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administer comfort by the use of the
promises. " F o r all the promises of
God in him are yea and in him amen
unto the glory of ^iod." The fact is,
ez'cry luwl may be met by a promise.
"My God shall supply all A'our need
according to His riches in glory by
Christ Jesus." Phil. 4 : 19. A promise for the tempted comes with comfort in the hour of weakness: "God
is faithful w-hb w-ill not suft'er you to
be tempted above that ye are able, but
Avill, with the temptation, make a way
of escape that ye may be able to l^ear
it." I Cor. 10: I I . Are we forsaken,
then, he sa^s "In no-wise thee will I
leave; no indeed; in no-wise thee will
I forsake" (Rotherham). Heb. 13 : 5.
6. AA'e can give comfort by a joyful spirit. "But were helpers of )'our
jo)'." A. 24. Paul said: "I am filled
with comfort, I am exceedingly jo) ful
in all our tribulation." 2 Cor. 7 : 4.
"(iod comforted us in the coming of
Titus and also bv the comfort wherewith H e was comforted in \-ou so that
I rejoiced \et more. A\ 6,
There
is a vast difference betw een mirth and
jov. Mirth is monotonous and tiresome, but the joy of the Lord
strengthens and refreshes. Paul requested the Romans to pray that he
might come unto them "with joy by
the will of God and with [them] be refreshed."
Rom.
15 : 32.
How
tenderly he assures Philimon 'T had
much joy and comfort in thy love because the hearts of the saints were refreshed by thee" A^. 7. and his parting
-words to the C^irinthians breathes
the same spirit. "Finally, brethren,
farewell. Be perfect, be of good comfort, be of one mind, live in peace, and
the God of peace shall be wdth you."
2 Cor. 10 : I I .
7. Lastly, we may give comfort by
brotherl)fellowship.
"God
that
comforteth those that are cast down,
comforted us bv the coming of Titus."
V. 6. N o b l e ' P a u l ! W h e n he acknowledges that he was cast dozvu,
comes very near to u s ; and who has
not felt comfort vmder similar circumstances, by the personal presence of
some brotherly Titus? It was not his
service or hi? gifts, but just himself

that brought the timely comfort. All
of us know, in some degree, what it is
to be comforted by the coming of
some friend or friends whose presence
makes the dark and cloudy day like
"the davs of Heaven," because they
themselves had been refreshed in the
presence of the Lord. We, too, may
render divine service wdiile we "visit
the wddow^s and fatherless in their
aflliction." To us is given this precious ministry to the L o r d and to His
saints. And^ bless His name for the
indwelling comforter, wdio makes us
able to comfort those who are in ;iny
trouble, in these seven ways and in
times and ways without number. Let
lis praise Flim for the privilege of being a channel through wdioni H e can
comfort others, by our testimony, by
our prayers, by our thanksgiving, by
our conversation, by our use of the
promises, by our joyful spirit and by
our brotherly fellowship.
"In a world of sorrow
Ever will be known,
Where are found the needy.
And the sad and lone.
How much joy and comfort
You can all bestow
If you scatter sunshine
Everywhere yovi go.
Slightest actions often
Meet the sorest needs.
For the heart wants daily
Little kindly deeds.
Oh, what care and sorrow
You may help remove
With your songs and courage
Sympathy and love."

.^TN: There are four axioms in
man's relation to sin: (i) That sin is
not natural to m a n ; wdiile every man
has sin in his nature, it is yet true that
sin is not indigenous to that nature.
(2) God's love is unaffected by our
sin; sin drives us from God, but it no
more drives God from us than smallpox drives the mother from the child
of her bosom. (3) God takes our side
against our sin; one man prays for
God to help him; another prays that
he may help God; a third prays that
God will do His own work in him.
(4) Sin is in our will, and only when
the will consents do we need to carry
the consciousness of guilt.

Zbc matcbvoov^.
T H E OLD L I F E AND T H E NEW.
BY B. F . ^ [ E V E R .

There is a second step, as may be
seen from John 13: -^y, "Peter'said
unto H i m , Lord, why cannot I follow
Thee noAv? I Avill ja\' dow^i my life
for thy sake." Here is Peter proposing to immolate himself. I pray you,
catch this thought, which 'again
touches the secret of so much failure.
People come and hear that consecration is necessar)'—the putting awav
of sin and the surrender of the life to
God, and then there comes an intention to consecrate themselves. You
hear people saying, "I had a grand
time last night; I consecrated myself
to God." Consecrated yourself to
God? D o you remember certain of
Aaron's sons, who offered incense
Avith fire that had not fallen from
heaven, and will you contrast that
with the offering of the apostles wdio
offered with the Holy Ghost sent
do-wm from heaven? You know^ self
cannot put self to death. You mav
put yourself on the altar, but God
must send down the fire. You must
give H i m the will, but God must do
the deed. The will is )-ours, but the
completion and the act must be
God's. Why cannot I follow^ Thee
now? Because AOU want to do it for
your own strength and your own
glorification. You cannot get anything that w^ay. Although prepared
to die, Peter turned pale before the
servant-girl's question. It is no use
getting wrought upon by emotionalism and appeals and the intense
fervor that sometimes sweeps over a
meeting. You will never get it by
fighting, and struggling, and wrestling, but it is b)' being wdlling, and
letting God take what you are willing
to give. You cannot make yourself
die, and never will; but you can surrender yourself to God, for God by
the Holy Ghost to complete the sacrifice.
There is a third step in Peter's life.
First, horrified, the Apostle said,
"This cannot be.'' Then, he argued,
"If death must come, I will commit
suicide." The third step is reached
in serene old age Ci Pet. 4: i^i: "For-
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asmuch, then, as Christ hath suffered
for us in the flesh, arm yourselves
likewise with the same mind.'' The
former clause reminds us of Rom.
8: 2—"Arm yourselves" means that
there must be a fight—a fight against
your own feelings, against the solicitations of the flesh and the devil,
against the temptations that men -will
put before you. Against all these
things you are, b) the grace of God,
to encase yourself, to arm vourself,
with the mind which was in Christ.
" H e that hath suffered in the flesh
hath ceased from sin.'' H o w do we
"arm ourselves with the same mind?"
The Lord died; H e died for sin, and
H e died to the promptings of sin.
H e said, "Not my will, but thine, be
done." H e died for sin as our substitute, to sin as our representative. In
the person of Christ God saw us represented, and in the thought of God
all the Church, at the moment of
Christ's death, did wdiat H e did. H e
)-ielded His will to the Father; H e
surrendered His owai life to take,
through death, the life which the
Father gave. He, so to speak,
passed out of the world in which H e
had been a resident, to the resurrection world, and, in the thought of
God, we who believe in H i m did the
same.
But there conies a moment, a great
moment in our life, when we appreciate the fact that H e died for us; and
then there comes a moment when we
appreciate the fact that we died in
H i m ; and that is the moment of
identification with Him in whom we
died to sin, in whom we passed from
Egypt into the land of liberty, and in
wdiom we crossed the Jordan. Is
that so? It is so in the purpose of
God. I wish it to be so in my own
life; I choose it; and I ask the Holy
Spirit to enable me to live in the
power and faith of this fact. My
Lord poured out his soul, his soul-life,
unto death; and I now pour out my
soul-life unto death, and I live inside
the keeping power of the Holy Ghost.
I walk in the Spirit; I live in the
Spirit; I yield myself to the Spirit.
Thus the Holv Ghost makes real
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to you moment by moment that
wdiich is real to you in the purpose of
God in Christ, and which, in the moment of consecration, you chose to be
real for you. The Holy Spirit, moment by moment, keeps you in that
same mind. Y'ou make up your mind
that you shall live in the risen Christ,
and the Holy Ghost keeps you in the
same mind; and whensoever the soullife, the longing for praise, the chafing
against the success of another, and
those other evil and horrid things,
rise up in your soul-life, then, in the
power of the Holy Ghost, you have
armed yourself for it. And as you
live so, by the power of the Holy
Ghost, H e is the critic, and will show
you more and more, and show you
deeper depths from w^hich the self-life
surges up, and there will be a perpetual reckoning of yourself to be
dead to the soul-life and its energy.

THE

JEWS.

BY THE REV. E. B. EDDY.
Lam. I V . 2. T h e precious sons oE Zion
comparable to filne gold, how are they
esteemed as earthen pitchers!

W

I T H tears that blinded him, and
with grief that choked his
voice, yet in strains of fine
poetry, the prophet sang the sorrows
of the Jews, sang of beauty marred,
of strength destroyed, and honor lost,
—"precious sons of Zion, comparable
to fine gold," yet "esteemed as earthen
pitchers," and clashed in pieces by the
nations.
I never meet a Jew but I pause to
do him reverence. I see in his sad
face the woes of eighteen centuries.
His history is interwoven with universal history. His dark eye glances
from Egyptian pyramids, from Assyrian palaces, from Roman citadels,
from the feudal castles of the Middle
Ages, from the heights of modern
civilization, and from garment-fluttering doorways in metropolitan streets.
Almost all romance writers have
deemed his services necessary to the
craft or villainy of their plots, and

have so exaggerated some traits of his
character as to wrong him unspeakably, and tempt us to forget that some
of the noblest men of modern times
belong to his despised race. We
summon the Jew as a witness for
Christianity. H e shall bring from
his strange history, reluctant but convincing testimony—a long chain of
evidence, stretching over forty centuries—each link a prophecy, with its
fulfillment—a chain stretching on past
us into the future, as a cable goes
down into the sea. If nothing else
moored the Christian bark, this alone
would be suf^cient to bear the strain
of the stormiest infidelity.
The text suggests a mournful discrepancy between the Jews real and
apparent character—God's estimate
of him, and man's; and shows, in
strange contrast, his past glory and
present shame: his present shame and
future elevation and dignity. " P r e cious sons of Zion,'' comparable, in
God's judgment, "to fine gold," how
are they esteemed "earthen pitchers!"
cheap, fragile, and filled with wrath.
In whatever light the Jewish nation
may be viewed, it is the most remarkable of all that inhabit the globe. If
an exploring expedition should find
in Central Africa, or within the Polar
circle, a race of people which from
time immemorial had been in communication with beings of some other
planet, whose customs, habits, politics,
religion, literature, and architecture
even, were formed after celestial
standards, with obvious marks of such
origin, the whole world would be attracted to the spot, and no effort
would be spared to bring them into
fellowship with the nations of Christendom.
Their cities would be thronged,
their antiquities and civilization would
be studied and copied everywhere.
But you recognize in this sttpposition
the exact relation which the ancient
Jews sustained to the world. Their
history, their religion, their books,
their intercourse with the invisible,
their unique laws and customs, their
bards and prophets—are they not familiar to you from childhood? Are
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they the less marvelous because familiar?
They tell us that their kingdom was
overthrown, their cities destroyed,
their temple consumed; that " for
eigl^teen hundred years they have
been without a king, without a prince,
without a sacrifice, and without an image, and without an ephod, or an high
priest; that the Romans wdio subdued
them plucked them out of their land,
and sifted them among tlie nations,
making them wanderers in the earth.
They tell us also that they yet have
the old scriptures which their fathers
preserved wdth unwonted care, counting the very letters in them, and
handing the catalogue down the generations—scriptures filled with denunciations
against
themselves;
which tax them with astonishing
guilt, and foretell the most astonishing woes, and that they should be precisely what they have been for two
thousand years—a hissing and a byword in all lands. They tell us that
those books wdiich perpetuate their
shame, and account for it, hold, nevertheless, everything dear to them—
their religion, poetry, art, code of justice, ancient promises, and their title
deeds to a country now trodden dowai
of the Gentiles. They tell us, moreover, that their nation, now floating
over the world like the old ark, at the
mercy of the winds, will presently
rest on the mountains of Judea, and
the banished tribes return, and Jerusalem arise from the dust, the queen
of the w^orld.
Are you not interested in such a
people? There is more mystery, and
romantic solemnity about a Jew, than
any other being knowm to us. A
strange charm clings to him, terrible
as he is with his sinister eye, his
clutched hand, his mighty avarice, and
his quenchless hate—a charm we cannot break. " H e will buy with you,
sell with you, talk with you, walk with
you, bvit he will not eat with you,
drink with you, nor pray with you."
The qualities for which he is distinguished are not those that win the admiration of men. The charm we own
is like that which invests the Holy
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Land, now scorched and barren under
the frown of God, but rich in sacred
memories and natural resources,
beautiful for situation, and the joy of
the whole earth.
Wherever the Jews are found they
retain the indelible marks of their
origin. T h o u g h scattered over the
earth's surface, and mixed with every
tribe and tongue, they have mingled
with none, and their race and bloodmarks are purer and more distinct
than those of any other people. They
would sooner give their beautiful
daughters in marriage to any of the
stock of Judas and Barrabas than to
the noblest Christian.
Though essentially one everywhere,
they yet present every shade of complexion from white, yellow, and red
to black, according to climate; and
whether wrapt in Siberian furs or in
turbans and flowing robes, are recognized at once by their features,
their habits of life, their nobility of
character, and their reUgion. In all
lands they cling to the faith of their
fathers, practise the aijcient rites, abstain from unclean meats, eating no
animal food unless it has been killed
by Jews appointed for that purpose;
observe their fasts and feasts, and
transmit to their posterity, not only
their physical type unchanged, but
their moral traits also, forming a
unique people, an imperishable race.

CLOSING HYMN.
BY ROBERT

CAMERON.

Tune, Auld L;ing Sine.

Servants of Christ, before we part
With hands together joined.
With hearts made one by Jesus blood
With feelings wondrous kind—
We pledge each other truth and love,
And pledge the Lord our all.
May God in mercy keep us firm,
May Christ be all in all.
To God the Father, highest praise
Through Christ, the blessed Son,
In Spirit's power, our hearts we raise
To Thee! Great Three in One!
Oh, live within us, blessed God,
Abide, oh, peaceful Dove,
Walk with ovir feet. Thou loving Lord,
Love with our hearts Thy love.
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T H E CHURCH NOT T H E B R I D E OF
CHRIST.
BY A N N I E K. B A I L E Y .

T

H E teaching that the Church is
the Bride of Christ is one of the
greatest and most deceiving
errors presented to the church, and is
wholly the Avork of the spirit of error
and has its origin from the same
source as all other deception and presumption. God's word on this subject of the bride, and the relation of
the true church, or the true body of
Christ to the bridegroom, is clearly
and unmistakably given. Rev. 2 1 :
9, ID, reads, "Come hither, I will show
thee the bride, the Lamb's wife. And
he carried me away in the spirit to a
great and high mountain, and shewed
me that great city, the holy Jerusalem
descending out of heaven from God."
Gal. 4: 26. "But Jerusalem wdiich is
above is free, which is the mother
of us ah." "Behold the time shall
come that these tokens which I
have told shall come to pass,
and the bride shall appear, and she
coming forth shall be seen, that now^ is
withdrawn from the earth." Luke
12: 35, 36. "Let your loins be
girded about and your lights burning,
and ye yourselves like unto men that
wait for their Lord when he will return from the wedding, that wdien he
cometh and kiiocketh they may open
unto him immediately." Rev. 19: 9.
"And he saith unto me write, Blessed
are they which are called unto the
marriage supper of the Lamb."
Luke 5: 34. "And he said unto
them, can ye make the children of the
bridechamber fast while the bridegroom is with them." Thus you see
the Holy City is the bride, the church
only children of the bridechamber,
and are invited to the marriage feast
only. The true church, the church
of Philadelphia, Rev. 3 : 7-11 is the
body of Christ, Eph. i : 22, 23, and
hath put all things under his feet and
made him to be the head over
all things to the Church wdiich
is his body, the fulness of him
that filleth all in all, Col. i : 18;
and he is the head of the body.

the Church, wdio is the beginning, the
first born from the dead, that in all
things he might have the preeminence.
Christ is the head. Eph. 4-15. But
speaking the truth in love, may grow
up into him in all things which i% the
head, even Christ, Eph. 5: 23-27.
Christ is the head of the church and
he is the savior of the body. That he
might present it to himself a glorious
church not haying spot or wrinkle or
any such thing, but that it should be
ho'l)' and wdthout blemish. The office
of the body is to serve the head, and
as the king's business must be done in
the king's way, the best service to God
and our generation is to proclaim
God's truth, not human opinions—to
proclaim the words of the prophets,
but not to turn prophets ourselves—
to let Scripture interpret Scripture
and not hold the truth in unrighteousness. I trust this outline, sent by rec|uest, will be welcomed by every
lover of God's truth wFo reads this
magazine.

LYING.
BY DR. S C H A U F F L E R .

I

S T A R T out with this proposition
that it is simply never right to tell
a lie, and for this proposition, I
give the following reasons:
1. God forbids us to tell a lie. T h e
Apostle says, "Lie not to one another,
seeing that ye have put off the old
man wdth his deeds; and have put on
the new man" (Col. 3 : 9, 10). Even
in olden times the command was,
"Ye shall not . . . lie one to another"
(Lev. 19: 11). In Ephesus 4: 25 we
read, "Speak every man the truth
with his neighbor." In God's Word
there are no "exceptions." L y i n g is
there forbidden, always and at all
times. This ought to be enough for
us, and if we were not so saturated
wdth sin it would be. But men are
so prone to sin that, while in the main
they accept the opinion that lies are
evil, they still want to reserve certain
limits within which they may lie.
2. God is the source of all truth.
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H e is truth. How, then, can he ever
commend that which is totally alien
to him? Can a holy being commend
that which is unholy?
Can an
honest man ever commend dishonesty? Can a pure woman ever
praise that wdiich is impure? Then
liowr can -we think that a truth-loving
God could ever excuse lies? Never,
wdiile God is wdiat he is, will he favor
the telling of lies.
3. Satan is the source of lies.
Jesus said of him, " H e is a liar, and
the father of it" (John 8: 44). All
they wdio do the deeds of Satan are
his children, and this makes liars the
children of the Devil. Is not this so?
How^ can anything be right which
makes us the children of the evil one?
The first lie of wdiich we read was
that told by the tempter, and how
much sorrow^ came from that one lie
eternity can never tell.
4. God will punish all liars. They
shall have their part in the lake that
burnetii with fire and brimstone (Rev.
2 1 : 8, 27; 22: 15). No liar shall
ever get to heaven. This is the distinct teaching of God's own Word.
How^ then, can it ever be right for a
man to do that which wdll keep him
out of heaven and turn him into hell?
They wFo teach that it may be rigiit
"occasionally'' to tell a lie, are taking
an awful responsibility on themselves.
Liars are never right.
5. See the company into which
lying puts a man. Cain (Gen. 4: 9),
Jacob (Gen. 27: 19), Joseph's brethren
(Gen. 37: 31, 32), and Saul (i Sam.
15: 13), Gehazi (2 Kings 5: 22),
Ananias and Sapphira. W h a t is the
w'orst thing we know? about Peter?
That he once told a lie. Is the set of
persons named above the one with
which you w^ould like to have your
name associated? Would you hke to
be called a liar? O r would it suit
you better to be called "an occasional
liar?'^
6. No one wants to be lied to. W e
always 'v\'ant others to tell us the truth.
You never were in such a condition
that you would have been willing to
say to another, "Please do not tell me
the truth, for I prefer a lie." Then
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wdiy should you ever tell a lie to another? Is the Golden Rule true
everywhere but in this matter of
truth-telling? W h a t has come over
men that they want the truth themselves, and then deal out lies to others
according to their own discretion?
It is merely a sign of how firm a hold
Satan still has on men's hearts.
7. If you catch a man in a lie once,
you distrust all that he says. Thus a
lie knocks out the bottom of confidence in the man who deals with untruth. You feel that if he will lie
once he will lie again, if it suits him.
8. Lies always are ready to spring
to the defense of all other sins. The
man who cheats, the man who steals,
the man who commits murder, the
man who commits any crime, is
nearly alwa)'s read)' to screen himself
behind a lie. If men would only tell
the truth, man)' crimes would cease at
once, because men w'ould have to tell
the truth about wdiat they had done.
This Aery fact shows what a dire evil
a lie is, for it is always read)' to ally
itself with eye^^- abomination.

LOVE

ABOUNDING.

Courage, brother.
Do not fear,
Christ, our Lord,
Is alwa)'S near;
Near, to help us.
W h e n we trust;
Near, to try us,
When H e must.
Always loves us.
Always will.
E'en wdien faithless,
Loves us still.
Loves us—
When we're good, or bad;
Loves us—
When we're glad, or sad;
Loves us—
When we're weak, or strong;
Loves us, loves us.
All along.
Love like this.
So full, so free.
Loves on—
Through all eternitv!
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Matcb ^lMng0.
of the higher Turkish
officials
in
Constantinople
and
near-by provinces are Jews. The
Zeitung das Judentums gives their
names and titles,—The Christian Alliance.
TWENTY-ONE

the missionary to the
lepers, has been requested by the
Rajah of the province to establish a
school at Ascoti, promising her the
ground and building.
MARY R E E D ,

A T a meeting in Philadelphia recently Miss Cummings, of South
Africa, spoke of the schools founded
by Andrew Murray for the Boers and
for the descendants of the Huguenots,
in wdiich there are 800 pupils. One
hundred have gone out as missionaries.
T H E French Protestants complain
bitterly of the behavior, of the Jesuits
in Aladagascar. Protestant missions
are destroyed, and Protestant converts are forced to attend Catholic services since the island has been annexed by France. There are 400,000
Protestant natives in Madagascar.
Their French co-religionists are now
collecting funds for the protection of
Protestant missions.
"CIRCUMCISION
was
customary
a m o n g the Kopts and other inhabitants of Egypt, also among the Mohammedans," says A. Glossberg, the
writer of a new book on the subject:
"It was always a religious rite, dating
from the ancient traditions of the
tribe, and seems to have been, in the
first instance, a theocratic symbol,
i. e., it was the token of a bond between God and the tribe which
adopted it. So it was with the
Israelites in the early days, and not
until Israel ceased to be an independent nation did circumcision pass
into a religious rite merely. Circumcision is not confined to the East. It

has been traced to South Australia,
Kaffirland, Daniara and Madagascar."
—Jezvish Chronicle.
BAZAARS.

A s a sign of the times, even these
new modes of obtaining money are
moving very fast from the original
"sale of work" to an "Arab E n c a m p ment." W e were thankful to read
Mrs. C. H . Spurgeon's vigorous protest. She says:
I have seen so much of the evil they
bring in their train—the heart-burnings
and jealovisies they create, the wordliness
of spirit they foster, and the love of dress
which they promote—that on these counts
alone I must judge them as among the
things not permitted by the true Christian.
Bazaars are, essentially, of the world,
worldly, for they suit its tastes, its habits,
its weaknesses, and its vanity, and fit in
admirably with the present terrible mania
for betting and gambling. Let the world
have its own pleasures, and make merry
after its own fashion; we would not grudge
it its paltry joys; but for us, professing
Christians, to imitate and follow such vain
frivolities is to walk unworthy of our high
calling. From a still higher standpoint,
I think bazaars should be avoided and condemned. They are subversive of faith in
God, and a miserable substitute for the
calm trtist and joyful confidence which His
children should show in their Father's
care and love. If any important work is
to be accomplished for the Master, the cry
is not "Let us seek from Heaven the gold
and silver which we need for His service,"
but "Let us have a grand bazaar, and pretty
costumes, and dazzling lights, and songs,
and music, and folly, and dancing! This
will bring the people, and our cofifers shall
be filled."

P R A I S E a neighboring
minister's
prayer, or his preaching, or his pastoral activity at another minister's
table, and you will upset both him and
his listening house for days and for
years to come. Of the six sins that
are said to forerun the sin against the
Holy Ghost, the fourth in the fatal
order is "envy at another's grace."
Take care, then, how you gad about
with a tongue in your head that no
man can tame, and tempt good men
and women toward that sin which
shall never be forgiven them.—Alexander Whyte, D. D.
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UGANDA.

twelve years ago Henry M.
Stanley wrote from U g a n d a telling of
the opening there for the gospel.
W h e n this letter came to Mackay's
attention his decision was quickly
made. Declining
most
tempting
offers of partnership in the firm with
which he had been connected, he
offered himself to the Church Missionary Society of England to go out
as one of the pioneers to U g a n d a and
was accepted. H e was greatly encouraged at first while the reigning
king lived. But in October, 1884,
Mtesa died and his son Mwanga succeeded him. H e was a very weak
man, and the crafty Arab slave traders
easily worked on his suspicions and
fears. Matters came to a head in the
autumn of 1885, when the king heard
that Bishop Hannington was on his
way inland to his realm. A party of
the king's warriors intercepted him,
and by the king's orders he and the
wdiole party were put to death.
And now followed a general and
fearful persecution of the native converts and those who showed the slightest interest in Christianity. They
were tortured, mutilated, burnt alive,
beheaded—every form of cruelty that
the devil-possessed king could devise
was practised upon them.
H o w great the change Avithin the
space of ten short years! Now on a
hilltop in Mengo, Mwanga's capital,
the most prominent object in the
town, stands a fine large church
accommodating
4,000
worshipers.
No-w within the very enclosure of the
king's house, lady missionaries teach
his wives the truths of the Gospel.
Now the drum beat in Mengo calls
together, not excited crowds of people to witness some fresh exhibition
of the king's cruelty, but hundreds of
silent, reverent worshipers.
Now
the hilltops throughout U g a n d a are
cro-wned by at least two hundred
church buildings built by the natives
themselves, and where the W o r d is
preached by native evangelists and
teachers supported on the field; while
in Mengo and the suburbs alone,
2,000 people were baptized during the
ABOUT
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first nine months of 1895. Verily the
precious seed has brought forth an
abundant fruitage. Verily the Gospel of Christ is the "Power of God
unto salvation to every one that believeth."
PROPOSED J E W I S H STATE
PALESTINE.

IN

T

H E agitation for the return of
the Israelites to the land of their
fathers has in recent years been
growing in intensity, and a number
of plans have been devised toward the
realization of this object. The "Zionite movement," having this purpose
in view and enjoying considerable
popularity among the Jews of Europe,
especially those of strong religious
proclivities, has evidently become a
fixed fact in modern life. The Rothschilds and other Jewdsh money barons
have established dozens of Jewish
agricultural colonies throughout the
Holy Land with at least partial success. The most extensive scheme,
however, of the kind, looking to the
establishment of a Jewish state in
Palestine, has in recent months been
advocated by a well-known Jewish
legal light of Austria, Dr. Theodore
Herzl, and his brochure, entitled,
"The Jewish State, Attempt at a
Modern Solution of the Jewish Question," has rapidly reached its second
edition and is attracting considerable
attention. The outlines of his scheme
are the following:

T h e Jewish question, which, like Banquo's ghost, will not down, must be regarded as a national and n o t as a local
problem. As a national problem it can be
solved only by a return of the people of
Israel t o their own land and the establishm e n t of a sovereign Jewish state. W i t h out this latter feature, no plan is feasible,
because history has shown that whenever
the Jews migrate in large bodies to a particular country there they awaken an antiSemitic m o v e m e n t that prevents further
im'migration. T h e organization of a new
sovereign state is a possibility in our days,
as can be seen from the K o n g o State and
the Rhodesia of the Chartered Company.
I n order to carry out this project, it will
be necessary to organize two associations,
with headquarters in L o n d o n , namely, a
"Society of J e w s , " as an instrument for the
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" m o r a l " p r o p a g a n d a , and a "Jewish Comp a n y " to represent the legal phase; or, in
other words, a representative corporation
and a society to acquire possession. T h e
society is to consist of the best and noblest
representatives of Judaism, the object
being t h a t these m e n shall m a k e it a study
how to carry on this p r o p a g a n d a in such a
manner that it will gain the moral assent of
the world. As the business manager, it
would be the duty of this association to
come to an u n d e r s t a n d i n g with the E u r o pean states and t o secure from them the
proper
authorization
of the
project.
U n d e r such an authorization then it would
be possible to negotiate for the purchase of
sufficient territory in Palestine in which to
establish the n(i\v state.
In return the
society would assume a portion of the indebtedness of the Government hitherto in
control of this territory, and would undertake the development of the resources of
the country, build roads, railroads, and in
other ways guarantee the future of the new
state.
W h e n matters had arrived at this stage,
then, under the constant direction of the
society, the work o'f the "Jewish Company" would begin. This w o r k would be
done on a grand scale, based on the experiences and inventions of modern civilization. In the first case, the land which
had been secured by international contract
would now be b o u g h t in accordance with
private r i g h t s ; then the Jewish tmskilled
laborers, the Jewish proletariat, would be
organized according to military principles,
under the leadership of state officials,
engineers, and physicians. It wovild then
be the duty of these unskilled laborers to
build cities in chosen localities, to plant
forests, to build roads, and the like. A
work-day of seven hours, even the Russi-an
and Rumanian Jews, long accustomed to
heavy physical toil, wotrld be able t o stand.
In p l a n n i n g these new cities the chief
p u r p o s e would be the erection of suitable
w o r k i n g m e n ' s houses, each of which is to
have a small garden. It is to be made p o s sible for the w o r k i n g m a n gradually to
m a k e this property his own by the labors
of his hands. In the meanwhile the
laborers are not t o receive any wages from
the company, but are to be well fed and
clothed by them. I n this way it is t h o u g h t
that the peddling system will not find an
entrance a m o n g the new colonists.
The
method of giving the p o o r opportunities
for self-help by labor is to be similar to the
Paris Assistance par de travail or the worki n g m a n ' s colonies of P a s t o r von Bodelschwing, in Germany.
These beginnings of w o r k in the new
state will at once call into existence a
market, at least of the necessities of life
for the s u p p o r t of the colonies; and gradually it will be necessary to satisfy also
wants that go beyond these bare necessities. This will make it possible to b r i n g
into the state the representatives of the

artisan and trade and business callings,
and gradually, by the side of the labor
managed by the company, free and independent labor will find its place.
T h e c o m p a n y has accordingly a double
p u r p o s e : to ma'ke provision that the p r o p erties b e l o n g i n g to the Jews in the various
countries where they n o w live are disposed
of at reasonable prices and gradually, so
that it will not be necessary to give them
away at panic p r i c e s ; and, secondly, enable
the new citizens in their new h o m e to acquire p r o p e r t y at reasonable rates and to
establish business and trade.
In d o i n g
this the c o m p a n y is n o t to m a k e any profits
for itself; only in case of large land speculations can this be done, this gain, however, to be used for the payment of the
officials and other expenses, especially the
establishment of schools of both elementary
and higher grade. T h a t such a scheme is
feasible is seen from the success of this
plan in the case of states in N o r t h America
and in the South .African gold fields.
T h e m i g r a t i o n to the new state is to take
place gradually, in g r o u p s of families,
circles of special friends, or even whole
congregations. Everywhere in the old
homes subordinate societies are to be
established in the interests of the project.
T h e immense sums of money that would
be needed to realize this plan the Jewish
Society, r-s a stock association, would
secure t h r o u g h subscriptions a m o n g the
people at large, as the Jewish b a n k i n g circles would probably not lend their help.
T h e whole scheme is to be a p o p u l a r p r o p aganda. It is expected that the n a m e
Palestine and the seven-hour day for w o r k
will win for the project many friends. T h e
form of g o v e r n m e n t in the new state is t o
be an aristocratic republic, in which every
citizen can live in accordance with his own
belief or unbelief.
The Society of the
Jews would constitute the g o v e r n m e n t .

The Rev. R. B. Hull, D. D., of
Brooklyn says: " ' T h e Doctrine of
the Ages' is a sound, sensible and
strong presentation of a neglected
truth."
The Rev. W. A. Mason, T e x a s : " I
am just now reading your 'Doctrine
of the Ages,' and I must say it is
fresh, informing and suggestive."
The Rev. H . M. Sanders, D . D.,
pastor of Madison Avenue Baptist
Church, New York, says: 'T am free
to say upon the hasty perusal, that the
book is most fascinating in theme and
thought, very clear in style and
abounding in expositions and inferences which are startling."
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And I said, oh, that I had wings like a
dove, then would I fly away and be at
rest. Ps. 55 : 6.
_ The pilgrim is known by his homesickness. The Scotch people I meet
talk about the old country as the
home-land, wdiere their hearts still
are. Dr. Norman McLeod tells howhe visited a Scotchman in the great
Northwest, and as he talked to this
friend whom he was visiting about the
splendid forests of America, the old
man listened awhile in silence, and
then he said, "Ah, but there are nae
linnet in the woods." His lonesome
heart longed for the song of the
Imnet of the home-land. And so the
Christian often sings the homesick
song:
I am far frae my hanie, and I'm weary
aftenwhiles
For the langed for hame bringing and my
Father's welcome smiles.
And r i l ne'er be fu' content till my een do
see
The gowden gates of heaven in my aij-i
countrie.
If thine enemy hunger feed him, if he
thirst give him drink: for in so doing,
thou shalt heap coals of fire on his head.
Rom. 12 : 20.

After the battle of Gettysburg
General Lee and staff' were firing
across a portion of that field on wdiich
some wounded still lay. A Northern
soldier, badh' wounded, lay near their
route, and, seeing the Southern general, he raised himself slowdy on one
elbow, lifted his cap and cried:
"Three cheers for President Lincoln!''
General Lee, on hearing the cry, immediately wheeled his horse, rode up
to the soldier and dismounted. The
soldier thotight the general was offended and had come to punish him
for his bravado. But, instead, he
raised his head and tried to arrange
him so as to make his position more
comfortable, saying, at the same time:
"My poor fellow-, I hope you will
soon be better." The soldier acknowdedges that he -wept tears of
shame after the general had gone on,
to think that he had tried to wound
the feelings of so noble an enemy.

Upon the first day of the week let
every one of you lay by him in store, as
Qod hath prospered him. i Cor. i6: 2.
Many people limit themselves to
giving the tenth to the Lord. That
proportion would fill every treasury
full; but this then is a higher gauge
for the true Christian. The rule of a
man of wealth seems more to our
liking:
"i have bank stocks, railroad
stocks and United States bonds," said
he. "These all draw interest seven
da}'S in the week. Chie of these days
is the Lord's Day. So one-seventh
of m_\- income i devote to benevolent
purposes."

Who shall speak unto thee words,
whereby thou shalt be saved, thou and
thy house. Acts 11 : 14.
In the Ciarden of Plants at P a n s a
certain rare tree grew for nianv years.
It was a thriving and mature plant.
Year by year it was covered with blossoms, and year by year the white
blossoms were shed on the ground,
leaving no fruit behind. After every
promise it remained barren still. At
last, one season, although nothing
extraordinary had been observed,
after flower came fruit; it swelled
apace, and in due time ripened. The
tree for the first time brought to maturity self-propagating fruit. They
sought and found the cause. Another tree of the same species, but
bearing flowers the counterpart and
complement of this, had then for the
first time blossomed in a garden at
some distance. The small white dust
from the flowers of that other tree,
necessary to make the flowers of this
tree fruitful, had been borne on the
feet of bees, or wafted by the wdnd
into their bosom, and forthwith they
bore fruit. This, in the natural department, is the work of the same
all-wise God who prepared Cornelius for receiving Peter's word,
and brought I^eter with the word to
Cornelius.
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There is no man that hath left . . but
he shall receive an hundredfold now in

Open thou mine eyes that I may behold wonderful things out ot thy law.

this time.

Ps. 119= i8-

Mark l o : 29,30.

God never takes but to give.
L o n g ago my chief idol was card
playing.
One day it came to me
that voung men were led into gambling' dens straight from innocent
homes where they learned to play
cards. I immediately gave up whist
playing, and dancing and theatregoing. Soon afterward, totally unexpectedly to me, the Lord opened
the way for a pleasure trip six months
in length from Boston to San FranCisco, going by the Union Pacific,
and returning by the Southern P a cific, stopping in all the large cities,
and in all the lovely places by mountain and lake. And so "a hundredfold now in this time" did God make
up to me for the things I gave up for
His sake, and the gospel's.
Yea all of you be subject to one
another and be clothed with humility.
/ ^^'
.
..
An Eastern prince saw his son
come to court one day m a most
superb and costly dress, and said to
him. My son it is quite right that
princes should be distinguished by
becoming splendor of dress; and I
wish to see you so attired that all men
may
admire
but may
here purchase."
you are in
clothes
that you;
any man
Now the prince, who had just received a thousand compliments on his
gay clothing, felt, as you may suppose, a little mortified; however, he
begged to know what material his
father would prefer. The king answered, "The cloth that I recommend
has good temper for its warp, and
gentleness for the woof; it will never
wear out nor lose its shape, and the
longer it is worn the more desirable
it is." There was another recommendation to this cloth which the
king did not mention,—that was its
cheapness. It costs no money, and
looks equally becoming upon rich
and poor, old and young. Let us all
try to procure it, for it is quite within
our reach: "that ornament of a meek
and quiet spirit, which is in the sight
of God of great price."

In an old castle a king of England
sought entertainment. It had stood
for years silent and gloomy. O n the
night of the king's arrival the owner
of the mansion illuminated it m_ his
sovereign's honor. T h e golden light
streamed from every window far out
over the moor, and men came to admire the beauty of the castle. T h e
Bible without the Holy Spirit_ seems
dark and unlovely. H e irradiates it
and there streams from every one of
the sixty-six books a glory which is
the wonder and joy of many.
Behold, thou desireth truth in the inward parts. Ps. 51: 6.
Suppose my watch was not doing
well, would it do any good were I to
go to the town-clock, and take out my
key, and make the hands of my
watch to point the same as those of
^^^ clock? You know this would do
no good, for the hands would soon
^^ ^^ ^^^ ^
^g ^^^^
j ^ ^ g j ^^^^
^^^^^^ ^^ ^j^g watchmaker, that he
^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ 3.- ^t, too. So it is
^-^^
.
^^^^ ^^st get your
j^^^j.^
^ j-ight, then your hands will
g o right, and your feet and all will go
°- ^^ j JJ^QL;[S
w h o shall lay anything to the charge
of Qod elect? It is Qod that justifieth.
R°"^- ^' 33Horatius Bonar says:
"Henry
V I I I was a warm friend of Cranmer
who afterward, under the reign of
Mary, was martyred. T h o u g h the
king was not religious like his son,
Edward V I , he espoused the cause of
Cranmer. Many of the nobles hated
the good man, and sought his ruin,
The king, aware of this enmity, one
day just before Cranmer was summoned before a court of the nobles,
took off his ring and gave it to him,
telling him if condemned to produce
this ring and appeal to the king himself, promising to acquit him. T h e
day of trial came. H i s accusers were
determined to ruin him and bring him
to the stake, for they hated him and
his religion. They were on the point

Zhc Matcbwor^.
of committing him to prison, when he
drew out the ring and said:
Stay good, my l o r d s :
I have a little yet to say. L o o k there, my
lords;
By virtue of that r i n g I take my cause
O u t of the gripes of cruel men, and give it
T o a most noble judge, the king, my
master.

His accusers were dumb and
alarmed. Tlie case was passed into
the king's hands. H e was delivered
and honored.
The King's ring has been placed
wdthin reach of all of us. H e says to
the condemned sons of Adam, "Take
this ring of mine, and when thy manifold accusers, the law, the devil, or
thine own conscience, insist on thy
condemnation, show it to thy adversaries, and appeal by it to the King.
Thou shalt be acquitted, and enabled
to take up the triumphant challenge."

1600k 1Rotice0.
T H E H I S T O R Y OF THE H O L Y D E A D .

By

Jas. M. Gray, D. D . Revell & Co. This
is a b o o k that greatly delights us. T h e
views unfolded, although quite strange to
the teachings of the m o d e r n pulpit, ^re
entirely in accord with the Scriptures and
with the teaching of the early Fathers of
the church, before Greek philosophy and
c o r r u p t e d Christian faith.
M o r e than
fifteen years ago we published views in the
same line and it gives us unusual delight
to c o m m a n d a b o o k with accurate instruction on a theme about which there is so
much t a u g h t that is unscriptural and hurtful. Send for the book—25 cents will
buy it.
THROUGH

EGYPT

TO

P.^LESTINE.

By

Lee S. Smith. F l e m i n g H . Revell Co.
Price $1.25. T h i s is a very readable book.
It makes n o pretention to originality or
scholarship—it is only a narrative of what
a minister saw in g o i n g t h r o u g h "those
holy fields" in which the Christian world
must ever feel a keen and religious interest.
It will make profitable family reading for
mothers and will be helpful to those who
have not studied more elaborate books on
the same lands.
OUT

OF

THE

CAIN

LIFE.

By

Rev.

H e n r y O s t r o m . F l e m i n g H . Revell Co.,
New Y o r k and Chicago.
Price $1.25.
T h i s is a carefully-edited, well-bound book,
written by one who is evidently a good
man and an earnest evangelist. It teaches
truth, but it is lacking in the p o w e r to grip
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the conscience and to c o m m a n d the attention. As the author is y o u n g he may be
unwilling- to take advice; still we venture
to suggest more study and thought, and
less writing for the publisher.
Life is
short and n o man without a well-digested
message should waste his own time, by
writing, or the time of his brethren, by
reading.
W H A T IS C H R I S T I A N S C I E N C E ?

By

P.

C.

Woolcott, B. D. F l e m i n g H . Revell Co.,
New Y o r k and Chicago. Price 15 cents.
This is a very able, timely and trenchant
booklet and will be of great service to
brethren who need help in exposing this
silly delusion. But it o u g h t to be supplemented by Dr. G o r d o n ' s tract which treats
the question from a purely Scriptural point
of view. Mr. W o o l c o t t deserves the
hearty thanks of every lover of truth for
his strong, brave words.
P O S S I B I L I T I E S . By McClure.
Fleming
H . Revell Co. Price 75 cents. You do
not need to eat a whole cheese to detect
its quality. W e only read a part of this
book and p r o n o u n c e d it excellent.
Its
tone is good, its themes are healthful and
the treatment is inspiring. It will do good
—great good. Just the kind of a book to
put into the hands of a y o u n g man for the
purpose of instilling energy and holy ambition into his soul. It is neither a great
book, nor is it original, but it is a good
book that ought to reach its tenth edition
before the year ends.
THE

SISTER

MARTYRS

OF

KU

CHUNG.

By D. M. Berry, M. A., Canon of Melbourne. F l e m i n g H . Revell Co. Price
$1.50. This book is as fascinating as a
novel, as instructive as a book on theology and as inspiring as a Northfield convention. The author, or rather compiler,
had the good sense to tell, in the briefest
way, how Miss Eleanor and Miss Elizabeth Saunders of Melbourne, Australia,
were b r o u g h t up, converted, and afterwards led to devote themselves to missionary w o r k in China. T h e rest is a skilful
a r r a n g e m e n t of letters written by t h e s e '
y o u n g martyrs to their mother—letters
printed just as they were written, without
any doctoring. Brave, s t r o n g girls were
they, fully surrendered to Christ, and joyfully devoted to their work, and they have
told out all of their heart to their mother
in these wonderful letters. T h e s t r o n g
common sense reminds one of Jane Carlyle, and the sweet Christian aroma is not
much unlike Rutherford or Lady P o w e r s court. T h e b o o k ought to sell by the h u n dred thousand. Buy it for your daughters
and—yes, for your sons. It would be inspiring reading at missionary meetings—
mothers'
meetings—indeed,
anywhere.
T h e s e maiden martyrs of missionary zeal
will do more by their death than could
have been done bv their lives.

W e beg our readers to be graFcious enough to accept this reminder
'in kindness and also to be thoughtful
enough to remit the money due us
promptly. The truth is, we are much
embarrassed for lack of funds due us
now. Again we have to repeat that
the WATCHW'ORD is purely a matter
of love. N o one makes a dollar out
of it and no one expects to do so.
But if the subscribers would remit
promptly in advance we should have
an abundance. Will not you let us
hear from you )un^'f
'
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Report of Niagara Conference, July, 1897.

Addresses by Messrs. Moorehead, Erdman, Stroeter, Parsons, Needham,
Munhall, Hewitt, Congdon, Bates, Cameron and others.
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T h e Comprehensive Bible Corr e s p o n d e n c e Course, by Rev. C I.
Scofield, E a s t Northfield, M a s s . ,
gives the opportunity for a thorough
s t u d y of the entire Bible.
T h e Bible is the only text book.
Full l e s s o n outlines, w i t h instructive e x a m i n a t i o n s are furnished t h e
student.
E a c h student the personal pupil
of Mr. Scofield.
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The Growing Popularity of New England's Lakes.
Some day there will arise a poet or
writer who will do for New England's
lakes what other poets have done for
the famous lakes of Europe, and embalm their beauties and attractions
in enduring verse or prose. The subject, as a whole, is one that has not
yet been done full justice to in this
respect; and, indeed, it is to be feared
that the people of New England
themselves are not fully awake to the
value of this particular heritage that
Providence has bestowed upon them.
There is an indefinable charm attaching to these aqueous gems of our
mountains and wildernesses that is
slowly but surely beginning to impress itself upon the great vacationseeking public, and the lakeside resorts of New England are beginning
to loom up as formidable rivals to the
more extensively advertised, and
hence more noted, seashore resorts.
vSuch glorious lakes, for instance, as
Winnipesaukee, Asquam, Sunapee,
Newfound, Spofiford, Dublin or Willoughby, in New Hampshire, have
already reached a secure and superior
footing as summer resorts and there
are dozens of other lakes and lakelets,—some of them near at hand,
others more or less remote from the
great centres of population—that are
gradually coming into prominence
in this way. Then, too, there are the
myriad lakes of Maine and the glorious waterways of the Green Mountain State, all extending a bright and
smiling welcome to those w h o prefer
the poetry and semi-solitude of a lakeside O'Uting to the more vigorous atmosphere and restless spirit of the
seashore. F o r those who enjoy the
pleasure of "camping out" almost any
of these places offers unrivalled facilities.
Columns might be written in praise
and description of this department of
outdoor summer life in New England,
but the best medium of information
to which the reader can be referred is
the attractive illustrated pamphlet,
"Lakes and Streams," which will be
sent on receipt of two-cent stamp, on
application to D . J. Flanders, General
Passenger Agent, Boston & Maine
Railroad, Boston.
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THE UNITED PAPER.
In the August number of "The
Watchword" and in the September
number of "The Truth," in 1895, a
notice was published, signed by the
editors of the two papers, from which
the following extracts are made:
IMPORTANT NOTICE.

"The editors of 'The Truth' and
'The Watchword' have had a conference about the interest of the periodicals under their control. They agreed
that it would be better to unite the two,
and, if possible, to send forth a new
journal with a new name. Its aim will
be, like that of 'The Truth' and 'The
Watchword,' to maintain the plenary
and verbal inspiration of 'The Holy
Scriptures;' the deity of our Lord
Jesus Christ; His atoning sacrifice for
sin; the utter ruin of man's nature; the
need of regeneration by the Holy
Ghost; the blessed privilege of a life
separated unto the Son of God; the
literal resurrection of Jesus Christ; the
literal resurrection of the body and
the personal and premillennial coming
of our Lord as the hope of the church
and of every believer.
"These vital truths will be kept constantly in view, together with suitable
expositions of God's word, and current events that touch the honor of
our Redeemer.
"Amid the increasing tokens of a
frightful apostasy, there must be many
in the various denominations who will
regard it as a privilege and joy to aid
in the establishment of such a pape^.
But every one, without exception,
who sympathizes with its purposes,
must accept the individual responsibility of doing all that is possible to further the enterprise."
The recent departure of the bravehearted Dr. Brookes, brought this desire to unite the two papers to the
front again. After considerable conference with the many brethren who
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have contributed to both papers, and
after consulting brethren who have
helped to continue "The Watchword"
since Dr. Gordon passed away, the
subscription list of "The T r u t h " has
been bought.
Further help from
friends interested will be necessary in
order to complete the purchase, and
we will be glad to answer all inquiries
to those willing to assist in keeping
open this door for testimony. W e believe that still further cooperation
amongst those papers which stand for
"the old paths wherein is the good
way" is to be realized in the near
future.
It is scarcely necessary to say that
so long as the word of God remains
unchanged the teaching of these columns must continue along the same
lines as in the past. The utmost liberty will be allowed to brethren, uitder
their own signature, to express their
views in our columns, but these
writers and not the editor must accept
the responsibility of what they write.
A revised list of regular contributors
will be published in the next number,
which will probably appear in a new
form.
SPECIAL NOTICE.
Consolidation of The Truth and
Watchword.
The readers of "The T r u t h " (founded and edited by the late James H .
Brookes, D. D.) will remember that
in the issue of October, 1895, an intimation was made by the editor that
a consolidation might be effected with
"The Watchword." The following
extract from Dr. Brookes' editorial
note on the subject expresses his sympathy with the proposition:
" D u r i n g the past summer the editors of 'The Watchword' and 'The
Truth' had an interview, at which it
was suggested that the two magazines
should be united if possible.
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"Both editors agreed that there
ought to be a periodical of strong
character, interdenominational or undenominational, advocating the personal and pre-millennial coming of the
Lord and kindred truths.
"It was therefore determined to
sound the wishes of Christians in various churches, who are in sympathy
with the views of the proposed periodical, unflinchingly holding the verbal inspiration of the Holy Scriptures,
and the doctrine of our Lord's premillennial coming, which Prof. Harnack properly says, grows out of the
conviction that the W o r d of God
means what it says, and says what it
means. Of course such views are oldfashioned; but never has there been a
greater need of a bold, persistent and
strenuous defense of old-fashioned
views, when the Bible is so generally
regarded as teaching nothing at all,
except a vague, mystical and mythical
sense of something or other, without
reality or substance."
It was not found practical or possible, at that time, to consummate
the arrangement, but since the calling
to his reward of the editor of "The
Truth," the change has seemed advisable to all concerned, including the
family of the late beloved editor.
T h e two periodicals have stood for
the same vital truths; it would seem,
therefore, the part of wisdom, when
the field is at best limited, to consoHdate in one strong magazine, rather
than divide the interest and support
on two or more so nearly identical in
aim.
In transferring in technical terms
"The Truth" and our "good-will" to
the publishers of the "Watchword,"
we by no means lose our entire identity with the new consolidated paper
or the truths for which it will stand,
but shall seek with whatever means at
our command, as opportunity presents, to enlarge the. usefulness of a
magazine which we feel assured is destined to fill an important place in the
defense of the Scriptures, and in the
extension of the Kingdom.
D u r i n g the years we have published
" T h e Truth," it has been a joy to be

WATCHWORD.
brought in contact with the many
friends who appear upon our lists as
subscribers.
In thus severing this
connection, we can but say that the
strongest factor has been a desire to
render possible the consummation devoutly wished by the late editor, the
new editor and subscribers to both
papers. T h e upbuilding of one stalwart defender is much better than
even a friendly division of forces, and
we sincerely trust that the consolidation may result in the development of
a magazine mighty in the defense of
the Faith.
With assurance of cordial cooperation, and bespeaking the sympathy
and support of all our past subscribers.
Sincerely,
F L E M I N G H. REVELL,
President F . H . R. Co.
This number is devoted to a report
of the Niagara Conference. The addresses given will be of great interest
to otir readers. O u r next issue will
also be a double number, and will be
devoted principally to reports of
Northfield Conferences. W e do not
hold ourselves responsible for all that
is taught by any of the speakers, nor
is our paper in any sense the organ of
these Conferences.
W e are truly grateful for the patient forbearance of our friends during
the long interim since the May number was issued. W i t h our new arrangements we expect to issue the
paper promptly hereafter, but our
expenses will be greatly increased,
and we must request all who are in
arrears to remit to us promptly.
"The Truth," founded by Dr.
Brookes and " T h e
Watchword,"
founded by Dr. Gordon, have been
united. This will secure what many
brethren have long desired and
give us a large list of subscribers that
will enable us to devote time and
money to making this paper a strong
and able advocate of "the primitive
faith, the primitive hope and the primitive love."

THE

WATCHWORD.

E x t r a copies of this Special N u m ber will be supplied at 25c. per copy.
NIAGARA

BIBLE
ENCE.

CONFER-

By Mrs. George C. Needham.
The twenty-first annual meeting
for Bible study has again convened
at the familiar and restful spot,
Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ontario.
Truly salvation beautifies the meek,
and they who trust in the Lord renew
their strength as the eagle; and even
in old age are full of sap and green.
Those who thus met again, after
twelve months' separation, saw little
outward change in one another, save
that each had mellowed and ripened
under the sunshine of grace, and
through the shadows of sorrow; and
all seemed closer drawn to one another in fellowship than even on former years. Each had known the personal experiences of chastening, and
each had bowed their hearts before
a common sorrow, in the loss of Dr.
J. H . Brookes, the beloved president
of the Conference. But courage was
blended with seriousness on every
well-known face; for God, their Rock,
is unchanged, and Jesus Christ, their
coming Lord, is the same yesterday,
to-day and forever.
From the opening day, it was manifest that the tokens of favor with
which the Holy Spirit had stamped
this gathering'in former seasons, was
to be repeated and renewed this year.
In the first testimony from the platform, based on the Epistle to the
Philippians, Dr. H . ]\I. Parsons, of
Toronto, gave the keynote. It was
laid upon the conscience of each believer that they were to recognize the
unity of the body of Christ; and in an
especial manner, while thus assembled together, personally endeavor to
preserve that unity. If the Convention was lo result in profit and edification, each Avas to remember that himself was a channel for the Spirit's
manifestation to the whole congregation. If the teachers were to teach
with clearnessand power, eachlistener
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was responsible to aid in furthering
this by prayer for one another, and
mutual forbearance toward one another, because any carnal spirit of
bitterness or criticism secretly entertained, would reflect itself in public
damage to all.
The important exhortation was
manifestly sealed to many hearts;
for from the commencement of the
meeting, a beautiful spirit of unity,
tenderness and yieldingness seemed
all pervasive. It was easy to realize
that brethren were interceding for
one another.
Clear and helpful expositions have
been given, covering a wide range of
topics drawn from the Prophecies,
the Gospel and the Epistles. Studies
in the Minor Prophets- were made the
special feature of this year's programme, with daily studies on the
Holy Spirit. All have been so profitable, it would be difficult to designate
which should take precedence. It
may be suitable, however, to say that
those who gather at Niagara Conference are, in a very pronounced sense
"Lovers of Israel." Hence the addresses of Prof, E. F. Stroeter, God's
honored missionary to the Jews, were
received with particular pleasure by
the listeners. Himself not a Hebrew,
the cause of Zion had nevertheless
burned itself into his soul, and made
him a fervid proclaimer of the promises and blessing awaiting the seed of
Abraham.
Dr. W. J. Erdman, the faithful secretary of so many years, has presided
as usual, directing affairs with graciousness, modesty and patience.
W h a t the Orient is to a pearl, what
the brilliance is to a gem, is Dr. Erdman's Lord's Day morning Bible
class to the whole convention. It is
a point of light that brightens all the
other days.
Around Dr. Erdman, on the public
platform, or in the secluded grove,
where business is wont to be transacted, have been seen the familiar
faces of the teaching brethren, Drs.
Parsons, ^Moorehead, Stroeter, ]Munhall, Cameron, Needham, Wardrope,
SteAvart, Norton, Kyle, Congdon,
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Bates and others whose fellowship is
of more recent date.
Several faces were missed among
the teachers of former vears. Greetines were received from them, and
they were remembered in prayer. One
session of the convention was devoted
to a memorial service in memory of
James Hall Brookes, the deeply revered president, who had been called
into the presence of his Lord, a few
months previous. It was a tender
and remarkable service, conspicuously characterized by the absence of
personal eulogy of the departed, but
emphasized by thanksgiving for what
the grace of God had wrought in and
through His servant. Many brethren
contributed touching incidents of
their acquaintance with Dr. Brookes,
all showing that in a singular degree
the lamb and the lion were combined
in his nature. Fearless and outspoken on all that concerned the
honor of his Lord, or the spiritual integrity of His Word, he was, in all
personal dealings with men, simple
and gentle as a child.
To an uninitiated on-looker, Niagara Convention must be something
of a mystery. In the quietest and
sweetest of retreats, without ostentation and with only the nearest semblance of advertising; with no attractions of singing or musical instruments. without badges, salutes, mottoes, sensational oratory, or any of
the usual accessories of a modern conventicle, a large company of sober,
cultivated,
well-mannered
people
come together, year after year, ostensibly to study concerning "the things
of the Kingdom of God." In private
they utter no shibboleth; in pubhc
they ventilate no hobby. What, a
stranger might ask, is the invisible
bond which draws all these people
from their remote homes, to this common centre? Advent Conventions,
Keswick Conventions, Healing, Holiness, Missionary, Temperance Conventions, all bear marks for easy diagnosis. But what is Niagara Convention?
To answer is both hard and easy.
In Apostolic days the name "Be-

hever" stood for all that involved
separation unto Christ, and the reproach of His cross. The name
"Christian' to-day is lost in an accretion of woridly maxims and practices,
The Niagara company are simply
aiming to manifest the primitive. New
Testament idea of an ecclesia
Looking, all of them for the
speedy personal return of the Lord
Jesus, makes its members unworidly.
Recognizing the blood as the only
ground of redemption, makes them
distinctly evangelical.
Discerning
their common standing as sons of
God, suppresses all show of denominationalism. And, realizing their call
out from the world, to walk in Christ
in separation, hinders them from following in any of the carnal ways of
modern conventicles, or resorting to
any worldly devices for capturing the
masses.
These brethren may not, and do
not see eye to eye in all minor points
of truth, particularly prophecy. But
as all are agreed on the major facts
of a literal and pre-millennial return
of Jesus Christ, and a restoration of
the Jewish Commonwealth, their harmony in the Spirit is unbroken and
remarkable. They most thoroughly
apprehend their duty as saved ones
to give the Gospel to the unsaved,
hence missionary zeal and missionary
benevolence is a strong feature of the
Conference. But this principle, like
the undertow of the sea, is so quietly
exercised, that the Day of Judgment
alone will reveal how many foreign
or home missionaries were born under the Niagara pavilion,
Such is the Niagara Conference, an
unattractive mystery to the worldling; but as precious as rubies to those
who have felt the power of its teachings. To have sought to write up
other than in a general way, to have
attempted to delineate the graces or
the gifts of the different speakers individually, would be contrary to the
grief to the Spirit, from whom alone
these teachers have received their endowment utterance.
Plainfield, N. J.
^,.4

THE
WHAT SAITH T H E SCRIPTURES?
(Report of the Niagara Conference.)
F o r fourteen consecutive years the
Believers' meeting for Bible study has
been held at Niagara-on-the-Lake,
Canada, and hence has come to be
known as the Niagara Conference.
Before locating at Niagara its meetings for several years were held in
various places. This quiet retreat on
the shores of Lake Ontario is an ideal
spot for such a gathering. The pavilion in which the meetings are held
is right on the bluff, in a private park
of the Queen's Royal Hotel, near the
mouth of the Niagara River, and is
most charmingly situated.
Those who have been in yearly attendance at this conference testified
that in interest and teaching it was
fully up to previous years. The meetings began on July 7th, 1897, and
lasted until the 13th of July, inclusive.
O n the first few days the attendance
was not quite so large as usual, owing
doubtless to the intense heat that prevailed, but in the closing days, when
the weather was cooler, the attendance was as large as at any time in its
history.
The familiar faces of some of the
accustomed teachers were absent,
notably Dr. Brookes, who had passed
away on the previous Easter morning. Dr. Albert E r d m a n and Dr. C.
I. Scofield were unable to be present.
T h e Conference was made up of men
and women who study their Bibles,
and as the various teachers unfolded
the Word, the one question pressing
for answer was. W h a t saith the Scriptures ?
,' Morning and afternoon sessions
were held, while in the evenings the
meetings were given up largely to
the promotion of missionary enterprise, and the answering of questions
concerning difficult passages of Scripture. Daily prayer meetings were
also held. In the following report of
the various addresses, it will be noticed that in most instances the passages of Scripture under discussion
are simply named rather than repro-
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duced in full, so that the reader will
need to refer to the Bible itself for an
intelligent understanding of the context.
THE EISTLE TO T H E PHILIPPIANS.
By the Rev. Dr. H . M. Parsons.
The speaker began by referring to
the custom of the Conference to have,
at its opening session, some testimony
from the Word of God regarding the
Holy Spirit, and then read John 6:
53-63 and 16: 7-15.
Turning to the Epistle, after prayer
by Evangelist John Currie, Dr. Parsons said: It is necessary to remember the occasion on which this letter
was written to the church at Philippi.
That church administered often to
Paul's wants when he was in trouble,
and it had greatly encouraged his
heart. T h e apostle was very fond of
this church. The elder in bringing
the gift had risked his life.
The
Epistle is remarkable for the wonderful transitions from the great truth
concerning the Holy Spirit, to the individual application of it in almost
every chapter. In this Epistle we see
the presence of the Holy Spirit.
The apostle was at Rome, where he
had taught two years in his own hired
house. There was great commotion,
but he rejoiced in the testimony given
that Christ might be magnified. It
is a little singular that his bondage
at this time was probably increased,
as there was a change of rulers, but
though his troubles increased, they
were transmuted into joy, gilded with
the tokens of God's love, and therefore there is great instruction to us.
Whatever hardships we may be called
to bear, God can make the temple of
His spirit luminous under every possible condition, to the spreading of
the light and knowledge of the Lord
Jesus.
The main thought of the Epistle is
the "supplies" of the Holy Spirit, as
indicated in chapter i : 19 and 4: 19.
Chapter i : 19 the supply is through
the Holy Ghost, and through your
prayer.
In the salutation of the
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Epistle the Holy Spirit is not mentioned because he is the speaker, but
the believers of that time recognized
his voice in the record which God had
sealed
In 1:20 the office of the Holy Spirit
is to create life. Life must be the
first thing. The first chapter is taken
up with the consecration of the whole
hfe unto Jesus, that he might be glorif^ed, whether by the apostle's Hfe or
death.
In 2: verses 1-2 service is the
thought. We must serve God.
Have we His mind? Can we do
it? Fellowship means partnership,
If the believer is filled with the
Holy Ghost, then the Holy Ghost
has taken up his residence with
him, and if he wants help and strength
to do anything, the Holy Spirit is
there to do it; hence he is for service.
In the third chapter we have the
worship of God. It is very important
that believers should know what this
is, for to-day anything is called worship that has a kettle drum in it. In
verse 3, true circumcision is pointed
out—it is the cutting off from the defilement of sin the flesh and the world.
Let us worship God in the spirit, rejoicing in Christ Jesus, and putting
no confidence in the flesh, even educated and pious flesh, which has the
form and semblance without the
power of godliness. This is one of
the things mentioned in the prophecy
concerning perilous times. We know
some who thought they were following the lead of the Spirit, but they
found it to be one of those will-of-thewisps leading them into darkness.
The keynote of the fourth chapter
is the joy of the Lord. It is found in
verse 11. That is the secret of contentment. It is the highest experience which enables everv believer to
have victory right along'the line.
In the first chapter we have life in
its power and fullness and surrenng.
The highest privilege of the saint is
to suffer with Jesus Christ. In the
second chapter we have the partnership of the Spirit. Work out your
own salvation with fear and trembling for it is God that worketh in

you. Persecution is not gone, but is
as real to-day as in St. Paul s time
A great many _ Christians thmk that
if a Christian is persecuted he must
be a bad man, especially when prominent men swear lies against him.
But amidst his persecution Paul is
filled with joy, is perfectly placid, and
gave all the glory to Christ,
In the third chapter, which is the
most important, he comes mto the
realm of personal responsibility.
Consider the motive to service on us
as children of God. First, to be conformed to the death of Christ, verses 10
and i i . Paul expected to be conformed to Christ in his humiliation
as well as glory. In verse 11 it is
the out-resurrection from among
the dead, meaning the first resurrection. The motive of all service in
Jesus Christ was to glorify God. In
verse 14 Jesus is on the judgment
seat, and believers are called there
to receive the prize for the things
done in the body. The figure is one
of progressive movement in faith and
action.
The motive power that
should govern each one of us is the
great glory of Christ at His appearing. Get out of everything that is
going to dim your share of that
glory.
Another motive, our conversation
and citizenship is in heaven, and that
is where we abide. The fourth chapter is taken up with joy in the Lord,
not joy in riches, in service, in
each other, but in the
Lord,
There is nothing in this epistle which
savors of rebuke, but there is a wonderful mingling of joy and suffering, humiliation and glory. The
speaker concluded by briefly recapitulating the points he had mentioned and then offered prayer,
H I N T S ON H O W T O STUDY
^ - ^ ^ ^ Q ^ R GOSPELS,
This part of the opening programme proved to be very instructive. The Rev. W. J. Erdman was
the leader, and he also opened the
suggestiveness of the occasion by reminding them that there were four
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Gospel of Jesus as the Son of God,
and for the sons of God. Just what
Jesus is in each Gospel, said he, is
what
you
and
I
ought
to
be and are expected to be. W e
cannot understand any of the Cospels without the Old Testament. In
illustration of this the speaker mentioned how a Chinese merchant went
to a strange city to dispose of his
merchandise, and while there he
heard of a strange religion, bought
the book which dealt with it, went
home, gathered his neighbors together and read the book to them,
Two years later he went back again
to that seaport, made his way to the
mission house, and inquired whether
there was another book like the one
he had been using. They told him
there was the Old Testament. H e
said the book he had kept referring
to some other book, and he wished a
copy of it, and so they gave him a
copy of the whole Bible. H e was
better than the higher critics for he
distinctly saw there was no understanding of many passages in the
New Testament without the Old.
The Gospel, according to Matthew,
is the Gospel of Jesus as the King,
Mark, of Jesus, as the servant. Luke,
of Jesus, as the man; John, of Jesus,
as God. The first three Gospels present Jesus as prophet, priest and
K i n g in his man-ward relation, but
the Gospel, according to John in his
God-ward relation. The Gospel of
John was written last to fill up that
which was simply hinted at in the
other Gospels. The first three Gospels contain a good deal of what may
be called the office work of the Lord
Jesus Christ, but the fourth gives the
manifestation of his person and nature.
Professor Stroeter said, the first
three' Gospels were written before
Jerusalem was destroyed, and the
Jewish state was abolished. John's
Gospel was not written until long
after the destruction of Jerusalem,
J o h n only mentions the kingdom five
times, and they are easily reducible
to two, for they were only spoken
on two occasions. The otner Gos-
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pels are bristling with references to
the kingdom, it being mentioned
about 113 times. W e must remember the times when the Gospels were
written and especially their dispensational settings.
Dr. Munhall said the fourth Gospel really manifests the life of the Son
of God. I once heard a certain man
state in lecturing that the Deity of
Jesus Christ could not be proved excepting from John's Gospel which
was written when he was in his dotage. I said to myself, that's a lie,
and went to work and prepared a
Bible reading on the Deity of Christ
from the three Synoptic Gospels. I
have found a good deal of help in
studying the Gospels to compare
them with each other, noting the salient facts. By doing this work yourself rather than using the helps that
are so numerous, you will get familiar with them.
Professor
Moorehead
said
it
should not be forgotten that the Gospels are not designed to be a full
and complete life of the Lord Jesus
Christ. Their brevity precludes that
idea, otherwise how account for the
omission of almost thirty 3^ears out
of that life in such a record. Second,
there is a difference between the
three Gospels known as the Synoptists, and John, especially in this aspect. The three do not touch the
Judaean ministry scarcely at all.
They imply they were acquainted
with it, but they do not record it as
John does.
W h y ? Probably they
omitted the Judaean ministry from
Providential reasons. Reynolds, an
English writer, suggests this when
they wrote some of the persons
prominent in the Judaean ministry
were still living in
Jerusalem,
and to have written about them
would have been to expose them to
persecution and anger and possibly
death, and so all that in the patience
and love and grace of God was held
back until Jerusalem was gone, and
the disciples likewise, and then John
brought it all out.
Rev. George C. Needham said
Matthew, Mark and Luke present
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the outward acts in the ministry of
Jesus, while John seems to have furnished the motive: "My meat is to
do the will of him that sent me."
Three Gospels give us pictures of the
temple from the outside, but the
fourth gives a glimpse of the Shekinah Glory. One of the marked
epochs in my Spiritual life was when
as a young convert I had a little book
put into my hands on the characteristics of the four Gospels.
Dr. Stewart said, in studying Matthew, for instance, it would be a good
thing for you to try and make your
own summary of that Gospel in connection with the King, for it is the
Gospel of the kingdom.
Consequently, you have the birth of the
King, the flight of the King, the
testing of the King, the manifesto of
the
King, the
foregleam of the K i n g as
in
the
Transfiguration, etc.
Make your
own table of contents of the Gospel and in this way you will get a
glorious glimpse of the King that
you will not get in any other way.
T H E E P I S T L E TO T H E GALATIANS.
By the Rev. F . E. Howitt.
Mr. Howitt gave three different
readings on Paul's Epistle to the
Galatians. In the first reading he
said that Galatia formed a central
province of Asia Minor, and was
peopled by a frank, impetuous people. The Gauls find their modern
representatives in the Freaich and
Irish of to-day. In 278 large numbers
of
them
overran
Asia
Minor,
but
they
were
finally
confined to Galatia. Paul visited
Galatia for the first time in his
second missionary journey in 51 and
again in 54, during his third missionary journey. Probably he was the
first to preach the Gospel to the Gentiles, but possibly St. Peter may have
previously preached to the JewSj as
his Epistle is directed to the strangers scattered through Galatia, etc.
This Epistle of Paul was written
probably from Ephesus or Corinth

about 54, 57, but not from Rome. All
the Epistles written by Paul at Rome
have some reference to his prison life,
and the Epistle t o the Galatians has
no such reference, besides, the dates
do not coincide at all with his dwelling at R o m e .
Notice some of the characteris.tics
of the Epistle. It is peculiarly Pauline. It is the only Epistle of his fourteen written with his own hand.
Chap. 6: I I literally is, " Y e see how
large letters I have written unto you
with mine hand."
It is largely autobiographical. The
first two chapters give a wonderful
insight into the life of the Apostle.
F r o m them we glean facts which are
unrecorded
anywhere
else.
It
abounds in personal references. " I "
occurs 68 times.
Its theological
teaching is based upon the Apostle's
personal experiences. This makes it
peculiarly valuable, i : 4-16. 2: 20.
It displays a remarkable unity of
purpose. It is distinguished from all
St. Paul's Epistles in this respect. It
carries the theme with which it commences right to the end. H e is maintaining his apostolic position and authority, and defending the Gospel.
This is illustrated in Chap, i : 4. The
same is true right on to the end of
the Epistle.
It is the only Epistle of St. Paul
that begins with no thanksgiving, has
no words of commendation, but
rather of anathema; it is severe all
the way through, contains no salutations, and has but few endearing
words.
It is peculiarly an epistle of contrasts. Some of these contrasts are:
Paul and false teachers, Paul and
Peter, the true gospel and another
gospel, circumcision and uncircumcision, the covenants of law and
promise, law and grace, flesh and
spirit, bondage and liberty.
It was written by St. Paul, and
never seriously questioned even in
these days. Its style, as well as the
constant personal references always
in the first person, to the Apostle
Paul as .the writer, confirms the fact.
His object in writing it was first tO' de-
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fend his Apostolic commission and
authority
against
certain
who
thought to belittle both and represented St. Paul as inferior to St.
Peter and the other Apostles. Secondly, to maintain justification by
faith alone against the attacks of Judeaisinghereticswhoinsistediipon circumcision and the observance of the
law as necessary to salvation. Third,
to warn Galatian believers against
apostasy, and to strengthen them in
their faith toward Christ.
The Epistle divides itself into three
main sections of two chapters each,
corresponding to its three-fold design. These sections may be designated the personal, the doctrinal and
the practical.
First, the personal section, showing he received his Apostleship directly by revelation from Jesus
Christ. This section gives us first the
introductory salutation in verses 1-5.
The resurrection of Jesus Christ is
the ground of his Apostleship. St.
Paul is pecuHarly the Apostle of the
ascended Lord, and therefore it is
proper he should here refer to his
resurrection. Note three points in
these five verses; first, his position as
an Apostle, second, the basis of justification:
" W h o gave himself for our
sins," and third, the practical outcome of justification:
"That he
might deliver us from this present
evil world according to the will of
God and our Father."
In the second place, Paul
expresses his astonishment at the sudden apostasy of the Galatians, and
denounces anathema upon those who
had perverted them from the faith.
Vs. 6-9. There is only one Gospel,
and yet to-day how often you find the
gospel of morality preached, and the
gospel of Romanism. This "other
gospel" is creeping into Protestant
churches.
The third division of this first section is the defence of St. Paul's commission to preach the Gospel. Mark
3 : 14. I Cor. 1-17. Remember also
his striking words: " W o e is me if
I preach not the Gospel." Again,
and again, and again, Paul empha-
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sizes the fact that he is sent to preach
the Gospel, and here in this first division he dwells upon his call to
preach the gospel.
Time being called, this concluded
the speaker's first address on Galatians.
MICAH.
By Robert Cameron.
It will be helpful in studying this
book to notice that it is written, for
the most part, in the form of a dialogue.
Chap. 1:1-4. The prophet speaks.
Chap. 1:5-7. God speaks.
Chap. 8:2 and 2:1-5.
Prophet
speaks.
Chap. 2:6-7.
The rich citizens
speak.
Chap. 2:7-10. God speaks.
Chap, 2:11 and 3, 4, 5 and 6:1-2.
Prophet speaks.
Chap. 6:3-6. God speaks.
Chap. 6:7-8. Israel speaks.
Chap. 6:8-9. Prophet speaks.
Chap. 6:10-16. God speaks.
Chap. 7:1-10. Israel speaks.
Chap. 7:11-13. Prophet speaks.
Chap. 7:14-17. A prayer.
Chap. 7:18-20. A doxology.
There are three natural divisions
in the book, beginning with " H e a r
ye," 1:2; 3:1, and 6:1.
This prophet did his work during
the latter part of the time of Isaiah,
Isa. I, and i :i, and this prophecy was
probably written a few years before
the fall of Samaria, under the Assyrians, and before the rise of Babylon as
a city of importance.
H e lived amongst the foothills in
the south-western part of Palestine,
not far from Gath—no prophet arose
out of Jerusalem, T h e people "did
yet corruptly" in the days of Jotham,
who was a perverse idolater, and Hezekiah a devout and good man. T h e
prophecy is "concerning Samaria and
Jerusalem," and those were the very
cities meant, including the northern
and southern kingdoms of which they
were the capitals. Samaria falling in
the time of the prophet, her wound
was "incurable," v. 9, but destruction
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only came "unto the gate of Jerusalem."
There is first a summons to all the
earth to hear Jehovah's testimony
from his temple. As his people had
failed to be a witness for him, because
of their sin, he becomes his own witness in judgment.
The first sin for which they are
judged is a breach of the first commandment—the calf-worship of "Samaria," v. 5, and idolatry led by Jerusalem in J u d a h : i King, 14:16;
2 King, 18:4.
Then follows the judgment against
Samaria, which has been fulfilled even
to this day—a "heap" on the brow of
the hill for the "planting of a vineyard," V, 6, She attributed her wealth
to the idols she worshipped — "the
hire of an harlot." Idolatrous nations
would take them away and in turn
ascribe their victory to false gods, and
thus their wealth would go back
whence it came—the hire of spiritual
adultery.
Then, after wailing in Oriental
fashion, the prophet describes the desolation of the part of the land in
which he lived—the very part overrun bySanacherile—and makes a play
upon words t h u s : "Tell it not in
Tell-Town" (Gath), "Weep not in
Weep-To'Wn" (Acco). H e closes by
speaking of the land "like the baldness of an eagle," exactly describing
how the Assyrians transported all the
population, instead of slaying them
like other nations.
The second chapter continues the
complaint because of sin, by showing
how Israel had broken the second half
of the ten commandments. They had
turned from God and also against the
people. The two always go together.
H e who turns his heart to God cannot
turn his heart from his brother.
The people lie in bed to "devise
iniquity" and rise to execute their
plans, "because it is in the power of
their hand." They covet fields—another form of idolatory—oppress "a
man and his house."
But
God
also
"devises
an
evil" against them,v. 3, and they cannot "remove their necks" from it.

They shall be spoiled—their fields,
divided " t o the rebellious," and there
shall be none "to cast the line"—none
to measure it and give a title. The
spoilers are spoiled in turn.
H e r e the rich urge the prophet not
to speak t h u s ^ " t h e spirit of the Lord
is not straightened—the word God
does good to the upright—and are
not we the descendents of Abraham,
doing rightly? D o not be so pessimistic."
God then interferes and declares
that the people strip off the outer and
inner garment, and "the women of
my people"—the war widows—are
cast out of their houses. Neither sex
nor age is regarded. In the midst of
such idolatry, such plannings and doings of w r o n g and robbery, God's
people must not rest—"arise and depart." God wiU not have his people
rest in anything short of what satisfies
his own heart.
In verse 11 the prophet indignantly
declares that if a man should walk in
wind and prophecy of wine and strong
drink hewould be the very man agreeable to the tastes of this people. But
they have no heart for truth.
Verses 12 and 13 is a promise of the return of "a remnant of
Israel," but this will only be done by
"the breaker" and "the Lord at the
head of them." There is no promise
of future blessing except through
judgments, and these will break
through every obstacle—"the Lord
at the head."
In the second address, beginning
with chap. 3, the complaint is against
the leaders—principal business men,
the judges, the priests and the prophets.
First idolatry against God,
then sins of people against people, and
now the rulers.
These ought to know judgment—it
was their business: Jer. 5:4; Rom. 2:1.
But they hate good and love evil—are
reckless in violence and oppression.
It was a time of great commercial
prosperity.
Israel ruled from Damascus on the north to the Red Sea
on the south. Cities had grown large,
the population had fled from the country, great fortunes had been amassed
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by merchants and manufacturers, the
poor were very poor and the rich very
rich, contact with foreign nations had
led to an imitation of their sins, the
form of religion was maintained, but
immorality of all kinds was predominant.
T h e picture in verses 2-4 is that of
starved and bitter faces—bodies with
the blood sucked out of them. The
conditions were the same as to-day.
Men having summer palaces and winter mansions support them by paying
such wages that it is impossible for
the men to be strong or the women
pure. "They flay their skin, break
their bones, chop them as for the pot"
—in short, one class feeds on another
—the rich grow fat on the waste of
the lives of the poor.
As these men would not answer the
silent pleadings of the poor and
turned their faces away from their
woes, so God would not answer when
their trouble came, and he would hide
his face from their sight.
F r o m this point the charges are
against the prophets, the judges, the
rulers and the priests. The prophets
say peace, but bite at those who speak
of evil—they "consecrate war"against
every man who does not help them to
get bread, v. 5. T h e judges, priests,
and prophets are a professional class.
In the nation's days of simplicity and
poverty they were received into the
best society. But now they cannot
keep up the "style" with their legitimate income. Hence the temptation to use their position for gain.
"The judges judge for reward; the
priests teach for hire; and the prophets divine for money," v. i l .
There is an irony in the punishment
all along. F o r divising, God divises;
for robbing, they are robbed; taking
possessions, they have none; for turning away their faces from men, God
turns away his face from them, and
now, because the "prophets make the
people to err," they have no vision:
all is dark, and the sun sets leaving
them in blackness—they shall be confounded — ashamed and have no
answer.
But the worst of all is, they talk pi-
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ously and profess " t o lean upon the
Lord and say, "Is not the Lord
in the midst of us? N o evil shall come
upon us." There is nothing more
revolting than this hypocritical talking about the Lord with us when we
are doing the things he hates. N o
wonder that "therefore Zion for your
sakes shall be plowed and Jerusalem
become heaps." And all this has been
fulfilled.
But the blessed part is: In spite of
this idolatry, this universal robbery,
this disregard of sex and age, this
devouring of the skin, flesh and bones
oi the poor, and in spite of the corrupt
judges, the hireling priests, time-serving prophets, and the leading men
who abhorred judgment, Micah was
"full of power by the spirit of the
Lord, to declare to Jacob his transgression and Israel his sin." T h a t
was the test. The fullness of the spirit
enabled him to keep out oi the "swim,"
to see the sins of his age, and to be
brave enough to testify against it all
by lip and life, even at the expense of
ridictile and opposition.
T H E FIRST E P I S T L E O F CORINTHIANS.
By Professor E. F . Stroeter.
At the Wednesday morning session
an address on Paul's first letter to
the Corinthians was delivered by P r o fessor E. F . Stroeter of New York.
H e said that in the church at Corinth
there had arisen abuses and conditions which, in the wonderful dispensation of the grace of God, furnished
the occasion for the Spirit of God to
manifest in this Epistle particularly
the exceeding greatness both of His
wisdom and of his power.
There were conditions of carnality
in the church, and these are met by
teachings concerning the Spirit of
Christ, whose temple and body the
church is, fuller than is contained in
any other Epistle. I t appears also
that the Corinthians were badly split
up. This Epistle brings out in a most
marvelous way the divine order of
that body, into the oneness of which
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we have all been baptized. And the
thirteenth chapter of this first Epistle
brings out marvelously that love
which is the unifying element and
power of the body of our Lord Jesus
Christ. There were those in the
church at Corinth who denied the
very resurrection of the Lord Jesus
Christ, nay, the resurrection of the
body, and it is the fifteenth chapter
of this Epistle that will remain for
all time and eternity, the classical
chapter on the resurrection of the
body of the believer.
The professor then remarked that
in the second chapter there was great
fullness of instruction concerning the
Holy Spirit whom Paul, in the
Epistle to the Ephesians named, the
Spirit of wisdom and of revelation.
In the third chapter the Spirit appears as H e indwells the church as
his temple, the body of Christ.
The sixth chapter brings out another aspect, namely, the indwelling
of the Holy Spirit in the individual,
the physical body of each believer.
This brings out the sacredness of the
physical life in the body of the believer, and connected with this we
have the ample teaching of the
seventh chapter.
In the twelfth chapter we have very
full instruction given us concerning
the various gifts and ministrations
of the Holy Spirit. I cannot hope
and cannot undertake to go into all
these aspects of the Spirit's revelation
in the church this morning, but may
the Spirit himself help us to gather
such instruction as is timely and needful for this hour.
Returning to the second chapter
of this Epistle, Professor Stroeter
called attention to verse 4, which
reads: "And my speech and my
preaching was not with enticing
words of man's wisdom, but in demonstration of the Spirit and of
power." This contains the true secret of divinely successful preaching.
H u m a n speech is about the weakest
thing we can use, for human speech is
the pushing out of the human breath,
but, says Paul, my speech and preaching was feeble and insignificant in
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It was not in persuasive
words of human wisdom. T h e Greeks
had a high opinion of oratory, but
Paul disclaims that, but says his
words were in demonstration of the
Spirit and of power, for the weak
things of the world, and the foolish
things hath God chosen to put to
naught things which are. But if it is
to be true preaching, there must be
in it and t h r o u g h it the demonstration of the Spirit and power. O u r
faith should stand not in the wisdom
of men, but in the power of God.
The speaker applied the teaching of
this verse to the prevalent manner
in which y o u n g men were trained to
preach the Gospel, and urged that
we should labor in that connection
not so much for h u m a n culture, as
that our speech might be a demonstration of the Spirit and power of
God. This was effective preaching.
In verses 9-10 of chapter 2 the
Spirit brings out His own qualifications for this work. H e is the true revealer of things which our eyes see
not, and our ears hear not, and which
have not entered into the heart of
m a n ; which are truly beyond the
reach and possibilities of man to get
at by the evidences of his senses, or
his intellectual perceptions.
If we
have to deal with such things as
these, who is going to show them
unto us? The man learned in all the
wisdom of the Egyptians, trained in
all the philosophies of the world? Or
is it not H e who alone can reveal
unto us these things, because H e
alone is competent to search all
things, " F o r the Spirit searcheth all
things, yea, the deep things of God."
There is no depth in God's wonderful
being and wisdom and fullness, which
the Holy Spirit is not at full liberty
to search out and to reveal. Oh, the
wonderful office of this Blessed Spirit
in connection with the deep things of
God, not for his own personal gratification, but for the purpose of revealing them unto us who love God. For
this purpose was the love of God
shed abroad in our hearts, that the
Spirit might have a field, an opportunity for revealing all the fullness
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and the riches and glory of God in
Christ our Lord.
Verse i i , chapter 2. H o w truly dependent we are on that Spirit, and on
H i m alone, and how utterly independent of any other kind of teacher!
W e are here brought face to face
with the problem as to how the beHever, and in particular those who are
called of God to teach and preach the
things of God, is to come into the
full apprehension of the things of
God. It is only by the immediate
teaching and revealing to H i m of the
spirit of God himself
Furthermore, in verse 12 we see
that we are to allow him to exercise
in us His office of teacher, that we
may know the things that are freely
given to us of God. If we want to
know what things, we have simply
to recall this same Apostle's statement in the 8th of R o m a n s : " H e
that spared not His own son, but delivered him up for us all, how shall
H e not with H i m also freely give us
all things?" The same statement is
repeated in the 3d chapter of this
Epistle, verse 2 1 : "Therefore let no
man glory in men, for all things are
yours," D o we not realize how rich
we are spiritually? Do
we feel
ashamed that we lack so many things
spiritually?
Verse 13, chapter 2. T h e revelation
of God is given in words which the
Holy Spirit teacheth. The absolute
reliability of the words taught by the
Spirit in the W o r d cannot be shaken.
I n the next place, it also contains for
us very practical information and instruction concerning the best matter
for preaching: "Which things also
we speak." I take it Paul includes
all the teachers and preachers of the
W o r d ; yet we are not justified in the
expectation that because Paul was
inspired when he wrote and preached,
therefore, so are we. I have heard
some preachers talk as though the
minister, when he goes up into the
pulpit to-day, is inspired as Paul was,
though not in the same degree, perhaps. It is a delusion. W e are not
justified in claiming immediate inspiration as to the words which we
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teach and preach, but we are in possession of the words which we know
the Holy Ghost spake and taught.
When it comes to the true equipment for the true preacher can you
get me anything better than this
when it comes to the making up of
the sermon? I mean the substance
matter of the sermon. I will not despise illustrations which are taken
from nature, for the Lord Jesus Himself used them, but there is a dangerous tendency in our day to get away
from the Word and to bring in many
varied things, all for the avowed purpose of casting light upon the Scriptures. K the Scriptures were given
but a chance to shine in their own
light and glory, they would do it.
Only give them the chance. I used
to tell my students if they wanted to
hear a man who literally preached the
Word they should go and hear Dr.
Brookes, and they were not Presbyterians, either. H e used to build up a
solid brick wall, each brick made of
the W o r d of God, and with only
enough mortar to hold them together. It is time we came back in
our preaching to the very words
which the Holy Ghost taught. If we
honored the words which the Holy
Spirit teacheth more, our preaching
would be far more honored and
owned to God Himself.
Chapter 2, verses 14-15. H o w useless then for any man to try and acquire the professional ability to
preach, unless he is taught of God.
And how criminal for churches to
allow men to stand in their pulpits
who are natural men, which do not
understand the things which are
spiritual. And again, what a glorious
independence and freedom to all
those who are truly taught by the
Spirit of God, who are truly subjects
to His revealings in the Word. Do
not take one without the other. D o
not get off on the illusion that you
can have the teaching of the Spirit
independent from the Word which
the Holy Spirit teacheth. Let us look
away from mere instruments, mere
human teachers, human voices and
acknowledge and realize that it is H e
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and H e alone who claims all the
honor of guiding us into all truth.
THE EPISTLE TO THE EPHESIANS.
FIRST READING.
By the Rev. George C. Needham.
T o give an exposition of the Ephesians in a few minutes is like giving
an exposition of Niagara, or the rainbow, in a few seconds. Proceeding to
notice some characteristics of the
Epistle, he said, it is the Epistle of
grace. It is also the Epistle of unity.
The thought of oneness pervades the
whole Epistle. W e might call it the
Epistle of heavenly life in earthly
conduct. The first half pertains to
heavenly things and the other half
to earthly things. If God's people
are a heavenly people, through having received heavenly birth, and becoming members of the Royal family of Heaven, they are to walk
worthy of that calling on the earth,
and manifest their royalty by living
different to the old life in the flesh.
This Epistle may be denominated
the Epistle of privilege and duty, the
duties enjoined on the believer because of the privileges we have as believers. The doctrine furnishes the
motive of holy living.
Paul loved the Ephesian church.
H e spent a good deal of his time
there. H e first visited it in '54,
and the history of that visit is given
very briefly in Acts 18. H e returned
again to Ephesus, and the account of
that visit is given in Acts 19. During
this visit Paul preached for three
months in the Synagogue. But he
was not very much attached to places
if the place did not suit him, so for
two years he taught in the school of
Tyrannus, having discussions with
them. During his visit the exorcists
were converted. The proof of their
conversion is found in the burning of
the instruments of their jugglery
amounting to several thousand dollars. No preaching will grip the conscience and elevate the man, but the

preaching of the W o r d of God.
Notice Paul's relation to the E p h e sian church. H e is on his journey
and comes to Miletus and sends to
the elders of the church at Ephesus
that they might join him at Miletus.
In that tender meeting between Paul
and these brethren, given us in the
20th of Acts, we have an insight into
the personal character of Paul. H e
was a man of great tenderness of
heart and great sympathy.
He
warned every man, he tells us, night
and day, with tears. This is what we
need as teachers, tender hearts and
warm sympathies.
Notice what he said of the church
as he talked to those elders. H e
spoke of it as "The church of God
which H e hath purchased with H i s
own blood." H o w dear the church
must be to H i m who purchased, it,.
and Paul entered into sympathy with
Jesus Christ in this particular. T h e
church was dear to Paul. H e goes
on to say that grievous wolves would
enter in a m o n g them, not sparing the
flock, and that also of their own selves
men would arise speaking preverse
things to draw away disciples after
them. Paul knew human nature, and
knew that unless grace restrained
men that they would manifest their
fall in that way; because of the
church's danger, he pled with them
to guard themselves, and therefore
commended them to God and to the
word of his grace.
Paul taught the church that the
true way for the development of
growth is by giving. T h e . rose gets,
but the rose gives in beautiful color
and sweet fragrance, so the church
is to five by this law. " A n d when
he had thus spoken, he kneeled down
and prayed with them all."
There are sixteen sections in this
Epistle. T h e first section contains
two verses, the first and second of
chapter i. T h a t contains his salutation, his commission as an Apostle
of Jesus Christ and his wish for them.
Joy and peace are the antidotes to
depression. Notice in the salutation
the position of the believer:
"In
Christ." Those two words form a
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characteristic of this Epistle. This
expression connects us with the best
families, the whole family in heaven
and earth. It gives us access to the
highest society. W e have our "400,"
; nd are members of the best society
—in Christ we are brought into association with the angels who are our
ministering servants. Being in Christ
secures to us illimitable wealth, for
all that H e has belongs to us, and you
will find those two words run right
t h r o u g h the Epistle.
Second section, i ; 3-14. W e have
first, thanksgiving to God for His
purposes to His people. The election
is not only the offspring of the
Father's love, but secured through
the redemption of Christ, while the
elect ones are sealed by the Holy
Spirit. And so in this section we have
the various persons of the Trinity in
their official relations to the church
of God. The Father loved us, the
Son redeemed us by His death, and
the Spirit dwells in our hearts, the
seal upon those who are authentic
and genuine.
Then we have the election and predestination of God. These great
words, which imply great things, are
connected with something very practical. W e are chosen that we might
be holy and without blame, separated
t o God and unblemished in this
world. Then we have the enumeration of the Spiritual blessings in the
heavenlies. The blessings are not
given to tis in the heavenlies, but in
the heavenlies in Christ. W e are
chosen in Him, accepted in Him,
adopted through Him, received grace
or favor through Him, redemption
t h r o u g h His blood, inheritance in
Him, and the Holy Spirit sealing us,
for there is no reception of the Spirit
apart from Christ. Probably fifty
years ago the Holy Spirit was underpreached, now H e is over-preached.
There is danger of preaching the
Spirit in a way apart from the proper
offices. T h e Spirit of God is not to
be considered apart from Jesus Christ
of whom H e ministers.
Third section, i : 15-23. Thanksgiving for the faith and love of the
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converts, and prayer for their full enlightenment in the knowledge of God,
in His wisdom, power and glory.
Love is not the greatest thing in the
world, but that which produces love
is, and that is faith, for faith produces
love.
The reason H e prays for the enlightenment is, that they may know
what is the hope of His calling, and
what the riches of the glory of His
inheritance in the Saints, and what
is the exceeding greatness of His
power. Three whats. It is an Epistle
of riches. H o w often the expression
occurs, riches of His grace, riches
of His glory. But when he comes
to speak of Christ Himself, he speaks
of the unsearchable riches of Christ.
The Gospel is not a trifling thing. It
is not for idiots and old women, but
something which should capture the
most gigantic intellects. W e have
measureless truth and inexhaustible
grace in this paragraph. The church
in the creation of Divine power, the
power is manifested in successive
steps in Christ, first in His resurrection, second, ascension; third, exaltation at the right hand of God, and
fourth, investing H i m with supreme
headship.
Section four, 2:1-10. In this we have
a review of their salvation from the
past, in order to exemplify grace in
its absolute sovereignity. Also the
design of salvation, that we are to
walk according to the plan of God.
These verses contain the trinity of
evil—the world, the flesh and the
devil. In the loth verse we have the
thought of the sovereignity of salvation, and the scene of that salvation:
"In Christ," and the purpose, that we
should walk in good works.
Section five is a wonderful one.
Chapter 2: 11-22. A backward look
at the ground of the former practices,
which gives an opportunity to emphasize present privileges through
Christ; namely, reconciliation to God
through Christ, and to each other. It
is the custom in a certain school in
Europe where photographs are taken
of the waifs as they enter, and as they
go out of'the institution at the age
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oi 21; then the photographs are given
to the pupils with the injunction that
when they are tempted to pride, they
are to look at the picture of what they
were. So Paul here gives a picture
of what they were, and bids them
look at it, so as not to be puffed up
with pride.
Section six. This third chapter, I
think, is a parenthetical chapter, because H e first speaks of His imprisonment and then runs off into
something else, but if you look at
chapter 4 you will see the connection.
In this third chapter we have the unfoldings of a hidden mystery, verses
5 and 6. It includes for the Gentiles
heirship and fellowship with the Jewish believer, and the glory which
awaits them both. In verse 10 the
church is to be the medium of making known the wisdom of God. It
makes preaching the Gospel a solemn
business. God keep us from sensational preaching when the tremendous impression is upon our hearts
that principalities and powers, good
and evil, are listening to the testimony we have to give to our glorified
Lord, to the intent that through the
church is to be made known now and
hereafter, the manifold wisdom of
God.
Seventh section, 3 : 14-19. This is
a prayer for their fitness t o grasp the
mystery.
That touches me very
much. Paul knew he had gone beyond the depths of those converts, he
knew there was a great sea of truth
in which he could swim around, but
a kind of fear takes possession of his
mind that he has led them out too
far, and so he stops right there and
offers this prayer that they might
grasp this mystery and have the
knowledge of it. H e knows he can
pray when he remembers the resources behind him. We need to
have this prayer repeated for ourselves.
OBADIAH.
By Prof. W. G. Moorehead, D. D.
There are four of the minor prophets that are known to us by their
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names alone. One of these four is
Obadiah, the other three are H a b a k kuk, H a g g a i and Malachi. Not one
word is uttered v/ith reference to
their ancestry or genealogy, no hint
as to the time when they lived; simply the name of each one.
Obadiah means servant of Jehovah,
or worshipper of Jehovah. It is
somewhat difficult to^ say when he
lived and uttered his prediction.
Some think he is identical with the
man, Obadiah, who lived in the times
of Jezebel, and fed the Lord's prophets. Others think he was a little
later, but, nevertheless, that he lived
in the time anywhere from 600 to
700, B. C , which would place him
a m o n g the older prophets. I have
the belief that he lived much nearer
to the time of the Babylonian captivity than either of the dates which have
been mentioned. Obadiah is a very
common name a m o n g the Jews, as
Abdallah is a common name among
the Arabs.
There are two parts to this
prophecy of Obadiah. First, the prediction of the overthrow of Edom,
verses 1-16 inclusive. Second, the
restoration of Israel, verses 17-21 inclusive.
First, the overthrow of E d o m . The
Edomites were relatives by blood of
the Israelites, the descendants of
Esau, the brother of Jacob, and the
prophet in the first part of this prediction gives the reasons for their
overthrow. There are seven oi them
that may be enumerated. But a
word, first, about the opening statement in the book: " T h e vision of
Obadiah." There are three ways indicated in the Old Testament whereby God communicated his mind to
men. One was by the dream, one by
a vision, and the third by direct oral
communication. It is believed that
in the vision the reason of the
prophet, and the imagination likewise, as well as the natural senses,
were all quiescent, and the spirit of
the prophet became a sort of an eye,
seeing and perceiving, and he thereby received the name of seer, because he saw God's will revealed in a
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way that we may not understand
fully.
Inspiration enters when the
prophet writes down the revelation or
vision received. Revelation is a direct communication of the mind or
will of God to the prophet. Inspiration is the infallible g'uidance of the
prophet when he writes down the
revelation received.
Now for some of the reasons why
Edo'm was to receive this tremendous
judgment exhibited in the prophet,
Obadiah.
First, because of their pride, verse
3, national pride. The reasons given
in Daniel again and again for the
overthrow of the Babylonian empire
was pride. Pride in the Alexandrian,
pride in the Roman empire, pride in
the nations of to-day. It is a characteristic of the nations to-day.
Second, false security, verse 4 and
part of the 3d. This is the feeling of
Great Britain, the United States,
German empire, Italy—false security.
Third. Unholy alliances was another cause for judgment, verse 7.
There was a time in the history of
Edom, about the era of the overthrow
of Jerusalem and the downfall of the
throne of David by the arms of Nebuchadnezzar, that Edom formed alliances with nations round about, the
Moabites for example, and Arabians
and others, and that by these alliances
she expected to win great advantage
and have much plunder in the overthrow threatening Jerusalem and
Judah. God says the unholy alliances
shall come to naught, and the confederates of E d o m will prove treacherous, and traitors in Edom's trial.
In Chron. 2 we read: "Shouldst
thou hate the Lord and love them
that are His enemies.'' The same
principle holds to-day. A nation that
professes to belong to God, that will
form unholy alliances with idolaters
or Moslems, or anybody else of that
sort, will fall at length under the judgment of God.
Fourth. Boasted wisdom and confidence, verses 8-10. Teman was a
place synonymous for wisdom, knowledge, prudence, diplomacy. It is remarkable that the three comforters
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that visited Job in his distress had
for their chief speaker and their first
orator, Eliphaz the Temanite, an inhabitant of Edom. Jeremiah speaks
of Teman as being the centre of wisdom and knowledge. Edom
depended on its wisdom, sagacity, intelligence, refinement, wealth, but
God says their wisdom would not
stand in that day.
Fifth. Their treachery, verses 10,
I I . It is as though the prophet had
said, because of blood relationship
you ought to have been moved with
compassion for them, but instead of
that there was treachery and gladness
when Jerusalem fell. A tremendous
indictment.
Sixth. Cruelty, verses 12-14.
Seventh. Sure
recompense
for
E d o m because of her evils, verses 1516. That is one of the first principles
of God's government of the nations
in this world. The reprisals of sin,
how tremendous they are!
Now let us turn to Israel's future,
verses 17-21. Three great things are
promised for Israel in verse 17: Safety, sanctity and sufficiency. F r o m the
Nile to the Euphrates was God's ancient promise to Israel, enough territory to accommodate all the Jews
on the earth to-day.
Second. Israel's final triumph over
Edom and the adjoining countries,
verse 18. In Daniel 11, 41 Edom,
Moab and A m m o n are included in
the countries that shall escape the
conquests of the anti-Christ. W h y ?
I suppose that this word of Obadiah
should hold fast.
Third. Enlargement. Israel is to
be enlarged, verses 19-20. The prediction is that Israel will be enlarged
in that day in her territory and possessions until all that is promised to
her will belong to her absolutely and
finally.
Fourth. Saviours and judges for
Israel in that day, verse 21.
Lastly, the kingdom shall be the
Lord's. Notice the order of events
in connection with Israel's future;
first, restoration; second, conversion;
third, sufficiency of possessions;
fourth, the presence of deliverers
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raised up by God in their behalf. Finally, the kingdom itself, God's kingdom established in this earth.
This little book of Obadiah is a
genuine prophecy relating to the distant future. There is an ultimate
purpose in the prediction, the great
future announced respecting the
chosen people of God. The definite
sign connected with the end is not to
be found or sought for among the
Gentiles, but the one dominant sign
of the end is Israel. There is a wonderful movement going on among
that people now, and the strange
thing about it is the great mass of our
ministers
and
Christian
people
everywhere seem to be almost totally
blind to the fact.
JUDE.
By the Rev. L. W . Munhall, D. D.
T h e author of this Epistle is Jude,
the brother of our Lord and of James.
It was written in Jerusalem about 66,
and the object and general purpose
of the letter was to correct the antinomianism predominant among the
people to whom it was addressed.
The application of the Epistle is to
Christian people of all times who fall
into the same sinful practices.
In the first and second verses we
have the salutation. The third and
fourth indicate the occasion of the
Epistle. Some warnings are found
in verses 5-7. Egyptian deliverance
cannot be made to stand for present
salvation, but I believe that which
God did for His ancient people in
bringing them out of bondage, stands
for the work of redemption which was
accomplished by the Lord Jesus. The
people that were saved by the E g y p tian deliverance were destroyed in the
desert. As to the service performed
by the angels, it is difificult to determine what it was. Skeptics are wont
to say that the fire that destroyed
Sodom and Gomorrha was not eternal, but I have tramped around the
shores of the Dead Sea, and the fire
is burning there yet.
Verses 8-11 give us the characteristics of the people. They had put
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themselves down to the level of the
brute beasts. T h e devil never did
like Moses, and that is one reason
why he stirred up the people to say
Moses did not write the book of
Deuteronomy. Verses 12 and 13 are
to my mind a fearful description of
the condition of a great many people
in the church to-day, and this message is needed now as much as in
early times. Verses 14-16 contain references to Enoch, and 17-21 t o . t h e
warnings and exhortations given by
the Apostles. T h e way t o keep ourselves in the love of God is to study
the life and ministry of the Lord
Jesus, and the H o l y Spirit through
H i m in such study, will enable us
to be kept in the love of God. Thus
kept and taught we have sufficient
ground for rejoicing, while we look
for the mercy of our L o r d Jesus
Christ unto eternal life. A few wqrds
of advice are given in verses 22 and
23. The remedy for doubt is to fill
our minds with God's word. Saved
by fire, is illustrated by Lot getting
out of Sodom. Verses 24 and 25 contain praises to God.
Three things are prominently set
forth in this Epistle. There is first,
the general purport pf the Epistle.
The doctor warned his hearers
against supposing they could not sin,
as did Jude, and said many a man and
woman had gone to their ruin
through cherishing such a thought
as that. H e pointed out the dangers
attendant upon such thinking and
reasoning, and warned them against
holding such views of sanctification
as would lead them to believe iihat
they could do no sin, and gave instances where such beliefs had resulted in the downfall of those who
had held them. If we trust in Christ
aright we are under moral obligations, for God commands us to live
unblamably, and H i s grace is promised to enable us so to do.
The second thing I want to call
your attention to is in verse 11. They
denied atonement t h r o u g h the blood
of Christ. Cain's offering was from
the field, it was only a thank offering,
but God had said the blood was for
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the atonement of the soul. F o r the
last six months I have been in California, and the Unitarians out there
are very bold and numerous, and
made war upon me all the time because I preached atonement through
the blood. Horace Bushnell, in his
dying moments said: "I fear what
I have written and said upon the
moral idea of the atonement is misleading and will do great harm," and
as he thought of it he said: "Oh,
Lord Jesus, I trust for mercy only in
the shed blood that thou didst offer
at Calvary." The error of Balaam
was the compromising of the truth,
so prevalent to-day. The gainsaying
of Core is rebellion against God. W e
must be submisssive to the Divine
truth, obedient unto God in all things.
T h e judgment in verses 14 and 15
has been fulfilled only in part, and
reaches on to the end. 2 Thess. i : 7-9.
I Cor. 6: 2. Rev. 2 0 : 4 . Matt. 25:
31-46.
JOEL.
By Rev. W. J. Erdman.
H e said the author of the prophecy
was Joel, the son of Pethuel, and the
word Joel means "Jehovah is God,"
and is significant of the most important lesson of the prophecy as illustrated in 2: 27 and 3: 17. Joel lived
in Judah and probably was a priest.
H e wrote his prophecy about 870850, in the days of Joash and Jehoiada, and while the great victory of
Jehoshaphat was still fresh in the
national memory. 2 Chron. 20: 1-30,
and 24: 1-16.
T h e occasion of the prophecv was
an unparalleled plague of locusts, and
an all-consuming drought, and these
viewed as foreboding a more grievous
devastation from the Almighty. Ch.
i:.i5An analysis of the book may be
made as follows: Division i. Historic,
consists of Ch. i to 2: 27. Division
2. Prophetic, Ch. 2: 28-3-21. In the
first division there is the description
of the calamities by the prophet, and
his call to repentance; the national
m o u r n i n g ; the response of Jehovah.
'' T h e first division has four sections.
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First. The inscription, Ch. i : I.
The appeal to hearken, i :2-4. T h e
call to lamentation on the drinkers of
wine and the chief reason for the great
lamentation, i : 5-10; on husbandmen
and wine dressers, i : 11-12; on the
priests to appoint a fast, i : 13-15.
The prophet's own appeal to Jehovah
in view of the approach of the Day
of the Lord and the general calamity
in which beasts and herds and flocks
are all involved, i : 16-20.
Second. The alarm to be blown in
Zion, the locust army described, 2 :
i-ii.

Third. The summons on all classes
to assemble to mourn and fast and
turn to Jehovah that deliverance may
come, 2: 12-17
Fourth. The gracious response of
Jehovah, the God of Israel, the only
God, 2: 18-27.
The second division of Joel's
prophecy may be termed predictive,
iDeginning with 2: 28, through to the
end of the third chapter. In it there
is the transition to the greater promise of the future, and to the predictions of events related to the Day of
Jehovah. There are five sections as
follows:
First. The promise of the Spirit,
the signs foreboding the great and
terrible day, and the delivered remnant, 2: 28-32.
Second. The promise of return
from captivity, preceded by threats
on the enemies of Judah, and the announcement of the great day in the
valley, 3 : 1-8.
Third. The summons of judgment
to the nations to the battle of the
great day, 3 : 9-12.
Fourth. The Day of the Lord and
the deliverance of His people, 3 :
13-16.
Fifth. The results of the great deliverance: (a) Jehovah acknowledged
as the God of Israel, (b) Jerusalem
holy, (c) universal fertility, (d) Judah
and Jerusalem inhabited forever.
The order of thought in this prophecy is that in view of present calamities, and to avert the day of the Lord
and its wrath, the prophet calls upon
people and priests to repent and turn
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to Jehovah with fasting and prayer.
Jehovah hears their cry and graciously delivers them from the plague
of locusts and restores fertility to the
land. This historic part of the book
is evidently written for a higher purpose, for at the close of Jehovah's
promise of temporal prosperity and
deliverance from an army of locusts,
a transition is made to promises of
greater import, and to predictions of
a more momentous deliverance in an
eventful national future. The historic captivity is introduced and
viewed as a mere mold of the prophetic part. The correspondence between the two is seen by way of the
following parallel:
1. The armies of locusts devastating the land are typical of armies
of Gentiles invading and wasting the
land of Israel in a later day, 1 : 4 ;
2: I I ; 3: 9-14. It is Jehovah who
leads both kinds of armies to punish
his sinful people.
2. The darkened heavens, the noise
and trembling caused by the inroad
of countless swarms, together with
the fire and smoke of burning woods
and pastures, foretoken the more terrific signs that usher in the great and
terrible day of the Lord, i : 19-20;
2: i - i i ; 2: 30-31; 3 : 15-16.
3. The deliverance of his humbled,
penitent people by the destruction of
the locust swarms corresponds to the
deliverance of the believing remnant
in Jertisalem by the destruction of
the invading hordes of the Gentiles,
2: 18-20; 2: 32; 3 : 1-2; 3: 16.
4. The giving of the former and
latter rains after the destruction of
the locusts is a type and symbol of the
outpouring of the greater blessing of
the Holy Spirit, when all the indignation of the last days is overpast. The
fruits of the earth that spring from
the one are but figures of the fruits
of righteousness that shall spring
from the other, 2: 21-26; 3 : 17 and 3 :
18.
5. The deliverance in both instances is the great signal and final
proof to the nations that Jehovah is
God, the God of Israel, who only
doeth wondrous things, and that his

holy dwelling place is in Zion, 2:
17-18; 2 : 2 1 ; 2 : 26, 27, 32; 3 : 16-17;
3 : 21
T o these fine prophetic elements
of future Jewish history and found
in the historic day of Joel, may be
added two others which are implied
in the historic part of the prophecy,
viz:
1. A prophet like Joel, or a number of such witnesses, will in the latter
days be sent to summon Jews to repentance in view of present judgments, and the coming of the Day of
the Lord, and that t h r o u g h such
preaching "the r e m n a n t " shall be
"called," i : i ; i : 13-15; 2: 12-17; 2:
32.
,
.
2. That a m o u r n i n g and penitence,
similar to that of Joel's day, shall be
found in that latter day, even the
spirit of grace and supplication
poured upon the house of David and
upon the inhabitants of Jerusalem,
that is, while the remnant is predicted
as "calling on the name of the Lord."
It is implied in this also that they
mourned and repented of individual
and national sins, t h o u g h Joel in no
place mentions any sin whatever.
In brief the order of events in the
prophecy of Joel may be stated on
this wise:
1. During the time of the national trouble and trial, preceding
the Day of the Lord, there will be
preaching of repentance by men of
God, and specially in view of the coming of that Day.
2. A "remnant" will thus be
called who wait for the Messiah and his salvation, this salvation
being both from sins and from enemies.
3. The Advent in wrath is preceded
by foreboding "signs."
4. The Day of the L o r d comes
upon the armies of the Gentiles, and
on impenitent Jews dweUing in the
land, who did not call on the name
of the Lord.
5. T h e remnant is delivered.
6. T h e Spirit is poured upon them,
and all beUeving ones added to them.
7. Universal
blessing
ensues
through Jehovah's presence in Zion.
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MICAH.
By Robert Cameron.
In chapter 4 we come to the fullest
statement of millennial glory contained in the Old Testament.
W e have already seen a promise
that "a remnant" of Israel should return and dwell in peace. But now we
are to consider the Kingdom estabhshed on Mount Zion (ch. 4), and the
Babe of Bethlehem made the King
(chap. 5).
"The last days." Jews divided the
time of the Adamic earth into two
periods: i, these days; 2, the last
days. By "these days," or this age,
they meant all of the time from Adam
up to the coming of the Messiah to
reign.
By the "last days," or the
"age to come," they meant that last
period of time beginning with the
reign of the Messiah as recorded in
Dan. 7:14, during which Jerusalem
would be made the centre of the
world's government, instruction and
blessing. These would be the "last
days" because there would be nothing
after them except the new heavens
and the new earth.
The Lord and His Apostles similarly divided time.
Compare "this
generation" of Math. 24:34 and "the
generation to come," Ps. 102:18, "this
world nor that which is to come"—
this age. Math. 12:32, Heb. 6:5.
Similar uses of this term may be
seen in Numb. 24:14, Jer. 33:20, Hos.
3:5Of course, this phrase is to be carefully distinguished from "last of these
days," H e b . i :2, which means at the
last part of these present times—our
dispensation being the last, granted
t o man during man's day, as distinguished from "the day of the Lord,"
which is "the last days." Ours is the
last dispensation before the millennium, and it too has its end—its "last
days," 2 Tim. 3:1.
Now, in "the last days"—at the beginning- of the millennium—comes
blessing. It is marked in John 6 as
"the last day" when resurrection takes
place. At this time, "the mountain
of the Lord's house," mountain stands
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for source of authorit}-, or for governmental power. Hence, in Revelation, Babylon sits on seven mountains
—that is, has the full number of
sources from which it derives its power. Rev. 17:9-10.
Now the government of God's
house will be above all "the mountains"—the "great powers''—and above
"the hills," the smaller governments
of the earth. All authority and all
administration of justice will be in
the hands of Christ, Dan. 7:13; Ps. 2;
Ps. 2:6-'/.
True, this elevation may be fulfilled
physically. Tech. 14. The whole land
of Palestine will be an object lesson.
The prominence of Jerusalem, the
highways made to reach it, the waters
flowing from it, and the light upon it
may be object lessons, Ezek. 4:7. But
the established supremacy of the Divine government over all subordinate
authorities is the main thought here.
In V. 2 we see the true union of
Church and State, which can never
take place till the Lord Himself is at
the head of both. The Pope would
claim authority now, both temporal
and spiritual, and maintains that all
that is needed is to own his power as
the vicar of Christ and this prophecy
would be fulfilled; but if we study this
passage we will see that not one single
feature of vs. 3-7 is fulfilled, or likely
to be, in this dispensation. It is not
Rome to which the dominion is to
come, but Mount Zion. At the present time the Jews claim that there can
be no universal peace among the
powers until they are recognized as a
people; and then they claim they will
be equivalent to an international
board of arbitration, to whom all disputes could be submitted. This is but
man's substitute for the carrying out
of God's plan.
The results will b e :
1. "People shall flow unto it." Now
we go out to the people: the order will
be reversed.
2. "Nations" will invite nations to
come to be taught.
3. These nations will promise to
"walk in H i s paths."
4. The law and the word of the
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Lord go out of Zion and from Jerusalem—and it means Zion and Jerusalem.
5. H e shall administer justice between many peoples and nations (v.
3). Not settle by war any more.
6. Peace, universal peace, will follow, and will continue to the end (v.
3).
7. Great prosperity, with all rights
respected, will follow (v. 4).
8. While each nation has its god,
all will be under Israel then, walking
in the name of Jehovah.
9. Then follows the benevolent
work of this nation. The halting
ones and those driven away will be a
remnant for a strong nation.
10. Then Jehovah becomes King
in Mount Zion forever.
11. Mount Zion becomes to the rest
of the world what a shepherd's tower
is to his flock—the place of observation so as to secure protection: "tower
of the flock."
12. "The former dominion"—"the
Kingdom," given to Israel under David and Solomon, shall return back
to them. That which was given to
Nebuchadnezzar and which continues
still amongst the Gentiles will be Israel's once more. "The times of the
Gentiles" will have ended.
But before all this comes sorrow
and the captivity in Babylon. In v.
10 we are told of the carrying away of
the people to Babylon. As this was
only a small and insignificant town
when this prophecy was written and
those men who cannot see any place
for the Holy Spirit inspiring the writer
say this verse must have been added
by some one at a later date.
Then Israel is redeemed from enemies and brought back, and enemies
take counsel against the nation, but
the Lord has "His counsel," and, just
before this time of triumph, Israel will
"thresh and beat in pieces many peoples" (v. 13).
Chapter 5 introduces us to the King.
The place of His birth. His everlasting existence, His rule like a shepherd
feeding his flock, feeding in the majesty of Jehovah, the abiding condition of Israel, the greatness of the
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K i n g to the ends of the earth, and the
fact that this one shall be the source
of peace when "the Assyrians shall
come"—referring, doubtless, to the
coming Antichrist, just before Christ
comes.
Then the "remnant" of Israel thus
gathered and blessed will be like
"dew" and "showers" to many peoples. But they shall also be "as the
lion," and "there is none to deliver."
H e r e is the Kingship, as well as the
Priesthood of Israel. They will represent Jehovah in government, as well
as in grace—but it is grace first (vs.
7-9)In Israel great changes take place.
Every source of human help is taken
away—horses, chariots, fenced cities,
strongholds, witchcraft, soothsayers,
graven images, graves^—all go. J e hovah will have them learn not t o
trust in worldly forces, so that all impediments to grace are completely removed, 10-14.
But woe to them who disobey in
that day, 15.
In the remaining two chapters the
Lord goes back and "pleads" with
His people, 6:1-2. H e speaks of E g y p t
and the deliverance, and the leaders
given to them. Israel then seems t o
be convicted, and asks how to approach God, or probably it is Balak's
inquiry and Balaam's answer.
The
answer concerning that which is good
—the good thing to come in "the last
days"—the days of the Messiah, as
explained by Balaam. " T o do justice
and mercy to man and to be humble
before God" is the sum of all.
T h e n come complaints of the sins
of the people: "scant measure," deceitful weights," violence amongst the
rich, and lies spoken by the people.
Just the kind of sins in commercial
life to-day, 9:12.
The people are smitten, they shall
not be satisfied, although they eat,
they will be carried away, will sow and
not reap, tread the olive but not have
the oil, have grapes but no wine.
In chapter 7 Jerusalem bewails herself. She has n o cluster, the good
man is perished, none are upright, all
seek the blood of others; the prince
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asks a reward, the judge accepts a
bribe, and the great man uttereth mischief and the three weave it together.
T h e best of them are briars or like
a thorn hedge, the friend is not to be
trusted, nor the wife of one's bosom.
T h e son dishonoreth the father, the
daughter is against mother, and a
man's enemies are they of his own
house, 7:1-6.
Then Israel looks to the Lord—
there is no one else from whom help
can come. The nation becomes penitent and submits to the indignant
j u d g m e n t poured upon it, and expresses hope of being yet brought
forth to light, 7-10.
W h e n that day of light comes, it
will be a day for great building, 11;
and a day when the borders are enlarged, V. 12.
Prayer and prophecy always g^o together. And the prophet expresses
such confidence in a deliverance that
the nations persecuting Israel "will
see and be ashamed."
Then follows a doxology:
1. It is God's glory to pardon.
2. H e delighteth in mercy.
3." T h e remnant" shall witness it.
4. H e will cast sins into the depths
of the sea, so as never to be seen
again.
5. And, better still, the iniquities
will be put under foot, so as never to
triumph again. Blessed hope.
Now, all this is sealed by two things:
1. " T h e mouth of the Lord hath
spoken," chap. 4:4. W h a t God hath
promised H e will perform.
2. The covenant made with Abraham and Jacob. Gen. 12 and 15:17.
It is "truth," and it will surely be performed; it is "mercy," because it
comes from His grace.
To understand God's position in the
last verse remember how God made
a covenant with Abraham. It was
customary for both parties to a covenant to pass between the divided portions of slain beasts, signifying that
if either party broke the covenant they
were to be broken; but God did not
suffer Abraham to pass thus, Jehovah
Himself alone passed! through. So,
t h o u g h Israel has broken the cov-

enant many times, yet in the eternal
purpose of God it still stands, for Jehovah has broken none of its provisions.
SECOND READING OF
EPHESIANS.
By the Rev. George C. Needham.
Whenever the Spirit is presented in
any of His relations to the believer,
there are corresponding responsibilities resting upon the believer. T h a t
is to be recognized all through the
Word—relationship first, and then responsibility.
Chapter 1:13. The Holy Spirit as
the seal on the believer. The moment the believer takes hold of Jesus
Christ as his savior he enters into the
Divine family and becomes a son of
God, and is sealed as such, the seal
indicating possession.
T h e seal is
also a mark of authenticity and genuineness, just as we put the seal upon
our legal documents to make them
valid. The seal is not some impression, but the Spirit Himself. John
6:27. At one time I was a little troubled over that verse, when I met John
Wilkinson at Mildmay, and asked him
to explain it. H e said there was a
reference to an old Jewish custom,
and took me into a Jewish butcher
shop and showed me some of his meat
that had tags on, sealed with a H e brew word meaning wholesome. After
a few days that seal is removed, and
then you buy the meat on your own
responsibility, but while the seal is
there the meat is pledged to be sweet.
H e thought the verse referred to Jesus
presented as meat, and so we are sure
there will never be any taint on that
food.
As to our responsibility, there must
be a moral likeness to Jesus Christ in
our lives, because we have been sealed.
In V. 14 the earnest not only secures
to us the inheritance, but the Holy
Spirit is the first fruits of the inheritance. W e shall have nothing hereafter that we do not have now in germ.
The Holy Spirit is the germ of it all,
so that we have the earnest or the first
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fruits of all that we shall have in its
largest measure hereafter.
1:17.
The spirit of revelation.
This is one form of Flis ministry. H e
reveals Jesus Christ to us, and makes
H i m real to us. That is what we
most need in our life and experience.
The Spirit reveals to us the resources
that are in Christ, and they are ours.
"All things are yours."
2:18. Worship does not consist of
bowings and crossings and prostrations, though some may worship in
those forms. But that is not the essence; we have access by one Spirit
unto the Father.
T h e Trinity is
grouped in this verse. The blood is
our title in worship, the Father is the
object, and the Spirit is the power for
worship.
2:22. Here we have the Temple
idea, and the Shekinah in that building, filling the house until the priests
could not minister by reason of the
glory. So the Church of God is a
habitation inhabited by the Spirit,
who answers to that Shekinah.
3:16-17. Christ does not dwell in
us corporally, but by His Holy
Spirit and by faith. 4:4. W e ought
to endeavor to keep the unity of the
Spirit, even if we are not able to maintain the one body. 4:30. Do not
grieve the Spirit by unworthy conduct.
5:18. Spiritual intoxication will
manifest itself as does spirituous intoxication. W h a t are the effects of
spiritual intoxication? The succeeding verses of the chapter give the answer. All the relations of life are
brought in, and they can only be properly sustained as the members are
sustained with the Holy Spirit. The
fulness of the Spirit is needed to carry
out these social duties.
Mr. Needham concluded his second
reading on this Epistle by showing
that the one cry of the Church at the
present time is for the power of the
Holy Ghost, but he pointed out the
danger of looking to our feelings, or
consciousness of the presence of the
Holy Spirit, instead of simply receiving H i m by faith in Jesus Christ. The
.Scriptural way was not to wait for any
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emotion, but depend on the Spirit toapply the word as they preached it,
and H e would not fail them.
THE TWO IMPRISONMENTS
OF PAUL.
By the Rev. W . S. Miller.
F o r many years Paul had had a
great desire to visit Rome, and there
to preach the Gospel, to cheer and
comfort the believers, and to impart to
them some spiritual gift, and from the
F o r u m of R o m e send out the message
of his Lord that would be heard in
every city and province of the empire.
As every road led to R o m e , so he
would send along those highways radiating from the eternal city, the story
of Jesus and His wonderful salvation.
But how different was his entrance
into the Imperial City compared to
what he expected when he wrote Romans 1:10-13. " M a k i n g request (if
by any means now at length I might
have a prosperous journey by the will
of God) to come unto you," etc. Then
he was free to go as God would show
him H i s will.
But now he was such a one as Paul
the prisoner of Jesus Christ, and
enters the city in charge of a guard of
soldiers under the Centurion.
The steps that led Paul to Rome in
bonds are familiar. W h e n in Jerusalem he was assailed by the mob on
false accusations, and saved from injury and death at their hands by the
soldiers of the R o m a n garrison under
Lysias, the captain; committed to the
tower of Antonio; thence taken by a
guard of soldiers in the hours of the
night to Caesarea, where he remains
for two years, because his appeal was
to Caesar. But the Governor was
careless and indifferent and anxious
to please the Jews, and left Paul in
bonds.
W h e n at last he was sent on his
way, amid perils and dangers, he enters the city of the Caesars to plead his
cause, the right of which came to him
because he was born a R o m a n citizen.
Luke, his faithful companion and historian, gives us an account of his
work and his testimony for Jesus, and
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his reaching Rome, and a little glimpse
of him there. And then the pen of
the historian is laid down, the history
closes just at the point where we
would like some light as to what he
did afterwards, what his privileges
and privations were. In a word, we
would be glad to have a record of all
that Paul did from that time until the
day he departed to be with Christ.
But the Holy Ghost has been pleased
to draw a veil, and have us wait until
we meet him with the coming glorified Lord, and learn from his own lips
about the things he endured and suffered for the name of Jesus.
W e have some little openings in the
letters he wrote when he was Paul the
prisoner of Jesus Christ, and these
give us some help. And by putting
all together, piece to piece, like a dissected map, we are able to form some
conception of the prison life of this the
greatest, truest, most faithful servant
that Jesus ever had, and what lies between the last chapter of Luke's account and the last words he wrote to
Timothy, just before he entered into
the presence of his Lord.
It is an admitted fact that Paul was
put to death at Rome as the result of
a judicial trial before Nero, but it is
held by some writers and expositors
that his execution was the result of
his appeal from Csesarea. These men
hold that, although in the earlier part
of his imprisonment he was treated
with great leniency, yet he was afterwards condemned without having had
any opportunity of getting away from
Rome, and mingling again with the
churches that were so dear to his
heart. In other words, he was kept a
prisoner in the city of the Caesars
from the time he entered with Luke
as a companion until he seals his testimony with his life. There are others
who believe that at the end of two
years he was set at liberty, and, leaving Rome, spent some time in visiting
the churches, traveling and preaching
both in the East and the West, that he
was again arrested, carried back to
Rome, imprisoned a second time,
tried, condemned and executed near
the close of the reign of Nero.
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This is the study that I am to lead
you into at this time. Did Paul have
two imprisonments, or one? W a s he
set at liberty and then arrested again?
I am led to believe that Paul, having
lived for two years in his own hired
house in Rome (Acts 28:30), was set
free, and after a time, during which he
bore faithful testimony for his Lord,
was again made a prisoner, taken to
Rome, suffered more privations, and
at last martyrdom.
While there has been, and is, doubt
as to the two imprisonments, there
does not seem to have been any doubt
in the early church. The testimony
on this subject, while it is not large,
is very conclusive, and all on one side.
The most important portion is given
by Clement, the disciple of Paul, mentioned in Philippians 4:3. H e was
commonl}^ called Clement, and was
the same who was afterwards the
Bishop of Rome, and had labored successfully at Phihppi. This Clement,
writing from Rome to Corinth, expressly testifies that Paul had preached
the Gospel in the East and in the
West; that he had instructed the
whole world (Roman) in righteousness, and that he had gone to the extremity of the West before his martyrdom. In a Roman author the extremity of the West could mean nothing short of Spain, and the expression
is so often used by Roman writers.
Here, then, we have the express testimony of one of Paul's own disciples
that he fulfilled his original intention
of visiting the Spanish peninsula.
Romans 15:24-28. Then he speaks
of going to Jerusalem to minister to
the saints, and to give them the offering from Macedonia and Achaia:
"When, therefore, I have performed
this, and have sealed them this fruit,
I will come by you into Spain," and
this must have been after his release
from Rome.
The next piece of evidence on the
subject is contained in the New Testament compiled as by an unknown
Christian about the year A. D. 170,
and which is known as the Muratori
canon. In this document it is said,
in the account of the Acts of the
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Apostle, that Luke relates to Theophilus facts of which he was an eye
witness, as also in a separate place,
L u k e 22: 1-33, he evidently declares
the martyrdom of Peter, but omits the
journey of Paul from Rome to Spain.
In the next place, Euseblus, the
great church historian, tells u s : "After
defending himself successfully, it is
currently reported that the Apostle
again went forth to proclaim the Gospel, and afterwards came to Rome the
second time, and was martyred under
Nero.'' (Ecclesiastical History, 2:22.)
Next, also, we have the testimony of
Chrysostom, who gives it as an undoubted fact of history that "St. Paul,
after his residence in Rome, departed
to Spain." (Chrysostom on 2d Timothy, 4: 20.) Jerome also bears his
testimony to the fact that Paul was
dismissed by NerO' that he might
preach Christ's Gospel in the West.
Against this universal testimony of
the early church there is no external
evidence to oppose.
Now let me turn to examine some
of the Scriptures that seem to give us
Paul's own testimony, and which goes
to prove the fact that he was set free,
again visited the churches he had already planted, corrected their faults,
and visited new places. Turning to
I Tim. 1: 3, you will read: "As I besought thee to abide still at Ephesus,"
and Paul, having to go over to Macedonia, besought Timothy to remain at
Ephesus for some special reason after
he had gone. Now, where can you
put the visit of Paul and Timothy at
Ephesus, at the same time followed by
Paul's leaving for Macedonia and
Timothy remaining for a time at Ephesus? You can find no place for it in
Acts 19, for though you find that Paul
left Ephesus for Macedonia, he sent
Timothy on before him (Acts 19: 22),
but he himself stayed in Macedonia for
a season. It is supposed by some
that after Paul arrived in Macedonia
he sent Timothy back to Ephesus.
But sending back from Macedonia is
very different from beseeching him to
abide still in Ephesus, as it seems evident also that Timothy was with Paul
in all his journeys in Greece and Mac-

edonia at that time, for he is mentioned in the salutation in the 2 Cor.
which was written then, and in Acts
24 he is named as one of those who
were with him on his voyage from
Greece to Caesarea. You cannot put
this request from Paul t o Timothy
about staying in Ephesus in the 19th
Acts, neither does it seem probable
that this was before Paul met the
Elders at Miletus when on his way to
Jerusalem, for had Timothy been
there before that time Paul would no
doubt have made some reference to it;
and also the state of the church at
Ephesus is very different, as he writes
to Timothy, than it was when he met
the Elders at Miletus. F r o m the condition of things in i Timothy, it would
seem that Paul had urged his remaining there to try to overcome some of
the evils and correct these errors.
T h a t which another says was prophecy in the address, becomes fact before the letter was written. And so
it must have been that the time of
leaving Timothy at Ephesus was after
his meeting with the Elders at Miletus, and then there is no place for it
until after Paul's imprisonment and
release, for, after he met the Elders at
Miletus, he went directly to Jerusalem
and was taken as a prisoner t o Caesarea where he remained two years
and then reaches Rome. So that if
Paul ever visited Ephesus again, he
must have done it after he had been
for two years a prisoner at Rome.
2 Timothy is generally regarded as
the last of Paul's letters, and when we
open that we find this view strengthened. W h e n he wrote the last letter
to Timothy he had been before the
Imperial Council and had been acquitted of the first charge made
against him; but he has no idea or
hope of ever being set at Hberty, as
he was every day looking martyrdom
in the face. Now, we have also reference in this letter to journeys as recent, which we cannot identify with
any of his travels before his arrest at
Jerusalem.
Look at 2 Tim. 4 : 13.
" T h e cloak that I left at T r o a s with
Carpus, when thou comest, bring with
thee, and the books, but especially the
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parchments." Now, if this was sent
during the imprisonment, which lasted
from the day he was rescued from the
mob in Jerusalem until he was executed in Rome, then it can be shown
that Paul was not at Troas for at least
six years before the date of the second
letter to Timothy. Is it not marvelous, therefore, that he had never received these articles before? If, on
the other hand, suppose he was released from his first imprisonment and
then went to Philippi, Troas, Colosse,
and Ephesus, and if he was arrested
after this journey, carried back to
Rome, and thrown into prison for the
second time, the whole thing becomes
perfectly natural.
Look again at 2 Tim. 4: 20. " E r a s tus abode at Corinth: but Trophimus
have I left at Miletum sick." Now, if
Paul wrote this letter during his imprisonment, then how can the statement here given agree with the account L u k e gave of his travels for the
last time? Paul was at Miletus before
his arrest, where he met the Elders of
Ephesus, and so Trophimus was present at that time (Acts 20:4), he was not
left behind sick, but he went with the
Apostle up to Jerusalem, for it was the
sight of him with Paul in the city
which made the Jews to suppose that
he had taken a Gentile into the Temple, and which started the riot which
was stopped only by the timely aid of
the Roman Soldiers. Acts 2 1 : 2 9 .
Therefore, we conclude that the time
Paul left Trophimus at Miletum sick
was some time after this visit when he
met the Elders of Ephesus. Since
you cannot put that visit in any place
between his farewell to the Elders and
his arrival at Rome, he must have
been set at liberty and again visited
Miletus.
It is very clear that a great change
has come over the Christians as regards their feelings toward Paul himself, for he says, 2 Tim. i : 15: "This
thou knowest, that all they which are
in Asia be turned away from me" (of
whom are Phygelltis and H e r m o genes). Now, if we have only one
long imprisonment, and no visit made
to the churches in Asia after his letter
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to the Colossians and Ephesians, it
becomes impossible to account for the
change in their feelings toward him
and their alienation from him. But
if on a visit to these churches he found
false doctrines and immoral practices
by prominent persons a m o n g them,
and if he would, as he doubtless did,
strongly rebuke these things as dishonoring the Lord Jesus, and treason
to Him, we can then understand how
Phygellus and Hermogenes and the
shall come shortly." Then we can
from his letter to Philemon you find
it was the Apostle's intention to again
visit the churches in Asia, verse 2 2 :
"But withal prepare me also a lodging: for I trust that through your
prayers I shall be given unto you."
Again, in Phil. 2 : 24 he says: "But I
trust in the Lord that I also myself
shall come shortly." Then, we can
clearly see that it was Paul's intention
to visit these churches as soon as he
was set at liberty. And then, from
the letters to Timothy, we see the
mention made of such changes in the
churches as such a visit alone could
account f»r. So that the conclusion
follows naturally that he was released,
and carried out his desire of visiting
them. The same inference is also
suggested in the passage of Titus 1:5:
" F o r this cause I left thee at Crete."
Thus Paul writes Titus soon after he
had left his friend there. Now, we
know that this letter belongs to the
last stage of the Apostle's life, and I
ask, where can you find a place for
this visit to Crete unless he made it
after he was set free from his first
imprisonment and before he was rearrested?
F r o m all these testimonials from
the Fathers, and the letters of the
Apostle himself, we conclude that
Paul was set at liberty by Nero, and
after a little while he was again taken
prisoner, carried back to Rome, and
sealed his testimony with his blood.
The view as expressed by Dean
Alford seems quite probable. H e
says: " W e suppose the Apostle, on
his hearing and liberation, which cannot have taken place before the spring
of the year A. D. 63, to have jour-
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neyed easterly, visiting, perhaps, Philippi, which lay on the great Egnatium road to the East, and passing
into Asia. There, in accordance with
his former desires and intentions, he
would give Colosse, Laodicea, and
Heiropolis the benefit of his Apostolic
council, and confirm the brethren in
the faith. And then, perhaps, as before, he would fix his headquarters at
Ephesus. Then there would doubtless come other journeys, among
them the one to Spain, and this would
cover a period of two or three years.
F r o m Ephesus, leaving Timothy
there, he would pass over into Macedonia, where most of ist Timothy
was written. But the words, 'I besought three to remain in Ephesus
as I journeyed into Macedonia,' seem
to show that the sojourn in Macedonia was over, and he was now in
some other place, where we do not
know, but some place where he seems
to have been kept longer than he had
expected, and which made him more
anxious to write the letter of warning,
exhortation and instruction to his son
in the faith."
T u r n i n g to the closing period in the
life of this great servant of Jesus, we
find him back in Rome, a prisoner,
and kept in much closer confinement
than when he was first in Rome as a
prisoner of the Lord Jesus Christ. At
first, the Christians and Jews were
confused, but through the unscrupulousness of Nero, a very terrible and
vivid distinction was given to the popular mind. In A. D. 64 there had
been a great fire at Rome which had
destroyed a large part of the city, and
Nero, who had been accused of setting fire to the city, threw the blame
on the Christians, and they were made
to suffer and to endure great persecutions, and most awful punishments
were visited upon the followers of
Jesus. So when Paul returns to Rome
things are very different from the
time he lived in his own hired house
and received all who came unto him,
and preached Jesus unto them. The
charge against him is an "evil-doer."
(2 Tim. 2:9.) H e was kept under
circumstances of great hardships, and
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so close was the confinement and seclusion that it was only after a long
and diligent search that Onesiphorous
was able to find him. (2 Tim. i : 16-17.)
And so bitter was the cold from which
he suffered in prison—which, tradition says, was the Maritime prison—
that he was very anxious to get the
cloak which he had left in the warmer
climate of Troas. 2 Tim. 4 : 1 3 . Most
of his friends and companions are
away, and the old veteran of the cross
is left almost alone, and yet not alone.
Demas had forsaken him for some
personal or worldly ambition; Crescens and Titus had gone on urgent
missions, the one to Thessalonica, the
other to Dalmatia; Tychicus had been
sent to Ephesus, and only the beloved
Luke is with him, Timothy was in
Asia Minor, and the heart of the
old man yearned to see his face once
more, ere he goes to his rest; and he
writes the second letter urging him to
come to him with all speed. And yet
he knew not that he would ever live to
see him. H e had already stood before the court alone, and yet not alone,
for, unseen to any mortal eye, the
Master stood by, strengthening him.
So he was delivered at that time.
But he has no hope of liberty; he
knew full well the hour of departure
was at hand, and he was ready to be
offered' up. H e had fought a good
fight, and he well knew that there was
a crown awaiting him which the Lord,
the righteous J u d g e shall give him in
the day of his appearing. H i s last
letter was written on the border of the
other world; he sees the dangers
round about him; he was also able to
see the dangers that we see gathering
over the church in these apostate
times, showing us that the end is
drawing near, and he sent forth his
last letter, giving the same preeminence to his Lord, and condemning
the sins and evils in the church as we
find him in other letters, and then the
pen is laid down forever, and the old
Apostle is led forth to the place of execution, his great soul was set free
from the tent-house body, and went
into the presence of the Lord. A m o n g
those that shall stand nearest to his
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L o r d and enjoy his choicest smile and
his closest fellowship, will be the old
battle-scarred veteran who suffered in
perils; oft on land and sea; shipwrecked; storm beaten; imprisoned
twice in Rome, and of whom the
world was not worthy.
ZECHARIAH.
By Professor E. F. Stroeter.
Chapter

i:i-6—Introductory.

P a r t i . Chapter I. 7:6-15—Seven
visions 'of the nig'ht; one symbolic
action.
1st vision—The rider among the
myrtles, i : I-17.
2d vision—The four horns and the
smiths. 1:18-21.
3d vision—Man forbidden to measure Jerusalem. Chapter 2.
4th vision—Joshua the H i g h Priest.
Chapter 3.
5th vision—Golden
candlesticks
and olive trees. Chapter 4.
6th vision—Flying roll, and woman
in Ephah. Chapter 5.
7tli vision—Four chariots. Chapter 6:1-8.
(8)—Symbolic action; crowning of
Joshua. 6:9-15.
P a r t I I . — Instructions pregnant
with prophecy. Chapters 7-8.
P a r t III.—Prophetic.
Chapters
9-14.
Professor Stroeter said: There is
no doubt as to the time when this
prophecy was written, for it is clearly
stated in verse i. It was in the time
of the Persian empire. The return
from the captivity of Babylon was also
an accomplished fact. It is well to
keep this very clearly before our
minds. W e are in the days of the return from the captivity of Babylon,
after the conclusion of the seventy
years, in the days when the foundations of the second temple were laid,
in the days when the favor of the Persian K i n g is somehow, by the wonderful providence of God, given again
to these captives. This clears the
field of vision for us completely of all
the underbrush that has been piled up
in our way, as we come to consider the
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word of the Lord regarding the future
glory of Israel. This prophecy after
the return of the Jews from the captivity of Babylon is given with the
stamp of Gentile power upon it, and
it is significant that the only two or
three papers published in the city of
Jerusalem to-day are printed in classical Hebrew, with the stamp of Turkey
upon them; and the other day we had
a paper that had the word Zion printed
over the Turkish stamp. That was
prophecy too.
The first six verses are simply introductory. God is faithful in judgment and faithful in mercy.
Now let us look at the first vision.
The horse stands for the great worldhistorical movements sent of God.
The second vision of the four horns
and their destruction is the briefest of
them all. It means that strange work
of judgment upon those tremendous
world empires which are to-day still
at ease concerning Judah and Jerusalem. They have no thought of the
Jews and no apprehension that Israel
will ever come up again as a nation;
but the Lord is fully competent to
take care of those great European
^ powers. Third vision. All these visions were given in succession in one
night. The young man who was seeking to measure Jerusalem had not a
line long enough to take it in, for
Jerusalem is to be inhabited as villages without walls, by reason of the
multitude of men and cattle within.
That will tempt the nations to come up
against Jerusalem, but God will be her
protection. Tell verse 9 to the nations
to-day that are anti-Semitic in sentiment that the Jews shall spoil them,
and they simply laugh at you.
In chapter 3, Joshua is the representative not of the Melchizedek priesthood but of the Levitical priesthood.
Satan stands before this Joshua as the
first anti-Semite. In this chapter we
have God's inexhaustible love to Israel. H e has never ceased to love
them, but it is not because of any
moral worthiness in them. In verse
8, Joshua the H i g h Priest was typical
of something that was to come, and
in the fulfillment of the prophecy, in
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verse 10, we shall see the solving of
the social problem, but not till then.
In chapter 4 the distinguishing feature of this candlestick is that, while
other candlesticks had to be filled
from the outside, this candlestick has
a vessel of oil connected with itself.
It is filled with all the fullness of God's
Spirit Himself. That will be the Israel of God in the latter days. Notice
that the vision is given not unto Joshua but unto Zerubbabel, the king,
and verse 6 refers to the second gift
of the Spirit to Israel in the latter
day. The two anointed ones referred
to in the close of the chapter are two
representatives of the Prophets in Israel, but are in form a distinct order
by themselves. They are inseparably
connected with the kingly position of
Israel.
In chapter 5 we have the judgment
of God upon Israel. That flying roll
is the exact measurement of the temple in Israel, and, according to the
standard of the sanctuary, judgment
is meted out upon the wicked in Israel first. The Ephah is the symbol
of commercialism into which the Jews
have been driven by the Gentile nations.
Crowning of Joshua, the H i g h '
Priest: chapter 6.
W h y was not Zerubbabel crowned?
To make it very plain that this signified the union of church and state, for
in that day the council of peace shall
be between them. The crown was
made of gold brought to Jerusalem by
those who did not believe. They had
stayed in Babylon, as the Jews stay
in New York to-day, and say, "New
York is a good enough Jerusalem for
me." It is a wonderful symbol of how
the Lord will in that day bring the
gold from afar, even from New York,
and St. Petersburg, and Vienna. It
foreshadows the time when the Lord
will stretch forth His hand the second
time, and the gifts will povir in from
all the ends of the earth, and the
money of the Jew will be consecrated
to the Lord, as a crown of rejoicing
and glory upon Him who is the H i g h
Priest over the whole house of Israel.
H e will settle the troublous question

of church and state when the crown
is put upon His head.
THE EPISTLE OF
SIANS.

COLOS-

By Professor W . G. Moorehead.
Ephesians and Colossians are companion books, the counterparts and
complements of each other.
They
were probably written about the same
date. Colossians antedating E p h e sians by a very few months. If Ephesians discloses the privilege and duty
of Christian people, we may say that
Colossians describes their perfect
state and standing before God in the
Lord Jesus Christ. They are complete in H i m as H e Himself is infinitely perfect. The one Epistle has
for its key the two little words: "In
Christ," the other, Colossians, has
"Complete in Christ."
Another preliminary remark.
In
4:16 we read: " A n d when this Epistle
is read a m o n g you, cause that it be
read also in the church of the Laodiceans; and that ye likewise read the
Epistle from Laodicea." Is there a
lost Epistle of the Apostle Paul? Did
he address the Laodiceans an inspired
letter which somehow has mysteriously disappeared from the canon of
Scripture? T h e most satisfactory explanation is that the Epistle to the
Ephesians was a sort of circular letter, addressed not only to the principal church at Ephesus, but all her
daughters likewise in the immediate
neighborhood and hence in some of
the most ancient copies of the Ephesians, the two words, "At Ephesus,"
are found to be omitted, and it is supposed that in some of the copies
a little space was left for the address
of another church, as for example,
Laodicea, and as it was a circular letter, no doubt a copy was sent to these
Christians of Laodicea, and that is
the Epistle the Apostle refers to in
this verse. I do not believe any portion of the inspired word is lost. W e
can only dwell upon some of the
prominent features of this Epistle.
Notice first, the Redeemer and H i s
glory, as unfolded in chapter 1: 15-22.
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Very remarkable are the titles given
to our Lord in this inspired letter.
If language has any proper signification then he of whom the Apostle
writes in this section is super-human
and super-angelic. H e is the equal
of God, himself God.
Notice the first great title; the image of the invisible God. H e is speaking of the incarnate state of our Lord,
and as such he declares that the Lord
Jesus Christ, born of the Virgin Mary,
is the image of the invisible God,
Hebrews i : 3. Brightness, this is
an unfortunate word. The word the
Apostle uses is far deeper and more
comprehensive than our English
word, brightness. Let us say the
effulgence of His glory. Our Lord
is the outshining of God's majestic
splendor and the very image of His
substance. John i : 18 gives us still
more light on this peculiar expression. The infinite God dwells in the
inaccessible light, and no creature can
properly speaking, see Him. May I
say, leaving aside all pedantry, that
the word John uses is the foundation
of our English word, exegesis, and
so we may say that the only begotten
son hath interpreted God, declared
Him, has given an exegesis of the
Father unto us. Men do not come
to know God in any proper sense,
save through the revelation made of
H i m unto us by our Saviour Jesus
Christ. Fle is the outshining, the
representation of the invisible God
Himself.
The second title, i : 15. The first
born of all creation, as in the revised
version. The L o r d Jesus Christ as
•the first brother outranks all the rest
in dignity, station and leadership of
the entire company of the Saints. As
the true Joshua, H e will in due time
march into the Divine presence with
all the children, the Saints of God following after him, James i : 18. In
another place H e is declared to be
the first born from the dead. In Colossians 1: 18 he takes rank as the
first in the power of an endless life.
W h a t does it mean, the first born of
all creation? In the Romans we have
the explanation of the relationship of
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Jesus Christ first of all to creation.
It is there declared that creation, as
somehow a sort of sensient being,
groans and travails in pain together
until now. By virtue of its relationship with the first Adam, it is brought
down with him in his sin and fall, and
you know perfectly well that nature
does groan. . Nearly all the voices of
the animals are in the minor key.
Nearly all the winds likewise moan
in the minor key, and almost unconsciously we speak of the wailing of
the wind, and the very waves that
break on the shore of this lake moan
in the minor key. Nature groans.
The music of uneducated people is
almost invariably in the minor key,
and the music of the slaves of the
Southern States was in the minor key.
Some of us used to listen to Italian
peasant women coming from the
Apennine mountains, singing their
evening song as they came, and invariably it was in the minor key. Nature groans and men groan. Well,
Jesus Christ is the first b o m of creation, as well as of the people of God,
and by and by when H e takes unto
Himself His great power H e will deliver nature herself, for nature w^aits
for the redemption of the body, the
resurrection of the Saints of God.
The third descriptive title, verse
16. H e is the creator of all things.
There is a double reference here. H e
is the Maker of the worlds in the ages
past, and H e is likewise to be the
Creator of the new heavens and the
new earth in time to come.
The fourth title is in i : 17. Eternally preexistent, that is H e is before
all things. Before the very first star
glittered in the diadem of night the
Lord Jesus Christ was, and not only
so, but by H i m all things consist.
That means something more than
exist, by Him all things are held together, supported, sustained. The
same idea is brought out in Hebrews
1: 3. Whatever men may say about
second causes, somehow in nature
and through nature there is an Almighty power that maintains all
things and holds them fast in unity.
"By Him all things consist."
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T h e next title is in verse 19. Now
the Apostle is coming to the redemptive features in the person and character of Christ. Flitherto he has been
dealing with the person and glory
of Christ Himself, now of the glory
of His work as a Redeemer. In order
that he might accomplish the great
mission for which he was sent the
very Godhead Himself dwelt bodily
in him. During his humiliation, in
that period betwen His birth at Bethlehem and the time of His resurrection, somehow there was present this
Almighty power, the fullness of God
Himself.
In verse 20 H e is the great peacemaker. H e made peace through the
blood of His cross, and still further
H e is the reconciler of all things in
heaven and earth. That is. H e will
bring back the lost unity of the universe, and make all things as perfect
and as harmonious as they were at
the very beginning before sin entered
into this planet. Lastly, here H e is
the reconciler of us sinners unto God,
verses 21-22. The description of the
natural man is that he is alienated
and an enemy. Enmity is added to
alienation. There are two stages in
our departure from God, one is estrangement. The history of the first
Adam is reproduced in every man.
Every man is suspicious of God,
afraid of God, but in process of time
there is a deeper feeling evoked by
this life of transgression and sin,
namely, that of hostility to God. In
alienation we look on H i m as our
foe. In enmity we are the foes of
God and thus the bridge between
H i m and us is complete. The emphatic declaration is that the Lord
Jesus Christ has reconciled us and
bridged the mighty chasm between
us and God.
Turn now to another feature,
namely, the believer's completeness
in this Redeemer, 2:9-15. In verses
9-10 we have the infinite reservoir,
and every one connected with it by
vital union has not only a supply up to
the full measure of his need, but infinitely beyond it. In H i m ye are
made full, filled out, made complete.
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re-united until there can be no lack
whatever. A gentleman in visiting
one of our cities was taken to see
the reservoir of the city and the
custodian or guard had him examine
it. H e looked into the limped water
and discovered that there was one
great main that ran down into the
city, and then branched out into all
sorts of arteries in every direction.
Said the stranger, how large is the
population of this town? T h e number was given. H o w much water do
they use each day? So much. Said
the stranger at last: Does the water
ever give out? In the s u m m e r t i m e ,
was the answer of the custodian, more
water is used than in the winter, and
though every man, woman and child
were t o draw all the day through, and
every day during the summer, it
would make no difference u p here.
The water would not be lowered onesixteenth of an inch in the reservoir.
Now, brethren, come back to this
Scripture, " F o r in H i m dwelleth all
the fullness of the Godhead bodily,"
and all believers of all time and even
throughout eternity never can lower
that infinite reservoir, no matter how
much they draw.
Second. In H i m they have true circumcision. V. I I . There has been a
complete cutting off, or divorcement
between the believer and his sins,
-typified by that old rite of circumcision. If we separate this verse in
this second chapter from the central
idea of the chapter, namely, the absolute perfection and completeness of
every believer who is in Christ Jesus,
we shall fail to comprehend the Apostle's meaning. If you look at yourself, your life, your modes and
frames, and dispositions, and walk,
you will get little comfort, you may be
sure. But if you keep the eye fixed on
Him, the perfect and complete one,
you will have the completeness of
Him. Every child of God ought to
recognize that he is a dead and risen
man, and so he does not have a great
deal to do with things here. Of course,
he has civil duties to perform, and
obligations to society that must not
be neglected, but after all, we are dead
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and risen with Christ. W h a t a wonderful ma« Lazarus must have been
when he came up out of the grave and
walked about that little village of
Bethany. W h a t marvelous man was
that singular prophet, Jonah, that
went out of the unseen world, as he
expressed it, to announce judgment
on Nineveh. You and I ought to
know, in our alliance with the Lord
Jesus Christ, that we have died, that
we are risen with Him, that we are
already seated with Him in the
heavenly places, and live accordingly.
I know of no more mighty power for
purity of life than this doctrine of
unity with the Lord Jesus Christ.
In the rest of the verses of this second chapter the Apostle goes on to
speak of the dangers threatening
these Colossians, and to show that
when this truth of unity with the Lord
Jesus Christ is properly apprehended,
we will not be troubled by Judaism
or legalism. ' A few years ago Professor Stifler told us that when he was
in the Campaign in the Wilderness,
as it was called, the section of the
army with which he was connected
got separated from another portion of
the army and their rations were cut
off for several days. H e said he actually gathered all the offal and scraps
of flesh and bread, and all the old
bones he could get, and stuffed them
into his knapsack, and went on carrying them, for they did not know
what they might have need of in their
stan,'ation. The odor was anything
but agreeable. But by and by the
connection with their base of supplies was re-formed, and there came
the great wagons with their fresh rations, and how rapidly they emptied
out the scraps and bones from their
haversacks. So, brethren, if you know
this truth about being dead and risen
with Christ, you will not be troubled
about fasts and ceremonies. You will
not need the old cast-off clothing nor
the bones of the Judaisic sysem.
Then the Apostle says, likewise,
you will have no danger from incipient agnosticism that was beginning
to show itself at the church of Colosse.
It was a strange system. To be pro-
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tected against it, says the Apostle, receive this truth, and you will not be
led into the worship of angels and
voluntary humility or self-will worship. Let all that go. You have immediate fellowship with the living
God Himself through Jesus Christ our
Lord.
IN MEMORIAM.
Dr. J. H. Brookes.
Just as the circulars were being
sent out announcing this Conference,
with Dr. J. H . Brookes as one of the
speakers, the brother himself entered
into his reward. This occurred on
the Easter morning preceding the
Conference. It was therefore decided
to devote a portion of Friday afternoon to a service in memory of Dr.
Brookes, who was one of the founders, and a most valiant defender of the
truth as it is in Christ Jesus. Dr. H.
M. Parsons presided, and in his opening remarks explanatory of the object
of this service, referred to the fact that
Dr. Brookes had written in his pocketbook, the year before his death, that
no word of eulogy should be spoken
at his grave, but only such Scriptures
as he indicated in that note. H e then
read the following resolutions, as expressive of the sentiments of the committee:
" I n memoryof JamesHall Brookes,
one of the original founders of this
Conference.
"The members of the Conference
who have always enjoyed close fellowship with him in his labor of love, desire to express their deep sense of loss
by his removal by death.
" W e rejoice in the grace given him
in a long and faithful ministry, greatly
blessed and owned of God, and especially manifested in his valiant defence
of the integrity of the Scriptures, and
in the living testimony he has left of
the power of the great hope of the
church.
" W e sympathize deeply with his bereaved wife and family in their personal sorrow, and would commend
them to the comfort and hope of the
precious promises which sustained our
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brother under all the afflictions of this
present time, and gave him 'abundant entrance' into the presence of the
Lord."
Prayer was offered by Dr. Parsons,
appropriate hymns sung, and reminiscences given by a number of the
friends, expressive of the work and
life of Dr. Brookes. The meeting was
tender and impressive, and among
those who spoke were Rev. H . M.
Parsons, Rev. L. W . Munhall, Rev.
W . J. Erdman, Rev. George C. Needham, John Currie, Dr. G. W. Moorehead and others.
T H E EPISTLE TO T H E
ROMANS.
By the Rev. W. J. Erdman.
It is to be remembered that the believer is a double being, or a person
with two natures in having both "the
flesh" and "the spirit," as shown in
Gal. 5: 16-17, or as in Romans, 7:25,
"the mind" and "the flesh." From
these two must be discriminated the
ego, the person, who is looked upon as
identified with one or the other,
dwelHng in one or the other, or dominated by one or the other, or inspired in the one or the other, or as
serving the law of the one or the
other, as in Romans, 7:25. "So then
I myself with the mind, indeed, serve
God's law, but with the flesh sin's
law."
"The flesh," depraved human nature, is also called "our old man" and
"the body," which sin controls and
rules as a master a slave. Romans,
6:6. Accordingly the believer's "ego"
is viewed as no longer in a former
state "in (the) flesh," but in a new
state "in the spirit." Romans, 8:8-9.
Or, in other words, the believer is "in
Christ." Before God, it is seen as a
fact already and forever accomplished
that the believer is no longer "in (the)
flesh," but "in Christ," one with
Christ, and sharing with Christ all
things belonging to a Son of God.
And this name, "Son of God," is
the great name of a believer in Christ.
As to birth and nature, he is kin with
God, a child of God, being "born of

God," but as to standing and dignity,
he is a son of God conformed already
in the eternal purpose of God, "to
the image of H i s Son, that he might
be the firstborn a m o n g many brethren." Romans, 8: 29-30.
It is with believers as Sons of God
that R o m a n s 8: 1-39 is specially engaged; the kinship and nature is implied and incidentally b r o u g h t in.
John in his first Epistle treats specifically of the latter; Paul of the former
and in relation to sin, the flesh, law
and redemption. In brief, then, at the
very outset, when we read, "there is
now, therefore, no condemnation to
them that are in Christ Jesus,"_ it is
evident that if the believer be viewed
from God's standpoint as now only
"in Christ," and no longer "in the
flesh," and this due t o the redemption through Christ, it is the same as
saying also as follows: There is no
condemnation on one who is looked
upon as having never existed before,
and who came into being only when
he rose with Christ from the dead,
and as in Christ and one with him is
sinless and holy, a new creature.
If, indeed, it is recalled that such a
one did once exist, and was then a
being sinful and unholy in nature, and
acting out unhohness and unrighteousness in thought, word and deed,
showing enmity against God and His
law; it is also to be remembered that
Christ was made on the cross to be
all such an evil being once was, that
our "old man" was crucified with
Christ, and that in his grave vanished forever the "old man." So it is
before God; so it should be reckoned
by the believer; "dead to sin, alive
unto God;" no longer "in the flesh,"
but evermore living "in the spirit."
It is also to be forenoted that the
image of the Son of God, to which the
many brethren are to be conformed,
includes spirit, soul and body, and, as
glorified. The "spirit is life" already
on account of God's righteousness,
but the body, judicially "dead," and
viewed as of the old and past, is still
awaiting its redemption, and, as still
existing in a possibility of "deeds" of
sin and in an environment of suffering.
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But the final attainments of such
Christ's own body. 8 : i i ; R. V. Mar"image" of holy perfection and ineffa- gin, 8:19-23. I I . Cor., 5:5.
ble glory of sons of God is the goal to
The Spirit as the Spirit of Sonship
which all things are made to move, bears also joint witness with the kinand move onward, according to the dred ("children") spirit of the believeternal purpose and unchangeable ers that they are children of God and
love of God in Christ Jesus our Lord. therefore heirs of God and joint heirs
A n d one thing more must be noted, with Christ. And finally the Spirit is
that the Holy Spirit is given to the the Helper and Intercessor of the sons
sons of God as to those who are of God in this present environment
viewed "in Christ" holy and sinless of trials and sufferings. 8:18-27.
new beings, and who are to be led by
The gift of the Holy Spirit is due
Spirit to their predestined goal.
Godward to redemption
accomThis office of the Spirit is seen in plished; the view in Galatians, 4:1-7;
Romans, eighth chapter, in manifold
manward, due to sins forgiven and
relations. T h e Spirit as the cherisher righteousness imputed, the view in
of the new life keeps the believer free Romans, 8:9. The Spirit is in the befrom the law of sin and death, accord- liever when the believer is "in Christ."
ing to a "law" or mode of procedure,
Sonship is the dignity of every beviz., to use the fact of the disappear- liever individually and collectively.
ance from before God of the "old
Gal. 3 : 27-28. "Sons"—The Church,
m a n " on the cross, and in the grave the Body, Eph. i : 23 is of first born
of Christ, and especially of the fact ones, i. e., sons. Heb. 12:23. Dealthat the redeemed are in Christ as ing in particular with chapter 8, the
risen, and therefore one with Him, theme of it might be given as the
without condemnation, seeing that
sanctification and glorification of the
sins are all forgiven and sin consons of God through union with
demned, and all of the sinful and un- Christ Jesus, according to the eternal
holy gone forever.
purpose of God, and it might be diIn such state of freedom, in such vided as follows:
Section i, 8-11. Sanctification, or a
surrender to the law of the Spirit, the
holy life, the fulfillment of the rightbeliever lives after the Spirit, and
eousness of the la;w, impossible to
brings forth the fruit of the Spirit, reveals the image of Christ from glory them in "the flesh," possible only in
to glory; in brief, "the righteousness union with Christ Jesus; the Spirit of
Christ the power of a holy life, the
of the law is fulfilled" in him; somesign and seal of being Christ's, and
thing he cannot do when ignorantly
or unbelievingly he keeps himself "in the earnest and pledge of the redempthe flesh," not seeing he is to be ever tion of the body.
Proof I. Holy life possible because
reckoning himself "in Christ." 8:1-8.
of freedom from condemnation in
Believers as Sons are linked to the
Christ Jesus and the law of the Spirit.
risen and glorified Son, are "sons of
1-4. All is condemnation in 7: 5-25.
the resurrection.'" Luke, 20:36. In
"Quickens"relates not to- a corruptible
this holy life of Sons of God, for holiness is the inseparable idea, the Spirit but to a mortal body, i. e., believers
leads them evermore. 8:14. H e frees; are viewed as alive at the Advent.
Proof 2. Possible only in Christ
H e leads; H e is not the Spirit of unJesus, in spirit, because of the unhohness or of bondage. 8:2-14. H e is
changeable hostility of the flesh to the
the Spirit of the risen and glorified
Christ. And also in this conducting of law of God. 5-8.
Proof 3. Possible because the
the Sons of God unto their goal of perfection. H e is not only the promoter Spirit is given only to those in Christ,
and is the pledge of a new body or
of the new hfe, 8:2, and the proof and
seal 'of being Christ's, 8:9, but also the final holy perfection. 9-11. Rom.
pledge and earnest of the final pos- 8: 23. 2 Cor. 5: 5.
Section 2, 8: 12-17. Spirit regenersession of a body of glor>' like unto
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ates, also trees, and fruits, i. e. signs
of indwelling. T h e obligation, therefore, is to live in the Spirit as being
through with the flesh and its law of
sin and death, and especially because
it is only sons of God who are alive
from the dead. "Sons of the resurrection" (Luke 20:136; Rom. 1:4),
who are one with Christ risen and
glorified, that are led and attested by
the Spirit of God their Father (John
20: 7) and are heirs of glory conjoint
with Christ. No longer in fear and
legal bondage. Gal. 3: 4-7. No fear
of "w^rath, but kin to God, having partnership in the life eternal.
Section 3, 8: 18-25. Patience in the
present environment of suffering enjoined in the hope of the incomparable glory to be revealed; its greatness
enhanced by the destined share of the
creation in the hberty of the glory of
the children of God at their Apocalypse. 8:16-21. "Children," in whose
nature kin to God is latent, the future
glory through the presence of the
Spirit.
Section 4, 8:26-30. The help and
intercession of the Spirit according to
the eternal purpose of God, so that
all things even seemingly adverse
work together for good, and the attainment of the predestined glorified image of the Son of God, the
firstborn
among many
brethren.
(Rom. 8: 29; i Cor. 11:7, 15'. 49; 2
Cor. 3 : 1 8 , 4 : 4 ; Col. i : 1 5 , 3 : 1 0 , 8 : 2 9 ;
Phil. 3:21.) The "image" is viewed
primarily and objectively as the body
of glory like Christ's, but it also involves the spiritual, holy perfection
like Christ's.
S e c t i o n s , 8:29-39. This purpose
and certainty of attainment springs
out of the love of God in Christ Jesus
our Lord, unchangeable, inseparable,
in spite of sins, weakness, trials, and
enemies present or future.
THE

EPISTLE TO T H E
GALATIANS.
Second Address
By Rev. F. E. Howitt.
Paul's defence in chapter i of his
Apostolic commission to preach the
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Gospel, may be summed up under
seven heads, as follows:
1. By referring to his old purpose
of life when he derived his authority
from men.
2. H e received not the gospel from
men but directly from God by the revelation of Jesus Christ, v : i i - i 2 .
3. H i s former manner of life precluded the possibility of his having
previously understood the gospel, v:
13-144. W h e n at last Christ was revealed
in him, and he was commissioned to
preach the' gospel to the Gentiles, he
consulted no one in the matter, but
went into Arabia to be alone with God
and to be taught by Him. v : i 5 - i 7 .
5. After three years he paid a visit
to Jerusalem, but saw only Peter and
James, and after fifteen days departed
immediately to Syria and Cilicia, and
being practically unknown to the
churches of Judea for the next eleven
years, he had no opportunity of learning the gospel under these circumstances from men. v: 18-24.
6. Fourteen years after his conversion he went up again t o Jerusalem by
revelation, not to receive but to communicate the gospel in its fullness,
even to the Apostles themselves.
Chapter 2:1-10.
7. N o r was his authority inferior to
that of those who were Apostles before
him, as his public rebuke of St. Peter
clearly shows. v : i i , etc.
Referring to Paul's statement in
chapter i :i2. Mr. Howitt said the
Apostle had three distinct personal
revelations of Jesus Christ. T h e first
was referred to in Acts 9:17, the second in Acts 22:17-18 and the third in
Acts 14:19, and I I . Corinthians 12:
1-4. The places where he received
these revelations were Damascus,
Jertisalem and Lystra. At Damascus
Christ was revealed in his fullness, at
Jerusalem for a special purpose, and
at Lystra Christ made known t o St.
Paul facts concerning things to come,
and concerning heaven. T h e speaker
also referred to the great sufferings
Paul endured for Jesus Christ, and the
counterbalancing revelations that were
given to him.
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There are three stages in the Apostle's consecration to his ministry; first,
his fore-ordination to it; second, his
conversion and inward cah to that
ministry, and third, his public call, recorded in Acts 13:2-3. Paul's visit to
Arabia should be placed in the "many
days" of Acts 9:23, his object being to
confer, not with men, but with God.
The following passages were cited as
illustrations of similar cases: Elijah,
I. Kings 19:8-18, Moses, E x o d u s 19:
2-3 and 24:16-18. Mr. Howitt referred
to the cool reception given to the
Apostle at Jerusalem, because he was
known as a persecutor, to the great
tact displayed by him while in that
city, and to the fullness of the revelation given of God to the great Apostle
for both Gentiles and Jews. Paul's rebuke of Peter was dwelt upon, and
justified, because the conduct of Peter
was subversive of the gospel of Christ,
as the Jews could not be justified by
anything they could do, but faith and
grace were to take the place of the
law.
JUSTIFICATION AND FORGIVENESS.
By Rev. L. W . Munhall.
Dr. Munhall said he desired to point
out the difference between justification and forgiveness, as the two terms
were frequently used interchangeably,
thus causing confusion in the minds of
many persons.
Justification is for sinners unsaved,
and forgiveness is for sinners saved.
T h a t is as we use the word sinner
ordinarily. Justification is for the
sinner and forgiveness for the saint.
The conditions of justification are,
first repentance. Mark 6:12, Luke 13:
4-5, Acts 2:38, 3:9, 17:30; Luke 24:27.
W e understand by repentance that the
sinner is to resolve to turn away from
evil and submit himself to the Lord.
I believe we have borrowed our ideas
of repentance very largely from
Rome, and make a merit of it, and it
becomes wretched legalism.
The
teaching that repentance is penance is
not according to the Scriptures. Repentance means that we are to have
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another mind. As a sinner unsaved
) 0 u are an enemy of God by wicked
works, but God has provided a ransom
for you, and made it possible for you
to be at peace with Him and to live
and walk in unhindered fellowship
with Him, and at last dwell with Him.
H e also warns you that if you do not
turn to Him, and comply with the
conditions, that you will perish forever in hell. There is no justification
for the sinner, except he repent.
The second condition of justification is faith. Acts, 13:39; Romans,
3:24-28. The very heart of the Epistle
to the Romans is the fourth chapter.
When a sinner repents and believes,
that sinner judicially, in the sight of
God, is as guiltless as though he had
never sinned at all. Whatever the law
demands from you as a repentant, believing soul, that demand has been
fully met in the sacrifice Christ offered
for you.
Forgiveness is for the saint, the justified soul. The conditions of forgiveness are, first, repentance. I I . Cor.,
7:9-10. Sorrow for sin is not repentance. Many a man has been sorry for
his sins and never repented. It is the
condition of the mind and heart of the
person when the knowledge of their
guilt or sin is brought to their consciousness. An ungodly man, and such
we understand the unjustified to be,
cannot possibly have a godly sorrow,
therefore the sorrow spoken of is the
sorrow the child of God realizes who
has been betrayed into sin, when the
knowledge of that sin comes to his
understanding. If you claim t o be a
believer, and therefore a child of God,
and have committed sin this day or
ever since you became a child of God,
and that sin has not produced sorrow
in your heart because of it, I should
say you are not a Christian at aU, for
as sure as you are a child of God and
you commit sin, will the knowledge
that you have committed sin produce
sorrow in your heart, and that sorrow
will lead you to repent of that sin, and
to turn to God for forgiveness.
Psalm 32:5.
Confession is the second condition.
I. John 5:9, Psalm 32:5, Proverbs
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28:13. I n confessing sin we are also
to forsake it. W e must uncover the
sin and lay it all open before God,
making a whole-hearted confession
to him that carries with it the purpose in our heart to- forsake it. W e
are not justified in presuming upon
God's mercy. The child of God, but
not the sinner, is told to confess and
obtain forgiveness.
A third condition of forgiveness
is restitution. In L u k e 19:8 we have
the case of Zacchaeus. Restitution, as
demanded in Exodus, is carried forward into the New Testament, and
the child of God must make restitution according to his ability as a condition of forgiveness. It is illustrated
in Christ's sermon on the Mount, and
our own sense of right confirms it.
The fourth condition is prayer.
Psalm 51 sets this forth. Forgiveness comes as a result of confession,
sorrow and prayer by the child of
God.
Justification and forgiveness stand
always upon the redemption in Christ
Jesus. The justified soul is forever
justified. W h e n you have committed
sin it is your bounden duty to g o to
your heavenly Father and confess it,
that you may receive forgiveness. Justification is for the sinner. Forgiveness for the saint, and if we recognize this we shall be kept from legalism and antinomianism.
T H E SECOND COMING OF
THE LORD,
PERSONAL
AND PREMILLENNIAL.
By W. H . Congdon.
Generally speaking, there are a
number of persons who attend the
Conference for the first time who are
not famihar with the truth of the
Lord's coming, and desire instruction
concerning it, and so for their especial benefit Mr. Congdon gave the following reading on this subject, commenting on some of the passages referred to.
W e must content ourselves with giving the references, leaving our readers to look up the passages and read them in their connections.
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First. This truth is taught in the
promise at His ascension. Acts, i :
9-11.
Second. Christ's declaration at his
trial, and other related passages. Matthew 26:64, Psalms 110:1, Daniel 7;
13-14, Zachariah 12:10-11, 14:4-5,
Revelations 1:7, Matthew 24:30, 2 5 :
31-32, 16:27; I. Thess. 4:16.
Third. T a u g h t in the parables of
the pounds and the talents. L u k e
19:11 and Matthew 25:19.
Fourth. Peter's exposition.
II.
Peter 1:16-18, Acts 3:19-21.
Fifth. T h e revelation of Jesus
Christ, Rev. 19:16, in connection with
the second Psalm.
Sixth. The coming of Jesus Christ
is our hope. R o m a n s 8:16, 1:19, 222 3 ; Philippians 3:20-21, I. J o h n 2:28,
I. Peter i :3-5.
The premillennial argument is constructed from the parables of the
kingdom in 13th Matthew; from the
character of the present a g e ; from the
account of Nebuchadnezzar's vision;
from Israel's persecution which will
continue until the Lord's return.
At the conclusion of the address a
number of testimonies were given
from those in the audience, showing
how they had been led to embrace
this truth, and the influence for good
it had been on their lives.
T H E H O L Y SPIRIT IN
II. C O R I N T H I A N S .
By the Rev. A. K. Bates.
T o say that the H o l y Spirit is to be
found in the second Epistle of Corinthians is simply to say this is a portion of God's Word, for all Scripture
is given by inspiration of God. The
New Testament, as weU as the Old,
was written by holy men of God as
they were moved by the Holy Ghost.
There were certain newly arisen difficulties a m o n g the Corinthians that
made it necessary to give a fuller statement of truth in this Epistle, but back
of every theme handled in this second
letter, weighed with care on the part
of the Apostle, stands the Holy Ghost.
To allow that there were inaccuracies
of conception as to the condition of
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the people to whom he wrote, or as
to the truth about which he writes,
infelicities of expression, mistakes of
judgment, were blasphemy against
the Holy Ghost. Paul was not a machine, but he conveyed t o us that
which the Holy Ghost desired us to
receive.
W h e n you come to search for the
individual places in which the Holy
Ghost is mentioned, the reader will
be impressed with what is emphasized everywhere in the New Testament Scriptures, namely, the modesty
of the Holy Spirit. Is it not true of
the Holy Spirit that he delights to
stand as J o h n the Baptist stood, in the
presence of the Bridegroom and rejoice with sufficiency of joy for himself to hear the Bridegroom's voice?
Seven times only in the thirteen chapters of this second letter is his name
mentioned; three times is he more or
less inferentially found present, while
no less than a hundred and fifty times
is the Son mentioned by name in the
same stretch of Scriptural truth.
Is it possible that in our day we
have been attempting to assign to the
Holy Spirit a position of prominence
which he himself has not seen fit to
assume? Is it true that we have tried
to put him in a position, of which he
is of course eminently worthy, but
from which he has been pleased in the
choice of infinite wisdom for this dispensation to retire? W e can only
refer at this time to some of the passages where his ministry is spoken of.
I n chapter 1:22 Vv^e read: " W h o
hath also sealed us, and given us the
earnest of the Spirit in our hearts."
T h e seal makes the "Establishment"
of the previous verse. It protects us
through all the vicissitudes of this
present life. W e are secure because
we are sealed with the Holy Spirit
of promise.
It is God's mark of
ownership, and we are kept by the
power of God unto salvation through
faith by reason of that seal.
The
earnest of the Spirit is God's note of
promise; it covers all that he has reserved for us.
In 3:3 we read: "Forasmuch as
ye are manifestly declared to be the
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Epistle of Christ ministered by us,
written not with ink, but with the
Spirit of the living God; not in
tables of stone, but in fleshy tables of
the heart." This is the second mention of his name. It sets forth two
purposes in the work which he accomphshes, in the hearts and minds
and lives of such men as his servants work for and succeed in converting, and also in the conviction
and assurance in the worker's heart
that what they have done for these
men is an accomplished fact. T h a t
is a commendation every true worker
for souls greatly desires. The letter
of commendation is written by the
Spirit of God on the Apostle's heart
as well as in the lives of these people
in Corinth.
Chapter 3 : verse 17 gives the identity between the Lord Jesus Christ
and the Holy Spirit, that represents
him in his absence, in all their purposes, and in all the results of their
work, in the objects of their solicitude
and efforts, and in the accomplishment that shall be realized at the end.
T h e second thought in the verse is
that there is liberty of operation by
the Spirit.
In 3:18 we have the words: "But
we all, with open face beholding as in
a glass the glory of the Lord, are
changed into the same image from
glory to glory, even as by the Spirit of
the Lord." The thought here is that
the face of Jesus Christ is a mirror
into which we look. W e cannot look
upon God, but we can look upon
Jesus Christ the image of God. In
the contemplation of Jesus Christ we
are changed into the same image from
glory to glory. The process is going
on now, and the Holy Spirit is doing
his work by keeping us looking at
Jesus.
In chapter 5: verse 5: "The earnest
of the Spirit" here is that mortality
may be swallowed up of life. There
are two ways in which that can be
done. One is by death, and the other
is by the coming of the Lord making
death unnecessary. T h e Apostle says
in either case we are crowned.
In chapter 6: verse 6 the Holy
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Spirit is mentioned as one among a
number of other means in the exercise of the Apostle's ministry. In the
immediate context the Apostle mentions a number of means used, and
the Holy Spirit is one of them.
Chapter 13: verse 14, the Apostle's
first letter to the Corinthians, had to
some extent healed their dissensions,
and the second letter was written to
complete that work, and, at the very
close he said: I may have to deal
harshly with some of you yet, but in
the meantime, "The grace of the Lord
Jesus Christ, and the love of God,
and the communion of the Holy
Ghost be with you all." Let the common interests of God's people, bound
together by the Holy Spirit, move
with the same mind, and with the
same purpose, because indwelt and
inspired by the same Spirit, and the
unity of the Spirit shall mark the peopfe of God. May this benediction be
upon us all.
T H E E P I S T L E TO T H E GALATIANS.
By the Rev. F . E. Howitt.
This was the second of the addresses at the Monday morning session, and formed the closing reading
by this gentleman on this Epistle.
The second main division of Galatians consists of chapters 3 and 4, the
doctrinal section with which Paul
maintains the doctrine of justification
by faith alone. The section may be
divided into seven sub-sections.
In the first sub-section the Apostle
appeals to the experience of Galatian
believers in proof of the doctrine.
Chapter 3:1-5.
Second. H e illustrates the doctrine
from the Old Testament, by the case
of Abraham, who was justified by
faith before the giving of the law. 3 :
6-9.
Thirdly. The works of the law cannot possibly justify; they can only
bring a curse. But Christ has taken
that curse upon Himself, and borne
its penalty, that we may be justified
by faith in Him. 3:10-14.
Fourthly. Thus he has fulfilled the
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promise given to A b r a h a m , which
cannot be annulled by the law, which
was given four hundred and thirty
years afterward. 3:15-18.
Fifth. W h a t was the use of the law
then? W h y was it given? It was
added for a threefold purpose. First,
to reveal sin; second, to lead to condemnation; thirdly, to bring us to
Christ. 3:19-29.
Sixth. Those who are justified by
faith are saved from the bondage of
the law by the finished work of Christ,
and by union with H i m are introduced into all the liberties and privileges of the sons of God. Chapter 4:
1-7Seventh. The Apostle remonstrates
with the Galatian believers for desiring to return again to the weak and
beggarly elements of the law from
which they have been freed. H e appeals first to the Gentile converts on
the ground of their former affection
for him, and the blessedness of their
past experiences. 4:8-20. And then
he appeals to the Jewish converts by
the allegory of H a g a r and Sarah.
That takes us to the end of the fourth
chapter.
The practical section consists of
chapters 5 and 6. H e r e we have exhortations based upon the former conclusions.
First to maintain their liberty in
Christ with a warning against circumcision. Chapter 15:1-15.
Second. To walk in the Spirit. 5:
16-26.
Third. T o bear one another's burdens. 6:1-5.
Fourth. To maintain good works.
6:6-10.
Fifth. A final word reviewing his
previous conclusions.
Going back ' to chapter 3, the
speaker said, there we have an illustration of the fact that the Spirit of
God, as an abiding guest, is never
given excepting to the justified soul.
The reception of the Holy Spirit by
the Galatian believers was a proof to
them that they had been justified.
John 20:21-22. F r o m that day the
Holy Ghost remained with them. As
to the justification of Abraham, Paul
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said it was by faith, and James says
it was by works, but there is no contradiction. H e was justified by faith
in the sight of God, and by works in
the sight of men. Romans 4:3. The
time referred to in which Abraham
believed God was when he received
the promise he should have a son.
James 2:21. Abraham was justified
by works when he offered Isaac, his
son, upon the altar. His justification
by faith took place about fifteen years
before his justification by \\-orks.
With reference to the curse of the
law, it means the judgment that will
come upon those who seek to justify
themselves by law. W h a t hope is
there for a man who seeks to justify
himself by his good deeds? James
2:10. W e are in danger of legality.
The speaker thought there was a
splendid illustration of the plenary
verbal inspiration of the Scriptures in
chapter 3:16. If one letter had been
altered Paul's argument would have
failed. Matthew 22:32 was another
illustration of the verbal plenary inspiration of the Scriptures, where the
argument depends upon a tense.
God does not say I was the God of
Abraham, but I am, showing he was
still living with God.
In Galatians 3:18 the inheritance
spoken of is the promised land.
R o m a n s 4:13. Abraham is to be heir
of the world. Hebrews 11:8-i6.
T H E BOOK OF JONAH.
By Professor W . G. Moorehead.
T h e book of Jonah has attracted
considerable attention recently because of certain attacks upon it by a
man of much prominence.. It is no
part of the present study to attempt
to reply to such attacks, but rather to
devote ourselves, as far as we may, to
an understanding of this very remarkable portion of Scripture.
T h e information we have concerning the prophet is somewhat meagre.
I n the first verse of the book we are
told that Jonah was the son of Amittai. I n 2 Kings, 14: 25 we are informed both as to the time when he
prophesied, and the place where he
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lived. The latter was Gath-hepher,
supposed to be in the neighborhood
of Galilee. H e prophesied in the days
of Jeroboam II., probably about 825
years before Christ. Accordingly he
is one of the oldest of the prophets
whose writings have been preserved in
the Scriptures and transmitted to us.
H e was a child when Flomer was singing his rhapsodies on the shores of the
y-Egean Sea, a contemporary of Lycurgus, and nearly 400 years before
him who is called the father of history, the Greek writer, Herodotus.
In the ancient times he lived and had
the experience which is recorded in
this book.
At the very outset of our study one
or two preliminary remarks may be
made. First, H o w comes it to pass
that this book of Jonah is found
among the Minor Prophets? Properly speaking there is no prediction in
it. The only utterance that seems to
be a prophecy is that warning cry with
which he summoned the people of
Nineveh to face their sins and the
judgment of God: "Yet forty days
and Nineveh shall be overthrown."
That is to say, it is not so much a prediction as simple history, and yet this
book is among the Minor Prophets,
and has always held its place among
them. H o w comes it to pass that it
has such a place? The answer is very
simple, and I think very satisfactory.
The prediction is in the person and
experience of the prophet, and not in
any utterance of his lips. H e was a
sign unto Israel, a predictive sign
with immense prophetic significance
wrapped up in it.
Another preliminary remark is that
there are very extraordinary and remarkable events recorded in this book
of Jonah. They are altogether supernatural. The book itself belongs to
the sphere of the supernatural. T h a t
these events are impossible, or that
they are incredible or unbelievable,
none of us here holds for a moment.
The book may be divided into two
parts, first the historical narrative, and
second the predictive element.
First. T h e
historical
narrative,
Chap. 1: 2, the mission of Jonah to
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Nineveh. The reason for the mission
is given us in this verse; the colossal
character of the iniquity of the people
of Nineveh, and the near approach of
Divine judgment because of their sin.
There seems to be also in chapter 4 :
II an additional reason why the
prophet was sent to warn the people.
It would seem from this verse that
judgment must be suspended from
falling upon the guilty place until certain warnings might reach the inhabitants as to their guilt. It is because of
their ignorance that a chance is to be
given them for repentance and amendment. It matters little whether we
take the 120,000 persons to be little
children, as some think, or older persons bereft of intelligence, the fact remains that ignorance is the prominent
feature in the reason for the message
of God by the prophet to the guilty
place. Then in chapter 3, verse 3, we
have a hint as to the size of the place
or the area over which it was spread.
It is generally believed that Nineveh
at this time was an aggregation or
group of four cities connected with
each other, the remains of which are
in existence to his day and in the form
of an irregular parallelogram Avhich
would exactly meet the description
given us in the third verse of the third
chapter, being nearly sixty miles in
circumference or extent.
Secondly. Jonah's repugnance to
enter upon the mission assigned him.
Chapter i : 3. Jonah was a servant of
God; he knew the living God, he knew
perfectly well that there was no escaping the presence of God, that no
matter where he might go, God would
find him. It is exceedingly purrile,
altogether silly, the fancy that some
men seem to entertain that the book
of Jonah must be mythical because
Jonah thought that he could fly from
the presence of God. But there is a
touch of human nature here for when
an unpleasant duty is laid upon us we
are ashamed to attend to it. I remember that many years ago Dr. E r d m a n
assigned me a little work in connection with this conference when it met
at Mackinac, but rather than do it I
actually determined to flee awav bv

boat to Detroit! A godly woman
showed me the folly of such conduct
and constrained m e to remain.
J o n a h found a ship going to Tarshish, paid the fare and went down into
the body of a ship t o rest and hide.
Facihties in wrong doing, and for flight
from duty, are not to be construed
into a Divine permission. J o n a h took
his measures, God took H i s measures
hkewise, and round the little plans of
the recreant prophet H e threw H i s
great preventing providences and restored His servant at last by terrible
deeds in righteousness.
W h y was there such repugnance on
the part of Jonah to fulfill this mission
at the first? Doubtless, because of the
element of personal danger. Assyria
with mighty power within 100 years
probably would arrest the Israelites of
the Northern K i n g d o m and carry
them into an exile that still endures.
Already this Assyrian power was
looming up and visible to all the I s raelites and he was afraid of them and
his life, therefore, he did not wish to
go. But especially he did not wish to
fulfill the mission, could he help it,
because it was to the Gentiles, and to
the enemies of the people of God; and
again, he was loath to fulfill the mission because of the mercy of God that
might be shown the guilty people.
Chapter 4: 2-3. That is remarkable
language. A n g r y at what? T h e answer is given in chapter 3 : 10. Because of the known mercy of God, the
tenderness of the Divine Being, the
fear that H e would forgive and restore
and bless seems to have been the main
reason for the repugnance that he felt
toward the fulfillment of his mission.
H e had to go t h r o u g h an awful experience before he was fitted to preach
mercy, and rejoice in mercy and goodness.
Note, again, the flight to Tarshish
and the storm by the way. The Lord
Himself sent this mighty wind into
the sea, which caught the vessel
wherein the recreant prophet was
found, and though the sailors labored
hard to deliver themselves and their
passenger, the sea grew only the more
tempestuous and angrj^ until deliver-
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ance seemed impossible. There are
two or three things here. First, it ^^•as
the Lord that sent the wind. H e allowed the prophet to get to Joppa unhindered. There he found a vessel
ready to sail, he paid his fare and entered into it. T h u s tar Providence
actually seemed to be favoring the disobedient prophet, but God now begins to restore him amid awful displays of power. The resistless tempest, the fearful convulsions of the sea
and the helplessness of men betoken
God's presence.
Notice also those heathen sailors
cr}' unto their own Gods for dehverance, but there is no help and no answer. In chapter i : 7 we find they
resorted to a decision b}- the lot as
to what the tempest meant, and for
the discovery, if possible, of the guilty
party, for all of them seemed to have
felt that it was because of some sin in
them, or some one in the boat that the
storm was upon them. They cast lots
and the lot fell upon Jonah, and the}asked him in the language of verse 8:
"Tell us, we pray thee, for whose
cause this evil is upon us? W h a t is
thine occupation, and whence comest
thou? AMiat is thy country and of
what people art thou?" And he said
unto t h e m : " I am an Hebrew, and I
fear the Lord, the God of Heaven,
which hath made the sea and the dry
land." A true confession of the greatness and supremacy of the God of
Israel and his relationship to him and
his love for him, for I think in every
instance where you find in the Old
Testament that word "fear" used b}a servant of God there is the double
element in it of reverence and confidence. T h e moment the sailors heard
that confession they were afraid exceedinglv, for they understood perfectly well that this God of the fleeing
Hebrew^ was not a tribal or national
God as their Gods were, that H e was
the Maker of the universe, that on His
almighty arm swings the planet on
which we dwell, therefore they were
exceedingly afraid of this great and
infinite God.
Note again in verses 10-13, chapter
I there are two or three things. Jonah
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would not cast himself into the sea.
H e would not for a moment commit
suicide. One of the alarming features
of the days in which we live is the
alarming frequency with which men
take their own lives. H u m a n life is
becoming less and less valuable as the
perilous times deepen and the darkness thickens. H e would not touch
his own life, he dared not, it is given
him of God. That is exactly in keeping with what is so often told us in
the New Testament concerning our
bodies as belonging to God. We are
not our own, we are bought with a
price. I am always sorry when I read
that closing verse in Philippians 3,
wherein our excellent version uses
the word "vile" as applied to the body
of the redeemed one. It is not vile,
the revised version correctly renders
it "the body of our humiliation." W e
are precious to God even in our death.
Observe another thing. Somehow
Jonah knew that his being cast overboard into the sea would be the deliverance of those toiling sailors, and
therefore he directs that this be done.
H e r e the miracle of the book takes
place, they pick him up, cast him
forth into the sea, and the sea ceased
from her raging. Evidently the calm
was instantaneous, and so the sailors
must have been comforted with the
thought that they had done according to the will of God as expressed by
the mouth of this recreant prophet.
The Lord had prepared a great fish
to swallow up Jonah. That is the
event of the book.
It is the habit to sneer at this story.
It is pitiful to have to confess in this
presence that not unfrequently when
Jonah and the whale are mentioned
^^'e see a smile of incredulity and almost contempt pass over the faces of
a Christian and outwardly worshiping
congregation. W h y should there be
so much unbelief attaching to this
story of Jonah and the great fish? In
the revised version in Matthew the
whale, in the margin, is translated a
sea monster. In the Mediterranean
the whale is scarcely ever found, but
there are sea monsters called by the
Italian sailors the dog fish, reaching a
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Now^ turn to chapter 3. H e now
length in some instances of twenty-five
and even thirty feet, with an enormous enters upon his mission. A wonderthroat sufficient even to swallow an ox ful result ensues upon his announceor a horse unmasticated and alive. W e ment of the awful doom suspended
are not told that God created the fish over Nineveh. F r o m king to peasant,
at this time. The intimation is that from loftiest noble to the humblest
H e "appointed" the fish, designating subject, animals, domestic animals included, the entire parallelogram of
it to be at that spot when the prophet
cities are in the dust of humiliation and
was cast out of the ship by the sailors.
Men have been swallowed by this repentance and confession before God.
species of shark, and there is an in- H o w are you to account for the marstance recorded of a man who was velous results of that single cry? Noah
swallowed alive and recovered alive. preached for 120 years and we have no
The miracle in the book of Jonah does record of any converts. O u r Lord in
not lie so much in his being swallowed His wonderful ministry of three years
alive as being maintained in life for had comparatively few converts. H o w
three days and three nights. T h a t is then comes it to pass that in such a
the supernatural feature in the mira- brief time that sermon, concentrated
cle. Is it incredible?
A myth? God into a single sentence, brings about
who quickeneth the dead and calleth such a result, the entire city with over
the things that are not as though they a million population in the dust before
were, God that bends this blue dome God? In a sentence the explanation
over our heads and illuminates it with is this: Jonah was a dead and risen
T h e sailors, no
star fire, God that swings the planets man practically.
in their orbits, is able not only to keep doubt, told what had transpired and
this man alive in the stomach of the the news spread. David Livingstone
great fish for three days and three once said that news would spread
nights, but H e is able likewise to raise clpar across the continent of Africa
up the great antetype of Jonah, Jesus with remarkable rapidity. N o doubt
Christ, from the power of death and those Ninevites said, come and see
from the bonds of the grave. The and hear a man that has been in the
orthodox Jews have never doubted it. unseen world and has come back to
The early Christians believed it, as us, a dead and risen man. H e had
their rough sketches in the Catacombs come out of sheol, as he called it, and
of Rome show. O u r Lord Jesus therefore his testimony was irresistiChrist believed it and has set the seal ble.
of His infallible authority to it, Matt.
Now let us turn to the predictive
12: 39-41; Luke I I : 29-32.
element in the book. First Jonah in
Jonah made his prayer to God in his entombment is declared by our
the belly of the great fish. H e quoted Lord to be a sign unto the Jews of
Scripture and especially from three of
Himself, Matthew 12: 39-40. T h e exthe Psalms, and one of them the great perience of Jonah was a sign, symbol,
Messianic Psalm, the 69th. H e says type, representation of the death and
he was at the roots of the mountains resurrection of our Lord Jesus Christ.
and down at the foundations of the That is the first great typical element
world, and the great seaweeds were m this book. F o r about 800 years
wrapt around his head like a winding there had been swinging in the firmasheet and he was in the depths of
ment of Scripture before all eyes
sheol, and the gates of life were barred a m o n g the Hebrews this wonderful
against him. H e gets hold of the liv- sign of the prophet, Jonah, and so we
ing power of God and at the very end are to link at once the success ot
of the petition cries out in a voice of
Jonah's preaching after his entombvictory, "Salvation is of the Lord." ment with that of our Lord Jesus
W h e n he utters that great triumphant Christ after His death and restirrecshout, the monster deposits him alive tion and ascension. It was intimated
and well on the land.
before that small results accompanied
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the preaching of Jesus Christ on earth,
but scarcely had H e gone up on high
and ten days of waiting were completed when the Holy Spirit descended and in a single clay and by one
sermon, 3,000 souls were converted.
In the power of resurrection, life and
testimony the Gospel goes forth now
to the Gentiles, and Gentiles hear and
turn to the Lord. H a d Jonah obeyed
in the first instance as he ought to
have done, the result might have been
different, but because he had been in
the unseen world practically, and had
come out of it, therefore men heard
and responded to the warning cr}^
And after death and resurrection and
the gift of the Holy Spirit there is
power likewise manifested as never
before in the Gospel of the Son of
God.
Furthermore, Jonah is a type, I believe, of the people of Israel themselves. Jonah in the sea monster's
belly is a type of the Israelitish people
thrown out a m o n g the Gentile tides
and floods, engulfed by them and
yet always separated from them. Mr.
Gabeline said in Chicago recently that
there is a deep significance, in his
judgment in this fact, that Jonah is
a type of Israel as well as a type of
the L o r d Jesus Christ. During those
three days in the belly of the sea monster he was not assimilated by any
process of digestion on the part of the
fish. F o r ought we know the process
of digestion was arrested. Is it not
altogether wonderful that on the supposition that Jonah was the type of his
own people as we see in Hosea, chapter 6:1-3, that though they be in the
very heart of all the great Gentile nations, oppressed by them under civil
disabilities, robbed and plundered, and
after every effort that has been made,
especially in Southern Europe, Spain
and Italy, to incoiporate them with
the nations and into the Roman
Catholic church, there never has been
any success? Disraeli once said, in
connection with the persecution of Israel in Spain, that many gifted H e brews that accepted externally Catholicism and reached the very highest
place in the hierarchy, practiced Juda-
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ism in secret with their Jewish coreligionists in the night season for
years in succession. I have read of a
Rabbi who for years has been advocating that the jews ought to assimilate with the Gentiles of the United
States. Acting upon that teaching
his own daughter fell in love with a
Gentile young man and finally married him. The father forbade the marriage, and when it was consummated
he called the heads of the synagogue
into his own house, robed himself in
black, put the black cap on his head
and read the burial service over his
own daughter and announced she was
dead, for she had forsaken Israel, and,
consequently, her name was to be
mentioned no more in the family. Notwithstanding all the reformed teaching, the Jew crops out in spite of
everything. Assimilation of Israel
with the Gentile nations is impossible, her destiny is to remain alone.
Jonah was a type of his own people.
Further, he was a type of Israel's
restoration, and the mighty power of
testimony when their restoration and
conversion to God takes place. They
have been asking in these last as to
whether Judaism is not after all a
missionary religion and ought to be
communicated to all the peoples of the
world. The answer by the leading
teachers of this country is that Judaism is national, and not missionar)^ in
the sense of Christianity. But wait,
by and by after these three long days
and nights of the dispersion among
the nations of the world, when the
dreadful diaspora has come to an end
and Israel is restored and converted,
the Gentile peoples will return to God
at the voice of converted Israel as
Nineveh did in the days of recovered
Jonah.
It is significant that this book of
Jonah is read always throughout in
the great day of atonement as it comes
round annually in the service of the
Jews. A Rabbi was once asked how
it came that the book of Jonah was
read in the services of that day, and
the answer was, "we do not know;
the pious Fathers of the olden time
put it into the ritual and it has been
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there ever since." Some of us could
offer a pretty shrewd guess as to what
the meaning of it is. Jonah is connected with the atonement, the death
and resurrection of Jesus Christ first,
and next with the restoration and conversion of Israel on the ground of the
atonement of the Messiah. And when
the time comes, and God grant it may
come speedily, for the scattered and
peeled people to be restored not only
to the land, but to Jehove himself,
then indeed will be the fulfillment for
them of the type in the person of the
prophet, Jonah. There are movements in Israel now betokening tremendous events in the near future.
On the 25th of August next, in Munich, there is to be the first great Jewish congress that has been held probably in 1800 years. Only about seventy Jews answered Napoleon's call in
1804, but next August hundreds of
Jews will answer the call to this congress. Their object is the reestablishment of the Jewish state in Palestine
and they propose to purchase the
right to plant the Hebrew state there,
if need be by money, from the Sultan
of Turkey. If they get it they will
begin sacrificing again, and what
then? Well, we are not prophets.
You will have to answer as best you
may.
ZECHARIAH.
By Professor E. F. Stroeter.
At the afternoon session on Monday Professor Stroeter gave his second reading on the Prophecies of
Zechariah, in the elucidation of which
he wrote the following Outline on the
blackboard:
Part I. Truth in the visions with
one symbolic action, chapters 1-6.
Part II. Chapter 7. Bethel (Ephraim)
inquires at Jerusalem. Verses 1-3.
The answer forecasts the reason for
the greater (Roman) exile. Will worship. Verses 4-7. Not subject to the
word of God. Verses 8-14. Chapter
8: verses i and 2, God jealous for
Zion.
Verse 3. Jehovah dwells in Jerusalem.

Verses 4 and 5. The city populous.
(Earthly.)
Verse 6. Nothing too great for Jehovah.
Verses 7 and 8, The returned people God's people.
Verses 9-15. The curse changed to
blessing.
Verses 16 and 17. Love truth, hate
evil.
Verses 18 and 19. Fasts changed
to feasts.
Verses 20 to 23. Many nations join
the Israelites.
Part III. Chapters 9-14.
I. Chapters 9-11. The burden of
the word of the Lord on Hadrach
(Israel's enemies).
Chapter 9:1-8. Israel's enemies
smitten and converted; the city safe.
Chapter 9:9-17. The Messiah defending and saving his people.
Chapter 10. Judah and Ephraim restored; Assyria and Egypt brought
down.
Chapter 11. The false shepherd and
the true.
II. The burden of the word of the
Word of the Lord concerning Israel.
Chapter 12. Jerusalem, burdensome stone, the nations destroyed,
Messiah mourned in Jerusalem.
Chapter 13. The fountain opened
to repentant Jerusalem.
Idols and
false prophets cut off. Remnant.
Chapter 14. Battle of the great day
of the Lord. Feast of Tabernacles fulfilled. "Holiness to Jehovah."
Referring to chapter 7, Professor
Stroeter said, the reason why restored
Israel did not remain in the land, and
is to-day cast out, is because when the
Messiah came unto His own His own
received Him not. Therefore were
they scattered among the nations. It
is most pathetic to attend the Jewish
services on certain days of the year
and hear their prayers to Jehovah; but
see what God says in chapter 7:13.
After the Judgment is given the land
is to become desolate, as in chapter 8,
which contains the expression, "the
word of the Lord of Hosts" many
times. The expression, "The Lord of
Hosts" is as though the Almighty is
appealing to all the omnipotence
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wrapt up in Himself in proof of what
H e will do.
Chapter 8:3 says: "Jerusalem shall
be called a city of trtith; and the
mountain of the Lord of Hosts the
Holy Mountain." That city has never
been the city of truth unto this day,
and that mountain has never been
called the holy mountain in truth and
righteousness
unto this day, but it
will be. This is the earthly Jerusalem
of the future, not the heavenly. It is
now under the heel of the unspeakable Turk, but it shall not be very
much longer. T h e speaker referred
to the 9th verse of this same chapter
as the word of prophecy given for the
encouragement of the people, and said
nothing had kept him from the blues
so much as a study of the more sure
word of prophecy. The 22d verse
will be a complete reversal of the
present day missionary conditions.
The movement is directly .opposed to
that which must prevail in this dispensation. H o w can we confound the
ages when the outline is given us so
clearly in the word of God. As to
the 23d verse, what a conversion from
anti-Semitism that will be, and I believe it is going to come to pass.
T u r n i n g now to chapter 9:1, the
speaker said: I believe the Scriptures bring out the fact that the return of the Lord is local, and the
manifestations of Jehovah in the person of Jesus in the coming age are
limited geographically to Jerusalem
and the Holy Land, and the nations
of the earth who want an}' share in
those wonderful manifestations during that age, are bound to come up
to Jerusalem for it.
F o r an outline of chapters 9-11 the
speaker referred to the blackboard
analysis, which we have given above.
T u r n i n g to chapter 12, on to the end
of chapter 14, he said we have the
burden of the W o r d of the Lord concerning Israel. It is to be the earthly
and not the heavenly Jerusalem.
Remnants of all the nations will be
left that go up against Jerusalem.
Chapter 14 will be fulfilled in the last
davs of that great, wicked prince, the
Anti-Christ. The destruction of the
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city referred to was not the destruction under the Roman emperor Titus,
but an entirely different one, that lies
in the future. H o w any man can
apply the 4th verse to the days of
Jesus, when he was upon the earth, I
cannot understand. It is yet in the
future. Great cosmic changes will
take place in that day round about
Jerusalem. Other prophets also speak
of the same thing. The i6th verse
clearly shows that the prophet is
speaking of a coming dispensation,
for in the present dispensation there
is nothing that can be compared in
any sense to a fulfillment of the prophetic meaning of this verse. It is
reserved for that coming age, and the
result is given in the closing verses.
THE

EPISTLE TO
THE
EPHESIANS.
Third Reading by the Rev. George C.
Needham.
Continuing the numbered sections
of this Epistle as suggested by him in
a previous reading, and beginning
with the ninth section, which includes
chapter 4, Mr. Needham said: Here
we have exhortations to manifest the
tmity of the Spirit, not by technicalities and shibboleths, but, while recognizijng diversity of operations and
difference of administrations, there is
to be behind it all one heart and life
and Spirit. Notice Paul's attitude in
relation to duties: " I beseech you."
Moses commanded; he represented
the law. Paul beseeches; he represents grace.
Section 10, chapter 4: verses 17-24.
H e reminds them of their former life
and the indwelling old man, and how
he must be dealt with. Surely this
would humble them to remember
that, notwithstanding this exaltation
of privilege in Christ, there is an old
man, a heathenish old rascal, in each
of them, to be dealt with very summarily, and he gives us directions
about putting off this old man and
putting on the new man.
Section 11, chapter 4: verses 25-32,
5:1-21. In this section we are to
practice the manners which belong to
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a heavenly royalty. Do not live like
beggars or bankrupts, but as princes.
Section 12, chapter 5:22-33; chapter 6: verses 1-9. Here we have an
introduction to sacredness of family
life, and the duties to be sustained to
each other in the fear of God. W e
accept heavenly relations, and are
to practice earthly duties.
Section 13, chapter 6:10-18. O u r
foes are not dead, nor are we removed
from the scene of conflict. T h e Christian must be skilled in the use of
weapons to resist the devil, refuse the
world and resist its subtle enticements. We are to be so strong in the
Lord that we shall hurl the tempter
to the ground, and yet have strength
enough left to stand after withstanding.
Section 14, chapter 6, verses 19-20.
Here is Paul's prayer, earnestly
offered on his own behalf, for the
message, and not for personal favors.
Section 15, chapter 6, verses 21-22.
A touch of Paul's human life.
Section 16, chapter 6, verses 23 and
24. A closing doxology, in which he
expresses a wish that these believers
may have all things and abound. H e
began the Epistle with a salutation of
peace, and ends it with a doxology of
peace.
Referring to the fact that Paul calls
himself a prisoner, Mr. Needham
said: H o w much we are indebted to
prisons. John Bunyan, in prison,
writing his allegory; Peter in prison,
Paul in prison, writing to the Ephesians. H o w many good things have
come out of prison cells. T h e chief
subject of the Epistle is the Church of
God. Romans deals with the doctrine of justification by faith as apphed to the individual, Galatians with
justification by faith apart from the
ceremonial law, but Ephesians takes
the individual believers in a corporate
capacity, and deals with the church
of God, so it is a Church Epistle.
The Church is specified ten times.
The original material of the church
is described in second chapter. The
idea of making a church otit of this
material originated in the mind of the
Father; the church became a possibil-

ity through the redemptive work of
Christ the Son, brought out in the
first chapter, and this church becomes a unit and an energetic power
for life and testimony through the indwelling of the H o l y Spirit. So the
Apostle calls attention to the united
cooperation of the trinity of persons
in the Godhead. God the father being
mentioned eight times, the Son fortyeight times, and the Spirit fourteen
times in this Epistle. The attributes
of God are brought out. His will. His
grace, His purpose. His power. His
glory, etc., in bestowing spiritual
blessings upon the believer.
F o u r things are stated regarding
the church: First, the ministry of the
church defined; secondly, the call of
the church; thirdly, the warfare of
the church, and fourth, the unity of
the church. T h e ministry of the
church is given in chapter 4, verses
7-12. Notice it is a variety of ministry in unity, and its object specified.
Five distinct classes of offices are referred t o : Apostles, Prophets, Evangelists, Pastors and Teachers. T h e
ministry is for the whole church and
the whole church in the ministry.
The object is for the perfection of the
saints, and to bring them intO' deeper
and fuller knowledge of God. T h e
body of Christ is built up in two ways.
First, by additions from without in
conversions from the world, and secondly, by
internal
development
through the ministry of the word.
The walk of the church is specified,
the negative walk. " N o t as other
Gentiles walk." T h e positive walk;
walk expresses life, motion, conduct,
behavior, and suggests the whole conduct of the believer. W e are to walk
worthy of the vocation wherewith we
are called, to walk in love, to walk in
light, to walk circumspectly. As an
illustration of this latter point, the
speaker referred to the care with
which a cat would walk on the top of
a wall covered with pieces of broken
glass.
The warfare of the church is given
in chapter 6, verses 10-18. Seven
weapons are specified. The girdle of
truth or sincerity, the breast-plate
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covering the heart, the vital part of
the body, shoes on the feet, the helmet
covering the head.
John Bunyan
speaks of a man who forgot his helmet in the day of battle and had his
head cracked in the conflict.
The
shield of faith, for we are to live a life
of faith in the Son of God. The offensive weapon is the sword of the
Spirit, which is the word of God.
Many persons seem to hold the sword
by the blade, and get cut by it, but
we must learn to hold it by the hilt,
and put it into the enemy as John
Bunyan again and again put it into
Apollyon, and then we are to pray
always with all prayer and supplication in the Spirit.
The unity of the church is set forth
in three figures—the human body,
the temple and the marriage relation.
The body has a diversity of members,
all controlled by one will, suggesting
the responsibility of Christians as fellow-members of the same body to
care for each other. The temple is
the next figure; the church is the temple or tabernacle where God now resides. It is a wonderful thought that
the believer is a very sacred person
as the temple of the Holy Ghost. The
third figure is that of marriage. There
is a contract made between two persons interested in one another, and
if the marriage relation is perfect the
life grows beautiful.
The church on earth is divine as an
institution. It is equipped with officers for the carrying out of God's
work in this age. It is indwelt by the
Holy Spirit, who has all resources
to impart to the church for her work
as witness-bearer, but I protest
against the multiplicity of orders
and leagues and organizations of
various
kinds overcrowding
the
church itself and putting it in the
background. One pastor told me with
tears in his eyes that he had seventeen societies in his church, and there
was no church left. W e need to come
back to New Testament times, and
have such a manifestation of supernatural power that all machinery will
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be forgotten in the dignity of the
church as she walks forth in the wilderness, leaning upon the arm of her
Beloved, until she is translated to the
skies.
H I N T S F O R BIBLE STUDY.
The closing session of the Conference was held on Tuesday morning,
when, by special request, the first half
hour was devoted to the giving of
hints for Bible study. The Rev.
George C. Needham presided, spoke
of the importance of the topic, reminded them of the Spanish proverb,
"Make haste slowly," and said that
Bible study was a growth. H e called
upon them to distinguish between dispensational truth and doctrinal truth,
and urged his hearers to study the
typical parts of Scripture, as illustrated, for example, by the uplifting
of the serpent and the smiting of the
rock, in their applications to Christ.
Some people avoided the study of the
types because they had been taught
they were dangerous, and afforded
room for a vast amount of vagaries,
but they were not more so than many
New Testament texts, if they might
judge by some of the sermons^ published in the Monday morning papers.
Study the book of Hebrews in connection with the Old Testament, and
the Old Testament characters should
be studied as they typify Christ.
Dr. H . M. Parsons suggested the
necessity of seeking light from the
Holy Spirit himself, the divine author
of the book, while studying the Scriptures.
The Rev. Charles Erdman spoke of
an eminent professor of literature and
the suggestions he gave concerning
the study of Shakespeare, and the
hints he gave would apply admirably
to the Holy Scriptures. Let them
study its books, its great scenes, its
great dramatic climaxes, its doctrines,
its chapters, and by the aid of a good
commentary, but not one by the
higher critics, but one who has been
taught by the Holy Spirit.
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T H E HOLY SPIRIT AND THE
REMNANT OF ISRAEL.
By the Rev. W. J. Erdman.
There are promises of the restoration of Israel given us in the New
Testament, and connected with those
promises are other promises of a gift
of the Holy Spirit upon that remnant. It is sometimes supposed that
the prediction in the New Testament
of a future gift of the Holy Spirit was
fulfilled in the day of Pentecost. But
there is abundant Scripture to show
that what was done on the day of
Pentecost was not a complete fulfillment. A second outpouring of the
Holy Spirit remains, and is to be
poured out at first only upon Jews.
It was so in the first instance 1800
years ago, and it is going to be so
again. The body of Jews on whom
the Holy Spirit was poured on the
day of Pentecost was the nucleus of
the church. The Apostles thought
they were the nucleus of the future
Messianic kingdom, and accordingly
the preaching of Peter, especially in
his second sermon, is all national, and
had the Jews received the Lord as
their Messiah after he was glorified,
he would long ago have established
the IMessianic kingdom; but their rejection of the king the second time,
especially in the rejection of the Holy
Spirit, and consummated in the stoning of Stephen, postponed the coming
of the Messianic kingdom. And thus
God in due time made a revelation to
the Apostles that those who had been
baptized on the day of Pentecost were
really the nucleus of a body called the
Chtirch, the body of Christ, to which
were added Jews and Gentiles by the
preaching of the Gospel up to this
day. W h e n that body is completely
formed, the Lord will come for the
church, to be glorified with her. Without stopping to give the details, and
the overlapping of a great many
events at the joining of the two dispensations, the present and the next,
I can briefly say that there will be
preparatory movements resulting at
last in a converted remnant of Jews
at Jerusalem. Upon that converted

remnant will be poured the Holy
Spirit, as in the first instance 1800
years ago. To that remnant in Jerusalem will be added converted
Israelites from all over the world, who
will be brought back by converted
Gentiles, who also will be added to
that Messianic kingdom.
My first proposition, then, is this:
No prediction of a future gift of the
Holy Spirit is wholly fulfilled until
the predicted context is fulfilled. Joel
2:28-32. Chapter 3:1-2. This was
not done under the Roman Titus, for
there is here a prediction of the destruction of the armies that destroyed
Jerusalem. T h e Jews are here brought
back from their captivity. Isaiah, 44:
1-5, 43:25. T h e blessing of the Holy
Spirit is the great blessing of the Old
Testament. Were the sins of Israel
forgiven at that time? See R o m a n s
11:26 for the answer.
Isaiah 59:19-21. The context of
these verses is Israel encompassed by
enemies, the Lord, the Redeemer,
coming for their deliverance, turning
away transgression from Jacob, and
then pouring out his Holy Spirit.
Romans 11:2-31 gives a commentary
on the covenant. Isaiah 32:13-20.
This is a prophecy concerning the
land of Israel. The normal condition
of that land since the destruction of
Jerusalem 1800 years ago until Messiah comes again, would be that it
should be struck with barrenness, that
it should be full of ruined cities, with
partial occupations of it. But the land
is a dead land because it lacks the
Spirit and soul of that land—its own
people. And that people is a dead
people because the Spirit of God has
not been poured upon it. T h e land is
waiting for its people, as the body for
the soul.
In conclusion, Ezekiel 36:22-28.
That context has not been fulfilled, as
in Joel, and the prediction of this gift
of the Holy Spirit has not yet been
fulfilled. The converted remnant of
the Jews at Jerusalem in that day will
preach the W o r d to Jews, and that
will be the time of the establishment
of the Messianic kingdom, and the
whole earth will have t h e fulfillment
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of Joel's prophecy concerning the
outpouring of the Spirit upon all flesh.
T h e restoration of Jews in the prophecies is always a restoration of converted Jews.
T H E P R O P H E C Y O F AMOS.
By the Rev. Dr. H . M. Parsons.
I n order to know something about
the condition of Israel at the time of
Amos we must turn to I. Kings 12:
25. Certain things have been going
on for nearly 200 years, and we need
to understand them rightly tO' take
hold of the message by the prophet
Amos. They had a mixed worship,
the worship of Baal and also the temporary worship of idols, ostensibly to
assist them in worshiping God. Jeroboam introduced things into their
worship professedly to keep the people on the side of God, but which
actually separated them from God,
thus preparing them for judgment;
precisel}^ what the church is doing
to-day.
T h e prophecy of Amos occurred
about 787 B. C. Jeroboam I I . had
been reigning about 36 years. Elijah
and Elisha had been sent to the people, but none of the kings cast out
the worship of the groves.
The
earthquake occurred in the time of
Uzziah. These things indicate the
time of the prophecy. Amos was a
humble man, a shepherd, sent to
prophesy against the worship of the
calves at Bethel. From that centre
the idolatrous worship spread through
all Israel. At that time Israel was in
the height of prosperity, but the poor
were despised, and voluptuousness
and debauchery prevailed.
Luxury
abounded, but God was forgotten.
• Chapters i and 2 predict the punishment of God upon the border nations, and also on Judah and Israel,
each nation having its own particular
sin, and then God contrasts his own
treatment of them with their treatment of Him. The border nations
were Syria, Philistia, Tyre, Edom and
Amon.
Chapter 3 brings out the necessity
of these judgments on account of the
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rebehion of Israel.
The messages
seem to have been successive prophecies to that impenitent kingdom.
Chapter 4 reiterates the judgments
threatened because of continuous rebellion, and the prophet calls upon
Israel to prepare to meet their God.
Chapter 5 begins with a pathetic
lamentation over Israel for their sins,
and the prophet exhorts them to repentance
and
reformation,
and
threatens them with captivity.
Chapter 6 gives reproofs and warning to all that are at ease in Zion, and
trusting to human defences. H e calls
upon them to look at what they were
doing, notwithstanding the warnings
that had ahead}' been given.
Chapter 7 contains three visions of
impending judgment, namely, the
grasshoppers, the great fire and the
plumb-line. These judgments were
mitigated by the intercession of the
prophet. Amaziah the prophet accuses Amos to the king, and advises
him to go back to Judah and prophesy
no more at Bethel.
Chapter 8 gives us a vision of the
basket of summer fruit, representing
Israel ripening for judgments, indicating that the oppressions visited
upon the poor were not repented of.
The final prediction is a famine of the
Word of God.
Chapter 9 contains the vision of the
Lord at the altar, showing the certainty of the judgment; after that follows the rejection of Israel, and their
dispersion among the nations of the
earth. This scattering among the nations has been fulfilled.
One lesson we may learn from this
book is, that it was a message from
Jehovah. "Thus saith the Lord" occurs fifty-four times.
The prophet
spake as he was moved by the Holy
Spirit. H e was a simple, plain man.
His message was a simple and plain
one, pointing out the sins of the
people at that time, showing their
rebellion against God. Though the
prophet was in an enemy's land, he
delivered his message fearlessly.
The second lesson to be gathered
from this book is that in every age
the Lord regards the oppression of
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more than others, and is also the
subject of conversation a m o n g those
of our brethren who are known as
post-millennialists, is the apprehension
of dangers that are upon us, and
greater dangers to be feared in the
immediate future. W e who are called
pre-millennialists are described as a
croaking class of people. Pessimistic,
without any hope whatever as to the
race, or the great forces of civilization at work in the world. But, my
brethren, I am persuaded that if we
can get hold of this particular feature
of faith that I am to speak upon, from
the n t h of Hebrews, namely. The
Farsightedness of Faith, we shall be
the happiest company that can be
found anywhere.
The first verse of this n t h chapter
of Hebrews reads as follows: " N o w
faith is the substance of things hoped
for, the evidence of things not seen."
T h a t is not so much a definition of the
principle of faith as a description of its
power. It does not tell us so much
what faith is, as what faith does, as
ihustrated in the examples afterwards
introduced in the chapter itself. That
is to say, faith lays hold upon the unseen, the invisible. Faith brings these
unseen things near unto us, so that in
THE
FARSIGHTEDNESS
O F their presence we live and walk and
FAITH.
wait and rejoice.
Final Address by Professor W . G.
Take as an illustration the case of
Moorehead.
Noah in verse 7. The marginal readAs we separate to our homes and ing for the phrase, "moved with fear"
return to our fields of labor, we is "being wary," or as the revised vershould seek to deepen within the con- sion puts it, "moved with a godly
sciousness of each one of us faith in fear." It was told to the patriarch that
the living God, confidence in Him the end of all flesh was come, and the
who has spoken to us through His planet itself would be swept clear of
word in these days that we have been its entire population, and he was digathered .together in this place of rected to build the ark. H e was, perprivilege, and so it has been thought haps, a distance of 120 miles from
well that our attention should be water, and no doubt heard many a
turned for a few minutes to one par- jibe as to the ship he was building,
ticular feature of faith. It is a blessed and the lack of evidence of the prething in these days to have hope, dicted deluge. But being wary he
clear and bright and buoyant. It is laid hold upon the unseen, got ready
also a precious thing to have the love for the coming deluge and was saved,
of the brethren springing from the together with his household.
love of God to us. But after all, the
Another illustration of the farroot grace of all others in the be- sightedness of faith is that of Abraliever is faith in the living God.
ham in verse 8. H e went blindfold.
That which impresses some of us At first God did not tell him where-to

the poor, and will always take their
part. There are many devices to-day
for bettering the condition of the
poor, and reform is substituted for
regeneration, but the only thing that
can reform the suffering is regeneration.
The third lesson is that a careful
statement of Israel's sins is given for
our good. The righteousness of God
is not outlawed. It is just as plain
and practical and essential to us today as the gospels. God uses the Ten
Commandments in grace. The speaker
protested against the violations of the
Sabbath by professing Christians,
who would often travel on that day in
order to keep appointments during
the week for the transaction of earthly
business, and urged Christian people
to let their testimony be on the side
of God's truth.
T h e fourth lesson was a promise of
national conversion of Israel and
restoration to their own land. This
is inserted between the completion of
the body of Christ—the church, and
the conversion of the nations.
Fifth. All the signs given to Israel
of approaching doom are repeated to
the church in this present time.
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go, but simply commanded him to
leave his country and his father's
house. W h a t is needed just now is
simply to believe God. We lament
that the church of God seems to be
losing its grasp on the Scriptures, and
allying itself with the world. But let
us not sink down into despondency
and discouragement, but let the
prophetic element of faith have full
sway in us so that we can be able to
say, not knowing whither we go,
we will go out if need be and wait the
fulfillment of that promise, the rapture of the Saints on one side, and the
filling of the earth with the glory of
the Lord on the other side.
Another example of the farsightgdness of faith is Joseph. Verse 22. H e
spoke of the coming Exodus, which
was probably more than 300 years distant, but so profoundly convinced was
he of that coming deliverance that he
gave commandment concerning his
bones. It was as if he had said, my
brethren, you are going out of here
every one of you, and when you go
take me with you. Now, Joseph's tomb
might have been a pyramid. Imagine
if you can a prime minister of England
refusing to be buried in Westminster
Abbey, or a statesman of the United
States refusing to rest near the monument of Washington in the capital
city, and yet Joseph might have had a
tomb far grander than any in Westminster Abbey or Washington. But
he would have nothing to do with it,
for over Egypt was suspended the
judgments of God, and God's people
were going out of it into the land of
promise and of resurrection. And
when the children of Israel went out
into the land of promise, they did not
forget to carry Joseph's mummy with
them. Brethren, as we separate, I
leave with you this last word, namely,
that faith has in it a prophetic element,
D o not let us be discouraged. Let us
give no ground for that foolish charge
that is made so often that you are all
pessiipists, always looking at the dark
side. If there is any class of people
that ought to sing for very gladness,
it is those who are waiting and watching for the return of H i m who has
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promised to come, and will not tarry.
Let this farsightedness of faith take
possession of the soul,
One other thing I want to speak
of for a moment, and this is for us
especially who are parents. Did you
ever notice how this feature of faith
that has been referred to is found in the
case of the child Moses? W e are told
in this n t h of Hebrews that Moses'
parents determined to save their child
from the wrath of the king because,
as we read in Exodus, he was a goodly
child. Here in Hebrews he is said
to be a proper child, and therefore
they hide him. Stephen, in the 7th of
Acts, said he was fair to look upon.
The Greek phrase is, " H e was beautiful unto God." There was something
in that face, whatever it was, that faith
recognized as the promise of God in
the child that was given to these parents, and believing in the future of
that child they held fast to him, as
against the dreadful edict of the king
of Egypt. I think we also ought to
see something in our children in connection with this farsightedness of
faith. Brethren, the promise is unto
us and to our children also. Let us
keep the children in mind of this, that
the great God Himself may be writing
on their faces that which faith in the
parents is able to read. Moses no
doubt was beautiful. Indeed, it is said
by one very ancient writer that when
he was growing up, as he passed
through the streets of the city from the
courts of Pharaoh, workmen would
cease their labor to steal a look at his
face, and persons in the streets would
stop and turn round and gaze upon
him. W e may not have such gifted
children as Miriam and Jochabed
had, but we may have children given
us of God bearing upon them the
handwriting of God. Let us try to
train them and teach them, so that
our faith may rejoice in them in the
days that are coming,
Professor Moorehead concluded
with prayer, after which the conference united in singing the famihar
words, "God be with you till we meet
again." Dr. H . M. Parsons then pronounced the benediction.
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JEHOVAH-JIREH.
Sermon by the Rev. Joseph Kyle,
Sunday Morning, July i i .
T e x t : "And Abraham said, My son,
God will provide himself a lamb for
a burnt offering: so they went both of
them together. And Abraham called
the name of that place Jehovah-jireh,
as it is said to this day, in the mount
of the Lord it shall be seen. Genesis
22. 8:14.
With these words link those of John
the Baptist, who bore witness to the
Lord Jesus Christ: "Behold the
L a m b of God which taketh away the
sin of the world." One of the most
touching of all Bible studies is recorded in this 22d chapter of Genesis.
God, whose judgments are unsearchable, and whose ways are past finding
out until they can be stated in the
light of the result, had said to Abraham, "Take now thy son, thine only
son Isaac, whom thou lovest, and get
thee into the land of Moriah, and
offer him there for a burnt offering
upon one of the mountains which I
will tell thee of." Compared with this
the trials that ordinarily enter into
the lives of men are scarcely worth
naming. The only case which parallels it is that of which it is but a
shadow, when God in proof of his
love to men, and that he might redeem them from sin, not merely laid
his son on an altar, but gave him up
to die upon the cross.
Mark the strange wording of the
strange command: "Take now thy
son,''—the child of promise for whose
coming he had so long waited against
hope—"thy son, thine only son," not
simply the sole light of the patriarch's
home, but the solitary life on whose
continuance hinged the glorious hope
of the covenant, the young child
whose name means laughter, and
whose birth was the far-off signal of
coming joy to all the world. "Thine
only son Isaac whom thou lovest," ah!
better than a Jacob could love a
Joseph, for he was an only son. Take
him and "get thee to the land of M o riah," certainly for some gracious purpose, or some wonderful confirmation

of the covenant promise, since each
succeeding- word in the commandment touches the more tenderly on
the patriarch's soul, and awakens a
larger hope. But the ending is so
different from the beginning: "Offer
him there for a b u r n t offering on one
of the mountains I will tell thee of."
That was a fearful thing for the
father's heart to contemplate, and for
a father's hand to do, and yet Abraham rose up and began the journey.
Three days it lasted, and every hour
of every day the burden must have
been heavier to bear, and then on the
last day when M o u n t Moriah was in
full view, and the servants had been
left behind, and the wood laid on
Isaac, as the cross on H i m of whom
in one sense he is a type, A b r a h a m
listened to the question of the son.
"Behold the fire and the wood: but
where is the lamb for a burnt offering?" As another has said, I think
if Abraham's heart could have been
moved to relent, and he to turn back
and refuse to God the'sacrificie required,
he would have done it; but so strong
is his faith in God, and so submissive
his will to God's will, that not even
his boy's question can swerve him by
a hair's breath from God's requirements. H e will go on till the voice
that gave the command to sacrifice,
is again heard forbidding him to slay.
No faith was ever seen so strong in
Israel, and it received proportionate
reward.
And now, as in fancy we stand before this scene; let Mount Moriah be
before us in our thoughts to-day, not
the altar of Abraham but the cross on
which God's only Son whom he
loveth, dies for our redemption.
Abraham's faith was rewarded, but
it was first tried. Isaac could be left
alive and a lamb offered in his stead,
but not so with Jesus Christ. In
connection with him there are two
sayings that are memorable, one for
the judgment it invoked and the other
for the truth it declared. You will
remember that when he stood before
Pilot's bar, and that time-serving governor thought to rid himself of all responsibility by washing his hands.
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the Jews said, "his blood be upon us
and on our children." Under that
curse of the Father's the children yet
lie. T h e other saying that is memorable was when they mocked the sufferer in his anguish and said, " h e
saved others, himself he cannot save."
T h a t was true, but not as they meant
it. H e could not be spared as Isaac
was, and yet in the time of trial Abraham's fate could look forward to that
which it prefigured, and rejoice and
we can rejoice with him.
Isaac's
name would have a new significance
to him from that day forward. God
has provided a lamb for a burnt
offering, let us behold the Lamb of
God which taketh away the sin of the
world.
The first thought you have known
all your life long, but never can think
of too frequently is this, that in this
gracious provision there is an evidence of human need. God never
did anything in vain. God never
made anything in vain. W e wonder
sometimes as we look over the works
of creation what their uses are, but
not a tree or mountain or stone or
tiniest animalcule has been made in
vain. And nothing that God did for
the redemption for sinners was unnecessary, and when we come to
know by sorrowful experience what is
the sin from which he saves us, the
judgment both of reason and faith
finds ample coiiifirmat^ion. As you
know, in the suffering and sorrow of
this present life we have not only the
legitimate consequences for sin, but
its figurative representations. Here
is poor Bartimeus sitting by the wayside begging the pittance that barely
keeps his darkened soul within its
tabernacle. Here is poor Lazarus
lying at the gate of wealth while the
dogs are his ministers. Here is the
little maid of Capernaum shrouded
for the grave. D o these lack nothing?
You know that the representation
of the Scriptures of truth touching
sinners is this, that in their natural
estate they are wretched, and miserable, and poor, and blind, and naked,
cursed and demonized by sin. Dead,
even, and therefore in order that the
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woe of humanity may be met and relieved, the unspeakable gift of God
has been bestowed.
That is only a part of the truth. It
is not when we look at the wretchedness or even at the vileness that attaches to sin, as we see it here in this
world, that we realize our need so
much, as when we look at the infinite
worthiness of Jesus Christ, for all
that God does is done for a cause.
The God of nature is the God of
grace, and there is no extravagance
in nature, so also in the kingdom of
grace there is no extravagant expenditure of power. When you look at
the cross of Jesus Christ, and think of
his life on earth, and of his death, and
of all that he has done, and of all that
he is tO' do, you see God's measure
of your need. And though there is
but one soul in all this universe, to be
saved, the very same sacrifice must
have been made, the same purchase
price to be paid.
I know that a finite soul cannot
have infinite need, but nothing but
infinite supply will satisfy the need
even of this finite soul. The exceeding sinfulness of sin never appears
so clearly as when we apprehend the
meaning of the sacrifice, which, in
the judgment of infinite wisdom, was
necessary to affect atonement for its
guilt and purchase redemption from
its power. W h a t Christ has done is
God's measure of your need and mine.
Another simple truth finds illustration here. It is that the provision of
grace tells us of human helplessness
to satisf}^ that need. Isaac said to his
father Abraham as they walked up
the mountain slope, "My father, behold the fire and the wood, but where
is the lamb for a burnt offering?"
Abraham was to offer a lamb, not of
his own providing, but that God
would provide. And as that was true
of the sacrifice offered on the altar of
Moriah, so in the most perfect sense
is it true of the sacrifice offered on
Calvary. God provided himself the
lamb for the burnt offering. It is
true that men furnished the fire and
the wood, but that is the best they
can do. H u m a n hands shaped the
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cross and drove the nails, human
hands plaited the crown of thorns and
pressed it on the Redeemer's brow,
human hands thrust the spear into the
Redeemer' side, but will any one say
that the Jews and the Romans helped
save themselves or helped to provide
redemption for the world when they
crucified the Lord of Glory? Let man
do his utmost now to save himself,
and the best he can do is to ally himself with those whose unenviable distinction is that they pierced the heart
of infinite love. That is the enormity
and the wickedness of legalism. Let
a man by the merit of his good works
seek to save himself, and the best he
can do is to crucify the Son of God
afresh and put him t o an open shame.
Job understood the helplessness of
man in his need, and giving expression to his longing he gave expression also to the prophetic hope that
has been realized, when he said: " H o w
should man be just with God? If he
will contend with Him he cannot answer H i m one of a thousand." Job's
longing has been realized in Jesus
Christ, and these two things he must
feel before he will cast all his care on
the Lord who careth for him—his
need and his helplessness, wherever
you find a sinner unsaved or a sinner
saved by grace.
There is a scene in Scripture story
that illustrates my meaning. You remember the cowardly men of Judah
went up to the top of the rock, Etam,
where Samson had found a place of
refuge, and they bound him that they
may surrender him to the Philistines,
those old-time enemies of Israel, and
as they saw the champion of Israel
coming dowm bound, they thought
him their prisoner, and made the valley ring with their shoutings. But
the lion was not dead, he only seemed
to be sleeping. Strengthened with
power from on high as Samson drew
near, he snapped the cords from his
arms as though they had been burnt
flax, and sprang into the midst of his
enemies with nothing in his hand but
a bone, but never did Richard the
Great, with his massive blade of steel,
or Saladin, with his matchless cimeter,

work such wonders on any battlefield
as did Sampson with this strange weapon. His enemies fell in heaps until
1,000 dead were piled on the battlefield, and then sounding his own
praises he took all the victory to himself, and, flinging the jawbone away,
named the battlefield Ramath-lehi,
the place of the lifting up of the
bone. It was a wonderful victory,
but the end is not yet. Another foe
grapples him. His tongue is thick
and his throat parched with thirst,
and he must die if he cannot find
water. A moment ago and he was
saying: "With the jawbone of an ass,
heapsuppntieaps,withthejaw of anass
have I slain a thousand men," but
now he cries, "Oh, Lord, thou hast
given this great deliverance into the
hand of thy servant, and now shall I
die for thirst and fall into the hand
of the un circumcised?" God heard
the cry of H i s humbled servant and
opened at his feet a spring of water,
and then in strange contrast with the
name he gave the battlefield he called
that little fountain En-hakkore, the
well of him that cried. Not unfrequently does it happen that we say our
mountain standeth strong and we
shall never be moved. If that be the
boast of humble submissive faith it
is well, but if it be not, our experience
will be similar to David's; if God hid
His face we are troubled, our boasting turns to trembling, our R a m a t h lehi becomes En-hakkore. T h e secret
of restful confidence that shall never
be shaken is found in H a b a k k u k ' s
words: " I trembled in myself that I
might rest in the day of trouble," or
in Paul's w o r d s : " W h e n I am weak
then am I strong."
Once more. Think of the provision
God has made as the proof of His
love. The sacrifice it is willing to
make is the test and the proof of love.
Absalom said to one: " I s this thy
kindness to thy friend, why wentest
thou not after thy friend?" Suggesting sympathy in words, but not in
heart- W h o questions the love of
Ruth for Naomi as she turned her
back on home and kindred and country, and cast in her lot with the help-
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less and all but hopeless widow of
Israel? AMio questions the love of
poor Rizpah for her unfortunate sons?
You remember the story how they
must bear the penalty of Saul's murderous perfidy. But the mother, more
sinned against than sinning, kept her
vigils by their bodies on the rock night
and day for three long months, suffering neither birds of the air nor the
beasts of the field to touch her dead.
A striking illustration of the love that
is stronger than death. W h o questions the loyalty and the love of the
three mighty ones for David, who,
when they heard
their
leader's
homesick wish for a drink of water
from the well of Bethlehem by the
gate, although he had no thought that
they would seek to bring it, girded on
their swords and went down the slope
of the mountain pressing their way
through the camp of the enemy, scattering the Philistines as flocks are
scattered when the lion charges on
them, and going to the gate of Bethlehem drew the water from the well and
bore it back in triumph to their leader.
But what sacrifice may be compared
to that of Calvary? W h a t love may
be likened unto that which was lifted
upon the cross? What wonder is it
that John should say: "Hereby perceive we the love of God," as if there
were none other worthy the name,
"Because H e laid down His life for
us." Herein is the love, not that we
loved God, but that H e loved us, and
sent His son to be the propitiation
for our sins. Yes, in the death of
Jesus Christ, in all that is implied
therein you have the greatest proof
possible of the love of God for sinful
men. Love, that like Himself is
boundless, filling earth and heaven—
love that is changeless, the same yesterday, to-day and forever—love that
ever keeps in memory its own gracious word, "It is more blessed to
gp^ve than to receive"—love, whose
every gift is the pledge and promise
of other favors yet to come, "for H e
that spared not His own Son, but delivered him up for us all, how shall
H e not with him also 'freely give us
all t h i n g s ? ' "
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The source of this provision assures us of its fullness, that it is ample,
there shall never be any lack. God
who knows our need, God who knows
our sinfulness and helplessness. H e
it is that loves us with an everlasting
love and has provided it, and I know
that is enough. H e cannot fail to
supply every want. I can imagine on
the great day of atonement, which, as
you know was the climax of the sacrifices of the law, that on that great day
after the two goats had been brought
into the presence of the high priest,
and the lot had been cast designating
one to represent the Lord of Glory
dying for our sin, and the other, the
scapegoat, to represent the Lord
bearing away the sins of the Avorld—
in that scene I can imagine a pious
father in Israel gathering his household about him on some point of vantage, watching the departure of the
scapegoat as it was led forth, and
saying, "Children, look, look, behold
the Lamb of God that beareth away
the sin of Israel." That service must
be repeated year by year for "it was
not possible that the blood of bulls
and goats should take away sins."
"But this man, after he had offered
one sacrifice for sins forever, sat down
on the right hand of God, from hence
forth expecting till his enemies be
made his footstool. F o r by one offering he hath perfected forever them
that are sanctified." There is nothing
to be added. There is nothing to be
desired.
That was a beautiful letter that Paul,
the aged, wrote out of his Roman
prison to Philemon, on behalf of Onesimus, a runaway slave, begging that
Philemon would restore him and receive him as a brother beloved. "If
thou count me therefore a partner receive him as myself. If he hath
wronged thee, or oweth thee ought,
put that on my account; I, Paul, have
written it with mine own hand, I will
repay it." So if we may compare
him with the Lord of Glory, it is our
great advocate who makes our cause
his own, and as our great intercessor
pleads on our behalf at the throne of
grace. At one time we were enemies,
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fugitives from justice. With no such
reason as Onesimus may have had,
we had cast off the yoke of the most
gracious Master, but we have been
reconciled by the blood of Christ's
Cross, and by the almighty constraining influence of Christ's love have
been made one with Him. The Lord
takes us by the hand, and, bringing
us before the Father, says: Behold,
I and the children whom thou hast
given me. If thou count me, therefore, a partner, receive them as myself, if they have wronged thee—and
what wrong have we not done? W h a t
debt do we not owe?—put that on my
account. The hand that was pierced
hath written it, Jesus Christ has paid
it all.
And yet, after all, the story of Onesimus does not fully represent the
story of redeeming love. W e must
link the parable of the prodigal with
it, and see the father himself waiting
to be gracious, looking out longingly
for the return of the penitent, and as
he comes checking even the confession of the penitent and calling to
his servant to bring the tokens of
restoration to sonship. It is almost
too good to be true. So poor Jacob
thought when his sons brought the
news that Joseph was yet alive, until
they produced the evidence. So these
hearts of ours fail to understand the
love of God.
There are many Scriptural illustrations of the surpassing love of Jesus
Christ for us in its fullness. T h e river
that Ezekiel saw has always been suggestive of the ever increasing apprehension of the believer of the fullness
of Christ's salvation. John saw that
river proceeding from the throne of
God and the Lamb. Ezekiel saw it
proceeding from the side of the altar.
The altar has become a throne in the
Revelation, but still the throne of the
L a m b . The angel led the prophet
down the stream a thousand cubits,
and the water covered his ankles; a
thousand cubits further down and the
water reached his knees; a thousand
cubits further down and the water
had risen to his loins; a thousand cubits further down and it was a river
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that could not be passed over; and
then as the angel brought the prophet
to the nearer shore he saw there trees
whose leaves were for medicine, and
whose fruit was for food, and over on
the other side, by and by to be enjoyed, the prophet saw other trees
planted by this river and stretching
away beyond his vision. T h e half of
that wonderful story to mortals can
never be told. Never until we walk
by the river of life, and drink its crystal waters, and sit down in the shade
of the tree of life shall we know the
fullness of the love of God or comprehend in all its breadth, and length, and
height the significance of this wonderful nan:e Jehovah-jireh, the L o r d
will provide, but then we shall know.
AND ENOCH WALKED
GOD.

WITH

Rev. R. A. Torrey.
This man Enoch is one of the
greatest men of all history. His record is told in nine verses. His greatne,ss did not consist in what we call
greatness. Greatness of character.
H e pleased God.
W h a t is it to walk with God? God
has answered the question to many of
us. T o walk with God is to live our
lives in the consciousness of God's
presence with us. F o r 300 years
Enoch walked with God.
W h a t will be the result? First of
all, great joy. In thy presence there
is fullness of joy. Is there a man
who would not rather live in the
humblest tent with congenial companions than in a palace with uncongenial companions?
The second result is a great sense
of security. If we know God is there
in our surroundings we can have no
fear.
T h e third result is spiritual enlightenment. T h e supreme condition
of spiritual understandin(g is communion with God, not scholarly attainment. Enoch got a clearer idea
even in that day of the second coming of Christ than many of our ministers to-day. There is many an obscure washerwoman and cobbler who
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knows more about God than many a
college professor, because they walk
with God. By day and by night God
is with me and I am with H i m .
The fifth result is Christ-like beauty of character. W e become like the
people with whom we associate. If
we walk with God we become like
God. W h e n Moses went up into the
mountains for forty days and was
with God his face shone from the
reflected glory of God.
The sixth result is eminent usefulness. H i s usefulness may not be in the
line of great achievement.
Enoch
has accomplished more for God and
man that is enduring than Nebuchadnezzar, Augustine or the kings of
Egypt. T h e man that walks with
God will accomplish more that is
lasting than Fulton, Edison or Morse.
The next result is God's eternal
companionship. H e was not for God
took H i m .
Is it rational if you
and I do not care enough for God's
companionship to cultivate it here
that he will invite us to eternal companionship?
H o w can we walk with God, trust
in the atoning blood of Jesus Christ?
By faith Enoch pleased God. God is
holy. Y o u and I are sinful. Between
us yawns the awful chasm.
The
atoning blood is the only bridge. Suppose I had a real thought of God and*
my past life should come before me.
H e r e is the infinitely holy God. Could
there be anything but agony if the
sin was not put away ?
The second step is obedience. If
any man love me he will keep my
word. J o h n 14:23. There is no walking with God without absolute surrender. You can't walk with God unless you walk in God's way.
The third step is cultivate the
thought of God's presence wherever
you are. There are four things which
will help y o u : Reading the Bible,
prayer, thanksgiving and worship.
One of the secrets of prayer is realizing that God is fistening. W h e n you
come to God and receive something,
thank H i m definitely for that thing.
In worship, we are simply taken up
with God Himself. I lived a Christian
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life many years without worship.
Prayer isn't worship. Worship is
bowing before God in adoring contemplation. Shall we walk with God?
The eternal God says: "Come and
take a walk with me."
The real power of all public or social prayer lies in the hidden spring of
secret prayer; there is the real danger
that when we pray in public we are
more conscious of the audience than
of God.
Secret prayer is prayer at its best,
prayer most free from sham and
hypocrisy.
In this day of so many meetings,
organizations and movements, is there
any danger that you or I will spend
too much time alone with God? When
a man comes to me and says he obtains more good by praying with
others, I know that he is in danger of
relying more upon his associations
than his faith. Have you ever heard
of a man spending too much time in
secret prayer?
J O H N R. M O T T .
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found
the Fitchburg and West Shore roads
exceedingly agreeable routes of travel
on our way to Niagara-on-the-Lake.
The extreme heat was greatly relieved
by the excellent ventilation and attentive service on both lines.
NIAGARA C O N F E R E N C E . — W e

"God bless you for the visits of
'The Watchword.' W e watch for it
each month and only regret that we
are unable to pay for it. Please discontinue. I cannot trespass on your
generosity any longer." T h e above is
a sample of letters we receive each
month. W e are now carrying a large
number on the donation and free list.
Will those who have been helping us
to furnish the paper to missionaries
please remember the comfort that one
dollar brings for one year to these
lonely workers. O n e dollar from your
vacation money will, not be missed.

" H o w can I earn some money in a
good cause?" Address the business
manager of "The Watchword," and he
will give you full particulars. Now is
the time to take advantage of the opportunity offered.
"The Watchword and Truth" will
hereafter appear on the fifth day of
each month. The September number
will be delayed until about the twentieth.
The date after your name shows to
what time you have paid your subscription.
See how your account
stands. The publishers have incurred
a heavy expense in continuing the
magazines. Let every one aid by remitting promptly. Make your postal
orders payable to the order of " T h e
Watchword."
President McKinley spends his vacation at the Bluff Point Hotel, Plattsburg, this year. This is one of the
most attractive resorts in Northern
New York, and thanks to the Fitchburg R. R. ntw line, one of the easiest
of access.

A new list of books will be advertised in the next issue and will be kept
on hand in the office, ready for prompt
delivery. The editor will look over the
list, and as far as possible no false
teaching will be distributed from our
office.
The 31st Annual Encampment of
the G. A. R. will be held in Buffalo
this rear. If you are going remember that the Fitchburg R. R. is the
popular route. Rate only one fare
for the round trip.
Any suggestion as to the magazine,
its style and appearance will be gladly
received. W e want to keep in close
touch with our readers. Address all
communications to "The W a t c h word,'' excepting those for the editor.
All manuscript should have stamps
enclosed for return. It is always taken
for granted that if no stamps are enclosed, the writer has a duplicate copy
of the matter.
Our office is in the new T r e m o n t
Building, 73 Tremont Street, opposite
Tremont Temple.
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not much to you, but many

A dollar is
hundreds,

and even thousands D U E NOW, is a very
great deal to us.
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UNITED IN DEATH.
A brother beloved,
in a western city, writes a kind letter from
which we make this touching quotation :
" Dear Gordan and Brooks are united in
Heaven. It may be well to unite the
vehicle of their ministry down here below."
How precious, beyond expression, was the
hope of the Lord's coming to these m e n ;
and as they wait for their manifestation
with the Lord on that coming day of glory,
this hope is just as dear to them as ever.
Christ is " expecting till His enemies be
made a stool to His feet," and the saints
with Him share Flis thoughts and hopes.
They wait for the coming, the conquering
and the crowning of a day that shall never
have a night. Even so come Lord Jesus !

SUBSCRIBERS

help us more than Now, by sending the
money due on subscription.

i8g7.

Please make a little ef-

fort at once and let us hear from you.

LORD KILVIN, who is acknowledged to be
at the head of the Scientists of the present day, often punctures the inflated scepticism of modern upstarts. The theory
of " natural selection" was assumed as
true, and this made it necessary to think,
not in centuries but in millions of years.
But Lord Kilvin says it is impossible that
the organic changes described by the
naturalist should have been going on for
anything like the time they claim. H e
says :

" T h e philosophy of the geologists, is in some
respects very rotten, and there must be a definite
beginning and a definite end of this world as an
abode of life."

As to the animal life in which we have
a part, he did not hesitate to say that it
had an origin from a source entirely outside of itself, and yet small men of less attainments will go on proclaiming their contradictions of the Bible.

A N HONEST PRAYER.
John Milton had
a very dear friend amongst The Friends
by the name of Thomas Ellwood.
He
was a devout Christian and a good poet.
The following prayer is from his pen :

Oh, that my eyes might closed be
To what becomes me not to see !
That deafness might possess my ear
To what concerns me not to hear.
That truth my tongue might always tie
From ever speaking foolishly !
That no vain thought might ever rest
Or be conceived within my breast.

And after other devout and longing aspirations, it concludes:—
Wash, Lord, and purify my heart,
And make it clean in every part;
And when 'tis clean, Lord, keep it so,
For that is more than I can do.

T H E following is Edward Irving's reproduction from the Gospel of a picture
of an Apostohc missionary :—
"A man of sublime and dominant faith; a
man without a purse ; without a scrip ; without a
change of raiment; without a staff; without the
care of making or keeping friends; without the
hope or desire of worldly gain ; without the apprehension of worldly loss; without the care of
life; without the fear of death; of no rank ;• of
no country; of no condition; a man of one
thought, the gospel of Christ; a man of one purpose, the glory of God; a fool and content to be
reckoned a fool for Christ's sake ; a mad man, and
content to be reckoned a mad-man for Christ."
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For many years the
principal argument for missionary '^effort
has been the blessings of Christian civilization. This is in harmony with modern
tendencies to make man's good the aim of
life, instead of God's glory. But even
men of the world are beginning to see
that " civihzation " is not what men need.
The New York Post recently said :
CIVILIZATION.

MISSIONARY ENERGY.

E call this a great Missionary
Epoch, but there will need to be
a wider awakening of zeal
in the spread of the gospel to merit
that designation. Little hope can be
cherished concerning the great mass of
older men, but the highest anticipations
may be exceeded in the lives of the
youngest.
Every young pastor, who cuts
It is time to stop all talk of this sort. The
plain truth is that we are relapsing into barbarism.
loose from home-ties and goes to the
Tendencies are at work with steadily accelerating
heathen, is a powerful example to others,
power which, unless soon checked, really threatand those who remain at home may stir
en the downfall of civilization in the United
the hearts of the people to sacrifice and
States."
Our country is drifting away from the prayer. The present Bishop of London,
Bible, forgetting God, and running head- England, has urged the ''clergy" of his
long after pleasure and profit. Some diocese to preach at least twenty missionheathen lands would be hindered and not ary sermons every year—a little oftener
helped by much of our civilization. But than once every third week. Evidently
we are to seek for regeneration and not the desire to make Christ known to all the
civilization, salvation and not amelioriza- world in this generation has taken a deep
hold upon the heart of this prominent
tion.
man. If this thought were to get into the
hearts and minds of all ministers of the
Gospel, the whole force of the church,
CROWDING OUT THE GOSPEL. There has
spiritual, financial and numerical would be
been a steady tendency to set apart days greatly increased. The more power we
for special subjects in our land until very put into our efforts the further they will
soon we shall have no place left for the go, and the greater the effect when they
gospel. Children's day, Bible day, Rally reach the desired end. One of the most
day, Patriotic day, Decoration day, and
blessed things a pastor could do would be
many other days have come, and still they
to go through the study necessary to make
come ! The same is true in England.
twenty strong and helpful missionary serAn Anglican protests as follows :
mons. There would be no need of deWe have already pointed out the serious enfending
the truths of the Bible either to
croachments made upon the few first days of the
the pastor or to the people under such
weeks which are in a year for special objects—
anti-gamblers, anti-vivisectionists, anti-smokers,
teaching. Apologetics would be superpro-museums and- anti-museums, citizenship, and
ceded
by energetics. The power of God
such like. Should this go on it will become
as
seen
in the history of mission, and alsonecessary, nay, imperative, for a strong plea to
in
transforming
human lives would be debe put before the Bishops to set aside 07ie Sunday
ill ihe v£a>' for preaching the Gospel to the par- fence enough. There is no need of provishioners.
ing that a horse lives when he is seen to
draw a ton of coal up a steep hill. His
immense vitality is self-evident. The enMany who oppose the coming of the ergy of God in mission effort in the past
Lord as the great hope of the church and in the present will remove all doubts
would welcome this truth if they only that the living God^is the living God still.
The^foreign field demands the very best
saw that when He comes again, greater
blessing than ever will attend the preach- the church has to give. Few are good
ing of the everlasting gospel. With con- enough and strong; enough to go, and
verted Israel, and the greater gift of the none are too good^or too strong. Parents
Holy Spirit, greater results would follow. are not keenly alive to this side of mission
But He will not come until all nations work. Their best and brightest sons are
have a chance for life. It is ours, there- reserved for home and native land. The
fore, to hasten the coming of the speedy higher ground should be taken to raise up
children for God and for His service, just
evangelization of the world.
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as the farmer grows wheat for the bread of
the world. The proclamation of the Gospel to the world—to the whole world—
should be the great aim of family life, and
not the amassing of fortunes or the securing of social distinction, and of political
honors. " He that winneth souls is wise,"
and so are they who train up their children on purpose that they may have the
desire, the wisdom and the honor of winning souls to Christ and truth. The great
heart of our Master is trobbing with/?
eager desire to have the whole world evangelized. He wants every tribe on earth to
have a chance, and every quarter of the
globe to have the light of the Gospel.
This he is pledged to have done before the
end comes, and before he returns in person to earth again. As He hears the sighing of creation in its birth-pangs, longing
to be delivered; as he sees the cruel
wrongs ruling in the highest civilization;
as He witnesses the unnamable crimes of
the habitations of cruelty; as He discerns
the increasing darkness pervading Christendom ; as He listens to the cry of
the martyrs "how long? oh Lord how
long?" and as He contemplates the weary
wanderings of poor, homeless and friendless Israel, still " beloved for the father's
sake," His heart yearns to have the Gospel
of grace fully preached that He may take
to Himself His great power and reign in
righteousness. Heber has fully entered
into this aspect of our work for the Master
when he wrote his wonderful missionary
hymn ;
Waft, waft, ye winds, his story,
And you, ye waters, roll,
Till, like a sea of glory,
It spreads from pole to pole ;
Till o'er our ransomed nature,
The Lamb for sinners slain,
Redeemer, King, Creator,
In bliss returns to reign 1

" If no man in the world but you suspects that you are a Christian, the chances
are ten to one that you are not a Christian."
" What have you done that you would
not have done if you had not belonged to
Christ? That is the • question. What
we have done of that kind is the witness
we have borne to Jesus Christ."
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A SIGNIFICANT LETTER.

One of the grave questions that confront churches is that of " iilling a vacant
pulpit." The usual questions are : Can
he draw? Is he liberal? Is he young?
Is he an eloquent speaker? The higher
questions are seldom asked. A short
time ago, however, a prominent lawyer
out West sent us a series of questions
respecting a minister that have the right
ring in them, and we are glad to print
them as an evidence that there are some
churches which still value the Word of
God.
July 21,'97.
My Dear Brother:
Our pulpit committee, numbering seven, composed of
the representative men of the church, are
seriously considering whether it is the
Lord's will that we extend to
a
call to the pastorate of this church. Do
you know him personally? Can you tell
me all about him—his weak points as
well as his strong points. This will be
strictly confidential.
We want a strong
man spiritually. A spirit-filled man. Is
he such? This being a university town,
he should be an educated man.
He
should be a man who can do more for
souls than salary, who exalts Christ more
than the church. A man who will fearlessly yet lovingly preach the truth—like
Paul, who "desired to know nothing but
Christ and Him crucified." We want a
true shepard who follows in the footsteps
of the Great Shepard; who delights to
feed the flock of Christ, who can give the
tender grass to the little lambs, as well as
strong meat to the sheep. I don't know
but an answer to the following question
would settle the whole thing: Is he a
man that Dr. Gordon could have recommended? Is he true to the important
doctrines of the word?
These are questions that go to the very
root of a man's usefulness. "What a pity
more churches do not seek out men true
to the fundamental doctrines—men \\\\o
exalt Christ, love the Bible, shepherd the
flock, aim to win souls, and are themselves spirit-filled men ! Such men will
show themselves workmen that need not
be ashamed.
Send us names for Watchword and Truth.
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PROTESTANT AND ROMANIST
GROWTH.
On the whole, Protestantism has grown
much more rapidly than Romanism.
In
the Anglo-Saxon world the growth of the
Papacy has been very great, however, during the past quarter of a century. In 1786
the Romanists are estimated to have numbered in Europe about 80,000,000 and
they governed about 154,000,000 ; while
the Protestants did not number more
than 37,000,000, ruling over about 157,000,000. One hundred years from that
time we find that the Romanists had more
than doubled, reaching about 186,000,000,
and they ruled over about 217,000,000 ;
but the Protestants had nearly quadrupled,
numbering 134,000,000 and they ruled
over about 486,000,000 of people, or fully
one-third of the population of the whole
world. Protestantism is thus seen to have
increased twice as rapidly as the Paj^acy in
numbers and more rapidly in power during
the past century.
The latest statistics
compiled by the Deutsche Kirchenzeitung
of Berlin, estiixiates the Protestant population at 200,000,000 and the Romanist
at 195,000,000, while the Greek church
has increased to about 105,000,000. The
Protestants have doubled in the last 60
years, while the Romanists have only
doubled in the last 100 years.
Nationally the difference in the growth
is still more striking. Spain, France and
Austria held to the Papacy at the time of
the Reformation. Then France alone had
40 per cent, of the population of Europe,
while now she has only 13 per cent. ; Austria has fallen and Protestant Germany
has risen ; Spain, then the most powerful,
is now the Aveakest of European nations,
while England has steadily risen to the
highest place. x^U the Catholic nations
have fallen behind while Protestant Germany, Great Britian and the United States
have advanced.
But when we look at
Protestant North America and compare it
with the weakness and wickedness of South
America, the contrast is most clearly seen.
True, the Papacy has grown in the United
States, but that is owing almost entirely to
immigration. A few years ago a high Roman authority said : " We boast of 7,000,000 in the United States; we ought to
have 25,000,000." Archbishop Ireland
says, "the liberty which the church enjoys

under the Constitution of the Republic is
of inestimable value "—but for this boon
she is indebted to Protestantism, An eloquent orator of the Roman church said in
Providence not long ago " the spirit of
Roger Williams permeates the Catholic
population to-day." But had Roger Williams lived in a Romanist country he
would have been killed as a dangerous
heretic. It is very plain that the influence
of American institutions is greater over
the Roman church, than that of this church
upon our institutions. On the whole, then,
it is beyond dispute that Protestantism has
far outrun the Romanists in numbers, influence, type of civilization, and in fact in
almost everything that is considered desirable and elevating in human life. How
sad it is to confess that this Protestantism
is only nominal. It protests against Rome
rather than confesses Christ—it rejects
error rather than chooses truth.
It is
rather a protest against religious corruption, and at the same time perseverance in
unbelief, in ungodliness, and in utter disregard of the claims of Christ. The spirit
of the Saducee and the Herodian is seen
in Protestantism while that of the Pharisee
has come to full maturity in Rome. The
Apostacy is in both. In both is seen the
spirit of the Antichrist. Just as Pharisee,
Saducee and Herodian—the ritualist, the
naturalist and the nationalist—the man of
superstition and form, the man of reason
and irreverence and the man of national
pride and commercial greed—all three
joined hands to crucify Christ in the past,
so these three are fast coming together
again "against the Lord and against his
annointed." But God will have them in
derision and establish the throne of His
King on the wreck and ruin of all man's
attempts at greatness apart from submission to His Holy Will.
Just now Jesus is at the right hand of
the Father, " expecting till His enemies
be made a stool to His feet." There
will be a fearful reckoning with the Jew,
with the Gentile nations and with Christendom at large at a time not far in the
distance.
" If but one soul should be guided by
our life to the great life that is in glory,
life would be made two lives and heaven
two heavens."
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THE GREAT POWERS.

This is the name given to England,
France, Germany, Austria, Italy and Russia. In the interests of peace they have
agreed to uphold the Turkish Empire and
to direct all that pertains to the " Eastern
question."
If men, money, resources, soldiers,
weapons of war and destructive ships constitute greatness, they are certainly entitled to the name. It might be conceded
that they would not be lacking if shrewdness in looking after the material interests
were made the test. But it is doubtful if
anything more could be said. The greatness of defending the weak, of righting
the wrong, of being a terror to assassins
and murderers and also to men committing nameless crimes, certainly cannot
be ascribed to these Powers. x\fter the
cruel outrages upon the Armenians, and
the heartless treatment of a half million
orphans as the result of their butcheries, the
Turks are still treated with marked partiality by the Powers, and the Sultan, who
instigated the crimes, is assured of the
highest esteem by the monarchs who reign
over them. Perhaps, in the whole of human history, a more humiliating spectacle
has never been seen than the studied indifference of the European nations in the
presence of the massacre of Armenians
and Greeks by the fanatical Turks during
the past two years. But the student of
prophecy having " the light shining in a
dark place " was prepared for it all.
It
has long been seen that at the close of the
Age, the sensitive source of power to the
governments would not be Rulers, the
Church, the nobility, the Parliaments, nor
the people. As plain as day the prophecies of Daniel and Revelation have indicated that commerce—material interests
—the money power—would control everything. And it is so here. Europe has
hundreds of millions of Turkish Bonds.
These bondholders must be protected.
Unless Turkey is upheld she will not be
able to pay her interest. What are human lives when money is at stake? What
is the loss of homes and parents amongst
the poor to the possible lack of luxuries in
the palaces of these Kings of Commerce
and these mercenary money lenders?
Protect the poor Armenian, loyal to
Christ and conscience, if you can do so
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without putting the interest on the bonds
in danger, but the bonds must be first,
last and alwa3's. And why? For the
simple reason that when these nations
want to undertake a war, they must have
money, and money they cannot get without the good-will of the bankers. As the
East comes more under Western principles, as the Jewish financiers become
more interested in the development of
Palestine, as the great Mesopotamian valley
becomes gradually opened to commerce
and to civilization, this striking feature of
"the last days" will become more apparent. It is one of the necessary results of modern civilization without
Christian principle and without human
feelings.
Nothing can be settled right
until it is right; and there is no right in
government "until He come whose right
it is to reign." In His days, and not till
then, will righteousness and peace flourish
in the earth.
France is treating herself to a new
coinage, and controversy is raging as to
the retention or rejection of the legend
'Dieu protege la France,' upon the fivefranc piece, which is the staple currency
of the Republic.
On this point M.
Maurice Talmeyr has some apposite and
trenchant remarks to offer, "Why," he
inquires, " should God be entreated to
protect French money, when money is
really the national God? The coin can
surely take care of itself. If at this crisis
Russia loves and assists France, rehgion
has nothing to do with the matter. Money
and money alone, is the determining influence. If the protection of God were
regarded in the present state of European
affairs, the Powers would certainly be on
the side of Greece, but money takes the
place of Deity, and so they espouse the
cause of Turkey." These are very sarcastic words, but the worst of all is, they
only state the truth.
" Service means the voluntary submission of our will to a higher will. This
age needs more than anything else a revival of the spirit of service. We hear so
much of independence that it has come
to such a pass that to call a man a servant is almost an insult. Christ did not
think it an insult to be called a servant."
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upon separation from Him. This church
had lost the tenacity of its hold upon, and
BY DR. ALEX M A C L A R E N .
the intimacy of, its union with Jesus
Tliese things saith He that hath the seven Spirits
of God, and the seven stirs.—Kev. iii. 1.
Christ. Its thoughts had no clear operaROPERLY speaking, the church at tive perception of Him, his will, his truth,
Sardis was no sort at all, for it was his love. Its life had been clogged and
dead. One smiting word stands alienated from Him, and so it became
in the place of all characterisation—DE.-^D ! flaccid and feeble. Its communion with
It had no persecution, like the faithful Him had been interrupted, and the sepaband at Smyrna, ^^'hy should it? It had ration had wrought its necessary effects.
not life enough to be obnoxious. A^Tat Down, down, ever deeper down, into the
was there in such a church as that to pro- depth and darkness of the cold grave, a
voke any antagonism? It exactly suited body of people that had once been vitalthe world's purpose, and was, in fact, only ised by the touch of Him, had sunk.
a bit of the world under another name. Wherever an individual Christian or a
So it is not always a good thing that Chris- Christian community loses the simplicity
tian churches should stand well in the and tenacity of its grip of Jesus Christ,
opinion of society. Some earnest people the life ebbs out of it.
have learned that if we begin to apply the
Note further, that such a condition is
Gospel to social evils, to municipal evils, not final and irreversible. The very fact
and to political evils, the old antagonism that the letter came to that community
wakes, and the old words (they are only indicated that it was possible to restore
words now ; they used to be rotten eggs and revive. They were not so truly dead
and something else) are flung at us. A as moribund. In another part of the letdead church is on the best possible terms ter we read about " the things which rewith a dead world.
main," and about the works that were done
This church at Sardis had no heresies ; and were not perfected or fulfilled. Efit had not life enough to grow them. fects last after causes cease, and instituWhen an iron frost binds the ground, tions live when all the reality is out of
weeds and flowers alike cease to be put them. Habit, use and wont, forms and
forth. There is a worse condition than ceremonies, keep up an appearance of viwhen many people are thinking earnestly tality when the life is almost gone.
about religion and some of them are thinkIn thousands of our communities there
ing wrongly. There may be a very clean is enough left of the effect of the primitive
bill of health for the ship if all the crew impulse to keep up a ghastly mockery of
are dead. So the church at Sardis had no life which would be far better if it knew
heretics because there was nobody in it itself to be what it is—dead. Such a conthat cared enough about the principles of dition may be absolutely concealed from
Christianity to think earnestly about them. every eye but the eyes that are as a flame
And it had no immoralities either. It was of fire. " Thou hast a name that thou
most respectable and stood high in all the livest." Translate that into nineteenthcommon moralities of life. Yet One Eye century English—" That congregation has
looked at it and said, " Thou hast a name a high reputation in its denomination for
that thou livest, and art dead."
activity, liberality, and the Christian
About how many of our churches, and graces." How many of our communities
of individuals who take up the profession are
of Christ, and connect themselves with ecLIVING ON THE PAST.
clesiastical arrangements, may the same be
said. If we want to understand what the John ^Vesley is a great name, but you candeadness predicated of this Sardian church not always live on the fact that once John
was, let us remember that the words are Wesley was with you. The church that is
Christ's own. Let us interpret them by resting on its traditions and its former
his own words in John's Gospel, of which victories had better be carried out of the
the very keynote is this, that life is a con- way as soon as possible.
dition of union with Jesus Christ; and
It is not only to outside observers that
death is the grim alternative that waits the reputation of forms and ceremoA MORIBUND CHURCH.
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"nies masks the dying-out of the spiritual
life. Nobody would be more astonished
at this word of the Faithful Witness than
were the people at Sardis who were affected by it. Unconsciousness is the surest
sign of spiritual decline. I suppose a
man paralysed has no sense in his limbs,
and might put his foot into a tub of scalding water that would take the flesh oft" the
bones and he would never know it. Frostbitten limbs are perfectly comfortable;
it is the wakening that pains.
I beseech
you to remember that unless we all make
definite, specific, prayerful, continuous effort to retain our grasp of Christ we shall
slacken our graspjand let Him go. What
is it that in the course of ages has blurred
into indistinctness, the sharp-cut granite
features of the sphinx that docks out over
the Egyptian desert?
The perpetual attrition of microscopic grains of sand blown
against it by the vagrant winds. So the
multitudinous triviahties of life, coming in
contact with the image of Jesus Christ in
our hearts, will efface its fair features.
Look now for a moment at the vision
which such a Church needs. " He that
.hath the seven spirits of God and the seven
stars." Here we have a distinct reference
to the personal Spirit of God conceived of
in the manifoldness of his operations
rather than in the unity of his personality.
There is
THE ANTIDOTE FOR A DEAD CHURCH

—a living Spirit in the sevenfold perfectness of his working. He is the Spirit of
consolation, of adoption, of supplication,
of holiness, of wisdom, of power, of love
and of a sound mind. Into all our deadness there will come the life of the breath
which shall surely quicken it all. Here
only, as it seems to me, is the hope of a
dead church; and here is the explanation
of that which is unique in the history of
Christianity as compared with other religions, its power of self-recuperation. When
it is apparently nearest extinction, in a
marvellous and miraculous way it flames up
again, because the Spirit of the Lord is all
potent.
But the text brings into prominence not
so much the existence and operations of
the Divine Spirit that vitalises the Church,
as the continual energy and activity of the
ascended Christ in bestowing that Spirit.
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Here is the dift'erentia of Christianity, and
of the relation of its Founder to his followers, separating Him and them from all disciples of other schools and followers of
other teachers. What can other teachers
do ? They can impart a system ; they can
train a little group of dwindling imitators
(who generally imitate their weakness and
think they are imitating their strength) ;
but to give them the spirit that animated
the Originator is what none of them can
do.
But Jesus said, " If I depart I will
send H I M unto you." And that is the
promise which the average Christianity
of to-day by no means treats as the literal
and all-important thing that it really is.
I would press upon you, who with me
look to the Christ who died, as on his
Cross having wrought the redemption of
the whole world, not to let that great
fundamental doctrine obscure, as in some
popular evangeUcalism it does obscure,
the truth, to which it is the vestibule—
the truth of the Christ who is in us by
his Spirit, to make us partakers of the
fulness of his own life and of the beginnings of his own holiness. We have to
look back to the Cross, but we have to
feel that our salvation is not all secured
by that past fact, considered as a past
fact, but needs further the
CONTINUOUS ENERGY OF THE LIVING

CHRIST

and the continuous giving forth of the
life-giving Spirit.
The only way for us to keep ourselves
living, and communicators of life, is to
keep ourselves in thought, in heart, and
in purpose close to Jesus Christ. " S t a r s "
we may be, but only planets who move
around the central Sun and shine by the
brightness borrowed from Him.
So
gather together the plain practical lessons
that I have been trying to set before you.
Let them shame us into penitent consciousness of our own deadness ; so much
life waiting to be bestowed, and our veins
so scant of it. Let this vision hearten us
when we are conscious of our deadness;
let it stir us to ask ourselves why it is that
we have not more life. There are three
things needed for life—food, air, and
exercise. For food you have got—Christ,
the Bread; see that you feed on Him.
For air you have got—the respiration of
prayer; see, that you draw the life breath
into your veins thereby. For exercise
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you have got Christian work and daily
hving, in your shops, your studies, your
kitchens, your nurseries, or wherever
God's providence sets you ; see that you
bring your Christianity into operation.
There are many professing Christians the
verdict over whose dead rehgion ought to
be what sometimes is returned by a
coroner's jury—"Found dead in bed."
Let us all go back to Christ for quickening.
When Abraham had returned
from his escapade down into Egypt, the
story tells us he began his new career in
the land by going to the place where he
was at the first. And that is where we
must go ; for our spiritual life can only be
continued by that which at the first evoked
and communicated it. Back to the altar
and to the tent—to the atoning sacrifice
that saves and separates us to the life of
pilgrims dwelling in tents.
THE GOSPEL OF D O U B T .
BY HAVES C. FRENCH, M. D .

^ 1 *HE heaven and the earth shall pass

I away, but my words shall in no wise
-*• pass away. Mat. 24 : 35.
Some writer has said ; " Doubt your
doubts, and believe your beliefs, but do
not make the mistake of doubting your
beliefs, or believing your doubts." This
is the palpable mistake of many religious
teachers of to-day—doubting the behef of
ages, and believing their own miserable
doubts—the insidious forms of infidehty
they employ, not only poisoning their own
spiritual lives, but also those of all the
types of spiritual weaklings who are so
unfortunate as to acquire faith in their
destructive doctrines. It is said to be a
standing rule in the Methodist Episcopal
Church to warn all candidates for their
ministry against possible future doubts as
to portions of the Word of God; and in
such cases the skeptic is properly required
to keep his doubts within himself; and
the inference is that if his unbelief proves
incurable, and forces itself into public
view, the day of that man's usefulness as
a minister of the gospel is past. In defence of our holy religion, would it not be
well if these lapses into infidelity were regarded by the whole church, as they are
by God himself, on the authority of his
Scriptures, as disqualifying such unfortunates for the ministry of the infallible

word? The writer had occasion on a recent Lord's Day to urge upon a new acquaintance the importance of salvation as
set forth in the Bible, to which he instantly rephed:
" N o one believes the
Bible any more ; even the ministers themselves do not; I believe with Pastor
who says the Bible is not infallible, and
no one knows who wrote it." And many
other similar utterances he gleefully
quoted from the preacher. Thus an accredited minister of the gospel, by his
published attacks upon the Bible, assists a
carping skeptic to blunt the point of "the
sword of the Spirit, which is the Word of
God," when it is drawn, by divine command, in defence of our holy faith. Whatever may be the ethical, the theological
or philosophical ground for such teaching,
and from such a source when measured
by the rules of common sense, or every
day piety, it proves contradictory, suicidal
and destructive of every principle of practical religion.
In the Scriptures, doubt of the Word
always stands for spiritual death; and
faith, for eternal life. Infidelity has the
habit of looking beyond its own priesthood, however renowned, to catch the
sickly echoes of their blasphemous utterances from the lips of alleged ministers of
the gospel, no matter how small the calibre or obscure the name of such perverts.
While the efficacy, if not the perpetuity
of the gospel of salvation as a visible force,
demands more general and deeper faith
in the Word of God, as it has come down
to us, conquering, through all its ages;
nothing but darkest skepticism or fatal
infidelity can be looked for as the fruitage
of this gospel of sneering and impious
doubt. We do not envy that unfaithful
minister of the gospel who, by such a
course, calls down upon his own head the
awful judgments recorded in Rev. xxiitig.
The sin of this age is the deification of
human intellect; this is the source of the
insidious doubt that is paralyzing the
Church of God.
" A little knowledge is a dangerous thing,
Drink deep or taste not the Pierian spring:
These shallow draughts intoxicate the brain,
But drinking deeper, sobers it again."

" A httle knowledge" is especially dangerous when coupled with large influence
and leadership in the ranks of genuine
Christianity, it becomes the voice of infi-
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delity—attacking the bulwarks of divine
inspiration, and thus weakening the only
hope of a perishing world. All effort at
the revival of pure and undefiled religion
languishes in the atmosphere of so-called
"higher criticism." If the seraphic choir
bursts forth with songs of joyous praise at
the announcement of one soul led back to
God through the unfailing Word, what
requiem shall be adequate to express the
angelic pity and sorrow for the victims of
human doubt who are being constantly
lured to spiritual death by the " strange
fire," and false lights that burn in the
temple and on the altar of modern unbehef? Doubt of the divine revelation is
the blazing doorway to " Christian science,"
Theosophy and Satanology as manifest in
modem spiritualism, which, if possible, by
their specious allurements and simulation
of the truth of God's Word, are to " deceive the very elect." " He that BELIEVETH hath eternal life; he that
BELIEVETH NOT, shall not see life,
but the wrath of God abideth on him."
May God deliver the pulpit and the people from the abiding blackness and blight
of the gospel of doubt and despair.
San Francisco. Cal.
THE

JEWS,

BY REV. E. B. EDDY.
II

In the 2d place, ihe Jews have suffered
more from persecution than any and all
other people.
FTER the fall of Jerusalem the slave
markets of the world were glutted
with them till no man would buy
them. For sixteen centuries they were
down-trodden and oppressed, a scoffing
and a by-word everywhere. This is still
true in many countries. They were spit
upon in the streets of Europe, though
wealthy and educated; they were hooted
at and cursed with unbridled rage. They
were confined to narrow and filthy quarters in the cities, and shut up within the
walls and gates at sunset like criminals.
They were compelled by law to wear as a
part of their costume and as marks of infamy, a leathern girdle, a pointed cap,
a yellow hat, or a billet of wood chained
to the foot, or a piece of brass on their
breasts; their ears were cut off. Toll at
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bridges was demanded of nothing but
Jews and asses. They were seven times
admitted into France by paying an enormous sum, and seven times plundered of
their property and expelled, when by
thrift and skfll they had enriched themselves. They suffered unparalleled miseries
in the slaughter of their kindred and the
confiscation of their property and homes.
Their synagogues were burned, their burial
places were destroyed, their funeral monuments chiselled by affection, were torn
by their enemies and used for building
purposes. Every species of injustice, oppression and robbery and personal injury
were inflicted upon them without stint or
mercy. They were plundered and banished from realm to realm, and sold into
slavery, murdered and crucified.
Two
thousand of them were burned alive at
one time in one of the cities of Germany,
and their crosses stood like forests in a
broad plain. In the great plague of the
14th century, which in four years swept
away one quarter of the population of the
world, the Jews were everyv\^here accused
of poisoning the wells of Europe, and all
that continent arose to blot them from the
face of the earth. More than a million
and a half were assassinated. In the 15 th
century, 600,000 of them were banished
from Spain at one time. One of them, a
distinguished man, describing his arrival
on the coast of Africa, says, " I first saw
my wife expire on the beach; then my
two sons. I covered them with sand, and
exclaimed, my God, my misfortunes would
tempt me to deny thy law, but I am a
Jew; do with me as thou wilt; I will be
faithful to Thee ! And all this they suffered at the hands of professed Christians.
Sir Walter Scott said, " Except perhaps
the flying fish, there was no race existing
on the earth, in the air or the waters
which was the object of such an unremitting, general and relentless persecution."
And for what? For what? Did they
poison the wells of Europe? Did they
manufacture the plague? Did they let
loose the elements of war and social calamity? Were they treasonable, or vicious,
or criminal? \Vas their offence simply
that they were Jews and nothing more :
You seldom see a Jewish beggar, drunkard,
or criminal; it is the rarest sight
in the world. Though deprived of their
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social and political rights, and the victims
of every species of injustice and cruelty,
they have always been, under all governments, obedient subjects and good citizens. They never rebelled or sought by
force to relieve themselves of the burdens
of the infamous and cruel laws. In moral
purity and mental power, they stood erect
amid the vices and corruptions of the
old world. They are inferior to no race
as a nation. They bear in their very form
the tokens of nobility, and in their minds
the attributes of strength and the feelings
of tenderness and love which all the vices
acquired by degradation, and the passions
provoked by cruelty have not yet extinguished. Names illustrious in art, and
science and philosophy, are amongst this
scorned and slighted people. They can
boast of a long list of distinguished painters, sculptors, musicians, naturalists, historians, poets, scholars, military generals
and statesmen, a longer list than almost
any other nation.
Not a few of the
ablest men in Europe at the present
time, and in every department of learning,
are Jews, and the influence they exert
upon the world cannot be calculated.
The power long wielded by the Rothschilds as the bankers of the European
governments, is well known.
In the
French army a few years ago, 140 of
the officers were Jews. In the city of
New York to-day, there are more than 50
rabbis, about a hundred Hebrew physicians and surgeons, and nearly 150 Hebrew
lawyers and advocates. Such is the Hebrew
influence in commercial circles in that city,
that on the annual Atonement day, when
the Jews suspend all occupations, their
absence from the stock and other exchanges
and other marts of trade, seriously interferes with the general business of the city.
Rachel the great tragedienne, Mendelssohn, DisraeH, Neander, and others too
numerous to mention, will occur to everyone. Shylock and Fagin are not representative types of this wonderful class.
Shylock was a Jew of the middle ages
fearfully exaggerated. Centuries of barbarity had almost trampled out his nobility.
Perpetual scom had saturated his being
with the spirit of revenge. It would
not justify his avarice or terrible revenge,
but I can account for them. Deprived of
all honorable or elevating employment for

hundreds of years in succession, excluded
by the laws of Europe from every trade
and profession; cowed and hated and
wronged unspeakably, doomed to traffic
in money, jewels, rags and pawn brokerage, as the only means of subsistence,
kinds of business unlawful for Catholic
christians, it is no marvel that he clung
to gold as his only defence, and sought
its increase as his only rank and privilege.
Barbaric cruelty inflicted upon him for
sixteen centuries without pause or mitigation made the Jew as he was, a dog,
greedy, suhen, and ferocious.
" Hath
not a Jew eyes," Shakespeare says, "hath
not a Jew hands, organs, dimensions,
senses, affections, passions?" Yes, indeed.
How could he be patient under trials
which patience only multiplied and aggravated? How could he be forgiving,
indulgent or affable under legalized and
perpetual wrongs?
Could he be clean
when perpetually trampled in the dust, or
rise with all Christendom on his neck?
"Whose hand is that, the forest bear doth lick^?
Not his, that spoils her young before her face."

Whenever the Jews have been free they
have been noble. The blood of noble
ancestors is in their veins, and incites to
illustrious deeds.
THE PROMISE TO THE FATHER.
BY REV, SAMUEL H. WILKINSON.

T was only acknowledged yesterday so
to speak that to understand God's revealed purposes aright, we must put
Israel in his right place : that means, let all
the promises of literal blessing which attach
to Israel in the Old Testament be understood to apply to Israel just as they stand.
If they have manifestly received as yet no
iteral fulfilment then they awaitfulfihnent
and will be fulfilled in all their literal fulness. To read the Bible thus, makes it a
new book. It means what it says. A good
maxim is " If the plain and literal sense
make good sense, seek no other sense."
Those students of Scripture who have
adopted this method are being recruited
daily from the ranks of such as seek a
spiritual interpretation for passages which
speak of literal blessings, such as a land,
vines,figtrees, wine, corn, etc., and who read
the church into chapters (according to the
table of contents in the English Authorized
Version) which treat exclusively of Israel.
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This position—that of a literal interpretation of Old Testament promises—is now
so generally accepted that no argument
need be spent upon it. Those who closely study Scripture upon these lines possess
an invincible weapon with which to contend against the infidel and the sceptic.
We would not minimize the value of rock
inscriptions, tablets, papyri and the like as
confirmatory evidence of the truth of Bible
statements but we place above them all in
value, the testimony of the prophetic Word
itself, its wondrous predictions, first broad
and comprehensive, then increasing in
clearness and detail and becoming steadily
unfolded until they are realized, stage by
stage on the pages of human history.
There can be nothing more strengthening to faith in the inspired volume, nor
more effective in the furnishing of the man
of God, than a tracing of the Divine scheme
as it is unfolded in Scripture alone, adding
no embellishments, inserting no human
dogmas, but relying on the promised guidance of the Holy Spirit to guide into all
truth, letting the Book tell its own story
and as it proceeds, fill in its own picture,
background and foreground.
Faithful
witnesses to its veracity will then be found
in authentic history and present signs of
the times; but beware of hearing them,
except as confirmatory to the testimony
itself.
In a study of this kind, there is a proper
starting point, and we know of no better one
than that at the head of this paper. Always excepting \h& protevangeliuni or first
promise of redemption as it is found in
Gen. 3, r 6 , or the side lights reflected from
Abel's sacrifice, the translation of Enoch,
the salvation of Noah and family, or the
mysterious personality of Melchizedek ; the
first grand promise which lies at the root
of God's plan for the recovery of the human race, which at once guarantees its
final realization and exposes its instrumental methods, is that promise or rather collection of promises made to Abraham the
Father of the Nation of Israel. These
promises, their purpose, scope and fulfilment form a subject of study which, both
as regards importance and extent is apt to
be underrated.
For to glance but a moment (by wa}' of
illustration) at their scope.
Of these
promises the New Testament testifies:
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.„ , .
I Rom. 15 :8
1 o their permanency
r ^^^^ ^ ^ ^
Their immutability
H e b . 6:17
Their truth
'
H e b . 6 :18
as forming the groundwork of our confidence in Christ and that they predicted
The advent of Jesus Christ
Gal. 3 : i 6
The Resurrection
Acts 13 :33
The Gospel and the recep- ] Gal. 3 :8,
tion of the Gentiles
j
14
Salvation by grace and ) -n
^
/. &
-Rom. 4 : i 6
through taith
J
Thus, excluding for the moment, the
election of Israel as the Divine means
and channel of blessing, these promises
directly concern each one of us individually and embrace the blessing of not only
" a l l n a t i o n s " but " a l l families" of the
earth. They contain in germ, the whole
scheme of redemption of the human race.
This redemption was wrought out by the
Son of God on Calvary, but the blessings
gained have been as yet but partially realized ; in each sanctified life they are being
still further realized and in the ages of the
future they are to be completely and universally realized.
In the structure then of the Divine
scheme for a world's regeneration, we have
the foundation stone of promise laid by God
i7i Christ, in the call of Abraham ; the centre stone is Calvary ; the top stone will
never be laid until " Christ shah have delivered up the kingdom to God, even the
Father." But the structure itself is none
other than Christ from beginning to end,
whose effulgent glory shines from every
stone, through prophet, priest, church, and
later, converted Israel itself, to the eternal
glory of God the Father.
The stream of promised blessing to and
through the elect nation of Israel finds its
seven sourced head in Gen. 1 2 : 2 and 3.
" Now Jehovah had said unto x'\bram
' get thee out of thy country and from thy
kindred, and from thy father's house,
unto a land that I will show thee : and
1 : \ will make of thee a great
nation:
and
2 : I taillbless thee, and
3 : Make thy name great; and
4 : Thou shalt be a blessing : and
5 : T "ivill bless theni that bless thee, and
6 : Curse him that curseth thee ; and
7 : IJI thee shall all families of the earth
be blessed.' "
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This is the fountain head : this is the
basis, broad and comprehensive. It is
given to Abram before his circumcision,
constitutes him " the heir of the world,"
and includes all mankind in its scope.
This promise was only given after Abram
had received his first test of faith; for it
was " by faith " that he obeyed the call of
God to go into a place which he should
after receive for an inheritance; and he
went out ( H e b : ii: 8), not knowing
whither he went. Thus he became " the
father of all them that, believe though they
be not circumcised," (Rom. 4 : 11),
before he was made the " father of circumcision." The call of believers therefore
takes precedence even of the call of Israel ;
justification by faith is instituted before
justification by works ; and when later, the
system of a carnal commandment is introduced and the law is imposed upon Israel,
it is not to supercede faith, by providing
an access to God which faith could not
secure, but as a temporary measure, until
" the seed should come to whom the promise was made " (Gal: 3, 19 ), and the great
Redemption foretold should be wrought
out for all mankind.
To this great sevenfold promise is added
in the same chapter, the first promise of
land ; and again in the following chapter,
(Gen : 12 ), after a fresh exercise of faith,
the promise is repeated, some idea of the
extent of the land is given, and it is made
an everlasting possession ; moreover the
seed of Abram are to be innumerable, even
as the dust of the earth.
Summarizing the repeated promises to
Abraham during his lifetime, and which are
recorded between chapters 12 and 25 in
the book of Genesis, we find that he was
to be the father of an innumerable multitude ; that his son Ishmael, by Hager, the
Egyptian, was to become a great nation
headed by twelve princes; but that Isaac,
the child of miraculous birth, was to be the
seed through which all families of the earth
were to be blessed; that circumcision was
to be the sign of an everlasting covenant
with Abraham's seed through Isaac, by
which they were to be in a peculiar sense
attached to God and He to them; that
this seed was to become a great and
mighty nation, possessing the gate of his
enemies and inheriting a land of which the
specified limits give an area of 300,000

square miles,* as their inalienable and permanent property, and as the theatre in
which the promised blessings to them and
through them to the world were to be
wrought out.
A TWO H O R N E D BEAST.
BY WILLIAM ASHMORE, D. D.

T

H E following extract is taken from
the " Kobe Herald " published in
Kobe, lohan. It is a secular, and
a business man's paper,—but the editor is a
Christian and a sympathizer in missions.
It adds all the more force to what he says
that no one can call it professional. The
last of the paragraph is startling. If some
premillennarian had penned it people
would have pointed to it as a specimen of
his peculiar fad, but the " Vienna Tagblatt " is not set for the defence of such socalled fads. Some plain reasons must
have existed for such a view or the editor
would not have put it forward. True he
may be mistaken in his interpretation of
the signs of the times as the rest of us are
likely to be, but it is worth while to watch
the indications, and take note of such a
hint from such a source.
Just here I confess my lack of mathematical "wisdom" enough to tell what
the " six hundred and sixty-six " in the
XIII of Revelation refers to. The expression is there and I have heard a dozen interpretations of it, but I confess the hesitation I have over the best of them. Some
of our brethren are fully persuaded in
their own mind. I am glad they are and
derive comfort and assurance from being
with people who are not perplexed as I am.
There is also considerable difference of
opinion among us—millenarians and premillenarians—as to what that second
beast is in that same chapter of Revelation. As to the first one—that of 1260
years continuance—we have none. That
is old Rome, the mother of harlots, whose
deadly wound was healed and who now
boasted that she sat a queen, and was no
widow. All the worse for her, this brazen
conceit. Therefore shall her plagues come
in one day, death and mourning, and famine.
But the other beast, some think it
refers to some form of Romanism, others
that it has not yet come into existence as
•Dr. Keith : Land of Israel.
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regards form and visibility, though the essential Essence of it has been there all
along. Please observe now that I am
not going to propound a new theory to fail
in the assay as so many others have done,
but what John says in Revelation furnishes
me a convenient simile. This beast rose
up from the land, it had two horns like a
lamb, but it spake like a dragon. The
striking thing about it was that it exalted
into prominence certain Characteristics of
old Romanism, which were supposed to
be dying out, so that it was giving a new
and more powerful lease of life to something that healthy Christendom had been
hoping it had seen the last of.
Just now the menace to the world's
progress arises from the confederacy between Russia and France,—both of them
land powers chiefly,—though now also becoming mighty at sea. Papacy has
crushed out soul liberty, has kept humanity in the brick kiln treading out the clay
and gathering stubble. The pope stands
for the incarnation of autocracy, claiming
to be autocrated by the authority of God.
But the three last centuries have been
against his pretensions, and though he has
asserted them more vehemently, yet his
nen'e is weakened and is becoming paralytic.
Now all at once here comes to the front
the other branch of the great apostacy, it
is coming forward to assert autocratic supremacy in both secular and religious
matters, which is the very quintessence of
popery. The new Czar of Russia, the
head of the Greek church may himself
have no such dream as the Vienna Tagblatt sets forth. But he represents a
drift; he is the impersonation of a tendency, and tendencies are longer lived than
any one Czar, or half a dozen Czars. Several striking things just now claim attention. The Independent, of June 4th, tells
us that " To a delegation, representing
the Zempvsos, who came seeking imperial
recognition for the principle of local selfgovernment he rephed—' Let all know
that in devoting all my strength to the
welfare of my people I intend to protect
the principle of autocracy as firmly
and unswervingly as did
my
late
and never-to-be-forgotten father.' " So
much for the secular arm, now for the ecclesiastical. The Independent goes on
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to add " The same fate befell the hope of
a broader religious liberty. M. Pobedonostseff, who had ruled Alexander I I I with
an iron hand soon gained similar ascendency over the son, and since then Stundists,
Dukhobers and others have been arrested,
imprisoned, exiled without the remotest
regard even for the form of law. The
concessions made at the coronation seem
almost farcical " — " not a word modifying
the famous administration process by which
any man or woman may be arrested at any
time or place, and transported to the
furthest corner of Siberia without the semblance of a trial, without even a statement of the charge against him, without a
word to family or friends. Not a word as
to the right of men to be anything but
abject subjects of an autocratic will, not
a word as to the right of men to worship
God according to the dictates of their own
consciences."
Here is an image of the beast—that was
church and state, this is state and church—
but the principle is the same and the
spirit is the same. Some secular writer
mentions quite incidentally that " Moscow
is a seven hilled city." The rapidity with
which this Russo-French Alliance has
matured, and the ascendency it has already
gained are amazing. We are not offering
an interpretation, but we are struck with a
resemblance.
We do not know what the " six hundred
and sixty-six " means, but we do know
that this Russo-French Alliance is a mighty
menace to missions.

The black people of the South seem
to have grown in the same direction as
the rest of the world when not controlled
by the gospel. There has been a wonderful amount of giving for education,
amongst these descendants of slaves, but
the gospel of the grace of God has not
been so generously supported. H e n c e
the excessive mortality, the non-support
of families by husbands, the refusal to
obey the laws of home life, the increase
of black men amongst the lapsed masses,
and the recent manifestations of want of
honor, decency and care for the sacredness of human life amongst these
people.
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THE JERUSALEM.
BY REV. A. BEN-OLIEL.

ND ye shall hear of wars and rumors
of wars." Such has been our condition in this city of Jerusalem for
weeks past, and still is, with disquieting
rumors aiid gloomy forecasts of what will
folloAv. The local Hebrew newspapers
have issued frequent one-sheet supplements, in parallel Arabic and Hebrew
columns, with telegrams reporting Turkish
victories over the belhgerent Greeks, and
predicting yet greater conquests; which
are placarded over the gates and walls of
the city, and attract crowds of eager readers, inspiring the Moslems with proud,
fierce looks on all others.
" See that ye be not troubled," is the
Divine admonition to God's people and
to his servants in the Mission field; for
" the Lord reigneth," and he will protect
and shield us from danger if we trustfully
pursue the work He has given us to do
undisturbedly and perseveringly.
We
have tried to do so prayerfully, listening
to the exhortation, "In your patience possess ye 5'Our souls;" and the Lord has
kept us fully at work making known the
message of redeeming love—the Gospel of
salvation—to earnest listeners, including
many new-comers.
The reader may have seen an article by
me headed " T h e Jerusalem Rabbis
alarmed," describing the Cherems—Interdicts—with which the Rabbis have been
placarding the gates of Synagogues,
schools, etc., and even the doors of private houses, full of curses and threatenings
against all Jews going to Mission schools,
the Hospital, or near the Missionaries.
One of these placards, and the strongest worded, was specially against the
work of the pervert Ben-Oliel; and all
who persisted in listening to his teaching,
attending his classes, or entering his
house, were threatened with the publication of their names by placards, expulsion
from the Jewish community, and all sorts
of bad consequences ; and spies were set
around this Mission house to watch ah
\\\\o came in. This special placard was
soon torn off gates and walls; was reprinted and put up again ; but soon disappeared also. I certainly did not employ or induce any one to do it.

A

'Fhe two ncAVspapers of Jerusalem—the

only papers published in all Palestine,
and both are in Hebrew, which proves
the important and significant fact that
Hebrew—the sacred tongue of the Old
testament—is rapidly becoming again a
living tongue in this land—contained
leading articles, letters and comments on
those Rabbinic Interdicts, all, of course,
upholding the authority of the Rabbis.
One leading article, a full column in
length, was headed, " What shall we do
against the Mission?" referring mainly to
this Mission; and the answer practically
is, " Send us larger sums of money, that
we may entice them away from the Missionaries."
While the city was full of hubbub about
the Rabbis' Interdicts, a respectable Rabbi
had the courage to come on the Lord's
Day and we had nearly two hours of serious conversation, proving to him that
according to the prophets, Messiah must
have come during the existence of the
second temple, and come in lowhness to
suffer and die for the expiation of sin,
and not to reign, as He will at his second
advent; quoting, among other predictions,
the following explicit prophecies :—Hag.
3,

6 - 9 ; Hal.

3:1;

Zee.

9 19;

13 :

7, etc. He was detected coming in;
was called before the Rabbinic court,
scolded and abused, and made to promise
that he would not come again.
The general result has been that, while
several of the older inquirers have desisted from coming, some only for a
short time, I have had more new-comers
the last two months than at any corresponding space of tirne before. And singularly, the women of Mrs. Ben-Oliel's
weekly Mothers' Sewing Meeting, and the
girls of the dressmaking school, four days
weekly, have continued to come as numerously as ever aU the time the hubbub
lasted; and it has made no great difference in the number of young men of the
higher class who attend Miss Evangeline
Ben-Oliel's evening New Testament English Class, who meet three times a week.
On the contrary, more apply for admission constantly; and let it be borne in
mind that these young men, after their
lesson, come up to my study to hear a
chapter read, verse by verse, in which
they take their turn and remain to prayer
at our domestic worship. It has, in fact,
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become a Bible Class, and thus I conduct
eight Bible Classes weekly—three with
Jews and five with Jewesses.
Among the new-comers is an intelhgent
and serious young Jew, 22 or 24 years of
age, who had been long resident in India.
Within a few weeks of his first coming he
confessed himself convinced that Jesus is
the Christ—the Messiah promised to our
forefathers; and now comes to evening
prayers with us, Once he asked, have we
no prayer book? I showed him the Episcopal Liturgy translated in Hebrew.
He
at once took a pencil copy of the Lord's
prayer, and the next evening recited it
from memory.
He then copied the
Creed and the next evening recited it
from memory also. Reader, kindly remember this son of Abraham, and all his
fellow inquirers, at the Throne of God of
Israel.
To recur to the recent war between Turkey and Greece, last August I
wrote an article in two parts on "Turkey"
and " T h e Eastern Question," foreshadowing som.e of the events now transpiring
in the Orient. Some papers published
the first part only, so far as I know,
shrinking probably from the general and
prophetic view taken in the second part,
excepting the Morning Star of London,
which has had the spirit of inserting both
parts in its number for May ist. Bravo !
Morning Star.
Pilgrims to the Holy Land have not
been so numerous this last season as in
former years. Among them were two
notable pilgrimages from the United
States of America, consisting mainly of
ministers of the Gospel. The first was
to have had at its head the Rev. Dr. Lorimer, of Tremont Temple, Boston; but
eventually he did not come; Rev. Dr.
Hovey, of Newton Centre, coming instead. The second came under the leadership of Dr. Blackall, of Philadelphia.
Neither was as large as was expected, nor
had they as much continuous time in Jerusalem itself as is desirable. With Dr.
Blackall and his party I walked on the
first Sabbath they were here to the true
Golgatha, outside the walls, where we had
a service of prayer and praise; and I
gave them the evidences which prove it to
be the true "place of a skull." Thence
we walked to the Mount of Olives, and I
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was expounding all we saw for hours consecutively ; we had happy Christian fellowship with these Brethren, though not all
we could desire. It was pleasant to meet
in this party the Rev. Dr. Gregg of
Brooklyn, N. Y., whom I saw when there
in December, 1893. Yet another welcome visitor, the Rev. Friesen, Missionary from India, and his good wife, with
whom we remember to have spent a
blessed day going to Hebron and back,
all the way conversing on Biblical and
prophetic subjects, so strikingly illustrated by all one sees in this wonderful
land.
It is delightful to see men of God of
all denominations taking pleasure in the
very stones (Ps. 102.14) of this Bible
land; and it is blessed work to help them
to realize the true Biblical importance of
all they see.
Jerusalem is holy ground to the followers of Mohammed, quite as much, if
not more, as to Jews and Christians; and
second only to Mecca and Medina, to
which cities they flock yearly in thousands as pilgrims. And not far from Jerico and overlooking the Dead Sea (the
Salt Sea is its Scriptural name), there is a
sort of chapel on the top of a certain hill,
to which Moslem tradition points as Pisgah—the burial place of Moses; and to
which they resort yearly in large numbers
during Passover week—Easter time. The
procession starts from Jerusalem accompanied by the Governor, soldiers on foot
and horseback, military bands, and the
Sheiks—holy men—of the city. It is a
grand display and almost all the Moslem
inhabitants—men, women and children—
clad their best, go and sit on the declivities of Mount Moriah, facing Olivet, to
witness it start. I saw it this last Easter,
and heard the military salute from cannon
brought out for the purpose. This year,
however, it caused great disquiet among
the Christian residents—Latins, Greeks,
Armenians, etc., for it was whispered
abroad that on the return of the pilgrims,
inflated by fanaticism, there was likely to
be a semi-Armenian massacre of believers
in the Lord Jesus indiscriminately. The
reader can readily imagine the anxious
looks and tremulous inquiries of the
Christian inhabitants as to whether the
Pasha would be equal to the occasion,
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and adopt rigorous measures to prevent
an outbreak; happily he did frustrate any
such sinister intention, if it did really
exist, as some assert positively to have discovered.
This Nabi Hussa pilgrimage is a sort of
open air picnic, and it is said that, contrary to the Koran prohibition, strong
drinks are indulged in, specially on the
return journey.
Apprehensions of this
kind have not been unfrequent of late,
particularly when the army reserves, or
militia, have been called out to assemble
in the outskirts of this city. Such is the
life we have been leading in Jerusalem
these last two years or longer; but the
Lord has mercifully preserved His
Holy Hill of Zion from bloodshed
and atrocities. Pray, Reader, that His
protecting arm may continue to shield us
from all harm.
And, dear readers, who, with us, cheerfully obey the exhortation, " Pray for the
peace of Jerusalem;" and who, like my
Brother Paul, can truly say, " My heart's
desire and prayer to God for Israel is,
that they might be saved," kindly bear in
mind and make it known among your
friends, that this is a Mission of faith and
trust in the Lord, in which its six workers—likely soon to become eight—are
wholly dependent on the free-will offerings
of God's people for support, and for the
support of the various branches of the
work, which are, briefly, first and foremost, conferences and discussions with
Jews, who come every day and at all
hours, but most numerously on Saturdays
and holidays, singly or in groups, I receive them in my library-study, where the
Talmud and Rabbinic books are at hand
to consult or quote.
Second, English
services, morning and evening, every
Lord's day, for the spiritual benefit of
non-Episcopalians during the travelling season—October to May. Third, Evangelistic journeys during the summer months
to other towns in Palestine.
Fourth,.
Mrs. Ben-Oliel's weekly Mothers' Meet,ing. Fifth, Miss Evangeline Ben-Oliel's
New Testament English class of young
men, now assisted by my son Arthur.
Sixth, the Girl's daily school, with an attendance of 30 to 40, that was conducted
by Miss Evangeline, also, has been suspended since last .summer, for she could

not do both. I trust the Lord will provide a suitable teacher to re-open it.
Seventh, the Dressmaking school for
young Jewesses.
The Hebrew converts of this Mission
are obliged by persecution to seek refuge
in Christian lands. One can be heard of
at Springfield School for Christian Workers. Others are in England, etc., but it
would be most imprudent to specify
names, addresses, or any indications of
their present whereabouts.
We solicit
prayer for those who have got abroad and
for those still here, as also for all inquirers and visitors to this Mission house.
"Comfort ye, comfort ye, my people,
saith your God."

THE BETHANY

HOME.

BY REV. G. CAMPBELL MORGAN.

ANY of us have been interested
about the subject of correct attitude before God, and of the
progress that will be made in Christian life
if we are in that correct attitude. In the
time we have this morning I want to endeavor to illustrate progres.s, because of condition and attitude being right, by three
pictures taken from the New Testament.
To begin with, let us look at Luke x, verses 38-42. That is the first picture.
We will take the others iiv order.
I look
upon them as dissolving views, one of
them melting into the second, and the
second into the third.
They are closely
knit to each other by the philosophy of
love that underlies them, the attitude
taken before the Master and the results
produced in the circumstances of every
day.
The first picture is beautiful. It is one
of the brightest spots in the life of the
beloved Master. He never had a home of
his own, but He had a home of friendship, one of those places into which he
could go and fling off for the time being
all the restraint which is proper and necessary to one who is engaged in such public
ministry as He was engaged in. I suppose
every one here has some home in addition to
his own home, where he can be quite at
home and feel there is no need for keeping up appearances; for the eyes that
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look on us and the hearts that welcome
us are the eyes and hearts of love.
In
the home at Bethany Jesus had such a
place as that first picture. On one of
those occasions when He went there in
the midst of his public ministry, and
stayed just a little while for fellowship and
rest among those that loved Him so perfectly, I am interested in looking at the
two women presented to our view.
We must be right in seeing this picture,
or we shall miss the points of those that
are to succeed it. What sort of a woman
is Martha? A keen, biting, north-east
sort of wonnan ; just the woman to keep
the house perfectly straight in every detail ; one of those women, if you cross the
threshold of her dwelling, you would have
been afraid to sit down lest you would
get one of those things on the back of
the chair out of straight; a bustling
woman, always eager to do for everybody,
excepting for herself; forgetful of her
own personality in her desire to do something for someone else. Martha is just
that kind of woman; and when Jesus
came she ran out into that place at the
back of the house to get the supper. Not
a single thing must be left undone; everything must be there, and she is so eager
about it, coming in and out of the little
guest-chamber, where the Master is sitting,
hurrying here and there with this one
thought in her heart, that the Lord must
have her best; nothing must be left unturned to give Him comfort. Grand woman ! But what is Mary doing?
ONLY HALF THE TRUTH.

Well, some people say Mary sat at his
feet and learned there. Now, that is half
the truth and only half. You must not
miss a little word out of your Bible story
or you will miss the point. Look at verse
No. 39 : "She had a sister called Mary,
which also sat at Jesus's feet and heard his
word." Martha owned the house. Lazarus is around somewhere, and Mary is introduced as Martha's sister. Mary does
not seem to have a separate individuality
at first. " She had a sister called Mary,"
but see what Mary's position is. She also
sat. "Also." What does that mean?
She, too, had apparently taken her share
in the service of the house before she sat
at the Master's feet. There is no other ex-
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planation of it. Why say "also," if she
had not done something else. I am going
to defend Mary from the ordinary attack
that she went straight in and sat down
and did nothing. It was the other part
of her life. She loved her Lord, she had
taken some part in the ministry of the
house, and then sat at Jesus's feet and
heard His word.
Now look at Martha. You would have
done just what she did if you had not
learned Mary's secret. Do not be angry
with her. She is cumbered, growing fretful, and her service is getting too much for
her; she cannot get things done as well as
she would like them done ; she cannot get
through as much as she hoped to get
through; there are so many things to be
put just right. And, being fretful and
tired, she goes wrong herself. If at first
she is cumbered, the next thing, she feels
cross with Mary. " Mary is sitting there,
and I am so busy getting the supper.
What right has she down there when I am
so busy?" The third thing, she gets cross
with Jesus, and she goes right in and says :
" Dost not Thou care that my sister has
left me to serve?" Cumbered in her own
spirit, angry with her sister, reflecting upon
her Master, and putting the blame on
Him of her weariness. Dear soul, how
she loved and wanted that supper to be all
that it ought to be, but she had forgotten
that service was only acceptable as it is
filled with communion with the Lord!
Oh, the multitudes of people in Martha's
condition today ! They love Christ with
passionate devotion : they are willing to
serve from morning to night, from day to
day, and from year to year, and yet they
get so tired in it. We cannot overtake
our work, we cannot do all we want to do,
and then we begin to grumble at people
who sit at Jesus's feet, and even to say :
" Master do not you care?"
That is the first picture of sunshine in
the home. Lazarus, Martha, Mary, and
Jesus loving them all. Martha is busy;
Mary has been busy, too, and is sitting at
his feet; Martha, getting upset and worried,
is getting a twist in her disposition because there is so much to do.
THE

SECOND

PICTURE.

The next is in the eleventh chapter of
John. The scene is all changed in that
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little home, and the sunshine has gone and
the darkness has settled upon it. Prosperity has given way to the bitterest adversity in their hearts and experiences;
the brightness and gladness are banished,
and they are right down under the deepest, darkest cloud of sorrow that ever settled on their home. We have left the sunshine, and here we are in the thick sorrow,
and what sorrow this was ! I have no
need to read this chapter, you know it so
Avell, but think what had happened. Lazarus is ill, and Jesus is not there. He was
there, but He is now away, and they send
after Him and tell Him their brother is ill.
The news reached Him away, and He
did not hurry; He stayed just where He
was. "Now, Jesus loved Martha and her
sister and Lazarus. AVhen He had heard,
therefore, that he was sick He abode two
days still in the same place where He
was." To me those verses are the most
wonderful in the story. Oh, how often
the Lord does so with you ! Even when
we cry after Him in some sorrow He does
not come, but always right in front of it
when He does not come, we have " Jesus
loved," but stayed where He was. But
how it added to their sorrow ! Lazarus
dying; Christ not coming; and at last
Lazarus is dead and in the tomb, and yet
the Master has not come. Darkness and
sorrow have come over the home but a little
while ago so full of sunshine and beauty.
What about these two women ? "Then
Martha, as soon as she heard that Jesus
was coming, went and met Him, but Mary
sat still in the house." What a contrast !
How do you account for it? Let me
ask you the question. Which would you
have done—sit still or go out to meet
Him? Christ is coming at last. Lazarus
is dead, but He is coming, coming,
coming. What will you do?
Run
out to meet Him? I am inclined to
think that the vast majority of us would
say, " L e t us go and meet Him." But
see how it works out. There is Martha
junning to meet Him and saying : " Lord,
if Thou hadst been here, my brother had
not died." He understood that.
In
that word there was almost the accent of
rebuke and reproach. " If Thou hadst
been here, my brother had not died."
But how graciously He deals with her.
He comes to her in her argumentative

state, and with his own argument teaches
her He is the Resurrection and the Life.
He is the master of the thing that fills
her heart with dread and patiently He
deals with her. Was not that beautiful ?
Where is Mary? In the house. What happened? "She went her way, and called
Mary, her sister, secretly, saying : " The
Master is come, and calleth for thee."
Of course He had called for her. There
is no doubt it was a commission, although
it is not chronicled. Christ had said to her,
" Fetch Mary," and she went and quietly
said : "The Master wants you, Mary."
" As soon as she heard that she arose
quickly, and came unto Him.
Now,
Jesus was not yet come into the town, but
was in that place where Martha met Him.
Then when Mary was come where Jesus
was, and saw Him, she fell down at his
feet, saying unto him : " Lord, if thou
hadst been here my brother had not died."
That's what Martha said.
Yes, but what
effect did it produce upon Him when
Mary said it? " W h e n Jesus, therefore,,
saw her weeping, and the Jews also weeping, which came with her. He groaned in
the spirit and was troubled," and then we
have in verse 35 two words, " Jesuswept."
Choicest gem in all the book so far as the
revelation of Christ is concerned. Martha
gets his teaching. Mary gets his tears.
Martha said exactly what Mary said. When
Mary said it what a difference !
What do you think, beloved, was the
better thing—to run after Him and get his
teaching, or wait till sent for and get his
tears ? I think I know which you had rather
have when sorrow is on the home. You
would rather have his tears than his teaching, bright and luminous as it is with resurrection glory ; and I think Mary got to
deeper depths in the heart of God when
she came than Martha, because she drew
his tears of deepest sympathy with her sorrow. Why did Jesus weep? Because
Lazarus died ? No, He is going to call him
back for a definite purpose. He knows
that bereavement has broken the heart of
those two sisters, and, though H e is going
to heal it. He sympathizes with their pain,
and his heart goes out in their sorrow.
Every wounded heart in this auditorium
that belongs to a child of God, the Master
is going to heal by-and-by, yet He suffers
with you in the wounding and enters by
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tears with you in the sacrament of your
sorrow. .\nd so He wept when those
women wept. Which was the better thing
—to sit still in the house till sent for, or,
like Martha, run out of it and meet Him?
The teaching of this second picture is
this : Instead of trying to get out of my
circumstances of trial, the better thing is
to sit still till God calls me out. Here is
the lesson we should learn, but perhaps
cannot until we have been through some
baptism of sorrow like this. I want you to
see there is something better than trying
to be delivered from pain and sorrow, and
that is to abide in it because it is the will
of God, until he shall call us out. That is
the second picture.
THE L.A.ST PICTURE.

Now, the last picture is in the twelfth
chapter of John. It seems as though we
must come into the presence of this picture with muffled voice. I cannot do justice to it, but the Holy Ghost will. It is
is in the first seven verses. That is my
third picture.
It is the same home, the
same people in it, but, my ! what a change
there is here ! Let us get the humanness
as well as the divinity out of it. Look at
those people. What are they doing? Sitting at the table. A lovely place for us
men to sit at. But Martha served. Do
not miss that. She is doing what she did
before—getting supper ready. She is bustling about with such things in her earnestness, but she has lost her grumbling. Mary
is at the old business again, only with
deeper depths than before. Martha gets
all through the business with smiles all the
time. I remember in the early days of
the Salvation Army movement in England,
when they were training the cadets, they
had this motto, " Stick to it and keep
smiling." Martha is no less busythan she
used to be, but she is busy, and at rest and
peace. She is not cumbered with her business nor angry with Mary, nor is she reflecting on Jesus Christ. She had learned something in the day of sorrow and darkness.
It has not altered her power to serve, but
the matter and the manner of her service.
What about Mary? I tell you this is
lovely, this picture of Mary. If you have
carefully studied the last few days of our
Lord's life upon the earth you have noticed how He was a lonely man, and how
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no single one of his disciples—I say it dehberately—ever entered for a single moment into sympathy with his passion and
suffering as it overshadowed his own life.
Take the story of these last six days and
our Lord's journey to Jerusalem, and you
win find that it is an awful picture. Oh,
lonely Son of God, without a single heart
to come into sympathy with thy passion
for human souls ! A handful of disciples
were wrangling as to who was the biggest
man. But there was one soul that saw the
Cross—Mary. Never forget it, you men,
it was a woman that saw the Cross and
went into the shadow of it with Christ, as it
was a woman who became the first preacher of the Resurrection when He came
back again. Do not forget these things.
But what happened? Christ has come
and is on his way to Jerusalem, and there
He sits. Judas is there, the financial
secretary, looking after himself. He looks
on his Master—what does he see ? Nothing, nothing.
He never saw Christ.
Peter is there, and James and John, and
I would like you not to miss this; at that
first supper where Martha got so very
much upset she had Christ as the guest,
but I think it is most likely this last time
she had the twelve with Him, and she
gets through managing the thirteen now,
but only one before. When Christ comes
in and sits at that board Mary looks at
Him, and with that deep intuition that is
only born of the highest and the holiest
love she sees what no one else sees, that
on his heart is the shadow of a great sorsow. Now, put yourself in Mary's place.
What is she thinking about?
"What
can I do? Can I do anything that will
let Him see that I know something of
his pain? Can I go into the darkness
with Him and share in that sorrow?"
And when love does this kind of thing it is
always extravagant. She went and got a
pound of spikenard ointment and brought
it, and in her heart she said : " I will
give Him this; it is the choicest thing I
can get hold of, and I want to pour it out
on Him and show him there is nothing
I keep back from H i m ; " and she goes
and anoints his feet with this ointment
and wipes his feet with her hair.
I can fancy the woman saying: " H e
knows I can see his sorrow and pain."
But what about Judas ?
Jesus said :
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'< Let her alone, for my burying she hath
done this."
Nobody else understood
this.
Judas said : " What an awful
waste !" The Master said that " nothing
can be wasted that love pours upon Me,
because love enters into my suffering sorrow," and that is what it meant. This
woman has got beyond past experience
as she has borne his sorrow and anointed
Him, as He said, to his burying.
That is the third picture. What a
wonderful picture it is ! You have had
the picture of sunshine, of sorrow, and of
that which stretches beyond it. The
golden Unk that makes these three pictures one is found in three words in each
Scripture passage describing them " at
His feet." There is the key of the situation.
" HE T H A T

WINNETH SOULS
WISE."
BY A. J. GORDON.

IS

F we would catch the spirit of the Hebrew proverb throwing it from the
somewhat formal and didactic rendering into the more familiar and colloquial one, it would be this, " It takes a
wise man to win souls." God's work is
the last one to be undertaken by apprentices or adventurers. If it must be understood at the outset that while Christianity puts its beautitudes on humility and
self distrust, it offers no premium to ignorance and inaptitude. It takes skilful
men to use the implements of the husbandry ; and trained soldiers to plan and execute its sorties upon the camp of the enemy. So that we give place, not for a
moment, to that oft repeated charge of
the self-styled "Advanced thinkers" of
our time, that the principle business of
Christianity at present is to receive the
dullards of society and the mediocre men
of the world through the agency of men
equally dull and equally mediocre. No.
The workman will be generally matched
to his work in the world. We shall not
find a John Bunyan following the occupation of a travelling tinker very long after
his genius is discovered, nor Wm. Gary,
pounding his last and cap-stone, when it
appears what mighty force there is in the
man for striking heavy blows at Paganism.
Because Christianity is the greatest cause
in the world, it will find out and enhst in
its service the greatest men in the world.

I

Because it places a higher estimate on the
human soul than any other system, it demands wiser men for the enterprise of
saving souls than any other system. So I
should say to the literate : " Here you
hold that the human soul is only a mass
of gray pulp situated somewhere near the
base of the skuh, and depending for its
proper development upon the pressure of
the cranium upon it. Any intelligent physiologist or phrenologist can do the work
which your view demands for the soul.
" Here you hold that the intellect is the
chief constituent of the soul. Culture
therefore is your Gospel; Education is
your regeneration.
Any good scholar
and efficient teacher can do the work
which you require ; but we see in every
man the meanest and the greatest alike,
the image of God ; the triune elements, a
soul, a spirit and a body. The first to be
saved only by regeneration; the second
to be purified by sanctification ; the third
to be perfected by resurrection.
We
must have more than a man to labor in
the work. We must have a Christian,
one who is a partaker of the Divine nature. We must have more than a scholar,
one who is filled with the Holy Spirit ol
wisdom and of truth.
We must have
more than a genius.
We must have a
man in Christ, a yokefellow of the Lord
Jesus. So that in the very highest meaning of the words it is true, "It takes a wise
man to win souls."
Let us considei
then what are the elements of that wis
dom which is demanded for saving souls
FIRST.
Wise to understand humai
nature. And by that I do not mear
what is too commonly associated with thf
expression, understanding human nature
viz. an insight into it derived from £
good fellowship with its questionabl(
ways and habits; an experimental ac
quaintance with its small vices and poht(
sins. You know that by a very natura
induction the clergymen of the muscula
school of Christianity, the hale fellow
well met with the fast men, are set dow)
as the men who above all others, under
stand human nature. But surely on
does not need to drink of the sea belo\
to learn that it is salt. The drops thj
get spattered into our faces in sailin
over it will be sufficient to indicate il
quahiy.
And one need not dip int
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doubtful association, or step out of any
of the strictly Christian proprieties, in
order to get an insight into human nature. The little jets of selfishness and
meanness, and depravity, and godlessness, that get dashed upon you hke spray
from the great human tide, " That
beats and ebbs along our streets" are
quite enough to show you what the undercurrent of humanity must be.
And this is the peculiar advantage that
you men of the world have for knowing
men, that as business men you are constantly in the tide of human life, yes, in
the breakers—in the banks and stores and
workshops, where the temptations lie that
are most likely to break the even flow of
human conduct, and show the white foam
of the disconcerted tempers, and cast up
the filth and seaweed of nature's depravity. We ministers see men moving in the
calmer states ; on Sunday when the ruffled
tempers have all been laid to rest, and a
quiet, smooth exterior covers from sight
whatever faults and foibles the week day
has revealed, and I have often been struck
with the fact, that it is not the business
men but the students, not the practical
men, but the ideahsts, clerical and literary, that are the most forward expounders of the doctrine of the goodness of human nature. The poets and philosophers,
like Mr. Emerson, the literati like Mr.
Higginson and Dr. Hedge, men who live
mostly " in the still air of delightful studios " can discourse wonderfully on the
grandeur and nobiUty of humanity, and
set it off in all the fine phrases of poetry
and romance. But you go down among
the merchants and bankers and clerks and
ask them what they think about the pretty
conceit of the goodness and perfection of
human nature, and they will shake their
heads with an incredulous " Well, I don't
know about it." When I see those whom
I had taken as models of mercantile honor
or moral correctness, or religious consistency, suddenly turn out to be large defaulters, or gross deceivers, my faith in
human nature is fearfully shaken. There
seems to be beneath the fairest exterior a
tremendous undertow of depravity that is
constantly sucking men in, and drowning
them in the perdition of ungodly men.
So say what you will, while refined and
cultivated religionists are crying out against
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the doctrine of natural depravity, as a libel
on the race and an insult to common sense,
there are more people of all sects and no
sects that subscribe to it either in doctrine
or practice than to any other article of the
Christian religion ; and while Mr. Higginson is sitting in the parlors of the Boston
radical club with hands complacently folded, saying to an admiring company, " Why
so far from discovering the depravity of the
race, I am more and more amazed the
longer I live at the evidence of the goodness of human nature which I discover."
While he is saying this, not alone in the
glitter of the assassin's knife, in the stealth
of the crouching thief, in the lie of the artful defrauder, in the oath of the angry
blasphemer, and in the hungry lust oi the
adulterer's eye, but in the deep, awful, inevitable cry of self condemnation over se
cret sins and subtle lusts and irrepressible
instinct of evil, is the answer of humanity
given. It speaks for itself. It asks neither
apologist or calumniator, and this is its
confession; a confession that sounds on
like a solemn monotone, beneath all vibrations of human goodness and nobility.
" Surely we are all gone out of the way..
We are together become unprofitable.
There is none that doeth good, no not
one." Now to those who would be successful winners of souls, I repeat, it is of
vast advantage to know men as they are.
The diagnosis must be intelligent in order
that the remedy shall be so. Men will
give no medicine where they discover
no sickness, nor can they administer understandingly until they have comprehended the case understandingly. You men in
business can get your hand on the human
pulse as we ministers can not. You see
symptoms of soul-sickness in daily hfe
which we cannot detect in our Sabbath
visitations. There are rifts in nature that
open to you in the contact of busy intercourse that instinctively close when the
Sabbath worship comes round. Therefore
you see the necessity first of all of making
wide and varied friendships. I know of
nothing more imperative than this. A recluse may set up his cell in the busiest
warehouse as well as in the most secluded
convent. If you waU yourself about by an
impenetrable reserve, a cold, unsocial, unsympathetic exclusiveness, you might as
well be in your closet so far as affecting
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any good for souls is concerned. Friendship, I believe, is one of the most powerful of mediators between man and the
Gospel. Through it a man endears himself to others and is ministered to by others. It is the moral telegraph of souls,
capable of transmitting messages both
ways ; of showing you your neighbor's need,
and furnishing a direct medium for the
supply of that need.
For be it remembered, that while in our
own experience we may be able to discover enough to satisfy us of the depravity of human nature, we can find some
phases of that depravity much better in
another. For example you have no appetite for strong drink, and on the contrary have the greatest repugnance for it,
hence your natural feeling for another
man who has got into intemperate habits
would be that of unmitigated disgust.
Such a gratuitous self-degradation, such
an inexcusable self-enslavement. But an
association with him without any assimulation to him is possible, and through that
intimacy you read the terrible secrets of
thraldom; what subtle bondage of the
senses resisting and defying the most imperious decrees of the will, what demoniacal possession of the appetite, which no
exercise of determined resolve can cast
out is holding possession of him? Such
insight into his moral life is worth everything to you as a means of winning his
soul. Christ knew when to say with awful
severity, "Ye serpents, ye generation of
vipers," and when to say with a tenderness equally awful, " Go thy way and sin
no more." If we know men as he did we
shall rebuke with vehemence the struggling, bleeding, self-accusing sinner, trying in vain to escape, as a bird, from the
snare of a dreadful habit; but bring to
him the sweetest and most powerful of all
the agencies of the gospel, the love of
Christ, and the constraining power of his
Spirit; and so in all that pertains to human hfe and conduct, to know men is the
indispensible requisite to blessing men,
and friendship finds out the secret paths,
the guarded avenues to the human soul
and enters in through them. Close contact and constant association may not tell
you much about your fellows. That only
a foot wall divides you from your neighbor on the street, does not prove that you

are therefore intimate and conversant
with him; and that these houses of flesh
and blood with their half inch walls are
placed close together in the juxtaposition
of trade and business does argue that
thereby we know those nearest us the best.
Unless you open some door into your
heart with a standing invitation to youf
neighbors to walk in and make himself at
home, you may be sure that he will be
little likely to open any window of his soul
for you to look in.
Now Christianity if it is potent in anything, is potent in this, that it breaks
down the middle wall of partition between
man and man. Because it makes us more
divine, it makes us more humane.
Through the rent veil of Christ's flesh, we
not only enter into the Holy of Holies of
God, but into the inner sanctuary of man,
into the secret shrine of his moral being,
where we can read his thoughts, intuitions, his motives and temptations.
Therefore let us be wise to understand
human nature if we would be wise to apply the Gospel.

T H E LIFE MORE A B U N D A N T .
BY V. D. DAVID.

(Note. Perhaps the most remarkable man at
the recent Northfield Conference was Tamil Evangelist V. D. David, a native Hindu, who came to
this country expressly to attend it. H e was so
regarded by many. In a three months' tour in
India, over ten thousand are reported to have
been converted, of whom thirty-seven started
out to preach, as he does, without pay, collection, or subscription. As one of the results
of missions in India, his life and work seem marvellous. And that India should be sending back
teachers to this country seems more than passing strange,

I need not say much on filling, or the
life more abundant, for as soon as Jesus
conies into you, He cleanses and fills
your heart with Himself, Cleansing and
filling go together, cleansing by faith, and
the life more abundant, or the promise of
the Father, also by faith. Gal, 3 : 14.
Now, I will seal what I have said by my
testimony, I have not this message in
theory only, but in practice and in my life.
I do not simply teach what I have been
taught, but I want to tell out what I have
received and what I possess. My testimony will give you a clear conception of
the truth about filling, or the life more
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abundant; so please pay attention and
accept the filhng hy faith.
Let me first say a few words concerning
the disciples before and after Pentecost.
When the disicples saw Jesus going
away they didn't know what to do; they
felt very sorry. But Christ told them not
to go from Jerusalem, but to tarry there
until they received the promise of the
Father. They were disciples, but they
were not apostles. They had life, but they
had not the life more abundant. They
were preaching the Gospel, but they had
no power. So Jesus said to them, " Tarry
at Jerusalem until you get the power.
When you get the power, go to Jerusalem first, then Judea, Samaria, and
the uttermost parts of the earth." They
tarried there for ten days. They had ten
days for prayer and praise and waiting
on God, both men and women in the upper room, as well as in the temple. They
waited upon God, and I believe they
saw their own wickedness and the evil
actions of their past unbelief, and the
Lord God prepared them to receive this
abundant life. They had to be prepared ;
they had to see the life they led while
Jesus was in the world with them. They
had to see all their evil before this wonderful power came upon them. God could
have filled them in one day, but He made
them tarry until they were ready to receive
the baptism of the Holy Ghost. When
they were ready, just at the right time, the
Holy Ghost fell upon them. They were
all filled with the Holy Ghost; and when
they were filled, see what Peter did. He
went to the open air and preached the
Gospel, Before, he was afraid; he did
not at all understand how to preach. Now
he opened his mouth on the public street,
and three thousand were converted in one
meeting. Nowadays, people preach thirty,
forty or sixty times, and perhaps one or
two are converted, sometimes none at all.
That man preached once, and three thousand were converted. It was the power
of God. My dear friend, unless you possess this power your preaching won't do
any good. You may preach for twentyfive thousand years, and it will not amount
to anything. You may do all you like;
it won't be anything but spiritual gjunnastics. Unless you receive this abundant
life, your Christian life is not worth living.
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Not only that, when they received this
life, they bore aU kinds of hardships ; they
suffered for Christ. O, what a wonderful
life was theirs ! Wherever they went, they
manifested the life of Christ.
People
would say, "Who are these men? Are
they not Galileans? Hear how they speak,
look at their faces, see the way they are
bearing all difliculties." Before that, they
had no such power. What was the cause
of it? They had received the life more
abundant, the baptism of the Holy Ghost.
Brother, you are born of God, you are
walking with God; but are you filled with
God?
LTnless you get the filling there
will be no power in your work. Why are
many preachers, Sunday school teachers
and Christian workers getting tired in their
work? The secret is, they haven't this
power, they are working in their own line,
with the energy of the flesh. May the
Lord God help you.
If you want to have this power, come
to the point. First, separation, freedom
from evil. Second, consecration, all that
you are and all that you have upon the
altar.
Third, yielding your will to be
anything.
Fourth, believing that the
Lord Jesus Christ cleanses you from all
sin, entire cleansing. Then comes the
filling. He fills you with Himself. Then
you will have glory inside and glory outside. O, may God help you to believe it.
Now let me tell you how I received
this life more abundant.
I was born in South India in 1853.
My father was a mission agent.
My
mother was a schoolmistress, but when she
was young she worshipped idols. My
forefathers, too, were idol worshippers.
My father died when I was about two
years old, and my mother took good care
of me. She did all she could to put me
in school. I went to the mission school
when I was very young, and stayed there
until I was nine. Then I went to the
higher school, until I reached my sixteenth year.
I was a very disobedient boy. The
teachers did not like me, and always
wished they could get rid of me, because
I was such a self-willed boy. I had a
strong will. Sometimes my mother handed me over to someone else to thrash me.
As soon as it was over, I would just rub
it off, and go to them and say, " What '
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did you do after ah ?" Such a self-willed
and stubborn-hearted boy I was. I was
mischievous and would throw all the blame
on other boys. Once I played cards, and
I was dismissed from the school.
After
I was dismissed, I went to another school,
where I was under tuition for some time,
and then I ran away from India to Ceylon.
At first, when I went to Ceylon, I did
all the evil I could. Satan took me into
every nook and corner of his kingdom.
He trained me in his coflege ; he taught
me many things: to drink, to smoke, to
play billiards and bagatelle. I was taken
to a liquor store, where I was employed
for some years to sell liquor and to keep
the books. The Lord God very often
spoke to me, but I didn't care. I didn't
yield to the voice of God. My dear
mother used to write to me very often,
but I never answered her letters. O, I
broke her heart many times ! While I
was doing this work, the devil tempted
me to lead a dishonest life. The man
who kept the store couldn't read or write,
so I did just as I liked with his money.
For seven years I remained in that state;
then the devil directed me to another line
of work, to start a shop for myself and a
partner. There, too, I made money in an
illegal way. Then I started in the bookbinding business, learned photography and
other things as well. In order to make
money, I gave myself to everything.
I went on in that manner, without hope.
Now and then I used to think, " If I die,
where will I go?" But that was only for
a short time. When I was in this state,
my mother came to Ceylon to take me
away to South India. When she came,
she was sadly disappointed, because she
thought I had money enough for my marriage, but it was not so. My mother took
me to India. According to our custom,
my uncle, being the head of the family,
found me a wife. I never saw her before
our marriage. But the Lord made it all
for the better; when I saw her, I was satisfied.
It was evident that the Lord's
hand was on this wedding, and I was not
disappointed. O, glory be to God, the
Lord did all things well!
But I wasn't converted yet. After my
conversion my wife told me that she had
prayed to God to give her a converted

husband, and she was disappointed when
she found that I was not converted.
Now, let me tell you of my conversion.
Within three hours of our marriage, she
brought me a tract, and asked me to read
it. I looked at it and threw it away. It
broke her heart when she found that I
was not converted. After all her prayers,
she did not get a converted husband;
very often she shed tears for me. Now
and then she used to speak to me about
spiritual matters, but I never cared about
them. She used to give me books sometimes, and I would read them just to
please her. Once, she gave me Bunyan's
" Pilgrim's Progress," I laughed as I read
it. I said, " This man Bunyan suits me
well." My wife said nothing against my
behavior, and kept on smiling all the
time. I went hunting one year and spent
all my mother's money. A year after our
marriage, I went back to Ceylon with my
wife and sought secular work, but my
wife asked me to join the C. M. S. mission field. I said, " Why should I join
the mission? What salary will they give
me?
Perhaps they will give me about
ten rupees (about ^3), what is the use of
that?
I must make money, I must enjoy the world as before." My wife would
say, " Listen to me. What the Lord will
give us will be enough, and I will be responsible for food and clothing," but I
didn't understand what she meant. I
said, "What do I care about it?
How
do I know? I want to make sure of
money first? She kept praying to God,
and the Lord God heard her prayer.
One day she said to me, " Would you like
to go with me to see Mr. Rowlands, the
minister?"
I said, " Y e s , " and agreed
to go. So we took a carriage and went
as far as the gate of the minister's residence. Then I said, " Turn the carriage;
I cannot be a mission agent, earning a
few rupees.
Certainly not, I have paid
money enough to other people. Why
should I go and take eight or ten rupees
a month from these missionaries?" So
we turned back, but the struggle went on
between her and God :—" O God, make
my husband willing."
She prayed to
God ; she didn't speak to me much. At
last I gave my consent to join the C. M.
S. mission field for a small salary. It was
surprising to me, for I did not know how
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my will got bent toward the mission
work. I was employed as a teacher. I
was not converted, but showed myself as
if I were religious, though I was a wehknown character for wickedness. Some
of the mission agents were surprised to
see me in the mission field. One day I
was walking along one of the streets in
Colombo, when suddenly, I don't know
from where, I heard a voice, saying:
"David, David, you are wrong." That is
all the sermon I had from God, not from
any minister or missionary,—" David,
David, you are wrong." As soon as I
heard those words, I didn't know
what to do. I tried to drown them, I
tried to forget them, but they went deeper
and deeper. I said, " I am not wrong."
I tried to forget them, but I couldn't. I
went home and told my wife, and said,
" I am very, very sorry, my heart is
breaking. What a wretched and miserable sinner I am 1" She said, " Praise
the Lord I" I said, "I am very miserable ;
what makes you say that?"
She said,
" I know it is all right now. My Lord
has answered my prayer."
I didn't understand her ; I didn't know what to say.
While I was in this miserable state she
was praising the Lord. Then I said to
her, " What ara I to do now ? Tell me
how I may get clear of this burden, this
heavy load on my consience.
I can
hardly breathe, I can't eat, I can't sleep.
Please tell me the way." She tried all
she could to put me in the way. She
said, " Beheve on the Lord Jesus Christ."
I said, " 1 know that, but what is it to believe? I don't understand what it is to
beheve; how did you believe?" She
didn't know how to explain. She had it
but she didn't know how to explain it.
I said, " Is that all your creed? You
don't know how to lead a poor sinner to
Christ.
'Believe on the Lord Jesus
Christ,' you say. I know that, but what
is it to believe? How did you believe?
Put me in the way." She was sorry because she couldn't help me. Poor thing,
she often cried about it.
Well, I found a lot of little tracts.
" T h e Blood of Jesus," " Assurance," etc.
I began to read lots oi those books, and
they gave me a little rehef, but I didn't
know how my sins were to be forgiven.
I tried in all the ways I could. I wrote
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my sins on a piece of paper. Sometimes
I used to cry, " Is there any soul to show
me the way of salvation ? " They all
said, "Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ."
That was all, no more. As I went on
like that, I found a book called, " T h e
Anxious Inquirer," in which I found one
verse which came as a home-thrust.
Romans 4 : 5 . The verse says: " B u t
to him that worketh not, but beheveth on
him that justifieth the ungodly, his faith
is counted for righteousness." The man
who believes will find salvation, not the
man who worketh. So I took those two
words, " worketh " and "beheveth."
I
went in the corner and sat down with
those two. I said, " I won't go a bit
further until I understand this truth,
' Not to the man who worketh, but to
the man that beheveth.' " At once I gave
up all my work.
I gave up the work of
prayer, I gave up the work of writing my
sins on a piece of paper, I gave up the
work of sighing often. I gave up ah my
work. Then, when all work was given
up, I simply sat stiU. As soon as I was
quiet, I just took God at His Word, and
found peace, and was fully assured by
Isaiah 53 : 6. "All we, like sheep, have
gone astray; we have turned every one
to his own way; and the Lord hath laid
on him the iniquity of us all." Hath,
hath, hath, hath ! This verse came to
me, and the Lord put this in my heart:—
"David, where did the Lord lay iniquity? on
whom?" " On Jesus."
' ' Whose iniquity ? "
" The iniquity of us all."
" Are you one of that' all '
" Yes, Lord, I am
one of that ' a l l ' . "
" I f you are one of that ' a l l ' , where are your
sins?" " O n Jesus."
" W h o put them t h e r e ? "
" G o d put them
there."
" W h o s e sins?" " David's sins."
" O n w h o m ? " " O n Jesus."

As soon as I saw that my sins could
not be on me and also on Jesus at the
same time, the illustration came to m e ;
if my hat is on the peg, it cannot be on
my head at the same time. It made it
clear at once, and I said, " Praise the
Lord 1 God says it, I beheve it, I have
it 1 " As soon as I took it, I went and
told my wife. I said, " I have got Him ;
I have got the truth." O, she could see
that my face was beaming with joy. The
face which had been three or four feet
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long was as broad as a Salvation Army
drum; it simply beamed with joy, and
she could see I had received the assurance of the forgiveness of my sins. I
said to her, " Do you know how to receive it? Do you understand it? " She
said, " O , do tell me." I said, "Sit still;
do not do any work. Take God at His
work." O, she understood it, she was a
Christian, but she hadn't the assurance of
salvation.
Then my mother was converted, and
afterwards my brother and others of the
family were saved. The whole house
was saved, and we began to shout at the
top of our voices. As soon as we began
to praise the Lord, the man next door
said, " Quit the house, we cannot listen
to you ; go and live somewhere else, we
can't stand your shouting."
I said,
" Whether you like it or not, we can't
give up our praising the Lord; we may
quit the house, but we can't give up
praising the Lord."
After I found this
peace, I went straight to the street near
my house and preached. I didn't know
how to preach, but I bawled out, I made
a tremendous noise. I told the people
that unless they came to Christ they
would perish. That is ah the preaching
I did. I said those words over and over
again. But the people didn't like it
when I shouted, " The wrath oi God wiU
come upon you." I never liked those
people who laughed at my preaching.
I
used to lose my temper very often, because I was only saved ! I hadn't anything further than that.

A GOOD SURRENDER. Some years before
going to the foreigi"! field, the late Mr.
Logic drew up and signed the following
covenant;—
" I take God, the Father, to be my God;
I take Christ, the Son, to be my Saviour;
and I pray God that he would grant unto
me the Comforter, even the Spirit of
Truth.
" Ix»rd, I am willing to do Thy will in
all things; grant me Thy grace, so that I
may really say this from my heart. Bend
my will to Thine. Alake me meet to be
a partaker of the inheritance of the saints
above."

A PERSONAL TESTIMONY,
BY CHARLKS T . STUDD.

H E Lord Jesus told His diciples that
they were to be witnesses. If a man
gets up in a court of law as a witness he is not expected to speak a lot of his
own opinions. If he does, the judge very
soon has enough of him. All he has to do
is just to tell what he knows and what he has
seen, because that is " evidence."
You remember there was a man who
was called "Legion," he had so many
devils in him, and when he wanted to follow the Lord Jesus, He said, " You go
home to your friends, and your kindred,
and tell them what great thing God has
done for you." That's what I want to do
tonight. I want to tell some of the great
things God has done for me.
I have only been in Northfield once
before, and yet it seems just hke home,
because my grandfather lives here. I am
a fortunate man—I have three grandfathers ; my mother's father, my father's
father, and Mr. Moody, my father's spiritual father. It was through seeing the
change in my father that I was converted.
I was brought up in the church of
England and was pretty religious—so
most people thought.
I was taken to
church and baptized the right day, and
after a time I was confirmed and took
communion.
But I didn't really know
anything about Jesus Christ, not personally. I knew a little about Him, as I
may know a little about President McKinley, but I did not know Him. There
was not a moment in my life when I ever
doubted that there was a God, or that
Jesus Christ was the Saviour of the world ;
but I didn't know him as my personal
Saviour. We boys were brought up to go
to church regularly, but, although we had
a kind of religion, it was not a religion
that amounted to much. It was just
like having a toothache.
We were always mighty sorry to have Sunday come,
and mighty glad when we eame to Monday morning. The Sabbath was the dullest day of the whole week, and just because we got hold of the wrong end of
religion. A man may get hold of the
wrong end of a poker, and I got hold of
the wrong end of religion and had to pay
pretty dearly for it. We had lots of ministers and lots of churches all around us,
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but we never saw such a thing as a real
convert. We didn't believe much in converts m those days We thought that the
Chinese and Africans had to be converted ; but the idea of an Englishman being
converted was absurd, because it made
him out a heathen before he was converted.
My father was just a man of the world,
loving ah sorts of worldly things.
He
had made a fortune in India and had
come back to England to spend it. He
was very fond of sports of all kinds. He
would go into regular training that he
might go fox hunting, but above all he
was dead gone on horse racing. He was
passionately fond of horses to begin with,
and when he saw fine horses he would
buy them and train them, and then he
would race them. He had a large place
in the country, where he made a race
course, and he won the biggest steeplechase in London three times. At last he
got hold of a horse better than any ont
he ever had, and so certain was he of
winning the race that he wrote to a friend
in London and said : If you are a wise
man you will come to the race tomorrow
and put every penny you have on my
horse. I will call for you this morning."
Unknown to my father this man had
been converted. Mr. Moody had come to
England and had been preaching. Nobody believed very much at that time in a
man getting up to preach the gospel unless
he had two things—the title of Reverend,
and a white tie round his neck. The papers
could not understand such a preacher as
Mr. Moody, who had neither, and of course
they printed column after column against
him. But they could not help seeing that
he could get more people to his meetings
than half a dozen archbishops, and that
more were converted than by twenty ordinary ministers. Of course they did not
put the right construction on things. They
said that Mr. Sankey had come over to sell
organs, and Mr. Moody to sell his hymn
books. My father read the papers day
after day and these things tickled him immensely. I remember one evening he
threw the paper down and said : " Weh,
anyhow, when this man comes to London
I am going to hear him. There must be
some good about the man or he would
never be abused so much by the papers."
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Well, father went up to London the next
day according to promise, and met his
friend. This man had been over to Ireland
when Mr. Moody was there, and as he was
about to leave Dublin had missed his train.
God was even in that, missing a train. It
was Saturday night, and the man had to
to remain over Sunday. As he was looking about the streets that evening he saw
the big biUs advertising Moody and Sankey, and he thought, " I will just go and
hear those Americans." He went and God
met him ; he went again and God converted him. He was a new man, and yet when
my father wrote that letter he never said
anything about it. When they met and
drove along in a carriage father talked of
nothing but horses and told this man if he
were a wise man he would put up every
penny he had on that horse. After father
had finished his business he came back to
this friend and said, " How much money
have you put on my horse?" " Nothing."
My father said : " You are the biggest
fool I ever saw; didn't I tell you what a
good horse he was? But though you are
a fool, come along with me to dinner."
After dinner my father said, " Now, where
shaU we go to amuse ourselves ?" His friend
said, " Anywhere." My father said, "Well,
you are the guest; you shall choose where
we shall go." " Well, we will go and hear
Moody." My father said : " Oh, no, this
isn't Sunday. We will go to the theatre,
or concert." But the man said, "You
promised to go wherever I chose." So
my father had to go. They found the
building was cram fuU and there were no
seats in the hall except special ones. This
man knew he would never get my father
there again, so he worked himself into the
crowd until he came across one of the
committee. He said to him, " Look here ;
I have brought a wealthy sporting gentleman here, but I will never get him here
again if we do not get a seat." The
man took them in and put them right
straight down in front of Mr. Moody. My
father never took his eyes off Mr. Moody
until he finished his address. After the
meeting my father^aid : " I will come and
hear this man again. He just told me
everything I had ever done." My father
kept on going until he was right soundly
converted.
That afternoon my father had been
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full of a thing that takes possession of a
man's heart and head more than anything
else—that passion for horse racing ; and in
the evening he was a changed man. It
was the same skin, but a new man altogether inside. When we boys came home
from college we didn't understand what
had come over him, but father kept continually telling us that he was born again.
We thought he was just born upside down,
because he was always asking us about our
souls, and we didn't like it. Of course, he
took us to hear Mr. Moody, and we were
impressed a good deal, butwere not converted.
When my father was converted of course
he could not go on living the same life as
before. He could not go to balls, card
parties, and all that sort of thing. His
conscience told him so, and he said to
Mr. Moody ; " I want to be straight with
you. If I become a Christian wih I have
to give up racing, and shooting, and hunting, and theatres, and balls?" "Well,"
Mr. Moody said, Mr. Studd, you have been
straight with m e ; I will be straight with
you. Racing means betting, and betting
means gambling, and I don't see how a
gambler is going to be a Christian. Do
the other things as long as you like." My
father asked again about the theatre and
cards, and Mr. Moody said : " Mr. Studd,
you have children and people you love ;
and now you are a saved man yourself, and
you want to get them saved. God will give
you some souls and as soon as ever you
have won a soul you won't care about any
of the other things." Sure enough, we
found to our astonishment that father
didn't care for any of those things any
longer; he only cared about one thing,
and that was saving souls.
He took us to hear Mr. Moody and
other men, and when Mr. Moody left
England my father opened his country
house, and held meetings there in the
evenings. He asked ministers and business men from London to come down
and speak to the people about their
souls. The people would come for miles
to attend the meetings, and many were
converted. One of these gentlemen came
down to preach one day and as I was
going out to play cricket he caught me
unawares and said, " Are you a Christian?" I said : " I am not what r^« call

a Christian. I have beheved on Jesus
Christ since I was knee high. Of course
I believe in the church, too." I thought
by answering him pretty close I would
get rid of him, but he stuck tight as wax
and said : " Look here, God so loved
the world that He gave His only begotten Son, that whosoever beheveth on
Him should not perish, but have everlasting life.
You beheve Jesus Christ
died?" " Yes." " You believe He died
for you?" " Yes." " Do you beheve the
other half of the verse—' shall have everlasting life:'" " N o , " I said. " I don't
believe that."
He said. Don't you
think you are a bit inconsistent, believing
one-half of the verse and not the other
half?" " I suppose it is?" "Well," he
said, " are you always going to be inconsistent?"
"No,"
I said, " I suppose not always." He said, " Will you be
consistent now?"
I saw that I was cornered and I began to think, " If I go out
of this room inconsistent, I won't carry
very much self-respect." I said, " Y e s ,
I will,be consistent."
"Weh, don't you
see that eternal life is a gift? When
somebody gives you a present at Christmas, what do you do?" " I take it and
say "thank you."
He said, "Will you
say 'thank you' to God for this gift?"
Then I got down on my knees and I did
say " thank you " to God,
And right
then and there joy and peace came into
ray soul. I knew then what it was to be
born again, and the Bible, which had
been so dry to me before, became everything.
But before long I began, bit by bit, to
creep back into the world.
Do you
know why?
Because I didn't try to get
other souls saved. I didn't care to go
fishing myself, and I didn't ask God for
courage.
I beheved in God, and I
believed in Jesus Christ, and I didn't see
any use in having a Saviour if I didn't
use Him for something. I was dead
gone on athletics—cricket, and all those
things.
Oh, how I prayed about my
matches ! A long time after that, at the
end of a match, I was changing my
clothes in the same room with another
man, who was a very earnest Christian,
and he said, " Studd, do you always pray
before you play these matches?" I said,
"Yes, I always d o ; don't you?"
He
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said, " No, I don't now." I said, " What
is wrong? Have you become a backslider?" " No," he said ; " I don't think
it is quite that. I used to pray and God
helped me so much that I began to think
that I was getting an unfair advantage of
the men who didn't pray and so I
stopped." I kept right on praying, but
instead of being after souls I was after
matches.
I knew what it was to pray
without ceasing right through a cricket
match from start to finish. If we would
only be as practical about winning souls
as about winning matches we would have
a religion worth something.
At the end of the university course my
brother was taken with typhoid fever. I
was watching by his bedside. He didn't
care for any book then except the Bible.
He had got as far into the world as I had.
One night the doctors had given him up,
and he seemed to be hovering between
life and death. God just met me there
and seemed to say, " There is George
going right across the river, and how
much good will these athletics and all
the reputation he has made do him then ?
It seemed as if God suddenly drew the
curtains aside and showed me my
brother's life. I could not help replying
to God: " He has spent his life for
naught. It is all vanity of vanities. He
has lived for himself and reputation."
God turned right to me and said:
" W h a t about your hfe? Is not your
life precisely the same as his?" Then I
saw my own life in all its meanness and
selfishness, just living for myself and my
own reputation, instead of trying to save
souls.
Well, in answer to Prayer God raised up
my brother and he is alive to-day.
As soon as I could get away from
watching by my brother's bedside, I went
to hear Mr. Moody ; and when he finished
speaking, he turned around to me and
said, " You go and talk to some of those
young men about their souls." It was
like a bit of dynamite going off. I trembled aU over. I said, " Mr. Moody, I
can't; I have brought some people here,
and I must go and see them home."
He said, " Well, will you promise to come
again?" I promised. Then he said,
" Will you promise me to speak to somebody about his soul when you come
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again?" I hadn't the pluck to say ' No,
so I said ' Yes,' but I repented it all the
way home. The next time when I went
to hear Mr. M.ooAy I began to think,
" How can I wriggle out of that promise ?''
I thought that he might have forgotten all
about it, but as soon as ever he had finished speaking, he turned around to me,
as though he had thought of it all the
time, and he sent me down to speak to a
soul. The ice was broken and after that
God made me just go after this friend and
that friend. I thought it would be easier
to speak to friends than to strangers. It
wasn't very long before God gave me the
soul of my best friend. I thought, " He
has a lot to give up, that man." He was
the best athlete in England. I was afraid
lest he might think he had been too hasty.
But the next evening he came to meet me,
and said, " Oh, Charlie, I have never
been so happy before." When a man is
converted, he carries religion in his face.
That man knew what it was to have success in everything, and there he was saying, "All these things I have had are
nothing to having Jesus Christ." He set
me on fire, and I just wanted to play
cricket all day long so as to get friends to
hear Moody. Working all day in the
cricket field, and working half the night
with Mr. Moody in inquiry rooms laid me
up. It was just God's leading. I had to
go into the country to rest. There God
brought me face to face with a new
thought, I was reading a book that had
a great many extracts; some from Christians and some from infidels. None of
the Christian extracts touched me, but
one quotation from an infidel read like
this :
" I am not a Christian, because I do not see
Christians; if I saw Christians, I should be one
myself. The gospel is plain enough: ' He that
believeth shall be saved. He that believeth not
shall be damned.' Don't you think that if I believed that God had prepared a place for me, and
I knew that other people all around me were
being lost, I would willingly do what Jesus Christ
wanted me to do, and the one passion of my life
would be to save souls? Jesus Christ said, ' Except a man renounce all that he has, he cannot
be my disciple.' I would give up all and if I
could see just one soul saved through me, I would
think it well worth while."

That just seemed to hit me all over.
My father had died and left me a fortune,
and there I was going into the law. I said
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to myself, " What are you going into law
for? You are just going for the dollars,
and here are souls all around you." I
just loved cricket with all my heart, and I
thought that nothing could take its place.
But just as soon as ever I began to work
for souls I found that it was a much better
business than playing cricket.
One day when I was in London, a
friend asked me to come to tea with him
and his wife who were Christians, x'^fter
tea, when we were talking about the Bible
around the open fire, this friend said,
" Have you heard of the wonderful blessing Mrs. Watson has got lately?" I said,
"Why, she has been a Christian a long
time." He said, " Yes, but she is quite
different now." I had heard people talking about getting other blessings besides
conversion, but I would not believe it.
Then my friend opened his Bible and
showed plainly enough from the Scriptures that there were other blessings besides conversion. Then he said, " Have
you these other blessings ?" I said, " No,
I have not." I was just hungry because I
wanted to know what I was going to do
for God. We knelt down and asked God
very simply that God would give us aU He
had for us. When I went back to my
room I got hold of " The Christian's Secret of a Happy Life." That night I just
meant business, and it seemed to come so
plain—old truths, it may be, but they
seemed to grip me that time. I had
known about Jesus Christ's dying for me,
but I had never understood that if He had
died for me, then I didn't belong to myself. Redemption means " buying back,"
so that if I belonged to Him, either I had
to be a thief and keep what wasn't mine,
or else I had to give up everything to God.
When I came to see that Jesus Christ had
died for me, it didn't seem hard to give
up all to Him. It seemed just common, ordinary honesty. Then I read in the book :
" When you have surrendered aU to God,
you have given Hira all the responsibility,
as well as everything else. It is God who
is responsible to look after you, and all you
have to do is to trust. Put your hand in
His and the Lord wih lead you." It
seemed quite a different thing after that
and in a very short time God had told me
what to do and where to go. God doesn't
tell a person first by his head; He tells

hira first by the heart. God put it in my
heart and made me long to go to China.
There were lots of diificulties in the
way. Possibly some of you have difficulties in your way. Don't you turn aside
because of the difificulties.
There was
not one of all my relatives but thought
that I had gone clean mad.
My elder
brother, who was a true Christian, said to
me one evening, " Charlie, I think you
are making a great mistake."
I said,
" There is no mistake about it.'' H e
said : "You are away every night at the
meetings and you do not see mother. I
see her, and this is just breaking her
heart. I think you are wrong." I said :
" Let us ask God. I do not want to be
pig-headed and go out there of my own
accord; I just want to do God's will."
It was hard to have this brother, who
had been such a help, think it was a mistake. We got down on our knees and
put the whole matter in God's hands.
That night I could not get to sleep, but
it seemed as though I heard some one
say this verse over and over, " Ask of
me and I wiU give thee the heathen for
thine inheritance, and the uttermost part
of the earth for thy possession." I knew
it was God's voice speaking to me. When
I got to China I knew why He said that
verse so often.
Winning souls out there
is the same thing as here, only more
difficult. The devil comes to one and
says: "Why don't you go home? You
can save more souls there than here."
But I had received marching orders to go
to China and I had God to give thera as
plain to go back. Not only did God
make it right with the brother, but the
night I was leaving home God made my
mother wihing that I should go to China.
My father made me become of age at
twenty-five. I was twenty-three when I
went to China ; and for two or three years
it seemed as if God kept me walking up
and down that country. Finally, I was
sent to a station where there had been a
riot. Every missionary's house had been
knocked down, and they had been sent
away; but the British consul was there,
although he had been nearly killed. When
a friend and myself got into that town we
meant to hold the fort.
When the consul saw us it was as though he had seen a
couple of ghosts. H e said: " How-
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ever did you get here? There are guards
in every gate of the city to prevent any
foreign devil from coming in." We said
that God had brought us in and told him
what we had come for. He said : " No ;
you cannot stay here ; I can give you a
passport up or down the river, but no
foreigners are allowed here except myself." After a little he said : If you
would like to stay in that hovel there you
can; but there is not room for more than
one. Then we began to discuss which
should stay.
My friend was going to be
married and Lwas not, but he wanted to
stay. Finally, the consul asked us to
dinner, and in the midst of dinner he
turned to me and said: " Studd, will
you stay with me?" That settled the
matter. I didn't know why God had
sent me to that place until some time
afterwards.
One day when I was reading the harmony of the gospels I came to where
Christ talked with the rich young man.
Then God seemed to bring all the vows I
had made back to me. A few days later
the post, which came only every halfmonth, brought letters from the sohcitor
and banker to show what I had become
heir to. Then God made me just ordinarily honest and told me what to do.
Then I learned why I had been sent to
that particular place. I needed to draw
up papers giving the "power of attorney,"
and for that I had to have the signature
of one of Her Majesty's officers. I went
to this consul and when he saw the paper
he said : " I won't sign it. You don't
know what you are doing." Finally, he
said that he would give me two weeks to
think it over and then if I wanted he
would sign it. I took it back at the end
of two weeks and he signed it and off the
stuff went.
God has promised to give a hundredfold for everything we give to Him.
An
hundred-fold is a wonderful percentage ;
it is ten thousand per cent. God began
to give me back the hundred-fold wonderfully quick.. Not long after this I was
sent down to Shanghai. My brother,
who had been so iU, had gone right back
into the world again. On account of his
health the doctors sent him round the
world in search of better. He thought he
would just come and touch at Shanghai
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and see me. He said he was not going
to stay very long for he was mighty afraid
he would get too much religion. He took
his berth for Japan for about the next day
after he arrived. But God soon gave him
as much religion as he could hold and he
cancelled that passage to Japan and stayed
with me six months. When I saw that
brother right soundly converted I said,
"This is ten thousand per cent, and
more."
FIRE.
BY REV. R. A. TORREY.

O

NE evening last winter as I sat at
my desk, the work of the day being over, I found myself swinging
in my hand a httle leaflet. I do not know
how it got into my hand but finally my eye
fell upon the paper, and I noticed this
rather striking heading in large capitals :
" WANTED : A BAPTIS^M WITH FIRE."

I read the tract through, and while the
tract itself did not make any very great impression on my mind, one verse of Scripture quoted fairly burned itself into my
memory. I was familiar with the passage,
but this verse from the third chapter of
Matthew fairly haunted me :
" I indeed baptize you with water, unto repentance : but He that cometh after me is mightier
than I, whose shoes I am not worthy to bear: He
shall baptize you with the Holy Ghost, and W I T H
FIRE." (R. V.)

Those last two words were the ones that
God kept especially before my mind :
" H e shall baptize you with fire.'' I said
to myself: " I don't believe I know what
that means. If there is anything lacking
in my life, it is fire." Days passed and still
those words kept ringing in my ears. As
I waited upon God one night for a subject
on which to preach Sunday night, that
text kept standing out before me : " H e
shall baptize you with fire." I could not
get rid of it and I said, "Lord, if that is
the text, ah right."
This fire is mentioned in Matthew iii.
11: " He shaU baptize you with the Holy
Ghost and with fire." This fire is THE FIRE
WTTH W H I C H J E S U S C H R I S T BAPTIZES A SOUL

—the fire that takes possession of a soul
when the Lord Jesus baptizes that soul
with the Holy Ghost and with fire. You
understand what it means to be baptized
with water, but what does it mean to be
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baptized with fire? I think we will get the
answer if we study what the Bible says fire
does.
1. The first thing we notice is that fire
reveals. That is brought out in I Corinthians i. 13 : " Each man's work shall be
made manifest: for the day shall declare
it, because it is revealed in fire; and the
fire itself shah prove each man's work of
what son it is." Of course, that refers to
the future reveahng of our work and its
character in the day of Christ. But the
fire of the Holy Spirit reveals our work and
our character now. Just as surely as you
are baptized with the Holy Ghost and with
fire, just so surely will there come a revelation of yourself You will see your own
meanness, your pride, your selfishness,
your lack of love to God and your lack of
love for men and souls as you never saw it
before.
On the Saturday night before I first
spoke on this subject I knelt down and
said : " Heavenly Father, I do not beheve that I have this baptism of fire.
How can I talk to those people tomorrow
night about this baptism unless I have experienced it? Lord, I ask Thee to baptize
me with fire right now." Almost immediately there came to me such a revelation
of myself as I had never had before. I
never knew how selfish and worldly I was
until that night. I beheve that if some of
you young women seek this baptism with
fire you will get a view of yourselves such
as never before entered into your fancy.
Do we not need such a revelation of our
own hearts and characters now, to ourselves alone with God, as shall save us from
the shame of a revelation of ourselves and
our character and our work at the coming
of the Lord Jesus Christ ?
2. But fire not only reveals; fire refines as well. Turn to Isaiah iv. 4 : " When
the Lord shall have washed away the filth
of the daughters of Zion, and shall have
purged the blood of Jerusalem from the
midst thereof, by the spirit of judgment,
and by the spirit of burning." Here is, of
course, a distinct aUusion to the promise
which we have considered, " the spirit of
burning," " cleansing away the dross of
the daughters of Zion." Then turn to
Zechariah xiii. 9 : " And I will bring the
third part part through the fire, and will
refine them as silver is refined, and will try

them as gold is tried;" and Malachi iii.
1-3 : " Behold I send my messenger and
he shaU prepare the way before me, and
the Lord whom ye seek shall suddenly
come to his temple and the messenger of
the covenant, whom ye delight in, heboid
he cometh, said the Lord of hosts. But
who may abide the day of his coming?
and who shall stand when he appeareth ?
for He is like a refiner's fire, and like
fuller's soap : and He shall sit as a refiner
and purifier of silver, and he shall purify
the sons of Levy, and purge the^n as
gold and silver; and they shall offer unto
the Lord offerings in righteousness."
In all these passages you have the
thought of the refining power of fire.
Nothing cleanses like fire. Water washes
the outside of a substance ; fire penetrates
into the very substance itself, and takes
away the dross and filth that is inside.
A piece of gold that has become soiled
on the outside can be cleansed with
water; but if there is dross mixed in
with the gold there is only one way to
get it out, and that is by putting it in the
fire.
Young women, when God put us into
the fire of His Holy Spirit, the fire penetrates to the very innermost part of our
being, and not only takes away the filth
that there is on the outside, but it takes
away the dross that there is inside.
What different men those apostles were
after the day of Pentecost ! Up to the
very last night of Christ's life upon earth,
those apostles were so full of selfishness
that there was a quarrel at the Last Supper as to who should be the greatest.
There was none of that after Pentecost.
At the very hour of our Saviour's crucifixion, of His betrayal and trial, Peter denied his Lord with oaths and curses, and
the whole company of apostles forsook
Him and fled. But after Pentecost, that
same Peter, transformed by the fire that
feh on the day of Pentecost, stood before
that very council that condemned Christ
to death, and said : " Ye rulers of Israel,
and elders, be it known unto you all, that
in the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth,
whom ye crucified, whom God raised
from the dead, even in Him doth this man
stand here before you whole."
Is not that what we need today? Oh,
the pride, the vanity, the selfiseness, the
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wordliness, the love of pleasure, the love
of applause of men that is hindering so
many of us from receiving the power that
God waits to give us ! We need refining,
and refining is slow work. But when the
fire of God falls, that for which men and
women have been striving for years comes
in a moment, when the Lord Jesus Christ
baptizes with the Holy Ghost and ivith

fire.
3. T h e n fire not only refines ; fire
consumes.
In fact, it refines by consuming. Turn, to the twenty-fourth chapter
of the prophecy of Ezekiel, the ninth to
the eleventh verses: "Therefore, saith
the Lord God, Woe to the bloody city !
I also will make the pile great. H e a p
on the wood, make the fire hot, boil well
the flesh, and make thick the broth, and
let the bones be burned. Then set it
empty upon the coals thereof, that it may
be hot, and the brass thereof may burn,
and that the filthiness of it may be molten in it, that the rust of it may be consumed."
Of course that refers to the
fire of judgment for Israel; but it shows
the consuming power of fire. There is a
consuming power in the fire that falls
when a man is baptized not merely with
the Holy Ghost, but baptized with the
Holy Ghost and fire.
A young woman came to me some
years ago and wanted to unite with the
church of which I was pastor.
But
though she made a profession of Christianity, she doubted whether she was a Christian or not, and said that she did not
know whether she ought to be a church
member or not. I talked with her and
was persuaded that she was a Christian,
but such an imperfect one that I did not
dare to bring her before the committee,
thinking that she would not pass. She
was so frivolous, so worldly, so stubborn,
and so boisterous, so much that a Christian ought not to be, that many wondered
why she thought of preparing for Christian
work.
One day she had a fight with God.
H e r heart went out eagerly for the world
and Christian work had no charm. She
shut herself in her room and had an
awful struggle for two hours or more.
She came down to tea without having
settled the m a t t e r ; but as she sat at the
table, the Holy Ghost suddenly fell upon
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her then and there. That young woman
was so completely transformed in her
ideas of life, in her feelings, in her actions,
and in the very expression of her face,
that her most intimate friends could
hardly believe their eyes and ears.
Some of }ou are conscious of so much
in your life that you wish was not there ;.
so much of pride : so much of vanity ; so'
much of love of worldly pleasure; so
much of fear of what men and women
will say; so much of selfishness; so
much of worldliness; so much of every
sort that is hateful to God. You say, " If
this could only be burned right up !" It
can be.
Fire consumes; and the fire
that fell upon that young woman God
longs to shed forth on you today in all its
glorious and consuming power.
4. But fire not only consumes; fire
illuminates.
\'\^hen one is baptized with
the Holy Ghost and fire, truth that was
utterly unseen before, becomes as bright
as day. The Bible becomes a new book.
Glory shines from every page of it.
This
young woman to whom I have alluded, as
soon as she saw me after the Holy Ghost
came upon her, burst out in the fullness
of that glowing heart, and told me right
on the street what the Lord had done for
her. She said: " O Mr. Torrey, the
Bible is a new book. I used to think the
Bible was the stupidest book in the world,
but since that hour God has been showing
pie His truth every time I study the
Word."
How many half-skeptical preachers
there are today, who become mighty men
of faith in a moment by simply being baptized with the Holy Ghost and fire ! The
baptism of fire will do more to do away
with our skepticism, and our doubts, and
our questionings, and our uncertainties,
than any theological education.
5. There is another thing which fire
does ; fire warms.
I take in my hand a
bar of iron. It is cold and black. I thrust
it into the fire and it soon grows warm.
Then it grows hot, and before long it
glows as the fire itself glows, so that you
can hardly tell which is iron and which is
fire. It is just so when God takes one of
us and plunges us into the fire of the
Holy Ghost. These cold hearts of ours
begin to glow ; glow with love to G o d ;
glow with love to men ; glow with love for
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perishing souls; glow with love for the
truth. Is not that \\'hat we need to-day
—men and women that glow, preachers
of the gospel that glow? What cold people most of us preachers are ! ^^"e stand
up and we talk of the truth, very likely,
and we preach it in most excellent form
—very logically, very convincingly, but
nobody is converted.
We convince the
intellect, but we do not melt the will.
AV'hat we need in the pulpit is men on fire.
Finney was such a man. The Apostle
Paul was such a man. Brainerd, Taylor,
Whitefield and \\'e3ley were men like that.
But we need these glowing Christians not
•only in the pulpit, we need them in every
branch of Christian work. Young women
come here to Northfield, and attend these
classes, and learn just how to lead people
to Christ: just the Scripture with which to
meet every difficulty. Then they go back
to coflege, and meet unconverted classmates, and give them just the right Scripture, but nothing comes of it. Why? Because the workers are not on fire. 'We
need singers that glow. Singers stand and
sing the sweetest gospel melodies that ever
were written, and people sit and listen to
it, and admire it, and enjoy it, but get no
help from it. But occasionally we see a
singer in whose soul is the fire of God,
and from whose lips the song comes forth
and burns itself into the very heart of
everybody that listens. AVe want fire !
The young woman to whom I have already referred went out to a little country
town to engage in Christian work. She
went all aglow with love for God and love
for souls. .\s a result strong men and
women and children have been converted
by the dozens in a place where there had
not been a soul converted for months before, perhaps for years. Suppose you go
back to your college, or your home, or
your business, on fire, glowing. W'hy,
there will be a glow all around you this
winter—the glow of the very glory of the
Highest.
There is another thing that fire does;
fire imparts energy. \\'Q have been taught
over and over again that every form of
energy can be transmuted into heat, and
that from heat we can generate every form
of motion.
Suppose that a man shows me through
his factory, which is fitted out with the

very latast and best machinery. He shows
me a magnificent engine that is powerful
enough to turn every wheel in the factory.
I go into the factory and see that the
belting is on all the wheels, and finally I
say to the man : " You have told me
what excellent machinery you have, and
what power there is in that engine in
your engine room ; I see that every belt is
upon every wheel, but I don't see a single
wheel moving. What is the trouble?"
"Why," he says, "there is no fire in the
fire box." A man shows me a new locomotive and says, " T h a t is the finest
engine ever turned out of the Baldwin
Locomotive Works." I see that the engine has a long train of cars attached;
the couplings are all made, and the
throttle valve is open.
The engine is
more than powerful enough to draw the
loaded train, and yet the train does not
move. What is the trouble? There is
no fire in the fire box. AH that is needed
is to get up fire.
I go to the colleges and Christian associations of our land, and see how excellently everything is equipped for the work
of saving our young men and young women and bringing them to Christ. Large
amounts of money have been expended
upon the organization, the machinery
seems perfect. I look at it, but there is
not a wheel moving. What is the trouble ?
There is no fire in the fire box ! We may
have machinery; we may have skilfully
constructed organizations, and everything
that the ingenuity of man ever devised,
but, if there is not fire in the fire box it
amounts to nothing. There is only one
way to get fire in the fire box. " He shah
baptize you with the Holy Ghost and fire."
One thing more that fire does; fire
sp7'eads. There is nothing that spreads
like fire. Mr. Moody preached in London, and Mr. Studd was converted through
his preaching; Mr. Mott was converted
through Mr. Studd, and Hugh Beaver
was converted through Mr. Mott. See
how it spreads !
Take another illustration. That Sunday
night when I first preached this sermon, a
stranger, just from London, was in the
audience. He went down to the after
meeting, and he was baptized with fire
that night. He went to his room and
wrote to his Bible-class teacher in Ix)ndon
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about the fire that fell that night; and the
fire fell in London. Nothing spreads like
fire; and no fire spreads like the glorious
fire of God.
Now, suppose that you had never been
baptized, and you wanted to be baptized :
what would you do? You would go to
some minister whose business it was to
baptize believers and you would say : " I
have made up my mind that I want to be
b a p t i z e d ; " and he would do it. Now,
that is just the way to receive fire baptism.
T h e Lord Jesus Christ is the Baptizer with
fire. Go to H i m and say : " Lord fesus,
I once wanted to be baptized with water,
and I went and was baptized with water.
Now I have learned that Thou art a baptizer also, but that Thou baptizest not
with water, but with the Holy Ghost and
fire. I just present myself as a candidate
for that baptism." That is very simple, is
it not? Wih you not present yourself as
a candidate for baptism with fire to-day.
T H E PROPHECIES QF DANIEL A N D
THE EASTERN QUESTION.
BY

W.

H.

GOODALE.

Its rise, progress and now rapidly approaching
E n d covering a period of nearly three thousand
years of the world's historj' clearly foreshewn.

H

ISTORY is a teacher second only
to experience. This is an aphorism
to the truth of which most readers
will very readily subscribe: and another
of similar import asserts that history repeats itself. Both are widely if not universally accepted; and with the long roU
of the world's history already before us,
to which very considerable additions are
constantly being made, one might expect
to find amongst the thousands of the diligent and able students of this science and
its allies (since they occupy in the schools
a position somewhat similar to the schools
of the prophets of old t i m e ) , something
akin to the gift of prophecy. Perhaps,
in some measure, moved by this consideration, some have undertaken the perilous role, and it must be said with most
unfortunate results.
But if the prophetic spirit has indeed
quitted the world, men are yet entitled to
expect that of the many thousands of able
and learned exponents of holy writ, some
one would be found who would satisfac-
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torily interpret for us the prophecies as
they stand in the Bible. Yet none such
has arisen emongst us. Is it because the
author of these mysteries has purposely
hidden them from the wise and pnuient
that he might reveal them unto babes?
T H E CHURCH seems certainly to have very
greatly neglected het opportunities in this
matter, for St. Paul tefls us that to her was
committed the grace and privilege " to
bring to hght, to make aU men see what
is the dispensation of the mystery which
from all ages hath been hid in God who
created all things; to the intent that
now unto the principalities and the powers
in the heavenly places might be made
known through the church,the manifold wisdom of God, according to the eternal
purpose which he proposed in Christ
Jesus, our Lord." There have been too
many unfortunately of her adherents and
who claim to be her representatives before
the world, who have had the fool hardihood to declare the whole Bible—the
great charter of the world's liberties—to
be a failure and but little better than a
cohection of fictions. However, I have
not taken up my pen " to rail at dignities,"
but because, having been a close observer
of the political changes which have taken
place during the last hah century, I have
also been a reverent student of the
" W o r d of God."
In this "Victorian
Era," many run to and fro and knowledge is increased, and this part of Daniel's prophecy at least is true.
Some critics or expositors whose learning is undeniable, and whose criticisms
are entitled to the highest consideration,
assert that the prophet Daniel was not the
author of the whole of the book which
stands in his name in the Bible ; part of it
being historical only, and as such, written
at a period long after the events themselves had transpired;
such assertion
must have arisen from a misinterpretation
of the text, for some of the most important pa.rtsof this so-caUed history are being
fulfilled under our very eyes today in
connection with what is popularly and
politically understood as the Eastern
question.
There has always been an Eastern
question.
Daniel tells us of the commencement of it in King Nebuchadnezzar's dream of the great image.
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The sovereignty of Nebuchadnezzar,
the head of Gold, was succeeded by the
Medo-persian under Cyrus, the Greek,
under Alexander, under whose rule the
kingdom was a unit.
It was divided
after his death into Syria and Egypt, the
thighs descending ultimately to the two
legs and feet of Rome. But the Roman
Empire was one and undivided until the
reign of the Emperor Constantine. This
part of the image, therefore, could not
have been in position until the period of
this emperor's reign. But the whole of
the kingdoms comprising the entire
image had become part and parcel of
the great Empire of Rome long ere this.
The explanation of this apparent anomaly
is disclosed in the wonderfully though
unconsciously prophetic words of Nebuchadnezzar himself In the 4th chapter
which relates this King's second dream
and Daniel's interpretation of it, at the
17th verse we read, " The sentence is by
the decree of the watchers, and the demand by the word of the Holy one ; to
the intent that the hving may know that
the Most High ruleth in the kingdom of
men and giveth it to whomsoever he
will and setteth up over it the lowest of
men."
These solemnly instructive words have
tremendous significance. They proclaim
the absolute sovereignty of God in the
kingdom of men as well as in the kingdom of heaven. All the kingdoms of the
earth are at his entire and unhindered
disposal, and that he not only has authority over the affairs of men but he also exercises it continually and uninterruptedly.
We are therefore justified in the conclusion that even before the golden head
appeared, the Most High, who ruleth in
the kingdom of raen had from the beginning given all that this image represented of power and dominion into the
hands of Rome, though this empire was
at the time only in its infancy.
The ten divisions with which the Empire ends, we are told, are ten kings or
kingdoms.
Most expositors have professed to find
ah of these ten kingdoms situated in
Europe, forgetting the greater divisions of
East and West, and overlooking the fact
that in doing so they are placing all the
ten toes on one foot. These kingdoms

then are situated, five in the East, viz :
Babylon, Medo-persia, Greece, Syria,
Egypt. Five in the West: Italy, Spain,
France, Britain, and other combinations
yet to be seen.
So far the image, " The most High
RULETH in the kingdom of men and giveth
to whomsoever he will and setteth up
over it the lowest of men."
Dan. 7th chapter. In the first year of
Belshazzar, King of Babylon, Daniel tells
us the course of these world powers was
presented to him in a dream or vision, under the form of four wild beasts which, issuing from the striving of the four winds
of heaven upon the great sea. This must
not be interpreted here to mean the Mediterranean sea, but the warring, restless,
troubled sea of the nations from which
these wild animals arose. This dream
seems to be a repetition of the dream of
Nebuchadnezzar ; and to a large extent it is
so, but under a different form ; it is true, in
the image we see a constant diminution
in the' material wealth of the nations, anU
in the beasts a similar deterioration of
character and morals, in men and manners, but this does not seem to afford sufficient reason for the repetition ; as indeed
it does not, there is altogether a different
object in view in presenting this vision.
In this dream there is a very notable
addition made to the four empires represented.
From amongst the ten horns on the head
of the fourth beast there arises a lesser horn
differing from afl the others, yet exercising
ah the sovereignty and power of its predecessors in a totahy different sphere and
field of operations. Behold, in this horn
were the eyes of a man, and a mouth,
speaking great things.
The former empires had risen and been
sustained by physical force, the power of the
brutes. The power which originates and
sustains this little horn is mental. To introduce this little horn, destined to exercise an authority so different from that of
any of its predecessors is the peculiar purpose of this vision. The preceeding sovereignties had spent their strength in continual war amongst themselves ; this later
potentate makes war upon " the saints of
the Most High." As the moment of his
appearing is foretold " He shah arise after
the ten kings," so the limit of his duration
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IS also fixed; his power over the saints is to
continue " until a time, times, and the dividing of time;" in other words, twelve
hundred and sixty 3'ears.
But the judgment shaU sit, and they shall
take away his dominion, to consume and
destroy it to the end.
[ E D . This interpretation of " times " does not
seem to us correct.]

WHY BOASTEST

THOU?

BV ARCHIBALD G. BROWN, LONDON, ENGLAND.

" For who maketh thee to differ//'ow anotlier?
and what hast thou that thou didst not receive ?
Now if thou didst receive it, why dost thou glory,
as if thou hadst not received i t ? "
i Corinthians
iv, 7.

T

RUE greatness has in all ages been
hampered by httleness. Some few
years before the time when Paul
wrote this letter, as the grand apostle was
going about preaching the gospel of
Christ, he came to Corinth, probably
the wickedest city of Europe. You will
remember that in the sixth chapter,
where he is speaking of "fornicators"
and "idolaters" and " t h i e v e s " and
"drunkards," he says, "And such were
some of you," and then goes on to
say, " But ye are washed, ye are
sanctified, ye are justified." Now after
these people had been saved and
Paul had gone'on to another city, there
rose up a company of small critics to find
fault with him and his work. The apostle
stands up for once to vindicate himself
and his authority and says : " With me it
is a very small thing that I should be
judged of you; he that judgeth me is the
Lord. For who maketh thee to differ
from another? And what hast thou that
thou didst not receive ? Now if thou
didst receive it, why dost thou glory as if
thou hadst not received it?
Granting
that you possess all the superior gifts you
claim, they are but gifts, why boast of
them? There is always a number of
smaU critics standing around to criticise
any great work that has been done, and
their ability to criticise is generally proportionate to their ability to avoid all
hard work. You may depend upon it,
that in proportion as you have done
nothing yourself, you wiU feel quahfied
to give advice to those who have done
much. Hard work takes the fine edge
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off the critical spirit. There was a captain of whom I have heard who came,
after a great fight, to one of his soldiers
(who, of course, was an Irishman) and
said, " Well, Pat, it is a great victory we
have won ; I hope you had a part in it."
"Indade, I did, sor !" "And what did
you do, Pat?" " Well, sor, I saw one of
the inimy and I ran up to him and cut
off both his feet."
" That was bravely
done, indeed, Pat; but why didn't you
cut off his head ?" " Faith, sor, but that
was off already !" I do not know how it
is in America, but in England we have
plenty of people who are perfect geniuses at lopping off the feet of difficulties
after some one else has cut off the head.
The one word to which I wish to call
your attention is the word" received"
and I hope that each of us may better
understand that everything which we
are and have we owe to God.
If any of
you have keener faculties or a greater
number of shining gifts than others, it is
simply because you have received more.
And "if thou didst receive it, why dost
thou glory as if thou hadst not received
it?" A man is a fool for boasting of
what he has received. There is no ground
for boasting because you have received
more than another ; you ought to feel the
greater humility because of your greater
indebtedness. The measure of your usefulness does not depend upon what you
can " evolve from your own inner consciousness," but upon what God is pleased
to put into you. It is no longer a question of what I can climb up to, but of
what God can hand down to me.
Mark Guy Pearce illustrates this by a
vtry pretty fable. He says that once
there was a brier growing in a ditch and
there came along a gardener with his
spade. As he dug around it and lifted it
out the brier said to itself, " What is he
doing that for? Doesn't he know that I
am only an old worthless brier?" But
the gardner took it into the garden and
planted it amid his flowers, while the
brier said, " what a mistake he has made !
Planting an old brier like myself among
such rose trees as these!" But the
gardener came once more and with his
keen edged knife made a slit in the brier,
and, as we say in England, " budded i t "
with a rose, and by and by when summer
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came lovely roses were blooming on that
old brier.
Then the gardener said,
"Your beauty is not due to that which
came out of you, but to that which I put
into you." Just so God can cause the
most glorious of roses to grow out of
such poor dried sticks as we all are.
I heard of a little girl who was asked
one day how it was that she was so tall.
Measuring about a foot with her hands,
she replied, " God made me so big and I
growed the rest myself!" My dear
brethren, we ought to be ever on guard
lest we be found saying of our spiritual
stature, " God made us so big and we
have grown the rest ourselves." God
does more than give us a start. We
ought to feel at all times and all along
the road that there is nothing in us but
that which we have received from the
Lord. It is a delusion to think that after
we are born into the kingdom of God we
do the growing ourselves. My experience, after a pastorate of over thirty years
in one place, is that the measure of blessedness which we can bring to others will
always be in proportion to our sense of
our own weakness and entire dependence
on God. We have nothing which we
have not received from Him.
I. Repentance is a Gift Received
from God.
If I were to ask what is the first step
in the salvation of a soul you would say
" Repentance." A repentant soul is one
of the most beautiful sights in ah the
world ! Let me look into the tearstained face of one whose heart is broken
for sin and I ask no lovlier view. And
yet there may come into a heart a kind
of unholy exultation because of the very
fact of repentance, and one may say :
" My neighbor and I sat under the very
same sermon and here I have repented
while he has passed through unmoved."
O man ! " What hast thou that thou
didst not receive?
And if thou didst
receive it, why dost thou glory as if thou
hadst not received it." Turn over to
the fifth chapter of Acts, and in the
thirty-first verse you read, " Him hath
God exalted with his right hand to be a
Prince and a Saviour, for to give repentance to Israel and forgiveness of sins."
Now if repentance be a gift from God,
and if thou didst receive it, "why dost

thou glory as if thou hadst not received
it?"
I remember standing one day upon
the shore of the Bristol Channel, one of
the lovhest spots in England, watching
the ground swell as the waves came in
from the sea, surging and moaning as
they dashed against the jagged rocks.
I turned to a fisheaman who stood near
me and asked, "Will, what is the matter with the water ; There is nothing to
account for the turmoil that I can see."
" A h ! " he said, "away out in the west
it is blowing. There is wind at the back
of it out upon the ocean that is driving
the waves, moaning and groaning, in to
shore." So, when I hear the cry of a
penitent soul, I look up and thank God,
for I know that there is a wind at the
back of it—THE WIND THAT BLEW AT
PENTECOST, the wind of the Holy Ghost !
On the barometers which are made in
circular disks with a hand like a clock,
and ah around the edge points marked
"Rain," "Fair," "Stormy," "Change,"
etc., as the mercury rises and falls you see
the needle point out the kind of weather
that may be expected. When I was a
boy I was something like a great many of
our theologians, I was confused about
cause and effect. I had observed that
when the mercury caused the needle to
point to " R a i n " that it was generally
damp weather before very long, and I
made the mistake of thinking that it was
the barometer which regulated the
weather. So, the night before a holiday
I would go and carefully twist the indicator until it foretold the kind of weather I
wanted, and then I would tie it up !
Later on I learned that it was the weather
that changed the barometer, and now I
know also that it is God who gives repentance and that the very sighings and
meanings of a heart are the results, not
the causes of grace. My brethren, keep
very clear in your minds the difference
between cause and effect.
The very
tears of sorrow for sin are pearls that God
threads upon the sinner's eyelashes.
II. Christ is a Gift to be Received.
After the gift of repentance the next
experience of the soul is the blessed one
which we indicate by saying, " He has
received Christ."
Some four years ago I had a letter from
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a brother in America saying that he had
heard that I had baptised five thousand
souls (I had not baptised five thousand
souls; I only baptize bodies), and as he
supposed I had seen a great deal of private dealing with souls, he would like to
know what verse of Scripture I had found
most helpful in winning souls to Christ.
I simply wrote back: "John i. 12: As
many as received him, to them he gave
power to become the sons of God, even
to them that believe on his name." You
see how simple it is — "as many as received him." This is God's definition of
believing. But there can be no ground
for boasting in simply receiving a gift.
III. Forgiveness is a Gift to be Received from God.
I want to take this man whose history
we are tracing a step further : Starting
over here, we have seen him receiving
repentance; a little further on, he receives Christ; now, he is rejoicing in forgiveness. But how did he obtain his
pardon? In the twenty-sixth chapter of
Acts and the eighteenth verse we read
that Paul's commission was " to open
their eyes and to turn them from darkness to light and from the power of Satan
unto God, that they may receive forgiveness of sins."
If, therefore, forgiveness
is a gift of God, and thou hast receive it,
"why dost thou glory as if thou hadst
not received i t ? "
How does forgiveness come? I can
explain it best by an illustration. If my
little daughter is naughty I love her
enough to send her upstairs to bed, and
for a httle while I am downstairs while she
is sobbing out her heart in loneliness upstairs. But by and by I step into her
room and bend over her and say, "Darling, I forgive you," and as I lean over
and kiss her wet cheeks, her face is all lit
up with joy, and though the tears are yet
in her eyes they are turned into a rainbow. The joy of forgiveness is hers, yet
what has she done? Nothing. She has
simply received an offered gift.
IV. The Holy Spirit is a Gift of God
to be Received.
As we go a step further in our experience and come to the gift of the Holy
Spirit, it is appropriate to ask again,
"What hast thou that thou didst not receive ? And if thou didst receive it, why
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dost thou glory as if thou hadst not received it?" The Scriptures make it very
clear that the Holy Ghost is altogether a
gift of God. " Have ye received the Holy
Ghost since ye believed?" In First Corinthians, the second chapter and twelfth
verse Paul says : " Now we have received,
not the spirit of the world, but the Spirit
which is of God, that we might know the
things that are freely given to us of God."
•And in the eighth of Romans and the fifteenth verse he says again : " Ye have
not received the spirit of bondage again
to fear; but ye have received the Spirit
of adoption, whereby we cry Abba,
Father." The Spirit of adoption, the
Spirit of assurance, the Spirit of knowledge and the Spirit of power, all are to be
received from God.
I want to tell you an old Testament
story just to illustrate how we are to receive the Holy Ghost. There was a certain man who had been attending the
Theological College in those days, who
died and left his family in debt. His
widow came to the Professor one day and
said, " Thou knowest that thy servant
my husband, was a man of God and did
fear the Lord; and now the creditor is
come to take away my two sons." Now
notice what the Professor told her to do :
" Go, borrow thee vessels abroad of thy
neighbors, empty vessels ; borrow not a
few," and the poor woman starts out
among her neighbors. I do not know
whether it is true of America or not,
but in England you have no trouble in
borrowing almost anything you want if
you are willing to take it empty. The
neighbors had plenty of empty vessels to
lend and soon the woman had them standing all around the room — just a room
fuh of emptiness ! Now she closes the
door, brings out her little pot of oil and
begins to pour in, and as fast as they are
fihed they are set aside ; at last she cafls
out, "Bring me another vessel," and her
sons answer, " There is not another one."
There she stands with her room full of
vessels and every vessel fihed to the brim
with oil; and yet, what had she that she
had not received? Her only contribution was a contribution of emptiness. She
had received all.
If we do not have power for service it
is our own fault, as it is something to be
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received. When a man loses power for
service there is only one way to get it
back again, and that is, to be willing to
receive it.
Not a great while after the last incident the students of Elisha's Seminary
were all out on the banks of the Jordan
chopping down trees to enlarge their
CoUege, and there was one enthusiastic
brother chopping away, when all at once
off went his axe-head into the water.
Now he didn't go on chopping away with
the old handle to keep up appearances,
and make the others think that he was
doing something; he just threw it down
and ran and told the Prophet all about
it. Now notice what the man of God
said : " Where fell it? " If you lose your
power for service, nine times out of ten
you know right where you lost it. It
may be in the theatre, or in the concert
hall, or ungodly companionship, but
wherever it be, don't go on whacking
with the old handle, but run to the Master and tell Him all about it.
Now
watch him as he puts out his hand and
gets It back ! See him driving it on !
He's not going to let it slip off any more.
Has he anything to boast of? Rather
not. AU he did was to lose his axe-head.
He received it back as a gift of grace.
V. The Ministty is a Gift of God to
be Received.
In the twentieth chapter of Acts and
the twenty-fourth verse we hear Paul
saying, "None of these things move me,
neither count I my life dear unto myself, so that I might finish my course with
joy and the ministry which I have received of the Lord Jesus." Not only are
repentance and Christ and forgiveness
and the Holy Ghost the gifts of God but
the ministry also comes from Him.
" And if thou didst receive it, why dost
thou glory as if thou hadst not received
it." If a man has received his preparation for the ministry from God, I believe
it will not be long before he receives the
ministry also. There will be no need
for him to go about with a placard on
himself, " F O R R E N T ; " if God has
given him the Spirit for ministry. He
will also give hira a place in which to exercise that ministry.
I believe that when God makes a minister he limits him to Christ. I think I

hear some one say, "What limited to
Christ?" Yes, hmited to Christ; limited
to l7ifinity! Isn't that large enough?
I thought I heard a httle herring say,
" W h a t ! must I be hmited to the Atlantic?" Yes, little herring, limited to the
Atlantic, and your fins will grow weary
before you swim over one-mihionth part
of its fullness. I heard a little sparrow
say, " Must I be limited to the air?"
Yes, little birdie, limited to the air, and
your wings will droop before you fly beyond its nearest bounds! Limited to
Christ!
Oh, inimitable limit 1
Let
your ministry be limited to Christ, and it
will prove an unlimited ministry. Keep
the sermon sacred to Him.
Exclude all
that would divert from him.
I am reminded of a young married
couple who commenced keeping house
and the economic little wife determined
to make it her business to keep a strict
record of all expenses. By and by the
husband looked over her accounts and
saw every now and then the letters " G,
K. W."
It was " G . K. W., ^1.50,"
then another dollar, then two doUars, and
so on. He cahed her to him and said,
" Dear, what does this ' G. K. W.' mean?"
"Why, darling, don't you know what
that is? ' G . K. W.' stands for " Goodness Knows What.' " Brethren, I fear
that there are a great many sermons
preached in these days that would have
to come under this head ; they are about
" Goodness Knows What."
Certainly
they are about everything but Christ
crucified.
VI. The Crown of Glory is a Gift to
he received from God.
We have now seen this soul receiving
from above the gifts of repentance, of
Christ, of forgiveness, and of the Holy
Ghost; God has graciously given to him
the ministry of reconcihation and now
the old minister's form is bent with the
toils of years, and the snow of many
Christmasses will not thaw from off his brow.
His whitened head is a token that he is
ripe for the harvest. He is no longer the
young Christian but the old disciple. As
the Master looks down from heaven upon
him, He says : " My faithful servant has
labored long enough; I wih now gather
him into rest!" He has been continually receiving from God through all these
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years, and yet there is something else for
him to receive. T u r n to Fhst Peter, the
fifth chapter and fourth verse: " And
when the Chief Shepherd shall appear,
ye shah receive a crown of glory that
fadeth not away." So, then, it is receiving all the time, from the first cry for
mercy unto the crown ; receiving throughout the days of life and then receiving in
the glory land ! " What hast thou that
thou didst not receive.
Before I close I want to urge you to be
loyal to Christ and to his truth. There
are many to-day who do not believe in the
atonement, or speak of the Blood in an
apologetic whisper. They make me think
of the words of the dear old Scotchman to
his wife :—
Folks dinna want the Cross, lassie,
They're cutting down that tree ;
And naebody believes in it
But fools like you and m e . "

Oh, may God just make and keep us fools
in this respect, knowing nothing among
men but Christ and H i m as crucified.
LTphft the cross ! Preach the great
doctrines of salvation, and if ever you are
tempted to be a little proud, may a voice
bring to you the echo of my text this morning. " What hast thou that thou didst not
receive?"
A C H R I S T L E S S BIBLE.
BY REV. HENRY VAN DYKE, D. D., NEW YORK.

L

E T us turn to the New Testament
and see what it is that the Apostles,
and the Evangelists, and Christ
Himself, have to say. What is the message of Jesus, and John, and Peter, and
Paul, after you have blotted out the Gospel of a Divine Redeemer? What is the
New Testament worth without our Lord
and Saviour Jesus Christ? What does it
mean ? Let us consider the question honestly and fairly and candidly.
There are three things which characterize the New Testament. They distinguish
it from all other literature in the world, so
far as I know. First, it throws a new and
intensely searching light upon human sin ;
second, it has the deepest and most piercing sense of human sorrow; and third, it
is written as no other book ever was written—in the very presence of death.
First.—The New Testament is filled
with a profound and burning sense of mor-
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al evil in ihe tvorld. It reveals, as no
other book in the world does, the inmost
nature of that evil in the heart of man, and
its outward manifestation as going through
his whole life, even a life which in the
world's view is respectable and decent.
It emphasizes the essential guilt of sin in
the fact that there are no possible excuses
for it, because the essence of sin lies in the
choice of the individual himself. It discloses the destiny of sin, which is inevitable wrath and destruction. Nowhere else
in all literature will you find such a realistic picture as the photograph which the
New Testament gives of sin.
And it was
Jesus of Nazareth who gave the light in
which this photograph was taken. It was
H e who illumined the secret sources of sin
in the heart of man and its sure and relentless consequences, its disgrace, its terror, and its might.
Jesus of Nazareth said that there was,
in this world, a force, an influence, a spirit,
desiring, seeking, and working evil continually, for the sake of evil; an unclean
spirit; a father of lies, ready to thrust
falsehood into every m a n ; an enemy of
souls, desiring to possess souls, and sift
them, and torture them, and destroy them.
Now, I am inclined to take that teaching
of Jesus literahy, and to believe that evil
is embodied in a personal devil. One
thing is sure, Jesus reveals evil as a positive, organized, malignant, active power.
There is a kingdom of Satan lying all
around us, fighting against the good. This
conflict between duty and passion, between temptation and principle, is going
on in the world, not as a game, not as a
trifling affair; it is a continual warfare between good and evil, and you and I are
thrown into the midst of it, naked, helpless, and defenceless.
We are cast at birth into the midst of
this conflict. Lhiseen, mighty, skilful enemies are against us on every side, but
there is no one to fight with us, or for us.
There is no Divine deliverer. There is no
captain of salvation. There is no conqueror of Satan. Christ has not come to
rescue our souls. There was simply a
man, Jesus, who lived in Palestine, who
said these things.
^^•E HA\'E LOST THE BATTLE ALREADY.

We have sinned, but Christ does not say,
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" I have power on earth to forgive sins "— self." " There is no mediator between
or if He said it He was mistaken. ^Ve God and man." " T h e life that I now
are astray and wandering, but Christ does live in the flesh I live by faith in myself,
not come to seek and to save us. He for the Son of God did not love me nor
says, " Find your own way." We are give Himself for me."
Read the Epistle to the Hebrews:
guilty and condemned, but Christ does
not sav, " I am the Good Shepherd that "Having then no high priest who hath
giveth his life for the sheep." He does passed into the heavens, let us not draw
not say, " I am come to lay down my life near with boldness unto the throne of
as a ransom." Nor does He say that grace, for we shall receive no mercy nor
" God so loved the world that He gave grace to help in time of need." " For we
his only begotten Son that whosoever be- are not come unto Jesus, the Mediator of
lieveth on Him should not perish, but have the New Covenant, but unto Mount Sinai,
everlasting life." There was no atoning that burns with fire."
sacrifice on Calvary. There was no reHearken to St. Peter : " We know we
deeming blood shed on the cross. There were not redeemed with corruptible things,
was only a martyr's death—Oh, the pity as with silver and gold, from your vain
of it ! There was only a new exhibition conversation received by tradition from
of the horror and the power of human sin. your fathers ; nor with the precious blood
of Christ, as of a lamb without blemish
TH.AT IS CHRISTIANITY WITHOUT CHRIST.
and without spot, because Christ never
Read on through the New Testament, suffered for sin, the righteous for the unif you dare. Read on, and see what be- righteous, that He might bring us to God."
comes of the experience of the Apostles " Wherefore, not having seen Hira, we
and the early Christians when Christ is love Him 7iot, neither do we rejoice in
annulled. Something or somebody had Him, since we receive not the end of our
incredibly deepened or intensified their faith, even the salvation of our souls."
sense of sin. And it was just this sense of
Hearken to St. John : " If any man
sin that separated them from the easy sin, we have no advocate with the Father;
reckless, wicked pagan world. But the neither is there any propitiation for our
cause which produced that sense of sin sins, nor for the sins of the whole world."
was not the appearance of the Son of God " Herein is love, not that we loved God,
to redeem the world. That Avas a dream. but that He did not love us, and did not
That was a delusion. That was a foolish send his Son to be the propitiation of our
dogma of superstition. We must leave all sin."
that out of their testimony.
THAT IS YOUR NEW TESTAMENT WITHOUT
Now listen to Paul: " As by one man
JESUS CHRIST.
sin entered into the world, and death by
sin; and so death passed upon all men,
Take it and make what you can of it;
for that ah have sinned; even so there but for my part I do not see how any man
was no grace of God, and the gift of grace can want to keep it in his house, or even
by the one Man, Jesus Christ, did not turn the leaves of such a book as that.
abound unto many." " Sin reigned unto I do not see how any man can find peace
death, but grace did not reign through or comfort in it.
righteousness unto eternal life, through
The second thing that strikes us in the
Jesus Christ our Lord." " I see a differ- New Testament is, that it has a very deep
ent law in my members warring against and piercing sense of the pains and sorrows
the law of my mind, and bringing me into and troubles common to human life. It is
captivity under the law of sin, which is in full of poor people, and sick people, and permy members. Oh, wretched man that I secuted people. Surely there was never
am ! who shall deliver me from the body anyone who lived who knew as much of the
of this death? I thank God through no- dark side of life as Jesus did. We may
body! "
" God commendeth his love know something of it. But he was born in
towards us, in that while we were yet sin- poverty, surrounded by want. He knew
ners nobody died for us." " Got is not in what it meant to be hungry, thirsty, and
Christ reconciling the world unto Him- homeless. He walked among cripples, and
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lepers, and blind men, and demoniacs;
there was no kind of deformity or anguish
in the world that did not come crawling
through the dust of those Palestine roads
to his feet to draw help from Him. His
disciples saw the same side of life ; they
were in contact with the miseries of humanity all the time. They knew very well
that life was not a pleasant pastime in a
garden of roses. They felt in their own
persons the rough side of it. They had
thorns in the flesh, the pangs of physical
anguish, the fatigue of exhausting toil, the
confinement of prison, the cruelty of torture, and all the nameless ills that flesh is
heir to. Read the New Testament, and it
must leave the impression upon you that
this is a hard life and a world full of
trouble.
THERE ARE TWd CONSOLATIONS

that we find in this Book, as the Church
has read it; but they both disappear when
we take away the Divine Christ. First is
the promise of future reward and peace to
those who suffer patiently in Christ's name,
and for his sake. " In the world ye shall
have tribulation ; but be of good cheer, I
have overcome the world." ^Vhat is left
of that promise when you take away the Divine Christ? The dream of an enthusiast;
no substance in it; no authority to fulfil it.
Paul says : " Henceforth there is laid up for
me a crown of righteousness, which the
Lord, the righteous judge, shall give me at
that day." What nonsense, Paul! Have
you not heard that the Lord in whom you
trust was only a man like yourseh ? He
had no Divine power. You have given
your life for nought, and your suffering for
a vain vision of recompense.
But there is another thing in the New
Testament that consoles us for the hardships of life, and that is the sense of Christ's
sympathy in our sorrows, " the fellowship
of the sufferings of Christ." Paul says, " I
now rejoice in my sufferings for you, and
fih up that which remains of the afflictions
of Christ." Peter says, " Inasmuch as ye
are partakers of Christ's sufferings, rejoice."
This thought that Christ is with us in our
pains and sorrows ; that all our afilictions
really bind us closer in mystical union with
H i m ; that we are crucified with Christ—
this is the thing that makes it possible to
bear the sorrows of life that we could not
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bear in any other way. \\Ten death comes
into our household ; when sickness and suffering and loss come and lay their hands
upon us, we could not bear it if we did not
know that Christ is with us. .A. dream !
Christ did not bear our sins in his body on
the tree. Christ does not stand by every
sufferer. There is no Christ, and Jesus,
who might have sympathized with you if
He had been alive now,—
Jesus is dead; far hence He lies,
In some lone Syrian town ;
And on his grave, with shining eyes,
The Syrian stars look down.

" Ah !" you say, " but God sympathizes
with me in my sorrows," Does He? Does
the God who made this bright, beautiful
heaven, and set the ?ky with stars—does
this God know anything about the pains
that rack our human hearts? How do you
know? How can you know
I F CHRIST H.AS NEVER COME TO TELL US?

I teh you, a man or woman with a breaking heart might go out into this beautiful
world today, and walk up and down, and
look up to the blue sky, and the heart
might break again with the thought that
there is no word of sympathy; that the
Divine being has no share in the suffering
and the pain and anguish and tears and
grief which rend and rack us here below, tf
there were no Christ, who as God wept at
the grave of Lazarus and in the garden, and
who as God died upon the cross, in order
that He might know, with us, what it is to
suffer.
Then this New Testament is the book
which brings us most closely face to face
Avith the fact of death in the midst of human life. It is written from beginning to
end in the presence of the plain and aA\^l
truth : " It is appointed unto all men once
to die, and after death the judgment,"
The heathen, for the most part, covered up
this fact of death, and hid it in flowers as
far as they could, Xnd that is the tendency of the world without the ^^'ord of God—
to hide death, keep it out of the way. But
the Christians recognized it, looked it in the
eyes, and prepared to meet it, and conquered all its terrors, and transformed it into a joy. By their faith in what? Their
faith in the atonement and the resurrection
of Jesus Christ their Divine Lord ; nothing
else, " Through death He overcame hira
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who had the power of death," and opened
the gates of heaven to ah believers. He
lives in glory, interceding for us ; He lives,
and will answer for every soul that trusts in
Him, at the judgment seat, " I know whom
I have believed, and am persuaded that He
is able to keep that which I have committed unto Him," " I have a desire to
depart, and be with Christ, which is far better." " NoAV is Christ risen from the dead,
and become the first fruits of them who
are asleep," " When Christ, who is our life,
shall appear, then shall we also appear with
Him in glory." Beautiful,
WONDERFUL, CELESTIAL DELUSION !

Christ is gone; we know not where He is.
Jesus descended into the tomb, which He
did not conquer ; it conquered Him. The
stone was not rolled away. He has not ascended unto his Father, and our Father;
unto his God, and our God. He has vanished. That is ah. Christ is not risen.
Yes, " it is appointed to all men once to
die"—that is certain—"and after death
the judgment"—that is possible. How
awful it would be if it were true ; for " even
as Christ has neverX^ttn offered to bear the
sins of many, so shall He never again appear without sin unto salvation to them
that look for Hira."
That is Christianity without Christ.
That is the only kind of religion that can
be preached by those who have ceased to
believe in the only begotten Son of God,
who was "conceived by the Holy Ghost,
and born of the \Trgin Mary, and suffered
under Pontius Pilate," and rose from the
dead to bring us unto God. This is the
best kind of religion that any man here
can have until he personally accepts the
Lord Jesus Christ as his Divine Saviour.
A religion which condemns our sins, but is
indifferent to our sorrows and leaves us to
die alone.
Is that the Gospel which rose like a new
sunrise on the ancient world?
Ah ! no ;
it was something utterly different which
the Apostles proclaimed with trumpet
voice around the world. It was something
utterly different which came like a new
current of life and existence into the heart
of man, filling it again with warmth, and
hope, and joy, and courage. It was the
Gospel that " God was in Christ, reconciling the world unto Himself." It is

something utterly different to-day that is
ringing and echoing in the teaching of the
men whose voice is heard around the
world, and who, in whatever language
they speak, however simply, however
plainly, have power to move the hearts of
men. It is the Gospel of Jesus Christ,
the Son of God, the personal Saviour of
sinners.
That is the Gospel we need to beheve.
That is the Gospel we need to understand,
and get into our own hearts, that we may
be able to preach it. We need to come
so close to Christ that we shah touch Him
as a person; feel the throb of his heart
and the pulse of his life in our hves; feel
that He, the real, living, imperishable
Jesus, a personal being, an individual, a
man, a God, the Son of God, the Son of
Man, the Saviour, the Redeemer, the
crucified One, the Rescuer of our souls—
He is Christianity; H e is the Gospel.
Then, when we get our feet planted on
that rock, the Divinity of our Saviour
Jesus Christ, then the storms of criticism
and debate may rise around us in the
world, but they cannot move us.
S T E P S IN THE DOWNFALL OF
ISRAEL.
BY D. L. MOODY.
" A n d the children of Israel dwelt among the
Canaanites, Hitites, and Amorites, and Perizzites, and Hivites, and Jebusites: and they took
their daughters to be their wives, and gave their
daughters to their sons, and served their gods.
And the children of Israel did evil in the sight
of the Lord, and forgat the Lord their God, and
served Baalim and the groves. Therefore the
anger of the Lord was hot against Israel and he
sold t h e m . " Judges III. 5-8.

I

N this passage we have the six steps in
the decline of Israel:
I. They failed to drive out the
idolators as God told them. God covenanted with Abram, centuries before, that
He would give to his seed all the land of
Canaan, " from the river of Egypt unto
the great river, the river Euphrates."
(Genesis xv. 18.) Moses in his last address to the children of Israel had recalled
this wonderful heritage in the words found
in Deuteronomy xi. 22-24 : " For if ye
shall diligently keep ah these commandments which I command you, to do them,
to love the Lord your God, to walk in ah
His ways, and to cleave unto H i m ; then
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wUl the Lord drive out all these nations
from before you, and ye shall possess
greater nations and mightier than yourselves. Every place whereon the soles of
your feet shall tread shall be yours : from
the wilderness and Lebanon, from the
river, the river Euphrates, even unto the
uttermost sea shah your coast be." After
Moses' death the Lord appeared to Joshua
and renewed the promise : " Every place
that the sole of your foot shall tread upon,
that have I given unto you, as I said unto
Moses."
(Joshua i. 3.)
One would think that such a bright
promise would have stirred the ambition
of the nation to obey God, but we read
in the second chapter of Judges that one
after another of the tribes of Israel neglected to drive out the idolatrous races
who dwelt in the land. For four hundred
years they never took Jerusalem. Mount
Lebanon in the north was held for centuries. Remnants lived all up and down
the land. Then God sent an angel to
warn them, but in spite of everything they
wandered farther and farther away from
H i m until finally H e withdrew His aid and
left those nations to be " as thorns in their
sides" (Judges II. 3) and " t o
prove
Israel by them, to know whether they
would hearken unto the commandments
of the Lord, which H e commanded their
fathers by the hand of Moses."
(Judges
III. 4.)
They failed to drive out their enemies.
I believe the reason so many Christians
have such a stormy passage, and the Christian life is not what they expected it to be
when they became Christians, is that they
don't drive out ever}' foe and every
enemy. In other words, they are not more
than hah converted; they don't get control of their temper, the god of pleasure
seems to have a grip upon them, and lust
and covetousness and selfishness come in,
and they don't get victory. Nine-tenths
of the battle is won, it seems to me, if we
start right.
In the forty-first Psalm and the eleventh
verse are these words : " By this I know
that thou favorest me, because mine enemy doth not triumph over me." Now I
believe that we all have some besetting
s i n ; and what we want is to get victory
over that besetting sin, whatever it is.
" By this we know that God favors us.
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that our enemy doth not triumph over
us."
Is there some habit marring your Christian life, hindering your usefulness, checking your progress in divine life? Then
make up your mind that you are going to
get victory over it. It may look like a
small enemy, but it will become stronger
and stronger if not checked. You remember God told Saul to go and utterly destroy Amalek. H e did not fully obey but
spared some, and in the thirty-first chapter
of Samuel we read that it was an x^malekite who boasted that he had slain Saul
and stripped him of his croAvn. Some one
has said that it AA'ould be easier to find a
man that had not done any one sin than
to find a man Avho had done it only once.
Sin multiplies. The tendency to sin
gathers force Avith every ncAv commission.
The house of David grcAv stronger and
stronger, Avhile the house of Saul grcAv
Aveaker and Aveaker. So the battle goes
on in every one of us. The poAver of the
old nature in us groAvs Aveaker and Aveaker if Ave keep it in the place of death, and
the ncAV nature gathers strength, ^^'e
must either overcome sin or it AAUII overcome u s ; Ave must take our choice. Have
you completely forsaken your sins, or is
there some enemy that you alloAv to remain alive !
2. They dwelt among the
heathen.
What was God's caU to Abraham? " Get
thee out." What Avas His Avord by Isaiah !
" Go ye out . . . touch no unclean
thing." And for us the command is,
" Come out . . . be separate." DAVCHing among the enemies of God Avas the
cause of Lot's troubles. HOAV many
Christian parents folloAv his example !
They move into some city for the sake of
the associations, it may be, Avhen they
knoAv its influence Avill blast religion and
piety. Their children get contaminated,
and their religious life sapped, and then
Avhen their boy goes astray and prefers the
saloon or the gambling-den or the brothel
to his OAvn home, the parents cannot understand i t ! Be separate ! Choose carefully your companions, and do not, like
these Israelites of old, settle down among
the enemies of God. May God help us
Avho are parents to pray continually for our
children, that God Avill preserve them from
the corrupting influences of those amongst
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whom they are thrOAvn. But it is folly to
pray for our children if Ave foUoAV Lot's
example, and run right into the devil's
camp.
3. Theti they inter7?iarried with God's
enemies. That was an easy step to take
after the other two. Now from the very
beginning of the history of the chosen
people Ave see that intermarriage Avith
the heathen always brought disaster.
Think of how it was Avith Abraham and
Hagar; Esau and his heathen Avives;
Solomon and his Avives. What overthrcAv the house of Saul? What overthrew the house of David? What overthrew the house of Jeposhaphat? Intermarrying with the heathen; they did
what God told them not to do. When
Jehoshaphat Avas right in the zenith of
his power, he Avent down to Samaria and
formed an affinity Avith Ahab, and from
that time his star began to decline, and
it Avas not long before the house of Ahab
had destroyed all the house of Judah, I
believe this is the door by which more
Avoe and unhappiness enters into our
horaes novA'adays than almost any other.
Many a Christian woman agrees to go to
the theatre with her husband if he Avill
go to church with her on Sunday. She
thinks she Avill convert him in that Avay;
but my experience is that in ninety-nine
cases out of a hundred the Avife loses her
assurance, loses her testimony, and is
dragged down to her husband's level. I
met one lady AA'ho married a_ rich man's
son, although she kncAV he Avas addicted
to drink; but she thought she could save
him. Such mixed marriages always mean
mixed principles. God has draAvn the
line against them. HOAV can Christian
men and Avomen expect God's blessing
when they go in the face of His comraands and join themselves in marriage
Avith some ungodly person?
4. They served the heathen gods. Instead of raising the heathen and converting them to the knowledge of the true
God, they Avere themselves dragged down
into idolatry. If there is one rotten
apple in a barrel it Avill not be long
before the Avhole barrel is rotten.
The Bible Avould lose half its personal
interest for us if idolatry had ceased to
be a temptation. But though Ave do not
worship images of stone and Avood in

America, Ave have our idols that are just
as bad. John's Avords, " Litde children,
keep yourselves from idols," were addressed to Christians. Anything that we
love more than we love God is an idol.
Whh some it is the idol of money ; with
others the idol of dress, fashions; with
others the idol of pleasure. Man doesn't
need to be commanded to worship, because there is not a nation so IOAV or so
high in the scale of civihzation but Avorships some kind of a god. What raan
needs is to have his worship directed
aright; to be directed to Avorship the true
God in spirit and truth, and not let his
heart run aAvay after other gods.
5. They forgot their own God. Man's
heart must be occupied with something.
There is an old adage that says, " If the
bushel is not filled Avith Avheat, the devil
wih fiU it with chaff." But there is not
room in the heart for two thrones. If
Satan is enthroned, there is no room for
Christ. It is a solemn thing to think that
Christ does not remain as an uninvited
guest. He must be invited. He will
stand at tfie door knocking, but Avill not
force an entrance. And so here, when
they began to worship heathen gods,
they naturahy forgot God. All thoughts
of Him were crowded out of their hearts
by the new affinities they had formed.
They forgot how He had delivered them
out of the land of Egypt: how He had
brought thera through the Red Sea on
foot; how He had supphed their Avants
for forty years in the Avilderness; hoAv He
had led thera into the promised land.
His altars Avere now neglected, while the
children of Israel crowded to the groves
of Baal.
Did you ever notice how often in
Scripture Moses and Joshua and Nehemiah and other leaders called back to
memory God's past dealings Avith Israel,
using these as a warning and as a lever
to induce them to trust Him stih? But
just as today young people scoff at the
counsel of their parents and have to
learn by bitter experience what their
elders can teU them, so warnings from history Avere often lost upon the Israehtes.
It seems to me that this nation is just
doing the same thing that Israel did.
When worldliness comes in, godliness
goes out. They are tearing down God's
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altar; they are breaking doAvn the Sabbath ; and the time has come for us to
cah a halt ah through the church of God.
Every man and Avoman that believes in
God ought to take a high stand, a firm
stand, noAV.
6. The sixth step Avas—God sold
them into bondage. Six times in the book
of Judges do Ave find that the children of
Israel did evil in God's sight, and six
times Avere they given over to their
enemies to be chastised. God set a
blessing or a curse before them, and they
had to reap the fruit of their conduct.
When they obeyed they Avere blessed;
and AA'hen they turned aside, judgment
came upon thera. And there has ncA'er
been disloyalty to Christ that has not
brought retribution.
I believe that the deepest wound that
the Son of God received while on earth
Avas from Judas. The Roman soldier's
spear did not cut as deep as the kiss of
Judas. He professed to be a friend, and
yet he betrayed his Lord and Master.
We should not profess one thing and do
the opposite. No Christian has ever
bought the friendship of the Avorld Avithout disloyalty to Christ. Are Ave His
friends? Then let us not shoAv any
quarter to His enemies, but let us stand
up against them and fight them, knowing
that Ave shall come off more than conquerors through him Avho loved us.
Thank God the story does not end
there. The Bible tehs us of one more
step, for Ave read that " Avhen the children
of Israel cried unto the Lord, the Lord
raised up a deliverer [margin, " a saviour " ] to deliver them." God never
turns a deaf ear to the cry of a contrite
heart, and there is a Deliverer for you
and me, no matter under Avhat bondage
VA^e have fahen.
THE NORTHFIELD
TRAINING
SCHOOL FOR YOUNG WOMEN.
BY REV. JAMES M. GR.AY, D. D.
RECENT visit to the Northfield
Training School,
Avhich has
noAv completed
its
seventh
year, furnishes
an opportunity to
refer to one of the four educational institutions founded by Mr. Moody, of which
less is known than the other three, but
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Avhose value to the Church, and to the
special class of students intended to be
benefitted, cannot be over-emphasized. It
is not the Northfield Seminary, Avhose aim
is the fitting of young Avomen for college,
but a separate and independent school,
Avhere Christian young Avomen of tAventy
years of age and OA^er, even if possessed of
no more than a common school education,
may be trained into skilful and effective
Avorkers in all forms of Christian service.
Its origin is traced to the many applications Avhich came to Mr. ]\Ioody from pastors and churches for female helpers in
home mission Avork, and the appeals from
young Avomen willing and desirous to do
that Avork, but lacking in preparation for it.
There AA'as, hoAvever, an abundance of talent
in Northfield to furnish the instruction required, and there AA'as a large, suitably arranged, and Avell-furnished hotel there,
OAvned by the Trustees of the Seminary and
closed during eight months of the year.
Why could not these facilities be utilized to
meet this double demand? To raise the
question in the fertile mind of Mr. Moody
Avas to ansAver it, and in the briefest time
the A'acant rooms of " T h e Northfield"
during fall, Avinter and spring Avere throAATi
open to a new class of guests.
Of course, the chief feature in the training IS the careful, earnest, and persistent
study of the Bible, but in addition to that
is included such special courses as blackboard draAving, music and physical culture,
and, more particularly, a practical knoAvledge of domestic science, dress-making,
cooking and nursing, so that the graduates
are " enabled to bring God's Word into the
homes of the poor, the ignorant, the improvident and the sick, and to enter Avith
intehigent sympathy into the practical affairs of their daily life."
And then, besides the school Avork proper
the students have opportunity to engage
in actual mission Avork in the neighboring tOAvns and villages, visiting the
families, holding religious meetings in the
schoolhouses, etc., thus applyi!:!g the mstmction received and qualifying themselves for larger service. It is just here that
this school at Northfield, in a country
tOAvn, has advantages over similar schools
located in some of our great cities. It is
commonly supposed that the place for
mission AA'Ork is the slums of a metropolis.
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but it is forgotten that the country tOAvns
help to fill the slums. When we consider
the spiritual destitution of many of these
tOAvns, and the greater accessibility of the
young people A\'ho live in thera than those
Avho come to dwell in manufacturing and
business centres, Ave must believe that the
country churches are "often at the very
heart of crises of opportunity," and that Ave
need Christian Avorkers qualified by special
training and experience to labor among
them. More and more are Christian sociologists turning to the country for solutions of city problems. The Training
School is supplied Avith students from almost every State in the Union, and from
other countries, Avho leave it to go into
foreign as Avell as home fields, to organize
Sunday schools, to become Y. W. C. A.
secretaries, pastors' helpers, teachers of
scAving and cooking in industrial schools,
matrons of children's homes, nurses in dispensaries and hospitals, as Avell as in private famihes and Avherever they go carrying Avith them the knoAvledge of the pure
Word of God and the poAver of His Spirit.
Miss Bird, the Principal, Avould be
pleased to correspond personally Avith
young Avoraen interested in that for Avhich
the school stands, and as the latter is so
largely an enterprise of benevolence, and
not one for the purpose of making money
for its projectors, I esteem it an agreeable
Christian duty to cah attention to it in
this Avay.
HERMAN WARSAWIACK.
For a long time Ave have been urged to
join in the general condemnation of this remarkable Jewish Avorker in NCAV York City.
Having no evidence of his guilt, Ave have
refused to say a Avord against hira. Having
recently learned that Dr. John Hall's
session conderaned him by a divided vote
of seven to four, and that Dr. Hall himseh took sides with the minority affirming
that the charges had not been sustained,
we have felt that there AA'as good reason to
suspend judgment.
To this ft must be
added that Dr. Burreh and other prorainent Presbyterian rainisters stih have unbounded confidence in hira. NOAV we
learn that the late Dr. Brooks carefully
investigated the charges and became con'inced of his innocence. The following

letter from our honored brother Varley
speaks for itself.
It seems extraordinary
to think a Christian Avould be imitating
Christ Avhen hiring detectives to shadoAv
a minister of the gospel ! HOAV shocking !
DEAR CAMERON :—Directly I returned
from the Great Truths Campaign at Toronto, Canada, in order to join the Ahiance
Missionary Conference in NCAV York,
I began to make careful enquiry concerning the charges Avhich have been for
four years at least brought again and again
against this remarkable man. My personal acquaintance had been slight, but I
always held him in high esteem. I soon
obtained testimony Avhich convinced me
that these persistent charges had one
source — that they all emanated from Dr.
Schauffler. I cahed upon hira at ray
earliest convenience and found him very
communicative. H e had all the links of
the chain in his hands, to use his OAvn
Avords "piles of evidence." After that
intervicAv there Avas no room to doubt
what the attitude of Dr. Schauffler was,
nor as to who had forged the chain Avhich
held WarsaAviack in terrible and temporary bonds.
The question then arose, are these infamous charges true? If I Avas to believe
Dr. Schauffler then without question Herman WarsaAviack was the very incarnation of deception, wickedness, and infamous hypocrisy. By the time he had finished
I wondered after ah whether he was " the
liar through and through " that Dr. Schauffler had represented him to me. In a
period of forty-five years service I have
never heard anything to exceed the preparedness with Avhich Dr. Schauffler was
ready to crush and drive out of the city
this impostor. " His conversion was a lie,
he had embezzled 3000 roubles at Warsaw,
the police Avanted him, that Avas the real
reason about his children, he dare not face
the law on the Continent," and so on and
so on.
Nothing of pity or mercy or regret Avas
uttered. I left him feeling that the case
must be further looked into and asked if
Dr.
Schaufller
knew H e r m a n
Warsawiack's present address. Yes he knew
his residence, but his work Avas dead and
he could never raise the Jewish Mission
again in New York. Anything mo re heartless I had never seen and had I written
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to you at the end of our interA'icAv I
should have had to Aviite, " Yes, poor H . W.,
the JcAvish missionary, is fahen no more
to rise."
At that time I had not heard that Dr.
Schauffler had stated to Dr. Burreh, one of
the leading rainisters in NCAV York, " I
will crush Warsawiack yet and drive hira
out of the city." Of this Dr. Burrell assured me, but three days since, in company
with our brother, John Robertson, of GlasgOAv, I Avent to the dead Mission. It Avas
not knoAA'n that Ave Avere going. Reaching Grand street, Ave saAv a croAvd surrounding the Mission hall. Entering we
found it fihed to the doors Avith JeAA's, we
had quite a difficulty to get a seat. Our
brother WarsaAviack Avas not aAvare of our
presence.
H e AA'as discoursing upon the
Gospel of Christ from the Book of Numbers. His subject AA'as, " The brazen serpent representing the Lord Jesus lifted
up."
In fluent HebreAv, alternated Avith striking English, he gave an admirable, careful
and precious statement of truth.
His
sentences, fervor, appeals and prayers Avere
full of pov\'er. As I looked on Avith bent
head I could but say, this Avork is not
dead but full of life and pOAver. We had
thus quickly proved Dr. Schaufller to be
destitute of truth. When the address Avas
finished one of the friends Avho kneAv John
Robertson Avent up to Hermann WarsaAviack and stated that he Avas present.
H e did not knoAv me, but Ave both Avent
forward and spoke to the Jewish brethren.
T h e meeting over, I, carefully, in John
Robertson's presence, drcAv from Warsawiack various matters which Dr. Schauffler had told me concerning him. Every
one was candidly and clearly explained.
T h e r e was no hesitation, no attempts to
fence a single statement. The intervicAv
lasted until nearly midnight. T h e whole
fabric of Dr. Schauffler's charges laid before us a crude and shapele.ss mass, riddled
and broken by the quiet, manly and
christian spirit of Hermann WarsaAviack.
We came away convinced that he had
been foully slandered and misrepresented
and that wherever the truth Avas it was
not with Dr. Schauffler.
Since then I have spent some hours in
investigating the abominable charges
brought against H . WarsaAviack and I
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have no hesitation in saying that anything more cruel, persistent or detestable has not been known in modern days.
The recoil is at hand. The scandalous
scenes Avhich disgraced the enquiry and
hindered justice being done in the 5th
AA'enue Presbyterian Church can but result in Hermann WarsaAviack being triumphantly vindicated and Dr. Schauffler
deservedly put to shame and his shameful charges disproved.
As one illustration among many of the
cruelty of Dr. Schaulifler, I cite the following.
H e Avas very angry because
WarsaAviack would not hand over to the
New York City Mission the sum of about
$11,000 Avhich he had received from
friends, mainly from Scotland, for the
ncAv building. Not content with expressing his suspicions that Warsawiack had
betrayed this trust and used some of this
money in luxury and extravagance, he
Avrote to Miss Douglas advising to this
effect, and warning her not to send any
more. His letters Avere Avritten on purpose to discredit our brother and injure
his character.
H e was successful and
Miss Douglas stopped supplies and demanded to know from Warsawiack Avhere
the money Avas.
Finding that Dr. Schaufller had thus
practicahy charged Mr. Warsawiack with
positive dishonesty, he took the first
steamer he could, Avent to Edinburgh with
the Avhole amount of money, with the
interest also, Avhich has been accumulating and taking every voucher for all the
cash sent, and placed it at once in Miss
Douglas's hands.
Your readers can judge her OAvn dismay and astonishment to find that Dr.
Schauffler had not only falsely accused
Warsawiack but placed her in this painful position. Not content with this Avickedness, directly he knew that Hermann
WarsaAviack Avas gone he, without any
enquiry, cabled to London and Scotland :
" Warsawiack, an impostor, has left the
city, taking a quantity of money Avith
him." Dr. Schauffler took good care not to
name this to me when for the best part
of an hour he diligently sought to blacken
this honored brother's character.
Because Dr. John H a h vA'ould not vote
Avith the prejudiced majority and distinctly said that " the charges Avere not
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proven," Dr. Schauffler replied to me
"his conduct is inexplicable."
After
Avhat I have said your readers Avill say Dr.
Schauffler's conduct is not only inexplicable but detestable.
z^fter going over all the salient facts in
this case Avith Dr. Burreh AA'ho has acted
a brave part in defending this persecuted
raan for years, I said, " noAv Dr. Burrell
knoAving as you do all the facts is your
confidence shaken in Hermann WarsaAviack?" He ansAA'ered in emphatic language, " My confidence in him is not
shaken in the slightest. It is wonderful,"
he replied, " to see this poor little JCAV
rising up above them ah. He Avill need
to bear this malignant persecution for
some months, but he wih come out of
this bitter and long continued trial triumphant and fully vindicated." I find that
this is the confidence maintained by those
who knoAv the case. For myself after
much examination I maintain that it is
one of the Avorst cases of persistent and
studied persecution that this generation
has seen. Of Hermann WarsaAviack's
absolute innocence my conviction strengthens daily, and this is the deep conviction
of his counsel Avho has gone carefully
through all the evidence.
I do not think Warsawiack could have
justice done him by the Presbytery at
Dr. John Hall's church, and my judgment is, despite the fact that it Avill cause
delay, that he should appeal to the Presbyterian synod : Dr. Schauffler's relatives
and party in the church at 5 th Avenue is
too strong to secure for the accused an
impartial tribunal. This has been proved
up to the hilt in the records of the former mock trial, for indeed it was a
Avretched travesty of justice.
In strong confirraation of ray OAvn conviction I may add that when for a short
time Hermann WarsaAviack's Mission Avas
closed he essayed to go to St. Louis.
Dr. Schauffler knew and he wrote to
ah the Presbyterian ministers of that city
AA'aming them against our beloved brother.
When Dr. J. H. Brookes received his letter
he rephed asking Dr. Schauffler for facts
to sustain his statements.
He declined
to send them.
I have seen the correspondence. Dr.
Brookes enquired into ah the details he
could get at, and Avas evidently convinced

of Hermann WarsaAviack's entire innocence. His letter is touching, full of
tender sympathy, and expressing his entire confidence in him, adding these
Avords, " I have prepared a statement in
vindication of you. It AA'as crowded out
in the last month, but it wih appear in the
May number of The Truth."
Such Avas Dr. Brooke's conviction
Avhen on the confines of the eternal Avorld.
Monies entrusted to me for our persecuted
but beloved brother, I will gratefully receive. It may be sent either direct to hira,
or to ray care, at Dr. A. B. Simpson's, 250
West 44th St., New York. The same persons are trying to crush the work in WarsaAA'iack's hands. But recently Dr. Schauffler
wrote to the NCAV York Tribune another
base attack upon our brother. He anSAvered his traducer in such strong and
conclusive fashion that Dr Schauffler is
not likely to forget his words. He has
been silent since, and the Board of the
NcAv York City Mission are at last aAvaking to the fact that its money and strength
shoul^ not be spent for cable messages to
the overshadowing of Christian workers by
"hired detectives." It is certainly time
that this business Avas exposed and put an
end to.
HENRY VARLEY.
" ' H U H ! ' said the Prince, ' t h e social
problem ! It makes ah governments shiver.
They feel like I did as a boy when about
to jump in the water. I have always been
a strong swimmer, but always needed a
strong effort to jump into cold water. The
social problem could have been solved
with the help of the police at one time, but
noAv it may have to be solved with the
help of the military.' "
T H E DAMASCUS RAILWAY.—" The railway
from Beirut to Damascus, and thence into
the Hauran, is now completed, and is one
of the most remarkable in existence. The
country through which it passes is of the
highest historical interest, and the engineering difficulties which had to be overcome were exceptionally great. The distance traversed is about a hundred miles,,
and the tAvo mountain chains of Lebanon
and Antilebanon have to be crossed before
Damascus, ' T h e head of Syria,' and the
oldest city in the world, can be reached."
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flUuminateb tTexts.
"The sow that was washed to her
wallowing in the mire." 2 Pet. 2: 22,
A family was recently found in the
North end of Boston, living in a cellar,
in one room, AA'ith no furniture, meagre
covering, no fuel, no food, and much
filth.
Some benevolent people became
interested in them, secured a smah house
of three rooms in the country, procured
Avork so that they might, Avith economy,
secure a comfortable living. But alas !
they had become so habituated to the
city life, social surroundings, and object
e ggary that they soon abandoned the
comfort of the country and came back to
the squalor of the city. Their tastes
were unchanged and so their habits could
not be reformed.
Who hath woe? Who hath sorrow?
* * They that tarry long at the wine.
Prov. 23: 29.30.
A two-dollar bill came into the hands
of a lady in Boston, Avhich speaks volumes
on the horrors of strong drink or the traffic in it. There Avas Avritten in red ink
on the back of it the folloAving :—"Wife,
children, and more than$io,ooo all gone ;
I alone am responsible. All has gone
doAvn ray throat. When I Avas twentyone I had a fortune ; I am not yet thirtyfive years old. I have killed my beautitiful Avife, Avho died of a broken heart;
have murdered my children Avith neglect.
When this bill is gone, I do not know hoAv
I can get my next meal. I shall die a
drunken pauper. This is my last money
and my history. If this bih comes into
the hands of any man who drinks, let him
take Avarning from my life's ruin."
God so loved the world that He gave
His only begotten son that whosoever believeth on Him should not perish but
have everlasting life. J o h n s : 16.
One of the most popular legends of
Brittany is that relating to an imaginary
tOAvn cahed Is (pronounced Iss), Avhich
is supposed to have been swalloAved up
by the sea at some unknoAvn time. There
are several places along the coast which
are pointed out as the site of this imaginary city, and the fishermen have many
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strange tales to teh of it. According to
them the tips of the spires of the churches
may be seen in the holloAv of the Avaves
Avhen the sea is rough, Avhile during a
calm the music of their bells ringing out
the hymn appropriate to the day rises
above the AA'aters. Similarly, amid the
submerged masses, deep doAvn at the
bottom of the ocean of human life there
are yearnings and desires for a better life
that ring sadly and perpetually. It should
be our aim to listen to these voices and
to present the only answer that can be
given—the love of God in Jesus Christ
our Lord.
Qod commendeth Mis own love to us,
in that, while we were yet sinners,
Christ died for us. Rom. 5: 8.
Robertson of GlasgOAv says :
I remember a young lady once coming to tell
me of her intended marriage to a gentleman that
stood so high that I was surprised when I heard
it, because I knew that her father bore a dishonored name. And when this noble friend
offered her his love, she told him all about her
father, but he said " I am not marrying your
father but you, it's all right," and to-day that
girl bears not her father's dishonored name, but
her husband's noble name, and proudly looks up
into his face and rests in his love.
So Christ
has loved us and loves us still.

" If we confess our sins, he is faithful
and just to forgive us our sins, and to
cleanse us from all unrighteousness."
1 John i. 9.
When a few years since, a Mahometan
convert of Calcutta came to Lae-BehouriSing for baptism, the missionary asked him
Avhat Avas the vital point in Avhich he found
Mohammedanism most defective and
Christianity most satisfactory. His prompt
reply Avas : " Mohammedanism is full of
the mercy of God; and whUe I felt no
real consciousness of guilt as the breaker
of God's law, this satisfied me ; but Avhen
I felt my guilt, I felt that it Avas not with
God's mercy, but with his justice that I
had first to do. NOAV, to meet the claims
of God's justice, Mohammedanism had
made no provision; but this is the very
thing that I have found fully accomplished
by the atoning sacrifice of Christ on the
cross ; and, therefore, Christianity is now
the only adequate religion for me, a
gmlty sinner."
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Your life is hid with Christ in Qod.
Col, 3: 3.
JOHN NEAVTON tells of a dream he had,
that, Avhen a sailor (Avhich he Avas at one
time) an angel came Avith a ring in his
hand, Avhich he gave him, Avith the assurance that so long as he kept this ring
all Avould go well with him. John Newton dreamt, that, playing Avith the ring, he
let it drop overboard into the s e a ; and
immediately a terrific storm burst forth.
As he Avas in despair, the angel appeared
a n d recovered the ring. NcAvton stretched
out his hand to receive it gladly.
" No,
n o , " said the angel, " thou raightest lose
it again ; I Avill keep it for thee.
It is
safe so long as I keep it." So in Christ
we are safe for ever.
There is our life
on high, beyond danger. You cannot
droAvn a man so long as his head is above
water; and our life is above in Christ
Jesus, secure for evermore.

I will come again and receive you to
myself that where 1 am there ye may be
also. John 14: 3.
It is told of Rowland Hill, that one
night after service the chapel-keeper
heard him pacing up and doAvn the aisle
saving to himself:
" W h e n I am to die, receive me, I cry:
Jesus has loved me, I cannot tell why ;
But this I find—we two are so joined.
H e ' l l not be in heaven, and leave me b e h i n d . "

Them that honor roe will I honor.
Sam. 2: 30.

i

A LITTLE BOY in New York, Avho attended a prayer meeting, AA'as convicted
of sin, went home and began to pray
aloud in his room. His father, a wicked
man, heard him, and told him he must
stop that or leave his home. T h e boy
^._„ thought it over, and decided that as
much as he loved his father and mother,
he loved Jesus better. H e gathered and
tied up a few things in his handkerchief,
and then went to say good-by.
His
mother, surprised, asked hira Avhere he
was going. H e replied, " I don't k n o w ;
father says I can't stay here, if I pray,
•and I can't stop praying." T h e father
said that if this was his religion, he
wanted it, too. The boy prayed with
both parents, and soon ah three Avere
serving God together.

He that saith he is in the light and
hateth his brother is in the darkness even
until now. i John 3: 9. He that loveth
not abideth in death, i John. 3 : 14.
Not to love is to be in darkness and
darkness is death.
This is true in the
sphere of science. Even the rayths of
old recognize this fact. T h e Sun myth,
has some place in almost every religion
of the world. T h e sun as tradition has it,
is the source of life ; the sun god is the
type of health and strength ; light was the
Zoroastrian's symbol of divine influence,
as darkness was of the power of evil;
Greek and Roman, Norseman and Persian,
all Avere imbued with some phase of the
same idea. And to-day, in the most
practical fashion, the chemist and biologist, toiling in their laboratories, demonstrate its truth, and teh the world that in
sunlight there is life and in darkness
there is death.
T h e old superstitions
grew out of great truths very often.
The
old truths of the Bible are verified by the
science constantly.
"Remember the Sabbath day and keep
it holy." Ex. xx. 8.
There is a wonderful stone in a coalmine in England cahed the " Sunday
Stone," and this is the Avay it gets its
name :—
There is limestone in the mine, and
the water that is always trickling down
carries Avith it this limestone; and all
along the bottom of the pit it is continually making a layer of white, which,
little by little, hardens into stone. But
when the miners are at work, and the
coal-dust is flying about, it mixes with
the limestone, and a black layer is
formed.
Day and night are clearly
shoAvn by the black and Avhhe layers,
and Sunday is marked by a white layer
three times the usual Avidth, so that
when a section is dug through at the bottom of the mine, the days of the week
can be traced, and the " Sunday Stone "
is plainly seen.
Wise men came from the East to
Jerusalem, saying where is he that is
born King of the Jews ? * * w e are come
to worship him. Hath. 3: 1-2.
These Avere maji, not raagicians ; astronomers, not astrologers ; scientists, not
wizards. Tradition says the three wisest
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men of the century came—Caspar, a
young man; Balthazar, a man in midhfe ; and Melchoir, an octogenarian. So
it has always been.
The brainiest men
come to the manger. Who was the greatest raeta-physician this country ever produced? Jonathan Edwards, the Christian. Who the greatest astronoraer of
the world?
Herschel, the Christian.
The greatest poet? John Mhton, the
Christian. The Avisest Avriter on laAV?
Blackstone, the Christian.
Why has
every college a chapel ? To have a place
for the Avise men to Avorship.
He is the wise man Avho folloAvs the
star of destiny to the feet of Christ and
there vows eternal allegiance; all else
play the part of fools.
That ye might show forth the excellencies of Him who hath called you out
of darkness into His marvellous light.
I Pet. 2: 9.
In the presence of God who is light,
there is safety from danger and death to
sin. What was supposed to be a superstition about the noxiousness of night air
is shown to be absolutely true. Harmful
microbes, especially those of germ
diseases, flourish in the dark, Avhile sunlight kihs them. The air at night is filled
Avith them, the air by day is comparatively free from them. In one recent
series of experiraents typhoid bachli
swarraed to the nuraber of 7,400 in a cubic
centimeter of water. After one day's exposure to diffused daylight—not direct
sun rays—there were only 5,000 ; and after a second day's exposure not one.
Again, another lot were placed in direct
sunlight, and in six hours every one was
destroyed.
If such be the antiseptic
power of sunlight when acting through the
medium of water, much more marked is it
when acting simply in the more transparent air. And so the old-time prejudice
against night air is shown to be Avell
founded, and so, too, that other legend,
that vital powers waned loAvest and death
was more apt to come in the hours just
before the dawn, for it is exactly at that
time that deadly bacteria most abound.
It is so in our relation to God. The more
we walk in the light, the less the danger to
our spiritual health, and the greater our
ability to show forth the glory of God.
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" Nor thieves, nor covetous, nor drunks
ards . . , shall inherit the kingdom of
Qod" (I Cor. vl. 10.).
Dr. Leifchild, of England, gives the following instance of an avaricious parishioner, Avho, during his life-time, though a
regular attendant upon his ministrations,
could never be induced to make any contributions to charity.
At length his end approached, and I was sent
for to offer to him the consolations of religion, as
he lay upon his dying bed. W h a t was my surprise, after having conversed and prayed with him
to find that he was unwilling to take my h a n d ,
muttering that he knew that he had not done
what was right in reference to the support and
furtherance of religion, but intended to amend in
that respect. H e then requested me to say what
I thought would become of him. H o w could I
reply but by exhorting him to repent, and to relinquish all further thoughts of a worldly n a t u r e ;
to betake himself to the sacrifice and mediation of
the Son of God for pardon, safety and salvation
in that world which he was, to all appearance,
soon about to enter? H e gazed at me with a look
of disappointment. Upon a hint being given me
to inquire into his thoughts at that moment, I
questioned him very pointedly, and to my astonishment and horror, he reluctantly disclosed to m e
the fact that, while thus seemingly about to
breathe his last, his hands zvere under ike bedclothes grasping the keys of his cabinet and treasnres, lest they should be taken from him ! Soon
after he departed this life, and there was, alas,
reason to fear that, together with his property, h e
had transmitted somewhat of his fatal passion to
those who survived him.

" But put ye on the Lord Jesus
Christ" Roman xii. 14.
There is an interesting illustration in
the Avay Canute the Dane and Edmund
Ironsides finally settled their long feud
and ended their frequent fights. They
met, and agreed to divide England between them, confirming the treaty by
oath and sacrament; and then, to signify their entire sincerity, they changed
clothes, each one putting on the other's dress
and armor—as if they had made an actual
transaction of persons, and Canute had become Edmund, and Edmund Canute.
Ah, that is exactly what happens between Christ and the forgiven sin. Christ
put on our guilty human nature, and so
Avas " made sin for us." When the sinner
is converted and baptized, it is said that
he has "//,'/ on Christ." " O Lord,"
said Martin Luther, "thou art my righteousness. I am Thy sin; thou hast
taken all that belongs to me, and given
me all that belongs to thee."
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"Examine yourselves, whether ye be
in the faith; prove your own selves."
2 Cor.xiii. 5.
A friend once asked Professor Franke
hoAv it was that he maintained so constant a peace of mind. " By stirring up
my mind a hundred times a day. Whereever I ara, Avhatever I do, I say, ' Blessed
Jesus ! I have truly a share in thy rederaption; thou hast forgiven my sins,
and art guiding me by thy Spirit. Thine
I a m ; Avash me again and again.' By
this constant converse AA'ith Jesus, I enjoy
serenity of mind and a settled peace in
my soul."
"Wherein he hath made us accepted in
the beloved" Eph. i: 6.
A story told during the late Avar, illustrates how God accepts the sinner's
prayer : —
One day a soldier came into the office of Judge
A., poorly clad, his face bearing the deep lines of
suffering. The soldier fumbled in his pocket a
long time, and then said, in an uncertain, disappointed voice, as if he saw he was unwelcome, " I
did have a letter for you." The judge, acting
against the promptings of a warm and generous
heart,—for he was busy, and did not want to be
interrupted,—made no reply.
But presently a
thin, trembling hand pushed a note along the desk.
The judge raised his head, and was about to
say, " I have no time for such matters," when he
saw the writing was that of his own son, a soldier
in the army. He took up the note, which read
thus; —
" Dear Father: The bearer of this is a soldier
discharged from the hospital. He is going home
to die. Assist him in any way you can, for
Charlie's sake."
All the tender feelings of his heart gushed out.
As he afterwards said, " I took the soldier to my
heart for Charlie's sake. I let him sleep in Charlie's bed. I clothed him and supplied him with
every comfort for the sake of my own dear boy."
When God receives us it is for Christ's sake ;
we stand in Christ's place, and are " accepted in
the Beloved."

HIS LAST MESSAGE.—Mr. Hugh Beaver,

son of the Governor of Pennsylvania, died
shortly after the Student's Conference at
Northfield closed. The folloAving is the
closing paragraph of his last address.
Would that more such sons of men in
prominent places in life were devoted to
Christ.
" Just now there came into my mind a
little incident that happened a little Avhhe

ago on a rahroad train in Pennsyh-ania.
One day I noticed on the seat opposite to
me a father Avho seemed very much concerned about his little son, who was running up and down the aisle. As the train
came near a tunnel he called his boy and
said, " I t is going to be dark very soon."
The little fellow looked at the AvindoAvs
and saw the sunshine out there, and then
he looked up into his father's face and
smiled as though he thought his father
didn't mean h, and he kept on playing in
the aisle. But by and by, as we came
near the mouth of the tunnel, and the
mountain loomed up on every side, the
litde felloAV began to work his way along
the aisle unth he came to where his father
sat, and then he climedon the seat. Then
Ave rushed into the dark tunnel. I waited
until Ave came out into the light and then
I saw the litUe fehow had his arms tight
around the neck of his father and his face
was buried on his shoulder. I thought of
a home I had just left after a long visit.
The Father in heaven had been cahing a
certain one in that home to corae closer to
Him, but everything had been bright and
that one had not heeded the call. Then
there came a great dark cloud over that
home, and a little high chair was put
away from the table, and there was an
aching void in that one's life. Then, in
the shadow of that sorrow, was learned the
love of God, the blessedness of being near
to Him.
Oh, may He not make it necessary that
some great cloud should come over our
lives before we go apart and rest with Him
a little while. Some of us are very weary
to-night, physically, and feel that above all
things we need rest. Some may be dissatisfied Avith their own lives. Oh, come
apart and rest with Him a little while
alone, for never, never can we be transformed into His image by looking into our
own life. You remember how Paul puts it,
" But we ah with unveiled faces reflecting
as a mirror the glory of the Lord, are
transforraed into the same image, from
glory to glory." If we are to be hke Christ
it must be by just coming apart to rest with
Him ! May we learn that lesson now and
not wait until the clouds have corae. In
the sunshine of His OAvn love let us learn
to keep very close to Him ! May He help
us!"
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Matcb ICibinos.
GREAT NUMERICAL REDUCTION AND I N CREASE OF I S R A E L . — " ' Ye shall be left

few in number among the heathen.' Basnage estimated that about 200 years ago
there Avere only about three millions of
Israelites in the world, though in the palmy
days of their kingdora there Avere probably
scA'en or eight millions in the land. It is
surely a sign of the times that Avithin the
last fifty years there has been a rapid and
great increase of JcAvish population everyAvhere. Kellogg, in his very able Avork
pubhshed thirteen years ago, tehs us that
the then lowest estimation of the Israel
nation he could find Avas between six and
seven millions ; but he goes on to say that,
according to the high authority of Herzog's
Rcal-Encyklopadie,
the whole nuraber of
the present JcAvish dispersion is to be
reckoned at no less than thirteen millions.
And this was written more than thirteen
years ago, while the increase is continuing
by leaps and bounds, the increase being in
a much greater and more rapid ratio than
the Gentile population among Avhom they
have been scattered. Truly the day of
Israel's redemption is at hand.—Rev.
David
Baron.
curious movement is on foot among the Jews in one or
tAvo of the provinces of South Russia,
which may result in an important religious
revival. A number of pious Israelites are
establishing associations for the reading
and study of the Scriptures, both in the
homes of the people and in their public
assemblies. Much attention Avih be devoted to the prophetical books of the Old
Testament, and to investigating the claims
of Christians that Jesus of Nazareth has in
his life and work and death been the fulfiller of many utterances of the prophets
which have for so long been stumbhng
blocks to the Jews. It is further reported
from Russia that a deeper rehgious feeling than has hitherto characterized them
is noticed among the Karaira JCAVS of the
Crimea. This sect of Israehtes reject the
Talmud as in any sense binding on them,
their only sacred scriptures being the Old
Testament. They are only found in the
JEWISH INVESTIGATION.—A

Crimea and in one or tAvo isolated districts
in Western Russia."
CHRISTIAN UNION.—Bishop Potter of
New York, at an Episcopal Convention,
called attention to the recent utterance
of the Pope declaring that all pastors outside of the Roman church are " a disorderly crew," and that their " o r d e r s are
invalid and Avorthless," says :
" It is a declaration let me say, for which all
Christendom outside of his own communion, and
especially our branch of it, has reason to be profoundly thankful. I cannot readily imagine any
greater misfortune to the cause of Jesus Christ at
this moment than any other declaration ; but respect sincerely the courage and candor that
prompted it.
" Somewhere, somehow, by ways that no one
of us can as yet even dimly discern, the scattered
forces of Christendom will find themselves drawn
together with a common purpose, and in a common fellowship. It may be that those of us who
love and have striven for the cause of Christian
unity, whether on the right hand or left, are
called upon for the present to suspend our endeavors, and to be content for a little to wait for
better promise. But believe me, when that day
dawns, it will not be in answer to any beckoning
from an Italian prelate, or not, at any rate, until
he or those Avho may come after him have unlearned pretensions so unscriptural as to be grotesque, and have surrendered claims which the
growing enlightenment of m a n k i n d make more
pathetic and ridiculous."
M R . M O T T , in a recent article upon
China, has presented sorae interesting
and starding statistics. H e says that the
opium curse cost the country last year
some $220,000,000, enough to make 10,000,000 opium slaves and bring Avant to
100,000,000 human b e i n g s ; that the
physical condition and need of the people
is indescribable, there being only one
Medical Missionary to every 2,000,000
persons; that 180,000,000 Avomen are in
virtual slavery; that there are still 1,400
cities, Avith an estimated population of
100,000,000, without Missionaries; and
that there are fully 1,000,000 unevangelized villages. H e spoaks also of the
enormous numbers of students, 500,000
presenting themselves annually for the
first or loAvest degree, 150,000 for the
second, and 10,000 for the third, and
adds that for these almost nothing is
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being done. These figures are solemn
reading for this year of grace 1897, and
appeal, AA'ithout comment, to every truehearted child of God. In face of such
facts, and in face of the sin of the Church
Avhich hes behind them, there is cause for
deep humiliation before God, and for the
leading henceforth of such lives of selfsacrifice and devotion as will quickly alter the present sad conditions.
THE REV. H . P. BEACH has published
recently some interesting facts in regard
to the Student Volonteer MoA'ement. i.
Through its secretaries, the Movement
reaches from 15,000 to 24,000 students
each year. 2. Through the 5,000 volunteers, sorae 500 institutions of higher
learning are forcibly affected. 3. Missionary hbraries have been planted in
over 200 colleges. 4. Comprehensive
courses in missionary study, covering all
important points in a four years' cycle,
are being taken up in all of the principal
institutions, and some 5,000 missionary
text-books are called for by students in
the course of each year. 5. Some
hundreds of student leaders are annually
trained for effective missionary work in
their colleges at the summer schools and
conferences.
6.
Student gifts have
been increased by over 50,000 annually.
7. Over 900 volunteers have already
gone to the foreign field. 8.
The
movement has spread into Britain, where
there are 1,300 volunteers, one-fifth of
whom are already on the field; into
Scandinavia, Germany, France, Switzerland, Egypt, South Africa, India, Ceylon,
Australasia, China and Japan. This is
a remarkable record, especially when it is
remembered that the Movement began
less than eleven years ago, in the summer
of 1886. Well may Ave exclaim, What
hath God Avrought ! And well may we
add, What is God not whhng to do if
lives may be only put at His disposal ?
A PROVERB AND A BVWORD.—Unlike

other expatriated people, in no country,
north or south, Semitic or Aryan, has the
smahest fragment of that unique race been
assimilated or absorbed. Found everywhere, from Morocco in the west to the
farthest east of Asia, never possessing land,
as though Avaiting to resume possession of

their own; until yesterday, in the cities of
Europe, hving in a quarter apart, isolated
and socially shunned, yet everywhere gaining and hoarding Avealth Avhich they dare
not display; hated, despised, oppressed,
and squeezed by Moslem and Christian
alike, in spite of the teachings of the New
Testament, or even of the Koran,—Israel
has been a proverb and a byAvord among
aU people. There is not a language in
Europe in which the word " JCAV " is not
a term of opprobrium, or in Avhich it has
not been corrupted into a verb, implying
" to cheat." In every land they have ever
remained of no land, and it is only in the
present generation that the restrictive laAvs
against the JCAVS have been repealed in
France, England and Germany. National
history affords no such miracle as this distinctive existence of the Israelite people to
this very day, isolated, yet mutually recognizing each other, whether under the
storms of persecution or the sunshine of
boundless wealth. Men calling themselves
Christians sneer at the JCAV as sordid and
cunning. They forget that he is what the
Christian has made him. An outcast,
without home or country for eighteen
hundred years, cunning is the onlyAveapon
of the helpless, movable Avealth his only
protection. May we not see signs in the
changed social conditions of western
Europe, and in the loosening of the Moslem grip on Palestine,—a sign that, yet
once more, the promise to David's son
shah be fulfilled.

MR. SIMPSON, President of the Christian
and Missionary Ahiance reports an income of | i iS,000 in 1894, ^133,000 in
1895, and the past eighteen months, over
$196,000 in cash, with securities valued at
about another $100,000. During the
past year about one hundred new missionaries have been sent to the foreign field. Mr.
Simpson says :
Altogether, since the commencement of
the work, in connection Avith our missionary Avork, there have been sent to the field
four hundred and fifty missionaries, fiftyfive of Avhom have fallen at their posts,
about fifty have returned to this country
for various reasons, a fcAv have united with
other societies, through marriage or some
other good reason, and over 300 are now
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on the field. The total receipts of the society during these vears has been over
$740,000, and if Ave include the sums expended for the home Avork the total receipts Avould exceed $1,000,000.
Among the secondaiy results of these
years, one of the most valuable has been
the demonstrating of the fact that missionaries can be sustained on a moderate
alloAA'ance, much less than Avas at one time
considered indispensable for missionary
support.
T h e testiraonv of our workers in all fields
is that Avhen the ahoAA-ances come regularly they are ample for all their needs.
Another result has been to proA-e that
men and Avomen of ordinary education,
fihed Avith the Holy Ghost, can be eminently useful as foreign missionaries.
Another has been to shoAv that no field
can be considered closed if Ave but have
faith and courage to go forAA'ard in the
Master's name.
LIBERALISJI AMONGST JEAVS.—It is

weh

knoAvn that the descendants of the JeAvish
grandees, driven out of Spain under Torqueenada haA'e always maintained an air
of superiority over the rest of their people. Recently they buUt a ncAv Synagogue
in NeAv York in which English prayers
and serA-ices are to be held. Dr. Mendes,
the Rabbi, on the day of formal opening
made the following remarks Avhich show
how the JCAvs are fast meeting the professed Christian in that broad liberalism
that holds to no definite truth.
" We built this synagogue for the worship of
God. Let Jew and Gentile come here and worship
Him. We do not hold the only gateway to God.
We believe there are many paths to the God of
all mankind. We say diversity is God's law.
The best of nature is its diversity, but all in nature
must draw strength in accordance with God's
law. So all sects may have their duties, but
doubtless each has some place in the growth of
man's mind under God's law.
Only let them
derive their strength from the Word, no matter
how they interpret it, and no man shall say they
will not be blessed by Him.
The rose may not
say to the violet, ' I am more beautiful than
thou.' So no sect may say, ' I alone am correct.' "

These statements derive their significance from the fact that this is an " orthodox " R a b b i speaking in and foi" an " o r t h o d o x " Synagogue. The Reformed Jews
alone have taken this ground hitherto.
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W H Y TO JERUSALEM.—Mr. McKenson?

in Trusting and Toiling, gives the following reasons for the return of the Jews to
Palestine :
AS far as I could learn, the motives
are mixed. Rich Jews come there that
they may be buried on the slopes of the
Mount of Olives (the valley of Jehosaphat is full of JcAv graves.) Others come
because persecution in Russia, Germany,
Bulgaria, drives them o u t ; these go into
the city; as a rule they are very poor.
Others again drift back and become
tradesmen, hucksters and middleraen,
buying up from Arab Fellahin all produce ; vegetables, mhk, eggs, Avood for
fuel are secured by Jews and retailed at a
great advance in price. Then, as usual,
many are money-lenders on a small scale
to the Fehahin. In my time no JCAV
dared AA'alk doAvn Christian street, now
the greater part of that street is the property of the JCAV, and he is in the majority.
It is estimated that Jerusalem contains
60,000 people, 40,000 of Avhom are
JeAvs. Then there are JCAVS Avho come
back because they belicA'C in the speedy
coming of the i\Iessiah. Many Jews are
pondering this matter, but the poverty of
the mass compels them to look to the
Rabbis for money assistance. The Rabbis have large sums of money given to
them by the Avealthy JCAVS of Europe, and
these priests only give it to those Avho
are regular in their attendance at the
synagogues, and to Avhom no suspicion
attaches of listening to any Christian
missionary.
The JCAV quarter is too utterly filthy to
describe. I explored it for days until
sickness Avarned me to desist.
The majority of JCAVS in Jerusalem look
very poor, very sickly, and I heard that
there had been quite an epidemic of influenza raging among them.
The question of Russian, French and
German colonies in Palestine is a most
important factor, and one Avhich already
has a vast influence in the Eastern question. The Sultan is not face to face Avith
the JcAA's, perhaps he might arrange Avith
thera, but it seeras to me that Ave have
the beginning of the fulfillment of prophecy in the state of affairs I have just
hinted at. To examine and describe
those influences in detaU would require
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an article, not a letter. If I find time I
hope to write such an article, for, Bible
in hand, I have studied the Jew and the
other questions on the spot, and I do
think I see light.
Into the question of " missions " I do
not enter in this letter, there is so much
to be said.
TIME

TO READ

THE

BIBLE.—George

Muller, the great apostle of faith, said
once in Mildmay, London : " The vigor
of our spiritual life Avhl be in exact proportion to the place held by the Word in
our hfe and thoughts. I solemnly state
this from the experience of fifty-four years.
The first three years after conversion I
neglected the Word of God. Since I began to search it diligently the blessing has
been Avonderful. I have read the Bible
through one hundred times, and always
Avith increasing delight. Each time it seems
like a ncAV book to me. Since July, 1820,
great has been the blessing from consecutive, diligent, daily study. I look upon it
as a lost day Avhen I have not had a good
time over the Word of God."
" Friends often say *I have so much to
do, so many people to see I cannot find
time for Scripture study.' Perhaps there
are not many who have more to do than I
have. For more than half a century I
have never knOAvn one day Avhen I had
not raore business than I could get through.
For forty years I have had annually about
thirty thousand letters and most of these
have passed through my. own hand.
I
have nine assistants always at work, corresponding in German, French, English,
Danish, Italian, Russian, and other languages. Then, as pastor of a church Avith
twelve hundred believers, great has been
my care; and besides I have had charge
of five immense orphanages ; also at my
publishing depot, the printing and circulating of millions of tracts, books, and
Bibles. But I have always made it a rule
never to begin work till I have had a good
season Avith God."
WHAT OF T H E NIGHT?
BY REV. H . JAMES H . BROOKES.

T

H E prophet stood on his Avatch-tower, foreseeing and foretelling the
history of the coming ages. " The

burden " of seven Gentile nations, symbols
of all the others, and the burden of Israel,
rested upon him. Out of Mount Seir, a
proud and impregnable stronghold, a
voice cahed to him, " Watchman, what of
the night? Watchman, Avhat of the night?"
The Avatchman said, " The morning cometh, and also the night."
HoAvever dark and mysterious the providence of God, the morning is surely coming for His afilicted people; and hoAvever
bright and prosperous the career of the
wicked, the night is surely coming for
those Avho trample His Word under their
feet. " If ye Avih inquire, inquire ye : return, come," for ye Avih receive the same
ansAver. As certainly as Jehovah hath established His throne in the heavens, and
hath spoken the truth, so certainly for
men and nations, " The morning cometh,
and also the night," Isa. XXL 11, 12.
Not only is this the fact at the end,
Avhich nothing can change, but the entire
period of our Lord's personal absence from
the earth is appropriately described in the
inspired Avritings as "night." Hence when
He is betrayed, and given up to death,
the Holy Ghost adds the significant words :
" And it Avas night," Jno. xiii. 30. So H e
says through the apostle Paul: " The night
is far spent, the day is at hand," Rom.
xiii. 10; and through the apostle Peter:
" We have the Avord of prophecy made
more sure ; Avhereunto ye do Aveh that ye
take heed, as unto a lamp shining in a
dark place, until the day dawn, and the
day star arise in your hearts," II Pet. i. 19.
Hence, in the last chapter of the Old
Testament He is mentioned as " the Sun
of Righteousness," Mai. iv. 2, m the relation of His appearing to Israel, an earthly
people; and in the last chapter of the
NcAv Testament He speaks of Himseh
both as " the root and offspring of David,"
pledging His unchanging purpose to
bring back the Jews, and as " the bright
and morning star," Rev. xxii. 16, in the
relation of His coming for the church,
that must be tossed on a starless and
stormy sea ; for it may be still said, " It
was now dark, and Jesus was not come to
them," Jno. vi. 17.
Yes, it is dark and growing darker, according to the infahible testimony of the
unerring Scriptures. When our Lord is
asked by His disciples about the signs of
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His coming, and of the end of the age. He
tells them of Avars and rumors of Avars ; of
nation rising against nation, and kingdom
against kingdom, of famines, and pestilences, and earthquakes, of raany false
prophets rising up and deceiving many, of
, the abounding of iniquity, so that the love
of many shall Avax cold, and all these are
but the beginning of sorrows, or as the
Word literally means, " travailing throes,"
that shall issue in a " great tribulation,
such as Avas not seen since the beginning
offthe AA'orld to this time, no, nor ever
shah be."
It is true that the gospel of the kingdora
shall be preached in all the Avorld for a
witness or testimony unto all nations, but
it is equally true that His Avitnesses shall
be hated of all nations for His name's
sake, as set forth in this passage : " For
there shah arise false Christs, and false
prophets, and shall shoAv great signs and
Avonders; insomuch that if it Avere possible, they shah deceive the very elect. Behold, I have told you before."
It is admitted by ah that our Lord correctly described the course of this age or
dispensation, AA'ith its Avars and rumors of
wars, its famines, pestilences and earthquakes, and beyond question He is equally
correct in describing the end, as ushered
in by an unparalleled tribulation. " Immediately," or, as the Word is elscAvhere
translated, " forthAvith," "straightAvay,"
" after the tribulation of those days shall
the sun be darkened and the moon shall
not give her light and the stars shall fall
from heaven, and the powers of the heaven shall be shaken. And then shall appear
the sign of the Son of Man in heaven ;
and then shall all the tribes of the earth
mourn, and they shah see the Son of Man
coming in the clouds of heaven with power
and great glory," Matt. xxiv. 6-30.
But this is not ah, nor the Avorst. The
church itself shall be wrapped in the
dense darkness of the last days that shall
terminate this present age. " Then,'' at
that time, at the time of our Lord's return, as expositors have carefully noted,
" shall the kingdom of heaven be likened
unto ten virgins, which took their lamps
And five of them were wise and five AA-^ere
foolish. That they were foolish took their
lamps and took no oil Avith them. But the
wise took oh in their vessels with their
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lamps. While the Bridegroom tarried,
they ah slumbered and slept. And at
midnight," not only night, but midnight,
" there Avas a ciy made, Behold, the Bridegroom cometh; go ye out to meet Hira,"
Matt. xxv. 1-6.
It matters not, so far as the present argument is concerned, Avhether the five
foolish virgins represent those Avho are
unregenerate, or unfaithful believers, Avho
shall pass through the great tribulation
under the reign of Anti-Christ, and yet
finally be saved through the riches of
grace. The fact is that they ah nodded
and slept, and the cry at midnight found
them unready to meet the Bridegroom.
There is no exception, and no intimation
that any escaped the spirit of slumber.
It is very strange that real Christians
can thoughtfully consider this plain and
solemn testimony of our Lord Jesus
Christ and fah into the mischievous delusion of looking for a spiritual millennium
and an impersonal reign of righteousness.
His evidence clearly shoAvs that the Avhole
interval betAveen His first and second coming is so filled Avith temptations and trials,
tempests and troubles, of every kind, as
utterly to forbid the expectation of universal holiness and peace and rest on the
earth before His personal return. There
is not a line in the Olivet discourse that
even hints at the triumph of the church
in our OAA'II dispensation.
In a lengthy statement, containing
ninety-seven verses, in Avhich He positively predicts Avhat has come to pass, and
Avhat is going on noAv before the eyes of
the AA'orld, and in Avhich He Avarns His
disciples of serious difficulties and dangerous opposition, it is unaccountable that
He did not cheer their hearts Avith the assurance of final victory through the agencies employed for the conversion of men
and the spread of the gospel, if this be
true. On the other hand, He distinctly
informs them : " Then shall they deliver
you up to be afflicted, and shah kill you :
and ye shah be hated of ah nations for My
name's sake. And then shah many stumble, and shall betray one another, and hate
one another." It is impossible, therefore,
for those Avho accept our Lord's AA'ords in
their obvious meaning to doubt that the
night, introduced by His death, must continue until He comes back.
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THE GRACE OF CONTINUANCE.
BV A. J. GORDON, D. D.

ONTINUANCE in love. " As the
Father hath loved Me, so have I
loved you; continue ye in My
love" (John xv. 9.) Nothing is here
said about continuing in our OAvn love.
Now that God has opened His heart to
us and given us access to all its fulness
He does not set us to pumping affection
out of the empty Avell of our OAvn heart.
Here is the mistake of Christians, that
they reckon their standing by the v/armth
and fervour of their OAvn love, instead of
resting in the love of God. Christ had
one disciple, Simon Peter, who tried three
times to tell Jesus that he loved Him,
and only barely succeeded in doing so.
He had another disciple—John—who
five times cahs himself " the disciple
Avhom Jesus loved" and found no difficulty
in doing so. It is an easy thing to bask
in the sunshine, but it is quite another
thing to manufacture sunshine, and God
does not require the impossible. Under
the law we hear Him saying; " Thou
shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy
heart." He waited for centuries without
finding a solitary one who had kept this
commandment. Then He spoke to the
Avorld in grace : " God so loved the Avorld
that He gave His only begotten Son ;" as
though He had said : " Since you cannot
love me Avith ah the heart, I AVUI UOAV love
you Avith ah My heart." As the contrast
betAveen the old covenant and the new is
that the one demands doing and the
other behcA'ing, so here. The decalogue of Sinai says : " Thou shalt love ;"
" We have known and beheved the love
that God hath for us," says John. Oh !
Avretched man is he Avho feels the claims
of Divine love, but has nothing but his
own sinful and selfish heart Avith which to
meet them. NoAvhere is " the Aveakness
and unprofitableness " of the commandments more strongly revealed than here.
To do with only the lame hands of helpless human nature Avith Avhich to work
Avere bad enough, but to love with only
the fountain of a cold and loveless heart
to draw from were even worse. And
God, pitying our helplessness, has ceased
from this demand ; in Christ Jesus He
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has given His own love to be the fount
and source of ours. There is an old
proverb, " Love is the mother of love."
The "Thou shalt " and " Thou shalt not,"
starting from the cold stones of Sinia,
never Avon the affection of a single human
heart so far as I know.. For affection
cannot be commanded ; love cannot be
legislated. But Avhen on Golgotha, in
the fleshy tables of our Redeemer's heart,
the ncAv decalogue Avas written : " God
commendeth His love toward us, in that,
while we Avere yet sinners, Christ died for
u s ; " another method was henceforth
adopted for Avinning men.
The new covenant reads, " Herein is
love, not that Ave loved God, but that H e
loved us and sent His Son to be a propitiation for our sins." This is the law by
Avhich human hearts are to be Avon for
Christ.
What an exposition of this law there is
in that story of the missionary David Carghl's conquest fifty years ago on the Fiji
Islands ! When savage cannibals with
clubs and knives and spears advanced to
meet him, he spoke with the only two or
three AA'ords of their language Avhich he
had mastered : " My love to you ! My
love to you ! " With this talismanic sentence he Avon their attention, disarmed
them of their weapons, and in a half-century Fiji has become Christianized. Dr.
McAh met the embittered and churchhating Communists of Paris with the only
tAvo phrases of French he had mastered,
" I love you; God loves you." And
behold what tAventy-five years of such
preaching wrought ! Here is our refuge
as believers, here is our weapon as warriors. "But ye, beloved," says Jude,
"keep yourselves." Ah! apostle, we
cannot keep ourselves ; that trinity of
foes, " the lust of the flesh, the lust of the
eyes and the pride of life," is too strong
for us ! Yes, but hear the whole injunction, " Praying in the Holy Ghost, keep
yourselves in the love of God." I cannot
keep in my love to God. Alas for my
unfilial heart ! I cannot keep God's love
in me. But I can keep myself in the love
of God, I can rest there. I can rejoice there. I can trust there. Lord
Jesus, weary and dissatisfied as we are
Avith our own love, Ave will continue in
Thy love.
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''Preach the tvord.'"

This Avas Paul's closing command to
Timothy. Why preach "the Word?"
Why not something else—science, sociology, morality, manliness?
Because
1. We can only knoAv the AA-III of God
through His Word.
" God spake unto
Noah," " T h e Lord said unto Abram"
and by the message they learned the Avill
of God.
Samuel said to Saul" stand
stih that I may cause thee to hear the
word of the Lord." i Sam. 9 : 2 7 . It
Avas this AA'ord that corrected the Avrong
thoughts of the prophet, i Chron. 17 :
3-4. This Word came to John the Baptist,
and thus began his mission. Luke 3 : 2 .
This poor, ignorant, blind Avorld can never
know God's Avill unless this Word is
preached.
2. This Word makes knoAA'n the Avay
of salvation. 2 Tim. 3 : 1 5 . Cornelius Avas
saved by " AA'ords " and his conversion Avas
spoken of as " Gentiles receiving the
Word of God." Acts 11 ; i and 14, John
5 : 24.
3. The Word of God has life in it.
This cannot be said of any other teaching.
John 6: 63. In the parable of the SoAver,
" the seed is the Word of God." Luke
8 : 14. We are born of the Word i Pet.
1 : 2 3 . This is the source of our spiritual
life.
4. Hence the church is not the aggregation of a number of individuals, but a
groAvth.
At Pentecost three thousand
Avere added, not to the Church, but to the
Lord. Compare acts 3 : 41 and 5 : 14,
also 11 : 24. Hence the increase of disciples Avas the increase of the Word of God,
Acts 6 : 7 . 12 : 24 and 19 : 24.
5. Because the Avord furnishes food to
sustain the life it imparts. Luke 4 : 4 I Pet. 2 : 1,2. Jer. 15 : 15, 16. If Ave
Avould grOAv we must feed on the Avord.
6. Because the AVord is a bath for
cleansing.
Eph. 5 : 25, 27. The reference is to the laver in the Tabernacle.
The Avord is to us Avhat the laver Avas to
the priest. See Ps. 11 :99
7. Because this is the only offensive
Aveapon given to the Church. We defend ourselves by helmet, breast plate,
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shoes and shield. Eph. 6. But there
is only one Aveapon against the foe and
that is " t h e word of God." It is the
Spirit's sword. The Holy Spirit formed
and sharpened it, and He Avhl use no
other. Give the Spirit a chance to convict and save by a free use of His sword.
Do not prevent it from doing good execution by wrapping it up in flowers. Eph.
6:17. It will do its work—it has a keen
blade. Heb. 4 : 1 2 .
1. This word gives a blessing to the
hearer who obeys. Luke i r : 28.
2. It is an infallible test of our relation to Christ—Mother, sister, brother.
Luke 8 : 21.
3. We may make it of no effect by
putting our wrong notions in its place.
Mark 7:13.
Wherefore "preach the Avord" ; be
instant in season, out of season, reprove,
rebuke, exhort, with all long suffering and
teaching. 2 Tim. 4 : i, 2.

Book IRevlewB.
A CAST-AA\'AY, price 80c., and PERFECT
PEACE, by F. B. Meyer, price 25c. The
Fleming H. Revell Co., Chicago and New
York. These are two booklets bound in
the chaste raanner characteristic of the
Reveh Co., and their contents are worthy
of their saintly author. No minister or
earnest Christian should be Avithout the
heart-searching volume called " A Castaway." Tens of thousands of people have
been quickened and helped by its ihuminating addresses. "Perfect Peace" is a
choice book to put into the hands of people in times of sorroAv.
CHRIST

REFLECTED

IN CREATION, by

D. C. McMillan. Fleming H. Reveh Co.,
price 25c. A charming book by an author
Avho always writes with ready pen. It
is Avritten Avith the clearness and fascination of Professor Drummond without any
of his fatal omissions. He tries to shjAv
the harmony of science and the Bible in
the fall and restoration of man and the
universe.
WAYS TO WIN, by Dason Hapee, Rector
of St. Paul's Church, Halifax. The Fleming
H. Reveh Co., price 30c. This book has
already been published in Canada and in
England, but makes its appearance for
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the first time noAV in the United States.
This young Rector is the son of a AvellknoAvn banker of Montreal and he perpetuates the earnestness of his noble father.
It is a stimulating and helpful book —
just the thing to put into the hands of a
young man Avhen entering the church. It
will teach him hoAV to Avin souls for Christ
and that is better than Avinning money and
fame for himself.
T H E REAPER AND THE HARVEST.
Scenes
in the life of Rev. E. P. Hammond, by
Rev. P. C. Healey. The Fleming H . Reveh
Co., price $1.25. Of ah the evangelists
that have ever risen in America never have
had a more useful career than Payson
Hammond. Go Avhere you Avill, all over
America, and you Avhl find, in every city
and denomination, substantial pillars in the
church, brought to the Lord Avhen children by the preaching of this raan of God.
This book tells of his methods and ministry in a Avay most helpful to every one
Avishing to be wise enough to save souls.
Buy the book if you are mourning over the
lack of results in your Avork.
SUNBEAM

STORIES AND

OTHERS.

By

Annie Flint. This is a book for children
delightfully illustrated by Dora Wheeler
Keith. Pubhshed by Bonneh, Silver &
Co., 24 West 22d St. NcAv York., Price
$T.oo. These stories are charming, ingenious, modem, fairy stories. They are
of high literary order, having some of the
charm of Ian Maclaren.
The beautiful
thoughts are put in an interesting, cheerful, healthful Avay, Avhile beneath all is a
pure moral tone Avhich teaches brightness, cheerfulness, kindness, sympathy
and helpfulness toward all. The Sunbeams bring sunshine to the reader, Avhhe
the religious teaching is absent in distinctive words, like the book of Esther.
These stories contain pure religion, and
undefiled in that it teaches kindness to
those in affliction and a life unspotted
from the Avorld.
M-AP

OF L I F E OF CHRIST AND ACTS OF

THE APOSTLES. Earle Pub. Co., Wilmington, Del. These are charts marking on
canvass in a most helpful Avay, the journeys of our Lord and of the apostles as
recorded in the Acts of the Apostles.

We knoAv of nothing better in the way of
" helps " and commend them both most
hearthv.
MURDERED MILLIONS.
This book by
Dr. DoAA'kaut tells a sad tale of the need
of medical missionaries. Every Christian,
and especially every one contemplating
Avork on the foreign field, should study
these pages. No one can read this book
Avithout being profoundly moved.
Keep
up the agitation Dr. and your voice Avill
yet find a hearing.

" by Feliz Feeler,
G. Holzapfel, publisher, Cleona, Pa., price
$1.25. In the AA'ords of Abraham Lincoln,
" T h o s e AA'ho like this kind of thing, this
is just the kind of thing they Avould like,"
but as for ourselves it is very much against
our liking. The "female suffrage" movement has spent its force—it is a corpse
that Avill never be galvanized into life
again. Greater problems face all thinking people now, and Christians must return to their guns and to their knees.
There is no time to trifle Avith reformation
—regeneration—regeneration—rengeneration, must be the cry hereafter.
" F E M A L E FILOSOFY

T H E H O P E OF T H E SECOND COMING and
T H E HISTORIC EVIDENCES OF THE N E W
TESTAMENT.
By S. P. Tregilles, LL.D.,

Samuel Bagster & Sons, London, 40c.
each.
These are two books that will
never lose their interest,—as simple as
Bunyan and yet so carefully stated that
they are as accurate as Euchd. The one
on the Second Coming of Our Lord deals
only with the way in which that question
is taught in the Scriptures. N o searcher
after truth should be without it.
Y E T SPEAKING, addresses by A. J. Gordon, D. D., Fleming H . Reveh Co., price
50c. The addresses in this smah volume
will ever stand amongst the choicest things
that ever came from the lips of the late
Dr. Gordon. H e is, indeed, yet speaking and Mrs. Gordon will do Avell to continue collecting these rich and rare unfoldings of the Word of God.
Ah the
way through, from Helps to sanctification
to Personal preaching, the first and last
addresses in the volume, the book has the
same tone to which v,'e had become ac-
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customed. By ah means send for the
book—it is a choice book to turn to in
your spare raoraents.
How

TO OBTAIN FULLNESS OF P O W E R . —

By R. A. Torrey, Fleming H . Revell Co.,
price 50 cents. Bro. Torrey is a man by
h i m s e h ; not ahvays accurate but ahvays
right at heart and ahvays dead in earnest.
This is one of his best books on the fascinating theme of power.
Nothing awakens the enthusiasm of boy or man like
the manifestation of poAver. This book
deals Avith the poAver of " The Word of
God," " T h e Blood of Christ." " T h e
Holy Spirit," " P r a y e r , " and " A Surrendered Life." H a d Mr. Torrey as much of
sympathy and tenderness in his method of
presenting truth as Mr. Meyer, his books
Avould be as Avidely read and as spiritually
helpful. One ahvays feels as if he had
taken a tonic after hearing or reading
Torrey. Give us more Mr. Torrey—you
are improving every time.
T H E SHADOW AND SUBST.ANCE.—By G.
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Needham. American Baptist Pub. Socy.,
price 75 cents. This is a revision of Mr.
Needham's former book on The Tabernacle. T h e first Avas good but this is revised, enlarged, corrected, improved and
enriched. It shoAA's familiarity Avith types
and a mastery of the subject in hand.
Mr. Needham is always at home in the
symbols of scripture. Pity there Avere not
more like him, in that particular.
A Q U I E T KING. By Caroline Atwater
Mason. Bapt. Pub. Socy. Phia. and Boston, price, $1.50. This book is a connected series of studies in the Life of
Christ. It is Avritten in the fascinating
style of the author, and much of it is of
great value. But it has three fundamental defects. It leaves out the miraculous
conception and the equally miraculous
resurrection of our Lord, and it inserts a
totally false view of the Kingship of
Christ. T h e story of the Life of our
Lord is well told—it could not be otherwise and come from the fascinating pen
of the author of " A Minister of the
World." T h e characters introduced to
help the reader enter into the thoughts
and feelings of Israel at that time are
well sustained. But the real kingly office

of Christ has never once passed across the
vision of the author—at least such is the irapression left by this most interesting book.
LECTURES

ON

PROPHECY.

By

Rev.

B. H . Charles, D. D. Fleming H . Revel
Co., price $1.25. This book is published
by the author to try and add something
to the generally received interpretations
of the prophecies. It is pre-mhlennial and
is Avell Avritten.
But it is committed to
the "year d a y " theory, and to making
the church of Rome the apostacy and the
Pope, antichrist. With this Ave cannot
agree, nor does the author add anything
to AA'hat Elhott Guinness and others have
said to maintain these vicAvs. On the return of the Jews, the coming tribulation,
the advent of the Lord as the hope of
the church, the millennial reign, and the
restitution of all things, the author is clear
and faithful.
T H E CORONATION HYMNAL is edited by
Drs. Gordon and Pierson. We have
great pleasure in commending it to all of
our readers. It has no superior for general church purposes.
To pastors AA'ho Avish to develop congregational singing in their churches, the
"Coronation H y m n a l " offers special inducements. Its principal editor. Dr. A.
J. Gordon, Avas an enthusiast on the subject, and brought the service of song to
such perfection in his own church (the
Clarendon Street Baptist Church, Boston)
that it is a delight to visiting strangers, as
well as to the regular worshipers.
His plan Avas to compile a hymnal
Avhich should serve equally Aveh for prayer
meeting, Bible school, church and family
worship. This is an important consideration, for if the hymns are sung at the
m.id-Aveek prayer meeting, there is a large
company prepared to lead the singing on
Sunday. Moreover, it makes the expense of furnishing hymn books very
much less to have a book thus adapted to
every service held by the church.
The Hymns on the Holy Spirit, as
would be expected in a book of Dr. Gordon's, are unusually rich.
The Resurrection and related themes
like the Coming of the Lord, have fuller
treatment than in any other hymnal
with Avhich we are acquainted. No mis-
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sionary meeting can afford to be Avithout
Dr. Gordon's own hymn, " O Church of
God, Behold at Last," and the many
other original or familiar hymns Avhich
the book contains. The hymns with
chorus are a very special feature of the
hymnal, and are raarvehously adapted to
kindle the spirit of song in a congregation.
HOME FOR AGED CHRISTIANS.—We

are

asked to say a kind Avord for this Home
located at 308 Brookline street, Carabridge, and Ave do so gladly. We knoAv
it is economically managed, that it gives
a comfortable home to many needy
saints and it is supported by voluntary
contributions. Donation Day is Oct. 2 i
and anything AVUI be gratefully acknoAvledged by the assistant treasurer, Mr. M.
E. Abbott, 572 Br'dAvay, So. Boston, Mass.

Mbo will Help.
We send the Watchward and Truth to a
large number of Missionaries through the
generosity of some home readers. Here is
a sample of what we often receive. We AVUI
send for one dollar two copies of our Magazine to any address designated by the doner.

To R. C. CAMERON, ESQ.

Mv Dear Sir:
For some years I have
been the happy receiver of your valuable
paper " T h e Watchword" the expenses
of which Avas defrayed by some kind friend,
Avhose subscription, I take it, has not been
renewed, as I note you have marked on
the recent numbers received that same is
overdue. I am very sorry for this, and
must ask you to kindly stop sending the
paper, unless you knoAv of sorae one Avho
would kindly undertake to continue to pay
the subscription on my behalf.
I shall be very sorry to lose the perusal
of your paper, as it is very helpful, and
has proved itself to be a real stimulus to
us in this far off corner of the Master's
Harvest Field, over, and over again ; but
owing to so many calls, and the great fall in
silver Avhich has affected us very much, I
am sorry to be obhged to ask you to stop its
coming, unless some arrangement to guarantee your subscription is forthcoming.
Thanking you very much for the three
copies of this year's edition Avhich I have
received, and wishing you every success
in your work for our Lord.
Believe me, Yours in our coming King.
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ALL MONEV DUE FOR THE WATCHWORD
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II.

WE very much regret that no acknowledgment was made in the last issue of our
indebtedness to Northfield Echoes for
several addresses given at the Northfield
Conference this summer.
One dollar
sent to Delevan Pierson, E. Northfield,
Mass., will purchase a complete report
and it is unusually rich this year.
A Buffalo paper calls Goldwin Smith and A. D. White '' disciples
of despair." It complains that these men
in high places, teaching a doctrine of
despair are the most vicious in American
life—that Anarchists are harmless as compared with the men who fail in " cherishing the American spirit"—that they
have treason in their heads if not in their
hearts. For our own part we are inclined
to think they are above the ordinary level
and see very clearly the coming crash of
all human devices and human faiths
apart from God. After waiting in vain
for man to find out God during thousands
of years, He was revealed in grace through
Jesus Christ.
God is now waiting for
man to try every experiment at self-government and when all has failed " He
shall come whose right it is to rule."
Then shall righteousness cover the earth
as the waters do the great deep, and then
shall peace and the administration of
justice prevail over the whole earth. Until then we must patiently endure and
wait, and pray for all that are in authority,
and push on our evangelization to greater
results. But we are not cast down or in
despair. We look beyond this wreck to
the coming triumph. And it will not be
long. Be of good cheer.
DESPAIR.

ALL MONEY DUE ON THE WATCHWORD
AND TRUTH SHOULD BE SENT TO 7 I 9 TREMONT BUILDING, BOSTON.

AT NO TIME COULD OUR SUBSCRIBERS

help us more than Now, by sending the
money due on subscription. A dollar is
not much to you, but many hundreds,
and even thousands DUE NOW, is a very
great deal to us. Please make a little effort at once and let us hear from you.

THANKS. One of the most pleasing
things connected with the union of
Watchword and Truth, is the large number of letters from old subscribers to The
Truth expressing their gratification that
the testimony is to be kept alive. There
has not been a single note of complaint.
Several have sent in their renewals in advance; not a few have sent in new names
of those who might become interested,
and a large number have written to express the hope that their paper might be
continued on account of their subscription to The Truth. A few have expressed
the desire to have " NOTES BY THE WAY "
continued. This wish will be gratified
after January next. For all of which we
cheerfully offer our thanks. ,
Now put us under fresh obligation by
extending our circulation and by renewing your subscriptions promptly.

IF any of our friends could send us
the September-October number of the
WATCHWORD for 1897 it would be esteemed a great favor. The demand was
so great for it that our supply has been
exhausted.
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Bishop Sessums of the Episcopal Church, Louisiana,
has outdone the broadest of the Broad
Church party. In a recent sermon, he is
charged by about fifty ministers, to have
abandoned almost every essential element
in the Christian faith.
T H E APOSTASY SPREADS.

The leading counts are that he denied the divinity of Christ and reduced the worship of the
Divine Being to a mere fetish; that he denied
the fall of man from primitive holiness, and expressly denied the redemption of the human race
by His blood, saying that His sacrifice was
merely to be used as the influence of a good example; the open disavowal of any judicial process against sinners, and the denial of a belief in
future punishment.

When the blind lead the blind then
both must fall into the ditch.
HENRY GEORGE. This remarkable man
had a funeral service unlike anything in
history since the Reformation—a Catholic
priest, an Anglican rector and a Protestant minister jointly conducted the service. The Catholic priest, still more marvellous to say, forgot all about Purgatory
and said of Mr. George, " He has now
gone to Heaven." That was more than
any priest ventured to say about Pope
Pius the Ninth of fragrant memory.
Declaring that he did not wish to be irreverent, this priest said in the course of
an eloquent address, " There was a man
sent from God and his name was Henry
George." Perhaps this priest spoke more
wisely than he knew. When men were
raving like maniacs over the progress of
this nineteenth century, Henry George
called a halt, showing that it all ended in
poverty, ignorance, degradation and sin
for the toiling masses. Unfortunately
men did not turn to the Word of God for
instruction. Instead of that they began
to plan and agitate fox reforms in the
ownership of land and in the source of
governmental revenue. Henry George
showed the need of a totally different
system of government and that will come
when Jesus comes and not before.

The two greatest demands of the hour
are the liberal giver and winner of souls.
Given these in the individual church, there
will be occasions for spiritual rejoicing
over pastors sustained, church improvements made, and sinners saved.

AND

TRUTH.

MISSIONS. The Rev. Mr. Greenhough of
England has said some things aboutMissions
recently that are wise and very " otherwise." He is evidently a thoughtful man,
limited in his perception because he does
not have in his heart the light of prophetic
truth which shines in a squalid place. He
has changed very much,however, for the better since he broke the heart of Mr. Spurgeon by his sermon before the Baptist Union some years ago. Let us hope that he
may turn his attention to prophetic truth.
The most successful missions without exception
have been those in which the laborer lived among
the people, in constant intercourse with them;
finding all his interests in his work, finding nearly
his only society there, taking part in all the concerns, and sharing, as far as possible, in the daily
. lot of those around him. The signal triumphs of
the Gospel among the Negroes of the West Indies
and the aborigines of the Pacific Islands, are in
a large measure attributable to this fact. There
the missionary has been father, brother, friend,
adviser and almost everything, to the people of
his charge.
Without this in some measure, the work is always disappointing. When, as is the custom in
some parts of India and China, the missionary
has his residence in the European quarter, forming part of that superior society which is separated
by a wide gulf from the heathen population, and
only coming into contact with the people on his
preaching excursions, the results are not, and
never can be, satisfactory. Our Saviour wrought
His healings not so much by word of mouth as
by going close up to the sufferer, laying on His
hands, and lifting him up ; and thereby He indicated the mode of action which His servants
should follow.
It is often urged, as an argument against this
closer contact, that the missionary cannot bring
up a family in the midst of the unhealthy and immoral surroundings of the native quarters, and
that he must, for the sake of his children, live
away from his work.
But this is surely making personal interests of
more importance than his work ; and, moreover,
one of the most cogent reasons for the preference
given to a married over a celibate missionary is
the immense force of example and elevating influence given by the exhibition to the heathen of
Christian domestic life.
In fact, not a few of the earnest supporters of
missions think that the whole question of missionaries' marriages needs to be re-examined and set
on firmer ground. They are far from wishing to
enforce celibacy on any; they recognize the great
value of the wife's separate work where she is in
a position to do it, and they sympathize with the
lonely missionary in his longing for companionship ; but they judge that when a missionarj''s
work lies in places where he cannot have his wife
and children along with him, when, on account
of climate or other causes, the children have to
be separated from him and sent home, often with
their mother accompanying, it would be better for
his work, and far less costly, to remain single.
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A society should always have at least a small
proportion of its agents in that condition, to undertake pioneer work and go where the married
man cannot go without breaking up all domestic
ties. To this end some of the societies have already extended the period during which a new
missionary is required to remain single, and it is
probable that the other societies will slowly move
in the same direction.

The heroic self-sacrifice of another gen-eration of missionaries is what is now
coming as the next thing in missions.
WHAT MUST I Do To

BE SAVED.

In

the days of the Apostles this was readily
answered. Peter at Pentecost in urging
a change of attitude toward Christ whom
the Jews had crucified said, " Repent and
be baptized, every one of you, for the remission of sins and ye shall receive the
gift of the Holy Ghost." To the Gentile
audience in the house of Cornelius he said
" T o Him (Christ) gave all the prophets
witness that through His name, whosoever believeth on Him, shall have the
remission of sins."
Paul to a promiscuous multitude at Antioch in Pisidia
said : " Be it known unto you, therefore,
brethren, that through this man is preached
unto you remission of sins, and by him,
every one that believeth is justified from
all things." To the Philippian jailor he
said "Believe on the Lord Jesus and thou
shalt be saved." This was simple, direct,
and according to Scripture. It reached
•down to the lost condition of the worst of
men. But how various and confusing the
answers of the present day. " Resolve to
"be a man," says one, "try to do better,"
says another, "join the church," says a
third, " go to your knees and pray," says a
fourth, " turn over a new leaf," says the
next, and Mr. Mills says, " add ethics to
your religion."
But a Boston minister
has eclipsed them all with his stupid
darkness : " throw yourselves into this infinite Christ principle, into this infinite
law of the spiritual kingdom, into this divine imperative of the universe and become the very children and personal presentrnents of the cross, and thou shalt be
saved."
High, presto !
Here you have it!
This is the end to which culture comes !
What a pity Paul and Peter could not
have been educated in Boston.
Poor
Paul! Poor Peter !

AND

TRUTH.
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HE WILL S O O N COME.

T

HE signs preceding the coming of
the Lord are multiplying. Amongst
others illuminating the sky, is the
increased study of prophetic truth by
thoughtful and scholarly men. Sir Isaac
Newton used to say that, " about the time
of the end, in all probability, a body of men
will be raised up who will turn their
attention to the prophecies and insist upon
their literal interpretation amid much
clamour and opposition." If this greatest
of all the philosophers was right surely we
have reached the time indicated by him.
Presumably his prediction was based upon
Daniel 12 : 4. The prophet says at " the
time of the end many shall run to and fro,
and knowledge shall be increased." Dr.
Tregelles, in his invaluable book on Daniel
inclines to the belief that this passage
points to the many students who will press
into every nook and corner of the Bible
and increase knowledge by diligent research, rather than to the extensive travel
and study in every part of the world.
Both may be meant and both lines of
study are plainly manifest before the eyes
of every observer at this present hour.
It is not so generally known as it ought
to be that Mr. Spurgeon, " a man greatly
beloved," like Daniel, was a firm behever
in the pre-millennial coming of the Lord.
He grew more intense in this conviction
as he came near to the end of his days.
The last address he ever gave to his students closes with these words :
" Once more, dear friends, our relation
and position to our Lord is that of waiting
for His coming. I do not know how far
most of you are warmly affected toward
the blessed truth of the Second Advent;
but I trust that many of you believe it and
are enlivened by faith in it. This great
hope is gaining ground among lovers of
evangelical doctrine. At first, ministers
seemed half afraid of this grand belief, because of the fanaticism which is supposed
to grow out of it. Certain charlatans also
do great harm by pretending to know the
day and the hour when the Lord will come.
Times and seasons are not with us, but
the Lord will come. He is on His way
even now, for He says, ' I am coming
quickly.'
Our Lord may come right
soon; certain signs raise our hopes very
high. The love of many waxes cold, and
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TURKEY.
the devil is doubly busy; and this last is
ANY hasty things were written at
no doubtful sign. When you see a farmer
the beginning of the war between
beginning to burn the gates, and break
Turkey and Greece.
Nearly
down the hedges, and unroof the bams,
and so on, you say, * That fellow's lease is every paper that treats of prophetic quesrun out.' Satan has great wrath when he tions predicted the overthrow of the Otknows that his titne is short. In the case toman Empire and the triumph of Greece.
of the demoniac child, we read, ' As he The result has been sadly different. Greece
was yet. a-coming the devil threw him has been completely humiliated, and Turdown and tare him.' He knew that he key, with a standing army of 700,000
was about to be expelled, and so did his men, and astute statesmen, able to cope
worst. The double veiling of the heavens with the ablest men of Europe, stands
only brings on that darkest part of the rather for the athlete than for the " sick
night which precedes the dawn of day. man " of the nations. This hasty preWhen the tale of bricks is doubled Moses diction affords an opportunity to point out
appears, and the same is true of our still a very important principle in the intergreater Deliverer. Let us take courage, and pretation of prophecy.
be of good heart; for while we lift Christ
It is of fundamental importance that
on high, and glorify His name. He is on we recognize the three lines along which
the way to take up the quarrel of His prophetic Scriptures run. Since the days
covenant, and rout His foes."
of the Apostles God has recognized three
In a similar strain John Milton poured separate and distinct circles of men in
out his soul in prayer for the return of the some sort of organic union. These are
Lord to take to Himself His great power " the Jew, the Nations, and the Church
and set up His kingdom upon the earth. of God." As the Jews have existed since
Oh, it was these great men, with great the days of Moses, there are prophecies
thoughts and great hearts—men profound- concerning their part on the stage of life
ly humbled before God and deeply in sym- as far back as the Penteteuch. Indeed,
pathy with suffering man—these were the in Deuteronomy, the whole of their presmen who took hold of " the appearing of ent status is so clearly stated that it almost
the glory of the great God and our Saviour seems like history written in advance.
Jesus Christ."
The Nations, however, in the sense of
It is your men of Hmited knowledge, having world-wide dominion over the
limited study of the Bible, limited sympa- earth, did not begin until the days of
thies with the world-rejected Lord and Nebuchadnezzar, when, according to Jerthe devil-ridden world, that speak lightly emiah, the " sovereignty " was taken from
of this most stupendous event now at the the Jews and given to them. Here, for
very threshold of our existence.
Let ev- the first time, prophetic Scripture begins
ery soul oin in the touching prayer of the to deal with the course and crisis of the
most majestic of all the poets, John Mil- Nations outside of Israel. Thus far,
ton :
everything in that sphere of human life
"Come, O Thou that hast the seven Stars in
has been exactly as predicted. There reThy right hand, appoint Thy chosen priests, acmains much, however, to be fulfilled. The
cording to their orders and courses of old, to
other circle of mankind included in a
minister before Thee, and duly to dress and pour
out the consecrated oil into Thy holy and ever
separate line of prophecy is the course
burning lamps. Thou hast sent out the spirit of
which the professed Church, that is,
prayer upon Thy servants over all the earth to this
Christendom, shall take clear up to the
effect, and stirred up their voices as the sound of
Return of the Lord. The thirteenth
many waters about Thy throne. . . Seeing the
power of thy grace is not passed away with the
chapter of Matthew details in Parable,
primitive times as the fond and faithless men
the Epistles to the Thessalonians, to Timimagine, but Thy Kingdom is now at hand, and
othy and Titus, and the First Epistle of
Thou art standing at the door. Come forth out
John make known in direct teaching, and
of Thy royal chambers, O Prince of all the kings
of the earth; put on the visible robes of Thy
the second and third chapters of Revelaimperial majesty, take up that unlimited sceptre
tion, probably, set forth in symbol the
•which Thy Almighty Father hath bequeathed
course
of Christendom. It it useless to
Thee; for now the voice of Thy bride calls
turn to the Old Testament for a single
Thee, and all creatures sigh to be renewed."
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word concerning the Church.
The
Church did not exist at that time, except
in the purpose of God, and that purpose
was kept in silence—hidden—" from all
ages and generations," until it was dimly
indicated by our Lord, and afterwards
" revealed unto his holy apostles and
prophets in the spirit." No Old Testament prophecy applies to the church.
Now it is further to be borne in mind
that the prophecies in the Old Testament
and in the New, which speak of the course
and end of the Nations, do not tell how
these nations reach their final condition—
they only make known their divisions,
their form of government, the principles
which control their action, the source and
centre of their authority, their abandonment of Christ, and their acceptance of
the Antichrist. Amongst other things it
is clearly revealed that the old Roman
Empire will be revived with Ten Kings,
under one great Emperor, having a government which gives ruler and ruled a
share in its administration. It is also
plainly and definitely revealed that four
of the divisions of the Roman Empire
will correspond to those into which the
dominions of Alexander the Great were
divided amongst his generals upon his
death. It happens that most of the territory covered by the Alexandrian empire
is now under Turkish rule. Hence we
know without doubt that Turkey must,
sooner or later, come to an end, and that
four kingdoms will come up out of her
ruins. There are now, exclusive of Turkey, six kingdoms on the territory occupied by Rome, from Scotland to the Persian gulf. As soon as theseyfez/rcorae up
out of the Ottoman Empire, then the
last condition of the Nations will have
been reached, provided they have a federal head. Then, " i n the days of these
kings, will the God of Heaven set up a
kingdom, which shall never be destroyed,
nor shall the sovereignty thereof be left
to another people "—it shall have no successor on earth.
From this it will be seen how easy it
was to jump to the conclusion that the
hour of Turkey's dissolution had come.
That hour shall come, but no one knows
when, nor how it will be brought about.
It is very evident to all careful observers
of " the signs of the times " that for the
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past seventy years there has been a steady
march towards the formation of four distinct governments over this eastern territory. Greece has already risen, and
Egypt, Syria and the region about Constantinople seem to be separate centres,
and nothing can prevent their final division. The Word of God flashes its prophetic light upon this end, but it says
nothing of the steps by which the end is
reached.
HE T H A T W I N N E T H S O U L S IS W I S E .
BY A. J. GORDON.
NO. 2.
We need wisdom to tmderstand the Gospel.

W

E cannot be too careful to remember that the Gospel and human
nature correspond to each other
as exactly as the impression corresponds to
the die, and this is its greatest glory, for this
correspondence is not one of mere likeness,
but of adaptation. As the casting is precisely like the mould, yet its exact opposite, so Christianity, the revealed love of
God, poured glowing and moulten into
the deep needs of humanity, took permanent shape from those needs. The
depressions of nature appearing in the
elevations of grace, the hollows and
chasms of sin being answered by the
fullness and loftiness of redemption, and
so there is an exact and unchangeable
and eternal fitness in Christianity to meet
all the wants and woes of our fallen humanity. If now we understand the Gospel, we shall know how to supplement
our knowledge of human nature with just
the provisions that the wisdom of God
has ordained, and too much stress can not
be laid upon the idea. There are a great
many pseudo Gospels in vogue, gospels
that are not so much false as misconceptions of the truth, but none the less
adapted to meet the demands of sinners.
Let us understand the truth then, first of
all in regard to the religion of Jesus
Christ; that it has an immediate api)lication to every conceivable condition of
man. It is able to meet them at the zero
point of their degeneracy, and does not
require that they should raise themselves
through certain degrees of improvement
and betterment before it can help them.
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There is no yawning depth of sin, too
deep to be sounded by the plummet of
the cross. Aye, to be sounded immediately without previous filling up of the
depths of human experience.
Now, I believe that the most obvious
fact which the knowledge of man reveals
to us is the weakness of human nature.
This oftener lies at the root of sin than a
willful determination to do wickedly.
Depravity, in other words, is more negative than positive, and sin is more frequently the rush of evil into the vacuum of
a soul that is empty of goodness, than the
bursting out of evil from a soul that is
filled with badness. Few men are drunkards, defaulters or libertines, because they
deliberately wish to be, but because they
are so weak and so enslaved by passion or
lust that they have not strength to help
being such. This is no palliation of sin,
however, let it be remembered. But it
does show what kind of a gospel we
need and what kind of a gospel we
have with vv^hich to meet the difficulty.
" For when we were yet without strength,
Christ died for the ungodly."
Oh,
blessed truth, the gospel does not meet us
half way merely. It comes the whole
way to meet us. It does not wait till
we get strong enough to take a good hold
of it before it hfts us up. It says that if
we will only signify our willingness to be
saved by a cork of accepting faith, it will
lay hold of us and save us.
Brethren,
let us glory in the fact of the gospel and
make the most of it, that it is strength
and lays hold on weakness and not the
demand that weakness shall lay hold on
strength; and so it often happens when
some poor sinner lies wounded and half
dead from the assaults of overpowering
temptation, that the priest of formalism
comes along, and seeing nothing in the
man that can take hold of his creed or
ritual passes by on the other side, and
the levite of mere reform, who finding
no strength of will or resolution to reform in the fallen one passes by on the
other side; that then the good Samaritan
of the gospel comes, and pouring oil and
wine into his wounds, even the purple
wine of the cross, and the Holy anointing of the spiiit lifts him up and carries
him in the inn of salvation, where Christ
pays all expenses.
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Let us know that the first, the greatest,,
the only announcement we have to make
to the sinner is " Believe on the Lord
Jesus Christ, and thou shalt be saved."
It is not the possibilities you see in a
man or the strength you can develop
out of a man, but the hearty, self distrustful, self surrendering acceptance of Jesus
Christ as wisdom, strength and righteousness that constitutes the ground of salvation.
If we are wise in the gospel we
shall neither halve this truth with the
moralist or double it with the legalist..
We shall neither concede that it is such
a quality of faith as constitutes it a good
work that makes it acceptable, nor such
an addition to faith of prolonged exercise
of mind and conscience as makes one
worthy to be saved by it, that makes it
saving. No, it is Christ and Christ only
that saves, and the most tremulous look
that sees Him as a living Saviour, and the
most timid casting of oneself on Him as a
personal Saviour, is a life look and a life
help.
And let us be wise on another point of
the gospel if we would win souls, viz.: the
immediateness of the salvation to the believing sinner.
Recall the unvarying
phraseology of the promise made to
faith. " He that believeth on the Son
HATH everlasting hfe,"—not shall have
but hath. Every promise of God to the
sinner is payable on demand. No ninety
days or ninety hours from date. H e who
is in the eternal present, the infinite I AM,
utters the subhme " hath eternal life."'
" H e that believes is born of God " and
he that is born has begun to breathe ; and
he that breathes has the whole ownership
of heaven and earth as his reservoir of
life. His power of respiration will increase by use but his fund of life is infinite to start with and cannot be augmented.
3. Wise to bring the gospel to bear on
men.
The two facts, the soul and salvation
may be comprehended by us, but the
achievement of success is only won when
we have matched the one to the other and
secured the grand result—a saved soul.
Here my brethren we touch the vital
point, the very inmost secret of christian
effectiveness. Do you know how to bring
the gospel to bear on the soul ? If you
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do you are master of the highest art in
divine workmanship. The theologian who
has analyzed, labelled every doctrine of
Christianity, and the philosopher who has
explored every labyrinth of human nature and gauged its every instinct and
passion, may each of them be equally impotent in the work of saving souls. But
the man or woman who, holding the
promise of eternal hfe in one hand, can
with the other, so press open the secret
springs of the will, either by persuasion
or argument or tears, as to constrain it to
accept Jesus Christ,—has done a greater
work than ever was wrought by a human
being. He has covered " a multitude of
sins and saved a soul from death."
I would, brethren, above all things else
that we might become masters of this
divine art. For this two things are indispensable, the one that we should be intensely alive to the peril of unchristian
men. That easy skepticism that smooths
away the doctrine of perdition removes,
at the same time, the arm that should
seek to snatch men from it. I will not
bhnk it or qualify it for fear of offence. It
needs a hand inured to the fire to pluck
men as brands from the burning.
And the other requirement is this : a
heart always warm and glowing with the
love of Jesus. Do, I beseech you, be diligent in improving opportunities—strike
while the iron is hot. Ay more, both irons
must be hot if you would weld. Surely it
takes a wise man to win souls, and a man
all aglow with the love manifested in the
death of the Son of God.
CONSECRATION.
BY A. A. REES.

Lord, hast Thou any work for me?
Then "work in me " to do it;
The path of duty let me see,
And help me to pursue i t :
If the work be great or small,
At my Lord and Saviour's call,
Obediently I'd take it;
If the path be up or down.
Near where precipices frown.
Or along the meadows green,
Or the hedge-bank flowers between,
Wide or narrow, smooth or rough,
'Tis Thy path—and that's enough ;
And never I'd forsake it ;
'Tis good since Thou didst make it.
For Thee I serve, my chosen Lord ;
Thy will I take, for Thy dear sake,
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And deem Thy service pleasant;
Like virtue, 'tis its own reward.
And ever is in sweet accord
With my will acquiescent.
Let not this be mere song and rhyme,
But let it with my feelings chime.
The shadow—is the sound and sense.
T h e body is—EXPERIENCE;.

THE "BABYLON" AND THE
" BEAST."
BY W. I. ERDMAN.

I

N the gospels and epistles " Babylon"
or the " Woman " is not named, but
the church is warned against worldliness which is essentially the spirit of Babylonianism. In the Apocalypse she is seen
in form and system as a great dominating
power controlling the kings and nations of
the world. She is, however, separable from
and not the same as the Beast. Worldliness
may deny the truth of God in practice, and
yet retain it in confession; but the Beast
or Lawless One sets aside all the truth and
laws of God. His sin is lawlessness, denying all law divine and human. The
Worldliness is still religious, but the Lawlessness is atheistic. It is not of the spirit
of worldliness Paul writes in his earliest
epistles, but of the mystery of lawlessness
and its consummate manifestation m the
Man of Sin. The falling away or revolt he
predicts is from the truth of the incarnation of God in the Lord Jesus, and its related truths. The Lie takes the place of
the Truth. Likewise John foretells the
same denial of Jesus as the Christ, the
Life Eternal, on the part of one especially, many preceding him, called the Antichrist, the Liar. In the writings of John,
the " world " is man as fallen and opposed
to God ; its final outcome is Antichristian
Lawlessness ; and the Lie of the Antichrist
is the last and fullest expression of the
nature and spirit of the world as wholly in
opposition, and unalterably contrary to
God, and to God as incarnate in Jesus
Christ. Both Paul and John speak of the
hidden inworking of this spirit as already
in the world, but not in their day had the
Antichrist yet appeared. As a broad rule
it is written by John : " Who is he that
overcometh the world but he that believeth
that Jesus is the Christ? I John 5 :5.
It is the world as antichristian in its spirit
and its lies that is to be overcome; world-
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liness in its full manifestation is antichristian, and heads up at last in the Antichrist,
the Beast, the World-god, the Lawless
One.
This worldliness and lawlessness, though
related, are not identical. When the two
are seen associated in the visions of the
Apocalypse in their final form, they are
after all viewed as distinct from each other.
The Beast is not the Woman; he is not
the head of an ecclesiastical system, but
of an imperial alliance of kings who destroy the Woman that once subordinated
them to her purposes; and these all with
the Beast outlive her, and in due time go
their own way to destruction.
Whatever views may be held of the
Babylon and the Beast, this much is clear,
that the Woman is a religious ecclesiastical power, and the Beast a secular and
imperial; that the Woman is destroyed by
the Beast and his alhed kings, and then
the Beast sets up his sole authority; that
the Woman, " drunken with the blood of
the saints and with the blood of the martyrs of Jesus," was a persecuting power
before the Beast became one; that the
martyrs slain by the Woman lived before
those slain by the Beast, and therefore are
not the same; that the martyrs of the
Beast are those of the Great Tribulation
in the time of the Beast. The falling
away from the Truth, pervading all the
previous years, shall be followed in their
end by the delusion of the Lie, the apostasy preceding the Apostate as the Woman
precedes the Beast. The spirit of lawlessness working through the times of the
Gentiles, and concealed in religious forms
and pious professions, and accommodating
itself to the changing moods and moulds
of civilization and governments, shall at
their close emerge and embody itself in
one self-deifying Man of Sin ; in brief, the
Woman belongs to times of will worship,
commandments and traditions of men,
and to seasons hard to endure on the part
of the godly, when many shall have the
form of godliness but deny its power;
while the Beast belongs to the end of such
days when even forms of godliness shall no
longer be feigned or found among men
now become wholly earthly and lawless.
The symbol of each is significant, a
Babylonian Woman is a worldly church, a
religious system without a divine centre
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and source of life and unity, having the
form of godliness but without its power,
and an imperial Beast is an autocratic
worid power, not only without God, but
deifying man; and so, attempting in the
close of the times of the Gentiles through
the instigation of the Devil, the old Serpent, to realize the primal lie, "Ye shall
be as Gods."
The tendency of the Church is toward
worldliness, the tendehcy of the State towards independence of divine laws; the
former makes less of God and more of the
worid, the latter more of man and nothing
of God; their characteristic name " they
that dwell on the earth ;" they have setded
down.
As to the punishment of each, it is meet
the worldly church should be destroyed by
the world power; and the counterfeit god
by the Lord Jesus, the Word of God, the
King of Zion.
The end of the Babylonian system and
the close of the Laodicean period appear
to coincide, her fall as a church being
two-fold, first, moral through loss of her
unworldly spirit; then, as a system through
the hatred of the world power; and it
may be at last as a representative city
through the judgments of God. The seer on
Patmos beholds her as an inheriting all the
past of sin and of judgment: " And in her
was found the blood of prophets, and of
saints, and of all that were slain upon the
earth." Rev. i8 124; Matt. 23 :35.
It is also clear from the word concerning the " Babylon," that the people of God
in her are called to leave her, lest they receive of her plagues ; that the nations and
kings which once sustained her, drinking
of " the wine of her fornication," have
suffered great national troubles on her account, (" by the wine of the wrath of her
fornication are fallen;") and that maddened by her arrogance and extortions
they at last utterly destroy her. This is
a picture of the historic past; it may be a
prophecy of the time of the end, for the
Woman and the Beast may be intended
to be seen in the Revelation as of the
time of the end, each in full and final
form.
The false church survives until the time
of the Beast, and the Beast as the Antichrist merges at last into the False Chris
in special relations to Israel,
But there
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are those also in heaven to whom the
greeting comes, " Rejoice over her, thou
heaven, and ye holy apostle and proph' ets, for God hath avenged you on her."
18 :20. " And after these things I heard
a great voice of much people in heaven
saying. Alleluia!
Salvation, and glory,
and honor, and power unto the Lord our
God : for true and righteous are his judgments : for he hath judged the great whore
which did corrupt the earth with her fornication, and hath avenged the blood of
his servants at her hand."
The events concerning the Woman and
the Beast are thus related as follows : i.
The preaching of the truth and this soon
accompanied by a hidden inworking spirit
of denial, and also by a spirit of manifest
worldliness. 2. The times of great wars
and sorrows, and these as coincident with
the overthrow of the Woman, and with
the blasphemous denial of all the truth she
once professed to hold. 3. The sole
power of the Beast and his kings and the
Great Tribulation under him, who will
draw to himself deluded Gentiles who
obeyed not the truth, and proud Jews who
have for centuries been the historic exponent of the denial that Jesus is Christ, the
Son of God, the King of Israel.
JEHOVAH.
BY REV. DR. BULLINGER.

M

ANY are the opinions as to the
original pronunciation and essential meaning of this sacred Ineffable Name. No one can tell us what the
original pronunciation of the word Yehovak was. The Jews have from time immemorial, regarded it with the most profound reverence, and have invested the
four letters Y H V H with sacred awe.
Throughout the Hebrew Bible whenever
the word occurs by itself, it has not its
own vowel-points, but those belonging to
the word ADoNal (Lord), thus, YeHoVaH. And when the two words, Adonai
Yehovah, occur together, Yehovah has the
vowel-points which belong to ELoHiM
(God) ; thus, YeHoViH. I n j h e English
Bible the distinction is preserved by putting " Lord" for Adonai, and " God " for
Yehovah.
Yehovah is the proper name by which
God revealed Himself to His covenant
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people, and by which He was ktiozun to
them as the one who had entered into
covenant with them. It means not so
much He who is, as is the case with YAH,
as He 7vho will be—the Coming One, the
one who will come to fulfil His original
covenant promise which reaches to the
end of all, viz. : the final crushing of the
serpent's head, and the final salvation of
His people. His name, Yehovah, is the
pledge of all this.
Yehovah is, therefore, first, and emphatically the God of Israel, just as Chemosh
was the god of Moab. He is not called
Yehovah as the creator of the world, but
as standing in a covenant relation to His
people whom He had created: " Thou
shalt say unto the children of Israel, Yehovah hath sent me unto you; this is My
name for ever" (Ex. 111. 13, 15).
No wonder Pharaoh did not know Him.
He says he did not. Yet he knew that
the Israelites had a God, just as the Egyptians had. But he says, " Who is Yehovah ! I know not Yehovah" (Ex. v. 2 ;
vm. 10).

The name Yehovah contains no allusion
to creation, power, lordship, mastery, or
rule ; nor, as we have said to the Self-existent One; but it denotes the Coming
One. He who will forever be the hope of
His people who know His name, and put
their trust in Him He is His own revealer
of Himself in grace and redemption.
Hence the name is never used by nonIsraelites except in answer to an Israelite
(as in Pharaoh's answer to Moses, taking
up his words), or as indicating a belief in
the true God (as in the case of Rahab,—
Josh. II. 9-12; Naaman,—2 Kings v. 17,
18), or in contempt (as Sennacherib,—2
Kings XIX. 22), or for some other special
reason.
Especially is the name used when Yehovah puts Himself in contrast with other
objects of worship. See Ex. xx. 2, 3 :
" I am Yehovah thy Elohim, . . . thou
shalt have none other gods before Me."
Hence it is that a possessive pronoun
can be used with Elohim, God, but not
with Yehovah. It can be said, " My
God," " T h y God," " O u r God," but it
could not be said, " My Yehovah," or
" Our Yehovah," because Yehovah means
" My God," So we have again and again :
" Yehovah my God," " Yehovah thy God,"
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" Yehovah our God." What does all this But they have not been taught and made
imply, if not this, that the person or per- to know what it means by a blessed expesons who use these expressions stand in a rience. It is the word used in Ps. CXLIV.
very special relation to the God whom 3. " What is man that thou takest knowlthey thus know. How beautifully this edge of him." It is the word in Prov. iii.
comes out in Ps. c. 3. " Know ye that 6. " In all thy ways acknowledge Him."
Yehovah, He is God : it is He that hath It is the word used of Yehovah's knowlmade US, and His we are, WE are His edge of His people and of their knowledge
people." So also in Ps. CXLIV. 15. "Hap- of Him.
py is that people whose God is Yehovah."
And now, for the purpose of marking
Yehovah is the immutable one : " I am your Bibles and knowing when and where
Yehovah, I change not, therefore ye sons we have this Ineffable Name, it will be
of Jacob are not consumed " (Mai. ni. 6). sufficient to remember that in all cases
And His name expresses the continuity of where we have the word LORD, thus, in capHis dealings with His people, it marks the ital letters and where we have the word G O D
unchangeableness of His promises, and in capital letters it stands for Jehovah, and
contains the whole revelation of His we are so to read it and understand it.
goodness and mercy, His righteousness
and judgment. All this gathers round the
JEW A N D GENTILE.
name Yehovah.
BY W . W . ANDREWS.
Now in Exod. vi. 3, God says to Moses,
" I am Yehovah: and I appeared unto
ILL you permit me, in this and
Abraham, unto Isaac, and unto Jacob by
a following paper to state certhe name of El-Shaddai, but by my name
tain facts and principles which
Yehovah was I not known to them."
seem to me to be fundamental ?
Some are stumbled when they find that
1. The tribes of Israel have the inthe Patriarchs did know and use the word defeasible ritle to the land of Palestine
Yehovah. But the explanation lies in the and the city of Jerusalem.
fact that the word rendered "know" in
2. The promise of the land was first
this verse means more than to know of, or given to Abraham and his seed for an
be acquainted with : it means to know by everlasting possession (Gen. 17 : 8 ) .
experience I to feel, to be sensible of. And
3. This promise was often renewed^
this was the fact. The patriarchs knejt\ of especially to David, to whom also a Son
the Name, and, of course, knew of God's was promised who should sit in the
covenant with them, but He had not throne of his kingdom forever (2d Sam.
taught them all that was involved in that 7 : 1 2 - 1 3 ) .
name.
4. That Son (of whom Solomon was
What is meant by thus making known only a type) was born ages after, of a
the name of Yehovah may be seen from virgin of the house of David, and in
Judges vm. 16, where Gideon " took the Bethlehem, the city of David, according
elders of the city and thorns of the wil- to the promise (Micah 5 : 2 ) .
derness, and briars, and with them he
5. But he was rejected by the nation
taught (margin, make them to know /) the whom He had come to rule over and
men of Succoth," /. e. to experience the bless, and who, as a righteous judgthorns!
ment lost their temple and city and
In Gen. xviii. 19, " I know him that he land, and were driven forth to be wanwill command his children, &c." Here the derers over the face of the earth, which
verb is causative, /. <?., I have taught him, they have been now for more than eighin order that he may, &c.
teen centuries.
So Prov. X. 9. " He that perverteth
6. During this time of their disperhis way shall smart iox it," i. e., shall find sion, the blessings which they refused
out, and feel, and experience and be have been bestowed on other nations—the
taught the bitter consequences of it.
Gentiles—and the institutions of ChrisYes, the ungodly now, may know of the tianity have been planted amongst them.
name Yehovah, they may be acquainted
7- Two great series of events have
with the fact that there is such a word.
thus been running side by side for
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many ages, viz., the dispersion and national ruin of the Jews, and the existence and labors of the Christian
church, the fruit of which is the community of nations called Christendom.
8. This two-fold condition of things
is to come to an end at the same time ;
for our Lord said that Jerusalem should
be trodden down of the Gentiles, not
forever, but until the times of the Gentiles should be fulfilled (Luke 21 : 24).
9. The times of the Gentiles may have
a double significance, pointing to the
duration of the four Gentile monarchies
spoken of by Daniel, or to the allotted
period during which Christianity is doing
its work among the Gentiles.
10. The Christian Dispensation in
which the Jews refused to have part is
for the end of forming the church, which
is to stand in special relation to Christ
the Head as his body, and as the wife
of the Lamb, the Heavenly Bridegroom,
and not to embrace all mankind.
11. While this work is going on, the
Jews remain cast off; but when the
church is completed, and the Lord returns to receive her to Himself to share
with Him His throne and the glory of
His Kingdom, then comes the fulfilment of the promises made to the Jews,
the gathering and re-establishment of
the nation in their own land, and the
re-building of their holy city to be the
joy and praise of all the earth.
12. From Israel thus restored blessings will flow to all the famihes of mankind, and this will be the period of the
world's conversion, when the earth shall
be full of the knowledge of the Lord, as
the waters cover the sea " (Is. 11 19).
13. From the very beginning a twofold coming of Christ has been promished. He was to be the Seed of the
woman, very Man; He was to be a sufferer, whose heel was to be bruised in
the conflict; and He was to come off
victorious as the bruiser of the serpent's
head.
14. His first coming was a fulfilment
of one part of these predictions. He was
born in Bethlehem, of the house of David,
and the seed of Abraham. He was a
man of sorrows, and acquainted with
grief; the soldiers parted His garments
among them, and cast lots for his ves-
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ture ; and on His cross. He cried out in
the words of the prophetic Psalm, " My
God, my God, why hast thou forsaken
me?"
15. But he accomplished no such deliverance as had been promised, except
that by His death He blotted out the
sin of the world, and in His resurrection
gave a pledge of the future resurrection
of mankind. He left the earth, anathematized by the nation he would fain have
saved, and followed by only a little handful of disciples, chiefly of the poorest of
the people. Death still held mankind in
his grasp, and Satan, the original tempter,,
was left to carry on his work of ruin.
16. But he went away leaving behind
Him the promise of returning and charging His disciples to watch always for Him,
He should return, not in humihation and
weakness, but in glory and strength to
finish what He had begun, and to prove
Himself in very truth the Redeemer and
Lord of the fallen creation.
17. His return, according to His own
prediction, should be preceded by " distress of nations with perplexity, the sea
and the waves roaring, men's hearts failing them for fear and for looking after
those things which are coming on the
earth, for the powers of heaven shall be
shaken" (Luke 21 : 25-26) ; and it
should be followed by acts of terrible
judgment on the enemies who should refuse submission to His will.
What is meant by these forerunners
and accompaniments of His coming,
and how far the present condition of
Christendom, and of the Mohammedan
East, has in it lessons of warning will be
the subject of another paper.
LIVING W I T N E S S E S .
BY REV. WALTER B. VASSAR.

T

H E disciples of the Master were to
be men who were to be efficient
witnesses. Not only to be saved
men, but men who by their testimony become the saviours of others. We cannot but suppose that Christ would the
more greatly prize the most efficient witness, even as he gave frequent testimony
to the value of the faithful servant.
In all matters temporal how we look
for the efficient man. So the living wit-
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ness, known and read of all men, is to
Jesus, likely more precious than we know.
If all Christians recognized their responsibility in the kingdom of God—if
they were fully aware of their influence
for or against the faith of their Master—
what a revelation of divine truth in our
hearts and a revolution in our churches
might we not see.
A recently re-issued volume, bearing
the title, "Uncle John Vassar, or The
Fight of Faith," recounts in glowing figures the successes and consecration oi
one of the Lord's humblest servants,
whose hving testimony was the means of
bringing many thousands into the fold of
Jesus. It would be difificult to find a
record of service which better illustrates
the thought of a LIVING WITNESS.
A soul on fire to save souls, and with an
intensity which consumed him, his life is
an example of what we all may become in
witnessing, if we are magnetic in action,
fervent in prayer, convincing in argument,
and resistless in our appeal to men.
And we may not expect to be this if
love for our Lord and Master, and the
souls of men fails to become the passion
of our life. It is related that Uncle John,
coming out of a church where a sermon
had been preached by a noted divine, he,
in taking the arm of a friend, with quivering lips and streaming eyes, said : "Oh,
T
, he never mentioned the name of
Jesus once."
It was his attachment to Jesus, his
Master, which removed his religious life
and activity, far from the weakness of
mere sentiment, rhapsody, or cant, so.
that the influence of the life came upon
you like a strong, fresh breath from the
everlasting hills, and this is the characteristic Jesus meant all his living witnesses
should bear.
And no other being can speak for
Christ, or speak to men. The living witness will be a man of clean integrity,
catholic in spirit, and will possess an enthusiasm that many waters will not quench.
A piety that is characterized by fervor
and fragrance carries influence in our
world, and makes us efficient in carrying
the gospel to every member of the brotherhood of man. All the world thus becomes our parish, and every creature the
object of our solicitude.
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If there would be anything which could
dig the grave of Christianity, 'twould be
for its ministers—its witnesses—to bear
the attitude of professionalism, and if
there is anything more striking in the
record to which we call attention than the
absence of a professional service, we have
missed it in the reading. The following
illustration will as well as any other indicate it. A young man had been coming
night after night to revival meetings, but
would escape to his home before one
could grasp his hand, and Uncle John felt
it was of the greatest importance the fellow be followed up. So going five miles
to where he was employed, and arriving
there at the dinner hour, and on invitation seated at the table, he was
prepared to eat, when seeing the young
man evidently did not mean to appear.
Uncle John excused himself from the
table, hunted through every building on
the farm where a man might hide away^
and when about to give up the search,
found the object of his quest in an old
hogshead which was at the further end of
the corn-crib. Leaping over into those
close quarters, it was but a few minutes
e'er the runaway soul was a rejoicing convert.
Living witnesses will be men, who, not
waiting for opportunities to turn up, will
go in search of them, and bring glory to
their Master. It may not always be by
turning hogsheads into bethels, yet in
manifold ways causing the light to shine
in many a darkened life.
T H O U G H T S ON PSALM

T

: 12-13.

HIS Psalm consists of two divisions,
( i ) vv.i-6, a revelarion in the
heavens of our blessed Lord, " T h e
glory of God," who is symbolized by the
sun therein, the Light of the World, and
of whom the stars speak in their courses
in the Night in the Zodiac, signs of Him
as the Redeemer, and (2) vv. 7-14, in
which is seen His " Servant," The Glory
of God, shining in the Word as " The
Light of the World." Of that Word the
Servant speaks in its varied aspects of Law,
Testimony, Precept, etc., and saith " by
them is Thy Servant enhghtened," etc.
The Hebrew root rendered " w a r n e d "
means to shine, be bright, to overt^pread,
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to enlighten, (Parkhurst Lex.) See Eze.
8 : 2, brightness; Dafi. 12 : ij, shine;
Ex. 18 : 20, teach. God's word was the
source of our Lord's wisdom as the Perfect Man, as He says of Himself by the
Prophet David, Ps. iig: gy-ioo. I deem
it a better word here than " warn." And
now to vv. 12, 13, which read thus, bearing in mind the Servant is magnifying the
Word of God : " Who discerneth its excellencies ? Keep Me pure by (the prefix
mem is often so used) its secrets : Keep
back Thy Servant also from proud or high
things, let them not have dominion over
me; {see Rom. 12: 16 R. V.) Then
shall I be perfect and I shall be clean (or
kept pure, the same word as in verse 12)
from the great Transgressor."
(Bishop
Horsley renders it " the great Apostacy.")
Concerning the word excellencies :—
The Hebrew root is to " luxuriate, increase ;" and as a noun, " great things, or
high, magnificent things." A wandering
luxuriance of a vine branch, or, on the
other hand, of a cUmbing parasite, would
describe the idea; but the context does
not admit of errors or wanderings of an
evil nature in this case, but the luxuriance
of " excellencies," or greatnesses, or exalted things, as setring forth the Servant's
view of the great Word of God. The
root is rendered " g r e a t " in Job 36 : 26,
and " excellent " in j / : 2 j ; " magnify "
in 36 : 24, and " increased " in 12 : 23.
As to the word " secrets," underneath
the letter lieth hid the secret things of
the word. Those and its wonders our
Lord asked, asthe prophet declares of
Him, as the "young m a n " of Ps. 119,
that they might be revealed to Him as
He waited on the Father His Teacher,
Ps. 119 : 18-20. In that Psalm we see
still more than in the 19th how wondrous
and precious the word of God was to our
tlessed Lord, Ps. 119: 129, 131, 103,
etc., etc.
"Transgressor" I deem to be better
than " transgression." I see no particular sense in the great transgression ; what
is it? But the great transgressor or
Apostate was ever dogging His steps. It
is so rendered e. g. in Is. 48 : 8 and in
the plural in Is. 53 : 12, Ps. 51 : 13. It
may be either, but I think the context
suits better with the personal noun. If
otherwise, it may mean rebellion against
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the will of God, as saith Is. 5 1 : 5 , of
Him. These verses read as both A. V.
and R. V. render them, when you reach
them in the tranquil flow of thought preceding, and they appear to be out of all
harmony with the surroundings, like a
snag in a smoothly running stream surrounded with beauty. So some time ago
I took to the Hebrew verses with the
above result of my research; and so I
pass it on to your readers, ad Maforem
Dei gloriam."
Look out for Christ in the Psalms,
whenever the singular personal pronoun
occurs, as our Lord told His Apostles,
Luke 24 : 44, and as Peter told his countrymen on the day of Pentecost, saying
" David speaketh concerning HIM ;" and
we will possess the key not only to a
truer interpretation, but often to a truer
transladon, if aught of the original is
known, because we shall be in touch with
the Holy Spirit.
MARK O'BOURE.

T H E C O V E N A N T S OF SINAI
MOAB.

AND

BY REV. SAMUEL H. WILKINSON.

HE Covenant at Sinai, it will be remembered, was mutually entered
into by two contracting parties—
God and Israel. The keynote of Sinai
was afar off.
The thunders and lightnings, the smoke and cloud, the moimtain
carefully railed off against intruders, revealed to Israel the unapproachable holiness of God. Under such conditions the
terms of the Covenant are proposed by
God Himself. " Now, therefore. If ye
win obey the voice indeed and keep My
Covenant, then shall ye be a peculiar
treasure unto Me above all people : for
all the earth is Mine : and ye shall be
unto Me a kingdom of priests and a holy
nation." (Exod. 19 : 5, 6.) Israel express
themselves through Moses as willing to enter into this solemn undertaking " AU
that the Lord hath spoken we will do."
And then issues forth from the mouth of
Jehovah, that wondrous code of Law,
which, although we alluded to it just now
as a temporary measure, was only so as regarded its external terms for as the expression of God's standard of righteousness it required and received complete ful-
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filment in the person of His own Son.
This concluded, an altar is built, the
*' book of the Covenant" is taken and
read in the audience of the people; and
having subscribed once more to its claims
upon them, it is ratified by blood.
And Moses took the blood and sprinkled
it on the people and said, ' Behold the
blood of the Covenant, which Jehovah hath
made with you concerning all these
words." (Exod. 24 : 8.)
Then follows the reduction of these commands to the varied circumstances of everyday life, the ceremonial observances, the
institution of priestly and sacrificial ritual.
These are summed up as " Commandments, statutes and judgments," and are not
expressly included in the Covenant at
Sinai which embraced only the ten d'varim
or matters, which were written and rewritten after Moses had broken the former
tables with the finger of God.
"And Jehovah said unto Moses,
' Write thou these words (or matters) ; for after the tenor of these
words (or matters), I have made a
Covenant with thee and with Israel.
and he wrote upon the
tables, (Exod. 34; 27, 28) the
words (or matters), of the Covenant,
the ten commandments (or matters").
Though these varied and copious laws,
statutes, commandments, and judgments
w^ere not expressly embodied in the Sinaitic Covenant, they were even at the same
time placed in intimate association with
the aforesaid ten, and similar blessings and
penalties were respectively attached to the
observance or neglect of them as to the
keeping or breach of the Covenant itself.
If ye shall despise My statutes,
or if your soul abhor My judgments, so that (Lev. 26 : 15) ye will
not do all My commandments, that
ye break My Covenant: I also, etc."
A noticeable point in passing is that although God does bind Himself to fulfil the
promised blessings to Israel if they are
obedient, He does not bind Himself to
break His side of it, in the event of His
people's disobedience. Though as in a
man's covenant " no man disannulleth,"
and full responsibihty rests on both sides
to fulfil their part of the contract, failure
on either side releasing the other from the
bond, yet God expressly states that a
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breach on Israel's side though it forfeit to
them immediate blessing, and bring upon
their heads all the curses threatened, will
not cause Him to forget (though, in this
case, to speak-after the manner of men.
He justifiably could) His own undertakings. They shall not be cast off utterly,
the blessings shall be lost but temporarily.
" And yet for all that, when they be
in the land of their enemies, I will
not cast them away, neither will I
abhor them to destroy them utterly
and to break My Covenant with
them : for I am Jehovah their God :
but I will for their sakes remember
the Covenant of their ancestors,
whom I brought forth out of the land
of Egypt m. the sight of the heathen
that I might be their God : I am
Jehovah."
" These are the statutes and judgments, and laws, which Jehovah
made between Him and the children
of Israel in Mount Sinai by the
hand of Moses." (Lev. 26 : 44-46.)
Wondrous grace ! Thus, though His anger endureth but for a moment. His mercy
" endureth for ever."
When we come to contrast the Abrahamic Covenant with the Covenarii at
Sinai we shall see how God had made this
store of mercy even more sure to the seed
of Abraham.
Before we return to this however, we
must notice the Second Covenant of the
Law which seems to have summed up all
the ordinances, statutes, commandments
and judgments, and to have specifically
included them under the same terms as
that of the former Covenant. This second
legal bond
between
Jehovah
and
His people was entered into on the plains
of Moab immediately prior to the entrance
of Israel into Canaan. The mediator of
this as of the former Moses, the grand old
Testament portrait of our Lord Jesus
Christ, as far as any human being could
be, approaches the limit of his mission on
earth. His commanding figure (for we
can not suppose it otherwise), still stands
erect, His natural force unabated. Leader, lawgiver. King in Jeshurun, Interceder
for His people, suffering not only ivith but
for them. He by reason of His single
hasty act, occasioned by their unbelief is
not to enter into the land to the confines
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of which he has conducted them. He
passes in grand review the mighty acts and
judgments of Jehovah, the apostasy of
of Israel, modestly, but with a full sense
of its responsibility describes his own wonderful mediatorship. The wilderness probation, unsatisfactorily as Israel had acquitted themselves of it is ended: the
iniquity of the Canaanites is full: a new
era is reached, land and people, both equally chosen of Jehovah, are to be united and
the blessings promised nearly one-half a
millennium before to the great progenitor
of the seed to be realized therein. It is a
fit moment for the Covenant of Sinai to be
renewed but in a more definite and comprehensive form as embracing all the detailed commands of Jehovah.
" These are the words (or terms), of the
•Covenant which Jehovah commanded
Moses to make with the children of Israel
in the land of Moab beside the Covenant
which He made with them in Horeb."
(Deut. 29 : I.)
Evidently, also, this Covenant was not
formally recorded until Israel had given
some demonstrative form of agreement
(as before) to its claims upon them : for
Moses says :
" Thou hast avouched Jehovah this
day to be thy God and to walk in His
ways, and to keep His statutes and
His commandments and His judgments, and to hearken unto His
voice : and Jehovah hath avouched
thee this day to be his peculiar people as He hath promised thee that
thou shouldst keep all His commandments." (Deut. 2 9 : 17, 18.)
As the commands made binding upon
Israel by this Covenant in Moab are more
numerous and definite than the simple, but
fundamental ten of the Covenant of Sinai,
so are the blessings and curses more detailed and pronounced.
The blessings may be roughly summed
up as follows :—
1. Primal position among the Nations.
2. Prosperity and health in family, business and national interests, and in all
undertakings " all that thou settest thine
hand unto."
3. Fruitfulness, wealth, victory over
enemies.
4. A glory to Jehovah in the sight of all
nations.
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The curses involve :
1. The reverse of all the above.
2. Heaven brass (deaf), and earth iron
(unproductive).
3. Removal from Canaan into all Kingdoms of the Earth.
4. Diseases, madness, blindness, paucity of numbers.
5. Unbearable oppression, famines and
misery.
6. Idolatry.
The details of these curses are worthy of
the closest study; for after Israel had
broken the Covenant, they fell upon them
one by one with such marvellous precision
that the 26th of Leviticus, and the 28th of
Deuteronomy are nothing less than summarized descriptions of Israel's sad history. Take for instance and but cursorily the following: One blessing to follow
upon Israel's obedience was that of seasonable rains. This necessary provision for
the (Lev. 26 : 4, Deut. 11 : 14, 28 : 12)
fruitfulness of the land was withdrawn, an
untimely if not insufficient rainfall has
contributed largely to the barrenness of
Syria these many centuries, a curse that is
being only in these latter days removed to
be as it were a token of blessing to come.
Another illustration taken almost at random of the literal and exact manner in
which the curses have passed into fulfilment may be seen in the following:
" And thy heaven that is over thy
head shall be brass, and the earth
that is under thee shah be iron."
(Deut. 28 : 23.)
A graphic description is this of the
double curse of a deaf heaven and an unproductive earth during the time of Israel's
rejection. And how marvellously, sadly,
has it been realized ! No more religious
people than the Jews, even at the present
time, can be found. But the vigorous observance of their fasts and festivals, the
wails of agony from thousands of Jewish
throats on the solemn day of Atonement,
procure no conscious acceptance with God.
The people from whom and to whom
came the prophets, are now prophetless.
No seer speaks, no spirit moves. Pathetically does one of their own rabbis say
"Since the holy house (the Temple at
Jemsalem), has been destroyed, the gates
of prayer have been shut, as it is written,
' Also when I cry and shout. He shutteth
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out my prayer. " (Lam. 3 : 8.) The
same Rabbi says again, "Since the destmction of the holy house, an iron wall
separates Israel from their heavenly
Father." Wondrous, awful fulfilment!
The earth iron. Through all these eighteen centuries, hardly any fact has been
more frequently attested with regard to
the scattered nation, than that (until quite
recently) agriculture has been a closed
door to them. Not only has the hand of
persecution prevented them from acquiring land and reaping its fruits, but even
when placed upon it, under favorable circumstances, they have failed to make it
productive, and have quickly returned
to other pursuits.* A few possible
exceptions but prove the rule. In certain government colonies in the south
of Russia, German agriculturists were
placed side by side with Jewish, to give as
was thought, stability to the undertaking.
We were told that while the Jews brought
their superior intelligence to bear upon
their labor, and were at first more likely of
success, varied circumstances, blight of
crops, fires or such like things occurred in
their case, till finally all of them had
sought other means of livelihood, and the
Germans alone remained. Strange, sad fulfilment of the old curse of a broken Covenant, a curse which seems only in these,
our days, to be on the point of removal.
But by far the most notable and oft repeated threat in connection with the
breach of both the Covenants of Sinai and
Moab were those that refer to expulsion
from the land of Canaan. Not that
either or both of these covenants could
deprive Israel finally of the land. The
unconditional covenant made with Abraham (to which reference has once been
made and is still to be made more fully)
and which was further clinched by the
oath of God, ensured the land to the seed
of Abraham as an everlasting possession.
There could be no breach to this great
unconditional covenant since God alone
entered into it. Canaan was and is the
property of Abraham's seed. No succeeding covenant could re-give it or take
it away.
And yet expulsion is threatened, yea has
been performed. And how, without rescinding the former solemn covenant,
*Rab

Eliezer in the Talmud, Tract Berachott p. 32.
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yea the very oath of God? Here lies the
reason.
The blessings to be secured by the
observance of the covenants of Sinai and
Moab were PROLONGED ENJOYMENT of the
land into which the people were about immediately to enter. The term to " prolong
days in the land " recurs again and again.
" Thou shalt keep therefore His
statutes and His commandments
which I command thee this day, that
it may go well with thee and with
thy children after thee and that thou
mayst prolotig days upon the land
{Adamah) which Jehovah thy God
giveth thee forever." (Deut. 4 : 40.
"Therefore shall ye keep all the
commandments which I command
you this day, that ye may be strong
and go in and possess the land
whither ye go to possess i t : and that
ye may prolong days in the land
which Jehovah sware unto your
fathers to give unto them and to
their seed, a land that floweth with
milk and honey." (Deut. 1 1 : 8 , 9.)
In this latter passage, the mention of
the oath to Abraham is at once a guarantee \\i2X final loss of the land could not be
intended to follow disobedience; but the
reward of obedience was to be a prolonging of days in the land. The Hebrew
verb here used (the Hiphil of arak) when
found together with yormin days does not
always and necessarily imply length of
life. The idea is a lengthening out of
any period of time. Found as it is here
united with the expression " in the land,"
" that ye may prolong days in the land," it
seems unmistakably to mean continued
enjoyment of Canaan. In other words
the period of settlement in the land was
to be prolonged in proportion to the
people's obedience. Their disobedience
and breach of the covenant was to occasion expulsion therefrom and during their
absence the land itself was to feel the full
force of the curse of a broken covenant.
" So that the generation to come of
your children that shall rise up after
you and the stranger that shall come
from a far land shall say, when they
see the plagues of that land and the
sickness wherewith Jehovah hath
made it sick: even all nations shall
say, ' Wherefore hath Jehovah done
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thus unto this land? What meaneth the heat of this great anger?'
Then men shall say, ' Because they
have forsaken the covenant of the
Lord God of their fathers, which He
made with them when He brought
them forth out of the land of Egypt,
for they went and served other
gods and worshipped them, gods
whom they knew not and whom He
had not given unto them : and the
anger of Jehovah was kindled
against this land to bring upon it all
the curses that are writteti in this
book: and Jehovah rooted them out
of their land in anger and in wrath
and in great indignation, and cast
them into another land as it is this
day.' "
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its breach should bring the threatened
curse upon Israel, they should be but
temporary—binding Himself to perform
the promised (even though postponed)
blessings.
The fuller Covenant of Moab had the
same two contracting parties—God and
Israel—and was clinched by oath.
Its irrevocable nature has been abundantly attested by the Uteral completeness with which the threatened curses
have realized themselves in Israel's history down to the present time.
Neither of these covenants could by
their terms rescind the privileges guaranteed to the seed of Abraham by the covenant—of God alone—and the oath of
God given to Abraham.

(Deut. 29 : 26, 27, 28.)

Thus was the covenant made between
God and Israel in Moab. Moses' last
duty was to write all the matters of the
law, an inclusive record of the terms to
which Israel had subscribed and hand it
over to the Levites to be placed in the
side of the ark of the covenant as a witness against Israel.
It only remains to be noted that this
Covenant of Moab was made binding
upon God as upon Israel by a distinct
and fresh oath of God. (Deut. 29 :12-14.)
Thus even this conditional covenant was
rendered irrevocable. Here is the explanation of the literal and complete
fulfilment extending (with a brief break)
down five and twenty centuries, of God's
righteous and predicted revenge over a
broken bond. God had left Himself, so
to speak, no loop hole by which the punishment could be mitigated. At unspeakable cost to his loving heart, Jehovah has demonstrated His righteousness
in the sight of all men. The threats were
not idle ones : God's hatred of sin has
been seen in the living facts of Israel's
history. Strangest, saddest of all their
punishment was that judicial blindness
which He permitted to screen from their
view, the divine side of their calling, to
hide from their eyes even their own
Messiah.
Summarized:
The Covenant of Sinai or Horeb had
two contracting parties—God and Israel,
and was ratified by blood.
God expressly intimated that though

THE LIFE MORE A B U N D A N T .
NO. 2.

BY V. D. DAVID.

1

WENT about preaching for ten or
eleven years. But I had ray ups and
downs in my life. Six o'clock, I
would be all right, seven o'clock all
wrong, and so on; ten o'clock up on the
mountain, eleven o'clock, down in the
valley. Sometimes I would suppress my
temper, but at last the temper would come
out. Sometimes I felt as if I was in
heaven, but at other times I would feel
as if I was in hell. I did not know how
to get rid of besetting sins. I went to
many for help, but I did not get any
help. If anybody said anything against
my preaching, I used to call for a policeman ; I couldn't bear it. What a terrible
temper I had. Very often I used to
break small things in my house.
Once
I came home with my salary, and my
wife was standing just outside the door.
As soon as I came in sight, she asked me
if I had received my salary. At once I
lost my temper. I threw all the money
into the house, and off I went to confess
my sins to God. I used to vent my fury
on things near me when irritated, and felt
sorry afterwards.
Once, I remember, I
took hold of a chicken and dashed it on
the floor. When my schoolboys did not
do their lessons well, I used to screw their
ears, and to beat them, sometimes unjustly. Afterward, I knew I had made a
great mistake, that I ought not to have
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done it. I used to preach, but my life
was inconsistent. I preached sanctification, but I wasn't sanctified. I said a
great many things about the power of
Jesus, but His power wasn't manifested
in my life. I tried to keep my temper
down, but I couldn't. People used to
say, " Suppress your temper, keep it
down, keep it down."
I found the old
man was much stronger than myself.
Many told me to confess my sins to Jesus,
and He would forgive them, these sins
would be cleansed away. They taught
me to keep sin under, keep it under,
keep it under, suppress it, suppress it,
watch, watch. I never understood it.
I said, "Yes, I am trying.
Yes, I have
been watching. I have been trying to
keep it under, and I cannot." I gave up
all preaching, I gave up all books. I
took the Bible and I went to the cinnamon garden in Colombo, Ceylon, alone
before God, and I said, " Lord, teach me
and show me myself, and if there is any
deliverance." The wonderful God opened
my eyes. I went to the right college, the
theological class at the feet of Christ.
Afterwards, I shut myself in my room,
and I began to search the Scriptures on
my knees.
First, I studied " hearts."
It did me lots of good.
I saw the
photograph of my heart clearer than ever
I did before, when I began to study
hearts, viz : Proud heart, willing heart,
obedient heart, upright heart, perfect
heart, stony heart, soft heart, crooked
heart, more than 140 kinds of hearts.
It took about four months to go through
this one subject.
After finding out
about hearts, I began to search the Word
to understand " cleansing." Glory be to
God, I found the Lord puts every unclean
thing outside the heart. The old man
was crucified with Him (R. V. Rom. 6 :
6). What about self ? Gal. 2 ; 20, on
the cross. What about the flesh ? The
flesh with the passions and lusts thereof?
On the cross (R. V. GaL 5 : 24). What
about temper and all such things ? All to
be put away. (Eph. 4 : 31.)
What
about weights? Weights should be set
aside. (Heb. 12 : i.) The Lord showed
me one by one that all these things ought
to be expected to be outside, not inside.
I thought they must be inside, but the
Lord taught me that they were all to be
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put outside.
I had been taught that
these things should be expected inside of
one's heart rill death, and that they
should be kept under. Some said, " Jesus
keeps them under." I found these teachings to be unscriptural when I compared
thera with the Word of God. The Lord
showed me that all uncleanness was outside. I just found chapter and verse for
everything. Then I understood the truth,
that all uncleanness was to be outside,
Christ only within ; but I didn't know how
to take that truth into my life. I thought
I was presumptuous to believe that way.
The Lord's words were clear, and I know
that there was no mistake about it. I
understood it. Moreover, I learned that
the cleansing can be obtained only by
simple faith. (Acts 1 5 : 9 ) I believed
all this right enough, but I did not claim
it and give thanks for it. I went on like
this until one day, after preaching, I met
a Salvation Army captain.
He was not
an educated man, but he was a practical
man. He had this life more abundant,
but he couldn't teach it, although he
lived it out. That man said " David,
friend, come here. I see you have good
material. I heard your preaching. You
are strong, you have a good voice, but do
you know there is one thing lacking ? " I
said, "What is t h a t ? " "You haven't
the fire as yet, except the strange fire." I
said, " What makes you say that ? tell
me." He said, " My dear brother, unless
you get the life more abundant, you may
preach as much as you like, but you cannot win souls for Christ; you may preach
and preach and preach, but all will be
vain. You have all the materials; only
one thing is lacking in you ; as soon as
you get the fire you will be a different
man, and souls will be converted." I
said, " I thought I had fire." He said,
" N o ; shall I give you the symptoms of
your need? Don't you lose your temper
very often n o w ? " "Yes." "Whenever
people don't like your preaching, and if
they say anything against you, don't you
wish sometimes that some one would go
and knock them on the head ? " I said,
" O , yes, I d o ; I don't want to knock
thera, but if some one else would do it, I
would like it." He said, " D o n ' t y o u get
tired of preaching ? When you preach
once or twice, don't you get tired ? "
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•"Yes, I c a n ' t preach more than twice,
As soon as I get home I have chest pain,
sore throat, etc."
" Do you get any
answer to prayer ?" " Very seldom." I
saw he understood a great deal about this
Hfe. I said, " I haven't i t ; what am I to
do?"
H e said, " I wiU show you the
way. I don't know how to teach you,
but go to God and be honest, and you
shall have this baptism of the Holy Ghost."
I went with him to his house and he left
me with God in an upper room between
eleven and twelve o'clock at night. I
knelt down, and the Lord began to
search me.
H e brought one thing after
another out of my heart.
First, he
showed me all the filthiness, all the pride,
self, evil, doubt, backbiting, not paying
my debts.
H e brought all that to me.
( I paid all my debts afterwards ; it took
about four years. I made restitution for
all the things I owed.
Some people did
not understand ; some of them said, " You
don't owe us anything." I said, " I know
I owe you, because I bought of you rice
cake, when I was a little boy and didn't
pay for it."
My wife helped me a great
deal by saving up my monthly salary so as
to pay all the debts.)
Then the Lord
said to me, " David, are you willing to
consecrate yourself ? "
" Yes, Lord."
"Everything?"
"Everything."
And
H e brought one thing after another in
this way : " Are you willing to leave your
situation if I ask i t ? "
I was quite willing. " Would you go to Africa to be eaten
by cannibals? " I was wihing to do even
that. Then the Lord said, " Would you
leave your wife at home and go anywhere?"
O, I wasn't willing!
It was
very hard to leave my dear wife behind
and go anywhere. T h e n a fight went on
in my h e a r t ; I didn't want to yield t h a t ;
but the Lord brought Christ very prominently before me, and H e said that H e
must be first, and my wife in the second
place.
T h e n he brought before me the
responsibihty of heathen souls, Mohammedans, Buddhists and others.
" David,
are you willing to leave aU to win souls? "
T h e n it came to me, " What am I to
do?
T h e Lord will take care of my
wife," and I said, " O , Lord, I am willing
t o leave my wife behind and go anywhere."
T h e n the struggle ceased.
•" Would you like to become as the dust
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of Colombo for my s a k e ? " Yes, I was
wihing. The Lord searched me through
and through. T h e struggle ceased, and I
waited a little longer, as I was expecting
to get the fire from above. When the
disciples were ready, the Holy Ghost fell
upon them ; so I thought I would also get
the baptism the same way. I waited and
waited ; I got tired, but no fire came. I
couldn't pray any longer. I determined
by hook or crook I must have this power.
I said I wouldn't leave that room until I
had received this baptism. I said, " Do
what you like with me. Lord ; take David
in your hand. Do what you like. I am
willing to go anywhere, to do anything,
only give me this abundant life, this power
to win souls." I was waiting there on
my knees, when suddenly all struggle
ceased. I didn't get any feeling in my
heart, I said, " O, Lord God, Thou art
mine, and I am Thine."
I took Him at
His word. I stood up. I didn't feel
anything. As I took Him at His word
for salvation, so I took Him at His word
for cleansing and for this abundant life.
I went home ; my wife was sleeping ; I
knocked at the door.
I said, " I have
consecrated my life fully to the Lord."
She said, " Y o u had already consecrated
yourself." " N o , " I said, " I hadn't, but I
am fully consecrated novv. If the Lord
wants me to leave you and go anywhere, I
will go." It gave her a shock, but she
said nothing against it.
I went to bed.
T h e following day I went to church, and
as soon as the service was over the Lord
seemed to speak to me and say, " S p e a k
to that catechist just in the public street."
At once I obeyed. I spoke to that man
at once. As soon as I obeyed H i m , I
didn't know where I was standing. His
mighty power was manifested through me.
I received the abundant life the previous
night, but the power was manifested
through me the fohowing day, after
obedience. (Acts 5 : 32.) I went home
and preached in the same old way, but I
found it was with quite a different power.
People fell down and cried for mercy,
saying, " O, save me. Lord ! " I found
at once His abundant life in me, and H i s
anointing on me. My mother began to
cry, and the joy of the Lord filled the
house.
I did not wait for my breakfast,
but went out to preach. Many fell down
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and were converted. Some of the men
were converted under the trees. With
some I knelt down in the street side by
side in prayer, while men and the carriages were passing. The Lord made it
clear to me, saying, " David, let go your
work; I will send you anywhere and
everywhere."
I let go my situation
and everything. God said, " I am your
money, and I am your treasurer, and I
will look after your wife and family." I
obeyed at once without conferring with
flesh and blood. (Gal. i : 16.)
My
dear wife did not see eye to eye with me
with regard to my leaving the mission
field, and going to preach the Gospel
without fixed salary. This made a great
stir in my family. As I was quite sure of
my calling, I made no delay, nor did I
confer with flesh and blood, but obeyed
His order. First, the Lord made me begin my work at Jerusalem, that is, in the
place where I was living, in Ceylon,
among the Tamil and Singhalese. God
did great things among them.
Many
were converted and returned to the Lord.
He supplied all my need without any
collection or subscription. Money came
to me through the post sometimes. I
did not know from whom the money
cam.e. This cleared my wife's mind, and
she saw the leading of the Lord was true.
Afterwards, He sent me with Mr. Grubb
to Australia, England, Scotland and Ireland, where He took care of me and
fitted me to stand the climate and food,
and gave many souls for His glory. Then
H e took me to different parts of India,
and gave me thousands of souls. Let me
give you one instance where the Lord
sent Pentecostal power. Two years ago,
I was invited to go to Travancore in
South India, to hold missions among the
Syrians. When I got there, first, the
money question arose. This is the difficulty everywhere. I find many who call
themselves filled with the Holy Ghost are
still under the power of money, and they
are like flies which have lost their wings
in molasses. Those Syrians wanted to
know how were we going to get money to
meet our expenses. Bro. Wadsworth, a
Tamilan, and a true yokefellow, had
joined me in the work. We said, " He
who sent us over here will certainly supply our need; so please take no collection
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for us, or any subscriprion." This language they did not understand.
Well, we began our work in their
churches; we went through twenty-two
churches.
Many thousands were converted, and the Lord did supply all our
needs; money came to us, we did not go
for it.
At the close of those three months, the
Lord put it into our minds to have a
convention for the deepening of spiritual
life. We chose a spot according to His
guidance. The spot was in the bed of a
river near a place called Maharamana,
the seat of the Syrian's Metropolitan.
The first day of our convention was a
day of great confusion, for those who
came to the convention from distant
places were greatly troubled when they
saw the sky was darkened with the gathering of black clouds. They thought the
rain was going to fall in torrents, and
there was no hope to have this convention
in the open air under a rough shed they
had erected as a protection against the
burning sun. They began to doubt God's
guidance concerning the convention, asking if God had ordained the meeting
should take place there, would H e send
this rain to stop the work ? But the Lord
gave us assurance to tell them that the
rain would not fall, and that the few drops
that had fallen were but a token of great
Pentecostal showers, which would fall upon them. They did not beheve us, but
to their great joy, in a short time the
clouds were driven away and the sky
cleared.
Then the people beheved
His power. The convention lasted for
ten days, daily meetings lasted twelve
hours, sometimes fifteen hours. A Mr.
J. H. Bishop was helping us in taking
after-meerings. The Lord did more than
we expected. More than ten thousand
people were converted within three
months. People were filled with the Holy
Ghost. Women got up and preached.
Many praised the Lord with dancing.
Many priests asked us, "What is t h i s ? "
We said, " The same power as at Pentecost." Men kissed each other. Priests
fell down and cried for mercy. Many
made open confession. Sick people were
healed. In one case, a man who was at
the point of death was healed instantly
by the power of Jesus. People began to
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bring sick from different villages to be
healed, but the Lord stopped us, so as
not to encourage that, because they were
making much of us, and were looking at us with great surprise. On the
tenth day, when we bade good-bye, they
fell upon our hands and cried with loud
voice. Many people put money in my
pockets, until with the weight of the
money I could hardly walk. Then a man
asked me if I would give him my key.
I said, "Are you converted? If so I will
trust you with my key." He took my
box and put inside 147 rupees, more than
1^40. There was no collection, no money
subscribed, but a work of the Holy Ghost.
Then I asked God what to do with the
money.
God said, " Appoint workers
under you, after taking what is needed for
you both." I began with one worker;
then I had two; then three. Now the
Lord has given me six workers. There is
no fund, but the Lord supplies all my
need. Trustful life !
My dear brother, my dear sister,
worker, minister, pastor, when the Lord
God Almighty fiUs you with this power,
this wonderful life, this glorious life, when
you possess this, all will be right. Do you
want this hfe, this abundant life ? Now,
come to the point. Have you got Him ?
Have you got this abundant life? May
the Lord God bless you as I have given
you my testimony. This is what he
brought me from India for; I am nothing
in myself, but I have Him in me and with
me. My dear brothers and sisters, do
not go any longer without this power; do
not go to your station; do not preach
without it. You will soon get tired. You
have no authority. O, believe for the
entire cleansing ! Receive the abundant
life by faith, the Lord Jesus Christ Himself. As you received salvation by faith,
receive this abundant life by faith. (Gal.
3 : 14.) Say, " God says it, I beheve it,
I have it," and thank Him for it !
THE

JEWS.

BY REV. E. B. EDDY.
(Concluded.)
THEIR WONDERFUL PRESERVATION.

F

OR eighteen hundred years without a
King, without centralization, or government, without a country, temple
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or sacrifice, and yet marvellous to tell, without an image of idolatry or teraplines, but
true to their faith,—without a home, and
for more than a thousand years, without
an acre of land as their own, yet mixed
with every kindred, tribe and tongue, and
subject to the intense influences of every
form of human society, savage and civilized, scattered but not divided, exterminated but not annihilated—the Jews have
been held together by a marvellous providence and preserved for the grandest purposes, purposes clearly announced by the
prophetic voices, namely, their conversion
to Christ and their agency in converting
the vast pagan world.
Other nations
perish, leaving no memorial, except ruined
monuments. The old Egyptian and Assyrian races, the aborigines of China and
Brazil, the Etruscans, the mound builders,
the primeval occupants of Europe and
Great Britain whose relics are found in
the peat bogs, caves and brakes of Ireland
and Saxony, and in the drift of past geological periods, the red men of our forests
and the Eskimaux, are dying out under
our eyes. But while whole races in vast
processions have gone to their forgotten
graves, the Jew survives—his nation is
immortal.
The pestilence mowing down millions
with its indiscriminate scythe, passes the
Jew, as the angel in Egypt passed by his
first born. In 1832, when the cholera
swept from London 20,000 of the inhabitants, only 15 Jews were among its victims, though multitudes of them lived in
the foulest part of the city. The Arabs,
who for centuries destroyed every Christian stranger that crossed their path, allowed the Jew to pass unmolested, or to
remain undisturbed if he chose to reside
with them. As the camel figured on the
wafls of Nineveh is like the camel of the
East today; and the little bird which laid
its blue eggs in the field where Isaac meditated at eventide, was like the bird whose
egg we find this spring, so the Jews of the
wilderness, whose features are delineated
on the triumphal slabs of Egypt, are the
same we meet today,—God-preserved and
identical, because the " precious sons of
Zion" still, though wandering and prodigal.
f':|
I look in amazement at the spectacle.
Dispersed throughout the wide world.
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we should expect them to dissolve and
disappear like flakes of snow in the sea;
the fate of every other scattered race.
See, too, the strong empires sweeping the
cities clean of them, exiling them in a
mass. Or failing in this, rising in a war
of frantic extermination. What other people could have survived ? Think too, of
God's; dealings with them.
Scattered
everywhere, but finding nowhere rest to
the sole of their foot, but having sorrow
of heart, and tribulation such as was not
since the beginning of the world; their
lives hanging in doubt day and night, God
himself making their plagues wonderful,
even great plagues of long continuance.
Surely the machinery set in motion for
their discipline was vast and swift enough
to annihilate them in a short time, but
" No, saith the Lord God, I will not utterly destroy the house of Jacob." Their
plague shall be upon them for " a sign
and wonder" but not for extinction,—
only for distinction. This introduces the
i^th point, their mysterious guilt.
I have no heart to dwell upon it. Look
at their hands. They are red with the
blood of Mary's son, and of God's dear
son. The angels see today in His glorified human form the scars made by the
Jews, the prints of Jewish iron in his
hands and feet, and beneath His crown a
scarred circle where the thorns were
pressed.
And, Jesus the glory of the
skies, the manifested love of God, the
highest of aU beings, Jesus tehs the dreadful story, saying, "They despised and rejected m e ; and before they drove the
nails they spit upon me and stmck me in
the face, and dressed me in tattered robes
of royalty. I felt the blush of shame reddening ray cheek and taxing my human
strength, but opened not my mouth; the
pain of dying was not so great as the
grief of being scorned and despised." In
the day of final reckoning, when the throne
is set, and the dead are raised, and those
who stood on Calvary are there, and the
trial begins, the Jew will be the first to
render his account, and the first to receive
sentence, indignation and wrath, tribulation and anguish, upon every soul of man
that doeth evil,—to the ]t^ first, and also
to the Greek."
Like trembling Judas they will bring
their silver, the price of blood, and cast it
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down at the burning feet of their exalted
victim, the blessed one to whom
"All beauty, bright and vernal.
All glory, grand eternal," evermore belong.

It wiU go hard with the Jews at the
Judgment seat of Christ, and hard with
them through the aeions of eternity.
Their rejection of Jesus the Messiah, was
the greatest sin possible for man to commit. And when in their madness they
cried, " His blood be upon us and our
children," they invoked all the judgments
which have afflicted them for eighteen
hundred years past.
In Central America the old ruins bear
the impress of a hand laid flat against
the surface. It is stained red as blood,
and is as large as life. It appears on the
walls of temples, palaces and pyramids.
The sacred symbol has been found among
the Indians of the Northwest, on wigwams
and skins. No one knows its meaning
or origin. So wherever a Jew is found he
bears the mark of a red hand, and the
nations have needed no interpreter to explain to them that it is God's hand.
It is well known that this dispersion
and calamities were minutely foretold by
the prophets. It was also foretold that
the days of their repudiation would have
an end; that the Lord would collect the
exiles of Judah, and gather the dispersed
of Israel from the four ends of the earth.
They shall be gathered one by one, and
planted again in their own land.
They
shall rebuild their waste cities and inhabit
them, and plant vineyards and make gardens. On the dark background of their
degradation, God's purpose to set His
hand the second time to recover the remnant of His people is traced in sharpest,
brightest outline.
The children of Israel shall return and
seek the Lord their God, and David their
king, (who is Jesus) in the latter days.
Every event in their history points to a
millennium for the Jew, which shah precede
and prepare the way for the world's millennium. This, I believe, explains the
meaning of ah Second Advent passages.
The gospel is not to be universal in its
triumphs until the converted sons of
Abraham have themselves become heralds
of the cross, and missionaries in every
land. They are prepared by centuries of
rugged discipline to brave adventure, and
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trial in the frozen North and the fiery
South. Inured to every climate, familiar
with all the languages and the customs
of the world ; with an energy which
neither cruelty nor death could intimidate,
with a sagacity which neither hatred nor
love can baffle; with a perseverance
which constant robbery and plunder
could not discourage, they are singularly
prepared under God, to work at the redemption of the world. They have
wealth enough to buy up kingdoms; they
have learning enough to smite every
false system of religion and philosophy;
they have station, art, and genius; oh, if
they had but a heart for the work; if
gratitude to the Lamb of God whom they
crucified could make their dumb voices
eloquent in the publication of peace
through his blood, the nations would be
won, and the sea of promised glory cover
the earth.
If their fall and rejection enriched the
world with salvation, how much more
their conversion and recovery.
(Rom.
II :i2.)

It will be, Paul tells us as in a rapture
" the resurrection to Christ of the Gentile
world," as if all the dead had risen, so
vast are the Pagan tribes.
Let the Jew with his types and shadows
come to the new dispensation for his antitypes, and find in the Gospel the fulfilment of all prophecies, the inheritance
described in his deeds, the Messiah so
long and painfully expected, and the
event would electrify the world. What a
sublime spectacle, when in sight of the
nations, Jesus shall welcome into His
kingdom the outcasts of Israel in a body,
and that same hand which was nailed to
the cross shall be extended to them in
token of fellowship and love. The cold
heart of the world will be touched and
thriUed and melted into penitence.
Chrisrians, pray for the Jews, the ancient
tribes, for their speedy conversion.
We reverence the Jews' attachment to
the law. We look on with strange interest as he eats the bitter herbs of the passover, or makes an arbor of evergreens in
his pent-up city yard, or hghts his lamps
' or fires on Friday before sunset to burn
till the Sabbath day closes. We reverence
his splendid recollections and more splendid hopes. But the Jew rebukes us. If
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he, with nothing but the Old Testament)
and a few sweet utterances of God's love>
and those filling only the pauses of manifold and mighty thunderings; if the ]ew,
whose whole history is a tragedy red with
retribution, and bitter with inconsolable
regrets and losses and defeats, and judgments, all self invoked and necessary; if
he under a dispensation so narrow and
wrathful, could exultingly say, " Blessed
is the people that know the joyful sound,"
what should be our language under the
New Dispensation and with what obedience and rapture should we rejoin.
They have the law of Moses, we the
Gospel and Christ.
They have Sinai, but we have Calvary.
For forty days and nights at the giving of
the law, old Sinai smoked, and blew rending trumpets, and shot devouring fire,
till the granite of its peaks grew hot and
red, and to this day looks like cinders,
and the astonished tribes crept from the
mountain and prayed that the thunderings might cease.
But when Jesus came, a group of shepherds in the fields at night heard footsteps coming in the air, and saw a light
approaching them as if a lantern borne by
some traveller, and presently discerned an
angel in his own brightness, coming down
the sky with music diviner far than ever
greeted human ears, and then a full band
of harpers saying " Peace on earth, good
will to men," tiU the hills resounded, and
the fields, ajar with melody, trembled
like the aisles of a cathedral, nor did the
music die away from the earth till it had
modulated into a funeral dirge on Calvary, and the angels muffled their instruments, and Jesus died—Jesus, the precious Son of God, that we might live, and
the crimson of our guilt be washed away
in His blood. Shouldn't we love Him?
Will any of you venture to repeat the
sin of the Jews, and esteem Him who is
the most precious of aU the Sons of Zion
and comparable to fine gold, as an
earthen pitcher, common clay? Be
more guilty than it was possible for those
to be that crucified Him? I would
sooner take the place of one of them, and
stand for Him in the Judgment, and bear
his grief and woe in eternity, than to be
in the place of one in this house who up
to this moment has despised and rejected
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Him ; for, as actions speak loyder than
words, you have said in the strongest
language possible, "Away with Him. I
will not have this man to reign over me."
MR. D I M B L E B Y ' S '' N E W

ERA."

BY H. GRAITAN GUINNESS, D. D.

I

have carefully examined Mr. Dimbleby's
productions, and find that his astronomy and chronology are as baseless
as the vision of a dream. English astronomers take no notice whatever of his
writings; they know that " The British
Chronological and Astronomical Association," of which he vauntingly styles himself " Premier Chronolegist," is a mere
hole-in-the-corner association, and that
nine-tenths of the eclipses and transits he
writes about, and which he claims to have
been the first to calculate, never happened
at all. They know this for a fact, and
think the best thing to do is just to let
him alone, and take no notice of his publications, as no one at all versed in astronomy could possibly be deceived by him,
and as the attempt to reply to him would
in their opinion call more attention to his
views than it would be wise to bestow.
This silence of astronomers has given
Mr. Dimbleby the opportunity to obtain a
large circulation for his publications among
persons unversed in the science, and, according to his account, thousands of copies of his works have been " distributed
throughout the English-speaking world."
This would not matter so much, were it
not that many persons have been led,
through his writings, to entertain baseless
expectations as to the events which he
says will take place next year (in i8g8),
including the close of " the Times of the
Gentiles," the " great assize by the Ancient of Days," the " resurrection of the
just," and " the coming of the Lord Jesus." Some students in China have, to
my knowledge, through reading his works,
been led to abandon the effort to pass in
their college examinations, as not worth
while, since the end of the age would take
place next year; and the evil is spreading.
All this is very serious, and the results
which will follow, later on, will be more
serious still. There will be a profound disappointment when the time comes, and
Mr. Dimbleby's prophecies are falsified.
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and then there will be a reacrion, and
doubt will be thrown on the truth of Scripture and the value of the study of prophecy. The great doctrine of the second
coming of our Lord will, once more, be
brought into contempt, and men will scoff
at the warnings and promises of the Word
of God with reference to the second advent.
Under these circumstances, it
seems the duty of those who have bestowed special study on these subjects to
warn people against Mr. Dimbleby's false
statements and baseless conclusions.
I.—The titles he gives himself on his
publications of " Premier Chronologist to
the British Chronological and Astronomical
Association," and "First Calculator of all
Eclipses and Transits," are not only boastful, but are misleading and worthless.
Some good people in China republished
one of Mr. Dimbleby's tracts, and stated
on the title-page that he was " Premier
Chronologist and Astronomer to the
Queen !" Of course the description was
utterly false.
As to the statement that he is the
" First Calculator of all the Eclipses and
Transits," it is absurd. It would be difficult for me to express to you the feelings
with which any one who is acquainted with
astronomy must regard Mr. Dimbleby's
method of calculating eclipses and transits. He has no more idea of the elements
which have to be taken into account, in
making such calculations, than a child of
six years old. He tries to work out the
dates of a few of them by a rule of thumb
method he has invented, which only leads
him into a hopeless quagmire of false conclusions. To crown all, he calls himself
"Prize Essayist on Universal Time."
Would you believe it, that the prize in
question was bestowed, not by any board
even pretending to astronomical knowledge, but by the " Balloon Society of the
Royal Aquarium " !
Mr. Dimbleby plainly confesses his incompetence to employ the only method
by which trustworthy and accurate calculations of eclipses can be made in the
following terms—terms in which he contradicts himself flatly in an amusing manner \—
(a) " Of course mathematical calculations will more precisely fix the date of the
eclipse" ("Ah Past Time,") p. 139.
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{b) " / never could succeed in calculating ancient eclipses by mathematical science
and I never knew anybody else who was
successful in using such a method" (p.
39)After this piece of self-contradiction,
and this plain and honest confession of
his inability to calculate eclipses by mathematical methods, what are we to say to the
title which Mr. Dimbleby gives himseh on
the opening page of the same book,
" First Calculator of all Eclipses "?
II.—His attempt to settle the exact
year in which the end of the " Times of
the Gentiles " and the coming of Christ
are to take place is one which no Christian
ought to make, for it is written, " Of that
day and hour knoweth no man." Matt.
XXIV. 36. No one with proper reverence
for the teachings of Scripture would
attempt to fix the date of that great day.
It is pure presumption to claim to have
discovered what Scripture asserts to be
intentionally hidden by the hand of God
from human knowledge.
In his recent work, " The Appointed
Time," Mr. Dimbleby states that "The
coming of the Lord from heaven with all
His saints " wiU take place in 1901 3-4,
and that " this involves His coming into
the mid-heavens for His saints three years
and a hah previously, namely in 1898 i-4>"
p. 230. " T h e Lord Jesus Christ wih come
in 1898, about Easter," p. 267. "What
I mean by Easter, 1898 1-4, is about the
rime of the Vernal Equmox, say March
2ist, 1898," p. 46.
HI.—In justification of his attempt to
predict the time of the second advent,
Mr. Dimbleby says, "If it be said that
men have made calculations before, and
the time has passed, I must deny such a
statement." What shall we say to this
denial of indisputable facts? It is notorious that attempts have been repeatedly
made to fix the date of the second advent,
and have been falsified by the course of
events. The attempt was made by Miller,
when thousands were led to expect the
second advent to take place on a given
date, and were disappointed. The same
attempt has been made again and again,
in our own times, by the Rev. M. Baxter.
From my study of the interpretation of
prophecy, I know that a volume might
easily be filled with accounts of instances
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in which good people have erroneously
anticipated the date of our Lord's return.
IV.—His attempt to fix the exact date
of the creation of Adam, and then to
build on this date a complete scheme of
Bible chronology, including the period of
the second advent, is about as wise as the
ambitious effort of the men of Babel to
build a tower whose top would reach unto
heaven. There are at least three chronologies of patriarchal times which claim
to be scriptural, the Hebrew, the Septuagint, and the Samaritan, and they are in
hopeless disagreement, the Septuagint
differing from the Hebrew by 1,300 years.
And further, if the Hebrew chronology be
selected, as the most trustworthy for
these early dates, there are gaps in it
which no ingenuity can fill. This fact
has been clearly shown by many competent chronologers. Mr. Dimbleby puts
the creation of Adam in the year B.C.
3999, assignmg this not as a probable
date, but as absolutely certain. In this
assumption he is manifestly wrong. " The
extreme uncertainty attending all attempts to determine the chronology' of
the Bible is sufficiently evinced by the
fact that one hundred and eighty different calculations have been made by Jewish and Christian authors of the length of
the period between Adam and Christ.
The longest of these makes it six thousand nine hundred and eighty-four, and
the shortest three thousand four hundred
and eighty-three years." (Hodge.)
V.—Mr. Dimbleby's attempt to confirm the date which he infers from Scripture for the creation of Adam (B. C.
3999), by a set of eclipses and transits
which he asserts took place at that remote period, is one of the most absurd
attempts ever made by any writer on
chronology. No astronomer, however
skilled, can calculate the exact dates of
the transits of Venus and Mercury for six
thousand years ago, and if they were calculated, no one could verify them, for
nobody saw them, or recorded their occurrence. Mr. Dimbleby confesses, as
we have seen, that he has no knowledge
of mathematical astronomy, and yet he
pretends to have calculated them all!
His method is to construct a table, based
on the notion that fifteen transits of Mercury occur regularly at the same time
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every ninety-two years, and then to
reckon the dates of the transits of the
planet by means of this fallacious cycle
ah the way back to Adam. You may
imagine the result! No astronomer
could glance at the table which he gives
of the transits of Mercury, calculated
in this way, without laughing at it. It is
utterly untrue that the transits of Mercury are exactly repeated every ninetytwo years. Even in the list which he
gives of the dates of modern transits of
Mercury, there are numerous errors,
transits being left out which did occur,
and others put in which never occurred
at ah. He has not the faintest conception of the true method oi calculating
these astronomical occurrences, nor of
the mathematical ability necessary for
the computation, and merely works by a
fallacious method of his own invention,
similar to that which he employs in the
case of Mercury.
In Mr. Dimbleby's tract, entitled
"Vox Dei, or Eclipse Line of Time," he
makes the ambitious attempt to fohow a
solar eclipse all the way from the date of
creation, stating that this particular
echpse, " which occurred on Friday, the
first day of the fourth month of the creation year, has re-occurred in every subsequent eighteenth year." He brings this
most persevering eclipse all the way
down to " Wednesday, February 4,
1897." As it happened, there was no
eclipse at that date, for the true date of
the solar eclipse which then took place
was Monday, February i. It is a curious
fact that the solar eclipse which Mr. Dimbleby professes to follow all the way back
to "creation" came in on the earth for
the first time in the year A. D. 1103. Beyond that date, it had no existence as an
eclipse whatever. But Mr. Dimbleby
fohowed it; all through the centuries he
pursued it. He saw it, or thought he
saw it, or calculated it, at least, back
through the years of the Caesars, and
Nebuchadnezzars, and Pharaohs, and
Nimrod and Noah, to the beginning of
the world ' He puts down the actual
dates of its occurrence all the way along
in his " best and most useful astronomical table in existence,"
and
there they are today. There are the
dates, but where is the eclipse? Unfor-
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tunately, nowhere before the year 1103.
And what about the eclipses which
happened at " crearion ?" For, though
we cannot accept Mr. Dimbleby's dates
for them, at that distinct period, yet
some, of course, did occur. The fact is
that, ages ago, they went off the earth at
the poles, and when once an eclipse goes
off thus, it does not return for twelve
thousand years. Ferguson, the Astronomer, tells us that " the eclipses which
happened about the Creation are little
more than half-way yet of their ethereal
circuit, and it will be four thousand years
before they enter the earth any more."
(" Astronomy," Vol I, page 208.)
HERMAN WARSAWIACK.
SINCE our last issue a new and favorable turn has come to this man's case. On
the 14th of October the Commission appointed by the N. Y. Presbytery sat behind closed doors, refusing Mr. Warsawiack a hearing, and unanimously sustained
the Session of Dr. Hall's church in finding
him guilty. On the i6th, a cablegram
was sent to London, announcing the action
of the Commission, and this fact appeared
in The Christian, of the 21st, altho' no
report of the finding was made public in
New York until the 25 th. At that time
the venerable Dr. C. S. Robinson protested
that the Commission had no right to reach
a decision without trying the case, and
that the case could not be tried without
giving the accused a hearing. Never since
Jesus Christ was tried was such a thing
heard of as trying a man without giving
him a hearing. This finished the report
and now the Presbytery takes the whole
case in hand, and a full and fair trial will
be given. This is all that could be demanded.
What we asked for in our former issue
was a suspension of judgment until the
case is tried fairly. If Mr. W. is as bad
a man as his accusers claim, it ought to be
an easy matter to prove it. There is no
need of taking any unfair advantage, and
the more guilty Mr. W. is so much the
more freedom should be granted, so that
when the decision of guilty is reached, he
may be completely discredited, set aside
and silenced.
Anything less than the
fullest opportunity for defence, wih create
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sympathy for the man and leave the case
as undecided at the end as at the beginning. On the other hand, if he is a persecuted, misrepresented, and falsely-accused man, every lover of God and of
righteousness will be only too glad to
know it. But to adjudge a man guilty
before the facts are produced, is a monstrous procedure that even the Pagan government of Rome abhorred.
Patiently
wait and see.
And when the end is reached, if the man
is found guilty, let there be no rejoicing,
no " I told you s o " — " there, now, you see
1 was right"—" I told you he was a vil-
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1am," and all that kind of thing. Such
gloating over the downfall of any man has
in it the spirit of the bottomless pit. Let
there be pity, sorrow, prayer, and selfjudging lest we also be " overtaken in a
fault." And then let the holiest and most
spiritual man amongst those who have
sorrowed over his sins seek to save this
man who, in power to reach, move and influence the Jewish mind is without a peer,
so far as we know, at the present day.
Surely every one who has the heart of an
honest man, to say nothing of the Christian will say amen to these manifest principles of right.

IFlIuminateb XTexts.
This one thing I do. Phil. 3 : 13.
The venerable Dr. Cuyler recently
urged the importance of having a single
purpose in life in the following way:
" Spurgeon once said to me, ' I do not
attend dinners or concerts, or otherwise
fritter away my time, but I stay at home
and study my Bible and preach.' That
oneness of purpose was enough to make
of him the greatest preacher that ever
lived. A converted man J:urns from self
and sin, and if he does it in the right
way, every one will know it. I don't
want to see any conversions that are
clandestine or by stealth. Come out
boldly and stand for the right."
He that is greatest let him be as the
younger. Luke 32: 26.
True greatness is not in rank, but in
character. All self-seeking marks a small
man, no matter how many his titles
or how large his fame. The Enghsh
nobleman, Shaftsbury, was never greater
than when on his way to receive mihtary
honor as Lieutenant, he stopped his carriage and gave his place to a poor lame
woman and took a seat beside his coachman. Gladstone, England's
greatest
statesman, was never greater than when
sitting on a stool in a miserable attic, he
read the Bible to an old street sweeper
who lay ill. Moody was never greater

than when he preached his first sermon to a
colored boy, in a bare cabin, by the hght
of a candle, with a barrel for a pulpit.
" No service in itself is small.
None great though earth it fill;
But that is small that seeks its own,
And great that seeks God's will."

God is our refuge and strength.

Ps.

4 6 : I.

A colliery disaster recently in Scranton,
Pa., imprisoned ten miners, one of whom
wrote a long letter of comfort to his wife
and family. This brings to mind how in
Saxony some years ago, one of many
miners wrote to his wife : " No more toil
in darkness, kind wife; rear our unborn
babe to fear God. Bless thee ! Farewell." The miners of Saxony are all
reared in a religious way and both pray
when they enter the mine in the morning
and give thanks when they return at
night. No wonder that such roughhanded and tender-hearted men could
spend their last moments, not in raging
against fate and in wild cries for mercy,
but in writing trustful messages to the
loved and weeping friends at home.
" That they may see your good works,
and glorify your Father which is in
heaven." flatt. v. 16.
Some clocks do not strike. You must
look at them if you would know the time.
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Some men do not talk their Christianity ;
you must look at their lives if you would
know what the Gospel can do for human
nature. But a clock need not be incorrect because it strikes : a man need not
be inconsistent because he speaks as well
as acts.
He shall baptize you with the Holy
Ghost and with fire. Luke 3: 16.
The quaint and telling figures of speech
used by many colored people when fuh
of the Holy Spirit are often as instructive
and impressive as they are humorous.
Here is an instance that may provoke a
laugh, but it ought also to suggest a
solemn inquiry.
A white minister, after conducting
services at a colored church, asked an old
deacon to lead in prayer.
The brother
in black offered a fervent appeal for the
white brother and said : " O Lord, gib
him de eye ob de eagle det he spy out
sin afar off.
Put his hands to de gospel
plow. Tie his tongue to de line ob truth.
Nail his ear to de gospel pole.
Bow his
head way down between his knees and his
knees way down in some lonesome, dark
and narrer vaUey where prayer is much
wanted to be made. 'Noint him wid de
kerosene ile of salvashon and sot him on
fire."
There is no daysman betwixt us. John
9: S3s

Dr. Joseph Parker has the following
sensible things to say on this passage :
We are not to insist that Job foresaw
the evangelical light, and felt in all its
fulness the evangehcal meaning of the
Gospel; but there are strugglings upward,
there are dumb instincts, there are conjectures that come very near to revelations ; there are gropings that mean
prayer; and surely He is the wise man
who sees in all the way of human education the germs of things, their beginnings,
their first indications, and who watches
them advancing like an ascending sun.
Thus viewed we have no hesitation in declaring that there is now a Daysman between God and us. There is one Mediator
between God and man—the Man Christ
Jesus. He is able to lay a wounded hand
upon God and a wounded hand upon
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man, and to bring God and man together
in righteous and eternal reconciliation.
The poorest man may engage this Advocate. His eloquence is free to all. H e
takes up the least prayer, the soul's first
effort in supplication, and enlarges it into
a prevailing plea.
The weakest believer
that hangs upon Him hangs upon the
Rock of Ages.
'» And when I see the blood I will pass
over y o u . " Ex. xii. i 3 .
There is a legend that, on that night
of the exodus, a young Jewish maiden—
the first-born of the family—was so
troubled on her sick bed that she could
not sleep. " Father," she anxiously inquired, " are you sure that the blood is
there ? " He rephed that he had ordered
it to be sprinkled on the lintel. The
restless girl would not be satisfied until
her father had taken her up and carried
her to the door, to see for herself; and
lo ! the blood was not there ! The order
had been neglected, and, before midnight,
the father made haste to put on his door
the sacred token of protection.
The legend may be false ; but it teaches
a very weighty and solemn admonition to
the sinful soul who may be near eternity
and is not sheltered under the atonement
of Christ.
Christ, our passover, has been sacrificed
for us ; and, just as death came to every
home in Egypt on that terrible night, so
death is upon every soul not sprinkled
with the blood of Christ. Is your heart
sprinkled from an evil conscience?
"Greater love hath no man than this,
that a man lay down his life for his
friends." John xv. 13.
Cyrus, in one of his wars, captured an
Armenian princess, and, according to the
cruel laws of ancient warfare, condemned
her to death.
Her husband, hearing of
her peril, came at once into the camp of
the conqueror, and offered to redeem her
life with his own. Cyrus was so struck
with the man's magnanimity that he released them both, and declared his purpose to reinstate them, with great power
aiid riches, in their own country. And
now, while all the courriers and captains
are praising the generosity of the great
king, the woman stands silent and weep-
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ing. At length one of the bystanders
says to her : —
" A n d what do you think of Cyrus ?"
" I was not thinking of him at all," was
her reply.
' ' O f whom were you thinking?"
" I was thinking," said she, fixing her
eyes, all lustrous with love, shining through
tears, upon her husband, " of the noble
man who redeemed my hfe by offering to
sacrifice his own."
Is not this the true attitude of a Christian? Amid the adulation of the world,
should we not think most tearfully and
tenderly of the divine Man who redeemed
our hfe not by the offer, but by the actual
sacrifice, of himself?
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" For what is our hope or joy or crown
of rejoicing ? Are not ye in the presence
of our Lord Jesus Christ at his coming ? "
I Thess. ii. 19,

An Ashantee native, on his dying bed,
was visited by a Wesleyan missionary, and
thus addressed him:
" I hear you
preached last night about heaven.
I
could not be at your service, but I am going to heaven myself; and when I get
there I will go to my Saviour, and throw
myself at his feet and thank him for his
mercy in sending a missionary to this
land to tell me of the truth. Then I wiU
come back to the gate and sit down until
you come, and then I will take you to my
Saviour's throne, and say you are the man
who first told me of the cross of Christ."

Match ZibixxQQ.
THE ZIONISTS.

At first, there was a great deal of
apathy amongst the Jewish Rabbis
concerning the Congress of Zionists recently held at Basle, Switzerland.
That feeling has rapidly passed away and
all over the civilized world there is a
marked and manifest change. In London, Paris, Berlin, New York, Chicago,
and other large cities, leading Rabbis,
both of this Orthodox and of the Reformed divisions of Jews have come out
boldly in favor of the movement. This
was anticipated.
No great sentiment
like that actuating the men who met at
this Conference could fail of having a response from the hearts of the great mass
of Jews. Then, too, the character of the
men at the back of the movement and
the enormous wealth which supported
them, removed the cringing fear that has
acted hke a weight of lead on the hearts
of Israel during the past eighteen centuries, and the outburst of love for the land
of their fathers has come to the front.
Briefly stated, Zionism contemplates
the restoration of the Jewish people in
their own land in some national form. It
may be brought about by the purchase of
Palestine from the Turks, or it may be attained by securing possession of the land
by the payment of an annual rental to

the Ottoman Empire. But by whatever
means it may be reached, it is the most
significant and startling thing in connection with the Jews that • has occurred
since the destruction of the Jewish Temple under Titus. Surely the vision of
Ezekiel is beginning to be fulfiUed. A
few years ago, the gospel began to be
preached to the dry bones of Israel.
And the result has been as hopeless as
the task of putting life into a mass of
whitened bones, very many and very dry.
But faithful servants of God have gone on
in the work and now the bones—^just as
dry and destitute of life as ever—are
coming together. Israel in all parts of
the world is tending towards a centre.
By and by they will get back to land
given to Abraham and his seed and then
they win have a corporate form that will
make them look as if there was flesh upon the bones, but still they will be destitute of spiritual life. But there wiU be
hope of a completed Pentecost at that
time and they will stand up—a " remnant " to be sure—but still a great army.
Surely the saints may begin to look up
for the day of redemption draweth nigh—
Jerusalem wih be redeemed, Israel will be
comforted, the Kingdom of God will
come. In that day, there will be one
Lord and His name one, and He shall
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be King over all the earth. Blessed day !
May its coming hasten.
From an English paper we learn that
" T h e Executive Committee appointed by
the Basle Congress, has set to work. In
a few days, a circular will be sent to all
members of the Congress, requesting
them to proceed with the ' Shekel' Collection, i. e., the contributions from adherents in each country. Concurrently,
therewith, the agitation is being carried
on. In several towns of Galicia, meetings have been held to receive reports on
the Congress. Dr. Lippe, of Jassy, on
his way home, stopped at Przemysl, where
he addressed a large meeting. Dr. Landau discussed the results of the Congress
at a great meeting on Sunday in the
Third District of Vienna, and Dr. Muntz
will do the same next Tuesday in the
Tenth District."
THE

LATEST THING IN RELIGIONS.—A

number of young people in very high circles indeed have been setting themselves
to found a new religion, and we shall
probably hear a great deal about it presently. Here are some extracts from a
Manifesto, which has been printed on
vellum for very private circulation :
" The Kingdoms of the Earth are unhappy, because they have forsaken the worship of their ancient Gods.
" When the peoples forgat those Gods, who
had made the world beautiful and happy, the
Gods, in their divine displeasure, quitted our
planet, abandoning it to the outer darkness of
despair.
" But their celestial mercy is infinite, and they
have now condescended to lavish their divine
effulgence once more upon the earth.
" And mankind shall be led back to the Gods
of a great world, of great nations, and of great
deeds ; to the Gods of the divine Caesars
" Let us then turn to Olympian Jove, Father
of Gods and men, sublime upon his ivory
throne ; to Phoebus Apollo, the Lord of poetry
and light, etc., etc. . . .
" L e t us proclaim to the sons of men the glad
tidings that their ancient Gods have returned to
bless and sanctify the erring and disconsolate, to
give new light to them that sit in darkness, to restore an age of golden happiness and plenteous
joy.
" Given at the Chief Temple, which is in Britain," etc.

The High Priestess is a very charming
and beautiful lady, who is quite one of
the autocrats of society, and is Hkely to
secure as much adoration as any of the
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gods and goddessess she seeks to proclaim. A very fine temple has been fitted
up near Holburn, and very pleasant little
dinner-parties are given from rime to
time in honour of Bacchus.
As the new religion does not seek
proselytes, but, being fashionable, waits
to be sought out by proselytes, it should
soon become the rage.
ALARMING SITUATION OF THE JEWS IN
PERSIA. Side by side with the signs of

the gathering of Jews to their Land, there
are others which show that they are " a
burdensome stone" in other countries,
which are making their life unendurable,
and so helping to thrust them out.
Official information has reached London of the alarming situation of the Jews
in Teheran, Persia. Part of the details
given refer practically to the normal condition of affairs in Teheran, to improve
which several memorials have within
recent years been submitted to the Foreign Office.
Sayid Rayhan Allah, one of the petty
Mostahed of no popularity or distinction,
has planned a plot for the extermination
of all the Jews in Persia. Recently he
summoned the Chief Rabbi and informed
him that either all the Jews must accept
the Mohammedan faith, or he will do all
he can to oppress and exterminate them
should they refuse his offer. AU that
could be done was done to quiet him,
but with no result. He has now formulated the foUowing restrictions to oppress
the Jews ;—
1. That every Jew must have all the
hair of his head cut off.
2. That the Jews must never ride any
animal throughout the city or elsewhere.
3. That a Jew is not to wear nizam
(a European style of dress).
4. That every Jew must wear a mark
on his clothes so that he may be distinguished from a Mohammedan.
5. That no Jewish woman must put
on a veil.
6. That a Jewish woman is not to
wear chador or chaghchoor (an outdoor
dress which the Persian manners and
etiquette expect every woman to wear
out of doors).
7. That a Jew must not build a house
higher than that of a Mohammedan
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neighbour, and that the entrance to his
house must be so peculiarly constructed
as to be disringuished from that of a
Moslem.
8. That no Jew is to come out of his
house on a rainy day.
9. That no Jew is to touch any articles of food.
10. That when a Jew dies, any relative who has become a convert to
Mohammedanism may possess aU his
property.
11. T h a t any Jew who, having once
accepted Islam, renounces it, is to be
put to death.
The government has been appealed to
for protection, and the Jewish quarters
have been for the last nine days guarded
by soldiers despatched by the Authorities. The persecution has grown so terrible that it seems to be almost beyond
the power of the Government to protect
us. We are left at the mercy of these
fanatics. We, helpless and hopeless,
lying in sackcloth and ashes, cry to Heaven for help. . . . T h e present situation
is considered so grave in official circles
that the Shah has abandoned his intention of coming to Europe, and the Government has ordered a mark with the
word " Moosa-ih " (a follower of Moses,
a Jew) written on it, to be worn by every
Jew, to distinguish him from a Moslem.
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T H E FOUR STEPS OF THE PRODIGAL'S RETURN.

r. Conviction—"Came to himself"
(Luke XV. 17).
2. C o n t r i t i o n — " n o more w o r t h y "
(Luke XV. 19).
3. Confession—"I
have
sinned"
(Luke XV. 18).
4. Conversion—" H e
arose
and
came " (Luke xv. 2 0 ) .

^oo\{ IReviews.
THE

SEVENTH

DAY

ADVENTISTS.—By

Henry Variey, Ahred Holness, 14 Paternoster Row, London, E. C , price 25c.
This little booklet is just fresh from the
press. It was written under the intense
feeling of its author, growing out of the
ruin which he saw on the Pacific slope as
the result of the seventh-day people.
DEMON POSSESSIONS AND ALLIED THEMES.

—By J. L. Nevins, D. D. Flemming H .
Revell Co. This book has a favorable
introduction by Rev. D. EUenwood. We
do not hesitate to say that it is one of the
most conservative and yet one of the most
startling books we have ever read. It almost makes one's flesh to crawl in its reading. Every minister of the gospel, and
especially every missionary, should ponder
its thoughtful pages. This is the second
edition enlarged and improved.

"James H. Brookes, A Memoir."
BY DAVID KIDDLE WILLIAMS.
HIS is to be a book of about ^50 PAGES,
beautifully printed-and bound. It
will be ILLUSTRATED
with numerous photo-engravings. Tbe volume
will be ready about December 10th.
The book is issued for the family of the late Dr. Brookes, by the St. Louis
Depository
of tbe Presbyterian
Board of Publication,
1516 Locust
Street.
The author (late Managing Editor of the " Mid-Continent," now Department Editor
of a St. Louis daily paper) is a close connection of the family. Abundant material has
been placed at his disposal, from which to glean a graphic record of tbe life and work of
the great St. Louis Preacher-Author, who began to earn his own living at eight, and whose
early life and later struggles is like a page from a romance.
The book is issued in response to a demand, and is in no sense a commercial enterprise.

T

THE

EDITION

WILL

BB

LIMITED.

Any who may wish the book should send their orders in advance to the
/ . W. ALliMN,
Manager.

St. Louis Depository P. B. of P.
The
will

Price
be

1.00 each.

1516 Locust St., St. Louis, Mo.
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All money that was due from the subscribers of the Truth on the first day of
July last, is to be paid to us at the Boston
office. We purchased all the assets and
assumed all the liabilities oi the Truth, on
its unfilled subscriptions.
All moneys,
therefore, should be sent to us directly,
and all persons who have paid for the
Truth in advance will have this magazine
sent to them until the time of their subscription expires. Send to 719 Tremont
Building.
ALL MONEY D U E F O R T H E WATCHWORD
SHOULD BE SENT TO 719

TREMONT BUILD-

ING, BOSTON.
A L L MONEY D U E ON T H E WATCHWORD
^ND T R U T H SHOULD BE SENT TO 719

TRE-

MONT BUILDING, BOSTON.
A T NO T I M E COULD O U R

SUBSCRIBERS

help us more than Now, by sending the
money due on subscription. A dollar is
not much to you, but many hundreds,
and even thousands D U E NOW, is a very
great deal to us. Please make a little effort at once and let us hear from you.
W E are trying to make arrangements for
the use of the Memoir of the late Dr. James
H . Brooks as a premium on all former
subscriptions to the Truth.
We hope this
may be effected. " It was the original intention of the friends to publish only a
limited edition but we are qu-ite sure that
all the old readers of the Truth, and many
of those who have taken the
Watchword
will want the book and we hope the friends
will consent to issue a large edition instead of the limited edition that has been
under consideration.
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12.

T H E demand for the last two issues of
the Watchword and Truth has been so
great that we shall only be able to supply
the last double number and November as
these papers may be returned to us by
kind friends. We have to thank a large
number who have generously returned
copies, especially those who are receiving
the paper on account of their subscription
to the Truth as well as the Watcliword.

DEMON POSSESSION. An eminent French
physiologist who denies the existence of
a personal devil, has come out boldly
to say that M. Huysmans has made
no exaggeration in his recent revelations
about Devil-worship in Paris. There is no
mistake now about the existence of the
"black mass " with all of its horrid orgies
in several places in this wicked city which
has set the pace for the fashions, the
amusements and the tendencies of the
present day. Even human sacrifices are
not unknown, he declares, although a live
animal is used in many cases. It was
sought to annul the will of a French
poet not long ago on the gromid that
he was in the habit of assisting at " black
mass." Many men and women are found
credulous enough to partake in these mysterious ceremonies and invocations. M.
Bo is says:

" Belgium is permeated with this form of occultism, and even in Great Britain there are several
important secret societies of the sort. I have myself been on their track and you can take it from
me that I assert a fact. As to Paris, there are
many centres—an especially important place of
meeting for Satanists exists close to the Pantheon.
* * * There are now in Paris many fortunetellers who claim the same power, and some very
strange stories can be told as to events that have
actually occurred after a visit to one of these
modern witches. In provincial France soothsayers retain much influence, and in Brittany a
sorcerer is supposed to lose his power if he ever
goes into a church."
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The late Professor Huxley was no friend to Evangehcal
truth in any form. Yet he was an honest
man of clear intellect. Here is a sample
of his power to see the absurdities of the
rationalistic teacher of our day :
WORTH THINKING ABOUT.

" The doctrines of predestination, of original
sin, of the innate depravity of man, and the evil
fate of the greater part of the race, of the primacy
of Satan in this world . . . faulty as they
are, appear to me to be vastly nearer the truth
than the " liberal " popular illusions that babies
are all born good, and that the example of a corrupt society is responsible for their failure to remain so; that it is given to everj-body to reach
the ethical ideal if he will only try; that all partial evil is universal good, and other optimistic figments, such as that which represents Providence
under the guise of a paternal philanthropist."
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in any future combination of the Powers
of Europe against Protestant England and
unbelieving Italy.
"VERY SAD. " The Biblical account says God
made man's body out of dust, the scientific account says that his body came from the lower animals ; that physically the frog grew into the
monkey and the monkey into the man. We are
sure that man has been upon the earth a far longer time than the Biblical account would justify.
The account in Genesis is not in harmony with
the rest. Adam is mentioned only four times
outside of this book. The fall seems to have
been entirely unknown to Jesus, because he never
refers to it, directly or indirectly. Both Jesus and
the prophets seemed to believe in the steady
progress of the race. Instead of the fall we
would put the rise and progress of the human
race and believe with the poet, that
Step by step since time began
We see the steady growth of man."

B. F. MILLS. This evangelist, once so
prominent, has "gone to his own place"
amongst the Unitarians. He was with them
in heart six years ago. He never had a
grip of the diety of Christ, the depravity
of man, the atonement by blood, and kindred truths. He never showed any faith
in the supernatural, but he had unbounded
confidence in his cards, his committees,
and in the use of those methods for revenues which brought abundant returns.
The result for the most part was a largely
increased church membership, showing
the ease with which a sinful life outside
of the church can be transferred to an
unchanged life within. It was no fault of
Mr. Mills' teaching concerning the life
that ought to be lived, for he was a preacher
of righteousness. But Mr. Mills expected
fruit without a root—godly living without
the living God—a new course of conduct
without the new heart, and that is impossible. And his folly is that of too many
ministers of the present day. Men must
be born before they can act on this natural
sphere, and they must be born again before they can live on the spiritual plane.
What a pity this simple and obvious truth
is not more fully understood.

These are samples of the teaching of
Mr. Mills in Boston Music Hall every Sunday, and yet he calls himself a Christian !
If he will be consistent with these utterances in his future course it will not be
long until he throws off every restraint except that of science and reason and becomes a complete rationalist and from
that to a decided infidel. If science seems
to say one thing and the Bible another, of
course Mr. Mills will side against the
Bible. But it is a baseless assumption to
say that science is against the Bible. The
best living authors stoutly maintain that
each is in accord with the other. And
how silly to say that " the fall" of man in
Adam "was unknown to Jesus." For
what purpose did he come into the world?
In His own words " to seek and to save
the lost." Jesus did teach that the race
sprung out of one man and how else could
the whole race be lost except in its head ?
But evidently Mr. Mills is still amongst
those "wandering stars," which have not
found their centre; or having found it,
have been unwilling to recognize it. H e
wanders on still and thus

It is a very singular fact that
the present Pope has quietly pursued his
political policy until every Court in Europe, except that of England and Italy, has
an embassador at the Vatican. What it
all means no one can tell, but it looks
very much like the use of the Papal power

from bad to worse, and from worse to
worst. Who ever heard of a comparison
from bad to better, and from that to best?
It is good, better, best; and bad, worse,
worst. It is " unscientific " to talk of bad
getting better, and no set of men are so
constantly talking of the lo-w, savage origin
of the race as these boastful rationalists.

ROME.

" Step by step since time began.
We see the steady growth of man."
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REV. DR. CHEVNE. We made it our
duty to go and hear this much lauded
" Higher Critic " at one of the New Eng;
land Universities. Nearly every position
that he has taken during the past years has
been utterlv disproved by superior scholars
and yet, with a boldness worthy of a better
cause, he rehashed the same old things to
empty benches and a few students in one
of the university halls. . While appearance
is no gauge of calibre it may be said by
way of description that he is small in body,
has a smaller head in proportion, and
eyes so little that they are barely perceptible as he stands upon the platform reading. It is characteristic of a person of
small intellect to try to compensate for
his littleness by assurance and assumption,
a natural consequence of this is a reckless
treatment of the Word of God. Again and
again, with the utmost coolness he said, " I
cannot concede, I cannot admit, I cannot
grant, I utterly reject," and that too, in the
face of the facts that are received by the
greatest scholars in the -world. If it had
not been so painful it would have been
exceedingly amusing to watch his tossing
the old prophets about, culling a piece
from Isaiah and saying that it was an insertion by an unknown prophet, another
from Malachi, and saying that it was something written in the time of Nehemiah,
and so on clear to the end. It is a matter
of great grief that the principal universities
in America have invited this man to go
around innoulating their students with irreverence, unfair interpretations, literary
conceits, and unbelief in the sacred Scriptures. The only relief in the whole hour
and a half lecture was an occasional reference to the Supreme Being with a tone of
some reverence. There are scores of men
in England with greater mental calibre,
more extended scholarship, and greater
power to lecture. Why have our Universities overlooked them to bring out this
irreverent discreditor of the Word of God
—a man who, a quarter of a century ago
would have been deprived of his lectureship and openly labelled as a rationalist of
the most dangerous kind.

We send Christmas greetings to all of
our friends.
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THE Biblical World of Chicago has recently been "hedging" in its extreme
opposition to the Word of God. We
have been expecting this. The positions
taken by Dr. Harper and his associates
have been discredited and disproved. We
have wondered how they could get out of
the unfortunate position in which they
have been placed. It is now proposed to
change the name of Higher Criticism to
Literary Criticism. This name is, we confess, more proper than the one formerly
used, but we have to remind Dr. Harper
that putting sheep's clothing on the back
of a wolf does not change the nature of the
wolf. What these men need is not a new
label but a new heart. The complaint
is made that evangelical men have shown
such a bitterness towards the " Higher
Critics" that this change of name is a
necessity in order that they may have a fair
hearing. Let it be once and forever
understood that we never opposed " H igher
Critics" as such. They have their place.
Their work has always been a necessity.
It is now. The ground of complaint
against them is what Mr. Gladstone calls
the persistent determination to discover
imperfections in that Book which has been
universally accepted by Christians as the
Word of God. If these men would deal
as fairly with the history and manuscripts
connected with the Scriptures as they do
with Homer, Plato or any other of the
ancient authors, there would be no word
of complaint against them. For some
reason, the moment they touch the Scriptures, immediately their tone is changed
and they take a special delight in discovering the warts and wens and, when they
cannot discover them, in manufacturing
them for the apparent purpose of discrediting the Word of God and undermining
the faith of Christians. No, the change of
name will not do. Let there be a change
of heart and let there grow up in the
hearts of these men a little of the sympathy that is necessary for a fair judgment
of any author or any writings.

Remember that Jesus has come. H e
has gone and appears for us before the
face of the Father. He will come again.
Do you love His appearing?
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W

E admire frankness and honesty.
At the late meeting of the
Unitarians, one of the speakers
was the Rev. W. S. Crowe, and he was
charming in this particular. His theme
was " The old theology and the new in relation to Biblical criticism." In his address he said very truthfulh' that there is
no middle ground between holding to the
" miraculous " or the " natural " origin of
the Christian rehgion. He maintained
that nothing had-contributed so much to
convince men of the naturalness of our
faith as the higher critics. But, he even
goes farther in his frankness and sums up
what he conceives to be the loss and the
gain in the acceptance of pure naturahsm
to the exclusion of everything supernatural.
The statement is as true as it is startling :
We have lost God's IP'ord. We believe—that
open-souled men are inspired, illumined of the Infinite Light, and that the Bible is the highest expression of that God-inspired spirituality; but to
an orthodox believer the Bible is a direct message
from Heaven. He reads the very words, in plain
English, which he verily believes God spake.
There is a power of religious intimacy which we
who regard the Bible as literature have lost. We
can afford the loss, in consideration of what we
have gained. The Bible is the only revelation
the evangelical has. We have the universe unto
our revelation. Every fact discovered, every force
laid bare, every law recognized, every principle
evolved, every duty accepted, is so much added
to our knowledge of God. Nature in us is nature
in him. Our love and sympathy and benevolence,
which would be infinite had we infinite abilities,
are tbe assurance of what He has provided for
his children.
We have lost The Christ. In Jesus we admire
the Ideal of manhood; but it calls forth no such
devotion as welled up in the hearts and swayed
the convictions of those who believed that his
death was their immortal salvation. We have lost
the conjuring power of Christ's name. We can
afford to lose it, in consideration that we have
gained the infinite Fatherhood. Christ's love was
all the old theology had. Instead of his death to
save us from a sinking world, we have a world
that is not sinking,—a world that pulses with
God's own life.
We have lost Special Providence,—the miraculous answer to prayer; but we have gained the
"Universal Presence and the never-failing reward
of virtue. We do not need that God shall occasionally come into Nature, to disturb it, when we
understand that he himself is Nature. I know it
will be said of us that we do not believe in prayer
unless we make use of the Almighty to accomplish
our design ; but, until we learn more reverence,
we can at least have the modesty to cease praying. We do not ask, and receive: we put ourselves in the right condition and receive.

TRUTH.

This is a very dismal picture indeed.
Some of our young men who begin to
yield point after point in their old faith
never dream of coming to such doubt and
despair—but this end is sure to be
reached. It might be well for these brethren to look before they leap—to inquire
whether they are prepared to part company from the Bible, from our blessed
Lord, from special Providence and from
the privilege and comfort of prayer. For
all this the author claims to have gained a
" universal Presence and the never-failing reward of ^'irtue." But this " Presence" seems bound hand and foot by
laws that cannot be modified and this
" v i r t u e " is conspicuous by its absence
from the race—it can only come from the
supernatural power of God coming into
human lives. Alas ! what a confession.
A C R Y I N G EVIL.

OT far from where we now write a
typical funeral occurred. There
was living in a small city a gentleman of wealth, culture and influence. He
and his good wife had passed the golden
milestone of fifty years of wedded life
They had one son of frugal habits and
business energy, living near by with an
accomplished wife. The father never, and
son seldom entered a church or gave to
the support of the gospel, in any form,
nor did they ever give any evidence of
their recognition of God, of their faith in
His Son, or their respect for His word.
All that was known of them was that they
were good neighbors, successful in business, honest in their dealings, exclusive in
their habits and only noted for their unusual devotion to the popular amusement
of card playing. Not " within the memory of the oldest inhabitant" had the
father, who has just passed away, been
known to enter a place of worship except
at some public funeral.
Two ministers were asked to conduct
the funeral. This, of course, would be
done because it is good form to have a
Christian burial. One prayed and read
the Scriptures with reverence and with
guarded respect for the exceptional circumstances. Then the other minister rose
to speak. The house was full, the opportunity for faithfulness rare, but alas for the
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poor weak-kneed speaker! He went on
and extolled the virtues of the man and
ended by picturing him in heaven waiting
for his beloved wife soon to follow to the
glory land. How shocking all this is ! A
man never known to pray, never known to
look at the Bible, never crossing the threshold of a church, never doing a single
thing to show that he had a particle of respect for the Saviour who died for him—
living a life of exclusion and refined selfishness—a life devoted to his own pleasures "without hope in the world " and yet
this professed embassador of heaven, sent
to tell men thit unless they are born again
they can never enter the kingdom of God,
with fulsome praise gives these relatives
false hopes and quiets any anxiety that
might arise in their own hearts concerning
their own safety ! Oh, men of God, how
can ye delude souls by such unscriptural
delusions. Moody is right when he says
that some ministers ought to be put out in
the sun to bake. Unless our information
is very far from the truth this is not an exceptional case. Let it be admitted that
ministers should be careful not to be tormentors instead of comforters at such a
time ; still is that any reason why they
should deny the teaching of their Lord ? Is
that any excuse for speaking lies? What
necessity is there, under, circumstances
similar to these, for saying anything? Why
not read and pray and speak the comforting words of the gospel to the living and
let the dead alone? AVhy comfort the
non-Christian, prayerless and godless people who always go to funerals with the
hope of heaven after a life of utter neglect
of the salvation purchased by the blood of
Christ ? Why not take advantage of such
occasions to unfold the gospel meeting the
condition of man, not only as a sinner
n.Gtdxn.g fofgiveness, but also as a mortal
needing resurrection? But the sorrowful
fact back of it all is, men are losing their
grip of the gospel and especially of the
doctrine of the resurrection. Men have
put an imaginary heaven in the place of the
coming of the Lord, and an imaginary
elevation of the spirit at the time of death
in the place of the resurrection. Hence,
the comfort which Paul gave to the sorrowin g Thessalonians is seldom heard
now. " The Coming of the Lord and our
gathering together unto Him " were the
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comforting words given then and
others should be given now.
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EUROPEAN PROSPECTS.

I

T is safe to say that never since the
last Crimean War has there been
such an unsettled condition of things
in Europe amongst the nations as there is
just now. France and England stand
face to face in Africa within very narrow
limits of open rupture.
Back of this is a
long-standing grievance of France against
England because of the continued occupancy of Egypt by the British forces.
This is aggravated by the apparent indifference of England to European jealousy
in her onward march towards Khartoum.
Russia and Germany have l^ad a good deal
of show of friendship covering up a very
deep undercurrent of jealousy and national
antagonism.
The only response that
King William's representative could get
from the representative of the Czar pleading for peace, was this, " Cousin, if you
want peace, do justice to France." Germany, doubtless out of jealousy of the
great strides which Russia has been making in the East has seized a portion of the
Chinese empire and the Emperor of that
country has applied to Russia for deliverance and protection. The whole of Austria has been in a perfect ferment for the
past few weeks, and the capital city barely
escaped an open rupture and riot.
Italy
suffered such loss of prestige in Africa
that the Emperor of Germany has not
been so willing to maintain the Triple Alliance as in former years. France, in the
meantime, has been pushing on her conquests in Africa, and has been making
overtures to Russia, and, for a time, it
seemed as if she might enter into a permanent and close alliance with that great
Empire. Poor Spain, having thrown over
the Bible and having put her neck completely under the yoke of Rome, has been
declining ever since the days of the Spanish Armada.
It now looks as if the time
had come when Cuba would gain a complete independence and when others of
her colonies might hope for the same.
Thus, everything is in a ferment, disquietude, uncertainty, and men's hearts are
failing for fear of what is coming. Most of
the statesmen of Europe, from Lord Salis-
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bury down, are anxious about the immediate future. Back of all this, there are about
fourteen millions of men ready to rush at
each other's throats in the grip of death as
soon as somebody lets loose the dogs of
war. The only country that has a show
of peace seems to be the Turkish empire,
but, unless we read the Scriptures wrongly,
it is the calm and the quiet of Niagara,
just before it takes the final leap into the
abyss below.
What may be the result of the present
jealousies and complications no one can
foresee. A few things, however, are plain
to the student of the Scriptures. Germany can never retain her present alliance
with Austria and Italy.
France, now enthusiastic over the friendship of the Czar
of Russia, can not long maintain a friendly attitude toward that great empire. To
begin with, it is unnatural and then the
Scriptures are entirely against it. Germany and Russia are completely outside
of the old Roman Empire,
In the coming reorganization of Caesar's domains,
which most of students believe to be at
the very threshold of human events, all
of those countries, then outside of the Roman empire, will be left outside again.
Doubtless the whole of Europe, south of
Germany, and the whole of the Turkish
empire will soon be united in some organized form. A few things have recently
occurred pointing to the possibility of a
coming great " king of men" over this
portion of the earth.
A few days ago a
European nobleman made a proposition
that sounded like a fire-bell at midnight.
He wishes steps taken to organize the
European countries against the outside
world in the matter of tariff and commerce.
This is exactly what the Bible indicates
will be done. There AAHII be some commercial arrangements secured that will
put the whole of those nations against the
world and the world against them. No
one will be able to buy or sell within the
limits of that Empire unless he accepts
" the mark of the beast."
Put together
the proposition of this statesman and the
principles of " trades unions" and you
have at once two of the essential elements
for the development of that state of tyranny and trouble that seemed, from a human
point of view, impossible, a few years ago.
Doubtless the great struggle that has been
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going on throughout the world for the past
twenty years respecting the standards of
money, whether both the precious metals
or only one of them shall be accepted as
standards of value, will play an important
part in that coming struggle.
It is interesting to see how commerce
will be the ruling principle of the last days
throughout the world. First, we have had
individuals forming large firms and controlling markets. Then these individuals
agreed to come together as united companies. Then companies united in forming tn/sts and after that the trust principle was extended to the state.
Now,
there is only one step further and that is
for a number of states to club together and
do, in the line of commerce, what individuals have done in the formation of companies and of trusts.
What a gigantic
thing it Will be when the millions of money
represented by England, France, Spain,
Italy, Greece, and the Turkish Empire
join together for the purpose of protecting
their united interests and for enriching
themselves at the expense of the world.
When, in addition to that, all the sensitive
questions that gather about the dismemberment of the Turkish Empire and its
reorganization into distinct and separate
kingdoms and the mutual jealousies of
the European nations as to which shall
have the lead and control, it will be
seen how terrific the coming contest will
be. No wonder the Bible speaks of it as
a time of trouble such as never was, a
time when there will be an abundance for
the rich and starvation and death for the
poor. This gathering of wealth into the
hands of the few has had its beginning,
but the end has not been reached.
Nor
do we think anything can put the brakes
upon the down grade now. It is only left
for nations to catch the fever for greed
and gain as it has raged in the hearts of
individuals, companies, and trusts, and
then, when these enormous forces clash,
the results can neither be imagined nor
described.
Right along side of these social, commercial, and financial conditions in the
nations, indicating the approaching end,
are the startling movements amongst the
Jews. In another column we give a full
report of the great project to restore the
Jews back to their own land with a na-
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tional standing and national destiny.
These are some of the things that are
beginning to coixie to pass.
Let the
saints lift up their heads. T h e coming of
the Lord draweth nigh.

LIFE A N D

DEATH.

BY A. J. GORDON, D. D.

" I call heaven and earth to record this day
against you that I have set before you life and
death, blessing and cursing. Therefore choose
life that both thou and thy seed may live." Deut.
3 0 : 19.

Two mountains, Ebal and Gerazim.
T h e scene described the symbol, Sinai and
Calvary, the law and grace, in this world
and in the other world. Are they not be3^ond Jordan where the sea goes down?
The publicity which God is careful to give
to his commandments : " I call heaven
and earth to record that I have set before
you life and death." Not an Israelite
could say that he did not know what the
Lord required of him, after he had heard
the blessing upon obedience, proclaimed
from the lofty crown of Gerazim, and the
curses upon idolatry, shouted from the
rocky cliffs of Ebal. And this reading
the law from the mountain top is a type of
God's constant method of dealing with
men. H e puts his requirements before
them in the most conspicuous and public
Avay. Nothing is left secret or doubtful.
Nothing is entrusted to their search and
investigation which is necessary for their
salvation. The deeper truths of his will are
hidden and recondite indeed; and it requires diligent search to find them out
unto perfection.
But the fundamental
principles of religion, the great cardinal
points of duty and obligation, are always
set forth conspicuously and distinctly.
Have you thought how many of the prime
revelations of God have been made upon
mountain tops. The law which sets forth
the sum and epitome of all human duty
was given from a mountain top. The
offering up of Isaac, that first solemn rehearsal of the sacrifice and denial of Christ
was done upon a mountain top. The great
re-publication of the law which forms the
subject of the lesson of the day, was
made upon the mountain tops. The
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transfiguration, that luminous tableaux and
type of the sufferings of Christ, and the
glory that should follow, took place upon
a mountain top. The great discourse of
Christ on human duties and divine rewards
was the Sermon on the Mount.
The
crucifixion was on the mount called Calvary. The ascension was from Mount
Olivet. The second coming of the Son
of Man will be upon a mountain top.
The Son shall stand in that day upon the
Mount of Olives, Ararat, Sinai, Nebo, Gerazim, Ebal, Morias, Tabor, Golgotha, Olivet.
What high revelations, what lofty and farreaching doctrines of God do these same
peaks represent to us. They are the rocky
and snow crowned pulpits of the Lord most
High. Here he further stood when he would
speak his greatest words to man ; upon
their burning peaks heaven has opened,
and their snowy summits have glistened
with the whiter light of the glory of God,
and so that has been fulfilled which is
written " t h e mountains shall bring peace
to the people and the hills by righteousness."
But to return to what I was saying;
the scene on Ebal and Gerazim teaches
of the publicity of God's requirements.
H e sees to it that men know their duty
before he holds them responsible for doing
it. His commandments are not written
in the conscience merely ; they are graven
upon tables of stone. His law is not whispered to the inner soul in dim intuitions;
it is shouted from the mountain tops in
the voice of thunder. Everything is distinct, exphcit, unequivocal, so that men
are without excuse if they disobey. Let
us mark the fact and give God the glory.
Divine records are adjusted to Divine
revelations. God is not an unjust judge
that he should hold men to account for
what they did not or could not know.
H e says to you today, " H e that believeth
not is condemned." But that condemnation will not rest on any intimations
of duty, any hints or surmises or guesses
concerning truth. It will rest on an open
and transparent revelation. " And this
is the condemnation, that light is come
into the world," etc. What does the Bible
say to those who are living in this Christian
dispensation? God has spoken unto you
in the wind, and in the storm, and in the
cloud, and in the flower." Nay ! God
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has spoken unto you in the still voice and
secret counsel of conscience. Nay, not
that. "But God, who at sundry times
and in divers manners spoke in times
past to the fathers by the prophets, hath
in these last days spoken unto us by
His son." And therefore remember that
you stand in a very different relation to
God who have his revealed will in the recorded words of Jesus Christ to guide you
from him who has works of this kind.
Hear Paul addressing the Greeks at
Athens.
23
For as I passed by, and beheld your devotions, I found an ahar with this inscription,
T O T H E U N K N O W N G O D . W h o m therefore
ye ignorantly worship, him declare I unto you.
24
God that made the world, and all things
therein, seeing that he is Lord of heaven and
earth, dwelleth not in temples made with h a n d s ;
25 Neither is worshipped with men's h a n d s , as
though he needed anything, seeing he giveth to
all life, and breath, and all things;
26
And hath made of one blood all nations
of men for to dwell on all the face of the earth,
and hath determined the times before appointed,
a n d the bounds of their habitation ;
27
That they should seek the L o r d , if haply
they might feel after him, and find him, though
be be not far from every one of u s :
28
For in him we live and move and have
our being ; as certain also of your own poets have
said. For we are also his offspring.
29 Forasmuch then as we are the offspring of
G o d , we ought not to think that the G o d h e a d is
like unto gold, or silver, or stone, graven by art
and m a n ' s device.
30 A n d the times of this ignorance God
winked a t ; but now commandeth all men everywhere to repent.

Now just as the word of God was
shouted and reverberated from those two
mountain tops, that every man and woman
and child in the whole camp might hear
and understand, so the words of the gospel
have been sent forth. They have been published in myriads of testimonies in every
language. They have been sounded on
every Lord's day from myriads of pulpits.
Ten thousand times ten thousand Sunday school teachers have repeated them.
Europe and America, studying the same
lessons of Scripture have answered back the
word today ek Ebal to Gerazim. "Truly
the line has gone over into all the world
and the word to the end of the world."
MOSES TO ISRAEL.

11 For this commandment which I command
thee this day, it is not hidden from thee, neither
is it far off.
12 It is not in heaven, that thou shouldst say.
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W h o shall go up for us to h e a v e n , a n d b r i n g it.
unto us, that we may hear it, a n d do it?
13 Neither is it beyond the sea, that thou
shouldst say. W h o shall go over t h e sea for us,,
and bring it unto us, that we may hear it, a n d do
it?
^
.
14 But the word is very nigh unto t h e e , in
thy mouth and in thy heart, that thou mayest d o it.
15 See, I have set before thee this day life
and good, and death a n d e v i l :
WORKS.

For Moses describeth the righteousness which,
is of the law, T h a t the m a n which d o e t h those
things shall live by t h e m .
PAUL TO u s .

6 But the righteousness which is of faith,
speaketh on this wise, Say not in thine h e a r t .
W h o shall ascend into h e a v e n ? ( t h a t is, to bring
Christ down/ro//i
n/'ove:)
7 Or, w h o shall descend into the d e e p ? (that
is, to bring up Christ again from the d e a d . )
8 But w h a t saith it? T h e word is nigh t h e e ,
even in thy m o u t h , and in thy h e a r t : t h a t is, the
word of faith, which we p r e a c h :
9 T h a t if thou shalt confess with thy m o u t h
the Lord Jesus, and shalt believe in t h i n e h e a r t
that God hath raised him from the dead, t h o u
shalt be saved.
ID For with the heart, m a n believeth unto
righteousness; and with the mouth confession ismade unto salvation.
11 P'or the scripture saith. Whosoever believeth on him shall not be a s h a m e d .
FAITH.

Whosoever believeth on
ashamed.

him

shall

not

be

T H E BIBLE.
BY JAMES ri. BROOKES.

Human

S

Testimony.

IR Walter Scott, shattered in fortune
and health, said to his son-in-law,,
"Bring me the Book." "What
book? " asked Mr. Lockhart. " There is.
but one Book," was the answer. The
famous author was correct, if it is true
that "God spake all these words;" and
that it is true may be fairly presumed
from the character of the witness, from
the nature and extent of his influence,
and from the "Words " themselves.
Moses lived a thousand years beforeHerodotus, " the Father of History," and
according to the historian, at least five
hundred years before Homer, " t h e
Father of Poetry," although Mr. Gladstone places the date of the poet a little
earlier. " The^e words," in four brief
propositions, sum up our duty to God,
and in s k still briefer propositions, sum
up our duty to men ; and although written.
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so long ago, they constitute the basis of
the jurisprudence of the civilized world.
Cardinal Gibbons has truly remarked
in a recent sermon :
The decalogue is 700 years older than the jurisprudence of Lycurgus; it is 2,000 years older
than that of Justinian; it is 2,700 years older than
that of the Magna Charta; it is 3,300 years older
than the code of Napoleon, and almost as many
years older than tha American Constitution, and
yet the Decalogue is better known today and
more universally inculcated than any laws framed
by the hand of man. It is an historical monument that has remained impregnable for thousands of years, and has successfully withstood the
violent shocks of the most formidable assailants.
There is not a single arch, or column, or keystone in the sacred edifice that does not show
some marks of foreign or domestic assault. But
there it stands, as firm as the pyramids, unshaken and unriven by the upheavals and revolutions of centuries.

It is said that Earl Cairns, one of the
ablest and most successful lawyers of
recent days, told a father who consulted
him about the books his son needed to
study as a preparation for the practice of
the law, " Let him begin with the Bible ;
for there he will find the foundation of all
law, as well as of all morality." The same
sentiment has been expressed again and
again by eminent lawyers.
Sir Matthew Hale, for example, records
his opinion : " I have been acquainted
somewhat with men and books and have
had long experience in the world; there is
no book like the Bible for excellent learning, wisdom and u s e ; and it is want of
understanding in them that think or speak
otherwise."
This opinion has been approved in
writing by such lawyers and statesmen as
Bacon, Blackstone, Sir William Jones,
Lord Lyttleton, Lord Erksine, Selden,
who was called " the glory of the English
nation," Edmund Burke, Wilberforce,
Gladstone, Bismarck, Chief Justice Marshall, John Jay, LL. D., Chancellor Kent,
Judge Story, Chief Justice Parsons, Justice
McLean, Greenleaf, and Daniel Webster,
whose confession of faith in the Scriptures
is engraved upon his tomb at Marshfield.
It has been endorsed by such scientists
as Sir Isaac Newton, Leibnitz, Sir John
Herschell, Sir Humphrey Davy, Faraday,
Sir David Brewster, the Duke of Argyle,
Prof. Dana, Prof. Hitchcock, Prof. Mitchell, Prof. Maury, Sir j . William Dawson,
and six hundred and seventeen members
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of the British Scientific Association, whose
paper, expressing their belief in the Bible,
is now in the Bodleian Library of Oxford,
England.
It has been accepted by such soldiers
as Cromwell, Washington, Wellington,
VonMoltke, Sir Henry Havelock, Gen.
Gordon, who fell at Khartoum, Gen.
Andrew Jackson, who became an earnest
Christian, Gen. Grant at the last (according to the testimony of Bishop N e w m a n ) ,
Gen. McClelland, Gen. Howard, Gen.
Lee, Gen. Stonewall Jackson, none of
whom were cowardly or superstitious.
Sir Isaac Newton declared: " W e account the Scriptures of God to be the
most sublime philosophy."
Dr. Samuel Johnson, as his biographer,
Boswell tells us, said, " Y o u n g man, attend to the voice of one who has possessed a certain degree of fame in the
world, and who is about to appear before
his Maker ; read the Bible every day of
your Iffe."
Locke, the acutest thinker and reasoner
of the past two centuries, spent the last
fourteen years of his life in the constant
study of the Bible, and then gave his decision : " I t has God for its author; salvation for its e n d ; and truth without any
mixture of error for its matter."
Alexander Hamilton informs us that he
spent an evening with some friends and
indulged in remarks derogatory to the
Scriptures. While standing on the steps
of his residence late at night, waiting for a
servant to open the door, the thought
suddenly flashed upon him, what, after all,
if the Book is true. H e was conscious
that he had never examined it, " n o t even
with that attention which a small retaining
fee requires in civil cases." The next
morning he began to read the Bible, and
other books bearing on the Evidences of
Christianity; " and the result is," he says,
" I believe the religion of Christians to be
the t r u t h ; that Jesus Christ is the Son of
G o d ; that H e made an atonement for
our sins by His d e a t h ; and that He rose
for our justification."
John Quincy Adams wrote to his son :
" I have for many years made it a practice to read the Bible once a year."
John Randolph of Roanoke, in early
life an infidel, announces the conclusion
of his maturer years : " The Bible is true.
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It would have been as easy for a mole to
have written Sir Isaac Newton's treatise on
Optics, as for uninspired men to have
written the Bible."
Dr. Adolph Saphir in " The Divine
Unity of Scripture," once an enthusiastic
follower of Hegel, tells us that " the pantheistic metaphysician Hegel, on his
death-bed, would have no book read to
him but the Bible."
He also tells us that Kant wrote to a
friend, " You do well in that you base
your peace and piety on the gospels, for
in the gospels, and in the gospels alone,
is the source of deep spiritual truths, after
reason has measured out its whole territory in vain."
He further quotes Goethe as saying,
" Let the world progress as much as it
likes : let all branches of human research
develop to the very utmost; nothing will
take the place of the Bible."
Even Carlyle, a short time before his
death, sent a farewell letter to the students of the University of Edinburg, delivering this message : " Tell them to consult the Eternal Oracles (not yet inaudible nor ever to become so, when worthily
inquired of), and to disregard nearly
altogether in comparison, the temporary
noises, menacings and deliriums."
THE PROPHECIES OF DANIEL AND
THE EASTERN QUESTION.
NO. 11.
BY W. H. GOODALE.

D

ANIEL, 8 Chap. In this chapter
Daniel records the occurrence of
a fresh ^^ision, which was m the
third year of Belshazzar's reign.
This vision of the ram and the he goat
i. e., Persia and Greece, has a purpose like
"unto that of the previous vision; it also
introduces a little horn, but rising out of
a different part of the same great Roman
Empire.
The former rose out of the West and
had its seat ia the imperial city of Rome.
This rises in the East and in due time
occupies the throne of Constantinople.
As in Daniel's first vision of the four
beasts, the time of the rising of the
first of these two httle horns was
given and the term of its duration
fixed, so also in this vision the hour of
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his appearing and the period of his duration are both fixed.
But let us examine the whole vision.
The ram has two horns. Media and Persia. Both these horns are broken off in
the combat which ensues. The he goat
had a notable horn between his eyes,
which horn was subsequently broken off,
and in its place arose four others, from
one of which came forth another, a little
horn or branch, which in the 23d verse of
this chapter is described as a "king of
fierce countenance and understanding
dark sentences." This little horn, like
the other, is also an oppressor of the
people of God and in the end he shall
stand up against the prince of princes,
but he shall be broken without hand.
The supreme importance attached to
this last vision of the destiny of the
Roman Empire in the East may be gathered from the fact that the remaining
portion of the book is wholly taken up
with details of its history. The period of
the duration of this little horn is given
only in the 7 th verse of the 12 th chapter,
" A time, 'times and an haff."
This period is extended in the n t h
verse to a thousand, two hundred and
ninety days, and in the 12th verse is a
further extension to a thousand, three
hundred and thirty-five days.
In the 8th chapter, 14th verse, a period
of two thousand, three hundred years is
given as covering the whole time from
the beginning to the ending of these
wonders.
These two little horns are representatives of two dominant forces, the one an
apostate faith, the other a dark superstition. Both are emanations from the older
Roman Empire, latter day representatives of her idolatrous worship, both have
set up in the temples of God, the hearts
of men, the abomination which maketh
desolate.*
The little horn in the West is Roman
Catholicism. The little horn in the East
is Mohammedanism.
The periods assigned for the duration
of these two powers have been shewn as
one thousand, three hundred and thirtyfive days or years divided into three
shorter periods, viz.:
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One thousand, two hundred and sixty of the Western Empire. The vision of
the ram and the he goat and the remaindays or years.
One thousand, two hundred and ninety der of the book deal with the Eastern
Empire.
days or years.
In the Revelation the seven-sealed
One thousand, three hundred and
book occupies the place of the image,
thirty-five days or years.
Romanism dates its commencement in ascribing by the acclaim of all the heavenpower to the edict of the Emperor Justin- ly hosts, the supreme authority in the
ian conferring upon the Bishop of Rome church of the Lion of the Tribe of Judah
supremacy over all the churches of Chris- and the Lamb that was slain.
tendom, which edict was issued in the
Papal Rome is dealt with under the
year 533 A. D. Her term of 1260 years seven trumpets and Mohammedanism in
ended in 1793, the era of the first French the pouring out of the seven vials.
revolution, when her power of persecution
Just how far the prophecies of this
was taken away and her period of humil- book are from their completion may be
iation began. H e r full term of 1335
seen in Revelation, 16 chapter, verses 1 2 years was completed in 1868, when the
16. The sixth vial is now being poured
estates of the church became part of the out. It is poured out on the river
Kingdom of Rome, and in 1870 afl that Euphrates and its first effect is to dry up
was left of the papal states was the Vatican this river that the way of the kings of
palace.
the east might be prepared. That is,
The rise of the other little horn, Mo- that all obstructions are to be removed
hammedanism, commenced with the tak- to make way for what is to follow.
ing of Jerusalem by the Saracens in the
Verse 13 says: And I saw three unyear 637 A. D., five years after the death clean spirits like frogs come out of the
of Mahomet.
mouth of the dragon and out of the
637-1-1260^:1897 A. D., when the mouth of the beast and out of the moutji
period of humiliation of the Crescent of the false prophet.
must commence. Her middle term of
The mention of frogs suggests Egypt at
1290 days will be complete in the year once and the Egyptian question may
1927 and her end come in 1972.
prove the crisis of the present situaThe term of 2300 years, which covers tion.
the full extent of these three periods of
Verse 14 says " T h e purpose of these
Mohammedan rule commenced with the unclean spirits is to gather together the
struggle of Darius and Alexander, which kings of the earth to the battle of that
ended with the battle of Arbela in Octo- great day of God Almighty."
ber of the year 331 B. C. Therefore we
This is immediately followed by the
have the simple formula 2 3 0 0 — 3 3 1 ^ injunction to watch the passing events, it
1969.
may betoken a great surprise. " Behold
There is a difference of only two years I come as a thief."
between this date and that arrived at as
And he gathered them together into a
the conclusion of the 1335 years appoint- place called in the Helirew tongue
ed for the whole duration of the Moham- AriTiageddon. This wifl perhaps be found
medan power, a difference easily account- in Megiddo in North Western Palestine, a
ed for in the chronology of so long a spot rendered famous by several great
period.
battles. Here the Israelites under Barak
defeated Sisera; here also King Josiah
The rise, progress and final end of
the power of these two little horns is given lost his life in battle with Pharoah Necho.
in greater detail in the Book of RevelaBut the battle to which the nations
tion, between which and the Book of
are now being mustered will bring no
Daniel there is a remarkable paraflelism. glory to any of them, for the battle
In Daniel the image represents the whole shall be the Lord's. Mohammedanism
empire of Rome and asserts the suprem- is to be broken without hand. Daniel
acy of the Most High in the kingdom of
8 : 25.
men.
The Lord reigneth, let the earth reDdJiieV?, first vision is of the destinies joice.
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The Most High ruleth in the kingdom
of men and giveth it to whomsoever he
will, and setteth up in it the lowest of
men.

T H E LIFE MORE A B U N D A N T .
BY v . D. D.-iVID.

1

AM come that they might have life,
and that they might have it more abundantly. (John lo : lo.)
I want to give you the message of God.
Not my own word, but his word, I shall
speak.
What is "life?" What is " t h e life
more abundant?" Before I touch on
the life more abundant I want to deal
with life. In order to make this very plain,
let me give you some points that you may
know
WH.A.T IS NOT LIFE.

Morality is not life. A Christian man
can be a moral man, but morality itself
will not make a man a Christian.
Once a moral young man came to
Jesus; he was very earnest, and asked
Him, " Master, what shall I do to inherit
eternal life?" thinking that Christ would
pat him on his back and say, " O, yes !
right you are; you may go to heaven."
But Christ knew what he had in his
heart, and He also had fiery eyes to see
what was in that man. He did not at all
wish to contradict him, but with great
patience said to him, " Have you been
keeping the law of God?"
" Yes, sir ! from my youth up."
" O," Christ said, " you just go home
and sell all you have, and give to the poor
and follow me."
Ah ! the man was very glad of all else
that Christ said, but he was not at all
pleased with that a-1-1, afl. He would
have gladly given to Him hundreds of
thousands of dollars, but the word all
upset him.
"Am I to lose my all which I have
been earning all these years? I am not
going to lose my all for this eternal
life. O, Master I keep it to Thyself. I
am going away," and he went away sorrowful.
Thou knowest the commandments.
Do not commit adultery. Do not kifl.
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Do not steal, Do not bear false witness.
Honor thy father and thy mother. And
he said, all these have I kept from my
youth up. Now when Jesus heard these
thmgs, he said unto him. Yet lackest thou
one thing: seU all that thou hast, and
distribute unto the poor, and thou shalt
have treasure in heaven : and come, follow me. And when he heard this, he was
very sorrowful: for he was very rich.
Luke i8 : 20, 21, 22, 23. Comp. Matt.
19 : 1 6 - 2 2 .

There are many moral people hke that;
they think that they can go to heaven because of their moral life : but in spite of
it all, with their moral life, they will go
straight to hell, because morality is not
Christianity.
I know many Hindus and Buddhists in
my own' land who live good moral lives,
but they' are not Christians. So you, dear
young people who are here, if you are taking shelter under this branch, set aside all
those vain imaginations, and come to the
conclusion that you are not a Christian
yet, though you lead a moral life.
To be religious is not having life. Many
seem to think that they lead a very good
religious life, and therefore call themselves
Christians. Many Pharisees and Sadducees were rehgious. " For I say unto
you. That except your righteousness shall
exceed the righteousness of the Scribes and
Pharisees, ye shall in no case enter into
the kingdom of heaven. (Matt. 5 : 20.)
You may go to church, say 3'our, prayers,
pay your subscriptions,—you may do all
these things; but this is not life eternal.
So I want you, dear people, to understand
that your religious life can never save you.
If you are under this delusion, come out
of it at once ; your religious life is not life
eternal.
You may have conviction of sin, but
this does not prove that you have life
eternaL See Felix. When Paul spoke to
Felix about righteousness, coming judgment, and temperance, Felix was convinced of his sins and trembled from head
to foot. And what did he say? Was he
converted? He said, "Paul, come thou
and see me, and speak to me at some convenient time; I can not listen to such
things now. Good-day, Paul."
"And
as he reasoned of righteousness, temperance, and judgment to come, Felix
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trembled and answered. Go thy way for
this time ; when I have a convenient season, I will call for thee." (Acts 24 : 25.)
He was convinced of his sins, but he was
not converted. He had not life eternal.
Perhaps you feel your sins ; you acknowledge your sins; you are very sorry
for your sins; and there you end, that is
ah. You stop there; and that does not
save you ; it does not prove that you have
life eternal. You may be a good teacher,
01 one who is able to preach the Gospel,
one who knows the Bible, able to give a
good commentary on it,—able to give
chapter and verse for everything. That
does not prove that you have life eternal.
Look at Nicodemus. He came to Christ one
night, and said," Rabbi, we know that thou
art a teacher come from God, for no man
can do these miracles except God be with
him." But that man was not converted.
He was a teacher, he knew the law of God,
but he never understood what it was to be
''born again." When Christ said, "Except a man be born again, he cannot see
the kingdom of God," he did not at all
understand; it was strange talk to him.
" Nicodemus saith unto him. How can a
man be born when he Isold? can he enter
the second time into his mother's womb,
and be born?" (John 3 : 4 . )
So you see you may even be a good
teacher or preacher, or clergyman or
bishop, but that does not prove you are
converted. Your work is one thing;
conversion quite another thing. Pi-eachtng
is one \!ixm.^,—possessing life eternal quite
another thing.
Now you may be having a reformation.
Well! reformation is not regeneration.
Sentimental religion is not experimental
religion. You may reform yourself, but
that is not life eternal. Herod was such
a man. He reformed his kingdom according to the counsel of John the Baptist, but
never was converted. " For Herod feared
John, knowing that he was a just man and an
holy, and observed him ; and when he heard
him, he did many things, and heard him
gladly." (Mark 6 : 20.) "Herod had
laid hold on John, and bound him, and
put him in prison for Herodias' sake, his
brother Philip's wife." (Matt. 14 : 5.)
I could give many other instances, but
I think that these are quite enough to
prove that these things are not life eternal.
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WVIKT THEN IS LIFE ETERNAL?

In a word, "it is right about face,"
—change of heart, and change of life.
Let me give you some points so that you
may prove whether you have life eternal.
T. The first mark of life eternal is
conviction of sin.
"And he, when he is come, will convict the world in respect of sin, and of
righteousness, and of judgment." (R. V.
John 16 : 8.)
" For behold, this selfsame thing, that
ye were made sorry after a godly sort,
what earnest care it wrought in you, yea,
what clearing of yourself, yea, what indignation, yea, what fear, yea, what longing,
yea, what zeal, yea, what avenging ! In
everything ye approved yourselves to be
pure in the matter." (R. V. 2 Cor. 7 :
II.)

First the Holy Ghost comes into your
heart and shows you what you are. He
causes you to see the photograph of your
own heart; and in that you are able to
see all that you are. Have you ever had
this experience in your life? O ! when
the Spirit is a candle in your conscience
you wfll be able to see just what you are.
I know the Spirit of God brought His own
life into my conscience nineteen years ago.
I had never beheved in these things. I
was laughing at the ideas of Christians, and
wrote against the preachers and mocked
them. Not a bit of feeling did I have
upon this kind of a life. But the Lord
just brought the light into my heart, and
I had no power to stand against Him.
If you have not had this experience of
conviction of sin, or, in other words, if
you have not seen yourself, that you are
wrong in the sight of God, I tell you,
according to the Word of God, you are
not converted.
2. The second step is acknowledging
your sins. In Psalm 51 : 4, you wiU find
David acknowledging his sins; he says,
" I have sinned,"—not " w e ; " but he
puts it " I." " Against thee, thee only have
I sinned." (Psa. 51 : 4.) Some people
want to hide themselves in the plural
number,—"we;" but when you get a real
conviction of sin you always change the
" w e " into " I . " If you are an honest
man, you will never try to hide your sins
from God. All those who have con vie-
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somebody step to the front forthwith, and
tion by the power of the Spirit are sure to Won't
make their bow and show
acknowledge themselves sinners in the How the frauds and crimes of a single day spring
sight of God.
up; We want to know.
Examine your life. Where are you The D^evil was fairly voted out, and of course the
Devil's gone.
standing in the sight of God? What
But
simple
people would like to know who carabout your business life?—your social
ries his business on.
life?—your family life? Just ask God to
show you. Your pride, selfishness, grudges,
worldliness, love of money, love of pleasure,—oh ! ask God to show you all. If T H E B E L I E V E R ' S U N I O N W I T H T H E
LORD.
you are living in any known sin, you are
BY ARTHUR T. PIERSON, D. D.
not a Christian. " He that committeth
ANIEL WEBSTER, when asked
sin is of the devil; for the devil sinneth
what was the greatest thought that
from the beginning." ( i John 3 : 8.)
ever impressed his mind, replied,
So, humble yourself before God. Do not
"
T
h
e
greatest
thought that ever took postry to hide anything from him, for he
knows every nook and corner of your session of my intellect is my personal reheart; everything is before Him plump sponsibihty to God." If I were asked what
and plain. O, dear friends, find out your is the greatest thought that ever took postrue state in His presence. If you do not session of my own mind I think I should
acknowledge your sins, you will never say, that it is my personal union with
Jesus Christ. The thought that possessed
come to the possession of life eternal.
Webster was the thought of duty and of danger. But the thought that most overwhelms,
me is one of transcendent privilege and delight—heaven on earth.
THE DEVIL.
We talk a great deal of consecration.
BY ALFRED J . HOUGH.
But, in the highest sense, there is not a
Men don't believe in a devil now, as their fathers
living man or woman that can consecrate
used to do;
himself or herself. There is just one thing
They've forced the door of the broadest creed to
we can do : We can separate ourselves
let His Majesty through.
There isn't a print of his cloven foot, or" a fiery
unto God, but His must be the work of
dart from his bow,
consecration. And I would, by God's
To be found in earth or air today, for the world
grace, bring to you a refreshing word of
has voted so.
God that may be an antidote to wounded
spirits that winced under the sharp sword
But who is it mi.xing the fatal draught that palsies
heart and brain.
thrusts,—one thought that may assist you
And loads the bier of each passing year with ten
in
your own separation and give you
hundred thousand slain.
increased faith to count on God to add
Who Wights the bloom of the land today with
the fiery breath of hell.
the consecration.
If the devil isn't, and never was? Won't someIn the first Epistle to the Corinthians,
body rise and tell?
sixth chapter and the seventeenth verse,
are these words : " He that is joined unto
Who dogs the steps of the toihng saint, and digs
the pit for his feet?
the Lord is one spirit," that is one
Who sows the tares in the field of time wherever
spirit
with God. The analogy is drawn
God sows his wheat?
from the marriage relation. H e that
The Devil is voted not to be, and of course the
thing is true;
is joined unto his wife is one flesh;
But who is doing the kind of work the Devil
but he that is joined to the Lord is one
alone should do?
spirit. That text possesses to my mind a
very great importance and beauty for two
We are told he does not go around, like a roaring
lion now;
great reasons. In the first place, because
But whom shall we hold responsible, for the everIt is the key to both of the two Epistles to
lasting row
the Corinthians. It introduces every
To be heard in home, in church and state.
thought of any consequence from the openTo the earth's remotest bound.
ing verse of the first chapter to the closing;
If the Devil by a unanimous vote is nowhere to be
found ?
verse of the last chapter. And the second
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charm that this text has is, that, in those
ten words, " H e that is joined unto the
Lord is one spirit " (eight words in Greek),
there is more sublimity of magnificent and
inspiring truth, than in almost any other
equal number of words in the New Testament, and, especially, the climax of all
representations of the unity of the believer
with Christ. May God help us to follow
the lead of the Holy Ghost for a little time,
in considering this text.
It is a great thing to get hold of the key
that unlocks one of God's inspired books.
For each one of these books is itself a
House of the Interpreter, and, if you can
get the Interpreter Himself to go with you
through His house and unlock all the various apartments of it, and show you the
beauties that are in them, there is perh.aps
no more transcendent privilege given to
the sons of men.
I. Take this conception, " He that is
joined unto the Lord is one spirit," and
consider it as, first, an expression of our
unity with the Lord. There are seven
forms of figure which, in the New Testament, set forth this union of Christ with
the believer, and they run through the
whole range of possible figures of speech.
There is one that is drawn from the purely
animal kingdom,—the sheep and the
shepherd (John l o ) . There is one that is
drawn from the vegetable kingdom,—the
vine and the branches (John 15). There
is one drawn from the mineral kingdom,—
the building and the living stone (Ephesians 2). There is one that is drawn from
the human form,—the body and its members (Ephesians 4 ) . There is one that is
drawn from the family relations—the family and its members, or the state or commonwealth and its citizens (Ephesians 2,3).
There is one that is drawn from the marriage
relation,—the bride and the bridegroom
(Ephesians 5). But you go through all these
representations, and touch the chmax only
when you get to this sixth chapter and
seventeenth verse of the first Epistle to the
Corinthians, " He that is joined unto the
Lord is one spirit." You will see that all
the other figures of speech suggest a union
of which it is at least conceivable that such
union may be broken. The sheep may be
separated from the shepherd, the branches
may be cut off from the vine, the stones
may be taken out of the temple, the fami-
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ly may be scattered and its members
alienated, the members of the body may
be severed from the body, even the bride
and the bridegroom may be divorced, but
how are you to separate spirit ? Where is
the line of cleavage where you are to
part or divide spirit ? In Paul's Epistle to
the Romans, when we reach that climax of
the argument in the end of the eighth
chapter, we meet the same thought: " Who
shall separate us from the love of God ?"
Paul declares there can be no separation,—
he has brought into that eighth chapter of
Romans the Holy Spirit, who is scarce
mentioned in the seven chapters preceding.
And when in that eighth chapter he shows
the Holy Spirit penetrating a believer's life,
teaching the believer to talk to God, and
say "Abba, Father," teaching him to walk
with God, and breathe out his prayers to
God, teaching him he is one with God in
the holy harmony of God's eternal plan
and purpose, then he ends by saying,
" Who shall separate us from the love of
God ? For, if the Holy Ghost abides in
me, I am the Lord's, and we two are one
spirit. Who, then, is going to separate
us?" This sixth chapter, seventeenth
verse, of first Corinthians, is a commentary
on the eighth chapter of Romans.
II. Now look at this text as a key to
these two epistles. The train of thought is
profoundly beautiful, and yet divinely simple, and the references in these two epistles
are so scattered at regular intervals that
they may be easily remembered by the
slightest effort,—for example : there are
seven great points of light in these two
epistles and they all have to do with this
one central text. The first is in the
second chapter of the first epistle, the next
is in the sixth chapter, the next is in the
twelfth chapter, and the next is in the
fifteenth chapter,—you see they are separated by convenient distances through the
body of the epistle, as though it were not
safe to mass all these magnificent truths in
one place, or concentrated light. You
have got quite a little space to get over the
impression of the first great blessed truth
before you come under the power of the
next. When you come into the second
epistle you find three more of these
points of light: the first in the third
chapter, the second in the sixth, the
third in the twelfth, so that the location
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is easy to remember without even taking
a note.
These seven great blazing points of
light all are reflections of the glory of the
one saying : " He that is joined unto the
Lord is one spirit;" and all that I shall
try to do is to give an outline of this
thought as the Lord has opened it to my
mind. It has been so great a blessing to
me, the greatest blessing I think I ever
got out of the New Testament, that I
yearn to impart the blessing to others.
" H e that is joined to the Lord is one
spirit."
Observe, first of all, that this is literally
true. There is a fashion that people have,
of saying, " such and such statements are
only figures of speech."
But do you
know that, when the Holy Ghost uses
figures, the figurative means more than
the literal? It is because the literal terms
do not grasp or convey the grandeur of
God's thought, that He resorts to figures
which appeal to the imagination and bring
in a whole world of suggestions in order
to give us some more adequate idea of
what God means. He that is joined unto
the Lord is one spirit, is literally true.
When the Holy Spirit comes into the believer and takes possession of him, the
Spirit of God and the spirit of the believer
are wedded, joined in eternal union, in an
inseparable union,—wedded, so that, in
the sight of God, the two are henceforth
one. That is the precise thought.
And
well may we ask God for the grace to
consider and apprehend any thought so
awful in its glory and grandeur. Now let
us trace, one by one, the seven stages of
development of this thought, the seven
conspicuous points of light in these two
epistles. The basal thought of the whole
is, that, if the Spirit of God and the spirit
of man are united by faith in Christ, then
of course there must be upon the spirit of
the Christian a mighty impression of the
Spirit of God. And moreover we can all
see that something of the attributes that
belong to the Spirit of God must reproduce or, at least, reflect themselves in the
experience of the believer. If, for, instance, it were possible to-night that the
spirit of Isaac Newton, or of Mendelssohn, or of Michael Angelo should take
possession of me, and should, by some
mysterious divine decree, wed my spirit in
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inseparable union, the proof and fruit of
that would be found in the fact that I
would think philosophicafly as Newton
did, that I would compose musically and
perforin instrumentally as Mendelssohn
did, and would become skillful with pencil
and chisel as Michael Angelo was.
And
it is inconceivable, if the spirit of any one
of these great men should be wedded to
my spirit, that the effect of that wedlock
would not appear in my character and in
the life that I lead. That is the great
thought of both these two epistles,—the
believer's spirit and the Holy Spirit of God
unite in holy wedlock and become one,
and the Spirit of God in and through the
spirit of man manifests godlike attributes
and qualities.

SUBMISSION.
BY PASTOR W. J. MOSIER.

UBMISSION to God is the key of
scripture. While our first parents
submitted
themselves to God,
their days were as days of heaven upon
earth. Refusing to do this they brought
into the world all our woe. While the
Israelites were submissive they had perpetual victory and caused their enemies to submit to them. When they rebelled God withdrew from them his favor. Wives are commanded to be submissive to their husbands,
subjects to their rulers, servants to their
masters, Christians to their teachers and to
one another. In the epistle of James the
command is clear and unqualified, "subrait yourselves therefore to God." In
studying this very important letter we see
many blessed results from obedience to
this command.
I. Joy in Trial, James, i : 2. Without
this submission to God, the believer is
soon stumbled by trials, afflictions, persecutions. With it he sees God in everything. He ceases to find fault with men
and providences and recognizes God's
hand dealing with him in love, so that he
really counts it all joy when he falls into
divers trials. He realizes that the chastisement is for his profit, that he might be
a partaker of God's Holiness. If poor
and of low degree, he rejoices in his exaltation; if rich and stripped of his
wealth, he rejoices in this also. Blessed
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is the man that endureth trial, for when
he is tried and proved he shall receive
the crown of life.
2. Subjection to God gives the behever
wisdom, 1 : 5 . H e reahzes that Christ is
made unto him wisdom and that the Holy
Spirit can touch his intellect, quicken his
memory and bring all things to his remembrance and guide into all truth. When
will God's children cah to their aid the
other Paraclete whom Jesus promised
when he went away? When will they
stop pleading their own ignorance and
insufficiency, when they have perfect
equipment in Hira.
3 . Faith, 1 : 6 .
Faith is the gift of
God. But it is not given to those who
are not fully submissive. It grows by
exercise, but it does not grow in an unsubmissive heart. A French officer boldly extended his hand to Admiral Nelson,
but was repulsed with the appropriate
words, " g i v e me your sword, then I will
give you my hand." So God will not
bless the believer with the gift of faith,
who is not fully yielded to him. Unconditional surrender is the one great demand of God before H e can give unwavering faith. It is the only condition on
which the believer can receive faith; and
is it not worth the price to have power to
ask what we will and receive it, to unlock
the heavens and bring showers of blessings on the earth ? To move the arm that
moves the world is a privilege above
price. Entire submission to God is the
one only secret. It carries with it all
other conditions.
4. Submission to God gives the believer victory over the tongue, i : 19, 26.
3 : 2-13. It is a little member but a world
of iniquity. It defileth the whole body and
setteth on fire the course of nature. It is an
unruly evil full of deadly poison. It can
not be tamed by m a n ; only entire submission of the whole man to God can
bring complete mastery, and enable the
believer always to bridle his tongue.
Wonderful secret not often learned !
5. Submission to God is a cure for
professional
religion,
i : 2 2 . 2 :14-26.
Hearing the Word and not doing it, professing faith and not possessing faith that
worketh by love, is one great, blinding
sin of the age. It is politic, changeable,
formal. Is is deceptive, empty and pow-
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erless. It curses the professor by substituting the false for the real, and it is a
stumbling stone to the world by substituting a counterfeit for the true.
Many in
the last day will say, " L o r d , Lord," who
will have had power to do supernatural
deeds and yet hear the solemn words,
" depart from me, I never knew you."
How much more surely the awful doom
of those who have only an empty profession to plead without supernatural works.
How necessary for every professor to cry
out, " s e a r c h me, O God, and know my
heart," and fully submit to Him who is
worthy of the entire submission of every
creature.
6. It is a cure for aristocratic religion,
2 : 1 - 6 . There is no room in tbe religion
of the meek and lowly Jesus for class distinctions of any kind. To rich and poor,
black and white, learned and unlearned,
comes the same word, " One is your Master and all ye are brethren."
7. Sabnaission to God is a sure cure
for discord and strife, 3 : 14 ; 4 : 3. There
is no room for envy, anger or fighting in a
heart fully submitted to God. A Spiritfilled believer never makes trouble in any
of the relations of life. H e is always a
peacemaker. H e is not provoked, thinketh no evil, beareth all things, beheveth
all things, hopeth all things, endureth all
things. H e loves friend and foe, the unlovely and the unlovable, because the altogether lovely One has taken up his
abode in him. Such submission to God
would cure the universal church of sectarianism, the local church of party strife
and the world of unrighteousness and
war. May the Lord hasten it in His
time !
8. Submission to God is the one cure
of worldliness,
4 :4.
Christ himself
says, that the lustful look is adultery.
James says, friendship with the world is
the same.
Certainly nothing can cure
this imiversal sin but entire submission to
God. It is ubiquitous and hydra-headed.
Its unholy alliances are seen in business,
in marriage relations and in the church.
No cure has been found for this prevalent,
popular and deadening sin, but entire consecration to God. This leads to living as
pilgrims and strangers on the earth,
magnifying the heavenly citizenship and
pressing fonvard toward the mark for the
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prize of the high calling of God in Christ
Jesus.
9. It is a sure cure of forgetfulness of
God.
(a.) Those who make their plans
without consulting God, 4:13-17. How
many plan their hfe-work, their business
changes, their habitation, their society,
their pleasures, their travels, their whole
manner of life and their church relations,
without any thought of God's pleasure.
May this not account for much of the
failure and sorrow of many a life ?
(b.) The rich, 5:1-6. If they did
but realize that God would make their
accumulated treasures a curse to them and
their children, that in the future the hire
of their laborers kept back by fraud would
rise up and condemn them, how quickly
would they alter their manner of life. But
forgetfulness of God permits them to live
on in blindness till they find no room for
repentance.
(c.) The poor.
Because this class
forget God, they take his weapons into
their own hands and fight the battles that
they have no scriptural warrant for waging. By so doing they injure their cause
for time, and rob themselves of blessing
for eternity. " Be ye patient, therefore,
unto the coming of the Lord."
Full
submission to Him will give grace and
patience to wait, as well as faith to
endure present persecutions and unrighteousness.
10. This submission to God is a panacea for physical ills.
5 : 13-18. This
is God's remedy for sickness for this dispensation. The disciples of Christ found
it sufficient according to His own personal
mstructions and ah who have simply
obeyed the teachings here given by the
Holy Spirit have found them likewise effective. All through the centuries He has
not left Himself without a witness.
Wonderful blessings these, mentioned
by James, and manifold more in other
portions of the Word of God.
What
Christian, in view of them can refuse to
submit himself unto God?

Now is the time to send us in new
subscribers.
Liberal
terms
allowed
agents.
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GOSPEL TINKERING.
BY HAYES C. FRENCH, M. D.

EAVEN and earth shall pass away,
but my word shall not passj^away.
Matt. 2 4 : 3 5 .
\ .IXa
The restless skepticism of the people is
tending to develop a doubting and hesitating ministry. We met lately, a pastor
without a people. He looked weary; his
was a hopeless task. He said, in substance. " I have been praying and agonizing in search of some successful method
of adapting the Bible to the demands of
the men and women of today." This
lone prophet, a type, alas, of too many—
seeking a charge for his perplexed and
doubting gospel—will search history in
vain for a generation that has not tried to
reconcile the " Doctrine of the Ages," to
the demands of its own age. It has been
the fallacy of all time that God should be
reconciled to the evil lives of unregenerate
man ; and not man to God. O, Soul befogged, grope your way back through bewildering labyrinths of your man-made
theology, to that midnight scene in which
one Nicodemus found it necessary to
conform his life to something, which, with
all the beauty of his moral and intellectual
accomphshments he had not yet been
able to find, but which Jesus made known
to him in the solemn ultimatum of the
ages, past and to come, " Marvel not that
I said unto thee, ye must be born again."
It is not the Scriptures my distressed
brethren, but man who needs the "New
Birth."
If men are not coming to Christ under
your ministry you may be sure that it is
the preacher and not the gospel that is at
fault, and needs regeneration. It is man,
and not the Word, that must be changed.
The "Rock of Ages," is not the rock of
past ages, only; it is as sure a foundation
for the groping feet of today, as of yesterday.
" Fashion not yourselves to this age,
but be transformed," and conformed to
the God and Gospel of all ages. For of
him and through him, and to him, are
all things; to whom be glory forever.
Amen,

H
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" T H E R E T U R N OF G O D ' S F A V O R T O
ISRAEL A T H A N D . "
BY J.-VMES JNI. DAVIDSON.

F

OR the benefit of all who are interested in the Jew, I wish to show
through your columns that the time
has arrived for the return of God's favor
to Israel.
It is recorded in the sixteenth chapter
of the Prophet Jeremiah that God said
because of iniquity and disobedience He
would cast the Jews out of their Land into
a Land that neither they nor their fathers
knew of; and while there, they should
serve other Gods day and night; and He
would show them no favor. (Verses 9-13.)
But the Prophet also declares that the
time would come when God would gather
them again from the Land of the north
(Russia) and from all the Lands into which
He had driven them,—by a greater display
of power than when he brought them out
of Egyptian bondage,—and place them
into their Land. But before this would
take place He would first recompense
their sin and their iniquity double. (Verses
14-18.) This prophecy cannot refer to
any of their captivities to surrounding
nations as Syria and Babylon, for of these
Lands they and their fathers knew; but
it refers to the various countries into which
they were driven after the destruction of
Jerusalem A. D. 70.
"And first I will recompense their sin
and their iniquity double." (Verse 18.)
That is, first or before God would carry
out what is recorded in the preceding
verses as to bringing them back into their
Land, He would punish them double.
The Hebrew word rendered double here,
is Mishneh, and it signifies a second porsion, a repetition.
The Prophet means from the time that
Israel would be cast off from all favor until
the time of her return to favor would be a
repetition, or duphcation in time of their
previous history, during which they had
enjoyed God's favor. As a nation they enjoyed divine favor for 1845 years. Their national life began at the death of Jacob; they
were then first recognized as a nation—
called the " twelve tribes of Israel."—Gen.
49 ; 28-30. From the death of Jacob,
when they were first recogiaized as a nation, to A. D. II, when their favor period
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ended (when Jesus gave them up and left
their house nation desolate,—Luke 13 :
35,) was a period of 1S45 years. Since
A. D. 33, they have had no favor from
God. Jews themselves admit that their
tears, groans and prayers go unanswered.
Their "double " Mishneh, a duphcation in
time of God's disfavor, corresponding in
time to the period of favor must be the
same length as the favor period—1845
years. Counting 1845 years from A. D.
33, shows A. D. 1878, to be the end of
their period of disfavor. In that very
year God's favor commenced returning to
Israel, when the Berlin congress of nations
was held. Then England assumed a general protectorate over the Asiatic provinces
of Turkey, among which is Palestine ; and
the Turkish government amended its laws
relating to aliens, which placed the few
Jews then residing in Palestine on a much
better footing, as well as partially opened
the doors for others to locate there with
the privilege of holding real estate. Since
that date thousands of Jews, many forced
by persecutions have returned to their own
land. Persecutions waged against them
by Russia and other countries—and likely
to become more bitter in the near future,
are also favors, and permitted by God for
the purpose of turning their footsteps in
the direction of Palestine. A railroad has
been built, an agricultural school and other
institutions established. Jerusalem has a
genuine building boom ; real estate materially advancing not only in and around
Jerusalem but in various sections of the
land, and even the rains have become
more frequent, bringing visible signs of
life to the barren hills of Judea. But the
year 1878 was only the beginning of their
returning period of favor. They were
thirty-seven years in falling—from A. D.
33 to A. D., 70—when their city and
nation were destroyed—and their rising
will be gradual, as was their falling, and
require a period of the same length. Now
thirty-seven years from A. D., 1878, to
the end of A. D., 1914, (the Scriptures
show conclusively that the " times of the
Gentiles" also end with the year 1914,)
and " the Kingdom of God" will be " set
up " and commence a reign of righteousness over the world. But they also show
before this kingdom is established in
power and glory, that the wrath of God
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appearing in the form of wars, uprisings,
anarchy and the like, will be visited upon
the world as a punishment for wickedness.
The Jews even now are unwittingly engaged in fulfilling the writings of the holy
prophets. About a year ago Dr. Theodore
Herzl, a learned Jew of Vienna, published
a book advocating the formation of a Jewish state in Palestine, and since its publication his ideas have been taken up by
leading Jews and Jewish journals the world
over. Dr. Moses Gaster of London, Chief
Rabbi of the " Sephardim " jews of southern Europe, and Rabbi Stephen Wise of
New York, are heart and hand in the
movement. And now delegates representing Jewish societies in all parts of
the world, have met in Basle, to consider the most practical steps to be taken for carrying out the Doctor's scheme.
Viewed from a scriptural standpoint the
Jews will be in possession of Palestine
within five or six years. But as their
" bhndness" was to continue until the
fulness of the Gentiles should come in
(Rom. II : 25), and this not occurring
until 1914 it (their "blindness") will not
be fully removed before that date, though
the removal of it, in a beginning sense, was
due to commence at any time since the
termination of their Mishneh. And it is
since the year 1878 that the great Christian
movement among the Jews in Russia, led
by the learned Hebrew, Joseph Rabinowitsz, was inaugurated, whereby thousands of Jews have been converted to the
Christian faith. God's favor having returned, the minds of these people wiU be
more susceptible and ready to receive the
truth than in the past. And Christians
would do well to renew their interest in
this direction. The Apostle in the eleventh chapter of Romans presents the
truth pointedly as to both the " casting
off" and the return of his brethren after
the flesh. Now, in God's "due time,"
what a glorious work it will be, giving
sight and truth to Israel—showing them
how " Christ died for their sins according
to the scriptures," and in their rejection
of Him how they have fulfilled the writings of the holy prophets, and that this
same Jesus ere long will "set u p " his
kingdom, and " his dominion shaU be from
sea to sea, and from the river to the ends
of the earth;" (Psa. 72 : 8.) and through
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him " all the nations of the earth shall be
blessed." (Gen. 22 : 18.) Truly through
Him as the Messiah and king—not only
king of the Jews, but king over all the
earth—will be realized the love of God for
the entire human race. I would like to
proclaim the Prophet's comforting message " that her warfare was accomplished,
that her iniquity was pardoned, for she
had received of the Lord's hand double
for all her sins." (Isa. 40, i, 2.) I would
tell them also of the glorious truth as it is
in Christ.
BELLS V.^LLEV, VA., August 7, 1897.

SCRIPTURE FOR ROMAN
LICS.

CATHO-

BY ROBERT GARRY.

P

LEASE get a Bible and read all the
texts referred to in this little message. Jesus said, " And I, if I be
lifted up from the earth, will draw all
men Xiwio me."—John 12 : 32.
1.

W E SHOULD ALL READ AND STUDY THE
BIBLE.
John 5 : 39.—Search the

Scriptures. Not other books.
Matt. 21 : 29. Ye do err not
knowing the Scriptures.
2 Tim. 3 : 1 6 . It is (3://profitable.
Rev. 1 : 3 . A blessing on those
that 7-ead it.
Deut. II : 18, 19. Should teach
our children the Bible.
Acts 17 : I I . The Bereans commended for searching the Scriptures
to see if their preachers preached
the truth of the blessed Gospel.
John 17 : 14. Jesus gave the
word only.
Luke 2 4 : 4 4 - 4 7 .
Jesus taught
out of the Old Testament.
2.

BIBLE COMMANDMENTS ONLY, TO BE

KEPT. Rev. 22 : 18, 19. We must
not add to or take from God's word.
I John 3 : 22, 23. The Two
Commandments.
I Tim. 4 : 1 - 5 . To forbid Meats
is an error.
Matt. 26 : 27. ^ / / w e r e to drink
of the Cup, and not the Priest for
the people.
Matt. 14 ; 23. They a//drank of
It (the Cup), as Jesus commanded.
John 14 : 15, 21.
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Jas. 5 : 14, 15.
Praying for the
sick and anointing them with oil,
was to prepare them to live consecrated lives and not to die.
I Cor. 1 4 : 19,
Paul teaches us
to use a known tongue; not the
Latin Tongue for English-speaking
people.
Isa. 8 : 20. The word of God
should be our standard in everything.
3.

MARY,

BLESSED WOMAN, BUT LIKE
NEEDED A SAVIOR. Luke I :

7.

P E T E R NO BETTER THAN MANY OTHER

MEN.
Luke 5 : 8.
Peter said to
Jesus, " I am a sinful man."
Acts 3 : 1 2 .
Peter did not trust
his own power or holiness.
Acts T O : 24-26. Peter said, " I
am but a m a n . "
A c t s 9 : 32-35. Peter said, "Jesus
maketh whole," not " I make whole."
Acts 10 : 2)^. Peter said, " Peace
by Jesus Christ."
Acts 4 : 12. Peter said no hope
or help aside from Jesus.
Gal. 2 : 11-14.
Paul blamed
Peter for acting wrongly, and this
after Peter had been an apostle
about 25 years.
5.

5

A

OTHERS,
46, 47. Mary confesses Jesus her
Saviour.
Matt. 2 : 2 . The Son, The King,
and not the mother, worshipped.
The expression worshipped Him, is
found 13 times in M a t t alone.
Matt. 2 : 1 1 , 13, 14, 20, 2 1 . T h e
child always mentioned before the
Mother ; do not reverse it.
Acts 1 : 1 4 .
T h e last mention of
Mary is in a prayer meeting, and she
not even the leader.
I Tim. 2 : 5 . Only one Mediator
between God and m e n ; the Man,
Christ Jesus.
I John 2 : 1 . As to sins, we have
an Advocate with the Father, and one
only. Mary, therefore, is not needed.
4.

AND

T H E BIBLE DOES NOT TEACH
P E T E R WAS EVER IN R O M E . I.

8.

THAT

Epistle written to Romans, A. D. 58 10
60. In Romans, Chap. r6, Paul
salutes 26 or more persons by name.
Peter not mentioned among them.
I I . Paul writes from Rome his
Epistles, Eph., Phil., and Col., and
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names brethren who were with him,
but Peter was not one of them.
I I I . Paul writes, 2 Tim. from
Rome, the last letter he wrote just
before his death, and says, Luke only
is zvith me. 2 Tim. 4 : 9-12. N o t
one word about Peter.
As TO THE MARRIAGE OF PRIESTS. Luke
I : 5, 13. Zacharias., a Priest, a
married man, and yet pleased God.
I Cor. 9 : 5.
Mark i : 29-31.
Peter was married.
I Tim. 3 : 1-4. Bishops, Elders,,
and Deacons were disqualified if not
married.
H e b . 1 3 : 4. Paul says marriage
is honorable in all.
I Tim. 4 : 1-3. Paul says it is a
departure from the faith to forbid
marriage.
As TO CONFESSION TO A PRIEST. Mark
2 : 7 . God only can forgive Sins.
l i e b . 7 : 2 7 . Priests needed forgiveness themselves.
Ps. 32 : 5, 7. David confessed to
God, not to a Priest.
Ezra 1 0 : 10-12.
Ezra, a Priest,
taught confession to God, and not to
himself, (a Priest).
Dan. 9 : 4 , 5. Daniel said, confess to God.
Acts 8 : 20-22. Peter told the
Sorcerer to Confess to God and
not to himself or Mary, or to any
saint.
1 Peter 2 : 5, 9. Peter says all
believers are Priests.
James 5 : 1 6 . James exhorts believers to confess faults one to another. Our faults are sins.
CHRIST'S ATONING DEATH AND MERITS

THE ONLY GROUND OF PEACE AND
PARDON. Isa. 53 : 5 , 6 . Christ took
our place on the Cross.
2 Peter 2 : 24. H e bore our sins.
Gal. 3 : 13. H e redeemed us.
John 19 : 30.
H e finished all
atoning work, and made all the jtierit
needed for our salvation.
John 6 : 28-29. To believe x"^ doing God's work, in his way and
and sight.
Believe occurs 100
times in John's Gospel alone, and
251 times in the New Testament.
How TO BE SAVED. Rom. 3 : 28.
Instified without works.
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Rom. 4 : 5 . To him that worketh
not, but believeth.
Eph. 2 : 8 , 9. Saved by Grace,
not by works.
Rom. 5 : I. Justified by Faith,
not by works.
Isa. 45 : 22. Look to Jesus only
for salvation.
1
John 3 : 14-16. Believe on Jesus
alone for everlasting life.
Acts 16 : 31. Believe on the Lord
Jesus Christ and thou shall be saved.
Rom. 6 : 23. Prov. 14 : 12. Man's
way ends in death.
John 14 : 6. Jesus said no man
cometh unto the Father but by Me.
10.

No

PRAYERS FOR THE DEAD IN THE

Heb. 9 : 2 7 . After death,
the judgment. No hope beyond.
Luke 16: 19-31. Abraham could
not help the dead, and Jesus gave
no hope after death.
Eccl. 9 : 10. No salvation after
death.
2 Sam. 12 : 22, 23. David ceased
praying when the Child was dead.
2 Cor. 5 : 8. Phil, i : 21-23. The
believer in Christ, at death goes at
once to Christ.
BIBLE.

NOTHING IS LOST.
BY A. A. REES.

To talk with God no breath is lost;
Talk on, talk on.
To walk with God no strength is lost;
Walk on, walk on.
To grind the axe no work is lost;
Grind on, grind on.
The work is quicker, better done.
Not needing half the strength laid on;
Grind on, grind on.
Martha stood, but Mary sat;
Martha murmured much at that;
Martha cared, but Mary heard.
Listening to the Master's word;
And the Lord her choice preferred;
Sit on, hear on.
Work without God is labor lost;
Work on, work on,
Full soon you'll learn it to your cost;
Toil on, toil on.
Little is much when God is in i t ;
Man's busiest day's not worth God's minute.
Much is little everywhere.
If God the labor does not share.
So work with God, and nothing's lost.
Who works with Him do best and most;
Work on, work on.
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T H E M A N T H A T DIED FOR

ME.

MRS. J. K. BARNEY.

ANY years ago I wanted to go as a
foreign missionary, but my way
seemed hedged about, and after
a few years I went to live on the Pacific
coast. Life was rough in the mining
country where I lived, and this was my
chance for missionary work.
I heard of a man over the hills who was
dying of consumption. " He is so vile,"
they said, " no one can stand it to stay
with him, so the boys place food by him
and leave him for twenty-four hours.
They'll find him dead sometime, and the
quicker the better. Never had a soul, I
guess."
The pity of it all haunted nie as I went
about my work, and I tried for three days
to get some one to go and see him and
find out if he was in need of better care.
As I turned from the last man, vexed with
his indifference, the thought came to me,
"Why don't you go yourself?
Here's
missionary work, if you want it."
I'll not tell how I weighed the probable
usefulness of my going, or how I shrank
from one so vile as he. It wasn't the kind
of work I wanted.
At last one day I went over the hills to
the litde adode cabin. It was just one
room. The door stood open, and up in
one corner on some straw and some
blankets I found the dying man. Sin had
left a"wful marks on his face, and if I had
not heard that he could not move, I
should have retreated hastily.
As my shadow fell over the floor he
looked up and greeted me with a dreadful
oath.
" Don't speak so, my friend," I said.
" I ain't your friend," he said.
"I
never had any friends and I don't want
any now."
I reached out, at arm's length, the
fruit I had brought him, and stepping back
to the doorway I asked him, hoping to
find a tender place in his heart, if he remembered his mother, but he cursed her
I asked him if he ever had a wife, and he
cursed her.
I spoke of God, and he
cursed Him. I tried to speak of Jesus
and his death for us, but he stopped me
with his oaths and said, " That's all a lie.
Nobody ever died for others."
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The next day I went again, and every
I did not want her, but it was another
day for two weeks, but he did not show lesson for me. God could plan better
the gratitude a dog would have shown.
than I could. She had her little girl with
At the end of that time I said " I'm her, and as we reached the cabin she said,
not going any more." That night, when " I'll wait out here ; and you hurry, won't
I was puttmg my little boys to bed, I did you? "
not pray for the miner, as I had been acI do not know what I expected, but
customed to do. My httle Charlie no- the man greeted me with an awful oath.
ticed It and said, "Mamma, you did not It did not hurt me as it did before, for I
pray for the bad man."
was behind Christ, and I stayed there. I
" No," I answered with a sigh.
could bear what struck him first.
" Have you given him up, mamma?"
While I was changing the basin of water
" Yes, I guess so."
and towel for him, things which I had
" H a s God given him up, mamma? done every day, and which he had used
Ought you to give him up, mamma, before but never thanked me for, the clear laugh
God does?"
of the little girl rang out upon the air like
That night I could not sleep. The man a bird's note.
dying, and so vile, with no one to care !
"What's that?" said the man eagerly.
I got up and went away by myself to
"It's a little girl outside who is waiting
pray, but as my knees touched the floor I for me."
was overpowered by the sense of how de" Would you mind letting her i n ? " he
fective had been my prayers. I had had said in a different tone from any I had
no faith, and I had not fully cared, be- heard before.
yond a half-hearted sentiment. Oh' the
" Stepping to the door I beckoned to
shame, the sham of my missionary zeal ! her, and then taking her by the hand
I fell on my face literally, as I cried, "Oh, said, " Come in and see the sick man,
Christ, give me a little ghmpse of the Mamie."
worth of a human soul."
She shrank back as she saw his face and
Did you ever ask that and mean it? said, " I'm 'fraid." But I assured her
Do not do it unless you are willing to give with, "Poor sick man! he can't get up,
up ease and selfish pleasure, for life will and he wants to see you."
be a different thing to you after that rev" She stood near him, with her face
elation.
framed in golden curls, her eyes tender
I stayed on my knees until Calvary be- and pitiful, and in her hand the flowers
came a reahty to me. I cannot describe she had picked from the purple sage brush.
those hours. They came and went un- Bending towards him she said, " I sorry
heeded, but I learned that night what I for 'ou, sick man. Will 'ou have a posy? "
had never known before, what it is to traHe laid his great bony hand beyond
vail for a human soul. I saw my Lord the flowers on the plump hand of the
that night as I had never seen him child, and tears came to his eyes as he
before.
said, " I had a little girl once and she
The next morning brought a lesson in died. Her name was Mamie. She cared
Christian work I had never learned before. for me. Nobody else did. Guess I'd
I had waited on other days until the after- been different if she'd lived. I've hated
noon, when, my work being all over, I everybody since she died."
could change my dress, put on my gloves,
I knew then I had the key to the man's
and take a walk while the shadows were heart, and the thought came quickly, born
on the hillsides. That day, the moment of that midnight prayer service, " When I
my little boys went off to school I left my spoke of your mother and your wife you
work, and hurried over the hills, not to see cursed them, and I know now that they
" that vile wretch," but to win a soul. were not good women or you could not
There was a human soul in the balance have done it."
and I wanted to get there quickly.
" Good women ! Oh, you don't know
As I passed on, a neighbor came out of about that kind of women. You can't
her house and said, " I'll go over the hills think what they was."
with you, I guess."
" Well, ff your little girl had lived and
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grown up with them, wouldn't she have
been just like them? You would not have
liked to have her live for that, would you?"
He had not thought of this, and his
great eyes looked off for a full minute.
As they came back to mine he cried, " Oh,
no ! no ! I'd killed her first. I'm glad she
died."
Reaching out and taking the poor hand
I said, " T h e dear Lord didn't want her
to be like them. He loved her better
than you did. So he took her away where
she could be cared for by the angels. He
is keeping her for you. Today she is
waiting for you. Don't you want to see
her again? "
"Oh, I'd be willing to be burned alive
a thousand times over if I could just see
my httle gal once more, my little Mamie."
Oh, friends, you know what a blessed
story I had to tell that hour, and I had
been so close to Calvary that night that I
could tell it in earnest !
The poor face grew ashy pale, as I
talked, and the man threw up his arms as
though his agony was mastering him. Two
or three tmies he gasped as though losing
breath. Then clutching me, he said,
"What is that, woman, you said t'other
day about talkin' to somebody out o'
sight? "
" It's praying. I tell Him what I want."
" Pray now ! pray quick ! Tell him I
want my little gal again. Tell him anything you want to."
I took the hands of the child and
placed them on the trembling hand of the
man. Then dropping on my knees, with
the child in front of me, I bade her pray
for the man who had lost his little Mamie
and wanted to see her again. As nearly
as I remember this was Mamie's prayer:
" Dear Jesus, this man is sick. He has
lost his 'ittle girl and he feels bad about
it. I's so sorry for him, and he's sorry
too. Wont you help him, and show him
where to find his 'ittle girl? Do, please.
Amen."
Heaven seemed to open before us.
There stood One with the prints of the
nails in-his hands and the wounds in his
side.
Mamie slipped away soon, but the man
kept saying, " Tell him more about it, tell
him everything—but oh! you don't
know."
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Then he poured out such a torrent of
confession that I could not have borne it
but for the One that was close to us that
hour, reaching out after that lost soul.
It was the third day when the poor,
tired soul turned from everything to Him,
the Mighty to save, " The Man that died
for me."
He lived on for four weeks, as if God
would show how real was the change. . I had
been telling him one day about a meeting,
and he said, " I'd like to go to meetin'
once ; I never went to one of them things."
So we planned a meeting, and the boys
came from the mills and mines and filled
the room.
"Now, boys," said he, "get down on
your knees while she tells about that Man
that died for me."
I had been brought up to believe that
a woman shouldn't speak in meeting, but
I found myself talking, and I tried to tell
the simple story of the cross.
After a while he said, "Oh, boys, you
don't half believe it, or you'd cry; you
couldn't help it. Boys, raise me up. I'd
like to tell it once."
So they raised him up, and between
his short breathing and coughing he told
the story, and this, as well as I can recall,
is a part of what he said :
"Boys," he said, "you know how the
water runs down the sluice-boxes and carries off all the dirt and leaves the gold behind. Well! the blood of that Man she
tells about went right over me just like
that; it carried off 'bout everything. But
it left enough for me to see Mamie, and
to see the Man that died for me. Oh,
boys, can't you love him? "
Some days after I saw that the end was
near, and as I left him I said, " What shall
I say tonight. Jack?"
"Just 'Good-night,'" he said, " a n d
when we meet again I'll say ' Good-morning' up there."
The next morning I looked on the face
of the dead, which seemed to have come
back nearer to the " image of God."
" I wish you could have seen him when
he went," they said. " He brightened up,
'bout midnight, an' smiling said, ' I'm
going, boys. Tell her I am going to see
Mamie. Tell her I'm going to see the
Man that died for me,' and he was
gone."
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Kneeling there, with my harnds over
those poor cold ones that had been stained
with human blood, I asked to come
to understand more and more the worth
of a human soul and to be drawn into
deeper sympathy with Christ's yearning compassion ; " Not willing that any
should perish."

HERMAN WAHSAWIACK'S CASE.

T

H E R E are some very grave considerations for which we have not space in
this issue, connected with the case
of this Jewish worker. Just now we have
to express our extreme sorrow that the expectations cherished last month have not
been realized. The Commission appointed to review the action of the Kerk Session gave no notice of their meetings to
the minority of the Session who voted
favorably to Mr. Warsawiack. They held
secret meetings and when they presented
their report to the Presbytery, the moderator ruled all discussion out of order,
although earnest protests were made by
some of the most distinguished ministers
of New York City; and so the case goes
on to the Synod or to the General Assembly. The scene of disorder and bitterness manifested at the meeting gave the
secular press a chance to speak disparagingly of the conduct of this religious
body. All right-minded people must
have had a deep sense of sorrow because
of the whole conduct of the case. Mr.
Warsawiack did not get the hearing
which we expected; but it will come in
time.
This case concerns us chiefly* because
we have always stood for Jewish missions.
Whether Mr. W. is guilty or innocent of
the charges laid against him is not for
us to determine. That matter is pending
in the courts of the Presbyterian church.
But it does concern us that the man
shall have fair play and a searching trial
above board and without prejudice. The
methods adopted in the past have only
served to create sympathy for him. Even
if condemned under a prejudiced court,
without a full hearing and without all
the rights granted to an accused man, the
decision w^ould not be decisive. But, if
after granting all the consideration grow-
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ing out of fair play he is adjudged guilty,
then the case would be ended. In the
interests of truth, righteousness and the
progress of Jewish work, we must continue
to demand a cessation from the arbitrary,
unchristian and vindictive methods that
have characterized the actions of his opponents in the past. Again we say, suspend judgment. The case is pending.
He may be the thoroughly bad man pictured by his opponents, and it may turn
out quite the other way.
D O N A T I O N S FOR FREE CIRCULATION.
W. V.
.
.
$9.00
A. H . p . .
.
1.00
S. B. M. .
.
2.00

J. D. E., Jr.
.
1.00
W. Vandusen sent u s i l i o without giving his address. Will hejplease send us the
name of his post office so that he can be
duly credited ?
W H A T I HAVE TO BE T H A N K F U L
FOR.

1. The love of God the Father in
originating my salvation.
2. The love of God the Son in elaborating my salvation.
3. The love of God the Holy Ghost
in consummating my salvation.
4. The love of Almighty God, Father,
Son and Holy Ghost, in making me a
constituent of the body of Christ and
thus bringing me into fellowship and
companionship with Him in an enduring
relationship of honor and blessing.
5. The revelation made to me in the
Scriptures of truth.
6. The communion of saints.
7- Many kind friends.
8. Good health.
9- Food sufficient for me and mine.
A contented spirit.
10.
Ability and disposition to minis11.
ter to Christ in the person of His saints.
12. The sure and blessed hope of the
coming of the Lord to take His people
to be forever with Him.
E. T. M.
Send us names for the January number
of Watchword and Truth.
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HUuminateb Uexts.
riost gladly therefore will 1 glory rather rescue prayer from poor routine, and
in my weakness that the strength of
cause us to' engage in it, as though it were,
Christ may cover me. 2 Cor. 12:9.
what it really is, a genuine and noble busiPaul must feel the thrust of the thorn in ness errand to the Almighty.
the flesh. I was raising once some canary
birds. The cage was hung in a shaded
" T a k e therefore no thought for the
place, and the mother bird was diligently morrow." Matt, vi : 34brooding her eggs. But one bright day I
" Sometimes," says John Newton, " I
took pity on the brooding bird, and hung compare the troubles we have to undergo
the cage in the full sunlight. At once the in the course of a year to a great bundle of
bird seemed to forget her eggs and duty, fagots far too large for us to hft. But
and, leaving them, went chirping about the God does not require us to carry the whole
cage, and would brood no more. It was at once ; he mercifully unties the bundle,
not until I put her back into the shadow and gives us first one stick, which we are
that she returned to her eggs, in danger of to carry to-day, and then another, which
perishing through missing her warmth. we are to carry to-morrow, and so on.
Do not let brightness bereave us from God This we might easily manage if we would
and his service. Sometimes we need fail- only take the burden appointed for us each
ure of desire to force us to recognition of day; but we choose to increase our trouble
God. The soul is in health if God be by carrying yesterday's stick over again tosteadily remembered. But a sure sickness day, and adding to-morrow's burden to our
of soul is striking him who forgets God, load before we are required to bear it."
even though he stand amid the delightful
garden of desires at fullest bloom.
" T h e Lord executeth judgment for the
oppressed." Psa. cxivi : 7.
Joachim a Novo Domo, Chancellor of
The supplication of a righteous man
availeth much in its working. James 5 : Bohemia, went to Vienna, and would give
16.
the emperor no rest until he procured
Prayer is not a calling into vacancy; it from him a mandate for the revival of a
is speech into the ear and heart of God. former persecuting ordinance against the
No mother is so quick to turn to the cry Waldenses. Having obtained his commisof a child as is God to make response to sion, as he was leaving Vienna and passthe cry of a human soul. The Bible is full ing the bridge over the Danube, the bridge
of the certainty that God hears prayer. gave way and fell, when Joachim and all
The instinct of prayer is in me, and the his retinue were plunged into that great
Bible meets and matches my instinct with river; and all were drowned except six
the revelation that God will not cheat that horsemen and one young nobleman, who,
instinct which he has implanted. " Good perceiving his lord in the water caught
prayers," says an old English divine, hold of his gold chain and held him up till
" never come weeping home. I am sure I some fishermen came in boats to their asshall receive either what I ask or what I sistance. But they found Joachim dead;
should ask." Such a habit of feeling as and his box containing the persecuting
this will give to prayer that quality which mandate had sunk beyond recovery. The
Dr. Chalmers observed as being the char- young nobleman who survived was so
acteristic of the prayers of Doddridge,— affected with the hand of God in this affair
that they had an intensely " business-like " that he joined the brethren in their respirit. In his diary Dr. Chalmers records ligion, and the persecution stopped.
this petition : " Make me sensible of real
answers to actual requests as evidences of
" F o r we walk by faith, not by sight."
an interchange between myself on earth Cor. V : 7.
and my Saviour in heaven." This is what
The admirable discourse on " Walking
we need,—such recognition of the certain- by Faith," the first sermon printed by Anty that God does hear prayer as shall drew Fuller, owed its origin to a small
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matter. It was delivered at an annual
meeting of the Northamptonshire Association, at whose request it was printed.
Not a word of it was written, until after its
delivery. On his way to the Association
the roads in several places were flooded,
arising from recent rains, which had made
the rivers overflow. Mr. Fuller came to
one place where the water was very deep,
and he, being a stranger to its exact
depth, was unwilling to go on. A plain
countryman residing in the neighborhood,
better acquainted with the water than the
preacher, cried out, " Go on. Sir; you are
quite safe." Fuller urged on his horse,
but the water soon touched his saddle,
and he stopped to think. " Go on. Sir;
all is right," shouted the man. Taking
the man at his word. Fuller proceeded;
and the text was suggested,—" We walk
by faith, not by sight."
" Love not the world, neither the things
that are in the world." i John ii: 15.
" I once," said the Rev. C. Simeon,
" saw the ascent of an air balloon ; it was
bound to the earth by eight cords. As the
process went on of filling with gas, it
seemed struggling to get free, and striving
to break the bonds which kept it down.
At length one string was cut, and immediately the part at liberty was lifted from
the earth; the second and third were
loosened, till, the last being snapped
asunder, it rose majestically toward heaven,
showing thereby its high destination, and
evincing the object for which it struggled
to get free. ' There, there,' said Mr.
Simeon, ' is a picture of the mind I would
fain possess,—a mind whose affections are
in heaven ; a mind filled with the Spirit, and
in proportion as it is filled, demonstrating its
character by its ardent, aspiring and earnest longings after its heavenly inheritance.
Thus, as the cords are cut which bind the
soul to earth, it will rise in heart and affection to the region where it fain would be.' "
Prove me now herewith." flal. iii :
10.

A pastor visiting a poor Christian woman found her Bible marked here and there
with the letters T. and P. Wondering
what the letters stood for, he inquired of
her their meaning. " O h , " said she,
those are the promises in my precious
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Bible. There are many of them, you see,
I have tried, so I marked them T. ; and
many I've proved, and I know they are
true, so I marked them P."
That ye may approve the things that
differ. Phil. 1 : 10. (R. V.)
Queen Victoria has a keen mind to see
distinctions. This big Jubilee Year, many
anecdotes have been published about her.
One of these had reference to her marriage. It is stated that the Archbishop of
Canterbury, who performed the ceremony, asked her if she wished the word
" obey " left out. She refused to have it
omitted, saying: " It is my wish to be
married as a woman and not as a queen."
As a mother also, entrusted by God with
the duty of training up her children
in the knowledge of God's Word, Queen
Victoria has set the mothers of Christendom an excellent example. Governesses
and tutors were employed to teach the
young princes and princesses other kinds
of knowledge, but their mother herself instructed them in the truths of the Bible,
and heard them recite the verses of Scripture they had committed to memory.
Fear not ! Ye are of more value than
many sparrows. Luke 12 : 7.
The closing days of the late Dr. Vince
were somewhat pathetic. It is recorded
that during his last illness, in the early
morning he seated himself in a chair in
his bedroom and looked through a baywindow. Turning to his wife, he said :
"My dear, I fear I cannot,possibly recover
from this illness, and when I am gone
what will become of you—what shall you
do? I know my people will be kind to
you out of love to me." She tried to
comfort him, but he was very low. In a
few moments three or four loud taps were
heard, which made both of them look up,
and there was a sparrow with a worm in its
mouth tapping against the window pane.
He at once repeated the Master's words :
" Are not two sparrows sold for a farthing ?
and one of them shall not fall to the
ground without your Father." His countenance brightened ; he no longer seemed
depressed.
To him it was a messenger of comfort, and who could doubt that
the message from on high was sent to
solace hira in his affliction?
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Matcb Uibings.
BE PATIENT. At this season subscriptions to the WATCHWORD AND TRUTH are

coming in so fast that we cannot help
rejoicing over the prospects for 1898 of a
largely increased list of subscribers. This
lush, however, has a serious drawback.
There is no time to reply to the many
kind words that accompany the money
sent us. You who receive merely a receipt for your money when you send also
words of sympathy, kindly bear in mind
that we are just as much pleased with your
encouragement as though we wrote and
expressed to each of you the thankfulness
with which you fill our hearts.
OUR good friend the Rev. John Robertson of Glasgow City Temple has intimated his intention to come to America
and preach the gospel on this continent.
He will make New York City his headquarters. He will be heartily welcomed
by all Christian people as an earnest and
fearless preacher of righteousness. He
speaks as follows to the church which he
has shepherded for the past seven years.
" My absences from my congregation in
preaching the gospel of Christ have become so frequent and prolonged that I
find it impossible longer to carry on the
work in the City Hall of Glasgow, and at
the same time to respond to the wider
calls beyond its bounds.
I now believe it my sacred duty, in
these sunset hours of the day of grace for
the nations, to follow what I must take as
the indications of the Lord's will regarding His unworthy servant, and to devote
at least three years to a call that has been
long pressing on my spirit to preach the
Word in a Gospel Mission round the
World."
THE Sunday Breakfast Association of
Philadelphia has done a noble work during the past year. There were 552 religious meetings held, with an attendance of
133,622. There were given Sunday
breakfasts to 18,958; Sunday suppers to
40,162, a total of 59,120 charitable meals.
In addition, 18,789 meals were served at

the Industrial Home, but these were all
paid for in labor. At most of the meetings an invitation is extended to those who
want to better their condition and live
righteous lives, to come forward and be
prayed with; the result was that 7613
came forward. Many of these uttered
audible, sincere prayers unto God fur a
good, true life, and many to-day are living upright lives and are working among
their fellow-beings, and are a power for
good in the community, whereas before
they were a blot upon society. These
placed in a single line, mihtary order,
elbow to elbow, would reach on Market
street from Front to nearly Forty-first, or
three and one-third miles. Eleven hundred and ninety signed the temperance
pledge.
We have every reason, from careful
estimate, to believe that more than 12,000
persons have been rescued from worthless, bad and wicked lives, and many 'of
them redeemed from lives of sin and
made good and useful citizens by the efforts of this association. We make this
statement to the public ; we believe it is
rather under than over the amount reclaimed.
THE BASLE CONFERENCE.
R. HERZL was the prime mover in
having this Conference meet last
August. He has written very fully,
in The Contemporary Review, of the spirit,
aims and outcomes of the meeting. Here
is what he says of the enthusiasm that was
manifested :

D

" W e have held a gathering at Basle before the
whole world, and there we saw the national
consciousness and the popular will break forth,
at times like a convulsive upheaval. To Basle
came Jews of all countries, of all tongues, of all
parties, and of all forms of religious confession.
There were more than 200 representatives of the
Jewish people—most of them delegates for
hundreds and thousands. Men from Roumania
alone brought over 50,000 signatures of those who
had sent them there. There surely was never
such a motley assembly of opinions in such a
narrow space before. On the other hand there
would certainly have been more conflict of opinion in any other deliberative assembly than there
was in this. We saw people brought together
who were the direct antipodes of each other in
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their philosophic and religious views and in their
political and economical professions, and who,
knowing that, did not attempt to hide the fact'.
In short, they formed the parties which are to be
found in every nation, and which promote, rather
than hinder, the welfare of a people. But in
Basle all differences were set aside, as if an arrangement had been entered into by which, in
the great moment that the nation arose, no one
should any longer be Socialist, Liberal or Conservative, Freethinker or Orthodox, but simply a
Jew. All of us who went to Basle to consult as to
the solution of the Jewish question were surprised
nay, overpowered when we saw as it were, a thing
spring into being over our heads with a fullness
and power we had little guessed—unanimity to
Judaism. We were far too deeply moved to be
able at the time to do full justice to it. The
Basle rabbi, who was not a member of the congress, but who attended as an onlooker, asked
leave to speak during the closing meeting, in order to confess solemnly that he had been a decided opponent of Zionism, but that he had become a convert. This honest, single-minded
man, whom we respected even as an opponent,
has since shown himself to be an apostle of our
movement.
Even the calm listeners, the
strangers and also the onlookers, who had come
there with the intention to mock, were, as we
learned later, deeply moved by this particular incident. And what was it for us; what did we
feel and experience in the moment when the newborn nation first saw the Hght of day? Aged men,
with white beards, sobbed freely, and to the eyes
of youth came the light of a new earnestness."

Dr. Herzl says that he formulated and
published over a year ago, a sentence
which sums up the whole purpose of the
movement. That sentence is :
"Zionism has for its object the creation of a
home, secured by public rights, for those Jews
who either can ncC will not be assimilated in
the country of their adoption."

Of course the Doctor means that the
" h o m e " shall be in Palestine, that its
centre of authority shall be on Mount
Zion, the seat of David's throne, and that,
being " secured by public right," it shall
have a national standing by the united
consent of the European governments.
Here we have rising from the very heart
of the Jews themselves that sentiment for
a national existence which will bring them
back to the same status which they occupied at the time of our Lord. When that
is accomplished, then it will begin to be
understood how the twenty-first of Luke
refers to the destruction of Jerusalem
under Titus, and the twenty-fourth of
Matthew, its desecration and capture under similar conditions in the future.
" When ye see these things begin to come
to pass, look up."
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Speaking of the criticism he has had
to endure, Dr. Herzl says :
" When I glance at that familiar passage,
which I have uttered over and over again
and as often defended, and recall the bitter struggles which it has given rise to
within the ranks of the Jews themselves—
when I see how, as it issues from out the
pale of the Ghetto, it is pounced upon,
worried, and even dragged through the
gutter—I wonder at the blindness of human passion. One can scarcely believe
that a demand so modest, which threatens
or endangers the rights of no man, could
arouse such a wild storm of feeling. But
the fact is there all the same, and I know
only one adequate explanation of it; the
Jewish question is stiU the same living
force in the mind of man as it was of
old."
The promoters of this movement confidently expect miflions of Jews to respond
to the " consciousness of state " and the
" sense of territorial possession " which it
promises. The cringing fear of the Jew
born out of ages of cruel persecution and
wrong, will give way to patriotism and
piety; the conceit of modern Jewish
scholars that they are to be " schoolmasters to the world " in this present age, wiU
be superseded by a common impulse to
provide an asylum for their suffering
brethren; and the proverbial love of
money, so characteristic of the race, will
be moved by greater openings for its accumulation in the amazing development
of the eastern part of the Turkish Empire,
as soon as good government and modern
commerce touch that land. It seems as
if the time was ripe and the Jews will soon
be thrown like Jonah out of the sea of nations upon their own shores. Like him,
will they become obedient believers, and
their evangelists to the nations?
Dr. Herzl has another important point
that we ought not to omit:
" It would mean the drawing off of an
unhappy and detested element of population which is reduced more and more
to a condition of despair, and which,
scattered over the face of the earth, and
in a state of unrest, must perforce identify itself with the most extreme parties
everywhere. Governments and all friends
of the existing order of things cannot
bring themselves to believe that, by help-
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ing us in the solution we propose, they
could give peace to an element which has
been driven to revolution and rendered
dangerous through its dispersion. That a
highly conservative people, like the Jews
have always been driven into the ranks of
revolutionists is the most lamentable feature in the tragedy of our race. Zionism
would mean an end to all that. We should
see results accrue for the general condition
of mankmd, the full benefits of which we
can not even guess."

JERUSALEM

RABBIS.

OME time ago we noticed a proclamation made by Jewish rabbis against
all missionaries in general and against
our brother Ben Oliel in particular, warning the people from their services. Now
comes another and more sweeping warning and ban, almost as bad as a Pope's
bufl.
It appears that the London society has
recently erected a hospital outside of Jerusalem, and over its doors are inscribed
these words : " Hospital of the society
for the spread of the Gospel amongst the
Jev\^s." This gave great offence to the
rabbis and here follows their warning and
threatening—it is a most hopeful sign—
things are stirring.

S

" A G R E A T AND ABSOLUTE D E C L A R A T I O N . "

" From the rabbis, high rabbis, and councils of
the congregation of Israel, both Spanish and German Jews—may God k e e p and preserve them !—
because of the name of heaven that is profaned for
our many sins, and because of the holy law and
the honor of Israel, which has been profaned by
wicked persons, and even by some of the people
w h o are considered sound. Altho anxious with
their soul and with their might for the word of
God, they have fallen into a great sin-—may the
Merciful One preserve us?—when diseases were
prevalent, not thinking it was idolatry to go to the
English hospital, where the k n o w n enticers spread
a net to catch the souls of Israel, to make them
transgress their religion and their faith, for the
which they delivered their souls and shed their
blood like water, when the oppressors of Israel
attacked them without success; but now by
subtlety of the enticers they have been caught in
their traps and made to pass the threshold of idolatry—may the Lord save us !—and enjoy what is
forbidden, going to an obscene and unclean place,
hearing their babble and their slandering sermons
in the above-mentioned Hospital. A n d rumor
has it that when the state of illness is very grave
the proud waters [z. e., baptism] are put upon
t h e m . Some also go and receive gifts from the
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k n o w n enticers, and many bring their little sons
and daughters to Molock by delivering t h e m to
the school of the enticers and sell their faith for a
pot of lentils. W o e to the shame that such things
should h a p p e n in Israel ! And because many are
ignorant of the extreme prohibition, more than
fifty years ago all the great men from the Ashkenasim and the S e p h a r d i m — m a y God k e e p and
preserve t h e m ! — a s s e m b l e d and c o m m a n d e d by
all the power of the holy la70 a positive I'aii, that
no man of Israel should enter their hospital;
and
that no man of Israel should approach the enticers
to receive from them presents or to hear their vile
sermons. And he who transgresses all this will
roll upon himself all the curse that is written in the
book of the L a w , and all the curses in the T o k h e c h a
[list of curses in Deuteronomy ] , a n d his name shall
be separated from Israel, that he may be separated
and severed from the holy congregation, and h e
shall be cast out of the responsible b o d y ; he shall
bear his sins and shall die in his wickedness, a n d
the multitude shall not be punished—God forbid 1
and so they have decided that any one w h o transgresses and enters the hospital shall not be buried
in the burial ground of Israel.
And as we see
that honor demands it, we have also c o m m a n d e d
that Kosher meat shall not be sold to them at t h e
above-named hospital, and that no Shochet [official butcher] shall slaughter for them, a n d in
case any one transgresses his slaughtering
is condemned.
According to the previous declaration,,
if (which God forbid) any one enters t h e r e , h e
eats Nebheloth [?. e. offal—unclean m e a t ] , b e cause they have no Kosher meat, and should any
one be found there (which God forbid) w h o h a s
the names of Israelites and offers them meat, that
meat is A^ebhelah.
" A n d now today we have come together to
strengthen the holy guard, and to put away from
us all reproach and shame. A n d we have commanded watchmen to watch and to ascertain w h o
transgress all this, either by going to the hospital
or by enjoying or receiving gifts from the enticers,
or who cause their sons or their daughters to b e
brought to Moloch by delivering them to the
schools of the enticers and such like, that their
names may be written down for an eternal disgrace
in the books of the councils and the holy congregation, that such a m a n as above described shall
be separated a n d severed from the congregation
of Israel, and he shall no longer belong to our
holy congregation until he shall take upon himself
all the words of the congregation and shall repent with a perfect repentance.
" A n d so whosoever shall enter their hospital to
lie there and shall die there, shall not be buried in
a1^ Israelite's grave tinder anv circumstances
in
the world, without possible allowance or
judicial
relenting, according as the chief high rabbis decided more than fifty years ago, and his lot and his
place shall only be with the enticers in this luorld
a?tdperdition
in the world to come!
" So all Israel shall be clean from all reproach
and shame and quiet from evil frights and shall
rest s a f e . "
" T h e httle [term of humility]
JACOB SAUL ELISHAR, [ L . S.]
"MOSES JOSHUA JUDAH LEB,
"SAMUEL SALANT, [ L . S . ] "

WATCLIWORD
HELP THE MISSIONARIES.
H E missionaries who get the Watchword and Truth regularly through
the kindness of friends sending
money for that purpose, are generally
most earnest in their expressions of appreciation.
H e r e is a letter from a
western missionary in Minnesota :—
" D E A R B R O . IN C H R I S T :—Send me
some of those circulars about " The
Watchword"
as I can send them out in
my letters. It is like old times to get
the Watchword again.
What a feast I
am having, passing the feast and the magazine on to others. One State missionary agent, when here, always delights to
get hold of it and to talk of its deep
spiritual tone.
May God abundantly
bless you and those who contribute to
send the Watchword to Missionaries !"
If you have a spare dollar send it on to
us and with it, the names of those to whom
you wish it sent and the
Watchword
and Truth will be sent on its mission.

T

ARNOLD'S PEACTICAL S. S. COMMENTARY.

Fleming H. Revell Co., Chicago and New
York. Price 50 cents. This is practically
the advance sheets of the ilk^strated notes
on the S. S. Lessons for 1898 by Mrs.
Arnold, Mrs. Morrow, Mrs. Titterington and
Rev. Mr. Best, put in book form. They are
notes admirably adapted for use by teachers in the primary and intermediate classes
—something stronger will be needed by
those who have the charge of Bible classes.
The instruction is always scriptural and tbe
illustrations very helpful.
A F T E R PENTECOST, W H A T ? By James M.
Campbell. The Fleming H. Revell Co. Price
$1. This is a well written, neatly bound,
attractive book. It is full of thought—some
wise, some otbei'wise—some very rich and
he pful truth and some deadly poison. On
the presence, power and operations of the
Holy Spirit, the author is as clear as a bell;
ou the church and the kingdom he furnishes a morass of mud, When'a man says that
Pentecost is the fulfilmeut of the promise of
the Parousia, or second Advent, we are done
with him on that question. What a pity
that such a clear thinker and forcible writer
could not find some Priscilla and Aquila to
teach him the way of the Lord more perfectly. Mr. Campbell, yon are too strong and
devout a man to waste your energies in
propagating error. Go back to your Greek
New Testament and look up the coming of
the Lord before you speak again on that
question.
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HLSTORY

OF MISSION.S.

By

Edwin Munsell Bliss, D. D. Fleming H.
Revell Co. Price 7-i cents. This is just the
book we have been waiting to see written
for many a day. It is the history of " t h e
working c h u r c h " from the Apostles to the
present time, and it is ably done. Dr. Bliss
was atlmirably fitted to give a clear and
comi^rehensive survey of the whole field of
missions, so that we can readily see the
unity of the whole process of evtmgelization.
Every pastoi ought to have thi.s book, no
matter how many other bonks ou missions
may be found on the shelves of his library.
Oui-Christian women will find it most helpful in their parlor meetings, to make them
interesting and instructive.
FIVE

HUNDRED

BIBLE HEADINGS.

By

Pastor F. E. Marsh. Marshall Brothers,
Keswick House, Paternoster Row'v I^onch'^^i
England. Price not given. This book lias
an introduction by the late Jos. H. Brocks
of St. Louis. It i.s by all odds the best bo.'k
on Bible Readings ever published. It deserves a more extended notice than we can
give in this issue. lu the meantime write
to Pastor Marsh, Sunderland, England, and
the price of the book will be sent. We hope
to make arrangements to supply our readers
on this side of the Atlantic. It is a gem of
the first water and deserves a wide circulation.
LET
US
FOLLOW H I M . By
Heuryk
Sienkiewicz and translated from the Polish
by Jeremiah Curten. Little, Brown &, Co.,
Boston. Price 50 cents. This is an elegant
booklet of about 100 pages, by the popular
author of " Q u o V a d i s " and other tales.
This story is founded upon a tradition dating back to the days of Pilate, and to say that
it IS fascinating does not begin to do it justice. The author is a genius and has that
peculiar power of writing about the most
profound truths in the simplest style, so as
to interest both the philosoiDlier and the
child alike. Sunday School teachers and
parents who are casting about for an inexpensive book for a holiday present can
make no mistake in buying this book.
SUNDAY SCHOOL SUCCESS. By Amos R.
Wells. The Fleming H. Revell Co. Price
$1.25. Mr. Wells is generally sure of his
facts and he has a convincing, as well as
fascinating Avay of putting them together.
It looks as if Hy. Clay Trumbull had at last
been equalled by this exceedingly earnest
and practical author. If the writer of this
review were a superintendent of a Sunday
School, he would present every teacher in
his school with a copy of this book. The
Revell Co. has published no book for years
that is calculated to be more helpful to Sunday School workers.

SAFEaUABD AWD ARMORT.
Safeguard
Publishing Co., Portland, Maine. This is a
pamphlet full of precious truth on the coming of the Lord and kindred themes. It can
be had for 25 cents from the publishers.
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